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In June 2013, revelations made by former contractor Edward Snowden about the U.S. government’s secret surveillance activities took center stage in the American and international media. As part of its antiterrorism effort, the U.S. National Security Agency (NSA) has been collecting communications data on Americans and foreigners on a much greater scale than previously thought. However, while the world’s attention is focused on Snowden and U.S. surveillance—prompting important discussions about the legitimacy and legality of such measures—disconcerting efforts to both monitor and censor internet activity have been taking place in other parts of the world with increased frequency and sophistication. In fact, global internet freedom has been in decline for the three consecutive years tracked by this project, and the threats are becoming more widespread.

Of particular concern are the proliferation of laws, regulations, and directives to restrict online speech; a dramatic increase in arrests of individuals for something they posted online; legal cases and intimidation against social-media users; and a rise in surveillance. In authoritarian states, these tools are often used to censor and punish users who engage in online speech that is deemed critical of the government, royalty, or the dominant religion. In some countries, even blogging about environmental pollution, posting a video of a cynical rap song, or tweeting about the town mayor’s poor parking could draw the police to a user’s door. Although democratic states generally do not target political speech, several have sought to implement disproportionate restrictions on content they perceive as harmful or illegal, such as pornography, hate speech, and pirated media.

Nonetheless, in a number of places around the world, growing efforts by civic activists, technology companies, and everyday internet users have been able to stall, at least in part, newly proposed restrictions, forcing governments to either shelve their plans or modify some of the more problematic aspects of draft legislation. In a handful of countries, governments have been increasingly open to engagement with civil society, resulting in the passage of laws perceived to protect internet freedom. While such
positive initiatives are significantly less common than government attempts to control the online sphere, the expansion of this movement to protect internet freedom is one of the most important developments of the past year.

To illuminate the nature of evolving threats in the rapidly changing global environment, and to identify areas of opportunity for positive change, Freedom House has conducted a comprehensive study of internet freedom in 60 countries around the world. This report is the fourth in its series and focuses on developments that occurred between May 2012 and April 2013. The previous edition, covering 47 countries, was published in September 2012. Freedom on the Net 2013 assesses a greater variety of political systems than its predecessors, while tracing improvements and declines in the countries examined in the previous editions. Over 70 researchers, nearly all based in the countries they analyzed, contributed to the project by examining laws and practices relevant to the internet, testing the accessibility of select websites, and interviewing a wide range of sources.

Of the 60 countries assessed, 34 have experienced a negative trajectory since May 2012. Further policy deterioration was seen in authoritarian states such as Vietnam and Ethiopia, where the downgrades reflected new government measures to restrict free speech, new arrests, and harsh prison sentences imposed on bloggers for posting articles that were critical of the authorities. Pakistan’s downgrade reflected the blocking of thousands of websites and pronounced violence against users of information and communication technologies (ICTs). In Venezuela, the decline was caused by a substantial increase in censorship surrounding politically sensitive events: the death of President Hugo Chávez and the presidential elections that preceded and followed it.

Deterioration was also observed in a number of democracies, often as a result of struggles to balance freedom of expression with security. The most significant year-on-year decline was seen in India, which suffered from deliberate interruptions of mobile and internet service to limit unrest, excessive blocks on content during rioting in northeastern states, and an uptick in the filing of criminal charges against ordinary users for posts on social-media sites. The United States experienced a significant decline as well, in large part due to reports of extensive surveillance tied to intelligence gathering and counterterrorism. And in Brazil, declines resulted from increasing limitations on online content, particularly in the context of the country’s stringent electoral laws; cases of intermediary liability; and increasing violence against online journalists.

At the same time, 16 countries registered a positive trajectory over the past year. In Morocco, which was analyzed for the first time in this edition of the report, the government has unblocked previously censored websites as part of its post–Arab Spring reform effort, although it still frequently punishes those who post controversial information. Burma’s continued improvement included significant steps toward the lifting of internet censorship, which may allow the country to
shed its history of repression and underdevelopment and create a more progressive media environment. Tunisia’s gains are the result of the government’s sustained efforts to open up the online sphere following years of repression under former president Zine el-Abidine Ben Ali, and institute protections for journalists and bloggers, although there is still much to be done. And in several countries like Georgia and Rwanda, improvements stemmed from a decline in the number of negative incidents from the previous coverage period.

Despite the noted improvements, restrictions on internet freedom continue to expand across a wide range of countries. Over the past year, the global number of censored websites has increased, while internet users in various countries have been arrested, tortured, and killed over the information they posted online. Iran, Cuba, and China remain among the most restrictive countries in the world when it comes to internet freedom. In Iran, the government utilized more advanced methods for blocking text messages, filtering content, and preventing the use of circumvention tools in advance of the June 2013 election, while one blogger was found dead in police custody after being arrested for criticizing the government online. In Cuba, the authorities continued to require a special permit for anyone wishing to access the global internet; the permits are generally granted to trusted party officials and those working in specific professions. And as in previous years, China led the way in expanding and adapting an elaborate technological apparatus for systemic internet censorship, while further increasing offline coercion and arrests to deter free expression online.

Over the past year, the global number of censored websites has increased, while internet users in various countries have been arrested, tortured, and killed over the information they posted online.

Based on a close evaluation of each country, this study identifies the 10 most commonly used types of internet control, most of which appear to have become more widespread over the past year:

**Blocking and filtering:**

Governments around the world are increasingly establishing mechanisms to block what they deem to be undesirable information. In many cases, the censorship targets content involving child pornography, illegal gambling, copyright infringement, or the incitement of violence. However, a growing number of governments are also engaging in deliberate efforts to block access to information related to politics, social issues, and human rights. Of the 60 countries evaluated this year, 29 have used blocking to suppress certain types of political and social content. China, Iran, and Saudi Arabia possess some of the most comprehensive blocking and filtering capabilities, effectively disabling access to thousands of websites, but even some democratic countries like South Korea and India have at times blocked websites of a political nature. Jordan and Russia, which previously blocked websites only sporadically, are among the countries that have intensified their efforts over the past year.
Cyberattacks against regime critics:
Some governments and their sympathizers are increasingly using technical attacks to disrupt activists’ online networks, eavesdrop on their communications, and cripple their websites. Over the past year, such attacks were reported in at least 31 of the countries covered in this study. In Venezuela, for example, during the 2012 and 2013 presidential campaigns, the websites of popular independent media—Noticiero Digital, Globovisión, and La Patilla—were repeatedly subject to distributed denial-of-service (DDoS) attacks, which increased on election days and during the vote count. In countries ranging from Belarus to Vietnam to Bahrain, opposition figures and activists are routinely targeted with malicious software that is masked as important information about political developments or planned protests. When downloaded, the malware can enable attackers to monitor the victims’ keystrokes and eavesdrop on their personal communications. Although activists are increasingly aware of this practice and have been taking steps to protect themselves, the attacks are becoming more sophisticated and harder to detect.

New laws and arrests for political, religious, or social speech online:
Instead of merely blocking and filtering information that is deemed undesirable, an increasing number of countries are passing new laws that criminalize certain types of political, religious, or social speech, either explicitly or through vague wording that can be interpreted in such a way. Consequently, more users are being arrested, tried, or imprisoned for their posts on social networks, blogs, and websites. In fact, some governments may prefer to institute strict punishments for people who post offending content rather than actually blocking it, as this allows officials to maintain the appearance of a free and open internet while imposing a strong incentive for users to practice self-censorship. Even countries willing to invest in systematic filtering often find that criminal penalties remain an important deterrent. Turkey, Bangladesh, and Azerbaijan are among the countries that have, over the past year, significantly stepped up arrests of users for their online activism and posts.

Paid progovernment commentators manipulate online discussions:
Already evident in a number of countries assessed in the previous edition of Freedom of the Net, the phenomenon of paid progovernment commentators has spread in the past two years, appearing in 22 of the 60 countries examined in this study. The purpose of these commentators—covertly hired by government officials, often by using public funds—is to manipulate online discussions by trying to smear the reputation of government opponents, spread propaganda, and defend government policies when the discourse becomes critical. China, Bahrain, and Russia have been at the forefront of this practice for several years, but countries like Malaysia, Belarus, and Ecuador are increasingly using the same tactics, particularly surrounding politically sensitive events such as elections or major street protests.

More users are being arrested, prosecuted, or imprisoned for their posts on social networks, blogs, and websites.
Physical attacks and murder:

Governments and powerful nonstate actors are increasingly resorting to physical violence to punish those who disseminate critical content, with sometimes fatal consequences. In 26 of the 60 countries assessed, at least one blogger or internet user was attacked, beaten, or tortured for something posted online. In 5 of those countries, at least one activist or citizen journalist was killed in retribution for information posted online, in most cases information that exposed human rights abuses. Syria was the most dangerous place for online reporters, with approximately 20 killed over the past year. In Mexico, several online journalists were murdered after refusing to stop writing exposés about drug trafficking and organized crime. In Egypt, several Facebook group administrators were abducted and beaten, while citizen journalists were allegedly targeted by the security forces during protests.

Surveillance:

Many governments are seeking less visible means to infringe on internet freedom, often by increasing their technical capacity or administrative authority to monitor individuals’ online behavior or communications. Governments across the spectrum of democratic performance have enhanced their surveillance capabilities in recent years or have announced their intention to do so. Although some interception of communications may be necessary for fighting crime or preventing terrorist attacks, surveillance powers are increasingly abused for political ends. Governments in nearly two-thirds of the countries examined upgraded their technical or legal surveillance powers over the past year (see surveillance section in “Major Trends” below). It is important to note that increased surveillance, particularly in authoritarian countries where the rule of law is weak, often leads to increased self-censorship, as users become hesitant to risk repercussions by criticizing the authorities online.

Takedown requests and forced deletion of content:

Instead of blocking objectionable websites, many governments opt to contact the content hosts or social-media sites and request that the content be “taken down.” While takedown notices can be a legitimate means of dealing with illegal content when the right safeguards are in place, many governments and private actors are abusing the practice by threatening legal action and forcing the removal of material without a proper court order. A more nefarious activity, which is particularly common in authoritarian countries, involves government officials informally contacting a content producer or host and requesting that particular information be deleted. In some cases, individual bloggers or webmasters are threatened with various reprisals should they refuse. In Russia and Azerbaijan, for example, bloggers have reported deleting comments from their websites after being told that they would be fired from their jobs, barred from universities, or detained if they did not comply.
Blanket blocking of social media and other ICT platforms:

Given the increasing role that social media have played in political and social activism, particularly after the events of the Arab Spring, some governments have been specifically targeting sites like YouTube, Twitter, and Facebook in their censorship campaigns. In 19 of the 60 countries examined, the authorities instituted a blanket ban on at least one blogging, microblogging, video-sharing, social-networking, or live-streaming platform. However, as their knowledge and sophistication grows, some governments are beginning to move toward blocking access to individual pages or profiles on such services or requesting from the companies to disable access to the offending content. These dynamics were particularly evident surrounding protests that erupted after the anti-Islam video *Innocence of Muslims* appeared on YouTube. Voice over Internet Protocol (VoIP) and free messaging services such as Skype, Viber, and WhatsApp are also frequently targeted—in some countries due to difficulties the authorities face in intercepting such communication tools, and in others because the telecommunications industry perceives them as a threat to their own revenue. Lebanon, Ethiopia, and Burma are among several countries where the use of VoIP services remained prohibited as of May 2013.

Holding intermediaries liable:

An increasing number of countries are introducing directives, passing laws, or interpreting current legislation so as to make internet intermediaries—whether internet service providers (ISPs), site hosting services, webmasters, or forum moderators—legally liable for the content posted by others through their services and websites. As a consequence, intermediaries in some countries are voluntarily taking down or deleting potentially objectionable websites or comments to avoid legal liability. In the most extreme example, intermediary liability in China has resulted in private companies maintaining whole divisions responsible for monitoring the content of social-media sites, search engines, and online forums, deleting tens of millions of messages a year based on administrators’ interpretation of both long-standing taboos and daily directives from the ruling Communist Party. In 22 of the 60 countries examined, intermediaries were held to a disproportionate level of liability, either by laws that clearly stipulate such rules or by court decisions with similar effects. In one recent example, Brazilian authorities issued arrest warrants for two senior Google Brazil executives on the grounds that the company failed to remove content that was prohibited under strict laws governing electoral campaigns.

Throttling or shutting down internet and mobile service:

During particularly contentious events, a few governments have used their control over the telecommunications infrastructure to cut off access to the internet or mobile phone service in a town, a region, or the entire country. Egypt became the best-known case study in
January 2011, when the authorities shut off the internet for five days as protesters pushed for the ouster of longtime president Hosni Mubarak. However, a number of other countries have also cut off access to the internet or mobile phone networks. In Syria, several such shutdowns occurred over the past year. In Venezuela, the dominant ISP temporarily shut off access during the presidential election in 2012, allegedly due to cyberattacks. India and China disabled text messaging on mobile phones in particular regions during protests and rioting. In addition to outright shutdowns, some countries have used throttling, the deliberate slowing of connection speeds, to prevent users from uploading videos or viewing particular websites without difficulty. Over the past year, however, there were fewer instances of internet shutdowns and throttling than in the previous year, most likely because countries affected by the Arab Spring in 2011 had moved past the point where such tactics would be useful to the authorities.

**MAJOR TRENDS**

Although many different types of internet control have been institutionalized in recent years, three particular trends have been at the forefront of increased censorship efforts: increased surveillance, new laws that restrict online speech, and arrests of users. Despite these threats, civic activism has also been on the rise, providing grounds for hope that the future may bring more positive developments.

**Surveillance grows considerably as countries upgrade their monitoring technologies**

Starting in June 2013, a series of leaks by former U.S. contractor Edward Snowden revealed that the NSA was storing the personal communications metadata of Americans—such as the e-mail addresses or phone numbers on each end, and the date and time of the communication—and mining them for leads in antiterrorism investigations. Also exposed were details of the PRISM program, through which, among other things, the NSA monitored communications of non-Americans via products and services offered by U.S. technology companies. It then came to light that several other democratic governments had their own surveillance programs aimed at tracking national security threats and cooperating with the NSA. While there is no evidence that the NSA surveillance programs were abused to suppress political speech, they have drawn strong condemnations at home and abroad for their wide-reaching infringements on privacy. Since many large technology companies—with millions of users around the world—are based in the United States, the NSA was able to collect information on foreigners without having to go through the legal channels of the countries in which the targeted users were located.
Although the U.S. surveillance activities have taken the spotlight in recent months, this study reveals that most countries around the world have enhanced their surveillance powers over the past year. In 35 of the 60 countries examined in Freedom on the Net 2013, the government has either obtained more sophisticated technology to conduct surveillance, increased the scope and number of people monitored, or passed a new law giving it greater monitoring authority. There is a strong suspicion that many of the remaining 25 countries’ governments have also stepped up their surveillance activities, though some may be better than others at covering their tracks.

While democratic countries have often engaged in legally dubious surveillance methods to combat and uncover terrorism threats, officials in many authoritarian countries also monitor the personal communications of their citizens for political reasons, with the goal of identifying and suppressing government critics and human rights activists. Such monitoring can have dire repercussions for the targeted individuals, including imprisonment, torture, and even death. In Bahrain, Ethiopia, Azerbaijan, and elsewhere, activists reported that their e-mail, text messages, or other communications were presented to them during interrogations or used as evidence in politicized trials. In many of these countries, the state owns the main telecommunications firms and ISPs, and it does not have to produce a warrant from an impartial court to initiate surveillance against dissidents.

Russia has emerged as an important incubator of surveillance technologies and legal practices that are emulated by other former Soviet republics. Russia itself has dramatically expanded its surveillance apparatus in recent years, particularly following the events of the Arab Spring. Moreover, in December 2012, the Russian Supreme Court upheld the legality of the government’s hacking into the phone of an opposition activist. The court grounded its decision on the fact that the activist had participated in antigovernment rallies, prompting fears that the case would be used as a legal basis for even more extensive surveillance against opposition figures in the future. Belarus, Uzbekistan, Kyrgyzstan, Kazakhstan, and Ukraine are among the countries that have implemented the ICT monitoring system used by the Russians authorities (known by the acronym SORM) and have either passed or considered legislation that would further expand their surveillance powers, in some cases mimicking the current legislation in Russia.

Until recently, only a handful of African countries had the means to conduct widespread surveillance. However, this seems to be changing rapidly as internet penetration increases and surveillance technologies become more readily available. All 10 of the African countries examined in this report have stepped up their online monitoring efforts in the past year, either by obtaining new technical capabilities or by expanding the government’s legal authority. In Sudan, the government’s ICT surveillance was particularly pronounced in 2012.
during a series of street protests, and it became dangerous for activists to use their mobile phones. One activist switched off his phone for a few days to avoid arrest while hiding from the authorities. When he turned it back on to call his family, officials quickly determined his location and arrested him the same day.

In the Middle East and North Africa, where extralegal surveillance has long been rampant, the authorities continue to use ICT monitoring against regime opponents. In Saudi Arabia, the government has been proactively recruiting experts to work on intercepting encrypted data from mobile applications such as Twitter, Viber, Vine, and WhatsApp. In Egypt, President Mohamed Morsi’s advisors reportedly met with the Iranian spy chief in December 2012 to seek assistance in building a surveillance apparatus that would be controlled by the office of the president and operated outside of traditional security structures. Even in postrevolutionary Libya, reports surfaced in mid-2012 that surveillance tools left over from the Qadhafi era had been restored, apparently for use against suspected loyalists of the old regime.

Perhaps most worrisome is the fact that an increasing number of countries are using malware to conduct surveillance when traditional methods are less effective. Opposition activists in the United Arab Emirates, Bahrain, Malaysia, and more than a dozen other countries were targeted with malware attacks over the past year, giving the attackers remote access to victims’ e-mail, keystrokes, and voice communications. While it is difficult to know with a high degree of certainty, there are strong suspicions that these activists’ respective governments were behind the attacks. Some democratic governments—including in the United States and Germany—have used malware to conduct surveillance in criminal investigations, but any such use typically must be approved by a court order and narrowly confined to the scope of the investigation.

**Censorship intensifies as countries pass new laws and directives to restrict online speech**

Until several years ago, very few countries had laws that specifically dealt with ICTs. As more people started to communicate online—particularly via social media, which allow ordinary users to share information on a large scale—an increasing number of governments have introduced new laws or amended existing statutes to regulate speech and behavior in cyberspace. Since launching Freedom on the Net in 2009, Freedom House has observed a proliferation of such legislative activity. This trend accelerated over the past year, and since May 2012 alone, 24 countries have passed new laws or implemented new regulations that could restrict free speech online, violate users’ privacy, or punish individuals who post certain types of content.

Many authoritarian countries have used legitimate concerns about cybercrime and online identity theft to introduce new legal measures that criminalize critical political speech. In November 2012, the government of the United Arab Emirates issued a new cybercrime law that provides a sounder legal basis for combatting
online fraud, money laundering, hacking, and other serious abuses. However, the law also contains punishments for offending the state, its rulers, and its symbols, and for insulting Islam and other religions. Those found guilty of calling for a change to the ruling system can face a sentence of life in prison. In September 2012, Ethiopia’s government passed the Telecom Fraud Offenses law, which is supposed to combat cybercrime but also includes provisions that toughen the ban on VoIP, require users to register all ICT equipment (including smartphones) and carry registration permits with them, and apply penalties under an antiterrorism law to certain types of electronic communications. Considering that free speech activists have already been tried under the antiterrorism laws for criticism of the regime, the new legislation was met with significant concern.

Several countries have also passed new laws intended to block information that is perceived as “extremist” or harmful to children. While such concerns have led to legitimate policy discussions in a wide range of countries, some of the recent legislation is so broadly worded that it can easily be misused or turned on political dissidents. For example, the Russian parliament in July 2012 passed what is commonly known as the “internet blacklist law,” which allows blocking of any website with content that is considered harmful to minors, such as child pornography and information related to suicide techniques and illegal drug use. However, the law has also been used occasionally to block other websites, such as a blog by an opposition figure (no official reason for blocking was provided) or another blog that featured a photo-report on the self-immolation of a Tibetan independence activist protesting the visit of the Chinese president (the official reason for blocking was that the post promoted suicide). In Kyrgyzstan, a new law allows the government to order web hosting services to shut down websites hosted in Kyrgyzstan, or the blocking of any sites hosted outside the country, if officials recognize the content as “extremist,” which is very broadly defined.

In some countries, the authorities have decided to institute stricter regulations specifically aimed at online news media. The traditional media in authoritarian states are typically controlled by the government, and users often turn to online news outlets for independent information. The tighter controls are designed to help rein in this alternative news source. A new law in Jordan requires any electronic outlet that publishes domestic or international news, press releases, or comments to register with the government; it places conditions on who can be the editor in chief of such outlets; and it prohibits foreign investment in news media. The penalties for violations include fines and blocking, and in May 2013 the government proceeded to block over 200 websites that failed to comply with the new rules. Similarly, in Sri Lanka, online news outlets are now required to obtain a license, which can be denied or withdrawn at any time.

**More users are arrested, and face harsher penalties, for posts on social media**

Laws that restrict free speech are increasingly forcing internet users into courts or behind bars. Over the past year alone, in 28 of the 60 countries examined, at least one user was arrested or imprisoned for posting certain types of political, social, or religious content online. In fact, a growing number of governments seem to exert control over the internet not through blocking and filtering, but by arresting people after the posts are published online. In addition, courts in some
In 28 of the 60 countries examined, at least one user was arrested or imprisoned for posting political, social, or religious content online. In 2013, countries have allowed higher penalties for online speech than for equivalent speech offline, arguably because of the internet’s wider reach.

As more people around the world utilize social media to express their opinions and communicate with others, there has been a dramatic increase in arrests for posts on sites such as Twitter, Facebook, and YouTube. In at least 26 of the examined countries, users were arrested for politically or socially relevant statements on social-media sites. Although political activists are targeted most frequently, more and more ordinary, apolitical users have found themselves in legal trouble after casually posting their opinions and jokes. Unlike large media companies and professional journalists with an understanding of the legal environment, many users of this kind may be unaware that their writings could land them in jail.

Last year in India, for example, at least eleven users were charged under the so-called IT Act for posting or “liking” posts on Facebook. In one of the best-known cases, police arrested a woman for complaining on Facebook about widespread traffic and service disruptions in her town to mark the death of the leader of a right-wing Hindu nationalist party. The woman’s friend, who “liked” the comment, was also arrested. The detentions were widely criticized, both on social media and by public figures, and the charges were later dropped. In Ethiopia, a student was arrested and charged with criminal defamation after he posted a comment on his Facebook page that criticized the “rampant corruption” at another local university.

Users are most often detained and tried for simply criticizing or mocking the authorities. At least 10 users were arrested in Bahrain over the past year and charged with “insulting the king on Twitter,” and several ultimately received prison sentences ranging from one to four months. In Morocco, an 18-year-old student was sentenced to 18 months in prison for “attacking the nation’s sacred values” after he allegedly ridiculed the king in a Facebook post, and a 25-year-old activist received an even harsher sentence for criticizing the king in a YouTube video. In Vietnam, several bloggers were sentenced to between 8 and 13 years in prison on charges that included “defaming state institutions” and “misuse of democratic freedoms to attack state interests.”

In addition to criticism of political leaders, speech that might offend religious sensitivities is landing a growing number of users in jail. This is most prevalent in the Middle East, but it has occurred elsewhere in the world. In Saudi Arabia, any discussion that questions the official interpretation of Islam commonly leads to arrest. Prominent writer Turki al-Hamad was arrested in December 2012 after tweeting that “we need someone to rectify the doctrine of [the prophet] Muhammad;” he was held in detention for five months. In April 2013, a Tunisian court upheld a prison sentence of seven and a half years for a man who published cartoons depicting the prophet Muhammad on his Facebook page. And earlier this year in Bangladesh, several bloggers were charged with “harming religious sentiments” under the country’s ICT Act for openly atheist posts that criticized Islam.
charges carried a prison sentence of up to 10 years, though in August 2013 the law was amended to increase the maximum penalty to 14 years.

Some regimes have also shown very little tolerance for humor that may cast them or the country’s religious authorities in a negative light, leading to more arrests and prosecutions. For instance, in June 2012, a popular Turkish composer and pianist was charged with offending Muslims with his posts on Twitter, including one in which he joked about a call to prayer that lasted only 22 seconds, suggesting that the religious authorities had been in a hurry to get back to their drinking and mistresses. He was charged with inciting hatred and insulting “religious values,” and received a suspended sentence of 10 months in prison. In another example, in India, a 25-year-old cartoonist was arrested on a charge of sedition—which carries a life sentence—and for violating laws against insulting national honor through his online anticorruption cartoons, one of which depicted the national parliament as a toilet. He was released on bail after the sedition charge was dropped.

Growing activism stalls negative proposals and promotes positive change

Although threats to internet freedom have continued to grow, the study’s findings also reveal a significant uptick in citizen activism online. While it has not always produced legislative changes—in fact, negative developments in the past year vastly outnumber positive developments—there is a rising public consciousness about internet freedom and freedom of expression issues. Citizens’ groups are able to more rapidly disseminate information about negative proposals and put pressure on the authorities. In addition, ICTs have started to play an important role in advocacy for positive change on other policy topics, from corruption to women’s rights, enabling activists and citizens to more effectively organize, lobby, and hold their governments accountable.

This emergent online activism has taken several forms. In 11 countries, negative laws were deterred as a result of civic mobilization and pressure by activists, lawyers, the business sector, reform-minded politicians, and the international community. In the Philippines, after the passage of the restrictive Cybercrime Prevention Act, online protests and campaigns ran for several months. Individuals blacked out their profile pictures on social networks, and 15 petitions were filed with the Supreme Court, which eventually put a restraining order on the law, deeming it inapplicable in practice. In Kyrgyzstan, the government proposed a law on protection of children—modeled on the similar law in Russia—that activists feared would be used as a tool for internet censorship, as it allowed the government to close sites without a court decision. The proposal sparked public outrage, spurring local advocacy efforts that eventually compelled parliament to postpone the bill until it could be amended.

In a select few countries, civic activists were able to form coalitions and proactively lobby governments to pass laws that protect internet freedom or amend previously restrictive legislation.
In Mexico, for example, following a public campaign by 17 civil society organizations that joined forces in early 2013, freedom of access to the internet in now guaranteed in Article 6 of the constitution. Although the Mexican government has not introduced any secondary legislation that would specify how the new right will be protected in practice, the constitutional amendment is seen as a significant victory. In the United Kingdom, the government passed a law to revise the Defamation Act, discouraging the practice of “libel tourism” and limiting intermediary liability for user-generated content of defamatory nature. Civil society has also been increasingly active on the global stage, lobbying for greater transparency and inclusion in advance of the World Conference on International Telecommunications (WCIT-12) in Dubai, and in some instances placing pressure on their national delegations.

ICTs have also been an important tool for mobilization on issues other than internet freedom, leading to important changes. In Morocco, online activism contributed to a national debate on Article 475 of the penal code, which allows rapists to avoid prosecution if they agree to marry their victims. Although women’s rights advocates have been lobbying for years to alter this law, the necessary momentum was created only after a 16-year-old girl committed suicide, having been forced to wed her alleged rapist. Women’s rights activists successfully used social media and online news platforms to counter arguments made by state-controlled radio and television outlets, rallying popular support for reforms. In January 2013, the government announced plans to revise the article in question. In other countries—including many authoritarian states like China, Saudi Arabia, and Bahrain—citizen journalists’ exposés of corruption, police abuse, pollution, and land grabs forced the authorities to at least acknowledge the problem and in some cases punish the perpetrators.

In addition to activism by groups, citizens, and other stakeholders, the judiciary has played an important role as protector of internet freedom, particularly in more democratic countries where the courts operate with a greater degree of independence. Since May 2012, the courts in at least 9 countries have issued decisions that may have a positive impact on internet freedom. In South Korea, the Constitutional Court overturned a notorious law that required all users to register with their real names when commenting on large websites. In Italy, a court issued a ruling to clarify that blogs cannot be considered illegal “clandestine press” under an outdated law stipulating that anyone providing a news service must be a “chartered” journalist. In practice this rule had led some bloggers and internet users to collaborate with registered journalists when publishing online in order to protect themselves from legal action.
## Key Internet Controls by Country

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>FOTN 2013 Status</th>
<th>Social media and/or communication apps blocked</th>
<th>Political, social, and/or religious content blocked</th>
<th>Localized or nationwide ICT shutdown</th>
<th>Progovernment commentators manipulate online discussions</th>
<th>New law/directive increasing censorship or punishment passed</th>
<th>New law/directive increasing surveillance or restricting anonymity passed</th>
<th>Blogger/ICT user arrested or physically attacked or killed (incl. in custody)</th>
<th>Technical attacks against government critics and human rights organizations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Iceland</td>
<td>F</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Estonia</td>
<td>F</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>F</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USA</td>
<td>F</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Australia</td>
<td>F</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France</td>
<td>F</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japan</td>
<td>F</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hungary</td>
<td>F</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy</td>
<td>F</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UK</td>
<td>F</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philippines</td>
<td>F</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Georgia</td>
<td>F</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Africa</td>
<td>F</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Argentina</td>
<td>F</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kenya</td>
<td>F</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ukraine</td>
<td>F</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Armenia</td>
<td>F</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nigeria</td>
<td>PF</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brazil</td>
<td>PF</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Korea</td>
<td>PF</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Angola</td>
<td>PF</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uganda</td>
<td>PF</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kyrgyzstan</td>
<td>PF</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ecuador</td>
<td>PF</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico</td>
<td>PF</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indonesia</td>
<td>PF</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tunisia</td>
<td>PF</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malawi</td>
<td>PF</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Morocco</td>
<td>PF</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malaysia</td>
<td>PF</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Country</td>
<td>FOTN 2013 Status</td>
<td>Social media and/or communication apps blocked</td>
<td>Political, social, and/or religious content blocked</td>
<td>Localized or nationwide ICT shutdown</td>
<td>Progovernment commentators manipulate online discussions</td>
<td>New law/directive increasing censorship or punishment passed</td>
<td>New law/directive increasing surveillance or restricting anonymity passed</td>
<td>Blogger/ICT user arrested for political or social writings</td>
<td>Blogger/ICT user physically attacked or killed (incl. in custody)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lebanon</td>
<td>PF</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Libya</td>
<td>PF</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jordan</td>
<td>PF</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cambodia</td>
<td>PF</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>India</td>
<td>PF</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russia</td>
<td>PF</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zimbabwe</td>
<td>PF</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sri Lanka</td>
<td>PF</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kazakhstan</td>
<td>PF</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Egypt</td>
<td>PF</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thailand</td>
<td>PF</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burma</td>
<td>NF</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sudan</td>
<td>NF</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UAE</td>
<td>NF</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belarus</td>
<td>NF</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pakistan</td>
<td>NF</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saudi Arabia</td>
<td>NF</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bahrain</td>
<td>NF</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vietnam</td>
<td>NF</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uzbekistan</td>
<td>NF</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethiopia</td>
<td>NF</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Syria</td>
<td>NF</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>China (PRC)</td>
<td>NF</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cuba</td>
<td>NF</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iran</td>
<td>NF</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TOTAL</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td><img src="https://example.com/table_total.png" alt="Table total" /></td>
<td><img src="https://example.com/table_total.png" alt="Table total" /></td>
<td><img src="https://example.com/table_total.png" alt="Table total" /></td>
<td><img src="https://example.com/table_total.png" alt="Table total" /></td>
<td><img src="https://example.com/table_total.png" alt="Table total" /></td>
<td><img src="https://example.com/table_total.png" alt="Table total" /></td>
<td><img src="https://example.com/table_total.png" alt="Table total" /></td>
<td><img src="https://example.com/table_total.png" alt="Table total" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

X = Internet control observed during the May 2012 – April 2013 coverage period;  
X = Internet control observed after May 1, 2013
Freedom on the Net measures the level of internet and digital media freedom in 60 countries. Each country receives a numerical score from 0 (the most free) to 100 (the least free), which serves as the basis for an internet freedom status designation of **Free (0-30 points)**, **Partly Free (31-60 points)**, or **Not Free (61-100 points)**.

Ratings are determined through an examination of three broad categories:

A. **Obstacles to Access**: assesses infrastructural and economic barriers to access; governmental efforts to block specific applications or technologies; and legal, regulatory, and ownership control over internet and mobile phone access providers.

B. **Limits on Content**: examines filtering and blocking of websites; other forms of censorship and self-censorship; manipulation of content; the diversity of online news media; and usage of digital media for social and political activism.

C. **Violations of User Rights**: measures legal protections and restrictions on online activity; surveillance; privacy; and repercussions for online activity, such as legal prosecution, imprisonment, physical attacks, or other forms of harassment.

### Freedom on the Net 2013: Global Scores

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Country</strong></th>
<th><strong>Freedom on the Net 2013 Status</strong></th>
<th><strong>Freedom on the Net 2013 Total 0-100 Points</strong></th>
<th><strong>A. Subtotal: Obstacles to Access 0-25 Points</strong></th>
<th><strong>B. Subtotal: Limits on Content 0-35 Points</strong></th>
<th><strong>C. Subtotal: Violations of User Rights 0-40 Points</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Iceland</td>
<td>Free</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Estonia</td>
<td>Free</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>Free</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United States</td>
<td>Free</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Australia</td>
<td>Free</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France</td>
<td>Free</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japan</td>
<td>Free</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hungary</td>
<td>Free</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy</td>
<td>Free</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United Kingdom</td>
<td>Free</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Country</td>
<td>Freedom on the Net 2013 Status</td>
<td>Freedom on the Net 2013 Total 0-100 Points</td>
<td>A. Subtotal: Obstacles to Access 0-25 Points</td>
<td>B. Subtotal: Limits on Content 0-35 Points</td>
<td>C. Subtotal: Violations of User Rights 0-40 Points</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philippines</td>
<td>Free</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Georgia</td>
<td>Free</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Africa</td>
<td>Free</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Argentina</td>
<td>Free</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kenya</td>
<td>Free</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ukraine</td>
<td>Free</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Armenia</td>
<td>Free</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nigeria</td>
<td>Partly Free</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brazil</td>
<td>Partly Free</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Korea</td>
<td>Partly Free</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Angola</td>
<td>Partly Free</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uganda</td>
<td>Partly Free</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kyrgyzstan</td>
<td>Partly Free</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ecuador</td>
<td>Partly Free</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico</td>
<td>Partly Free</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indonesia</td>
<td>Partly Free</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tunisia</td>
<td>Partly Free</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malawi</td>
<td>Partly Free</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Morocco</td>
<td>Partly Free</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malaysia</td>
<td>Partly Free</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lebanon</td>
<td>Partly Free</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Libya</td>
<td>Partly Free</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jordan</td>
<td>Partly Free</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cambodia</td>
<td>Partly Free</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>India</td>
<td>Partly Free</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Country</td>
<td>Freedom on the Net 2013 Status</td>
<td>Total 0-100 Points</td>
<td>A. Subtotal: Obstacles to Access 0-25 Points</td>
<td>B. Subtotal: Limits on Content 0-35 Points</td>
<td>C. Subtotal: Violations of User Rights 0-40 Points</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rwanda</td>
<td>Partly Free</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bangladesh</td>
<td>Partly Free</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turkey</td>
<td>Partly Free</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Azerbaijan</td>
<td>Partly Free</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Venezuela</td>
<td>Partly Free</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russia</td>
<td>Partly Free</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zimbabwe</td>
<td>Partly Free</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sri Lanka</td>
<td>Partly Free</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kazakhstan</td>
<td>Partly Free</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Egypt</td>
<td>Partly Free</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thailand</td>
<td>Partly Free</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burundi</td>
<td>Not Free</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sudan</td>
<td>Not Free</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United Arab Emirates</td>
<td>Not Free</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belarus</td>
<td>Not Free</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pakistan</td>
<td>Not Free</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saudi Arabia</td>
<td>Not Free</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bahrain</td>
<td>Not Free</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vietnam</td>
<td>Not Free</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uzbekistan</td>
<td>Not Free</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethiopia</td>
<td>Not Free</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Syria</td>
<td>Not Free</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>China (PRC)</td>
<td>Not Free</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cuba</td>
<td>Not Free</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iran</td>
<td>Not Free</td>
<td>91</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Charts and Graphs of Key Findings**
60 COUNTRY SCORE COMPARISON (0 = Most Free, 100 = Least Free)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Iceland</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Estonia</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United States</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Australia</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japan</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hungary</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United Kingdom</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philippines</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Georgia</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Africa</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Argentina</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kenya</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ukraine</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Armenia</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nigeria</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brazil</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Korea</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Angola</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uganda</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kyrgyzstan</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ecuador</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indonesia</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tunisia</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malawi</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Morocco</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malaysia</td>
<td>41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lebanon</td>
<td>41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Libya</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jordan</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cambodia</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>India</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rwanda</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bangladesh</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turkey</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Azerbaijan</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Venezuela</td>
<td>47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russia</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zimbabwe</td>
<td>47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sri Lanka</td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kazakhstan</td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Egypt</td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thailand</td>
<td>54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burma</td>
<td>54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sudan</td>
<td>58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UAE</td>
<td>59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belarus</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pakistan</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saudi Arabia</td>
<td>62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bahrain</td>
<td>63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vietnam</td>
<td>66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uzbekistan</td>
<td>67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethiopia</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Syria</td>
<td>72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>China (PRC)</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cuba</td>
<td>79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iran</td>
<td>85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bangladesh (PRC)</td>
<td>85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saudi Arabia</td>
<td>86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bahrain</td>
<td>86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vietnam</td>
<td>91</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Freedom on the Net 2013
A GLOBAL ASSESSMENT OF INTERNET AND DIGITAL MEDIA

Freedom on the Net 2013 assessed 60 countries around the globe. The project is expected to expand to more countries in the future.
REGIONAL GRAPHS
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**MIDDLE EAST & NORTH AFRICA (0 = Most Free, 100 = Least Free)**

![Bar chart showing the freedom index for countries in the Middle East & North Africa region.](chart1)

**SUB-SAHARAN AFRICA (0 = Most Free, 100 = Least Free)**

![Bar chart showing the freedom index for countries in Sub-Saharan Africa.](chart2)

---

**CHARTS AND GRAPHS OF KEY FINDINGS**

---
**Score Changes: Freedom on the Net 2012 vs. 2013**

Twelve countries registered positive score changes between the 2012 and 2013 editions of Freedom on the Net. In some countries—such as Tunisia and Burma—the improvements reflect government efforts to open up the online sphere. In several countries, however, the improvements registered mainly because of a decrease in the number of negative incidents from the previous coverage period, at times because the authorities had less need to utilize certain types of internet control.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>FOTN 2012</th>
<th>FOTN 2013</th>
<th>Trajectory*</th>
<th>Country</th>
<th>FOTN 2012</th>
<th>FOTN 2013</th>
<th>Trajectory*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Estonia</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>Slight ↑</td>
<td>Nigeria</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>Slight ↑</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indonesia</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>Slight ↑</td>
<td>South Korea</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>Slight ↑</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kenya</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>Slight ↑</td>
<td>Rwanda</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>Notable ↑</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saudi Arabia</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>Slight ↑</td>
<td>Georgia</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>Notable ↑</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thailand</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>Slight ↑</td>
<td>Tunisia</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>Significant ↑</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belarus</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>Slight ↑</td>
<td>Burma</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>Significant ↑</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*A Freedom on the Net score decrease represents a positive trajectory (↑) for internet freedom.*
A Freedom on the Net score increase represents a negative trajectory (↓) for internet freedom.
Digital media in several of the 60 countries covered was relatively unobstructed when compared to the more repressive or dangerous environment for traditional media. This difference is evident from the comparison between a country’s score on Freedom House’s *Freedom on the Net 2013* and *Freedom of the Press 2013* assessments.

The figure below shows the 35 countries in this edition with a score difference of 10 points or greater. The bar graph characterizes a country’s *Freedom on the Net 2013* score, while the scatterplot (▲) represents the country’s score in *Freedom of the Press 2013*, which measures media freedom in the broadcast, radio, and print domains. This difference is cause for concern. Pressures that constrain expression in print or broadcast formats have the potential to exert a negative impact, in the short or long term, on the space for online expression.
The figure below depicts the relationship between internet penetration rates and the level of digital media freedom in Freedom on the Net 2013. Each point reflects a country’s internet penetration rate, as well as its overall performance in the rest of the survey.

The PARTLY FREE countries in the middle are particularly noteworthy. As digital access increases, they have a choice—to move right, and join the countries that are high-tech but NOT FREE; or left, with the FREE countries that better protect expression.
FREEDOM ON THE NET 2013: COUNTRY REPORTS
ANGOLA

Parliamentary elections held in August 2012 saw the innovative and widespread use of digital media tools that aimed to advance electoral transparency (see LIMITS ON CONTENT).

An investigative report conducted by an exile news outlet revealed in April 2013 that the Angolan state security services may be planning to implement an electronic monitoring system that could track e-mail and other digital communications, with assistance from Germany (see VIOLATIONS OF USER RIGHTS).

A journalist for the online radio news outlet, Voice of America, was assaulted in December 2012 for his reporting on human rights issues, political violence, and corruption in Angola. The journalist’s e-mail was also hacked (see VIOLATIONS OF USER RIGHTS).

A targeted malware attack was launched against a prominent Angolan writer and blogger in early 2013, purportedly to compromise his communications during an ongoing defamation lawsuit lodged against him (see VIOLATIONS OF USER RIGHTS).

### INTERNET FREEDOM STATUS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>2012</th>
<th>2013</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Internet Freedom Status</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>PARTLY FREE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Obstacles to Access (0-25)</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Limits on Content (0-35)</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Violations of User Rights (0-40)</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total (0-100)</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* 0=most free, 100=least free

### KEY DEVELOPMENTS: MAY 2012 – APRIL 2013

- Parliamentary elections held in August 2012 saw the innovative and widespread use of digital media tools that aimed to advance electoral transparency (see LIMITS ON CONTENT).
- An investigative report conducted by an exile news outlet revealed in April 2013 that the Angolan state security services may be planning to implement an electronic monitoring system that could track e-mail and other digital communications, with assistance from Germany (see VIOLATIONS OF USER RIGHTS).
- A journalist for the online radio news outlet, Voice of America, was assaulted in December 2012 for his reporting on human rights issues, political violence, and corruption in Angola. The journalist’s e-mail was also hacked (see VIOLATIONS OF USER RIGHTS).
- A targeted malware attack was launched against a prominent Angolan writer and blogger in early 2013, purportedly to compromise his communications during an ongoing defamation lawsuit lodged against him (see VIOLATIONS OF USER RIGHTS).

### POPULATION, INTERNET PENETRATION

- POPULATION: 21 million
- INTERNET PENETRATION 2012: 17 percent

### OTHER

- SOCIAL MEDIA/ICT APPS BLOCKED: No
- POLITICAL/SOCIAL CONTENT BLOCKED: No
- BLOGGERS/ICT USERS ARRESTED: Yes
- PRESS FREEDOM 2013 STATUS: Not Free
Since the end of the Angolan Civil War in 2002 that ravaged the country from its start in 1975, access to information and communication technologies (ICTs) has improved dramatically. Throughout the war, the country’s telecommunications were run primarily by the state under the ruling People’s Movement for the Liberation of Angola–Labour Party (MPLA), with the party’s Angola Telecom holding a monopoly of the sector. Toward the end of hostilities in 2001, the government began adopting regulations to liberalize the telecom industry, which enabled private investments to revitalize the country’s ICT infrastructure that had been severely damaged by the decades-long conflict. Today, Angola has one of the largest mobile telecom markets in sub-Saharan Africa and internet access is growing steadily.

Despite such improvements that have occurred in tandem with Angola’s phenomenal economic growth since 2002, political rights and civil liberties remain tightly controlled and restricted by the MPLA under President Jose Eduardo dos Santos, who has been in power for over 34 years. Recent parliamentary elections in August 2012 led to a highly flawed vote that kept dos Santos in power, in spite of the unprecedented flurry of social media activity and use of innovative digital media tools that endeavored to combat electoral fraud. Nevertheless, such use of ICTs illustrated the empowering ability of the internet and social media for journalists, activists, and opposition parties who are increasingly turning to digital platforms as a means to sidestep the country’s longstanding restrictions on traditional media.

While there are no administrative or systematic restrictions on ICT content in Angola, the government has indicated its intent to limit internet freedom through legal measures, such as the alarming draft “Law to Combat Crime in the Area of Information Technologies and Communication” introduced by the National Assembly in March 2011. Often referred to as the cybercrime bill, the draft law was ultimately withdrawn in May 2011 as a result of international pressure and vocal objections from civil society. If enacted, however, the new law would have legally empowered the authorities with the ability intercept information from private devices without a warrant and imposed harsh penalties for objectionable speech expressed via ICTs and on social media platforms, among other restrictions.

In 2012 and early 2013, internet freedom in Angola was limited primarily by increasing violations of user rights. For example, in April 2013, a news report revealed that the Angolan intelligence services may be planning to implement an electronic monitoring system that could track e-mail and other digital communications. Violence against journalists typically experienced within the traditional media sphere seeped into the online sphere in December 2012 when a journalist for the online radio news outlet, Voice of America, was assaulted for his reporting on human rights issues, political violence, and corruption in Angola. Meanwhile, technical attacks against independent and critical news websites, blogs, and opposition voices are common.

---

Access to ICTs in Angola has improved markedly with increasing investments in the telecommunications sector since the end of the country’s civil war in 2002. First introduced in 1996, the internet in Angola reached a penetration rate of 17 percent in 2012, up from just over 3 percent in 2007, according to the International Telecommunications Union (ITU). Fixed-line broadband subscriptions, however, remain low with a penetration rate of only 0.16 percent in 2012, and are largely concentrated in the capital city, Luanda, due to the country’s high poverty rate and poor infrastructure in rural areas. By contrast, access to mobile phones is much higher with a penetration rate of 49 percent in 2012.

In addition to infrastructural limitations and widespread poverty characterized by more than 36 percent of Angolans living on less than $2 a day, access to ICTs is further hindered by the country’s fractured electricity system that serves only 30 percent of the population. In rural areas, where more than 58 percent of the poor population lives, less than 10 percent have regular access to electricity. Consequently, radio, television, and print outlets—which are subject to high levels of government interference—remain the primary sources of information for the majority of Angolans.

Luanda is reputed to be the second most expensive city in the world, and for those able to access the internet in urban areas, internet subscriptions start at $50 per month but can cost as high as $100 per month for connections via satellite or WiMax. Unlimited internet subscriptions cost an average of $140, while USB dongle devices that provide wireless access cost between $50 and $60. Mobile internet packages come at a monthly cost of about $45. Already expensive for the vast majority of Angolans, voice and data services in rural areas can be twice as expensive and of much poorer quality, subject to frequent cuts and extremely slow connection speeds. According to the ITU, Angola’s mobile-cellular sub-basket of prices at purchasing power parity (PPP)—which “expresses the price of goods in terms of buying power and adjusts exchange rates to facilitate

---

6 International Telecommunication Union, “Mobile-Cellular Telephone Subscriptions, 2000-2012.”
11 Interview with a source based in Angola.
international comparisons”—was $28 in 2011, while the fixed-broadband sub-basket at PPP was $74. Due to these high prices, most internet users log online at their workplaces.

Angola’s domestic backbone is currently comprised of microwave, VSAT, and fiber-optic cables, while the government’s Master Plan for ICT development envisions connecting the country’s 18 provinces through a national fiber optic-backbone. Connection to the international internet goes through the South Atlantic 3 (SAT-3) cable, over which the state-owned Angola Telecom has a monopoly. Angola is also looking to connect to the Africa Coast to Europe (ACE) cable and the West Africa Cable System (WACS) in the future, in addition to establishing a submarine cable between Northeastern Brazil and Luanda to reduce the bandwidth costs associated with the distance that internet traffic currently has to travel from Europe and the United States.

According to the telecoms regulator, the Angolan National Institute of Telecommunication (INACOM), there are currently five fixed-line operators in Angola—the state-owned Angola Telecom, Mercury (owned by the state-owned petroleum company, Sonangol), Nexus, Mundo Startel, and Wezacom—while Angola Telecom’s Multitel and a number of smaller private ISPs provide internet services.

Mobile services are provided by two private operators—Movicel and Unitel. Portugal Telecom and state-owned Sonangol each have a 25 percent stake in Unitel. Investigative reports have revealed that the president’s daughter, Isabel Dos Santos, also holds a 25 percent stake in Unitel, in addition to sitting on the telecom provider’s board. Meanwhile, as of 2009, 80 percent of Movicel is split between four private Angolan companies—Portmill Investimentos e Telecomunicações (with 40 percent), Modus Comunicare (19 percent), Ipang–Indústria de Papel e Derivados (10 percent), Lambda (6 percent), and Novatel (5 percent)—while the remainder of Movicel’s capital is held by two state enterprises, Angola Telecom and Empresa Nacional de Correios e Telégrafos de Angola, with 18 percent and 2 percent, respectively.

An ITU profile of the Angolan ICT sector characterizes competition in the international gateway, wireless local loop, and fixed-wired broadband markets as monopolistic; by contrast, it describes the markets for mobile, internet, and DSL services as competitive. Based on research conducted by an independent analyst, however, no real competition exists in the provision of mobile and internet services as most of the companies have shares belonging to senior government officials.
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13 Estefania Jover et al., “Angola, Private Sector Country Profile.”
18 Rafael Marques de Morais, “The Angolan Presidency: The Epicentre of Corruption.”
Similar to other countries in sub-Saharan Africa, China has emerged as a key investor and contractor in Angola’s telecommunications sector. In 2008, the Angolan government contracted the Chinese telecom ZTE to head the operations of the previously state-owned Movicel, which makes the country’s second largest mobile network highly vulnerable to government interception and interference without oversight, particularly given China’s own reputation for such ICT abuses. Other research accounts report that ZTE has been involved with assisting with the Angolan military’s telecommunication, though in what capacity is unknown. More recently in March 2012, ZTE and Huawei, another major Chinese telecom, were both contracted to develop 4G and LTE networks for Movicel.

Meanwhile in June 2012, the country’s other private mobile operator, Unitel, launched a project in partnership with the education ministry and Huawei to provide free access to the internet for secondary school students in both public and private schools across the country’s 18 provinces. Known as “E-Net,” the project aims to benefit over 18,000 students with computers supplied by Huawei and internet access provided by Unitel.

The Ministry of Post and Telecommunications (MCT) is responsible for oversight of the ICT sector, while the Angolan Institute for Communications (INACOM), established in 1999, serves as the sector’s regulatory body. Reporting to the MCT, INACOM determines the sector’s regulations and policies, sets prices for telecommunications services, and issues licenses. The regulatory body was set up as an independent public institution with both financial and administrative autonomy from the ministry, though in practice, it has a limited measure of autonomy. According to reports by the ITU and the World Bank, INACOM is not autonomous in its decision making process, in part due to the ministerial appointment of the director general who can be dismissed for any reason. In addition, the MCT has been known to influence staff appointments, while other ministries are often involved in sector policy, leading to politically influenced regulatory decisions.
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25 International Telecommunication Union, “Angola Profile.”
To date, there have been no known incidents of the government blocking or filtering ICT content in Angola, and there are no restrictions on the type of information that can be exchanged through digital media technologies, aside from child pornography and copyrighted material. Social media and communications apps such as YouTube, Facebook, Twitter and international blog-hosting services are freely available. In addition, there have been no reported issues of intermediary liability for service or content providers, nor have there been known instances of take-down notices issued for the removal of online content. Nevertheless, according to an independent analyst, the government has been known to deliberately take down its own content when the authorities have wanted to prevent the public from accessing certain government information, such as specific laws.

While there has been no evidence of government efforts to interfere with or manipulate online content, censorship of news and information in the traditional media sphere is common, leading to worries that similar efforts to control the information landscape will eventually affect the internet. The president and members of the ruling MPLA party own and tightly control the most of the country’s media outlets, including those that are the most widely disseminated and accessed. Of the dozen or so privately owned newspapers, most are held by individuals connected to the government.

Self-censorship is commonly practiced by journalists in both state-run and private print outlets. As a result of the limited space for Angola’s independent voices in the traditional media, many writers and readers are increasingly distributing and reading news online. In addition, journalists, bloggers, and internet users have been generally less fearful expressing themselves and discussing controversial topics online than they might be offline. There is more open criticism of the president and ruling party circulating on blogs and social media platforms, though taboo topics related to land grabs, police brutality, and demolitions are often avoided.

Due to the concentration of internet access and use in urban areas and the limited space for critical voices in Angola’s general media sphere, the online information landscape is still lacking in diversity and unable to represent a variety of groups and viewpoints throughout the country. Independent news outlets critical of the government do exist, with Folha8 and Agora being the most prominent, though their audiences are reached primarily through their print publications. Moreover, the economic viability of independent outlets, both online and print, is constrained by the lack of
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28 Interview with a Freedom House consultant.
advertising revenue from both state and private sources, since it is often denied to news outlets that publish critical stories.\textsuperscript{31}

In recent years, citizens have increasingly taken to the internet as a platform for political debate, to express discontent with the country’s current state of affairs, and to launch digital activism initiatives. Similar to many other African countries, the Angolan youth have embraced social media tools and used them to fuel protest movements across the country.\textsuperscript{32} The positive impact of digital media tools in Angola was particularly pronounced during the August 2012 parliamentary elections when ICTs were used in innovative ways to advance electoral transparency. For example, citizens were able to report electoral irregularities in real time on the monitoring website Eleições Angola 2012,\textsuperscript{33} while the National Electoral Commission used the internet and iPads to scan voter registration cards.\textsuperscript{34} A Gallup poll cited by the African Media Initiative found that the internet and smartphones had eroded the government’s control over news and information, with only 16 percent of polled Angolans giving the president a thumbs-up rating.\textsuperscript{35} Nevertheless, the president’s ruling MPLA party still swept the elections with over 70 percent of votes.\textsuperscript{36}

\textbf{VIOLATIONS OF USER RIGHTS}

In the past year, concerns over state surveillance of ICTs increased when an investigative news report published in April 2013 said that the Angolan intelligence services were planning to implement an electronic monitoring system that could track e-mail and other digital communications, with equipment and expertise from Germany. One case of violence against a journalist for the online news radio site, Voice of America, was assaulted for his critical reporting, while the prominent writer and blogger Rafael Marques de Morais had his personal computer attacked with malware in a purported attempt to compromise his communications during an ongoing defamation lawsuit lodged against him in early 2013.

The Angolan constitution provides for freedom of expression and the press, and in 2006, Angola became one of the first African countries to enact a freedom of information law. In practice, however, accessing government information remains extremely difficult. The judiciary is subject to considerable political influence, with Supreme Court justices appointed to life terms by the president and without legislative oversight; nevertheless, the courts have been known to rule against the government on occasion, including most recently in May 2012 when the court rejected

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{32} Sara Moreira, “Year of Change in Angola, But Everything Stays the Same,” \textit{Global Voices}, December 29, 2012, \url{http://globalvoicesonline.org/2012/12/29/angola-2012-year-of-change-everything-stays-the-same/}.
\item \textsuperscript{33} Eleições Angola 2012: \url{http://eleicoesangola2012.com/}.
\item \textsuperscript{35} African Media Ini., Twitter post, August 31, 2012, 7:21am, \url{https://twitter.com/African_Media/status/241480901308063744}.
\end{itemize}
\end{footnotesize}
the appointment of the MPLA-favored candidate to head the National Electoral Commission in advance of the August parliamentary elections.\footnote{“Angola Court Removes ‘MPLA’ Election Head Susana Ingles,” BBC News, May 18, 2012, \url{http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-africa-18117413}.}

Meanwhile, stringent laws regarding state security and insult run counter to constitutional guarantees and hamper media freedom, such as the Article 26 state security law passed in 2010 known as that allows for the detention of individuals who insult the country or president in “public meetings or by disseminating words, images, writings, or sound.”\footnote{“Angola: Revise New Security Law, Free Prisoners in Cabinda,” Human Rights Watch, December 9, 2010, \url{http://www.hrw.org/news/2010/12/08/angola-revise-new-security-law-free-prisoners-cabinda}.} Politicians, on the other hand, are immune. Defamation and libel are crimes punishable by imprisonment. In recent years, a number of journalists in the traditional media sphere have been prosecuted for criminal defamation in lawsuits initiated by government officials,\footnote{“Angola: Defamation Laws Silence Journalists,” Human Rights Watch, August 12, 2013, \url{http://www.hrw.org/news/2013/08/12/angola-defamation-laws-silence-journalists}.} though such actions have not been taken against online journalists or internet users as of yet.

In August 2011, a new Law on Electronic Communications and Services of the Information Society was enacted, which delineated citizens’ rights to privacy and security online, among other provisions related to regulating the telecommunications sector.\footnote{AVM Advogados, “News from Angola,” newsletter, August 2011, \url{http://www.avm-advogados.com/newsletter/2011.08/2011-08_avm-newsletter_eng.html#NFA-01}.} Despite these acknowledgments, the Angolan government has become increasingly keen on limiting internet freedom through legal measures, as indicated by the alarming Law to Combat Crime in the Area of Information Technologies and Communication introduced by the National Assembly in March 2011. Often referred to as the cybercrime bill, the law was ultimately withdrawn in May 2011 as a result of international pressure and vocal objections from civil society. The new law aimed to limit freedom of expression more harshly online than offline by increasing penalties prescribed for offenses laid out under Angola’s criminal code committed through electronic media. For example, Article 16 of the cybercrime bill increased the penalty for defamation, libel, and slander conducted online over the penalty defined in the criminal code by a third.\footnote{“Angola: Withdraw Cybercrime Bill,” Human Rights Watch, May 13, 2011, \url{http://www.hrw.org/news/2011/05/13/angola-withdraw-cybercrime-bill}.}

If passed, the law also would have empowered the authorities with the ability to intercept information from private devices without a warrant\footnote{“Angola Clamps Down on Internet, Social Media,” \emph{Journalism}, April 15, 2011, \url{http://www.journalism.co.za/index.php/news-and-insight/news130/165-media-freedom1/4034-angola-clamps-down-on-internet-social-media.html}.} and prosecute individuals for objectionable speech expressed using electronic media tools and on social media platforms. Sending an electronic message interpreted as an effort to “endanger the integrity of national independence or to destroy or influence the functionality of state institutions” would have yielded a penalty of two to eight years in prisons, in addition to fines. The law would have further criminalized the dissemination of any “recordings, pictures and video” of an individual without the subject’s consent,\footnote{Committee to Protect Journalists, “Angola,” \emph{Attacks on the Press in 2011}, February 2012, \url{http://cpj.org/2012/02/attacks-on-the-press-in-2011-angola.php}.} even if produced lawfully, which could have impeded journalists’ ability to report on public protests or...
instances of police brutality using digital tools. The bill additionally prescribed penalties between 8 and 12 years in prison for espionage and whistle blowing activities, which would have included the act of seeking access to classified information on an electronic system “in order to reveal such information or to help others to do so.” The same penalty was provided for accessing unclassified information that could be deemed as endangering state security.44

In an unexpected move, the Angolan government in May 2011 decided to remove the proposed cybercrime legislation from parliament moments before it was due to be voted into law, in large part as a result of widespread opposition and pressure from civil society.45 However, a government minister publicly stated the same year that special clauses regarding cybercrimes would instead be incorporated into an ongoing revision of the penal code, leaving open the possibility of internet-specific restrictions coming into force in future.

There are no restrictions on anonymous communication such as website or SIM card registration requirements, and to date, there is little evidence that the state illegally monitors and intercepts the electronic communications of its citizens. Nevertheless, an investigative report conducted by the exile news and information outlet Club-K revealed in April 2013 that intelligence and state security services were planning to implement an electronic monitoring system that could track e-mail and other digital communications. According to Club-K, the sophisticated monitoring equipment was imported from Germany and included German technicians who assisted in the system’s installation on a military base in Cape Ledo.46 The details of Club-K’s findings could not be corroborated as of August 2013.

Meanwhile, there is no concrete evidence of whether or to what extent ICT service providers are required to assist the government in monitoring the communications of their users, though the strong presence of the state in the ownership structure of Angola’s telecoms, particularly of mobile phone operators, suggests that the authorities are likely able to wield their influence over service providers if desired. Cybercafes, however, are not known to be subject to such requirements.

Attacks and extralegal violence against journalists in the traditional media sphere are unfortunately common in Angola,47 and these actions may become more common against online journalists and social media users as the internet increasingly becomes an empowering tool for citizens to vocalize discontent and mobilize against the government. One case of violence against Antonio Capalandanda, a journalist for the online news and radio site Voice of America, was reported in May 2012, when the journalist was approached by an individual who identified himself as a state security agent and threatened to harm Capalandanda if he continued to report on topics the

45 Louise Redvers, “Angola Victory for Cyber Activists?”
government deemed objectionable. Known for his reporting on human rights issues, political violence, and corruption in Angola, Capalandanda was later assaulted in December 2012 by two unidentified assailants who also stole his camera, voice recorder, and notepads. In January 2013, Capalandanda’s e-mail account was hacked by an unknown entity.48

Independent and exile news websites have also been subject to technical violence such as hacking and denial-of-service (DDoS) attacks, particularly during periods of political contestation. For example, at the height of anti-government protests in February 2011, the website of the independent outlet Club-K was met with frequent interruptions to the point of temporary disablement. The popular blog Maka Angola, produced by the renowned critical writer Rafael Marques de Morais, was also subject to a number of targeted DDoS attacks in 2011.49 More recently in early 2013, Morais’s personal computer was attacked with customized malware, purportedly to compromise his communications during an ongoing defamation lawsuit lodged against him for his 2011 book, Blood Diamonds: Corruption and Torture in Angola.50

ARGENTINA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>INTERNET FREEDOM STATUS</th>
<th>2012</th>
<th>2013</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Obstacles to Access (0-25)</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Limits on Content (0-35)</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Violations of User Rights (0-40)</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total (0-100)</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

KEY DEVELOPMENTS: MAY 2012 – APRIL 2013

- Cases of intermediary liability were on the rise in 2012 and early 2013, with companies such as Google and Yahoo facing take down requests and facing fines should they choose not to comply with court orders (see LIMITS ON CONTENT).
- Argentines utilized social media to mobilize thousands of people for 8N, the largest antigovernment protest movement in Argentina in over a decade, which took issue with corruption, violent crime, and inflation (see LIMITS ON CONTENT).
- In November 2012, a pilot cybercrimes unit was created to combat rising incidents of hacking in Argentina (see VIOLATIONS OF USER RIGHTS).

POPULATION: 40.8 million
INTERNET PENETRATION 2012: 60 percent
SOCIAL MEDIA/ICT APPS BLOCKED: No
POLITICAL/SOCIAL CONTENT BLOCKED: No
BLOGGERS/ICT USERS ARRESTED: No
PRESS FREEDOM 2013 STATUS: Partly Free

* 0=most free, 100=least free
Although it has been the focus of academic study since the 1980s, the internet was first used for commercial purposes in Argentina in 1991.\(^1\) Internet penetration has steadily increased since, and Argentina is now home to one of the largest contingents of internet users in South America. In 2009, access began accelerating, due in part to government policies aimed at improving services and expanding broadband connections throughout the country.

Argentina has an active legal environment, especially regarding free speech and the internet. The country’s legal framework has generally protected online freedom of expression and Argentines have free access to a wide array of online information. During 2012, multiple legal initiatives were presented in Congress regarding matters of intermediary liability, internet neutrality, and network surveillance.

Several court judgments between 2010 and 2013 restricted access to websites on claims of defamation or intellectual property rights violations, with one ruling leading to the accidental blocking of an entire blog-hosting platform. A series of injunctions against search engines in 2012 also imposed intermediary liability and forced companies to delete links from results presented to users. Although some of these rulings threaten internet freedom, due process was generally followed in each case and parties were given the chance to appear before the court to dispute the charges filed against them.

The majority of injunctions filed in 2012 were brought by celebrities regarding content they deemed damaging to their reputations. Although some intermediaries were subsequently ordered to remove links and those individuals who posted the questionable material were ordered to provide plaintiffs with monetary compensation, the Court of Appeals overturned some of these rulings after receiving criticism from freedom of expression advocates as well as international technology companies.\(^2\) In 2012, Argentina also witnessed several instances of retaliation against online journalists, including violence, breaches of privacy, and the exposure of bloggers’ personal information.

During the December 2012 World Conference on International Communications,\(^3\) Argentina signed the International Telecommunications Regulations a “binding global treaty designed to facilitate international interconnection and interoperability of information and communication...”
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2 The BLUVOL case is particularly relevant. Following a decision regarding defamatory content posted as a comment in a blog hosted on blogsport, a Buenos Aires Court of Appeal ordered Google to pay 10,000 Argentine pesos (US$ 2,300) plus court costs for damages suffered by the claimant. For case details, see: [http://www.diariojudicial.com.ar/documentos/2013-Marzo/Bluvol_c_Googlex_daxos_por_blog.doc](http://www.diariojudicial.com.ar/documentos/2013-Marzo/Bluvol_c_Googlex_daxos_por_blog.doc).

services.” Despite its status as a signatory, Argentina maintained reservations about being bound by the regulations, wanting to safeguard the ability to take any measures necessary to protect its national interests. Civil society organizations in Argentina remained heavily involved in the meeting and expressed continued interest in its outcome.

**OBSTACLES TO ACCESS**

Internet penetration in Argentina has improved consistently over the past decade, reaching 55.8 percent as of 2012. Mobile web connectivity has also increased in recent years, as cellular phones have continued to grow in popularity. The expansion of Argentina’s information and communications technology (ICT) sector has been facilitated by increased government investment in telecommunications infrastructure and equipment over the past three years. According to government figures, by September 2012, the number of internet subscriptions in Argentina had reached 12.2 million, with 10.3 million residential connections and 1.9 million commercial connections. As compared to data from 2011, these figures depict an increase of approximately 38 percent in the residential sector and 100 percent in the commercial sector. Broadband connections, offering an average speed of 3 Mbps, have proliferated in recent years, accounting for more than 99 percent of the internet market by late 2012.

Although access is growing across the country, the national Statistics institute, Instituto Nacional de Estadísticas y Censos, reports a stark gap between large urban areas (such as the capital Buenos Aires, Cordoba, and Santa Fe) and rural provinces; the former account for over 60 percent of home internet connections in the country. In addition to socioeconomic disparities and price
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7 Enrique Chaparro, “Después de la WCIT, y Más Allá” [After the WCIT, and Beyond], Fundación Vía Libre, December 19, 2012, http://www.vialibre.org.ar/2012/12/19/despu%C3%A9s-de-la-wcit-y-mas-all/.


In recent years, the Argentine government has accelerated its efforts to promote internet access via a number of progressive policies. These include: the Digital Agenda of 2009, which established a national plan for ICTs to connect citizens with government institutions in order to create a “knowledge society;” the Argentina Connected Plan of 2010, a five-year initiative to expand infrastructure and telecommunications services to the entire country; and the Equal Connection Plan of 2010, which led to the provision of internet connections at all public secondary schools and laptop computers for students throughout the country. Although universal service obligations have been in place since 2001, the Universal Service Trust Fund, a government initiative predicated on the enforcement of access commitments, was not enacted until November 2010.

As of 2013, these policies have resulted in increasing internet access in rural areas, schools, parks, and public spaces. Some provinces have also made arrangements with the national government to build a wider fiber-optic network. In certain areas, rural cooperatives are responsible for the installation of the network, resulting in significant growth in local penetration rates, and allowing provincial governments to plan for future triple play service. Considering the national government’s share of the mobile spectrum, discussions have arisen regarding the availability of tetra play service (a bundled service package of broadband internet, television and telephone along with wireless service provisions) in the near future. Should the federal government decide to move
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12 Interview with employee of the Library of the National Communications Commission, February 18, 2012.
14 The Universal Service Trust Fund reinvests one percent of profits from ICT telecommunications companies’ profits to narrow the gap in access to broadband services across provinces.
forward with such offerings, partnerships may be formed with local governments allowing for federal assistance in the form of necessary infrastructure. It is in this context that the government has deemed the Federal Wireless Network an issue of public interest, a classification which will prioritize the expansion of national internet access. In keeping with its expanding ICT investment, the Argentine government is now building the first three communications satellites in the country’s history.  

The aforementioned government initiatives have resulted in a surge of data traffic over the national network. Although this is a boon to projects dedicated to increasing internet access, in some cases, such occurrences have been detrimental to quality of service. Despite new installations of network access points designed to improve the user experience, the regional landscape has resulted in small businesses being provided with lower quality than residential users. The government has spent substantial time and money improving the national network, however connection gaps remain in some provinces, where penetration rates remain as low as 25 percent.

When the telecommunications industry was privatized in the 1980s, the former state-owned operator was split into two companies: Telecom Argentina, which covers the Northern region of the country, and Telefonica de Argentina, which covers the South. Some 300 other companies have since been granted licenses to operate as internet service providers (ISPs). Many of these enterprises are regional providers and serve as provincial subsidiaries of the aforementioned umbrella companies or other large firms such as Fibertel (of Grupo Clarín), which also controls a notable share of the broadband market.

To date, the State has not interfered with international internet connectivity. However, as part of the Argentina Connected Plan, the government has begun work on an internal state-sponsored fiber-optic cable backbone, to be managed by a government-owned firm upon its completion, which is
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currently scheduled for 2015.\textsuperscript{25} It remains to be seen whether or not this project will result in
greater centralization – and greater government control – of the backbone.

Mobile phone penetration in Argentina is significantly higher than internet usage, with 59 million
lines active as of late 2012,\textsuperscript{26} or 143 cellular telephone subscriptions per 100 inhabitants.\textsuperscript{27} The
mobile phone market in Argentina is dominated by three providers: Telefónica’s Movistar,
Telecom’s Personal, and Claro, owned by Mexican billionaire and world’s richest man Carlos Slim Helú.\textsuperscript{28} Each provider covers approximately one third of the market; all offer 3G services.

Following a 2004 agreement that permitted Telefónica to buy Movicom, a cell phone company that
was utilizing 850MHz and 1900 MHz cellular frequencies, the government has restricted the use of
those specific bands.\textsuperscript{29} In accordance with the purchase agreement for Movicom, Telefónica was
required to relinquish the frequencies to the state free of charge in order to avoid concentration of
the radio-electric spectrum in the hands of a few. After repeated postponement of auctions for the
frequency bands in 2012, the situation was finally resolved by the federal government. President
Fernandez de Kirchner announced that Libre.ar, a branch of government-owned corporation ArSat,
would administer the frequencies, offering cellular phone services through small businesses and
telephone cooperatives.\textsuperscript{30} This decision, implemented via Resolution 71/2012 of the
Communication Secretariat,\textsuperscript{31} (and justified with the rationale that only one of the companies
bidding for the bands met necessary requirements related to future investment and development\textsuperscript{32})
allows the government to regain control over the mobile sector.\textsuperscript{33} To date, such control has not
extended to the government overtaking ICTs.

The Argentine government planned to launch its proprietary mobile service in March 2013, through
an arrangement with Movistar, Personal, and Claro that allows the three providers to use state-
owned frequencies. As of publication, however, the government’s mobile service had not yet been
launched. When implemented, the agreement will allow some telephone cooperatives and small

\textsuperscript{25} Government-owned corporation AR-SAT would manage the network. AR-SAT began operating in July 2006. Its stated purpose
is to promote the Argentine space industry and increase satellite services to different parts of the country. AR-SAT Company
website: \url{http://www.arsat.com.ar}.

\textsuperscript{26} National Institute of Statistics and Censuses, “Historic Series of Communications: Active Cellphones,” National
Communications Commission, accessed June 5, 2012, \url{http://www.indec.gob.ar/nuevaweb/cuadros/14/sh_comunicac2.xls}

\textsuperscript{27} International Telecommunication Union, “Statistics: Mobile-Cellular Subscriptions, 2000-2012,” June 17, 2013,

\textsuperscript{28} “The Richest People on the Planet 2013,” \textit{Forbes}, April 4, 2013, \url{http://www.forbes.com/billionaires/}.\textsuperscript{29}

\textsuperscript{29} Gekkye, “Argentina Licita Frecuencias de Telefonía Celular” [Argentinian Bids Cellular Telephony Frequencies], Gekkye online,

\textsuperscript{30} Marcelo Cantón, “Ponen en Marcha la Empresa Estatal de Celulares” [Libre.ar, The State Mobile Company Started Working],
Clarín, December 14, 2012, \url{http://www.clarin.com/politica/Ponen-empresa-estatal-celulares-Librear_0_828517184.html}; Juan
Pedro Tomás, “Nuevamente Retrasan Licitación de Espectro Móvil” [Once More, Bid for the Mobile Spectrum is Delayed], \textit{BN

\textsuperscript{31} Resolution 71/2012, Communications Secretariat, Contabilis, \url{http://contabilis.com.ar/legislacion/resoluciones/resolucion-71-
2012-sec-comunicaciones}.

\textsuperscript{32} “Planificación Anunció que ARSAT Explotará Frecuencias para Telefonía Celular” [It was Announced that ArSat Will Exploit
Cellular Phone Frequencies], TELAM, September 9, 2012, \url{http://www.telam.com.ar/nota/37042/}.

\textsuperscript{33} “Estado Administrará 25% del Espectro para Servicios Móviles con ARSAT” [The State will Administer 25% of the Mobile
businesses to resell these services, a development viewed by the cooperatives as an opportunity to gain recognition in the mobile services arena. The new plan is also attractive to foreign investors looking to enter Latin America’s mobile services market, such as Chinese telecommunications firm Datang Mobile, which views Argentina as the most profitable point of entry due to its large number of cellphones and potential to embrace 4G services.

The government’s proposed mobile service has the potential to catalyze positive change in the industry, especially given that mobile providers currently face harsh criticism related to poor performance and high prices. Accordingly, all three major providers have stated their plans to invest in infrastructure during 2013 in order to expand and improve fixed line and mobile networks. Another positive development in this field concerns a debate currently before the Senate over a law that obligates companies to commercialize cell phones for people with hypoacusis, or partial hearing loss. If passed, this law would define the provision of mobile phones as a public service, a classification which has been subject to national debate, but which would ameliorate the high prices that telecommunications companies currently charge.

Private companies wishing to operate as ISPs must first obtain a license from the communications commission, Comisión Nacional de Comunicaciones (CNC). The CNC functions under the communications secretariat, Secretaría de Comunicaciones, as a decentralized entity. Both operate
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under the authority of the Ministry of Federal Planning, Public Investment, and Services. Upon receipt of an application, the CNC refers the submission to the Secretariat of Communications, which makes the final decision to grant a license. The applicant is required to pay a relatively modest sum of 5,000 Argentine pesos ($1,100) at the time of submission. The licensing process for mobile phone providers is similar; once approved, no additional fees are charged, however providers are required to pay special taxes, such as those specified under the Universal Service Trust Fund. Cybercafe licenses are processed like those of any other small business; no additional approvals are required.

Although the statutory composition of the CNC offers some degree of independence, per Presidential Decree 521, the executive branch has run the body since 2002 in order to increase efficiency. The decree provides for an ad hoc administrator (interventor) appointed by the president, who fulfills the functions of the CNC president and board of directors and also appoints other commission members at his or her discretion. This arrangement has detracted from the independence of the institution, but there have been few complaints about corruption or unfairness in the CNC’s operations. Since 2010, controversy and accusations of political bias have emerged surrounding one case, Fibertel’s ISP license, indicating a degree of public mistrust of the regulator. A case relating to these charges has been pending before a federal court since March 2013.

**LIMITS ON CONTENT**

Argentine internet users have access to a wide array of online content, including international and local news outlets, websites of political parties, and civil society initiatives. The government does not impose automated filtering or restrictions on politically oriented information. However, websites related to pornography are blocked in educational institutions, libraries, and other public locations in Buenos Aires in accordance with Law 2974. In recent years, controversy has emerged over the blocking of allegedly defamatory material, copyright protected content, and injunctions that invoke intermediary liability. A few projects related to these issues were recently taken up in Congress.

Various social media tools, such as the social networking site Facebook, the video-sharing platform YouTube, and the microblogging service Twitter are freely available in Argentina. In August 2011, however, Google’s blog-hosting platform Blogger was blocked for nearly one week following a
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court decision to restrict access to two URLs for websites titled *Leaky Mails* functioning as local spinoffs of WikiLeaks, one hosted on Blogspot, a Blogger service which provides domain names. These websites had published the correspondence of government officials, politicians, journalists, and other public figures. Much of the content on the sites appeared to be personal in nature and irrelevant to both public policy and the exposition of malfeasance and corruption. ISPs complied with the court order and blocked access to the IP addresses of the two pages, effectively blocking the entire Blogger platform, including over one million blogs not specified in the judicial order. After criticism from the public and Google, the block was lifted within one week and ISPs shifted to a more precise filtering technique. As of May 2013, the *Leaky Mails* blog remains inaccessible. The Blogger domain has not had any additional site-wide disruptions.

The judicial action taken against the Cuevana website in 2011 and 2012 also garnered public attention. Launched in 2009, the website, which catalogues and connects users to sites that enable the free streaming of movies and television programs, quickly became one of the most visited websites in Argentina and the largest of its kind in Latin America. Since late 2011, various international content producers, including HBO, Turner Argentina, 20th Century Fox, and Disney Enterprises, have filed lawsuits against the site alleging infringement of intellectual property rights. In November 2011, the National Court of First Instance issued a directive requiring ISPs to block certain programs on Cuevana’s website. In March 2012, prosecutors opened a criminal case against the site’s administrator, alleging that the site had profited from copyrighted materials via financial donations. The administrator denied the charges, claiming that donations were largely voluntary and that profits had been reinvested. If he is found guilty, the administrator could face up to six years in prison. In January 2013, the Buenos Aires Federal Criminal Court of Appeals rejected a request by HBO Ole Partners to completely block the site. The court determined that the measure was disproportionately broad, especially given that no suspect had been formally identified (the administrator was the only person mentioned in the suit) and that the location of the server was still unknown. It has not yet been determined whether Cuevana is an indexation site

---


controlled by users, or if there are identifiable persons responsible for running the site. The name of the administrator, however, was allegedly in the public domain.

To date, there is no legislation which pertains specifically to intermediary liability in Argentina. As such, cases are decided individually and court decisions tend not to be uniform. In the absence of specific regulations adjudicating liability to intermediaries for illegal content posted by third parties, the courts generally apply broad rules pulled from the procedural law and the civil code. Injunctions ordering takedown of content are also based on general rules.

By the end of 2012, multiple cases regarding intermediary liability were presented before the courts,54 resulting in rulings against Google and Yahoo requiring the removal of sensitive material. The individuals responsible for posting the material in question were in some cases ordered to pay damages to the prominent public figures that had brought the charges. Actress Paola Krum and model Barbara Lorenzo were among the plaintiffs awarded monetary compensation. Court orders also resulted in Google and Yahoo removing the sensitive material from their search results and blocking illicit images of both Krum and Lorenzo. In a more recent case, search engines were asked to block a pornographic video made by well-known actress Florencia Peña before the video was even uploaded. If found guilty of non-compliance, Google and Yahoo could be fined up to half a million pesos (approximately $41,000 USD).55

Another controversial case regarding the blocking of indecent material surrounds the death of Jazmín De Grazia, a model who drowned in a hot tub in February 2012 due to an alleged drug overdose.56 Immediately following the incident, photographs of De Grazia’s dead body were published by a newspaper and spread over the Internet. In September 2012, a Federal Court of Appeals asked De Grazia’s parents to identify the webpages that had published the photos, indicating to Google those sites which search engines were required to have blocked. The judge subsequently issued a ruling that web pages containing information about the model were protected by the right to freedom of speech, and could not be blocked by law.57

According to Google’s Transparency Report, from July to December 2012, the Argentine government submitted 51 court orders for content removal encompassing 160 items. Google

---


57 Ines Tprnabeme, “Ordenan a Google Eliminar Fotos de Jazmín de Grazia #google #jazmindegrazia #privacidad” [Google to Delete Jazmín de Grazia Photographs], Hábeas Data, September 5, 2012, http://habeasdatacpdp.wordpress.com/2012/09/05/ordenan-a-google-eliminar-fotos-de-jazmin-de-grazia-google-jazmindegrazia-privacidad/.
complied—at least in part—with 82 percent of the requests. Google’s breakdown indicates that the majority of content was related to defamation (62 percent of the cases), followed by privacy and security (18 percent), hate speech (4 percent), and national security (2 percent), with the remainder of requests uncategorized.

In this context, many legal initiatives arose in 2012 and 2013. Senator Maria Eugenia Estenssoro led a project concerning net neutrality, which incorporated a variety of civil society demands and international standards followed by organizations such as the OAS and the UN. It applied not only to ISPs, but rather to all telecommunication service providers, both public and private. Other initiatives, however, have been met with reproach from civil society due to lack of clear terms. Representative Julián Obiglio’s proposed project relating to intermediary responsibility, 8070-D-2012, faced criticism for disregarding international standards when allowing third parties and administrative bodies to ask ISPs to remove content without judicial order.

Two other projects, 728/12, and 1892-D-12, seek to monitor the web for certain discriminatory and violent content, by surveilling social networks, e-mails and text messages, and requiring businesses to install detection and filtering programs of content unfit for underage persons. Neither of these initiatives has been signed into law. In May 2013, the Senate Freedom of Expression and Technology Commission hosted a session to discuss net neutrality problems and other projects. Initiatives discussed in this session have not yet been made public.

Self-censorship among bloggers and online users is not widespread, and Argentines express a diverse array of views online. Nevertheless, in the interior of the country where the rule of law is weaker than in the capital district, some online journalists and bloggers are cautious about writing about powerful local officials or mining companies due to the possibility of jeopardizing their relationship with private advertisers. Given Argentina’s polarized political environment, some writers may adjust their reporting based on the partisan affiliation of their publication.

In fact, the Argentine federal and local governments are known for their discriminatory allocation of official advertising—including news outlets whose reporting has been critical of the government.

59 Argentine Senate, File 3618/12,
60 Argentine House of Representatives, File 8070-D-2012,
61 Argentine Senate, File 728/12,
62 Argentine House of Representatives, File 1892-D-2012,
and rewarding those who publish supportive media. This phenomenon has had a negative impact on freedom of expression, particularly in the print and broadcast media sectors. While funds allocated to internet activities represent only three percent of the federal advertising budget, during the first semester of 2012, 42 percent of that sum was assigned to only 10 beneficiaries, all with clear ties to the federal government. In March 2011, the Supreme Court ruled unanimously that the government must utilize equitable measures in its distribution of state advertising. Due to the government’s non-compliance, the Federal Court of Appeals issued a new request in August 2012 urging the state to abide by the law. To date, the government has faced no penalties for non-compliance.

There are no restrictions on access to national or foreign news sources, and Argentines are able to express themselves freely online. According to some observers, the vigor of the pro-government blogosphere has increased since 2009, although other oppositional political parties have also started to gain ground. A wide range of views are shared online, including those related to potentially sensitive topics such as the recent designation of Pope Francisco despite allegations that he was complicit in abuses carried out by the Argentine Government in 1976. Opinions regarding the controversial Argentina-Iran agreement—which concerns the 1990s terrorist attack of a Jewish Association in Buenos Aires—are also voiced online. Despite such vigorous discussion, journalists have complained about a lack of access to government representatives and a dearth of official press conferences. In 2009, an online portal called Mejor Democracia (“Better Democracy”), which provided the public with government-related information, was shut down. When it later reopened, 


65 Poder Ciudadano, “Dimension de la Publicidad Oficial en la Argentina.”


it did so with reduced transparency, offering notably less information than in its previous incarnation.72 This is true to the present day.

Most civil society organizations also maintain their own websites, although user engagement in sociopolitical movements is relatively low. Mobile phones, meanwhile, are increasingly being used as a tool for activism; such devices will likely play decisive roles in future political movements.73 Mobile phone users have also utilized social media in order to protest poor quality of service by orchestrating cellular blackouts, or periods of time when large groups of users refuse to use their cellphones. Such measures have also been applied to social networks such as Twitter (#14N) and Facebook (Apagón Celular de Facebook, also known as the Cell Blackout Facebook Group).74

The popularity of social media tools has grown overall in recent years. By April 2012, Argentina had over 20 million registered Facebook users, representing almost 50 percent of the population,75 as well as approximately 1.6 million Twitter users.76 In late 2012, a major antigovernment protest known as 8N (November 8) was mobilized using social media. The movement, which culminated in thousands of people taking to the streets of Buenos Aires, Mendoza, Cordoba, and other cities to protest corruption, violent crime, diminishing freedom of expression, and inflation, was organized over Twitter (#8N) and Facebook. Throughout the protest, photos, videos, and opinions appeared on Twitter, both in support of the movement (#8NYoVoyPorQue, “I go because”) and against it (#8NYoNoVoyPorQue, “I don’t go because”). Even those not in favor of protesting were largely in agreement over the problems Argentina is facing, and saw the movement as a catalyst to make use of social media to call for change through various avenues such as reform and voting.77 The scope of the campaign, which began informally on social networks, was so large that shadow protests occurred outside Argentine embassies in locations as far flung as Rome and Sydney.78 8N was the largest protest in Argentina in over a decade, mobilizing at least 30,000 people in Buenos Aires according to local police, a figure which regional media placed closer to 100,000.79

---


ARGENTINA
ARGENTINA

The Argentine Constitution and human rights treaties incorporated into the Constitution in 1994 guarantee freedom of expression. Additional laws ensure that citizens have the liberty to express their views without fear of censorship or reprisal. In 2005, constitutional protections were explicitly extended to “the search, reception and dissemination of ideas and information of all kinds via internet services” under Law 26032.

The Argentine judiciary is generally seen as independent, particularly in its higher echelons, such as the Supreme Court of Justice. The Supreme Court has issued several rulings supportive of freedom of expression in recent years. Among these are the aforementioned 2011 decision regarding discriminatory allocation of government advertising, as well as the 2009 suspension of a requirement mandating that service providers retain user data for ten years. The government has also been responsive to decisions of the Inter-American Court of Human Rights and the recommendations of the Inter-American Commission on Human Rights. These procedures have helped accelerate reform of the criminal code’s provisions on insult and defamation. In November 2009, the legislature decriminalized defamatory statements referring to matters of public interest.

No specific laws criminalize online expression related to political or social issues. The 2008 Law on Cybercrime (Law 26388) amended the Argentine Criminal Code to cover offenses such as hacking, dissemination of child pornography, and other online crimes. Some of the amendments have been criticized as overly vague and imprecise in their wording, which could open the door to broad interpretations. Lawyers and human rights groups have also expressed concern over the country’s antiterrorism law, arguing that the definition of terrorism provided is overly broad and could therefore be employed to punish legitimate political dissent, social protests, or economic analysis. So far, neither of these laws has been used in practice to punish online expression. As of May 2013, no bloggers, online journalists, or ordinary users were imprisoned for the expression of their views in online forums or via private communications. One website administrator, however, was facing criminal charges and a possible jail term over allegations of profiting from copyrighted material.


Although violence against online journalists occurs sporadically, it is not nearly as frequent as violence against those working for traditional media outlets. Local press freedom watchdogs recorded approximately 70 cases of physical and verbal attacks against journalists during the first half of 2012. Most attacks were attributed to non-state actors in inland regions against those working for traditional media outlets. However, in some cases, the targeted journalists also maintained websites or contributed to online news outlets. Another report by The Argentine Journalists Forum, known as FOPEA, recorded 172 attacks on reporters during 2012; 11 percent of attacks were against people working for digital media outlets.

In one incident from April 2012, Jorge Peña, a city council president in Candelaria, punched TV journalist and news website editor Daniel Luna, who was arguing against being denied access to cover a city council session; the council president was subsequently charged for injuring the reporter. Shortly after, in May 2012, the city council rejected Peña’s request for restitution. In the same session, Rodrigo Castillo, another online news journalist, was attacked while trying to obtain photographs of a city council member. When alerted about this event, the police disregarded the accusation and made no effort to detain the aggressors.

During 2012, some journalists were also subject to defamatory campaigns and privacy breaches extending to the unauthorized disclosure of their personal information on public websites. Gustavo Sylvestre, a political analyst, journalist, and blogger was targeted with such a smear campaign. His business, family, and tax information, as well as the phone numbers and addresses of his personal contacts, were published online. Days later, a derogatory article was published about him. Sylvestre’s work, which is highly political in nature, seems likely to have been the motive behind the virtual attack. Although concerning, as of May 2013, such incidents did not appear to be widespread or on the rise.

There are no restrictions on anonymity for internet users, nor are there restrictions on the use of encryption. Users are able to freely post anonymous comments in a variety of online forums, and neither bloggers nor website owners are required to register with the government. When purchasing a mobile phone or prepaid SIM card, however, users must provide identifying information.
In December 2011, the Argentine Network Information Center (NIC.ar) was placed directly under the oversight of the Executive branch of the government. In late 2012, incidents of domain name denials emerged in cases where the names related in some way to President Cristina Fernandez de Kirchner or to the progovernment youth group La Campora. In such cases, applications were either denied by NIC.ar or applicants were asked to modify their proposed domain names. The sole mention of the President’s first or last name was reportedly reason enough for an application to be called into question. Accordingly, domains such as cristinacorazon.com.ar, enlacampora.com.ar, and kirchnerismopasion.com.ar were rejected immediately. Upon asking for clarification, Argentine newspaper Perfil was told that such domains were forbidden due to their potential to “affect the morale of the person” in question. Such broad restrictions impact sites critical of the administration as well as those which support the government, complicating efforts to develop online platforms dedicated to discussions of national leadership.

In Argentina, a court order is officially required to intercept private communications, even in cases related to national security. It is believed that these procedures are generally followed in practice, although the government does not publish figures on how many interceptions are implemented annually. According to Google’s Transparency Report, between July and December 2012 the Argentine authorities made 114 requests for user data covering 175 accounts; Google complied with the release of some data in 38 percent of cases. Microsoft’s 2012 Law Enforcement Request Report states a total number of 769 requests for user data covering 1,279 accounts. Microsoft complied with 85.7 percent of requests and found no system data for the remaining 14.3 percent. All requests were determined to satisfy relevant legal requirements.

Over the past decade, there have been several scandals involving officials on both sides of the political spectrum engaging in illegal surveillance of opponents’ telephone communications. In one high-profile scandal, evidence surfaced of navy personnel monitoring former President Nestor

92 Network information centers are responsible for the allocation of domain names and registry administration in different countries.
96 “Google Transparency Report, Argentina.”
Kirchner for decades. In another incident, the mayor of Buenos Aires, an opposition politician, and the city’s police chief are alleged to have illegally wiretapped civic leaders, politicians, and trade union activists. Most such incidents occurred in 2007 or earlier and there is no clear evidence that such violations of privacy continue. Meanwhile, related prosecutions continue to make their way through the courts.

Cybercrime is perceived as a growing problem in Argentina and new cybercrime legislation has emerged in response to recent news indicating that technical attacks might be more common than typical statistics indicate. In November 2012 the General Prosecutor of Ciudad Autónoma de Buenos Aires activated a one-year pilot project in which he assigned a team of prosecutors to the task of investigating crimes aimed at hacking informational systems and programs, as well as the spreading of pornographic content. Such measures and protocols do not yet appear to exist on the national level. Should such incidents occur, those responsible would be liable for prosecution under the criminal code, as amended by the aforementioned Law 26388.

ARMENIA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>2012</th>
<th>2013</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>INTERNET FREEDOM STATUS</strong></td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>FREE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Obstacles to Access (0-25)</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Limits on Content (0-35)</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Violations of User Rights (0-40)</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total (0-100)</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* 0=most free, 100=least free

**KEY DEVELOPMENTS: MAY 2012 – APRIL 2013**

- Internet access in Armenia significantly increased over the past few years due to decreased cost of connectivity and improved network coverage, though internet use remains somewhat low in comparison to other countries in the region (see **OBSTACLES TO ACCESS**).
- New amendments to the Law on Electronic Communication removed the requirement for internet and mobile phone service providers to obtain a license from the regulatory authority before operating (see **OBSTACLES TO ACCESS**).
- Crowdsourcing websites such as iDitord.org were used to monitor election violations during the 2012 parliamentary elections (see **LIMITS ON CONTENT**).

**POPULATION:** 3.3 million  
**INTERNET PENETRATION 2012:** 39 percent  
**SOCIAL MEDIA/ICT APPS BLOCKED:** No  
**POLITICAL/SOCIAL CONTENT BLOCKED:** No  
**BLOGGERS/ICT USERS ARRESTED:** No  
**PRESS FREEDOM 2013 STATUS:** Not Free
**INTRODUCTION**

Access to the internet in Armenia has significantly improved over the past few years, with the internet penetration rate increasing from approximately 6 percent in 2007 to 39 percent in 2012. At the same time, however, there have been minimal efforts to improve community access to the internet and digital literacy remains somewhat low, with television remaining the predominant source by which people receive news and information.

In the wake of riots and protests after the 2008 disputed presidential election, the government declared a state of emergency and imposed a media blackout, forcing the removal of the domain name registration of several websites hosted within Armenia, including several opposition sites and independent news outlets. Since this one incident in 2008, however, the government has engaged in minimal blocking or deletion of online content.

In May 2010, the Armenian National Assembly passed amendments to the administrative and penal code to decriminalize defamation, including libel and insult. The initial result was an increase in civil cases of defamation, often with large fines as penalties. In November 2011, the Constitutional Court ruled that courts should avoid imposing large fines on media outlets in defamation cases, resulting in a subsequent decrease in the number of defamation cases.

**OBSTACLES TO ACCESS**

Internet access in Armenia has increased substantially, particularly in the past few years. According to the International Telecommunication Union, the internet penetration rate in Armenia stood at 39.2 percent in 2012, compared to 32 percent in 2011 and just 6 percent in 2007.\(^1\) From 2005 to 2007, the Armenian government undertook radical steps toward the liberalization of the information and communications technology (ICT) sector, which involved introducing a new regulatory framework that eliminated the existing telecommunication company’s monopoly over the market. Today, the telecommunications sector in Armenia is relatively liberal, but still not mature enough to meet the market demands and communication needs of the entire population. A primary obstacle is the absence of diverse services available in rural areas and small cities, due to operators’ lack of interest in the development of unprofitable areas. Nevertheless, access to mobile broadband is available throughout the majority of the country and is affordable for much of the population. Mobile broadband tariffs limitations\(^2\) and less reliable wireless connectivity (compared with landline services) are also problems in the telecommunication infrastructure in Armenia, though to a lesser degree. Landline broadband access provided using ADSL technology is available in most cities and some villages.

---


\(^{2}\) Known as fair use policy: widely used by mobile operators and provides guaranteed speed for limited data volume (usually 1GB – 10GB) and reduced speed (usually 14.4 kbit/sec) after exceeding the limit.
The market for internet access in Armenia is concentrated in the capital city of Yerevan, which contains one third of the country’s population. ISPs offer bandwidth connections with speeds varying from 512 Kbps to 50 Mbps. All three mobile operators offer 2G and 3G networks (EDGE, UMTS/WCDMA) and one operator offers 4G network services (LTE), but only in the capital city. In contrast to Yerevan’s diverse market, only one or two mobile broadband services are usually available in villages and approximately 60 percent of rural towns are covered by landline broadband. According to official information from mobile operators, 3G services are available to almost 90 percent of the population, covering 85 percent of the country. The total number of mobile broadband subscribers in Armenia is about 210,000, in addition to 195,000 landline connections, accounting for approximately 45 percent of households or 13 percent of the population. The number of dial-up connections in Armenia has rapidly decreased during the last five years and by the end of 2012 there were fewer than 2,500 users.

Strong competition among the three primary mobile service providers and internet service providers in Armenia has resulted in fair market prices for both wireless and landline broadband services. ADSL connections with speeds of 1Mbps are available for $11 per month and the price for a minimal volume (3GB) package of mobile broadband service costs $15 per month. Internet costs are relatively high when compared to the minimum salary in Armenia, which is $80 per month. At the same time, considering that the average public utilities bill can vary from $50 to $100 in the summer and $100 to $200 in the winter, the cost of internet access is affordable for the majority of the population, whose average income is approximately $600 per month. Additionally, the availability of free access points in the capital and almost all major cities makes internet services accessible for the majority of the urban population.

From 2005 to 2010, a number of nonprofit and community organizations implemented a series of projects aimed at establishing free public internet access centers. In particular, Project Harmony connected all Armenian schools to the internet with financial support from the U.S. State Department, Open Society Institute, and later from the World Bank. Currently, this project is funded from the state budget. Another large-scale internet connectivity project has been implemented by the UNDP mission in Armenia. Recently, the municipality of Yerevan launched free public internet access points that are available throughout a significant portion of the city, in addition to universities and schools. Mobile operators also provide limited access in public spaces such as cafes and public transportation. Public access centers have now been launched in 11 cities, the centers of each of the Armenia’s administrative districts (marzes).

In practice, the Armenian government and the telecommunication regulatory authority, the Public Services Regulation Commission (PSRC), do not interfere with or try to influence the planning of

---

4 This information was derived from reports published on several mobile operators’ websites, including MTS (http://www.mts.am), Beeline (http://www.beeline.am), and Orange Armenia (http://www.orangearmenia.am).
5 This number indicates only large screen (notebooks, netbooks, computers and tablets) service packages and does not include small screen (mobile phones and smart phones) users of broadband connectivity.
7 Armenian territorial divisions include 10 marzes and Yerevan, the capital of Armenia, which also has a status of marz.
network topology. Operators plan and develop their networks without any coordination with either the government or the regulatory authority. Moreover, the regulatory authority requires service providers to indicate any technological restrictions in their public offers. Armenian internet users enjoy access to internet resources without limitation, including peer-to-peer networks, voice and instant messaging services such as Skype and Google Talk, and popular social networks such as Facebook, YouTube, and LiveJournal.

The regulatory authorities in Armenia primarily focus on companies with significant market power. Armenia was one of the first post-Soviet countries to privatize telecommunication companies. In 1997, the incumbent Armenian operator was sold to a Greek state-owned company with a 13-year monopoly on basic telephone and international data transmission services, including internet. In 2005, however, the Armenian government revised the incumbent’s license and granted a second GSM license; by 2007, all exclusive rights of the incumbent had been abolished. Since then, Armenian users can choose from three mobile service operators and more than 100 ISPs, though analysis of service providers’ official reports shows that the five leading operators together control approximately 90 percent of the internet market.

Armenian legislation requires that providers obtain a license for either the provision of internet services or the operation of a telecommunication network. Procedures for obtaining licenses differ: a service license is obtained through a simplified licensing procedure (purchased for an amount equivalent to approximately $250), while a network operation license requires verifying the professional and technical capacity of the company and is issued six months after filing the application with the regulatory authority. In 2012, the Armenian government undertook radical reforms of the telecommunication regulatory framework to simplify the market entry procedures of both network operation and services. According to the recently adopted Amendments to the Law on Electronic Communication, service providers will no longer be required to obtain a license but will simply need to notify the regulatory authority.

Public access points such as cafes, libraries, schools, universities, and community centers are not required to obtain a license for offering internet access unless they offer services for a fee. In general, according to the Licensing Law, nonprofit entities are not required to obtain a license for the provision of internet services regardless of their legal status. It is worth noting that both for-profit and nonprofit service providers in Armenia enjoy free use of the low-energy Wi-Fi spectrum: use of 2.4 GHz frequency does not require permission unless it exceeds 0.1 watts of power. However, the use of 2.4 GHz for more powerful devices requires permission granted without auction or tender, but taking into account electromagnetic compatibility with other devices in range.

---


Mobile telecommunication companies are granted a license through regular network operation licensing procedures, but are also required to obtain permission for the use of radio frequencies, which is usually granted through an open auction. An exception can be made if no alternative applicant is interested in a particular frequency, or for frequencies and equipment that do not interfere with other operators’ activities (such as radio relay communication). For cases in which an entity applies for a non-auctioned frequency, the service provider is required to carry out a test for electromagnetic compatibility.

The concept of an independent regulatory authority was implemented in Armenia in 2006 with the adoption of the Law on Electronic Communication, which was developed with substantial expert contribution from the World Bank, as well from U.S. and European Union consultants. Armenia has chosen a multi-sector regulatory model in which there is one body, the PSRC, which is in charge of the regulation of energy, water supply, and telecommunications services. The PSRC’s authority, mechanisms of commissioners’ appointments, and budgeting principles are defined under the Law on State Commission for the Regulation of Public Services.  

The members or commissioners of the PSRC are appointed by the President of the Republic of Armenia according to the recommendations of the Prime Minister. Once appointed, a commissioner can be dismissed only if he or she is convicted of a crime, fails to perform his or her professional duties, or violates other restrictions in the law, such as obtaining shares of regulated companies or missing more than five PSRC meetings. In cases of dismissal for professional failure, the PSRC makes a decision and reports to the President of the Republic of Armenia for action. The PSRC is accountable to the National Assembly in the form of an annual report, but the parliament merely takes this report into consideration and cannot take any action.  

One of the weakest provisions of the Armenian regulatory framework is the absence of term limits for commissioners: every commissioner can be appointed multiple times, making his or her appointment dependent on current political leaders. In practice, the regulatory bodies in Armenia lack independence due to the strong dependence of the commissioners’ career on political leadership of the country. For example, in 1995, the broadcasting license of the independent television company A1+ was suspended for refusing to broadcast only pro-government material, and in 2002 its broadcasting frequency was awarded to another company. Despite a ruling by the European Court of Human Rights in 2008 which stated that the regulatory authority’s refusal to reinstate the company’s broadcasting license amounted to a violation of freedom of information, the license was never reinstated. In September 2012, A1+ began broadcasting on the airwaves of Armnews. During this time, A1+ was nonetheless able to continue publishing news content on its website.

---

11 The Law on Public Services Regulation Commission was adopted by the National Assembly of the Republic of Armenia on December 25, 2003.  
12 There are three independent regulatory authorities in Armenia that are part of executive, but not a part of government. These three authorities are the public utilities regulator, the broadcasting regulator, and the competition authority. There is also a civil service commission, which, however, is different from the concept of independent regulatory bodies.  
The Commission’s budget is formed in accordance with the Law on Public Service Regulation Commission and is composed of licensing and regulatory fees that companies pay to the state budget. The amount of regulatory fees is defined by the Commission in accordance with the procedure set up under the relevant provision of the law. The Law on Electronic Communication contains provisions guaranteeing the transparency of the decision-making procedures of the Commission: all decisions are made during open meetings with prior notification and requests for comments from all interested persons posted on the website.\(^{14}\)

In spite of three well-established ICT-related nonprofit associations, self-regulation of the industry is significantly underdeveloped in Armenia. The oldest nonprofit institution is the Internet Society (ISOC), which is the national chapter of the worldwide ISOC network. At the early stage of internet development in Armenia (1995 through 1998), ISOC Armenia was a primary internet policy advocate and industry promoter. It served as a forum where internet service providers discussed their problems, developed policy agendas, and resolved industry conflicts. However, after the establishment of the independent regulatory authority, ISOC no longer plays a self-regulating role as most industry disputes are filed with the PSRC. Nevertheless, ISOC continues to maintain the registration of domain names, and in spite of lacking formal dispute resolution policies (such as, for example, domain name disputes resolution procedures), it carries out the registry function effectively with minimal influence from government authorities and the regulator.

The Armenian ICT market enjoys a liberal and non-discriminatory domain name registration regime. ISOC Armenia registers domain names according to ICANN recommendations and best practices. Although formally, members of the Armenian Internet Society are individuals, the organization’s board is composed of service providers’ managers and in general, the Society’s policy agenda is strongly influenced by the interests of traditional providers that started their business in the mid-1990s.

Another well-established industry association is the Union of Information Technologies Enterprises (UITE).\(^{15}\) Though industry self-regulation is one of the main goals of the Union, so far it has not developed any significant policies for industry regulation. Both ISOC Armenia and UITE are founders of a third notable nonprofit institution, the ArmEx Foundation, which was established with the sole purpose of creating a local data traffic exchange point. Other founders include leading ISPs, mobile and landline telecommunication operators.

**LIMITS ON CONTENT**

The Armenian government does not consistently or pervasively block users’ access to content online. The only significant case of internet filtering and blocking was recorded in March 2008 during post-elections events, immediately after clashes between an opposition rally and police


resulted in at least eight people killed and hundreds of people injured. The government declared a state of emergency and restricted certain media publications, including independent internet news outlets. The security services demanded that the Armenian domain name registrar suspend the domain names of opposition and independent news sites, and requested that ISPs block certain outside resources, such as some opposition pages on social network platforms (particularly LiveJournal, which was the most popular social network used by opposition and civil society activists for blogging and reporting). Armenian authorities were strongly criticized by international observers for their reaction to the post-elections crisis, including the restriction of the access to internet resources. After the events of 2008, Armenian authorities have been very careful regarding restrictions on internet access and no instances of politically-motivated filtering or blocking have been recorded since that time.

In spite of the fact that according to Article 11 of the Law on Police, law enforcement authorities have the right to block particular content to prevent criminal activity, in practice, such blocking cases have been limited to locally-hosted, illegal content such as illegal pornography and copyright-infringing materials. Service providers involved in the transferring or provision of technical access to illegal resources (such as child pornography, propaganda of crime or cyberterrorism) are not liable for content they make available to their customers provided that they have no prior knowledge of the content. Any decision of a law enforcement body to block particular content can be challenged in court by the resource or content owners, and if the court rules that the measure was illegal or unnecessary, the resource and content owners may claim compensation. Additionally, Armenia is a member of the European Human Rights Convention; therefore, any such decision can also be challenged at the European Court of Human Rights.

Currently, self-censorship is not a widespread practice online. The Armenian government and ruling political elite have avoided the application of any extralegal measures to prevent political opponents or independent internet resources from publishing particular online content. However, similar to traditional media outlets such as television or printed press, Armenian internet news resources are exposed to political pressure. In some cases, for example, journalists of a particular online media outlet are not allowed to deviate from the editorial policy of the outlet, which is often linked to one of the political parties. Such pressure has the potential to affect the overall situation of freedom of speech in the country, but it is worth noting that online publishers and individual bloggers strongly resist self-censorship. Indeed, there is a wide diversity of opinion in social media and virtual battles between pro- and anti-government bloggers are often observed. A variety of independent and opposition web resources provide Armenian internet audiences with politically

---

16 Reports on the number of people killed vary; according to the official report from the Council of Europe, eight people were killed. “Special Mission to Armenia,” Council of Europe Commissioner for Human Rights, March 12-15, 2008, https://wcd.coe.int/ViewDoc.jsp?id=1265025.
non-biased, neutral, or oppositional opinions, and there are only a few state-owned media enterprises in Armenia.  

The Armenian government is very cautious about media freedom issues and tries to avoid direct pressure that may raise criticism from international organizations and local civil society activists. However, both the ruling political elite and the opposition party do have some influence over traditional and new media outlets. According to accounts from media professionals and civil society activists, most media outlets are either linked with a particular political party or periodically receive financial support from politicians, aside from two or three online media resources funded by foreign and international donor organizations. However, the extent to which this has a direct influence over the content of these media outlets cannot be easily assessed.

The financial model of Armenian online news resources is very similar to the model of the traditional print and broadcast media, in that the political elite may lend support to certain outlets through the channeling of advertising of government-loyal businesses. At the same time, websites such as the A1+ news editorial (A1plus.am) and Lragir Daily (Lragir.am), both of which publish articles that are critical of the government, are quite popular and have been able to survive economically. There are neither formal nor practical barriers to receiving domestic or foreign aid or advertisements, but foreign financial support is usually limited to modest grants and foreign advertisers are usually not interested in the Armenian media market. A significant part of advertising comes from mobile operators, car dealers, and consumer electronics sellers.

Armenian telecommunication regulations conform to the principles of technological neutrality, meaning that regulations address legal issues rather than the use of a particular technology, service type, or conditions. Naturally, some laws and regulations contain recommendations or applicable standards, but there are no technology restrictions on bandwidth, protocols, or routing.

The emergence of online media has caused a significant increase in journalistic activities in Armenia. Armenian media has traditionally been economically unsustainable due to the limited audience, high operational costs, and small advertising market. Even at the peak of media production in Armenia, daily newspapers usually published around 5,000 copies per day and few weekly outlets had more than 10,000 readers. The audience for television and radio was larger, but still limited to the leading producers: five of the almost thirty television channels accounted for 76 percent of viewers. Early online news outlets such as A1+ enjoyed significant growth in the number of daily visitors during the first few years of production.

Armenian online news resources started growing from 2001 to 2005 when internet service became relatively affordable. However, the main increase in production of online content—particularly
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19 The only state owned newspaper is Hayastani Hanrapetutyun (“Republic Armenia”), which publishes governmental and private announcements and the Official Bulletin (also publishes the Bulletin of Government). There is also a news website for publishing general announcements and procurement information of the government, www.azdarar.am.

20 Based on interviews carried out with representative of Internews Armenia and the Center for Information Law and Policy.

21 1996–1998 could be referred to as a peak of Armenian post-Soviet print press production according to press activities and establishment of new press enterprises. Afterward the development of both television and press slowed down significantly.

video and audio content—started in 2008 after the liberalization of the market and the decrease in the cost of broadband. Today, there are at least 30 leading online news outlets collecting more than 20,000 daily visitors—four times more than the leading press outlet—and covering political, economic, and social issues. Since 2011, Armenia has seen the emergence of Armenian-language online television programs. Although online video news services are still underdeveloped and underused in Armenia, the public’s interest toward online video content is growing, and today at least two leading web resources, Civilnet.am and Azatutyun.am, offer on-demand video news and live-air reporting on major political and social events.

As of May 2013, there were more than 225 online media outlets and traditional media webpages registered in Armenia. Generally speaking, there are no formal or technical restrictions to accessing different internet resources with diverse opinions. However, the extent to which a particular news resource is well-known often depends on the financial support it receives. In other words, despite the ability to access different outlets, choice is often predetermined by the ratings and popularity of a given media outlet, which depend on investments that are usually political in nature.

The majority of the population uses the internet mainly for social networking and as a less-expensive alternative for voice and visual communication with relatives abroad. While those who use the internet in Armenia mainly visit news websites or social networks, given the overall low levels of daily internet use among the Armenian population, most Armenians still receive their news from television programs. Nevertheless, the population’s interest toward internet news resources is growing, and the number of visitors to the leading news websites exceeds the number of the leading newspapers’ readers. Print copies of the leading Armenian newspapers—Aravot, Hraparak, and Iravunk—usually do not exceed 5,000 issues, whereas online news websites collect more than 50,000 unique visitors per day. At the same time, the audience for television and radio is still larger than that of online news and video programming due to the absence of unified technical solutions.

Armenian online communities, especially blogs, are highly politicized and are likely to respond to most political events. During the last three years, social media—Facebook in particular—has been actively used for political and civil mobilization by the opposition and civil society activists. For example, environmental activists have used internet resources for environmental alerts such as forest cutting or illegal construction in green areas. Another positive example of online mobilization is the iDitord (iObserver) project, a crowdsourced election monitoring project

25 “Armenian web resource ratings,” Circle.am.
26 According to interviews with Armenian media and telecommunication experts, such as the staff at Internews Armenia and the Center for Information Law and Policy, there are two major obstacles for penetration of online video and television: legislative barriers preventing telecommunication operators with foreign capital from carrying out broadcasting activities, and the lack of unified technical solutions for IPTV subscriptions.
launched in advance of the May 2012 parliamentary elections. The website received more than 1,000 reports from citizens, NGOs, and political parties, mostly related to bribes, problems with the activities of local electoral commissions, violations of advertisement laws, and mistakes in electoral lists. The police and the Central Electoral Commission officially responded to some reports and claimed that others were not confirmed or were misinformed. In contrast, mobile phones (bulk SMS or voice messages) are not used during political campaigns due to the limited peak capacity of networks.

**Violations of User Rights**

Article 27 of the Constitution of the Republic of Armenia guarantees freedom of speech irrespective of the source, person, and place. The right to freedom of speech declared in the constitution is universal and applicable to both individuals and media editorials. In 2005, Armenian media legislation changed significantly with the adoption of the Law of the Republic of Armenia on Mass Media (also referred to as the Media Law). One of the most positive changes in Armenian media legislation was the adoption of unified regulation for all types of media content irrespective of audience, technical means, and dissemination mechanisms. The Television and Radio Law contains additional requirements toward content delivery, but it does not regulate news delivery and only addresses the issues of broadcasting erotic and horror programs, as well as the time frame for advertising, the mandatory broadcast of official communications, and the rules on election coverage and other political campaigns. Content delivered through a mobile broadcasting platform or the internet are not subject to specific regulation.

Armenian criminal legislation grants journalists protection of their professional rights. According to Article 164 of the Criminal Code of the Republic of Armenia, “hindrance to the legal professional activities of a journalist, or forcing the journalist to disseminate information or not to disseminate information, is punished with a fine in the amount of 50-150 minimal salaries, or correctional labor for up to 1 year. The same actions committed by an official abusing one’s official position, is punished with correctional labor for up to 2 years, or imprisonment for the term of up to 3 years, by deprivation of the right to hold certain posts or practice certain activities for up to 3 years.” However, neither criminal law nor media legislation clearly defines who qualifies as a journalist, whether he or she must be an employee of a media outlet, or if he or she could be an individual or freelance reporter or a blogger.

In 2010, Armenia abolished criminal liability for insult and slander and introduced the concept of moral damage compensation for public defamation. However, even before these amendments, no
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32 Concept of compensation for moral damage caused by defamation was introduced by adding Article 1087.1 to the Civil Code of the Republic of Armenia. Official Bulletin of the Republic of Armenia 23 June 2010 No 28(762).
criminal cases against journalists were recorded since the adoption of a new criminal code in 2003. Defamation is widely used by Armenian politicians to restrict public criticism, but it has not necessarily been used to combat oppositional viewpoints or media independence. However, the principle of requiring politicians to be more tolerant of public criticism is not a widely adopted legal practice in Armenia.

Since 2003, when the concept of cybercrime was first introduced in the Armenian criminal code, criminal prosecution for crimes such as illegal pornography or copyright infringements on the internet demonstrates that Armenian law enforcement authorities follow the best practices of the European legal system, and neither service providers nor hosting service owners have been found liable for illegal content stored on or transmitted through their system without their actual knowledge of such content. Armenia is a signatory to the Council of Europe’s Convention on Cybercrime and further development of Armenian cybercrime legislation has followed the principles declared in the Convention.

Armenian criminal legislation also prohibits the dissemination of expressions calling for racial, national, or religious enmity, as well as calls for the destruction of territorial integrity or the overturning of legitimate government or constitutional order. Libeling or insulting an official has not been criminally prosecuted since 2008, when the relevant provision of the criminal code was excluded. As mentioned previously, the Armenian legal system is based on the principle of universality, meaning that laws are applicable online as they are offline. Therefore, all crimes conducted on the internet are prosecuted similarly to those that are conducted elsewhere. Regarding liability for content published on websites hosted in other jurisdictions, Armenian legal theory and practice follows the principle of “place of presence,” meaning that the person is liable if he or she acts on the territory of that country.

So far no cases have been recorded of imprisonment or other criminal sanctions or punishments for individuals accessing or disseminating information online. However, cases of civil liability, such as moral damages compensation for defamation, have been recorded several times. The downloading of illegal materials or copyrighted publications is not prosecuted under Armenian legislation unless it is downloaded and stored for further dissemination, and the intention to disseminate must be proved.

Anonymous communication is not prohibited in Armenia; however, it is up to the website administrator to allow or prohibit anonymous communication to or from a resource. No registration is required for bloggers and online media outlets, though tax authorities may question bloggers or media outlets on revenue-related issues (advertisements or paid access). The use of encryption software by individuals or corporate users is not prohibited. However, the use of proxy
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33 Cybercrime was defined under the new Criminal Code of the Republic of Armenia, adopted on April 18, 2003. The first prosecution case for the dissemination of illegal pornography via the internet was recorded in 2004.

34 Articles 226 and 301 of the Criminal Code of the Republic of Armenia.

servers is not that common, due to the fact that since 2008, internet users have not faced significant problems with website blocking and traffic filtering.

The collection of an individual’s personal data by the government is allowed only in accordance with a court decision in cases proscribed by the law. The monitoring and storing of customers’ data is illegal unless it is required for the provision of services. Personal data can be accessed by law enforcement bodies only in accordance with a court decision; however, in most cases courts usually support requests from law enforcement bodies for data retention. Law enforcement bodies usually file motions on data retention while investigating crimes; however, motions must be justified, and if not, the defense attorney may insist on the exclusion of evidence obtained as a result of such action.

Armenian legislation does not require access and hosting service providers to monitor transmitted traffic or hosted resources. Moreover, the Law on Electronic Communication allows operators and service providers to store only data required for correct billing. Cybercafes and other access points are not required to identify clients, or to monitor or store their data and traffic information.

Cases of physical violence towards online journalists or other staff have not been recorded, though such cases have happened with journalists from traditional media outlets.

DDoS attacks were not prevalent in Armenia until the start of the campaign period for the 2012 parliamentary elections. Blognews.am, an Armenian blogosphere aggregator, was attacked on the morning of April 20, 2012. Later, the iDitord.org website that covered election violations suffered from a DDoS attack. As a result, iDitord.org went down for several hours on the day of polling; however, as a result of external DDoS mitigation services, the website was able to resume normal functioning after four hours of inaccessibility while attacks continued. The culprits of the DDoS attack are still unknown. Interestingly, during election day, iDitord was the only Armenian website which came under DDoS attack. Additionally, during the presidential election on February 18, 2013, the opposition media website Galatav.am suffered from a DDoS attack.

AUSTRALIA

Obstacles to Access (0-25) 2012 | 2013
---|---
Obstacles to Access (0-25) | 2 | 2
Limits on Content (0-35) | 5 | 5
Violations of User Rights (0-40) | 10 | 11
Total (0-100) | 17† | 18

* 0=most free, 100=least free

**Key Developments: May 2012 – April 2013**

- Broadband access continued to expand for online users as the National Broadband Network reached more rural and remote communities (see **Obstacles to Access**).
- Concerns over ISP filtering practices continued, as it was revealed that a number of legitimate websites were accidentally blocked by ISPs who were trying to limit access to a fraudulent website with the same IP address (see **Limits on Content**).
- Australia’s accession to the Council of Europe’s Convention on Cybercrime in 2012 raised concerns about additional requirements in the Australian legislation for ISPs to monitor and store user data, especially in regard to the requirement to comply with foreign preservation notices (see **Violations of User Rights**).
Australia enjoys affordable, high-quality access to the internet and other digital media, and this access has continued to expand over the past few years with the rollout of the National Broadband Network. However, recent amendments to surveillance legislation and proposals to implement censorship through directives to internet service providers (ISPs) have raised concerns about privacy and freedom of expression.¹ Although not currently law, there have been a number of proposals put forward on data retention, surveillance, and filtering in the course of the last two years.

Additionally, in late 2012 Australia acceded to the Council of Europe’s Convention on Cybercrime, which brought into effect a number of obligations for ISPs to monitor, preserve, and store user data. However, the Australian legislation goes beyond the requirements set out in the Convention by requiring longer retention timelines for foreign preservation notices, and requiring ISPs to cooperate with any serious crime being investigated in Australia or overseas.

In 1989, Australia’s Academic and Research Network (AARNet) made the country’s first internet connection with a 56 Kbps satellite link between the University of Melbourne and the University of Hawaii.² Today, the same connection to the United States is 200,000 times faster, and with the development of the high-speed National Broadband Network (NBN) in 2012,³ all Australians, including those in more remote areas, will soon have access to an internet connection with a peak speed of at least 12 Mbps for its mixed network (fiber, wireless and satellite technology), while the fiber product will offer speeds from 100 Mbps to 1 Gbps.⁴

Australia has an internet penetration rate of approximately 82 percent as of December 2012, according to the International Telecommunication Union.⁵ There were 12.2 million internet subscribers in Australia in December 2012 (excluding internet connections enabled through mobile phone handsets) and 17.4 million mobile handset subscribers.⁶ The internet penetration rate is
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¹ The 2012 rating for Australia was adjusted on the basis of updated scoring guidelines to best convey changes over time.
expected to steadily increase with the implementation of the NBN, which includes expanded wireless and satellite services in rural communities. Although internet access is widely available in locations such as libraries, educational institutions, and internet cafes, Australians predominantly access the internet from home, work, and increasingly through mobile phones.

Access to the internet and other digital media is widespread in Australia. Australians have a number of internet connection options, including ADSL, ADSL 2+, wireless, cable, satellite, and dial-up. Wireless systems can reach 99 percent of the population, while satellite capabilities are able to reach 100 percent. While the internet service provided by these systems can be slow, the expansion of the NBN means that all Australians will have access to high internet speeds. Major ISPs such as Telstra offer financial assistance for internet connections to low-income families. The phasing out of dial-up continues, with nearly 90 percent of internet connections now provided through other means. Once implemented, the NBN will eliminate the need for any remaining dial-up connections and make high-speed broadband available to Australians in remote and rural areas.

Age is a significant indicator of internet use, with 69 percent of Australians between the ages of 18 and 24 accessing the internet at home on a daily basis and 75 percent of people 15 years or over reporting having used the internet over a 12 month period. By contrast, only 31 percent of those 65 years and over had used the internet in the same 12 months.

Approximately 50 percent of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islanders living in discrete indigenous communities (i.e. not major cities) have access to the internet, with 36 percent having internet access in the home. In remote indigenous communities, 63 percent of the population had taken up mobile phone services in 2004. However, not all indigenous communities have mobile phone coverage; the overall mobile phone penetration rate in Aboriginal communities is unknown.

Australia has a mobile phone penetration rate of 106 percent, with many consumers using more than one SIM card or mobile phone. Third generation (3G) mobile services are the driving force behind the recent growth, with 24.3 million mobile subscriptions operating in 2012.

---

12 Ibid.
Internet access is affordable for most Australians. The government subsidizes satellite phones and internet connections for individuals and small businesses in remote and rural areas, where internet affordability is not comparable to that in metropolitan areas.\(^{16}\)

The government has adopted a strong policy of technological neutrality, also referred to as net neutrality. There are no limits to the amount of bandwidth that ISPs can supply. While the government does not place restrictions on bandwidth, ISPs are free to adopt internal market practices of traffic shaping. Some Australian ISPs and mobile service providers practice traffic shaping (also known as data shaping) under what are known as fair-use policies. If a customer is a heavy peer-to-peer user, the internet connectivity for those activities will be slowed down to free bandwidth for other applications.\(^{17}\)

Like most other industrialized nations, Australia hosts a competitive market for internet access, with 81 medium-to-large ISPs as of June 2012, as well as a number of smaller ISPs.\(^{18}\) Many of the latter are “virtual” providers, maintaining only a retail presence and offering end users access through the network facilities of other companies; these providers are carriage service providers and do not require a license.\(^{19}\) Larger ISPs, which are referred to as carriers, own network infrastructure and are required to obtain a license from the Australian Communications and Media Authority (ACMA) and submit to dispute resolution by the Telecommunications Industry Ombudsman (TIO).\(^{20}\) Australian ISPs are co-regulated under Schedule 7 of the 1992 Broadcasting Services Act (BSA), meaning there is a combination of regulation by the ACMA and self-regulation by the telecommunications industry.\(^{21}\) The industry’s involvement consists of developing industry standards and codes of practice.\(^{22}\)

The ACMA is the primary regulator for the internet and mobile telephony, and is responsible for enforcing Australia’s anti-spam law.\(^{23}\) Its oversight is generally viewed as fair and independent, though there are some transparency concerns with regard to the classification of content. Small businesses and residential customers may file complaints about internet, telephone, and mobile-phone services with the TIO,\(^{24}\) which operates as a free and independent dispute-resolution service.


\(^{17}\) Telstra, 19.


Australian law does not currently provide for mandatory blocking or filtering of websites, blogs, chat rooms, or platforms for peer-to-peer file sharing. Access to online content is far-reaching, and Australians are able to explore all facets of political and societal discourse, including information about human rights violations. The ability to openly express dissatisfaction with politicians and to criticize government policies is not hindered by the authorities, and complaints may be sent directly to the Telecommunications Industry Ombudsman. However, the legal guidelines and technical practices by which ISPs filter illegal material on websites have raised some concerns in the past year.

In 2010, the government proposed implementing a mandatory filtering system run through ISPs. Draft legislation was proposed under the Rudd Labor government, and then put aside during the election in August 2010 when a minority government with Julia Gillard of the Labour Party came to power. While the Gillard government had stated that they might introduce legislation on this topic, there have been no formal proposals, bills, or further discussion on the matter since the election. Another election was planned for September 2013, but has been cancelled due to Kevin Rudd winning the Labour Party leadership vote, after which Gillard resigned and Rudd was sworn in as Prime Minister. So far, there have not been any claims by either party to introduce mandatory filtering. Despite the lack of mandatory filtering, ISPs still voluntarily block content from websites that are on Interpol’s blacklist and that contain child pornography.

Controversy struck, however, in May 2013 when it was revealed that a number of legitimate Australian websites not hosting any type of illegal or even controversial material had been blocked. Investigations revealed that the Australian Security and Investment Commission was using an obscure provision (section 313) of the Telecommunications Act to request that a fraudulent website be blocked. The notice by ASIC to the ISPs specified an IP address that contained the fraudulent website along with a number of legitimate websites, including that of Melbourne Free University. This is the first known incident of ASIC using s.313 to issue notices to ISPs to block non-Interpol material. The use of section 313 in this matter is highly contentious.

In addition, there are two systems in place that regulate internet content and place some restrictions on what can be viewed online. Under the first system, material deemed by the ACMA to be “prohibited content” is subject to take-down notices. The relevant ISP is notified by the ACMA that it is hosting illicit content, and it is then required to take down the offending material. Under the Broadcasting Services Act, the following categories of online content are prohibited:
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25 Ibid.
• Any online content that is classified Refused Classification (RC) by the Classification Board, including real depictions of actual sexual activity; child pornography; depictions of bestiality; material containing excessive violence or sexual violence; detailed instruction in crime, violence, or drug use; and material that advocates the commission of a terrorist act.

• Content that is classified R 18+ and not subject to a restricted access system that prevents access by children, including depictions of simulated sexual activity; material containing strong, realistic violence; and other material dealing with intense adult themes.

• Content that is classified MA 15+, provided by a mobile premium service or a service that provides audio or video content upon payment of a fee and that is not subject to a restricted access system, including material containing strong depictions of nudity, implied sexual activity, drug use, or violence; very frequent or very strong coarse language; and other material that is strong in impact.²⁹

To date, there have not been any problems with this system of take-down notices being applied to videos, films, literature, or similar material with information of political or social consequence. In addition, the government’s general disposition is to allow adults unfettered access to R 18+ materials while protecting children from exposure to inappropriate content.

Under the second system, the ACMA may direct an ISP or content service provider to comply with the Code of Practice developed by the Australian Internet Industry Association (IIA) if the regulator decides that the provider is not already doing so. Failure to comply with such instructions may draw a maximum penalty of AUD 11,000 (approximately USD 11,500) per day. Other regulatory measures require ISPs to offer their customers a family-friendly filtering service.³⁰ This practice is known as voluntary filtering, since customers must select it as an option.

RC content, including many forms of adult pornography, is generally not unlawful to use, access, possess, or create in Australia merely by virtue of its RC status. Only material that is otherwise legislatively criminalized, such as material depicting child abuse and certain terrorism-related content, is unlawful. Moreover, Australia has no X 18+ or R 18+ category for video and computer games. This means that extremely violent video games beyond the MA 15+ classification level are necessarily categorised as RC.³¹ The 1995 Classification Act and the 1992 Broadcasting Services Act were amended in 2012 to now include an R 18+ category for video games. The laws entered into force on January 1, 2013. In the past, the lack of an R 18+ classification for video games led to some peculiar results with games such as Aliens vs. Predators initially given an RC classification which

was later amended to M 15+. When a game is classified as RC, often the developer will slightly modify the game to ensure it receives either an R 18+ or an M 15+ ranking.

The classification system suffers from a lack of transparency; the ACMA does not inform Australian content owners when it issues a take-down notice, and there is no mechanism available for owners or creators to challenge the classification of RC content. Only the ISP or similar intermediary hosting the material may bring a challenge to the Administrative Appeals Tribunal (AAT). In February 2012, the Australian Law Reform Commission released their report on the introduction of a new classification scheme, with recommendations as to how the classification scheme should be amended and clarified. However, none of the report’s recommendations are currently being considered by Parliament, and legislation is not expected to be introduced in 2013.

There are no examples of online content manipulation by governments or partisan interest groups. Journalists, commentators, and ordinary users are not subject to censorship so long as their content does not amount to defamation or breach criminal laws, such as those against hate speech or racial vilification. Nevertheless, the need to avoid defamation and, to a lesser extent, contempt of court has been a driver of self-censorship by both the media and ordinary users (see “Violations of User Rights”). For example, narrowly-written suppression orders are often interpreted by the media in an overly broad fashion so as to avoid contempt of court charges.

Aside from the restrictions on prohibited content, the incitement of violence, racial vilification, and defamation, Australians have access to a broad choice of online news sources that express diverse, uncensored political and social viewpoints. Individuals are able to use the internet and other technologies both as sources of information and as tools for mobilization. In August and September of 2012, Australians vocalized their opinions about the Attorney-General’s proposal regarding data retention and the introduction of surveillance mechanisms that would store users’ online and mobile phone communications for two years. The proposal was immensely unpopular with the industry, civil liberties groups, and general consumers. Groups such as Getup! encouraged Australians to send e-mails and twitter messages to Nicola Roxon, the Attorney-General, to voice their concerns over the proposal. As a result of the immense unpopularity of the data retention proposal, Roxon released a video on YouTube in which she attempted to clarify some of the key aspects of the proposal that had been criticized.
Advanced web applications like the social-networking sites Facebook and MySpace, the Skype voice-communications system, and the video-sharing site YouTube are neither restricted nor blocked in Australia. Digital media such as blogs, Twitter feeds, Wikipedia pages, and Facebook groups have been harnessed for a wide variety of purposes ranging from elections, to campaigns against government corporate activities, to a channel for safety-related alerts where urgent and immediate updates were required.38

**Violations of User Rights**

While online users in Australia are generally free to access and distribute materials online, free speech is limited by a number of legal obstacles, such as broadly applied defamation laws and a lack of codified free speech rights. Australia’s accession to the Council of Europe Convention on Cybercrime on November 30, 2012, while putting the country in line with international legal standards, also raised concerns because of the broader requirements under the Australian legislation for ISPs to monitor user activities.

Australians’ rights to access internet content and freely engage in online discussions are based less in law than in the shared understanding of a fair and free society. Legal protection for free speech is limited to the constitutionally-implied freedom of political communication, which only extends to the limited context of political discourse during an election.39 There is no bill of rights or similar legislative instrument that protects the full range of human rights in Australia, and the courts have less ground to strike down legislation that infringes on civil liberties. Nonetheless, Australians benefit greatly from a culture of freedom of expression and freedom of information, further protected by an independent judiciary. The country is also a signatory to the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR).

The Australian press, however, has consistently expressed concerns about a “culture of secrecy” that continues to inhibit reporting.40 A 2007 report commissioned by Australia’s Right to Know (ARTK), a coalition of media companies formed to examine free press issues, found that there were over 350 pieces of legislation containing “secrecy” provisions to restrict media publications.41 There are two significant secrecy laws that have a far-reaching impact on the media. The first is a lack of federal legislation to protect whistleblowers. The second is a lack of shield laws in many Australian states, which means that journalists are not shielded from having to disclose their sources in a court proceeding. In cases where journalists do not disclose their sources, they are subject to...
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38 Digital media, for example, is readily used for political campaigning and political protest in Australia. See Terry Flew, “Not Yet the Internet Election: Online Media, Political Content and the 2007 Australian Federal Election,”*(Media International Australia Incorporating Culture and Policy*, pp. 5-13. Also available at [http://eprints.qut.edu.au/39366/1/c39366.pdf](http://eprints.qut.edu.au/39366/1/c39366.pdf)


liability and possible criminal sanction. In October 2012, Independent Member of Parliament Andrew Wilke introduced the Public Interest Disclosure (Whistleblower Protection) Bill. The bill is consistent with past recommendations and committee outcomes recommending that whistleblower protection be introduced at the federal level. The bill, if enacted, provides much needed protection for those federal public sector employees who leak information about corrupt practices. At this time there is no evidence to support whether leaking information occurs more often via online communication as opposed to traditional media such as print or broadcast.

The Anti-Terrorism Act 2005 (Cth) revived laws against sedition and unlawful association. The unlawful association provisions have been used widely since their enactment to ban several organizations perceived to be potentially dangerous in terms of their links to violent acts. The sedition provisions, however, have not been used. Further, insults against government institutions or officials would not fall within the sedition provisions.

Australian defamation law has been interpreted liberally and is governed by legislation passed by the states as well as common law principles. Civil actions over defamation are common and form the main impetus for self-censorship, though a number of cases have established a constitutional defense when the publication of defamatory material involves political discussion. Court costs and stress associated with defending against suits under Australia’s expansive defamation laws have caused organizations to leave the country and blogs to shut down.

Under Australian law, a person may bring a defamation case to court based on information posted online by someone in another country, providing that the material is accessible in Australia and that the defamed person enjoys a reputation in Australia. In some cases, this law allows for the possibility of libel tourism, in which individuals may take up legal cases in Australia because of the more favorable legal environment regarding defamation suits. The right to reputation is generally afforded greater protection in countries like Australia and the United Kingdom than the right of freedom of expression. In Australia this is especially so as freedom of expression is limited to political speech. While the United States and the United Kingdom have recently enacted laws to restrict libel tourism, Australia is not currently considering any such legislation.

Social-networking companies such as Twitter and Facebook are finding themselves in Australian courts under Australia’s defamation laws. Recently, television actress and producer Marieke Hardy
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wrongly named Melbourne resident Joshua Meggitt as the author of a hate blog. Hardy tweeted the defamatory comment, which was then retweeted by some of Hardy’s followers. In 2011, Meggitt sued Hardy for defamation and reached a confidential settlement out of court. Then in 2012, Meggitt took further legal action against Twitter as the publisher of Hardy’s defamatory tweet. Hardy has reached a confidential settlement out of court. There is no reported outcome yet in the Twitter matter.

Users do not need to register to use the internet, nor are there restrictions placed on anonymous communications. The same cannot be said of mobile phone users, as verified identification information is required to purchase any prepaid mobile service. Additional personal information is required for the service provider before a phone may be activated. All purchase information is stored while the service remains activated, and it may be accessed by law enforcement and emergency agencies providing there is a valid warrant.

Law enforcement agencies may search and seize computers, and compel an ISP to intercept and store data from those suspected of committing a crime. Such actions require a lawful warrant. The collection and monitoring of the content of a communication falls within the purview of the Telecommunications (Interception and Access) Act 1979 (TIAA). Call-charge records, however, are regulated by the Telecommunications Act 1997 (TA). It is prohibited for ISPs and similar entities, acting on their own, to monitor and disclose the content of communications without the customer’s consent. Unlawful collection and disclosure of the content of a communication can draw both civil and criminal sanctions. The TIAA and TA expressly authorize a range of disclosures, including to specified law enforcement and tax agencies, all of which require a warrant. ISPs are currently able to monitor their networks without a warrant for “network protection duties,” such as curtailing malicious software and spam.

On August 22, 2012, the Australian Senate passed the Cybercrime Legislation Amendment Bill, allowing Australia to accede to the Council of Europe Convention on Cybercrime. Unlike that of many other countries that have already ratified the convention, Australia’s legislation goes beyond the treaty’s terms by calling for greater monitoring of all internet communications by ISPs. Under the Convention, an ISP is only required to monitor, intercept, and retain data when presented with a warrant, and only in conjunction with an active and ongoing criminal investigation restricted to the areas in the Convention: child pornography, online copyright (intellectual property), online

fraud and forgery, and computer offenses. The new Australian legislation compels ISP cooperation for any serious crime being investigated in Australia or overseas; it is not limited to the crimes set out in the Convention.

The Convention also requires expeditious preservation of data by the person in possession or control of data, which means ISPs will often be the ones called upon to preserve data. Articles 16 and 17 of the Convention state that ISPs can be compelled to preserve internet traffic data logs for a maximum period of 90 days, whereas the Australian legislation mandates that ISPs store data for 180 days for foreign preservation notices. However, the Convention does not compel ISPs to monitor stored communications, only traffic data. In the case of an active criminal investigation, the Convention obligates an ISP to preserve the data that is already stored but would otherwise be deleted. This could include preservation of what IP addresses connect to and from other IP addresses, or what phone numbers connect to a Voice over Internet Protocol (VoIP) number. This may also include information about what types of protocols a customer uses, the size and use of packets, and so forth. Data preservation remains a controversial point but most notably in relation to the obligation to provide mutual assistance to a foreign entity.

In July 2012, the Commonwealth Attorney-General’s Department released a discussion paper titled “Equipping Australia against emerging and evolving threats.” Under the proposal, Australian ISPs would be required to monitor, collect, and store information pertaining to all users’ communications, including storing communications for a period of two years. This activity would be done without a warrant and enforced against all users regardless of whether there is a criminal investigation. A similar data retention law is in place in Europe. Many European courts, however, have struck down the data retention provisions on the grounds that they are a gross violation of privacy, inconsistent with domestic law, and unconstitutional. The Attorney-General has failed to discuss the significant differences between the EU and Australian legal environments. In EU countries, including the United Kingdom, citizens’ human rights are protected under a Bill of Rights or a Charter of Human Rights and Freedoms. Like the U.S. courts, European courts can strike down laws or directives which offend these guarantees of fundamental human rights and civil liberties. There is no Bill of Rights or Charter of Human Rights and Freedoms in Australia. As such, the courts have no effective means to strike down proposals that violate civil liberties. Once a proposal is enacted, the only way to have it changed is through legislation, which often requires a change of government. This compulsory data-retention policy, if enacted, could become a significant threat to online freedom in Australia. The proposal is not yet official policy in Australia, nor has it evolved to a bill. At this point in time it remains a proposal only.
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59 Countries that have annulled, modified, or ruled the provisions unconstitutional include: Germany, Czech Republic, Romania, Bulgaria, and the Republic of Cyprus. Constitutional challenges continue in Ireland, Hungary, and Slovakia.
There have been several cases in the states of New South Wales and Victoria of individuals being sentenced to jail terms for publishing explicit photos of women, typically former girlfriends or boyfriends. By way of example, Australian citizen Ravshan Usmanov pled guilty to publishing an indecent article and was originally sentenced to six months of home detention after he posted nude photographs of an ex-girlfriend on Facebook. The sentence was appealed and the court commuted the original sentence in favor of a suspended sentence.

The group Anonymous has commenced a series of “hacktivist” attacks in response to the data retention proposal put forth by the Attorney-General. In July 2012, the movement took down a number of government websites as a form of protest after a Q&A session with Julia Gillard in which details of many cybersecurity initiatives were outlined.

---

AZERBAIJAN

- Some websites were temporarily blocked during protests or other anti-government events (see LIMITS ON CONTENT).
- In addition to the dominance of state-owned media outlets, the government further manipulated the online sphere through intimidation tactics like requiring students to “like” government policies on Facebook, and threatening those who support anti-government political causes online (see LIMITS ON CONTENT).
- New regulations were implemented in 2013 that required all mobile phones to be registered according to their IMEI identification code (see VIOLATIONS OF USER RIGHTS).
- Authorities broadly applied existing laws to prosecute journalists and citizens for their online activities (see VIOLATIONS OF USER RIGHTS).
Over the course of the last few years, Azerbaijan has acquired a vibrant and rapidly growing online community. The internet in Azerbaijan has not only become a platform for information sharing, but as the country’s traditional media outlets continue to fall under strict government control, it has become a medium for alternative voices and popular political dissent. Its limited, though growing, community of users has yet to see any major restrictions imposed on the technical level, given the country’s ongoing commitment and eagerness to promote itself as a leader of information and communication technology (ICT) innovation in the region.

When it comes to the internet, the Azerbaijani government is practicing what some have called “networked authoritarianism”—a middle path between open access and censorship, where online content remains relatively uncensored, and most often the state lets users discuss the country’s problems and sometimes openly call for action. On the surface, such an approach generates a relatively democratic image for the country at home and abroad. However, behind the scenes, those who speak out on the internet are more likely to face intimidation, threats, arrests, and fines from the state.

Exemplifying this model, Azerbaijani authorities engage little in filtering and direct censorship. Nonetheless, they discourage the use of online technology in three ways: demonizing technology through the practice of media framing, as in the case with the state psychiatrist who called users of social media mentally ill; gradually instilling a sense of fear and inevitably self-censorship in users of online media through constant monitoring and surveillance; and putting online activists behind bars, such as the case in 2009 of the arrests of two prominent bloggers, Emin Milli and Adnan Hajizade.

While the internet was first introduced in Azerbaijan in 1994 and became available for all citizens in 1996, it was not until the late 2000s that the internet became a more widely-used tool. Despite an increase in internet penetration, the lowering of costs, and the growth of various internet service providers (ISPs), the overall quality of internet access has remained low, especially outside the capital, where many users still rely on dial-up services. Since 2005, authorities have sporadically blocked access to certain antigovernment websites (including satirical ones). The crackdown intensified in 2011 with bloggers and online activists joining the usual group of targeted suspects—outspoken journalists and opposition party members. The uprisings of the Arab Spring created further grounds for fear, turning the government’s attention to social networks in search of “violators” of public order.
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In 2012, Azerbaijan hosted two major international events: the Eurovision Song Contest in May and the Internet Governance Forum in November. In the wake of these events, once international attention had been diverted, the government continued to crack down on protestors and suppress antigovernment media coverage. From 2012-2013, the number of attacks on opposition websites and arrests of online activists increased, alongside an increase in the use of ICTs to mobilize protests against the government.

**OBSTACLES TO ACCESS**

Indicators for Azerbaijan’s internet penetration vary based on available sources, although most would agree that the number of internet users has risen significantly in recent years. Figures reported by the Ministry of Communication and Information Technologies (MCIT) indicate an internet penetration rate of 70 percent for 2012; these statistics include mobile internet users as well as anyone who has accessed the internet, including one-time users. The International Telecommunication Union (ITU), on the other hand, estimates Azerbaijan’s internet penetration rate at 54 percent for 2012, while research conducted by academics suggest that the penetration figure could be as low as 25 percent.

Despite a growing penetration rate, diversifying ISPs, and gradually declining costs, access to the internet remains highest in the capital and lowest in rural areas, where there is a scarcity of providers. The quality of access also remains low, with paid prices not corresponding to advertised speeds and with many users still relying on slow dial-up connections. An ambitious state program (worth $131 million in total) is underway to build a broadband internet infrastructure, particularly in rural regions. The plan intends to provide users across the country with 10 Mbps speed and generate an internet penetration rate of 85 percent by 2017.

At present, the cost of internet access at an average speed of 1 Mbps is a minimum of AZN 12 (approximately $15.30), which is equivalent to 3 percent of the average monthly wage, according to official data distributed by the Ministry of Communication and Information Technologies. The ministry intends to further decrease prices; however, no specific amounts were mentioned in any of the recent statements that the ministry issued.

Privately owned but government controlled Delta Telecom (previously known as AzerSat) is the primary ISP in the country, holding an 88 percent share of the overall internet market and selling
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8 “Azərbaycanda mobil dannışq qiymətləri və internet tərəfləri ucuqlaşacaq”, Kanal13AZ via youtube.com, January 9, 2013, [http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nCtwmMv0OCR6](http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nCtwmMv0OCR6) [in Azerbaijani]
traffic to almost all other ISPs. It was the first company to implement a WiMAX technology project in the country in February 2010, laying the foundation for the use of wireless, broadband, and unlimited internet access. The largest ISP operating outside of Baku is the state-owned AzTelekom, with ownership ties to the Ministry of Communication and Information Technologies (MCIT). Azertelecom, owned by Azerfon, completed its fiber-optic network in 2011 and is now competing for Delta Telecom’s business.

Up until 2000, ISPs in Azerbaijan were required to obtain a license; however, in 2000 this licensing procedure was no longer required. As a result, according to the information provided by the Ministry of Communication and Information Technologies, today there are over 40 ISPs operating in the country with only three—Aztelekomnet, Bakinternet, Azdatakom—being state owned. Delta Telecom and Azertelecom are two private companies that provide access to the international internet.

With Azertelecom’s growing role in the internet business, government control over ICTs has become more apparent, particularly after it was uncovered in 2011 that Azerfon is largely owned by President Ilham Aliyev’s daughters. Furthermore, there is a lack of transparency over the ownership of other ICT resources. While there are no specific legal provisions or licensing requirements for ISPs in Azerbaijan, the MCIT refuses to answer inquiries regarding the ownership of license holders.

According to clause 4.2(a) of the “Rules for Using Internet Services,” internet providers can unilaterally suspend services provided to subscribers in cases that violate the rules stipulated in the law “On Telecommunications.” Furthermore, a provider can suspend the delivery of internet services in certain circumstances including in times of war, events of natural disasters, and states of emergency, though none of these legal provisions were employed in 2012-2013.

Usage of mobile phones in Azerbaijan has continued to grow steadily. There are three mobile service providers using the Global System for Mobile Communications (GSM) standard: Azercell, Azerfon, and Bakcell. In 2009, Azerfon, in a partnership with Britain’s Vodafone, was the only company with a license for 3G service; however, in response to a number of critical media reports, Azercell and Bakcell were issued licenses in 2011, breaking Azerfon’s monopoly over the 3G market. Azercell and Bakcell reduced prices to increase demand for mobile internet when they launched 3G services. As a result, the number of mobile internet users on the Azercell network—
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14 Response of the Ministry of Communication to a written request for information.
the country’s largest mobile communication provider with 55 percent of the market—increased 300 fold in 2011, according to a company representative.

Introduction of 3G services and changes in mobile phone data packages provided by the phone companies brought down the average costs of mobile internet from AZN 40.5 (approximately $50) in 2011 to AZN 7.75 (approximately $10) in 2012. The connection speed improved significantly in 2011, increasing from 3.48 Mbps to 7.05 Mbps.

Azerbaijan does not have an independent regulatory body for the telecommunications sector, and the MCIT performs the basic regulatory functions pursuant to the 2005 Law on Telecommunications. The MCIT also has a monopoly over the sale of the “.az” domain, which cannot be obtained online and requires an in-person application and Azerbaijani citizenship, subjecting the process to bureaucratic red tape and possible corruption.

On February 14, 2013, the Azerbaijani Press Council established a commission under the government-controlled National Television and Radio Council to handle citizen’s complaints about ethical violations online, hacking attacks on web pages, and other issues related to online media. This is another alarming development, as the Press Council is known for its progovernment stance. Already last year, the council restricted the activities of several critical newspapers by describing them as “rackets” and putting them on a “black list.” As a result, these papers are banned from publishing. Aflatun Amashov, chair of the Press Council, argues that since the number of internet news outlets is growing, the situation calls for the council to take concrete action in this direction.

In another worrisome development, on February 20, 2013, the National Television and Radio Council announced the introduction of possible licensing measures for online television channels, seeing free operation of these outlets as “unfair” when compared to traditional TV channels. Proponents of free speech and free access to information describe this move as the government’s attempt to “gag freedom of expression and deprive people of alternative sources of information” through new forms of control.
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23 “Statement: We should license Internet TV,” contact.az, February 20, 2013, http://contact.az/docs/2013/Economics&Finance/011000024138en.htm#.USyg-uhhNAD
From 2012-2013, the government did not engage in widespread blocking or filtering of websites, preferring instead to exert control over the online sphere through intimidation and arrests of users. However, some sites were temporarily blocked, usually in connection to protests in specific areas of the country. In addition, the government continued its attempt to influence users’ online activities by threatening students who criticize the government online, and causing indirect self-censorship and intimidation of users through high-profile arrests of online activists.

A few websites and social media platforms were sporadically blocked from 2012-2013. For example, the popular image-sharing website Imgur was temporarily blocked in early 2013.25 On January 19, 2013, hackers from Anonymous obtained and released 1.7 GB worth of documents from the Special State Protection Service of Azerbaijan, posting the material as images on Imgur, after which the entire platform was temporarily blocked for users in Azerbaijan.26 Websites such as Musavat, Azadliq, Bizim Yol, Turan News Agency, and Radio Free Europe/Radio Liberty’s Azerbaijan service, were also subject to occasional blocking. Other websites, such as Tinsobheti.com, a website with satirical articles, caricatures, and videos about government and government corruption, and Susmayaq.biz, a website for public campaigning, were both shut down.27

There is still no established process through which affected entities can appeal in cases where opposition websites or other materials have been censored. Sporadic filtering has also become a problem for opposition websites from the Azerbaijani diaspora, such as Azdiaspora.org. Meanwhile, both the MCIT and the Ministry of Education run a hotline program to uncover allegedly illegal and dangerous content.28

Another concern is the possible introduction of a new bill that will grant the government broad powers to restrict online content, allegedly in order to protect children from pornography and other inappropriate material. On February 23, 2013, the chairman of the Azerbaijani Parliament’s Social Policy Committee, Hadi Rajabli, told the local press service that a draft law is likely to be developed to limit children’s access to the internet. In his statement, Rajabli assured that the law would not mean restrictions on content, but rather the introduction of limitations based on age groups.29 However, according to Emin Huseynov, the Director of the Institute for Reporters’

Freedom and Safety (IRFS), this is merely an attempt to start censoring the internet and is likely to lead to additional restrictions.\textsuperscript{30}

There are limited deletions of online content based on a takedown notice system, primarily related to personal data. Subject to Articles 5.7 and 7.2 of the law “On Personal Data,” personal data published without the consent of an individual must be removed from websites following a written demand from the individual concerned, a court, or the executive branch.

Access to social media applications such as Facebook and Twitter is unrestricted, and such sites are increasingly used to disseminate content critical of the government. Facebook, in particular, has become a key source of information on rallies, protests, and social issues such as housing demolitions. The number of registered Facebook users grew from approximately 700,000 in December 2011 to over 1,000,000 users in 2013,\textsuperscript{31} with the largest age group between the ages of 18-24. The second biggest age group of Facebook users consists of young people between the ages of 25-34. The majority of Facebook users in Azerbaijan are male, at 64 percent.\textsuperscript{32}

Blogging in Azerbaijan began gaining popularity in 2007. With the introduction of Azerbaijani-language blogging platforms, active bloggers writing in the native language provide an alternative source of information on many subjects that are ignored or distorted by the traditional media. Together with microblogs, there are over 150,000 bloggers and microblog users in Azerbaijan.\textsuperscript{33} Most of these blogs are written in the Azerbaijani language, and only about 1,000 blogs are written in English, Russian, and other languages. Many bloggers, such as Ali Novruzov, Emin Milli, Emil Bagirov, Etibar Salmanli, Arzu Geybullayeva, and Zaur Gurbanly, are well known for their independent views, and an estimated 50,000 to 70,000 users read blogs online. Additionally, according to the head of the Press Council in Azerbaijan, more than 10 internet radio stations and television channels operate in the country’s virtual space, and over 100,000 users watch television online. There are also more than 40 online news websites.\textsuperscript{34}

As journalists, activists, and those critical of the government have increasingly turned to the internet to express their views, the Azerbaijani authorities have amplified their efforts to clamp down on online activities and stifle opposition voices through tactics such as internet cafe raids, netizen arrests, and other extralegal intimidation (see “Violations of User Rights”). Some state universities warn students that they will encounter problems, including threats of bad grades or detention, if they participate in online political activism. Students are instead urged to be very active in defending the government and its positions in their posts and comments on Facebook and other social media. These efforts have had a chilling effect on internet users who may be practicing self-censorship out of fear of government reprisals, although the extent of self-censorship is not as


\textsuperscript{33} “Bloggers are passive: in Azerbaijan blog users are not active”, video, YurdTV, March 5, 2013, \url{http://yurd.tv/yurdxeb/20130302085717673.html} [in Azerbaijani]

\textsuperscript{34} “The number of Internet users in Azerbaijan is 45% of the population,” Regnum News Agency, February 3, 2011. \url{http://regnum.su/news/fd-abroad/azeri/1379705.html} [in Russian].
widespread as in the traditional media. Furthermore, government-friendly online media outlets are the main beneficiaries of the advertisement market. As is the case in the traditional media sphere, state-owned and private companies tend to refrain from advertising their products in independent or opposition online media.

To further discourage young Azerbaijanis from using the internet and social networks, a number of different tactics were introduced. Early in 2011, the country’s chief psychiatrist, Garay Geraybeyli, described “people who prefer communication on social networks [as] having mental problems.” Not surprisingly, the statement came four days prior to the March 11 Great People’s Day in Azerbaijan, an online initiative organized through Facebook calling people join in the struggle for freedom and democracy in Azerbaijan in a civil way, without provocations, in villages and cities across the country. In another attempt, a television program featured stories of “severe Facebook trauma” and “illness” as a result of use of social media. On April 2, 2013, an article published online on Xezerxeber.com described social networks as “cholera of the 21st century.” The paper claims that social networks create jealousy among its users.

Despite these manipulative efforts, youth activists, organizations, and political movements are widely represented in social media, providing information, organizing activities and events, and arranging flash mobs via the internet. Inspired by the Arab Spring uprisings in early 2011, young activists in Azerbaijan continue to use social media to organize demonstrations against the government’s authoritarian rule, calling for democratic reforms and an end to pervasive government corruption.

Beginning in September 2012, Elshad Abdullayev, the former director of the now-defunct Azerbaijan International University, began uploading videos to YouTube that exposed corruption on the part of Gular Ahmedova, a high-ranking figure and member of the ruling party. The first video footage of this scandal, referred to as “GularGate,” exposed Ahmadova attempting to sell a parliamentary seat to Abdullayev for AZN 500,000 (approximately $636,000). Ahmadova was stripped of her parliamentary mandate, expelled from the ruling party, and placed under house arrest. On February 13, 2013, the Prosecutor General’s Office announced that Ahmadova had been charged under Article 178.3.2 for fraud (embezzlement) and Article 307.2 for concealment of a serious crime without agreement.

On January 12, 2013, a large, unsanctioned rally was organized through the Facebook page “Əsgər Ölumlərinin SON” (End soldiers’ deaths) and held in Baku to protest against the death of military
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conscript Ceyhun Qubadov. According to local reports, hundreds to thousands of people gathered at the Fountain Square holding signs with slogans about the mistreatment of military conscripts in Azerbaijan. While there were no arrests, police issued fines to 29 protestors. Facebook was quickly put to use once again to organize an online fundraiser through the “5 Qəpik” (5 Cents) Campaign. The campaign managed to raise 12,500AZN (approximately US$16,000) from seven thousand people over a two week period. Thirteen activists paid their fines from this amount, while the rest was donated to the family of the conscript. Those who refused to pay their fines began a civil disobedience campaign.42

Most likely related to this campaign, as well as the upcoming presidential election in October 2013, a new subarticle was added to the Code on Administrative Offenses, based on which anyone providing or donating monetary assistance of more than AZN 200 (approximately $255) to political parties, civil society organizations, or international NGOs must register the donation with the Ministry of Justice.43 Those who fail to do so will receive fines ranging from AZN 250 to AZN 7,000 (approximately $300-9,000).44 The article divides “providers” into three categories: individuals, officials, and legal entity representatives. Institutions that accept these donations are also subject to fines, ranging from a minimum of AZN 1,000 to a maximum of AZN 10,000 (approximately $1,300-13,000).

VIOLATIONS OF USER RIGHTS

In 2012–2013, there were seven lawsuits against various opposition newspapers and their journalists, and five of these cases were related to their online activity. The government continued to restrict online activity through surveillance, monitoring of independent blogs, and extralegal intimidation of users. Additionally, new regulations were implemented in 2013 that require all mobile phones to be registered according to their IMEI identification code.

Articles 47 and 50 of the constitution guarantee freedom of thought and speech, provide the right to distribute information, and prohibit state censorship of the mass media.45 In addition, as a member of the Council of Europe, the OSCE, and the UN, and as a signatory of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR), Azerbaijan is obliged to respect the right to freedom of expression. In practice, however, the authorities aggressively use various forms of legislation to stifle free speech in print and broadcast media. The judiciary lacks independence and is largely subservient to the executive branch.

42 https://www.facebook.com/notes/khadija‐ismayil/civil‐disobedience‐campaign‐read‐and‐share/10151477615056535
45 The constitution is available in English at http://en.president.az/azerbaijan/constitution.
Libel is the most common criminal offense used by the authorities against journalists in Azerbaijan.46 Under the Law on Mass Media of 1999, the internet is designated as a form of mass media, thus all rules applied to traditional media can be used to regulate the online sphere as well.47 In November 2010, it was announced that the government-controlled Press Council would start monitoring online news sources for their compliance with the rules of professional journalism.48

While there are no laws that specifically criminalize online expression in Azerbaijan, there has been a growing trend in recent years of the authorities broadly applying existing laws to prosecute journalists and citizens for their online activities. In an effort to clamp down on free expression and silence critical voices in both the traditional media and online, the Azerbaijani authorities have increasingly detained critics on tenuous charges not directly related to their work. In many cases, arrests have been made based on politically motivated allegations of criminal defamation, fabricated accusations of illegal drug possession, or other such trumped-up charges.49

There have been numerous cases over the past few years of individuals being arrested or detained for their online activities. As of April 2013, seven journalists and two human rights defenders were in jail, and five of these cases are linked to their online criticism of authorities. Among these is Nijat Aliyev, the editor of the website Azadxeber.org. He has been in detention since May 2012 on drug-related charges and is facing up to three years in prison. Prior to his arrest, Aliyev publicly criticized the government’s policies on religion and LGBT rights, and questioned the high costs of hosting the Eurovision song contest in 2012. On January 26, 2013, Aliyev was additionally charged with the sale and distribution of religious material without authorization; infringement of territorial integrity; and inciting national, racial and religious hostility.

On April 5, 2013, Araz Guliyev, the editor of the Islamist news website Xeber44.com, was sentenced by the Lankaran Court on Grave Crimes to eight years in prison. Guliyev was convicted of illegal possession of firearms; organizing and participating in a public order disturbance; inciting national and religious hatred; resisting the authorities; and insulting the republic’s flag and insignia. Guliyev had originally been arrested on charges of hooliganism while he was reporting on a protest. Multiple rights organizations have expressed the view that these charges were fabricated and that the arrest was likely linked to Guliyev’s activities as an online journalist.50

On May 9, 2013, Reshad Ramazanov, an online activist known for his outspokenness on Facebook in particular, was arrested and accused of illegal possession and/or sale of a large amount of
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narcotics. On May 10, 2013, he was sentenced to three months of pretrial detention. If convicted, Ramazanov faces up to 12 years of imprisonment.

Ramin Deko, a reporter for the newspaper Azadliq, was kidnapped in April 2011, held for eight hours, and warned to stop using social media to criticize the government. On March 7, 2012, Deko was again detained while covering a protest near the Elmlar Akademiyasi metro station. The protest was held in response to reported abuses committed against prisoners of conscience Mahammad Majidli and Babak Hasanov. Deko was taken to the police station where all his photographs from that day were deleted from his memory card.

Following mass demonstrations in the remote town of Guba on March 1, 2012, which were prompted by the circulation of an online clip featuring the regional governor Rauf Habibov allegedly insulting the local population, two editors of Khayal TV were detained. Vugar Gonagov and Zaur Guliyev, who were held on charges of organizing mass disorder and abuse of office for posting video material online, were released on February 15, 2013, after they were given a probationary sentence of three years. The circulation of the video posted by Gonagov and Guliyev prompted thousands of protestors to take to the streets and demand the governor’s resignation. In response to the unrest, the authorities searched several internet cafes in Guba to identify the individual responsible for posting the video. The authorities also tried to determine the authors of comments posted on social-networking websites that called for the demonstrations. The governor was dismissed shortly after this unrest.

On January 26, 2013, after a series of protests and riots broke out in the town of Ismayilli, in which police used water cannons, rubber bullets, and tear gas to deter the protestors, supporters used Facebook to organize a solidarity protest in Baku. Residents gathered downtown and called for an immediate end to the use of weapons against unarmed civilians. Despite their calls, however, protestors were tackled, kicked, and slapped. In total, 75 protestors were detained, and of those detained, five received administrative detention. Emin Milli was among these five. He received the longest sentence of 15 days of administrative detention. The fines handed out that day totaled AZN 15,250 (nearly $20,000), with the highest fine given to Turgut Gambar, the son of Isa Gambar, who is the leader of the Musavat Party.

In December 2011, the Cabinet of Ministers endorsed a plan—without parliamentary approval—that would require registration for all mobile devices. The plan requires the registration of IMEI codes (the unique serial number given to each phone), SIM cards, and mobile network numbers.

55 “In Baku a rally was held in support of Ismayilli,” azadliq.org, January 26, 2013, http://www.azadliq.org/media/video/24884524.html [in Azerbaijani]
Unregistered devices will be listed on a “black page” and mobile service providers will be required to limit service to all devices under this category. The registration process began on March 15, 2013, and a statement from the Deputy Minister of Communication and Information Technologies indicated that service would be affected for phones on the “black page” beginning May 1, 2013.

It is unclear to what extent security agencies monitor ICT activity or track user data in Azerbaijan. Most users do not have licenses for the software on their computers, which leaves them vulnerable to security threats such as viruses and other malicious programs that could be implanted to monitor their activity. While the law explicitly prohibits the arbitrary invasion of privacy and court orders are required for the surveillance of private communications, the law “On operative-search activity” (Article 10, section IV) authorizes law enforcement agencies to conduct surveillance without a court order in cases regarded as necessary “to prevent serious crimes against the person or especially dangerous crimes against the state.” The unclear parameters for what constitutes preventive action leave the law open to abuse. As such, it has long been believed that the Ministry of National Security and Ministry of Internal Affairs monitor the phone and internet communications of certain individuals, especially foreigners, known activists, and business figures.

Such suspicions were confirmed by many of those detained for their involvement in the March 2011 protests, who reported that the authorities had referred to their Facebook activities and private communications during interrogations. This surveillance continues today, with arrested activists reporting seeing their Facebook message exchanges printed out. On February 27, 2013, Turkel Alisoy, a member of Popular Front Party’s youth branch, was taken from his home to the Khatai District Police Office no. 35. From there he was taken to the Baku City Main Police Office, where the head of the criminal investigation department showed him screenshots of his Facebook post in support of the Students’ Day of Boycott Facebook event page. Alisoy reported that he was accused of intentionally calling students and other citizens to protest. During his temporary detention, Alisoy was threatened with criminal prosecution if he continued to call for protests on Facebook.

In April 2012, a month before Azerbaijan was set to host the Eurovision Song Contest, a Swedish investigative documentary revealed evidence of a blanket mobile phone surveillance system employed by the telephone company Azercell. With help from the Stockholm-based telecom TeliaSonera, Azercell has reportedly installed “black box” devices on its networks that allow government security services and the police to monitor all mobile phone communications—including text messages, internet traffic, and phone calls—in real time without any judicial oversight.
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oversight. In addition, insider reports described how Azercell has set aside special offices in their headquarters for government authorities to conduct surveillance activities. While it is unclear exactly when the monitoring system was installed and put into practice, one source working for Teliasonera noted that “the Arab Spring prompted the regimes to tighten their surveillance….There’s no limit to how much wiretapping is done, none at all.”

Netizens and their family members have also been subject to instances of extralegal intimidation and harassment through surprise police visits to their homes, summons to local branches of the Ministry of National Security for questioning, and arbitrary job losses. In one instance, the investigative journalist Khadija Ismayilova became the victim of a blackmail campaign in March 2012 that attempted to silence her by publishing private personal footage aimed at damaging her reputation. Known for her reporting on corruption in the country, including investigations into the president’s conduct and business activities, Ismayilova had been regularly disseminating her reports on social-networking sites such as Facebook, where she has a wide following. The threats against her included intimate photographs of her being taken and then sent to her with a warning to “behave.” Refusing to be silenced, Ismayilova instead went public with the blackmail attempt, and in retaliation, an intimate video of Ismayilova filmed by hidden camera was distributed over the internet.

On March 26, 2013, 22-year-old activist and a member of the Azerbaijani Popular Front Party, Dashgin Malikov was arrested following a number of Facebook posts in which Malikov openly criticized the government. During a search at the police station, drugs were planted into Malikov’s wallet. He was forced to sign a confession, which he later retracted. Malikov suffered from a medical condition that required him to undergo bi-annual medical checks, none of which indicated any instances of previous drug use.

On March 31, 2013, Taleh Bagirov, a religious scholar and activist, was arrested. Bagirov is known to be critical of the Azerbaijani government in his sermons (some of his sermons are available on YouTube. His final video received over 36,000 hits). He was charged with illegal drug possession with an intention to sell under Article 234.1 of the Azerbaijani criminal code. According to Bagirov’s lawyer, Anar Gasimli, he was unable to see his client for a week. When Gasimli finally did see Bagirov, the activist told him he was abused and beaten while in custody. During their meeting, the defendant was heavily bruised and unable to move three of his fingers. Requests for immediate medical examination were never met. In March, Bagirov was sentenced to two months in pre-trial detention. His sentenced was extended on May 24.

On April 3, 2013, a story appeared on a local online news portal, Haqqin.az, about a case in which a university had prepared a list of students with accounts on social networks. According to Alkhas
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Ismaylov, the author of the article, a fourth year student of Technical University stated that students were directly warned by the deputy deans to close their profiles if they wanted to remain students of the university.66

In April 2013, Azerbaijani TV channels aired voice recordings of arrested NIDA members (a young opposition movement) Bakthiyar Guliyev and Mahammad Azizov,67 confessing their intentions to resort to violence against the police by using Molotov cocktails during the planned March 10 protests. Many supporters and human rights defendants believed the young men were coerced or threatened into making these confessions during detention, as none of them were allowed to see their lawyers following their arrests.

Wrongful access to a computer, such as through the implantation of viruses or security breaches, is punishable under Chapter 30 of the criminal code.68 Internet security is also dealt with in the Law on National Security of 2004 and the Law on Protection of Unauthorized Information of 2004. Hacking attacks aimed at Azerbaijani internet users and websites often come from Armenian internet protocol (IP) addresses, and the timing of such attacks typically coincides with politically sensitive dates related to the unresolved territorial conflict between the two countries. Sometimes attacks occur after high-profile political statements. The ostensibly Armenian-based attacks have targeted the websites of entities such as the MCIT, the National Library, and the public television broadcaster. The Anti-Cybercriminal Organization is the main body working against cyberattacks in Azerbaijan, and the country ratified the Council of Europe’s Convention on Cybercrime in March 2010, which took effect in July 2010.

Throughout 2011, some opposition news websites, including Yeni Musavat, Radio Azadliq, and the personal blog of the Popular Front Party’s chairman Ali Kerimli, were subject to constant attacks that resulted in temporary shutdowns.69 The newspaper Yeni Musavat speculated that the cyberattack against it could have been launched by the Ministry of Defense as a response to its critical reporting, but the ministry denied the allegations.70 In June 2011, the Popular Front Party issued a statement also accusing the government of cyberattacks against its website.71 Nevertheless, the sites of state bodies and state-controlled media have also been subject to an increasing number of cyberattacks over the past year, with hackers targeting and defacing sites belonging to the Interior Ministry, the State Security Service, the Ministry of Education, and the ruling New Azerbaijan party, among others.72
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67 In total 7 NIDA members are currently in detention facing up to 8 years in prison if convicted
71 Fatima Karimli, “AXCP hakimiyyati kibercinayatda suşladı” [Front Party cybercrime], Qafqazinfo, June 22, 2011, http://qafqazinfo.az/AXCP_HAKIMIYYAT%C6%8FTI_KIBERCINAY%C6%8FTD%C6%8F_SU%C3%87LADI-923-xeper.html.
BAHRAIN

**INTERNET FREEDOM STATUS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>2012</th>
<th>2013</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Obstacles to Access (0-25)</strong></td>
<td>12</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Limits on Content (0-35)</strong></td>
<td>25</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Violations of User Rights (0-40)</strong></td>
<td>34</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total (0-100)</strong></td>
<td>71</td>
<td>72</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* 0=most free, 100=least free

**POPULATION:** 1.3 million  
**INTERNET PENETRATION 2012:** 88 percent  
**SOCIAL MEDIA/ICT APPS BlockED:** Yes  
**POLITICAL/SOCIAL CONTENT BLOCKED:** Yes  
**BLOGGERS/ICT USERS ARRESTED:** Yes  
**PRESS FREEDOM 2013 STATUS:** Not Free

**KEY DEVELOPMENTS: MAY 2012 – APRIL 2013**

- After an intense government crackdown, more users have begun to exercise a degree of self-censorship when speaking about sensitive issues owing to fears of government reprisals (see **LIMITS ON CONTENT**).
- Eight online users were given prison sentences during the coverage period, with numerous others arrested or intimidated for Twitter posts amid authorities’ increased intolerance towards government criticism on social media (see **VIOLATIONS OF USER RIGHTS**).
- Cyberattacks and government surveillance were increasingly employed to disrupt or monitor online activities of prominent dissidents (see **VIOLATIONS OF USER RIGHTS**).
In the absence of a representative government, many Bahrainis look to the internet as an outlet for expressing political, economic, and social frustrations in the country. Unfortunately, as the importance of online tools has grown, so too has the desire of the Bahraini authorities to extend censorship and government repression practices from the real world into the online domain. In 1997, only two years after the internet was introduced in the country, a Bahraini internet user was arrested for the first time after sending information to a political opposition group outside of the country.\(^1\) The Ministry of Information made its first official attempt to block websites containing content critical of the government in 2002, and today over 1,000 websites are blocked, including individual pages on certain social-networking sites.\(^2\)

Crackdowns on Bahraini internet users escalated in 2011, following widespread protests against the ruling family of King Hamad bin Isa al-Khalifa. The authorities engaged in mass arrests, military trials, torture, and widespread intimidation tactics in an attempt to silence popular demands for greater political rights and democratic freedoms, including a new constitution and an elected government.\(^3\) One online activist died from torture while in police custody in April 2011.\(^4\)

Over the past year, a combined total of over 47 months of prison sentences have been passed down on eight Bahraini citizens as a result of their online activities, while many other cases are pending trial. The continued crackdown and oppressive online environment is pushing more users toward self-censorship. Surveillance of online activity and phone calls is widely practiced, and officers at security checkpoints actively search mobile phones for suspicious content.\(^5\) Numerous users have reportedly been subject to physical or psychological torture while held by authorities, often for Twitter posts. Finally, online activists are subject to consistent cyberattacks as overzealous security forces aim to collect personal information for use during interrogations.

From a technological perspective, Bahrain is one of the most highly connected countries in the world. In 2012, Bahrain ranked among the top five countries in the Western Asia region on the
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United Nations Telecommunications Infrastructure Index. Internet access is widely available at schools, universities, shopping malls, and coffee shops, where Bahrainis often gather for work and study. The number of internet users has risen rapidly, from a penetration rate of 28 percent in 2006 to 88 percent in 2012. There are approximately 413,000 internet subscriptions in the country, of which 60 percent were mobile broadband, 28 percent were fixed-wireless, and the remaining were ADSL. Dial-up connections have disappeared since 2010 and ADSL use has declined with the growth of mobile broadband. Approximately 78 percent of broadband subscribers in 2011 were on plans with speeds of at least 1Mbps, while 58 percent enjoyed speeds of 2Mbps or higher. Broadband prices fell by nearly 40 percent between 2010 and 2011, and are among the lowest in the region for mobile broadband. However, prices remain relatively high by international standards and in comparison to countries in the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD).

Bahrain also has one of the highest mobile phone penetration rates in the region at 156 percent as of the end of 2012, representing over 2.1 million subscribers. However, in an effort to halt the rapid dissemination of information, authorities banned BlackBerry users from sending news bulletins through text messages in April 2010. BlackBerry phones are popular among young people and the business community and account for around 12.5 percent of mobile subscribers. Similarly, while Web 2.0 applications such as the video-sharing site YouTube, social-networking site Facebook, and the micro-blogging site Twitter are available, the government often blocks individual pages on each of those platforms if they violate the country’s strict laws on political expression. (See “Limits on Content”)

Mobile phone services and ISPs are regulated by the Telecommunications Regulation Authority (TRA) under the 2002 Telecommunications Law. The TRA is responsible for licensing telecommunication providers and for “promoting effective and fair competition among established
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and new licensed operators.” In this vein, the TRA fined the leading telecommunications company Batelco BHD 5 million (US$13 million) in 2009 for monopolizing access to the country’s international data lines, ordering the company to share its facilities with MENA Telecom and other licensed operators. The TRA has also issued several regulations that have not been welcomed by consumers, including measures that violate individual privacy. (See “Violations of User Rights”)

Although the TRA is theoretically an independent organization, in practice its members are appointed by the government and its chairman reports to the Minister of State for Telecommunications. Up until June 2013, this minister also occupied the post of President of the Information Affairs Authority (IAA). In turn, the IAA, which replaced the Ministry of Information in 2010, oversees both traditional and online media outlets in Bahrain and is responsible for decisions to block websites, which are then enforced by internet service providers (ISPs).

In a positive development, more ISPs have recently been introduced to the Bahraini market, improving Bahrainis’ access to the internet. Indeed, over 31 licenses have been granted since 2003, with 16 providers currently in business. There have been no reported instances of ISPs being denied registration permits. The major providers are Batelco, Zain, MENA Telecom, and VIVA. The latter two are also licensed to provide the increasingly popular WiMAX technology for accessing wireless broadband from one’s computer through a USB device.

Batelco, Zain, and VIVA also serve as Bahrain’s three mobile phone operators. The government has a controlling stake in Bahrain’s largest telecommunications company, Batelco, while other ISPs are owned by investors from the private sector, including non-Bahraini investors. Although there is no centralized internet backbone in Bahrain, all ISPs are indirectly controlled by the government through orders from the TRA. This tight control over the country’s ICT sector has allowed the Bahraini authorities to enforce strict limits on online content.

**LIMITS ON CONTENT**

Over the past year, the overall scale and sophistication of censorship has remained stable, with many websites blocked since the February 14, 2011 protests. The popular uprising, which was called for and heavily covered by online channels, resulted in a significant rise of blocking and filtering measures by the Bahraini authorities. Throughout late 2012 and early 2013, prominent platforms for the live-streaming of events and chat applications used to conduct online seminars remained blocked as the government sought to hinder online mobilization through legal and
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**Notes:**

18 In June 2013, Mohamed al-Rumaihi was named President of the IAA, replacing Fawaz al-Khalifa who remained Minister of State for Telecom.
administrative means. The crackdown on online speech has also resulted in an increase in self-censorship among social network users.

The IAA officially blocks websites that violate Articles 19 and 20 of the country’s Press Rules and Regulations. This includes material judged as “instigating hatred of the political regime, encroaching on the state’s official religion, breaching ethics, encroaching on religions and jeopardizing public peace or raising issues whose publication is prohibited by the provisions of this law.”21 As such, any site that criticizes the government, the ruling family, and the country’s status quo is targeted by the IAA and promptly blocked. According to statistics provided by an online community-based survey, generated and distributed new links to bypass the block. 30 The Arabic web portal and blog-hosting forum, has been blocked since its launch in 1998, though its moderators have continuously “WebStatsDomain at: http://www.webstatsdomain.com/domains/mail.bahrainonline.org/.”

Although there are a number of news websites providing a plurality of viewpoints distinct from the narrative of Bahraini state media, most of these are blocked by the government and require circumvention tools to access. The websites of international television channels that continue to report on the unrest in Bahrain, such as Al-Alam,25 Press TV,26 and Lualua TV, remain blocked.27 The news site Bahrainmirror.com, which is published from abroad,28 and the website of the London-based Al-Quuds Al-Arabi newspaper have been blocked since 2011 for publishing views that are critical to the Bahraini government.29 Bahrainonline.org, the country’s prominent online forum, has been blocked since its launch in 1998, though its moderators have continuously generated and distributed new links to bypass the block. 30 The Arabic web portal and blog-hosting
service Al-Bawaba has also been blocked since 2006. Online newspapers have been banned from using audio and video reports on their websites since 2010, apart from the state-owned Bna.bh, which publishes video reports taken from state television. Website administrators face the same libel laws that apply to print journalists and are held jointly responsible for all content posted on their sites or chat rooms.

YouTube, Facebook, Twitter, and international blog-hosting services are freely available. However, certain Web 2.0 tools are permanently blocked and specific content on social networks can be inaccessible. For example, since February 2011, most live-broadcasting websites that were popular among protesters have been blocked. PalTalk, a chatting service that was used to conduct political seminars for wide online audiences, has been blocked since June 2011. In September 2012, authorities briefly blocked the United Nations broadcast website in anticipation of the Bahrain Universal Periodic Review session. It was unblocked shortly after, following a large online pressure campaign. A crowdsourcing application implemented by a Bahraini blogger used to track the locations of flash security checkpoints was blocked a few days after its launch in August 2012. Furthermore, all websites displaying the “abusive video of Prophet Mohamed” were blocked after an order from the Ministry of Interior in September 2012. Although the video was officially blocked, it remained accessible using certain mobile phone applications.

Following the March 2011 crackdown on protestors, authorities also used extralegal measures to forcibly remove online content. Through the use of arrests, detentions, and torture, security forces coerced many online forum moderators into permanently shutting down their sites. This resulted in the loss of a large amount of information on Bahrain’s history that had been documented by online users and made available only through local forums and websites.

39 Non exhaustive list of forum moderators who were subject to arrest found at: https://spreadsheets.google.com/pub?hl=en&hl=en&key=0ApabTTYHrcWDdEkOQpWYnIa3JmbS1RbThtUkZrNkE&output=html; accessed via: “Bahrain: After destruction of the actual protesting site at “the Pearl,” the government shifts to eliminate virtual protests,” Bahrain Center for Human Rights, May 17, 2011, http://bahrainrights.hopto.org/en/node/4101.
40 Moderator of the AlDair Forum talks about his detention, saying he was forced to show the interrogation officer how to close the website: “Ahmed al-Dairi Moderator of AlDair Forums in the first episode of his testimony: thus eased voice of Zakaria AlAsheeri forever” [in Arabic], Bahrain Mirror, January 4, 2012, http://bhmirror.no-ip.org/article.php?id=2678&cid=117.
In Bahrain, websites are filtered based on keyword density, the manual entry of URLs, and certain website categories. An updated list of blocked websites is regularly sent to ISPs, which are instructed to “prohibit any means that allow access to sites blocked by the ministry.” Through notification to the TRA, the IAA can revoke the license of any operator that does not cooperate with its blocking orders. Batelco, Bahrain’s main ISP, filters the web using McAfee SmartFilter software and Blue Coat technology. In March 2011, plans were announced to switch to technology from Palo Alto Networks that can block certain elements and activities within websites, such as video or photo uploading, and make it more difficult for users to circumvent censorship.

The decision-making process and government policies behind the blocking of websites are not transparent. The list of all blocked websites is not available to the public and the IAA can order the blocking of a website without referring the case to a court. In addition, webmasters do not receive notifications or explanations when their websites are banned. When trying to access a blocked site, users are presented with the message, “This web site has been blocked for violating regulations and laws of Kingdom of Bahrain,” with no particular laws specified. Although the law does technically allow affected individuals to appeal a block within 15 days, no such case has yet been adjudicated.

The government crackdown in March 2011 led many regular internet users to exercise a higher degree of self-censorship, particularly after investigations of users’ online activities were launched at work places and universities. Today, the majority of users on Twitter and online forums, and even those who leave comments on online editions of newspapers, still use pseudonyms over fears of being targeted by the authorities. Many have modified their privacy settings on social media or ‘protected’ their Twitter pages. There has been a drop in the level of tweets related to the #Bahrain hashtag since November 2012, following the prosecution of four internet users. Some Twitter users have even announced that they have been temporarily forced to stop tweeting after receiving threats to their personal safety.

While websites that express criticism of the government are blocked, authorities also manipulate the online content that is accessible in order to fabricate greater public support. Hoax journalists linked to public relations (PR) agencies have been employed by the government to spread
propaganda on Twitter and progovernment blogs such as BahrainViews and Bahrain Independent. At least one agency was contracted to provide “web optimization and blogging” services to the Bahraini government, while other PR agencies are known to have been contracted for online reputation management through the creation of fake blogs and websites. Multiple Wikipedia entries linked to Bahrain were also changed in favor of the government. In general, the independent group Bahrain Watch lists 18 PR firms known to have been hired by the Bahraini government for various promotional campaigns since February 2011, representing at least $32 million in contracts.

Similarly, an “army of trolls” has been active on Twitter since February 2011, when hundreds of accounts suddenly emerged to collectively harass and intimidate online activists, commentators, and journalists who voiced support for protests and human rights. International figures and organizations are also targeted, including Marietje Schaake, a Member of the European Parliament from the Netherlands. The government trolls have been moderately effective in silencing or reducing the activity of opposition voices inside Bahrain and abroad. The trolls have also played a vital role in spreading information that is controversial, offensive, or false, in order to distort the image of protesters, spread hate and conflict, or discredit information posted on social networks. These troll accounts usually have few followers (or sometimes none at all) and tend to appear and disappear in coordination with one another.

56 See https://twitter.com/MarietjeD66/status/292223867274022913
Despite these numerous attempts to manipulate the online information landscape, government restrictions on online advertising have not forced the closure of any opposition websites. While it is difficult for government-blocked websites to secure advertising, popular sites such as bahrainonline.org have not faced significant financial pressures. This is due to the fact that most Bahraini opposition websites are run with limited and sometimes personal resources. Furthermore, the websites continue to receive large amounts of traffic from users within Bahrain through the use of proxy services, dynamic IP addresses, and virtual private network (VPN) applications. However, the government does regularly block access to circumvention tools, including techniques such as using Google Page Translate, Google cached pages, and online mobile emulators. Adaptive and internet savvy Bahrainis tend to find ways around these restrictions.

Bahrain’s online community has grown rapidly in recent years, especially in social media. The number of Bahraini users on Facebook reached 377,620 as of March 2013, representing a penetration rate of 51.2 percent, and there are more than 3,500 local entities (both government and civil society) with a Facebook page. Around 72,468 Bahraini users were active on Twitter as of June 2012. Despite the recent drop in activity, the “#bahrain” hashtag consistently remains one of the most popular topics on Twitter across the Arab region.

Given restrictions on press freedom, the lack of international media coverage, and the inability of many prominent journalists to enter the country, activists have turned to the internet to continue to bring attention to ongoing protests and human rights violations in Bahrain. Indeed, the internet is also the main source of information and news for many Bahrainis, particularly those active on Twitter. The resilient social protest movement titled the “Coalition of February 14 Youth” continues to use social networks such as Facebook and Twitter to organize different forms of protests. YouTube videos are uploaded to document police attacks on civilians and torture testimonies, though many are promptly blocked. Overall, by uploading videos and sharing...
images on social media, protesters have maintained the spotlight on their struggle and in some cases succeeded in placing pressure on the government.\footnote{Marc Owen Jones, “Viral Justice: The MOI’s Continued Failure to Hold Police Accountable Despite Evidence,” Blog by Marc Owen Jones, December 11, 2012, \url{http://marcowenjones.wordpress.com/2012/12/11/social-media-viral-justice-the-mois-continued-failure-to-hold-police-accountable-despite-evidence/}}

For example, in December 2012, a video of a police officer slapping a man in the course of an identity check went viral with over 200,000 views within 24 hours, receiving international attention and mainstream media coverage. Acting upon international pressure, Bahraini authorities announced that the policeman was arrested. Nonetheless, many observers were skeptical about the sincerity of the government’s intentions and whether any disciplinary action would be taken against the officer.\footnote{“Bahrain: police ‘slap’ video goes viral,” France24, January 3, 2013, \url{http://www.france24.com/en/20121227-2012-12-27-2049-wb-en-webnews?page=11}.} In the end, he was handed a two-month sentence in June 2013.\footnote{“Officer is sent to prison for slapping man,” Gulf Daily News, June 20, 2013, \url{http://www.gulf-daily-news.com/NewsDetails.aspx?storyid=355704}.} The victim in the video also revealed that he was questioned by police authorities about the identity of the cameraman who took the video.\footnote{Malik Abdullah, “Almcefua Haider Rasool,” [in Arabic] Al Wasat, January 5, 2013, \url{http://www.alwasatnews.com/3773/news/read/728036/1.html}.}

### Violations of User Rights

While censorship has remained somewhat stable since the post-uprising crackdown in 2011, the past year has witnessed an increase in violations of user rights. In particular, authorities have stepped up arrests of Twitter users for expressing criticism of the government. Also increasing is the practice of targeting activists with surveillance malware in order to monitor their online activities and collect personal information. The legal environment remains an impediment to freedom online, although authorities also make use of extralegal measures such as arbitrary detention and torture to intimidate and prosecute users. Bahraini authorities have continuously called for more restrictions on internet freedom in recent years.

Bahrain’s legal environment presents many obstacles to internet freedom in its current form. According to Article 23 of the Bahraini constitution, freedom of expression is guaranteed, “provided that the fundamental beliefs of Islamic doctrine are not infringed, the unity of the people is not prejudiced, and discord or sectarianism is not aroused.”\footnote{Constitution of the Kingdom of Bahrain, available at \url{http://www.shura.bh/en/InformationCenter/Pages/Documents.aspx}.} Article 26 states that all written, telephonic, and electronic communications “shall not be censored or their confidentiality be breached except in exigencies specified by law and in accordance with procedures and under guarantees prescribed by the law.”\footnote{Constitution of the Kingdom of Bahrain, available at \url{http://www.shura.bh/en/InformationCenter/Pages/Documents.aspx}.} Similarly, the Press and Publications Law of 2002 promises free access to information “without prejudice to the requirements of national security and defending the homeland.” Bahraini journalists have argued that these qualifying statements and loosely-worded clauses allow for arbitrary interpretation and, in practice, the negation of the many
rights they seek to uphold. In addition, there is no law that defines clear penalties for violating the privacy of internet users, a concern shared by many bloggers who believe the absence of a law allows for greater abuse.

The numerous proposals that are currently under review signal a negative trend in the country’s legal environment. In September 2011, the Chief of Public Security issued a statement declaring that “the mere fact of posting instigative calls is a penal crime punishable by the law,” even if those calls are made through social networks and internet websites. Bahrain’s Minister of State for Information Affairs announced in June 2012 that the government is preparing to introduce tough new laws to combat the “misuse” of social media. The Interior Ministry also stated that it would crack down on offences and smear campaigns targeting national and public figures on social media networks. These were followed by an October 2012 announcement that the Ministry of Justice will seek to enact further legislation to restrict the use of social networks, the internet, and mobile technologies. These calls were linked to the spread of information online about the identities of security officers involved in human rights violations. As of April 2013, no law had been officially proposed or issued. A proposed cybercrimes law that criminalizes unauthorized access to computer systems has been under review since 2005 and is scheduled to be discussed by the Council of Representatives during the current term of the lower house of parliament. The bill was approved by the Shura Council, or upper house, in June 2012.

Censorship of online media is currently implemented under the 2002 Press and Publications Law and was extended to mobile telephones in 2010. The law allows for prison sentences of at least six months (and up to five years for repeat offenders) for publishing material that criticizes Islam, its followers, or the king, as well as content that instigates violent crimes or the overthrow of the
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85 “«Cyber crimes» and «money laundering» at the committee table” Alwatan News [in Arabic], October 14, 2012 http://alwatannews.net/NewsViewer.aspx?ID=mgj733337WsnRK6ipKD7V9T333338S9g933339933339
government.88 In addition, the 2002 Telecommunications Law contains penalties for several online practices such as the transmission of messages that are offensive to public policy or morals.89 However, sentences can be longer if more severe penalties are called for by the penal code or terrorism laws. For instance, under the penal code, any user who “deliberately disseminates a false statement” that may be damaging to national security or public order can be imprisoned for up to two years.90 The government has used these vague clauses to question and prosecute several bloggers and online commentators.

After the March 2011 crackdown on street protesters, the government conducted a mass arrest campaign of online activists and bloggers. More than 20 online activists were arrested and held for periods ranging from a few days to several months.91 Arrests and prosecutions continued throughout 2012 and early 2013. Collectively, more than 47 months of prison sentences were passed on to eight Bahraini users in cases directly related to online posts between May 2012 and April 2013. As photos and videos of police brutality continue to emerge online, more measures are being taken against citizens who are seen holding cameras (including smart phones) in areas of protest. In November 2012, a Saudi blogger said she was told on two separate occasions to delete photos of protests and anti-government graffiti she had taken with her smartphone.92 Bloggers, moderators, and online activists are systematically detained and prosecuted by authorities for expressing views the government regards as controversial.

One of Bahrain’s most prominent human rights defenders, Nabeel Rajab, has been subject to repeated arrests and interrogations for publicly criticizing government figures. Rajab is the president of the Bahrain Center for Human Rights, a non-governmental organization that remains active despite a 2004 government order to close it.93 He was first arrested on May 5, 2012 and held for over three weeks for “insulting a statutory body” in relation to a criticism directed at the Ministry of Interior over Twitter.94 On June 9, 2012, he was arrested again after tweeting about the unpopularity of the Prime Minister (also a member of the royal family) in the city of Al-Muharraq, following the sheikh’s visit there.95 A group of citizens from the city promptly sued Rajab for libel in a show of obedience to the royal family. On June 28, 2012, he was convicted of

91 List of arrested Bahraini journalists: https://docs.google.com/spreadsheet/ccc?key=0ApabTTYHrcWddFZocWpBRip6ell6RkNWeGhSYXAtUFF#gid=0, accessed via bahrainrights.org.
95 Addressing the Prime Minister, Rajab tweeted: “Khalifa: Leave the al-Muharraq alley ways, their sheikhs and their elderly, everyone knows that you have no popularity there; and if it was not for their need for money they would not have come out to welcome you - when will you bow out?” “Bahrain: Call for ‘immediate release’ of activist Nabeel Rajab, jailed for tweet,” Amnesty International, July 11, 2012, https://www.amnesty.org.uk/news_details.asp?NewsID=20223.
charges related to his first arrest and ordered to pay a fine of 300 Bahraini dinars ($800).\textsuperscript{96} Shortly after he was released on bail, he was re-arrested on July 9, 2012 after a court sentenced him to three months imprisonment for the Al-Muharraq incident. The court of appeals later acquitted Rajab, although he had already served most of his sentence.\textsuperscript{97} However, he is currently serving a two-year sentence for “calling for illegal gatherings over social networks.”\textsuperscript{98} Rajab, who tweets under the name ‘@NabeelRajab,’ was ranked the “most connected” Twitter user in Bahrain according to a survey, with over 150,000 followers at the time of his arrest in May 2012.\textsuperscript{99} He continues to issue calls to protest over Twitter, even from prison.\textsuperscript{100} By May 2013, Rajab’s followers had reached 206,075 and the tweet that led to his arrest had been retweeted at least 2,000 times.\textsuperscript{101}

In another case, a 19-year-old blogger was sentenced to two years imprisonment for reportedly posting abusive comments about the Prophet Mohamed’s wife Aisha on a Bahraini online forum in June 2012.\textsuperscript{102} That month another blogger, Mohamed Hasan, was interrogated by police authorities for “writing for websites and newspapers without a license, protesting, and tweeting,”\textsuperscript{103} although there is no law in Bahrain that requires a license for blogging. A few days earlier, one of his tweets had appeared on the Al-Jazeera television show ‘The Stream.’\textsuperscript{104} No further legal action has yet been taken against Hasan.

In August 2012, the 21-year-old blogger Shaheen Al-Junaid was summoned by police authorities for tweeting about an attack by members of the royal family on a Bahraini citizen who worked for their cousin. The employee was beaten after he refused the royal family members entry onto their cousin’s premises, which his employer had instructed him to do following a dispute between the family members.\textsuperscript{105} The summons was later cancelled.\textsuperscript{106}

Four Twitter users were arrested and had their electronic devices confiscated after their houses were raided on the night of October 16, 2012. Abdullah Alhashemi, Salman Darwish, Ali

\textsuperscript{96} “BAHRAIN: Arrest of Mr. Nabeel Rajab,” fidh, July 22, 2012, \url{http://www.fidh.org/BAHRAIN-Arrest-of-Mr-Nabeel-Rajab}.
\textsuperscript{98} “Updates: Bahrain, emboldened by international silence, sentences Nabeel Rajab to 3 years imprisonment,” Bahrain Center for Human Rights, August 20, 2012, \url{http://www.bahrainrights.org/en/node/5387}.
\textsuperscript{100} “Bitter protests in Bahrain,” Movements.org, January 28, 2013, \url{http://www.movements.org/blog/story/bitter-protests-in-bahrain/}.
\textsuperscript{101} “Khalifa: Leave the al-Muharraq alley ways, their shaikhs and their elderly, everyone knows that you have no popularity there; and if it was not for their need for money they would not have come out to welcome you - When will you bow out?” \url{https://twitter.com/nabeelrajab/status/208853736494350336}.
\textsuperscript{103} See https://twitter.com/safybh/status/210005542406598657 (@safybh)
\textsuperscript{104} “Bahrain blogger @safybh interrogated about his ‘goodnight tweets,’” Bahrain Freedom Index, 2012, accessed September 4, 2013, \url{http://bahrainindex.tumblr.com/post/25638691193/bahraini-blogger-safybh-interrogated-about-his}.
\textsuperscript{105} “Investigation with Shaheen Junaid for ‘victory’ marginal offended by members of the ruling family,” Manama Voice, August 11, 2012, \url{http://manamavoice.com/news-news_read-10274-0.html}.
\textsuperscript{106} “Cancel call to expose the assault on a citizen by the King’s cousins,” [in Arabic] Bahrain Mirror, December 8, 2012, \url{http://www.bahrainmirror.com/article.php?id=5434&cid=73}.
Mohamed Watheqi, and Ali Alhayki, who are not known public figures, were charged with “insulting the king of Bahrain over Twitter.” In November 2012, they received sentences ranging from one to six months. At least one of the men has revealed that he was coerced into making a forced confession.

On December 11, 2012, a fifth Twitter user received a four-month sentence for the same charge. According to activists, the identities of these anonymous users were discovered using a technique known as “spear phishing,” in which surveillance software was secretly embedded in seemingly innocent private messages to the users, enabling the hackers to remotely access the victims’ computers. One of those arrested was a progovernment Twitter user who had criticized the king for not being harsh enough in punishing protestors.

Another wave of arrests took place on March 11 and 12, 2013, when six users, including one lawyer and one minor, were detained over charges of defaming the king over social media. None of the users had a large base of followers; instead, it seemed that the authorities selected them in order to instill fear locally without provoking criticism from the international community.

After months of living in hiding, award-winning photographer Ahmed Humaidan was arrested by 15 undercover policemen on December 29, 2012. Humaidan was accused of participating in an attack on a police station in the district of Sitra, though it is believed that his arrest is in fact due to him photographing protests. Following his arrest, Humaidan was interrogated, blindfolded for two days, and placed in solitary confinement for a week at the General Directorate of Criminal Investigation while being denied access to a lawyer. He was subject to psychological torture and made to believe that a bomb had been placed in his hand that would imminently detonate if he did not produce a confession. Humaidan has been one of many photographers documenting the的手被炸。
protests through social media websites such as Flickr and Instagram.118 He was reportedly sentenced to three years in prison on June 18, 2013.119

The Bahraini authorities are remarkably responsive when enforcing the country’s tight online restrictions. Human rights activist Said Yousif Al-Muhafda ((@SaidYousif) was arrested only 23 minutes after a photo of a protester’s shotgun injury was posted on his Twitter account. The photo identified the injury as having taken place that same day in Manama, though in reality it was taken several days earlier.120 Al-Muhafda was indeed monitoring a protest in Manama prior to his arrest, tweeting media and information about attacks on the demonstrators by the police; however, he has denied publishing that particular picture. He was charged under Article 168 of the Penal Code with “willfully disseminating false news” that “resulted in protests and riots that disrupted security and order on the same day.”121 He was detained for one month before being released on bail, pending a trial. On March 11, 2013 the court acquitted him of the charges, stating there was “no proof of [a] connection between the riots and the picture he had posted.”122 However, the public prosecution has appealed against the acquittal and a second trial will start on July 1, 2013, in which Al-Muhafda could face a prison sentence.123

In January 2013, the higher court of cassation upheld a series of harsh sentences originally passed by a military court in June 2011, in which two bloggers were charged with possessing links to a terrorist organization aiming to overthrow the government.124 They were also accused of disseminating false news and inciting protests against the government. The two users, Abduljalil al-Singace and Ali Abdulemam, had already been detained for six months between September 2010 and February 2011. According to their own court testimonies125 and media interviews, both were also subject to torture while held.126 Al-Singace, a prominent human rights defender, has been held in detention since March 17, 2011 and his blog has been blocked since February 2009.127 He was sentenced to life imprisonment for “plotting to topple” the government in late 2011 and remains in prison.128 He was not allowed to testify before the court until his appeal, when he revealed that he

119 See https://twitter.com/FreedomPrayers/status/349607068916924416.
had been subject to torture.\textsuperscript{129} Ali Abdulemam, the owner of Bahrain’s most popular online forum, Bahrainonline.org, had been in hiding since March 17, 2011 during which time he was sentenced (in absentia) to 15 years of prison.\textsuperscript{130} However, he suddenly re-emerged in May 2013, having escaped Bahrain to the United Kingdom through Saudi Arabia, Kuwait, and Iraq.\textsuperscript{131}

Five policemen were put on trial for the death of the online journalist and moderator of the Al-Dair online forum, Zakaryia Al-Ashiri, who died from torture while in police custody on April 9, 2011.\textsuperscript{132} However, after a lengthy trial that lasted from January 2012 until March 2013, the court acquitted all of those accused, furthering the widely held belief that members of Bahrain’s security apparatus enjoy impunity for crimes against protestors.\textsuperscript{133}

Students and employees have received disciplinary action for comments they have communicated via private text messages and social media. In May 2012, a student of the University of Bahrain was suspended for a semester after writing ‘phrases that insult His Majesty the King’ on her mobile phone and sending them to her colleagues. She was reported to the university management by one of the recipients of her message.\textsuperscript{134}

Given that users can be prosecuted for being identified with an offending post or text, many users are concerned about restrictions on using ICT tools anonymously. The TRA requires users to obtain licenses to use Wi-Fi and WiMAX connections,\textsuperscript{135} and the government prohibits the sale or use of unregistered (anonymous) prepaid mobile phones. The country’s cybercafes are also subject to increasing surveillance. Oversight of their operations is coordinated by a commission consisting of members from four ministries, who work to ensure strict compliance with rules that prohibit access for minors and require that all computer terminals are fully visible to observers.\textsuperscript{136}

Since March 2009, the TRA has mandated that all telecommunications companies must keep a record of customers’ phone calls, e-mails, and website visits for up to three years. The companies are also obliged to provide the security services access to subscriber data upon request.\textsuperscript{137} Since the application of “National Safety Status” (emergency law) in March 2011, citizens have been forced to

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{129} The full testimony of Dr Abduljalil AlSingace before the higher court of appeal on 29 May 2012 (Arabic) \url{http://bahrainrights.hopto.org/BCHR/wp-content/uploads/2012/06/AJ.docx}.
\item \textsuperscript{130} Peter Beaumont, “Bahrain Online founder Ali Abdulemam breaks silence after escape to UK,” The Guardian, May 10, 2013, \\
\url{http://www.guardian.co.uk/world/2013/may/10/bahrain-online-ali-abdulemam-escape}.
\item \textsuperscript{131} Peter Beaumont, “Bahrain Online founder Ali Abdulemam breaks silence after escape to UK,” The Guardian, May 10, 2013, \\
\url{http://www.guardian.co.uk/world/2013/may/10/bahrain-online-ali-abdulemam-escape}.
\item \textsuperscript{132} “Zakariya Rashid Hassan al-Ashiri,” Committee to Protect Journalists, April 9, 2011, \url{http://cpj.org/killed/2011/zakariya-rashid-hassan-al-ashiri.php}.
\item \textsuperscript{133} “After a year-long show trial: no one is found guilty for killing blogger under torture in police custody,” Bahrain Center for Human Rights, March 13, 2013, \url{http://www.bahrainrights.org/en/node/5673}.
\item \textsuperscript{134} Brian Dooley, “Bahrain Student Suspended for Phone Message,” Human Rights First, June 4, 2012, \url{http://www.humanrightsfirst.org/2012/06/04/bahrain-student-suspended-for-phone-message/}.
\item \textsuperscript{136} Reporters Without Borders, “Countries Under Surveillance: Bahrain.”
\end{itemize}
\end{footnotesize}
allow security personnel to search their mobile phones at checkpoints. Recent instances of this behaviour continue to be documented on YouTube.\(^{138}\)

In May 2011, new units were created within the IAA to monitor social media and foreign news websites. According to the IAA’s director of publishing, the initiative aims to “further help project the kingdom’s achievements and respond to false information that some channels broadcast.”\(^{139}\) Although Bahraini cyberspace is highly monitored, no actions have been taken against the dozens of progovernment users who continue to spread online threats against activists.\(^{140}\) Some of these users developed by the Munich-based Gamma International GmbH and distributed by its U.K. affiliate, Gamma Group. One aspect of the software, “FinSpy,” can remotely and secretly take control of a computer, taking screen shots, intercepting Voice-over-Internet-Protocol (VoIP) calls, and transmitting a record of every keystroke.\(^{142}\) The company has denied that it has sold its products to the Bahraini government, claiming that the version of FinSpy deployed on activists was “old” and for demonstration purposes only. However, evidence compiled by internet watch groups shows that a newer version of the FinSpy software is also in use in Bahrain, suggesting the government is receiving paid updates from the company.\(^{143}\) Since 2010, evidence has also emerged surrounding the use of spy gear maintained by Nokia Siemens Networks (NSN) and its divested unit, Trovicor GmbH, to monitor and record phone calls and text messages.\(^{144}\)

Cyberattacks against both opposition and progovernment pages, as well as other websites, are common in Bahrain. For example, in June 2012 a Facebook news page that belongs to opposition...
activists was taken over by a progovernment group. Similarly, a progovernment website, b4bh.com, was hacked in August 2012 for the second time by opposition activists. Government-associated websites are frequently targeted with distributed denial of service (DDoS) attacks, with the most recent instance occurring on May 17, 2012 following the arrest of activist Nabeel Rajab. The main perpetrator of such attacks has been the group “Anonymous,” which launched “Operation Bahrain” through a press release published on February 17, 2011.

---

145 See Bahrainforums.com, June 8, 2012, https://bahrainforums.com/vb/%E5%E4%C7-%C7%E1%C8%CD%D1%ED%E4/978431.htm.
Bangladesh

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Internet Freedom Status</th>
<th>2012</th>
<th>2013</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Obstacles to Access (0-25)</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Limits on Content (0-35)</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Violations of User Rights (0-40)</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total (0-100)</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>49</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* 0=most free, 100=least free

Population: 153 million
Internet Penetration 2012: 6 percent
Social Media/ICT Apps Blocked: Yes
Political/Social Content Blocked: Yes
Bloggers/ICT Users Arrested: Yes
Press Freedom 2013 Status: Partly Free

Key Developments: May 2012 – April 2013

- Secularist blogger Ahmed Rajib Haider was murdered after calling for and promoting protests against a convicted Islamist war criminal online (see Violations of User Rights).
- Police charged four bloggers with harming religious sentiment under the ICT Act 2006 (see Violations of User Rights).
- Regulators blocked YouTube for nine months after the anti-Islamic “Innocence of Muslims” video sparked widespread criticism in September 2012; not all ISPs complied (see Limits on Content).
As an emerging economy, Bangladesh has recognized information communication technologies (ICTs) as core tools for development. Even with new media still a comparatively recent phenomenon, however, officials have sought to control and censor online content—particularly as the internet took center stage in major social and political events in 2012 and 2013.

Since opening up the country’s electronic media to the private sector in the early 1990s, the government has, at least officially, encouraged open internet access and communication. The ruling Bangladesh Awami League under Prime Minister Sheikh Hasina is working towards a “knowledge based networked society” under the “Digital Bangladesh by 2021” program launched in 2009.1 The program seeks to integrate internet access with development efforts in national priority areas, such as education, healthcare, and agriculture. Private commercial stakeholders have also helped in the proliferation of net usage. Bangladesh further benefits from a vibrant—though often partisan—print and audio-visual media industry, but traditional journalists face physical threats and regulatory constraints that are increasingly being replicated online.

Religious sentiments and ICTs were both subject to manipulation, which led to major violations to internet freedom during the coverage period of this report. Authorities seemed ill-prepared at both policy and regulatory levels for the turbulent political developments and used a combination of punitive laws and ad hoc directives to curb expression on the internet, even while failing to offer adequate protection to individuals and websites under threat for their online activities. Police arrested four bloggers on the charge of harming religious sentiment, and regulators shut down their blogs without a court order. YouTube was inaccessible for nine months after the government blocked it in response to anti-Islamic content posted in 2012.

In October 2012, journalists traced attacks targeting Buddhist neighborhoods in the southeastern district of Ramu to a Buddhist’s Facebook profile apparently altered to display anti-Islamic images and incite local Muslims to retaliate; it’s not clear who was responsible for the alleged manipulation.2 In February 2013, domestic tensions escalated when a war crimes tribunal sentenced Abdul Quader Mollah, leader of the country’s largest political Islamic party Jamaat-e-Islami, to life imprisonment for crimes committed during the country’s 1971 war of independence with Pakistan, including mass murder and rape.3 Some thought the sentence was lenient, and tens of thousands of protesters gathered around the Shahbag intersection in the capital, Dhaka, for more than two months. Traditional social, cultural, and pro-independence political forces later joined and strengthened the non-violent demonstration, causing some observers to compare it to the 2011 protests in Egypt’s Tahrir Square.4 The Shahbag Movement, as it became known, was facilitated by

---

blogs, Facebook, and Twitter, a convincing display of the power of ICTs to mobilize and disseminate information. Its opponents certainly thought so: Mollah’s supporters rallied in response against a conspiracy by “atheist bloggers.” On February 11, a pro-Jamaat-e-Islami blog identified blogger Ahmed Rajib Haider as a Shahbag ringleader; armed assailants attacked and killed Rajib outside his home four days later. These were troubling developments for a country still striving to become a part of the connected global community.

**OBSTACLES TO ACCESS**

The International Telecommunication Union reported internet penetration in Bangladesh at 6 percent in 2012. Government estimates were closer to 20 percent. Over 90 percent of users access the internet through GPRS/CDMA services, which local regulators classify as narrowband. The remainder subscribe to fixed lines, either through a traditional Internet Service Provider (ISPs) or via one of two WiMax operators.

The government has established 4,501 Information Centers all over Bangladesh, with the goal of ensuring cost-effective internet access and related e-services for the base of the pyramid population. No specific study has been done yet to analyze the user breakdown between urban and rural population.

Mobile penetration was at 64 percent in 2012, with connections provided by six operators. Grameen Phone, owned by Telenor, is the market leader with 42 percent of the total customer base, followed by Orascom’s Banglalink with 26 percent, and Robi, under the Axiata company, with 21 percent. The remaining three—Airtel, Citycell, and the state-owned Teletalk—have a total customer base of 10 percent. Right now, Teletalk is the only entity offering mobile broadband to its comparatively small user base. Other operators offer 2G services, as the government is yet to provide licenses for 3G/4G operations.

While ICT usage is increasing fast, Bangladesh is lagging behind globally. The World Economic Forum’s 2013 global IT report ranked Bangladesh 114 out of 144 countries worldwide, with infrastructure and the regulatory environment scoring poorly, though overall communication

---

5 The movement’s demands were diverse, including the death sentence for the war crimes conviction, and banning the Bangladesh Jamaat-e-Islami party from politics. See, “Shahbag Grand Rally Demands Hanging to War Criminals, Banning Jamaat (Updated),” The Independent (Dhaka), February 8, 2013, [http://bit.ly/18zoSTZ](http://bit.ly/18zoSTZ).
6 Al Jazeera, “Bangladesh Opposition Protests Turn Deadly,” February 22, 2013, [http://aje.me/XF7s1z](http://aje.me/XF7s1z).
service was comparatively affordable, a factor that is driving growth. In addition, the ability to access localized information and create content in Bengali has contributed to the popularity of local blog hosting services.

Bangladesh’s physical internet infrastructure has been vulnerable to frequent disconnection, since the country historically relied on a single undersea cable (SEA-ME-WE-4) for its backbone. In late 2012, however, Bangladesh became connected to an international terrestrial cable managed by private companies, reducing the country’s the risk of being completely cut off from the “information superhighway.”

The Bangladesh Telecommunication Regulatory Commission (BTRC), established under the Bangladesh Telecommunications Act of 2001, is the official regulatory body overseeing telecommunication and related ICT issues. However, the current administration amended the act in 2010, passing control of regulating the telecommunication sector to the Ministry of Post and Telecommunications and making the BTRC an auxiliary organization. This move created administrative delays in a number of basic processes like the announcement of new tariffs or license renewals. In addition, the prime minister’s office has an Access to Information (A2I) program, supported by the United Nations Development Program, which has considerable influence over top-level ICT-related decision making.

**LIMITS ON CONTENT**

The BTRC blocked access to YouTube for nearly nine months in 2012. While it had blocked social media and communication apps in the past, some fear the anti-Islamic video that prompted the censorship was merely a pretext for officials to exert more control over online content. This fear grew in 2013. As the Shahbag movement showed online mobilization gaining force, BTRC officials—without a court order—directed local blog hosts to remove four blogs for alleged anti-religious content, apparently at the behest of religious groups. In another worrisome development, a Facebook page containing a religious insult launched violent attacks on Buddhist minorities and their establishments in Ramu. A newspaper subsequently reported that the page had been doctored to incite retaliation.

The BTRC censors content relating to religious issues or that offends state leaders primarily by issuing informal orders to domestic service providers, who are legally bound through their license

---


14 Interview with Syeda Gulshan Ferdous Jana, founder of Somewhereinblog, April 2013.

15 Hussain, “ICT Sector Performance Review for Bangladesh.”


and operations agreements to cooperate. Service providers describe official censorship as ad hoc in nature, without proper follow up mechanisms in place to ensure whether the imposed restrictions have been carried out or not. In addition, online news providers do not have the government recognition granted to traditional, licensed, press organizations, leaving them in regulatory limbo. International social media and communication apps like Facebook and YouTube are regular victims of government censorship in Bangladesh. Facebook is one of the most visited websites in the country, attracting more than 10 percent of the nation’s total internet users. The entire platform has been blocked several times, for periods ranging from a few hours to a few days at a time, though the process by which this decision is made and implemented is not known. Government officials justify such actions as necessary to “contain negative campaigns” on social networks.

Google services, particularly its search engine and video-sharing website YouTube, also enjoy a high volume of user traffic. Despite its popularity, the BTRC blocked access to YouTube in Bangladesh from September 2012 to May 2013 in response to a 14-minute derogatory video about Islam titled, “The Innocence of Muslims.” The video, uploaded in the United States in summer 2012, incited violent anti-American protests in Bangladesh, among other predominantly Muslim nations. Google temporarily blocked versions of the video in some countries, apparently on grounds that the content broke local laws, but declined to do so in Bangladesh. Some critics said the length of the ban in Bangladesh indicates the disputed video was a pretext for officials to gain control over the video-sharing platform, which they have blocked in the past for politically sensitive content. However, the impact of the censorship was less severe than the duration implies, since some ISPs informally unblocked the platform after just a few weeks. Other internet users continued to access it using proxy servers. So far, the BTRC has not sought to block software that allows users to circumvent content blocking.

Domestically-hosted websites, including the most popular news sites, Prothom Alo, BDNews24, and Bangladesh, have yet to face any targeted blocking. However, in March 2013, the government formed an official committee to identify bloggers who had allegedly demeaned the spirit of Islam. The committee participated in discussions with clerics to produce a list of bloggers and Facebook users they alleged had published anti-Islamic blasphemy. Though there were more than 80 names

20 Author interviews with seven experts in Bangladesh who requested anonymity, early 2013.
25 Mamun, “YouTube Blocked in Bangladesh.”

BANGLADESH
on the list, the BTRC subsequently directed domestic blog hosting platforms to close the accounts of just four bloggers it identified as “anti-religious elements.” All four were prominently involved in the Shahbag movement, which had come into conflict with ultra-religious groups as well as the administration, which they accused of poor governance. The owners of the host platforms reported that officials never used any court orders or legal explanations during their communications.\(^{30}\) Officially, the legal system ensures the right to appeal against most government decisions, but the lack of a warrant, as well as the risk of losing a license or legal permission to operate, makes mounting such an appeal challenging, and so far none have been documented in response to censorship directives.

Such strict and opaque content regulation has resulted in self-censorship by social media users, bloggers, and online news media. In particular, the developments of the last year have made discussion of religious issues more sensitive. More positively, there has been no evidence of government officials proactively manipulating online content. Some unknown actors, however, apparently orchestrated an outbreak of religious violence in the Ramu area of southeastern Chittagong based on a Facebook profile. In September 2012, members of the local Muslim majority community accused a Buddhist of displaying an anti-Islamic image on his Facebook profile and launched retaliatory attacks that destroyed a dozen temples. *The Daily Star* newspaper reported in October that the image had been added to the Facebook profile, then shown to Muslims both online and off, falsely creating the impression that local Buddhists were sharing blasphemous material. No police investigation was launched into the alleged manipulation, and the page’s owner was forced to flee the area.\(^{31}\)

Despite recent restrictions and uncertainties, there are around 200,000 active bloggers in Bangladesh, and this number is growing. The BTRC has identified 48 active domestic blog hosting platforms. Leading examples, based on subscriber figures, include SomewhereinBlog, Amarblog, and Shocholayoton.\(^{32}\)

The Shahbag Movement, which was initiated by the Bangladesh Online Activists’ Network, is the country’s most significant example of online activism to date. The protests coalesced around the International Crimes Tribunal verdict against the Jamaat-e-Islami leader (see Introduction) but quickly took on a political element.\(^{33}\) In its early stages, however, the movement spread through blogging, Facebook, and mobile telephony.\(^{34}\) Twitter, previously little-used in Bangladesh, gained popularity as a tool to broadcast information about Shahbag, both domestically and internationally.\(^{35}\)

\(^{30}\) Global Voices Advocacy, “Bangladesh Authorities Go After ‘Anti-Muslim’ Bloggers.”


\(^{35}\) Faheem Hussain, Zyma Islam, and Mashiat Mostafa, “Proliferation of Twitter for Political Microblogging in a Developing Country: An Exploratory Study of #Shahbag,” (unpublished research funded by the Asian University for Women Faculty Research Fund, 2013).
The February 2013 murder of blogger Ahmed Rajib Haider by armed assailants after an ultra-religious blog identified him as a Shahbag organizer was one of the most shocking developments during the coverage period for this report. While the government offered to protect some secularist bloggers from the hate speech spiraling out of control online in the wake of the Shahbag movement, it clouded that message by arresting four of them, including one who had been stabbed just a few months before, in April. Domestic online news sites faced cyber-attacks during periods of heightened religious contention.

Article 39 (1, 2) of Chapter 2 in the Bangladeshi constitution recognizes freedom of thought, conscience, and speech as a fundamental right. Online expression has been traditionally considered to fall within the scope of this provision. The Information and Communication Technology Act of 2006 is the primary legal reference for addressing issues related to internet usage, in addition to defining and protecting freedom of expression online; it also penalizes citizens who violate others’ rights to communicate electronically. In addition, the amended Bangladesh Telecommunication Act of 2010 allows officials to intercept electronic communications from any individual or institution to ensure the security of the state or public order. The judicial system of Bangladesh is independent from the executive and the legislative branches of government, but critics say it can be partisan, and police and regulators generally bypass the courts to implement censorship and surveillance without oversight.

Section 56 of the ICT Act defines hacking as a crime punishable by up to three years in prison, a fine of BDT 10,000,000 ($125,000), or both. Section 57 is vaguer, and characterizes different types of religious, social or political expression made electronically as potential violations. People found guilty under this section face a maximum of 10 years imprisonment and fines up to BDT 10,000,000 ($125,000).

The first arrests made using these clauses took place in 2013. On April 1, as regulators were shutting down their websites, police detained bloggers Rasel Parvez, Mashiur Rahman Biplob, and Subrata Ashikari Shuvo. Two days later they also detained Asif Mohiuddin, author of a renowned blog on sensitive sociopolitical issues that won a user-nominated award from German broadcaster Deutsche Welle in 2012. Just a few months before his arrest, in January 2013, Mohiuddin was
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38 Bangladesh Telecommunication (Amended) Act, 2010.
40 Information and Communication Technology Act, 2006.
41 Emran Hossain, “Bangladesh Arrests ‘Atheist Bloggers,’ Cracking Down on Critics,” Huffington Post, April 3, 2013,
hospitalized with serious stab wounds, apparently inflicted by armed assailants in reprisal for his writing and activism. All four bloggers were charged with harming religious sentiment under Section 57(2) of the ICT Act 2006, and conservative political forces branded them as anti-Islamic atheists, though activists defended them. The bloggers were later released on bail, though Asif Mohiuddin’s application was initially denied until he appealed on medical grounds in June. A judge declined to extend bail beyond one month, and he was re-arrested in July.

Also in April, police arrested Mahmudur Rahman, acting editor and majority owner of the pro-opposition newspaper *Amar Desh*, on charges that included defaming religion under ICT Act sections 56 and 57. The case was the latest in dozens of investigations involving Rahman that his supporters characterize as politically motivated. In 2012, he was charged with sedition in relation to his paper’s publication of private Skype communications involving an International Crimes Tribunal judge that cast doubt on the integrity of the tribunal’s judgments; the judge issued a court order against the U.K.-based *Economist* magazine in the same case, though much of the material was leaked online in Bangladesh.

The threat of sedition charges—which carry a possible death penalty—has been used against others for online activity. In October 2012, Australian immigration authorities granted asylum to Muhammad Ruhul Khandaker after a court in Bangladesh recommended he be charged with sedition for a comment he posted to his personal Facebook account while living in Australia. In January 2012, the court had sentenced Khandaker in absentia to six months in jail for contempt of court when he failed to attend a hearing in Dhaka in relation to the comment, which was considered insulting to Prime Minister Sheikh Hasina.

At present, the government allows anonymous access and web posting, and does not require website owners, bloggers, or internet users to register. However, even though people can post comments online without revealing their true identities, they are susceptible to surveillance. Under the 2010 Telecommunication Act, regulators have the power to intercept any communication—
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voice or data—over the telecom network without a court order. Both data and voice service providers are required by law to aid the government in monitoring the user communications. Meanwhile, citizens must provide their national identity card and related personal information to obtain a mobile connection.

The BTRC has also been using methods such as deep-packet inspection to identify “unlawful and sensitive information” sent over the internet, according to news reports. The government has yet to define “unlawful” or “sensitive,” but no abuse of deep-packet inspection has been documented. There is no independent oversight body in Bangladesh to guard against the abuse of surveillance options initiated by the government.

The physical safety of journalists and media personnel is at risk in Bangladesh, with three journalists killed in 2012. Bloggers and online news providers have also suffered from physical attacks, and reported an increasing number of threats in the past year from different groups, perhaps in response to intensifying activism by the Shahbag Movement and others. The government’s response was contradictory, supporting the pro-independence, secular bloggers against the threats of anti-Shahbag elements, while arresting some known, pro-Shahbag online activists for insulting Islam.

On February 15, 2013, during the peak of the Shahbag Movement, one of the group’s leading activists, Ahmed Rajib Haider, was brutally murdered by suspected religious extremists. Police found a series of posts targeting Rajib and other key figures in the movement on the blog, Sonar Bangladesh, which the BTRC subsequently blocked. The first of such posts was against Rajib, whose critical stance against religious extremism apparently offended them. On March 1, five people police described as religious extremists were detained in connection with Rajib’s murder. On April 1, 2013, police arrested four suspects in relation to the attack on Asif Mohiuddin, also linking them with religious extremism.

Cyberattacks on key government websites, online news sites, and blogs are also on the rise. News sites The Daily Star, Prothom Alo, BDNews24, and Banglanews24 have regularly been victims of hacking and related cyberattacks by third parties; Prothom Alo and the London-hosted UKBDNews website
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52 Bangladesh Telecommunication (Amended) Act, 2010.
54 The motive for the murder was definitely related to journalism in one case; it remains unconfirmed in the other two. See, Committee to Protect Journalists, “14 Journalists Killed in Bangladesh since 1992,” http://www.cpj.org/killed/asia/bangladesh/, accessed July 2013.
reported being infected with malware in February 2013,\textsuperscript{59} while The Daily Star site was attacked by Anonymous in March.\textsuperscript{60} The youth population has turned out to be the most vulnerable group against any privacy violations, predominantly through mobile phones and the internet.\textsuperscript{61} People are slowly realizing the importance of protecting their online presence against any outside, unlawful intrusion. ISPs informally organized a Bangladesh Cyber Emergency Response Team and are working towards dealing with cyberattacks, hacking, and other malicious threats.\textsuperscript{62} In addition, the Bangladesh government has established its own response mechanism to deal with such issues.

\url{http://ukbdnews.com/english/1119-prothom-alo-spreading-viruses-ukbdnewscom-under-attack.html}.

\textsuperscript{60} “Daily Star Website Hacked,” Daily Sun, March 5, 2013
\url{http://www.daily-sun.com/details_yes_05-03-2013_Daily-Star-website-hacked_428_1_0_3_32.html}.

\textsuperscript{61} Faheem Hussain and Mohammad Sahid Ullah, “Mobile Communication and Internet in Bangladesh: Is Privacy at Risk for Youth Population?” Media Watch, Centre for Communication Studies, 2013

\textsuperscript{62} Bangladesh Cyber Emergency Response Team, accessed April, 2013, \url{http://www.bdcert.org/v2/}.
Belarus

Change.org, an online petition platform, was blocked for two weeks in August 2012, possibly in connection with a petition that supported the release of two citizens who had been unjustly arrested (see Limits on Content).

The overall number of online users arrested declined in comparison to the mass arrests that occurred during the spring 2011 protests; however, government persecution of online activists became more targeted as arrests and detentions were more directly linked to users’ online activities (see Violations of User Rights).

Each of the three major cases of criminal prosecution against media practitioners concerned internet publications (see Violations of User Rights).

Instances of technical attacks against the websites of independent media and civil society groups continued to grow (see Violations of User Rights).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Internet Freedom Status</th>
<th>2012</th>
<th>2013</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Obstacles to Access (0-25)</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Limits on Content (0-35)</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Violations of User Rights (0-40)</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total (0-100)</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>67</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* 0=most free, 100=least free

Population: 9.5 million

Internet Penetration 2012: 47 percent

Social Media/ICT Apps Blocked: Yes

Political/Social Content Blocked: Yes

Bloggers/ICT Users Arrested: Yes

Press Freedom 2013 Status: Not Free

Key Developments: May 2012 – April 2013

- Change.org, an online petition platform, was blocked for two weeks in August 2012, possibly in connection with a petition that supported the release of two citizens who had been unjustly arrested (see Limits on Content).
- The overall number of online users arrested declined in comparison to the mass arrests that occurred during the spring 2011 protests; however, government persecution of online activists became more targeted as arrests and detentions were more directly linked to users’ online activities (see Violations of User Rights).
- Each of the three major cases of criminal prosecution against media practitioners concerned internet publications (see Violations of User Rights).
- Instances of technical attacks against the websites of independent media and civil society groups continued to grow (see Violations of User Rights).
The overall situation for internet freedom in Belarus remained relatively stagnant during 2012-2013. The government, run by the autocratic President Alexander Lukashenka, continues to exert control over the online sphere by blocking websites and intimidating online users. Repression of activists also became more targeted this year, compared to the large number of arrests made in connection with a series of protests in 2011.

During the past year, internet access in Belarus continued to grow. The country’s external gateway capacity expanded to 350 Gbps, and significantly more users reported having access to broadband networks. All of Belarus’ mobile operators offer internet access and the number of mobile internet users is growing. However, while access may be improving, the government continues to regulate, control, and restrict the scope of online content.

In 2010, the Ministry of Telecommunications issued a regulation for a catalogue of websites whose access should be blocked in state-run facilities and cybercafes. The procedure for consigning sites to this blacklist remains nontransparent and there is no functioning appeal process. As of February 2013, the list reportedly contained 119 websites, including a number of leading political, news, and human rights websites. The authorities continue the practice of occasionally blocking certain independent websites under specific circumstances. On September 23, 2012, the day of the parliamentary elections, the authorities blocked access to four websites that were reporting violations observed by independent organizations and citizens.

During the past year, the harassment and persecution of online journalists and activists deemed to be critical of the government continued and became more targeted. In 2012-2013, each of the three major cases of criminal prosecution against media practitioners concerned internet publications. Of the 11 political prisoners being held by the government, two regularly published online. There were about 60 cases of detentions of journalists, independent press distributors, and members of social networks. Instances of extralegal harassment of online activists, especially those involved in political communities on social networks, continued to take place. In August 2012, the authorities launched a campaign against social networks critical of President Lukashenka. Instances of technical attacks against independent websites grew. In April 2013, several leading political and civil society sites experienced a coordinated hacker attack, which included explicit threats against online publishers and journalists.

From 2012-2013, the number of internet users in Belarus continued to grow rapidly and the quality of internet connections improved, despite a year of political and economic stagnation. The government’s loss of popularity and credibility in the wake of the 2011 economic crisis continued
to spur demand for alternative sources of information.\(^1\) With the authorities controlling the majority of print and broadcast outlets, the internet serves as the country’s only island of free media. At the same time, the crisis did not dramatically affect government investment in the internet nor significantly increase internet costs, allowing many to begin using the internet as a source for news and a tool for social interaction.

The National Statistical Committee reported that Belarus has an internet penetration rate of 71.9 percent.\(^2\) An independent study by Gemius in December 2012 found that there were 4.6 million internet users, or 13.8 percent more than the year before, producing a penetration rate of about 56 percent.\(^3\) Statistics reported by the International Telecommunication Union (ITU) place the internet penetration rate lower at 47 percent for 2012.\(^4\) In January 2013, the country’s external internet gateway capacity was expanded to 350 Gbps. Following a growth of 20 percent in 2012, this upgrade will result in an increase in capacity of 44 percent in the first half of 2013.\(^5\) In 2012, Belarus’ wireless network was expanded to 1,300 hot spots, including 712 in the capital.\(^6\)

The country’s four mobile phone operators had a combined total of 10.7 million subscribers, for a total penetration rate of 113 percent as of January 2012.\(^7\) All four mobile operators offer internet access, and 4,360 of the country’s 15,000 base stations are 3G-capable. The share of smartphones in the mobile market is approximately 40 percent.\(^8\) By October 2012, about 12 percent of internet users were accessing websites via mobile telephones, half of them with smartphones.\(^9\) A report by Index on Censorship calculates that more than 2 million Belarusians have access to the internet via mobile devices and that more than 4 percent of online page views from Belarus now come from smartphones and tablets.\(^10\) Mobile phone operators report considerable growth in the average
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8 “Цифры ИТ – статистика в Беларуси” [IT figures - statistics for Belarus], IT.tut.by, accessed January 27, 2013, [http://it.tut.by/numbers/#cell](http://it.tut.by/numbers/#cell). One of the four mobile phone operators, TeleGeography Mobile Digital Communications (Velcom), declared that as of December 31, 2012 its 3G/3G+ mobile networks were available to 100% of the urban population, while voice services coverage extended to 98.9% of the total population, [http://www.e-belarus.org/news/201301101.html](http://www.e-belarus.org/news/201301101.html).
revenue per user (ARPU), which is attributed to the rising number of the internet users and the development of data transmission services.11

According to Gemius, 80.7 percent of internet users in Belarus access the internet on a daily basis.12 The key divide in levels of access is not between rural and urban populations—since almost 75 percent of Belarusians live in urban areas—but between the country’s capital and other regions. However, the share of users in the capital city of Minsk has decreased from 40 percent to 28 percent over the last five years, and internet users in other cities with a population of more than 50,000 now account for more than 20 percent of the total.13 Another significant determinant of internet use is age: 30 percent of all users are 25–34 years old, 21 percent are 19–24 years old, 19.5 percent are 35–44 years old, and only 6.5 percent are 55 years or older.14 Most internet users—93.5 percent—regularly access the internet at home, and 29.8 percent do so at work. Internet cafes remain the least popular point of access, with just 4.2 percent of users utilizing them.15

While Belarus has two official languages—Belarusian and Russian—the majority of citizens use Russian in daily life. As a result, most online software is in Russian, although some popular software is also available in Belarusian, often translated by local enthusiasts.

In September 2012, almost 70 percent of Belarusian users reported having broadband access.16 This figure has increased rapidly since 2010, when Belarus had Europe’s lowest level of high speed access, at only 10 percent of the population. The largest choice and best quality of internet access is available in Minsk, where 38 companies offer internet access through ADSL, Ethernet, cable TV, and mobile networks. Smaller cities have a significantly narrower selection of options. Rural dwellers are largely dependent on the state-owned telecommunications monopoly Beltelecom, which provides IPTV17 and internet access through ADSL (if phone lines are available), or via mobile internet, which is quite slow in remote locations. Internet connections are the slowest in the sparsely-populated areas of the southeastern and northern parts of the country.

The cost of broadband access via DSL and cable is generally tied to volume, reflecting the pricing structure that Beltelecom uses when selling bandwidth to downstream internet service providers (ISPs). This makes it somewhat expensive to download large items like music or movies, while for common activities such as e-mail and web browsing, the volume surcharges do not create a barrier for most users. An unlimited internet access service was launched by Beltelecom in 2007. Initially quite expensive, it has become more affordable, and prices range from approximately $5–$45 per
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17 IPTV refers to “internet protocol over television”, a manner of providing television viewing through the internet rather than through traditional terrestrial, satellite, or other technologies.
month, depending on the speed. Beltelecom raised internet access prices by 10 percent in March 2012 and by another 10 percent in January 2013. Mobile phone and internet access charges were increased by 20 percent in January 2013, as mobile operators were no longer exempted from paying a value added tax (VAT).

The increase in internet penetration has resulted in the continued growth of citizens’ activity on social networking sites. The Russian site VKontakte (vk.com) continues to be the most popular social network service, with 2.5 million accounts registered in Belarus, and is the most accessed website in the country. About 1.6 million Belarusians use the Russian social network Odnoklassniki.ru. As of February 2013, there were more than 112,000 blogs registered on LiveJournal from users in Belarus. As of May 2012, there were 95,000 Belarusian users registered on Twitter, including 18,000 active users. The total number of Facebook users in Belarus is close to 500,000 (about 5 percent of the total population and 16 percent of internet users), and has grown by more than 130,000 since May 2012.

While foreign social networks remain very popular in Belarus and their number of users continues to grow, local networks appear to be gaining an audience within the country. In April 2012, the Minsk-based IT.TUT.by reported having over 1.2 million registered users on their social networking site, I.TUT.by. As of January 2013, there were over 1 million users registered in another popular local social network, Vceti.by, compared to 315,000 users in October 2011.

Beltelecom and the National Center for Traffic Exchange, established by the government in 2011, remain the only entities with the ability to handle connections with ISPs outside of Belarus. Beltelecom also holds a monopoly on fixed-line communications and internet services inside Belarus. In April 2012, the Center for Traffic Exchange replaced Beltelecom in providing access to the points of sharing national traffic (peering). The Ministry of Communications and Information Technology has issued 180 licenses for secondary ISPs, though only 56 are currently active in Belarus. The Beltelecom subsidiary Belpak remains the largest ISP. While the government does not limit the amount of bandwidth that access providers can supply, all ISPs depend on the facilities of
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23 Ibid.
25 Ibid.
the state-owned Beltelecom, which allows the authorities to control access speeds for the entire country, if needed.

There is no independent regulator overseeing ICTs in Belarus. The Ministry of Communications and Information Technology handles regulatory functions. In addition, the presidential administration’s Operational and Analytical Center (OAC) has the authority to oversee ISPs, conduct overseas online surveillance, and manage Belarus’ top-level domain (.by).28 Other bodies with authority over this sector include the State Telecommunications Inspectorate, State Control Committee, and Prosecutor General’s Office.

**LIMITS ON CONTENT**

With the 2000–2005 “color revolutions” and 2011 Arab Spring in mind, Belarus’ authoritarian government has attempted to extend its control over online content. Local media rights groups have argued that the regulations adopted during the last three years—such as Decree No. 60, (“On measures for improving use of the national internet network”)—reflect an alarming trend toward greater control of the internet, noting that many of the decree’s provisions remain vague and unclear.29 The procedure for putting sites on an official blacklist, for example, is completely nontransparent. Additionally, the government has continued to influence online content by increasing financial support to pro-government media outlets. There were a few instances of blocking in 2012-2013, such as the temporary blocking of Change.org in August 2012; however, other sites such as Facebook, Twitter, and YouTube remain accessible.

Decree No. 60, which was enacted on February 1, 2010 and came into effect on July 1, 2010, introduced provisions by which ISPs are required to block access to restricted information, such as pornography and material inciting violence. By law, the authorities can only institute this blocking in state institutions or when requested by individual users. In practice, however, the government has engaged in ad hoc efforts to limit access to internet content deemed contrary to its interests, though Belarusian telecoms typically cite technical problems rather than admitting to blocking. The authorities have regularly blocked certain websites on specific days when there are elections, holidays important to the democratic opposition, or scheduled protests.

On June 29, 2010, the Ministry of Telecommunications and the OAC issued a regulation calling for the creation of two lists to catalog the URLs of all websites whose access should be blocked in state-run facilities and internet cafes; one list is public, while the other is accessible only to ISPs.30 As of May 2013, the publicly-accessible list did not contain any URLs, while the number of URLs on the
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28 See “Instructions on the procedure of domain names registration in the field of hierarchical names of the national segment of the Internet network” at [http://cctld.by/eng/rules.html](http://cctld.by/eng/rules.html).
restricted list remains unknown. On July 10, 2012, the state news agency Belta reported that the number of blacklisted websites had doubled since October 2011 and that the restricted list included 80 websites, most of which contain extremist or pornographic content. According to Uladzimir Rabavolaw, the first deputy head of the presidential administration’s Operational and Analytical Center (OAC), the list contained 119 websites as of February 2013. Based on unofficial information, the blacklist also includes at least two of the country’s most popular independent news and information websites, Charter97.org and Belaruspartisan.org, as well as the website of the Viasna Human Rights Center and the blog of the popular independent political commentator Yauhien Lipkovich. The Prosecutor General’s Office has confirmed that Charter97.org and Belaruspartisan.org are on the restricted list. State officials claim that the sites remain privately accessible. State bodies authorized to add sites to the blacklist include the Ministry of Internal Affairs, the Prosecutor General’s Office, and the KGB.

Under amendments dating from November 2011, which stipulate the fines for violating Decree No. 60, ISPs that provide access to blacklisted websites are required to pay a small fine. In practice, ISPs seem to be inconsistent in blocking access to these sites; some have blocked access to blacklisted sites without any user requests, which is technically illegal under the decree, while others have ignored the blacklist. ISPs block the blacklisted websites by web address or in combination with IP filtering. In December 2012, Index on Censorship conducted field research using a sample group of blacklisted sites to assess the scope of the filtering. The results indicated varying degrees of blocking. While the sites were available via internet cafes in Minsk and through Belarus’ three major mobile operators, some or all were blocked in places where the state had greater control over the internet connection, such as government buildings and universities.

The authorities continue to practice occasional blocking of certain independent websites under specific circumstances. In August 2012, Change.org, a site which offers individuals and organizations the opportunity to publicize petitions and gather more supporters, could not be accessed inside Belarus. The independent website Charter97.org alleged that the authorities had blocked Change.org in order to prevent citizens from signing an online petition for the release of Anton Surapin and Syarhey Basharymaw, who were unjustly arrested and charged with allegedly
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assisting in the illegal flight of a foreign airplane over Belarusian airspace on July 4, 2012. While accessible from other countries, Change.org remained blocked in Belarus for two weeks.

On September 23, 2012, the day of the parliamentary elections, the authorities again used Beltelecom to block access to the websites of the civic and political For Freedom Movement (Pyx.by), Belarusian Christian Democracy party (Bchd.info), and the political news source Unity-Democracy-Freedom (UDF.by), as well as the crowdsourcing election monitoring platform Electby.org. The main criteria for the blocking were election-related activities; all of the sites on the list were publishing reports of violations from independent observation groups and ordinary citizens. IP filtering was used as the blocking mechanism. The blocking commenced at 7:30pm on September 23 and continued for about 24 hours. This type of blocking proved relatively easy to bypass by changing IP addresses and updating DNS records. Three of the four sites (Electby.org, Pyx.by, and UDF.by) utilized these tactics and were inaccessible for only short periods of time. The Bchd.info team was unable to restore access, most likely due to the limitations of its hosting, which did not permit changing the IP address. Unlike in past elections, most independent news sources, as well as the majority of the political opposition’s websites, were not blocked. Social networks also remained accessible. This limited response by the authorities reflected the fact that citizens expressed little interest in these elections, and the opposition did not call for or plan public protests.

On February 25, 2013, the Belarusian authorities again blocked access to the website of the Belarusian Christian Democracy party (BChD), as reported by the press office of the unregistered opposition party. BChD Executive Secretary Dzianis Sadowski linked the blocking to the party’s campaign called "Wave of Solidarity," which is aimed at supporting political prisoners and other victims of the Lukashenka regime.

To date, it appears that the Belarusian government does not possess the capacity to employ sophisticated internet blocking techniques, and therefore resorts to more basic approaches like IP filtering and disabling DNS records. Also, it seems that the authorities do not perform regular or automated monitoring of the accessibility of banned sites, and it generally takes from 4 to 16 hours to block a new IP address. No documented instances of deep packet inspection (DPI) filtering have been recorded so far.

Since 2008, the government has employed stringent requirements for accreditation to restrict non-state journalists’ access to information. The Law on Mass Media requires journalists to obtain
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42 The Law on Mass Media envisages an authorization-based procedure of accreditation. Moreover, it does not allow the possibility to appeal against a refusal of accreditation as a journalist. A journalist is forbidden to carry out professional activities, if he or she is not accredited. “Comments on Suggestions to Media Law,” Belarusian Association of Journalists, January 24, 2013, http://baj.by/en/node/19255.
authorization before they can become accredited and it does not allow individuals to appeal the decision in cases where their accreditation is refused. Journalists, including those publishing online, are not allowed to work professionally if they are not accredited.43

In January 2013, the Ministry of Foreign Affairs denied the accreditation application of Pavel Sviardlou, a Belarusian journalist known for his online reports for the Warsaw-based European Radio for Belarus.44 The ministry cited Sviardlou’s previous arrest in June 2012—when police officers grabbed him off the street and forced him into a minibus, after which he served a 15-day detention on the charge of using obscene language—as the reason for denying his application. On March 26, 2013, the ministry denied accreditation, for the third time, to Belsat, the Warsaw-based independent Belarusian-language satellite television channel and online news source, on the grounds that Belarusian journalists reporting for the channel had violated Belarusian media laws.45 Additionally, journalists for Belsat have been continually harassed by the Belarusian authorities through warnings and administrative arrests.

Another result of state pressure is self-censorship, which has become a pervasive phenomenon for web-based media, especially state and commercial outlets. Online commentators and administrators of web portals avoid posting content that might put them at odds with the authorities. Many Belarusian websites and forums still practice pre-moderation of comments, which discourages regular users and restricts communication. Under the Administrative Offences Code, criminal code, and Decree No. 60, websites are not liable for users’ comments, but in practice sites often face consequences for certain kinds of comments. Typically, users are warned in the forum rules that they are responsible for their comments. Nevertheless, many site owners have stated that they have been contacted by officials and businesspeople unhappy with comments. Moreover, readers who are offended by comments often attribute blame to the website itself, indicating that readers do not always make the distinction between the journalism content posted by the website owners and commentary posted by unaffiliated users.46

During the parliamentary election campaign in the fall of 2012, a pro-governmental candidate threatened the editor of Uzhorak, a local independent print and online newspaper in the Mogilev region, for publishing an article on the newspaper’s website informing citizens that he had refused to take part in a public debate with a local democratic candidate.47 He was especially unhappy with users’ comments and demanded that the article be withdrawn from the website. The editor refused to remove the online article. Moreover, it was later published in the newspaper’s print issue.

On November 10, 2012, an anonymous blogger posted a critical article about the director of the local post office in Hlybokaye on Westki.info, a popular independent information resource for

northwestern Belarus. Westki.info is a regional media site and blogging platform, where anyone can create a personal blog. Blogs and comments are not moderated. Even though the director’s name was not mentioned in the anonymous article or the comments, she contacted the website’s administrator and demanded the personal information and contact information of the blog’s author, as well as those of all critical commentators, as she was planning to sue them for slander. After consultations with a lawyer, the Westki.info administrator removed the controversial post from the site, but refused to turn over any personal information about the blogger and commentators.

The government is attempting to counter the gains in quality, popularity, and trust made by independent civil society by increasing its own presence and influence online. Despite national, regional, and local state agencies having an online presence, most government websites are outdated, lack interactivity, and are not user-friendly.48 Local state websites usually have poor designs, are not relevant, and draw few readers.49 A special governmental program was launched in 2010 to assist regional and local state newspapers in creating and promoting their websites. To aggregate the content produced by local and regional state publications, a portal for their websites was created at Belsmi.by.

While the total amount of funding provided to pro-government online media is unknown, the authorities continue to increase support to the state-owned media as a whole, despite economic stagnation. The 2013 state budget allocated €60 million ($77 million) in subsidies for state media, €19 million ($24 million) more than in 2012, including €46 million ($59 million) to TV and radio, €6 million ($8 million) to print outlets and publishing houses, and €7.5 million ($9.6 million) to “other mass media issues,” though it is not clear which line items include online media.50

Media experts and website moderators see trolling—the use of inflammatory, extraneous and provocative messages—as a major issue. Since the 2010-11 protests, the number of trolls and paid commentators, and their disruptive activities, has significantly increased on independent websites, the blogs of civic activists and commentators, and popular opposition communities on social networks. Obscenities and rudeness continue to be a challenge for the Belarusian internet, often making discussions on forums difficult.51

While massive, orchestrated commentary by provocateurs usually takes place around important political and civic events, such as the “silent protests” in the summer of 2011, there are also “agent commentators” whose job is to regularly post comments on major independent websites and popular political social network communities. On May 2, 2012, an ad was published on Freelance.ru, a job search website, seeking to hire people to write negative comments about the opposition on the forum of Belaruspartisan.org, one of the most popular independent websites.


The ad was posted from an anonymous account with only an ICQ name as a contact. Several similar ads were posted on the same site under the names of real people, who later claimed that their accounts on social networks had been hacked and that they had nothing to do with the dubious posts, sparking anger and threats from other users. After the independent media exposed this trolling scandal, the ads were removed.

The government’s growing attempts to control the internet can be explained by the internet’s growing popularity as a source of information, even while traditional print and broadcast media remained the main sources of news for most Belarusians in 2012-2013. According to an independent nationwide survey conducted in May 2012, 34.3 percent of respondents said that they use the internet as their primary source of information. In 2012, independent web-based media continued to serve larger audiences than state-supported online outlets. According to the Belarusian ranking service Akavita.by, most of the top 10 and a majority of the top 50 news and information websites are run by independent or opposition groups. The daily audience of Charter97.org, the most popular opposition website, has quadrupled since November 2010 to more than 100,000 unique visitors a day.

Not only are greater numbers of Belarusians reading independent news, they also find it more credible. An independent survey conducted in December 2012 found that more Belarusians trust independent media than the state media (48.1 percent versus 38.1 percent). Trust in the state media has dropped by 14.8 percent since December 2010. The government has been forced to recognize the growing importance of independent online media. On January 15, 2013, President Lukashenka surprised the public when he opened his annual press conference by addressing a question raised on the popular independent website Gazetaby.com, even though its journalists were not invited to the conference itself.

The government also employs direct and indirect economic pressure to limit financial support for independent media. A series of restrictive amendments to the Law on Public Associations and the criminal code were passed secretly in October 2011 and came into force a month later. Of note were provisions that made it a criminal offense for nongovernmental organizations (NGOs) to receive foreign funding. Since most independent online media outlets are run as NGOs, the amendments constitute a grave threat to Belarusian civil society, including free media.

Forced to operate in semi-underground conditions and experiencing constant pressure from the authorities, independent online media and opposition websites are unable to monetize their increasing audiences and growing popularity. During the first half of 2012, Belarus’ internet advertising market rose by 20 percent and totaled over $2.7 million, up from $2.3 million in the same period of 2011. But most independent news and information websites remain at an economic disadvantage because state and private companies are afraid to advertise on them. Moreover, there is an unwritten rule advising companies connected with the state that they should not advertise in the independent media, including internet outlets. As a result, even the most popular independent or opposition websites, such as Charter97.org and NN.by, generate little or no advertising revenue. Since this ban exists only in the form of an oral recommendation, media and human rights groups have been unable to oppose it.

Since the 2006 presidential election, independent websites, blogs, internet forums, and online communities have played a significant role in educating citizens, turning out voters, monitoring the polls, and mobilizing those protesting electoral irregularities. Beginning in 2010, social networks have become an important tool for carrying out solidarity actions and organizing peaceful protests. With the rapid rise of new media, independent online sources were able to compete with state-controlled newspapers, radio, and television during the 2010 presidential and 2012 parliamentary elections.

In 2012, pro-democratic forces significantly increased and diversified their presence and activities in social networks. According to the digital marketing agency Ashwood Creative, as of December 2012, 28 of the top 30 Belarusian media communities on Facebook are run by independent media and civil society groups. Despite crackdowns, hacking attacks, and the persecution of online activists, numerous political communities are openly critical of the regime on VKontakte and Facebook. Independent media, civil society organizations, the political opposition, and individual citizens use the internet and other ICTs as tools for disseminating information, raising awareness and mobilizing supporters. Online actions are often combined with offline activities, such as demonstrations, meetings, flash mobs, political performances, underground exhibits, and alternative concerts. The ongoing solidarity campaign with the country’s political prisoners includes raising awareness on social networks, posting articles and banners on popular news websites, and creating online petitions and appeals to national and international institutions, as well as demonstrations and multimedia exhibitions.

Online petitioning became a popular form of civic activism in 2012. More than a dozen petitions were created and carried out by Belarusian rights groups and individuals on Change.org alone, addressing a gamut of issues, from the return of the body of Vladislav Kovalyev (who was executed in 2011) to his mother, to the protection of Belarusian wetlands from destruction. Petitions on
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simplifying visas, boosting local border traffic, preserving green spaces, reforming the election law, and preserving historic sites were also launched by civil society.

The effective use of online media and ICT tools also helped citizens draw attention to and even solve some pressing social issues, especially at the local level. In October 2012, several leading independent news sites wrote about the construction of an entertainment complex on the territory of Kurapaty, a forest on the outskirts of Minsk containing the graves of victims of Stalinist repression.62 These articles generated a great deal of public discussion and outrage. An online petition to stop the construction of the brothel ‘Bulbash Hall’ in Kurapaty was posted on Change.org and signed by almost 4,500 people.63 A campaign against the project was also launched via social networks. As a result, the General Prosecutor’s Office conducted an inspection, which revealed serious planning violations, and decided to halt the construction.64 According to recent statements by state officials, a memorial will be built there instead of the entertainment center.

In September 2012, the crowdsourcing platform Electby.org was used to monitor parliamentary election violations (it was launched prior to the 2010 presidential elections). In the course of one week, voters and observers sent in 528 testimonies on a variety of violations. This past year, the monitoring was conducted in close cooperation with independent observation groups, making the mapping more accurate. Electby.org moderators were able to verify 44 percent of all messages received via different sources.65

Since Belarusian users have regular access to most online resources under normal circumstances—blacklisted sites are blocked only in public facilities, not private offices or households—they generally have not employed proxy servers or other circumvention tools, leaving them vulnerable during politically sensitive periods when targeted disruptions occur. Circumvention tools have not been blocked by the authorities. Most often, people are reminded about blocking, hacking, trolling, and phishing only when it takes place.66

VIOLATIONS OF USER RIGHTS

While the overall level of repression decreased over the past year due to the lack of mass social protests such as those in 2011, the repression of online users became more targeted in 2012-2013. All three criminal cases involving the media during this period were for instances of online activism. Extralegal harassment and intimidation of online users has also increased.
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While the right to information and freedom of expression are guaranteed by the Belarusian constitution, they remain severely restricted and violated in practice. Formally, there are no laws ascribing criminal penalties or civil liability specifically for online activities, but since 2007 the government has employed a series of repressive laws—mainly defamation laws—that target traditional media to stifle critical voices online. The 2008 Law on Media identified online news outlets as “mass media.” According to this law, the Council of Ministers was supposed to further specify criteria for defining which websites belong to the category of “mass media,” as well as the procedures for their registration. To date this clarification has not taken place. Therefore, at the moment, online news outlets are not obliged to obtain state registration as mass media.

In October 2011, the government introduced, and the parliament approved, an “anti-revolutionary” package of amendments to laws regulating civic organizations and political parties, as well as to the criminal code. These amendments—which apply to internet-based media outlets—further criminalize protest actions, make receiving foreign funding a criminal offense, and extend the authority of the KGB. Under the amendments, the KGB is now freed from the oversight of other state bodies and has powers previously granted only during a state of emergency, including the right to enter the homes and offices of any citizen at any time without a court order.

While the repression of media practitioners and civic activists decreased in 2012, the persecution became more targeted. According to the Viasna Human Rights Center, there were 233 cases of politically-motivated administrative persecution (arrests, detentions, and fines) documented in 2012, including 104 arrests for terms ranging from 1 to 15 days. In 2012, the Belarusian Association of Journalists registered approximately 60 cases of detentions of journalists, independent press distributors, and members of social networks by representatives of different law-enforcement bodies. Detained media practitioners were usually released within 2-3 hours. There were, however, cases in which media workers were taken to court and sentenced to fines and terms of imprisonment (up to 15 days) under administrative law. In 2012, at least 13 journalists were officially warned by public prosecution offices for cooperating with foreign media without valid press credentials.

In the past year, each of the major cases of criminal prosecution against media practitioners concerned internet publications. The most prominent case concerned the outspoken journalist Andzej Poczobut, who in the last three years has been repeatedly detained, fined, and placed under administrative arrest. In 2011, he was convicted and received a three-year suspended sentence for insulting the president of Belarus in a series of articles posted online, including on the websites of the Polish daily Gazeta Wyborcza and Belaruspartisan.org, as well as on his LiveJournal blog. In June 2012, Poczobut was detained again for slandering the president in articles written on
the opposition websites Charter97.org and Belaruspartisan.org. During the politically-motivated investigation into his writings, Poczobut could not leave his city of residence. If convicted, he would have faced up to seven years in prison. On March 15, 2013, the Investigative Committee closed the case against Mr. Poczobut, having found no legitimate evidence of the alleged crime.

On July 4, 2012, as part of a publicity stunt carried out by the foreign advertising agency Studio Total, two Swedish pilots flew across the Belarusian border in a small plane and dropped hundreds of teddy bears with messages in support of solidarity and freedom of speech. On July 13, Anton Surapin, a 20-year-old journalism student who posted the first photos of the teddy bears on his website Belarusian News Photos, was arrested and spent over a month in a KGB prison for allegedly “assisting foreign citizens in illegally crossing the Belarusian border.” On August 17, Surapin was released, but the charges against him have not been lifted. Amnesty International included Surapin’s case in its top 10 most absurd and unjust arrests of 2012. Additionally, when Surapin’s independent media colleagues launched a solidarity campaign on his behalf that involved posting photographs of individuals holding messages of support, two individuals were arrested and fined for “unsanctioned picketing in the form of photography.”

On August 17, the journalist and civic activist Mikalay Petrushenka was criminally charged with defaming an Orsha public official in an article published on the Vitebsk-based Nash-dom.info website. The criminal proceedings were dropped on October 17, 2012.

In December, the prosecutor’s office issued a warning to a democratic activist from Rahachou concerning his articles published on a local independent website. The prosecutor claimed that the activist’s posts contained inaccurate information about the political and economic situation in Belarus, thus violating several articles of the criminal code regarding “insulting and discrediting the Republic of Belarus.”

In January 2013, three human rights defenders from Hrodna were convicted and fined for an unauthorized demonstration. The case was based on a photo posted on the website of the Viasna

Human Rights Center, which showed them holding the portrait of political prisoner Ales Bialiatski and a copy of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights.\(^{78}\)

In September 2012, the Belarusian government lifted a travel ban that had been placed on journalists, civic activists, and opposition politicians. Beginning in March 2012, a significant but unknown number of individuals, including practitioners working within online media, were banned from traveling abroad.\(^{79}\) This violation of freedom of movement was allegedly a reaction to the extension of the European Union’s visa ban list of Belarusian officials involved in the 2010-2011 repression. After removing the ban in September, the Citizenship and Migration Department explained it away as a software glitch.\(^{80}\)

While the authorities have long used petty charges to prosecute civic activists and independent reporters, this technique was increasingly applied against online activists in 2012-2013. Charges of “petty hooliganism” (Article 17.1 of the administrative code) were used to detain and arrest a number of online activists.\(^{81}\) For example, on May 7, 2013, in two separate court hearings, the blogger Dzmitry Halko and journalist Aliaksandr Yarashevich were found guilty of alleged petty hooliganism and disobeying the police (Article 23.4) and were sentenced to 10 and 12 days of arrest, respectively. Both were detained the night before near the Akrestina detention center in Minsk, where civil activists, politicians, and other journalists had gathered to meet those arrested during the April 26 Chernobyl March.\(^{82}\) For Yarashevich, this was the second arrest in a fortnight. On April 26, he and journalist Henadz Barbarych were detained for allegedly disobeying the police. On April 29, the Soviet district court of Minsk sentenced the journalists to three days of administrative detention (which they had almost served by the end of the trial) in spite of obvious contradictions and blatant discrepancies in the testimonies of policemen.\(^{83}\)

Individuals are required to present their passports and register when they buy a SIM card and obtain a mobile phone number. All telecommunication operators are obliged to install real-time surveillance hardware, which makes it possible to monitor all types of transmitted information (voice, mobile text message and internet traffic) as well as obtain other types of related data (such as user history, account balance, and other details) without judicial or other independent oversight. Mobile phone companies are required to turn over personal data of their customers at the government’s request.


\(^{79}\) For Belarusian Association of Journalists’ reaction to the restriction on journalists’ travel, see [http://baj.by/en/node/11459](http://baj.by/en/node/11459).


Since 2010, the Belarusian government has allocated resources for online surveillance technologies. In 2012, there were reports of Western firms supplying telecommunications hardware and software that would allow the state to expand its surveillance of citizens. A report by Index on Censorship states that the Swedish telecom companies TeliaSonera and Ericsson are possible purveyors of this type of equipment, working through Turkish and Austrian firms that are part-owners of Belarusian mobile telephone companies. The report also noted that the German police had trained their Belarusian colleagues to use software that could track communications in social networks.

Russian surveillance technologies are also employed in Belarus. In March 2010, Belarus acquired the SORM (“system for operational-investigative activities”) surveillance system, and has reportedly also purchased other Russian surveillance software that is designed to allow for monitoring of social networks.

Decree No. 60 requires ISPs to maintain records of the traffic of all internet protocol (IP) addresses, including those at home and at work, for one year. As a result, the state can request information about any citizen’s use of the internet. As of 2007, internet cafes are obliged to keep a year-long history of the domain names accessed by users and inform law enforcement bodies of suspected legal violations. In December 2012, the Council of Ministers abolished the requirement that the customers of internet cafes must present their passports. Instead, cybercafe employees are required to take pictures of or film visitors. This regulation, “On personal identification of internet cafe users,” came into legal force on January 28, 2013.

On July 17, police searched the apartment of the editor of the local independent website Orsha.eu. The editor’s computer and memory cards were confiscated on suspicion that the website contained a link to another website with pornographic content. The equipment was returned five months later without any explanation. In August, a correspondent of another independent regional
website was summoned to the prosecutor’s office and questioned about an article by a local opposition leader, which called for a boycott of the 2012 parliamentary elections and was published on Westki.info. The prosecutor threatened the journalist with administrative responsibility for the article, despite the fact that it was authored by another person.92

Instances of extralegal intimidation and harassment for online activities continued to take place in 2012-2013. In April 2012, a girlfriend of one of the leaders of the “Revolution Through Social Networks” internet group, which organized the 2011 “silent protests,” was taken from her apartment by plainclothes police officers, interrogated for eight hours, threatened with death, forced to record a video slandering her boyfriend Viachaslaw Dziyanau and herself, and was tried and fined for “hooliganism.” While leaving the country after the process, she was body-searched and her laptop and other electronic devices were confiscated at the border.93 On May 8, 2012, a customer was kicked out of an internet cafe in Minsk, insulted, and beaten up by the police for reading the Charter 97 website.94

In 2012, the authorities continued to harass active users of opposition communities on social networks. On August 30, the KGB raided the apartments and detained the administrators of the “We Are Sick of Lukashenka” online community, one of the largest on VKontakte. Created on the eve of the 2010 presidential election, the group numbered 37,000 users, mainly 15 to 25 years old, by August 2012. On the same day, the apartments of the administrators of a second community were also raided. Known as “Only ShOS,” which stands for “Wish He would Die,” this community had 15,000 members. The young activists were interrogated for four hours, threatened, and beaten. Two were incarcerated for five to seven days for “hooliganism,” while the rest were released. Simultaneously, hackers gained access to both online communities and removed their content.95 Nevertheless, the moderators created a backup VKontakte group, which already numbers more than 4,000 users.

On February 17, 2013, two Belarusian students on their way back from Warsaw, where they participated in a meeting dedicated to the “Day of Belarusian Wikipedia,” were detained in Brest. The students were questioned and their personal belongings were inspected. The students were released several hours later.96

96 “Затрэыханых студэнтаў-вікіпедыстаў адукасцілі” [Detained students - “wikipeidents” were released], Svaboda.org, February 17, 2013, http://www.svaboda.org/content/article/24904651.html.
One observer suggests that the August crackdowns were related to appeals for a public boycott of the September 2012 parliamentary elections, which the government considered to be both illegal and a threat to its legitimacy. First embraced by some opposition political parties, the calls for a boycott were taken up and advocated for by some internet communities. Dunja Mijatovic, the OSCE Representative on Freedom of the Media, condemned the persecution and noted that they “show continued efforts to muzzle dissenting voices and clamp down on freedom of expression online.”

Instances of technical attacks against the websites of independent media and civil society groups have continued to grow. Trojans are often used to spy on opposition activists and the independent media. In April, Iryna Khalip, a prominent Belarusian journalist and correspondent for the Russian newspaper Novaya Gazeta, received an infected file from an unknown user via Skype. The file posed as a photo of a document with a list of questions to be discussed during an urgent government meeting concerning the fate of her then imprisoned husband, former presidential candidate Andrei Sannikov. This Trojan, sent by an unknown user, was investigated by independent experts and found to have successfully infected 14 other computers, most of which belonged to Belarusian opposition politicians and civic activists.

A similar tactic was used against the independent trade union of the Belarusian Radio and Electronics Workers (REP). After the Skype and e-mail accounts of its leaders were hijacked with Trojan software, the hackers pretended to be REP representatives and contacted the union’s Danish partners in an attempt to obtain financial information regarding joint projects. This attack coincided with the confiscation of a laptop of a REP activist, Andrej Strizhak, by border control officers, and with verbal attacks against REP by state officials.

From July through August 2012, the website of “Platform,” an organization defending the rights of prisoners, experienced repeated distributed denial-of-service (DDoS) attacks. On August 7, 2012, the site was inaccessible for six hours. On the same day, the deputy director of the organization was detained near her house for allegedly “using bad language” in public. On August 31, 2012, unknown persons hacked the blog of the prominent opposition politician Viktar Ivashkevich on the popular news website Belaruspartisan.org. A text insulting Iryna Khalip was posted on the blog on behalf of Ivashkevich.

100 “[Скайп и почтовый ящик профсоюза РЭП взломали],” [Skype and email account of REP trade union hacked], Praca.by.info, August 7, 2013, http://www.praca-by.info/content/art.php?&sn_nid=48058&sn_cat=1.
101 “Сайт "Платформы" зноў спрабавал онлайн узламыць,” [“Platforma” website was attacked again], Svaboda.org, August 7, 2012, http://www.svaboda.org/content/article/24669047.html.
On April 2, 2013, the website of the Mogilev branch of the Viasna Human Rights Center was hacked and a fake article, containing threats by a human rights defender against an independent journalist, was posted. On April 23–26, 2013, four independent websites were hacked. On April 23, the Charter 97 website experienced a DDoS attack and ceased to function for an hour. The attacker was not identified, but Charter 97 attributed the attack to the Belarusian special services. On the morning of April 25, Belaruspartisan.org was attacked and a threatening letter from anonymous hackers was posted on the site. In the evening of that same day, the Viasna Human Rights Center website was hacked. Several publications posted on the site were distorted after attackers gained unauthorized access. The attack affected all three language versions of the site. On April 26, the website of the Belarusian Association of Journalists also experienced a DDoS attack, which started half an hour after an article was published titled, “Why independent websites are being hacked.”

Belarusian criminal law prohibits these types of “technical violence.” Specifically, Article 351 of the Criminal Code, covering “computer sabotage,” stipulates that the premeditated destruction, blocking, or disabling of computer information, programs, or equipment is punishable by fines, professional sanctions, and up to five years in prison. A special department at the Ministry of Internal Affairs is tasked with investigating such crimes. In reality, a number of the attacks on the independent websites and personal accounts of democratic activists have been linked to the authorities. The government has stated its intention to accede to the Council of Europe’s Convention on Cybercrime, but it has made no move to sign on to the Convention for the Protection of Individuals with regard to Automatic Processing of Personal Data.
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Brazil’s Electoral Law, which prohibits online media and traditional broadcasters from focusing on candidates for three months prior to an election, took center stage ahead of the October 2012 municipal elections, resulting in increased takedown notices and prosecutions of users found in violation of the law (see LIMITS ON CONTENT).

High-profile cases of intermediary liability—including criminal charges against Google executives—attracted international attention in 2012 and 2013 (see LIMITS ON CONTENT).

Retaliatory violence and intimidation of online journalists and bloggers increased in late 2012 and early 2013. Eduardo Carvalho, owner and editor of the Ultima Hora News website, was murdered in November 2012 in connection with his online work (see VIOLATIONS OF USER RIGHTS).

Brazil’s cybercrime law went into effect and its reconfigured Azeredo Bill, which establishes a framework for judicial takedown notices, was approved in April 2013 (see VIOLATIONS OF USER RIGHTS).
Brazil, which was first connected to the internet in 1990, has made significant gains in expanding internet access and mobile phone usage in recent years, offering tax incentives to the purveyors of information and communication technologies (ICTs) for continued investment in Brazilian infrastructure, and providing public access points (LAN houses) to citizens in order to facilitate internet connectivity.\textsuperscript{1} Despite such notable progress in increasing ICT availability, particularly via mobile technologies—4G services were introduced to Brazil in late April 2013—Brazil still faces challenges in its quest to reach internet penetration rates commensurate with the country’s economic wealth.

According to the International Telecommunication Union (ITU), Brazil’s internet penetration rate falls below the average enjoyed by North American and European countries, as does the number of Brazilian households with computers. Among the primary reasons for these deficiencies are faulty infrastructure, social inequality, and poor education. In order to combat such issues, the federal government has executed several national policies over recent years, resulting in an increase in social network activity and internet-mediated civic participation.\textsuperscript{2}

There is no evidence of the Brazilian government employing technical methods to filter or otherwise limit access to online content; however, it does frequently issue content removal requests to Google, Twitter, and other social media companies. Such requests increased in 2012 ahead of Brazil’s municipal elections, with approximately 235 court orders and 3 executive requests imploring Google to remove content that violated the electoral law.\textsuperscript{3} The law’s prohibition of any content that ridicules or could offend a candidate directly impacted freedom of online expression and played a pivotal role in two highly publicized cases of intermediary liability extending to Google executives. Law 9.054 prohibits online and traditional media from publishing stories about candidates for three months prior to elections. It also bans candidates from advertising on the internet for the same period of time unless they are contenders for the office of president.\textsuperscript{4}

Additional challenges to online expression in 2012 and 2013 came from civil defamation suits, increasing violence against bloggers and online journalists, and legal action by the judiciary and government officials. The penalties for such charges extend to content removal and fines. Brazil has


also witnessed an ongoing trend in which private litigants and official bodies sue internet service providers (ISPs) and ask for takedown notices to be sent to blogging and social-networking platforms. As Brazil rises to the level of other leading global economies and comes closer to a networked society, issues such as cybercrime and distributed denial-of-service (DDoS) attacks, access to public information, election campaigning on the internet, and intellectual property protection are increasingly in the spotlight.

Although 2012 was witness to positive legislation regarding cybercrimes, the right to information, and open governmental action plans, frustration has surrounded Brazil’s Marco Civil Bill, also known as the “Civil Rights Framework for the Internet,” introduced to Congress in August 2011. Congressional vote on this policy—which aims to guarantee access to the internet, safeguard freedom of speech and communication, protect privacy and personal data, and preserve net neutrality, among other provisions—was postponed five times during 2012. As of May 2013, a vote had not yet occurred. The main barrier to passage of the Marco Civil Bill has been Brazil’s telecom lobby, which objects to some of the provisions regarding net neutrality.

**OBSTACLES TO ACCESS**

Although development of information and communication technologies (ICTs) has increased in recent years, Brazil still lags behind many developing countries in terms of relative proportion of citizens with internet access. Widespread adoption of household internet services has been hindered by high costs, low quality, and regional infrastructural disparity. Despite these challenges, a number of government initiatives predicated on increasing national internet penetration have begun to bear fruit. The country’s mobile sector is thriving, and Brazilians are increasingly turning to smartphones to connect to the internet. As of mid-2013, Brazil was home to the largest mobile phone market in Latin America.

Internet penetration varies greatly among different geographical regions in Brazil due to inconsistent infrastructure; access also varies from urban to rural areas. In 2012, Brazil’s aggregate penetration rate was 50 percent. The latest figures from the Brazilian Internet Steering Committee portray disparate figures in urban versus rural areas: household penetration was measured at 43 percent in urban zones, compared to 10 percent in rural areas. Internet access is also less widespread in urban areas in the Northeast (22 percent penetration) than in the Southeast (49
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percent penetration). Although the number of broadband connections is increasing as prices begin to fall, widespread adoption of high-speed household connections has been delayed by a lack of infrastructure and a market dominated by major telecommunications and cable companies.

There are no specific legal or economic restrictions related to operating ISPs, mobile, or other digital technology providers, yet the Brazilian market remains highly concentrated. As of the fourth quarter of 2012, four companies—Oi, NET, Telefonica, and GVT—accounted for roughly 90 percent of the country’s broadband market. Fixed broadband technology, such as DSL and cable, accounts for 68 percent of household internet connections in Brazil. While mobile broadband, measured at 18 percent, is still in the minority, such technology now accounts for most new household broadband connections. In 2011, mobile broadband subscriptions exceeded dial-up connections for the first time, indicating that Brazil is following global broadband growth trends.

Public paid access centers—also known as local area network, or LAN, houses—are the primary means of internet access for low income Brazilians in many regions, providing access to nearly 68 percent of those from the lowest income brackets. A report from the Brazilian Internet Steering Committee noted a 10 percent decrease in use of LAN houses for internet access between 2011 and 2012. Nonetheless, such access points remain relevant to digital inclusion in Brazil, particularly in the northernmost regions of the country, where they are the second most commonly used means of connection after households.

Six private companies dominate Brazil’s mobile sector, the largest four of which—Oi, TIM, Claro, and Vivo—control over 99.8 percent of market share. Mobile penetration has grown significantly over the past five years, increasing by an average of 19 percent annually, and reaching 145 percent by the end of 2012. Smartphone sales also increased by 77 percent in the first half of 2012 as compared to the same period in 2011. Given such growth, Reuters forecasts that Brazil will become the fifth largest smartphone market in the world by the end of 2013.

Investment in mobile technology is further increasing due to the perceived demands of the World Cup, which will be hosted by Brazil in 2014. The country’s four largest mobile providers each
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began offering 4G services in April 2013 ahead of the Confederations Cup and each company has signed an agreement with National Telecommunications Agency ANATEL to provide 50 percent coverage in major cities by June 2013. It is likely that the timing of this agreement (which required that the companies be 4G ready ahead of the Confederations Cup) was conceived in order to provide the technology ample time for adoption—as well as a trial run—before the World Cup. Despite high hopes that 4G will elevate Brazil’s technological capacity, consumer advisory board Reclame has advised consumers that the expensive new service is unlikely to live up to its potential until infrastructure is improved. Such a prediction is unsurprising given that 40 percent of mobile phone users are reportedly unhappy with the quality of their current 3G coverage.

In recent years, the Brazilian Government has initiated multiple programs to connect the population to the internet. The National Broadband Plan, for example, launched in 2010, aims to triple broadband access by 2014. An increase in ICTs over the past few years, along with an attendant increase in the number of internet users, has also encouraged governmental agencies to improve the accessibility and quality of information available on institutional websites. In February 2012, the government announced a series of planned investments and tax incentives intended to expand various ICT and technological capabilities throughout the country. The development portion of the plan includes the expansion of the national fiber-optic cable from 11,000 to 30,000 km, the renewal of the One Laptop per Child program, and the extension of broadband technology to an additional 13 million households. It was also reported that tax incentives would apply to various technologies, including tablets, which would be distributed to public school teachers, presumably to increase digital literacy in classrooms. Following reports that tablet sales increased by 127 percent. Incentives were also extended to telecom companies in exchange for an agreement to invest $8 billion in Brazilian ICT infrastructure by 2016.

Brazil’s digital information landscape is largely unrestricted. Brazilians freely gather information from the internet, as well as through mobile phone technology and other ICTs. They also have access to a wide array of national and international news sources, blogs, social-networking
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platforms, and citizen journalism, the latter of which has proliferated over the past year. In keeping with Brazil’s ardent and growing internet user database, economists predict that eCommerce in Latin America’s largest economy will total $18.7 billion in 2012, representing a 21.9 percent increase from 2011.25

Social media and communication apps such as Orkut, Facebook, and YouTube are freely accessible and widely used in Brazil. In December 2011, Facebook surpassed Orkut, its rival within the country, in terms of subscribers. As of June 2012, 42 million Brazilians had Facebook accounts, a number which had ballooned to nearly 67 million by February 2013, ranking Brazil as the second largest user of Facebook after the United States. As a nation, Brazil is also home to the fifth-largest contingent of Twitter users in the world; among non-English speaking countries, it has the highest percentage of users globally.26

Two regulatory bodies oversee Brazilian ICTs: ANATEL, viewed by some Brazilians as inefficient, and the Administrative Council for Economic Defense (CADE), an antitrust body that is perceived to be more effective in addressing complaints. While both regulators are tasked with ensuring free, fair, and independent operation of ICTs, the General Telecommunications Law also authorizes CADE to make decisions concerning market concentration and price setting.27 Despite the presence of these regulatory bodies, competition between ICTs remains uneven. The Brazilian Internet Steering Committee (CGI.br), a multi-stakeholder organization created in 1995, has played a substantive role in Brazilian internet governance and regulation debate.28 The Committee’s contributions include reliable and comprehensive yearly reports on the state of internet adoption in Brazil as well as funding for internet governance-related research and academic publications. Committee members are drawn from the government, the private sector, academia, and nongovernmental organizations. The latest group of representatives was chosen in 2010 in relatively democratic and open elections.29

**LIMITS ON CONTENT**

The Brazilian government does not employ technical methods to filter or otherwise limit access to online content. Nonetheless, legal action pertaining to content removal by the judiciary and government officials, as well as highly publicized cases of intermediary liability, have emerged as possible barriers to free speech. Ahead of the October 2012 Municipal Elections, stringent enforcement of the Brazilian electoral law, which prohibits coverage of candidates in online and
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25 Brazilian Internet Steering Committee (CGI.br), “Survey On The Use Of Information And Communication Technologies In Brazil 2011,” p. 297; See also: “More Buyers Join Brazil’s Robust Ecommerce Market” [http://bit.ly/13V1sYm].


28 CGI.br, Principles for the Governance and Use of the Internet, accessed February16, 2013, [http://www.cgi.br/english/regulations/resolution2009-003.htm].

traditional media for three months prior to elections and also bans any online content which might “offend the dignity or decorum” of a candidate, added to the challenges associated with freedom of online expression. While fears have also surfaced regarding Brazil’s international image and censorship of national issues such as poverty ahead of the 2014 World Cup and 2016 Olympic Games, social media have been used for positive citizen action in recent years, extending to advocacy for the rights of indigenous communities.

Neither federal nor state governments have sponsored systematic content filtering or online censorship, however efforts to place limits on content have occurred periodically. A Google Transparency Report shows that in 2012, Brazil issued the highest number of government requests for content removal of any country. Brazil also ranks in the top three countries in all categories related to requests for content removal on Twitter’s Transparency Report, with 16 court orders issued between July and December 2012. Recent cases related to content removal concern defamation, nudity, and concern over Brazil’s international image. In May 2012, Facebook made the decision to remove photos of “SlutWalk,” demonstrations in which topless women advocated for women’s rights in various Brazilian cities. Facebook affirms that the censored photos constitute “nudity and pornography,” and removal is therefore in line with company policy. Members of SlutWalk allege that Facebook’s decision constitutes censorship of civil society action and urge the company to “distinguish between pornography and protest material” when removing content. In a separate instance, Google reportedly received requests from the Brazilian government to remove the world “favela” (slum) from its maps of the country, in order to detract attention from Brazil’s poor neighborhoods in advance of the 2014 World Cup and 2016 Olympic Games. Bloggers have been vocal in their condemnation of such censorship.

In July 2012, digital newspaper Século Diário received a court order to remove three articles and two editorials from its site, all of which concerned the performance of Prosecutor Marcelo Barbosa de Castro Zenkner. The judge further ruled that Século Diário must follow editorial recommendations stipulated by the court in future posts. This was the third time that Século Diário was issued a court order for the removal of content. In November 2012, a judge prohibited media
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from mentioning the name of the current vice mayor and mayor-elect of the city of Campo Mourão in articles concerning an alleged vote-buying scandal that occurred during the election. Notifications of the order were sent to a number of print and digital news sites investigating the alleged scheme, including the websites of Tásabendo and Coluna do Ely. Should any of the outlets ignore the judicial order, they will face fines of up to $14,000.\[38\]

State-initiated censorship in Brazil has primarily appeared in the context of elections, with defamation charges and the removal of content related to elected officials becoming increasingly common. This phenomenon is due in large part to an electoral law, extended to the internet in 2009, which tightly restricts the airing by opponents of content related to political candidates.\[39\] In March 2012, a ruling by the Electoral Superior Court resulted in the application of “time and place” restrictions to political speech on Twitter and other social media platforms, as well as the internet at large.\[40\] Although the law does not benefit any particular party, but instead seeks to maintain a civil and dignified electoral process, it has come under fire by freedom of expression advocates for its restriction of content both online and offline. Journalists and bloggers cannot presently make accusations against candidates for three months prior to elections; if they post any inflammatory content online related to a political candidate, they risk having their writing or videos removed, as well as being fined or arrested for defamation and violation of the country’s electoral law. A 2011 proposal to reform the current law would loosen pre-campaign restrictions, allowing for expanded discussion and campaigning by candidates online, so long as such political promotion is performed without intent of commercial gain.\[41\] Thus far, two committees have approved the bill; it is currently among those items prioritized for review.\[42\]

In late 2012 and early 2013, a spate of legal cases concerning intermediary liability drew worldwide attention to Brazil’s internet policies. In September 2012, a Brazilian electoral court issued arrest warrants for two senior Google Brazil executives, Edmundo Luiz Pinto Balthazar and Fabio Jose Silva Coelho, for failure to remove content prohibited under electoral law. The executives were accused of violating a vague provision that bans campaign material which “offend[s] the dignity or decorum” of a candidate.\[43\] Although the arrest of Balthazar was quickly overturned by a higher court on grounds that “Google [was] not the intellectual author of the video…and [could not] be ignore the judicial order, they will face fines of up to $14,000.\[38\]
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punished for its propagation," the case was later reinstated, bringing Balthazar back into the realm of the judiciary. Google finally blocked access to the controversial video in late September 2012 under pressure from Brazilian courts. In March 2013, Balthazar was denied habeas corpus relief (a writ or legal action requiring that a prisoner be taken before a judge in order to determine whether his detention is lawful) and the Brazilian Superior Electoral Court upheld the criminal charges filed against him for failing to comply with an electoral court order. Google maintains that as a platform it is not responsible for content published by users. Accordingly, the company announced that it would comply with only 35 of the 316 Brazilian court orders it received from July to December 2012 requesting the removal of content in violation of the country’s electoral law. In the remaining 281 cases, Google said that it would “exercise its right of appeal…on the basis that content is protected by freedom of expression under the Brazilian Constitution.” As of May 2013, criminal cases against both Coelho and Balthazar were still pending in Brazil.

Social media platforms such as Facebook and Orkut have also been subject to intermediary liability issues and are the main target of civil liability claims regarding content removal and defamation. In response to an electoral court order in December 2011, Google removed four Orkut profiles with content that violated Brazil’s electoral law. State courts in Brazil are still largely divided on the issue of intermediary liability, however. Some attribute the legal burden to crowdsourcing websites and social networks; others have adopted a notice-and-takedown approach that imposes liability only if the intermediary fails to remove content after judicial notice. A Brazilian judge issued a court order to YouTube for the removal of an anti-Islam video which sparked worldwide controversy and was blamed for instigating outbursts of violence in multiple countries. Citing fear of incitement to violence, Judge Gilson Delgado Miranda gave Google YouTube ten days to remove the trailer for the movie from its website. Nationwide legislation pertaining to takedown processes has been under debate in Brazil since the Marco Civil Bill, which includes a provision for the establishment of a judicial notice-and-takedown framework, began gaining media attention in 2009.

The Marco Civil Bill is intended to serve as a “Constitution for the Internet,” guaranteeing freedom of expression, net neutrality, and the right to privacy. Although previously lauded by Brazilian
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civil society, last-minute changes—including a provision that excludes copyright claims—that recent changes could pave the way for the removal of allegedly copyrighted content without a judicial order. Copyright owners could then sue intermediaries for alleged content infringement by users, a precedent that could force ISPs to police users themselves. The final language used in the new exclusionary paragraph of the Marco Civil Bill may also threaten legal certainty surrounding safe harbors for ISPs. Despite deep concern about these changes, House Representative Alessandro Molon is optimistic that the Marco Civil Bill will come to vote in the Chamber of Deputies and be signed into law by the end of 2013.

Over the past few years, Brazil has made several important developments regarding access to public information. The Access to Information initiative, signed into law in November 2011, went into effect in early 2012 and promises to increase transparency and enhance opportunities for civic participation, social action, and the exposure of corruption. The enactment of the Access to Information Act affords citizens the ability to request governmental information via the internet, while also requiring that state bodies utilize the internet for the disclosure of information about public administration, projects, and finances, all of which must be presented in an easily accessible and understandable manner and kept up to date. Brazil is also a founding member of the Open Government Partnership—a global effort to increase government transparency, efficacy, and accountability. Brazil’s Action Plan for Open Government includes the adoption of measures that will allow the country to (1) continue making headway in public transparency, (2) strengthen access to information, (3) manage public funds, (4) promote integrity in the public and private sectors, (5) foster citizen participation, and (6) deliver public services. According to a recent OGP report, to date, Brazil has secured 32 commitments by 5 governmental bodies, 18 of which have already been completed.

Social media is increasingly being used for civic activism in Brazil, with campaigns regarding indigenous rights, sanitation and water, and the need for reducing electoral campaign waste.

popping up on Twitter and Facebook as people in all regions of the country call the government to action. In late 2012, the Guarani-Kaiowá, an indigenous community in Mato Grosso do Sul threatened with eviction from ancestral lands, found support on Facebook and other social media platforms. In late October and early November, a wave of protests occurred in six Brazilian cities, as well as in overseas locales as far flung as Germany, Portugal, and the United States. Although it is difficult to ascertain the impact of the protests, given that the Guarani-Kaiowá also sent a letter to legislators announcing an intention to fight to the death for their land, a federal judge decided to suspend their eviction. Various campaigns for environmental rights have also been started on Twitter, Facebook, and other online forums, with online petitions being used to pressure the Secretary of State for the Environment to clean up pollution and prevent future sewage spills on local beaches.

VIOLATIONS OF USER RIGHTS

The Brazilian constitution forbids anonymity but protects freedom of speech, including cultural and religious expression. Specific laws also establish freedom of the press. Various cybercrime initiatives and court rulings made headlines in 2013 for their impact on regulation of computer intrusion, brand infringement, and discriminatory content. Although the internet is generally viewed as a freer atmosphere than traditional media, in 2012, 40 percent of the threats received by journalists and bloggers were related to content posted on personal blogs, websites, and social networks. This phenomenon emphasizes the multivariate challenges to freedom of expression on the internet, which concern not only legislation but also physical safety.

An increase in retaliatory violence against journalists and bloggers in late 2012, which appears to bear a clear link to content they posted online, negatively impacts freedom of expression and has the potential to encourage self-censorship. According to Reporters Without Borders, Brazil is now one of the world’s five deadliest countries for media personnel. In 2012 and 2013, Brazil was also witness to instances of local officials bringing defamation suits against bloggers and online journalists. One blogger faced a prison sentence for a fictional story he posted online.

In recent years, various legislative initiatives have directly affected freedom of expression rights. The Azeredo Bill (Lei Azeredo, Law #12.735/2012), which pertains to regulation of content online, was approved in April 2013 after major changes to its original, highly controversial
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63 The “Quem Suja Agora” Facebook page was created to monitor and denounce the refusal to collect electoral campaign waste: https://www.facebook.com/quemsujaagora.
proposal. By the time it was approved, only 6 of the law’s initial 22 articles remained. These items establish the creation of specialized teams and sectors structured by the judicial police to combat cybercrimes and to take down racist content (other defamatory content is not directly covered by the bill). Takedowns require judicial notice, but can be issued before police investigations have begun. Another initiative currently under consideration in the Senate, Bill 494/08, aims to impose a series of obligations on ISPs, websites, and blogs to ensure cooperation with the police in pedophilia investigations.

Two recent court decisions have made headlines in regard to their potential to influence the scope of freedom of expression on the internet. In September 2010, popular newspaper Folha de São Paulo won an injunction against satirical blog Falha de São Paulo on grounds that the name and layout of the blog were too similar to that of the newspaper and constituted brand infringement. The domain Falhadespaulo.com.br was subsequently frozen. In a countersuit in early 2013 in which the blog owners fought back against the newspaper, a Brazilian court upheld the ruling, permanently disabling the satirical site. Critics allege that such rulings set a dangerous precedent for censorship and interfere with diversity of online content while proponents applaud the court for upholding brand integrity and intellectual property standards.

In two separate cases in 2012, legal proceedings were brought against bloggers for alleged defamation. In the first case, blogger Afrânio Soares was sued by Ipu city council president Carmen Pinto. If he is found guilty, Soares may be charged with fines of more than $12,000. In the second case, defamation charges were filed against journalist and blogger José Cristian Góes in December 2012 for a fictional story he posted on his blog Infonet. The charges, which were both civil and criminal, were initiated by high court judge Edson Ulisses, who claimed that both he and his brother were defamed in the story, which mocks political corruption in Brazil but does not name or describe any particular person. In early July 2013, Góes was sentenced to 7 months and 16 days in prison. The sentence has since been commuted to community service. Góes plans to appeal the ruling.

As mentioned above, several legal provisions, including Article 57-D of the recently revised electoral law, place restrictions on anonymity. Users are generally required to register with their real names before purchasing mobile phones or opening a private internet connection, though the use of pseudonyms in discussion forums is common. Despite the potential for registries to be employed to punish users for critical online speech, as of May 2013, there were no reports of such actions, nor were there reports of government efforts to track netizens participating in discussions critical of the government or particular social or political groups.

Extralegal surveillance of internet activities by the government is not believed to be widespread, although efforts to collect user data have increased in recent years. In 2012, the Brazilian government submitted more user data requests to Google than all other Latin American nations combined. Although there is no public count, most of these requests are believed to be warrants or court orders likely related to ongoing investigations or lawsuits. In the case of Twitter, most user information requests were tied to criminal investigations. With the exceptions of an emergency situation or a legal prohibition related to a specific case, Twitter notifies users of requests for account information. With a total of 2,777 information requests sent to Google in 2012, and 34 sent to Twitter, Brazil is ranked by both companies as third worldwide in number of requests, following the United States and Japan.76

Some lawmakers have pushed for legal provisions requiring the recording of internet communications from public access points such as LAN houses in order to prevent crime. Such surveillance, lawmakers say, would also allow LAN houses to avoid liability for acts committed by users. Legislation of this kind already exists in São Paulo and Rio de Janeiro. A federal measure pertaining to compulsory registration of LAN users was approved by the House of Representatives in 2011 and is currently in the Senate, where it has been approved by three commissions and now awaits a final report.77 If finalized, the legislation would regulate LAN houses as “multi-purpose entities of special interest for digital inclusion,” requiring them to register all users.78

In a disturbing trend, threats, intimidation, and violence against online journalists and bloggers have been increasing in recent years. In February 2012, Mario Randolfo Marques Lopes, editor-in-chief of news website Vassouras na Net, was kidnapped and murdered. Marques, who often reported on police corruption and violence, had previously survived a 2011 assassination attempt that left him in a coma for three days.79 In late April 2012, Décio Sá, a longtime political journalist and blogger who wrote for the newspaper O Estado do Maranhão and ran a blog by the name of Blog do Décio, was

shot to death while sitting in a bar. Police suspect that Sá, who is survived by a pregnant wife and eight year old daughter, was targeted for his reporting.80

In July 2012, journalist Andre Caramante began receiving threats from Adriano Lopes Lucinda Telhada, a former military police commander and a candidate in the October 2012 municipal elections. The threats began after Caramante wrote a column that was critical of Telhada for newspaper Folha de Sao Paulo. Telhada quickly turned to Facebook to vent his anger, where he posted inflammatory messages that surpassed defamation and amounted to incitement of hatred, according to a press release from Reporters Without Borders. Telhada, who later won the municipal election and is now a councilman in Sao Paulo, denies having posted such material online.81

In November 2012, Eduardo Carvalho, owner and editor of the Ultima Hora News website, was murdered as he returned to his home in Campo Grande. Carvalho, a former military police officer who often wrote about local corruption, had already survived one earlier attack on his life. Prior to his murder, Carvalho had received so many death threats that he always carried a gun and often wore a bullet proof vest.82 In December 2012, the home of Antonio Fabiano Portilho Coene, owner of the Portal i9 website, was attacked by unidentified gunmen who threw a Molotov cocktail into the courtyard and fired shots on the house. Before leaving, the assailants placed a hammer outside the house with a message warning that Portilho would be beaten to death and referencing the murder of fellow corruption reporter Eduardo Carvalho. No injuries were sustained by Portilho or his family.83

Cyberattacks are a significant problem in Brazil, with targets ranging from online banking sites to energy plants.84 In early 2012, the hacker group Anonymous made a significant impact by launching distributed denial-of-service (DDos) attacks against the websites of three of Brazil’s largest banks,85 including Banco de Brasil, the largest in the country. An increasing amount instructional material for hackers is also produced in Brazil, including information on how to conduct illegal mobile phone wiretaps or hack passwords.86

In April 2013, a Brazilian cybercrime law commonly referred to as “Lei Dieckman” came into force. The law’s adopted moniker comes from actress Carolina Dieckman due to the fact that the

---

legislation took center stage after nude photos of her were distributed online in early 2012.\textsuperscript{87} The law criminalizes breaches of digital privacy such as computer intrusion, the “installation of vulnerabilities,” and editing, obtaining or deleting information—including credit card numbers—without authorization. The distribution, sale, production, or offer of programs or devices meant to facilitate the aforementioned actions or to interrupt ICT services are also categorized as crimes. Associated punishments vary from fines to up to five years imprisonment.

BURMA

INTERNET FREEDOM STATUS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>2012</th>
<th>2013</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Obstacles to Access (0-25)</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Limits on Content (0-35)</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Violations of User Rights (0-40)</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total (0-100)</strong></td>
<td><strong>75</strong></td>
<td><strong>62</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*0=most free, 100=least free

POPULATION: 55 million
INTERNET PENETRATION 2012: 1 percent
SOCIAL MEDIA/ICT APPS BLOCKED: Yes
POLITICAL/SOCIAL CONTENT BLOCKED: No
BLOGGERS/ICT USERS ARRESTED: No
PRESS FREEDOM 2013 STATUS: Not Free

KEY DEVELOPMENTS: MAY 2012 – APRIL 2013

- Burma lifted online censorship in 2012—in practice, if not in law (see LIMITS ON CONTENT).
- In January 2013, Information Minister Thein Tun was dismissed on corruption charges after he blocked attempts to reduce the high cost of mobile SIM cards (see OBSTACLES TO ACCESS).
- A 2013 government distribution of cheaper SIM cards spawned a black market without improving service (see OBSTACLES TO ACCESS).
- Vicious online postings, some by officials, promoted violence that internally displaced over 120,000 Rohingya Muslims (see LIMITS ON CONTENT).
- A draft telecommunications law, though badly needed to attract foreign investment, retained repressive measures that were still being debated in mid-2013 (see VIOLATIONS OF USER RIGHTS).
Burma’s nominally civilian government took significant steps in the past year to reform what was, until very recently, among the world’s most repressive and underdeveloped telecommunication sectors, notably lifting a policy of media censorship that had been in place for the past 48 years in August 2012. Few limits on content remain online, and several experts privately told Freedom House that the government has no plans to expand monitoring and filtering technology nationwide. If true, this liberalized attitude has yet to be supported by legal reform. Repressive media laws enacted by the military regime are still in place, and could be used at any time to punish online expression, while drafts prepared to replace them retained content restrictions and harsh penalties for violating them electronically. In summer 2013, lawmakers still appeared open to consultation to improve these drafts. Doing so would keep them on the startling upward trajectory the country registered for its internet freedom record in 2012.

The changes stem from Burma’s gradual transition from military rule to democracy following what were widely viewed as sham 2010 elections that secured the junta’s supporters an 80 percent majority in the legislature. When parliament appointed Thein Sein—a military leader who had served as prime minister since 2007—as its first civilian president in March 2011, a political transformation seemed unlikely. But Thein Sein proved a comparative moderate. While he maintained discriminatory policies against ethnic minorities like the Muslim Rohingya, he also engineered a détente with opposition leader Aung San Suu Kyi and her National League for Democracy (NLD) party, which won 43 of the 44 parliamentary seats they contested in April 2012 by-elections. Though the win was too small a gain to affect the balance of power in government, the NLD’s participation alone was significant. Since the junta discounted a landslide NLD electoral victory in 1990, the opposition has either boycotted or been excluded from politics. Suu Kyi, a Nobel Peace laureate kept under house arrest for much of the past two decades, was sworn into public office as a representative of the township of Kawhmu in the lower house of parliament on May 2, 2012.

Burma’s young information and communications technology (ICT) sector developed in a climate of fear and self-censorship under the junta. The government’s first attempt to restrict internet freedom was through the 1996 Myanmar Computer Science Development Law, which made the

---

1 Unless otherwise noted, all interviews for this report were conducted in Burma on the basis of anonymity.
2 The military-led government renamed the country Myanmar without a referendum in 1989, a decision the opposition rejected as politicized. Many international governments and organizations, including Freedom House, retain the use of Burma on those grounds, though Myanmar is becoming more common since the regime has adopted a more civilian form of government.
possession of an unregistered computer modem and connection to unauthorized networks punishable by up to 15 years in prison.

How the industry will adapt once the model of state control is transformed has yet to be seen. In 2012 the government announced plans to systematically privatize its telecommunications sector. Yet the persisting state monopoly keeps costs high and quality low, while competing services, like voice over internet protocol applications, are banned. Although mobile phone use expanded in 2012, phone and internet connectivity remains extremely poor, and only a tiny percentage of the population has regular access to ICTs. In January 2013, just after Transparency International ranked Burma fifth worst worldwide out of 176 countries in a global survey of corruption in the public sector, Information Minister Thein Tun became the first member of the cabinet to be dismissed amid an anti-graft probe, leading many to hope that these systemic inequalities are on the point of change.

Besides corruption, lack of coordination between government agencies and rivalries among ruling elites are also responsible for confusing and contradictory initiatives. SIM cards with quality service cost citizens over $200, while a 2013 government initiative to distribute them for $2 each was mired in corruption allegations by mid-year. The government is also planning to offer overseas visitors affordable mobile service during the December 2013 Southeast Asian Games as part of a bid to raise Burma’s profile on the international stage; Burma is also chairing the ASEAN regional meeting in 2014. Though the government awarded two foreign telecom companies licenses to provide service, observers say a draft telecommunication bill could oblige them to cooperate with state interception and monitoring of their users. Meanwhile, Chinese companies play a central role in sustaining the industry, but two of them, Huawei and ZTE, were implicated in the corruption investigation into Thein Tun, according to Radio Free Asia. Even while reforms are underway, the average Burmese user may be the last to benefit.

Burma’s engaged online communities, however, are resilient, and their influence has often been felt beyond their comparatively small subset of the population. Many pushed the boundaries of permissible speech during the era of censorship, ensuring the offline spread of reports by exile-run news websites, among other banned content. Ethnic minority groups—of which official statistics count more than 130, not including an estimated 800,000 population of Rohingya who are denied citizenship under Burmese law—have also used the internet to promote a multi-ethnic Burma in the past.

Troublingly, the newly liberalized online space shows signs of disconnecting from this pluralistic vision, in part because poor infrastructure and connections discourage consumers from seeking out diverse sources of information, but also because the lifted restrictions allowed for an outpouring of hate speech directed at the Muslim minority. In the past year, social media played an undisputed role in amplifying racial and religious tensions—further stoked by some state institutions and

---


mainstream news websites—between them and the majority Buddhist groups in western Arakan state. Over 100 people were killed and 120,000 people, mostly Rohingya, internally displaced in the violence that resulted; more than 40 were reported dead after similar riots broke out in the heartland township of Meiktila in March 2013. Deadly riots were subsequently documented in the central town of Okkan and Lashio in northern Shan state in April and May.

Other post-censorship phenomena included a parliamentary hunt for an anonymous blogger who criticized a new law that defies the constitution. Cyberattacks on Burmese news websites also appear to be on the rise. Several media practitioners reported hackers attempting to compromise their personal email accounts in late 2012 and early 2013, prompting open debate about the alleged involvement of the military, which a government spokesperson denied. It is too soon to cast this as a negative trend. However, those in Burma who have undergone decades of information control and strict punishment for forbidden expression, and minority communities who fear further marginalization from the dominant national discourse, remain cautious. Some distance still needs to be covered before they enjoy full freedoms online.

**OBSTACLES TO ACCESS**

Besides a state monopoly of telecommunications companies, the lack of a legal framework, poor infrastructure and widespread poverty limit Burmese citizens’ internet access and usage. Over the past three years, the number of internet users has notably increased, though it remains only a fraction of the population. The International Telecommunication Union (ITU) estimated internet penetration at 1 percent in 2012. This seems surprisingly low, although the precise scale of usage is notoriously difficult to ascertain in Burma, where independent surveys are not available and government statistics historically lack credibility. Nevertheless, government sources and a Burmese telecommunications expert interviewed for this report estimated one million internet users in the country in 2012, putting penetration closer to 2 percent. One 2012 news report put the number of broadband Internet users at 150,000; the ITU estimated just 5,400 in its 2012 survey.

---

The Ministry of Communications and Information Technology (MCIT) retains control over the country’s international connection to the internet through two main internet service providers,19 the state-owned Myanmar Post Telecommunication (MPT) and the military-linked Yatanarpon Teleport (YTP). Private internet connections are prohibitively expensive, though there is significant regional variation. The one-time installation cost of broadband access ranged from $530 to $588 in early 2012, down from $625 the previous year, depending on speed and connection method.20 Monthly fees vary from $30 for 512Kbps to $155 for 3Mpbs.21 MPT and YTP also offer ADSL service via landline, and dramatically lowered installation costs in late 2012.22 YTP reduced them from $588 to $117, while MPT’s went down from $588 to $58. For comparison, the private company Redlink charges about $500 for installation and monthly fees from $30 to US$130 for its popular Wi-Fi service, according to its data plan. However, since Burma’s gross domestic product was just $848 per capita in 2012, these costs keep personal internet access far out of reach for the majority.23

More people can access the internet via mobile phone. Government sources reported 5.4 million mobile phone subscribers in Burma at the end of December 2012, a significant jump from the 2.8 million mobile subscribers Freedom House documented in February 2012;24 the ITU agreed and estimated penetration at 11 percent. One November 2012 news report estimated the number of mobile internet users at over 200,000.25 Meanwhile, once-essential cybercafés are receiving fewer visitors as personal connections proliferate.26

MPT controls the mobile phone market, but grants distribution rights to a select set of trusted companies, either military-linked—like YTP—or privately owned but closely linked to the government—like Elite, a subsidiary of Htoo Trading Company owned by tycoon Tay Za, who the U.S. government has long sanctioned from trading with American companies for his association with the junta.27 Smaller firms seeking retail vending rights must purchase equipment from these

---

19 Many still refer to the Ministry, formerly responsible for Communications, Posts and Telegraphs, by its old abbreviation MCPT.
20 Interview with telecommunication company employees, January 2013.
26 Interviews with three cybercafé proprietors in Rangoon and two in Naypyidaw, and nine mobile phone users in Rangoon and Mandalay, January 2013. See also, “Cyber Cafes do not Receive Internet Users as Before, and Asked for Price Reduction” (in Burmese), Popular News, August 11, 2012.
larger distributors and are generally unable to offer consumers lower prices than the ones mandated by those at the top of the chain.

The retail mobile market has become more dynamic to meet rising demand, but poor service has limited the expansion of mobile internet, even after some ambitious public initiatives. In 2011, the government announced a project to expand the number of mobile phone lines almost six-fold—to 30 million—over the next five years. In January 2012, private company Shwe Pyi Ta Khun announced it was seeking permission from the President’s Office to sell a SIM card for 5,000 kyat ($6) as part of the president’s poverty reduction initiative, to widespread acclaim. Within a week, however, officials rejected the proposal. Authorities subsequently pressured companies to chop the price of a SIM card from 500,000 kyats ($625) to 200,000-250,000 kyats ($250-312). But the supply of new cards could not meet consumer demand, while the continuing poor quality of service disappointed users, according to news reports and Freedom House interviews. In many cases mobile internet barely functions, even in major cities.

In March 2013, facing mounting public pressure, President Thein Sein pledged that the government would price SIM cards at 1,500 kyat ($2) starting in April. Though a welcome development, the distribution of the new cards was a gift to corrupt officials and black market racketeers. Rather than make them available through service providers, users were directed to local government offices, where they were asked to submit household registration, ID, and two photos. The application was not for a SIM card, but for the opportunity to enter a draw for the chance to buy one of the 350,000 circulated nationwide.

Events in the Rangoon Division are probably representative of what happened next around the country. Having received a quota of 119,000 cards, local officials promptly reserved a quarter for themselves and their staff before allocating the rest to different townships. In one neighborhood, over 2,500 applicants competed for 114 cards that were soon being resold for 60,000 kyats ($666) to 90,000 kyats ($1000), despite numerous reports of unreliable, substandard service. The government issued a second round of 1,500 kyat cards using the same system in May.

Another major drawback of the SIM cards is that they used an outdated CDMA 800 MHz network launched in 1999, rather than the GSM system that is more common worldwide, even though GSM has been available in Burma since 2002 and is considerably more popular. Sources interviewed for this report told Freedom House that the CDMA network is owned by the military conglomerate Myanmar Economic Cooperation (MEC), which sold the SIM cards cheaply for public use because the CDMA network is no longer useful for the military. The deal benefits Chinese companies selling CDMA-capable handsets. The best-selling mobile handset in 2012 was one developed by

29 December 2012 figures showed 4 million subscribers on the GSM network, and 1 million on two CDMA networks, 800MHz and 450 MHz. An additional 0.7 million subscribed to 3G services on the WCDMA network launched in 2008. In December 2012, the Ministry launched a joint “One Million Phone Lines” project with Chinese telecommunication companies to introduce 3G network-capable GSM and WCDMA phones in five cities. See, MCIT, “Telecommunication Operator Tender Evaluation.”
Chinese technology giant Huawei, which at 100,000 kyats ($117), was still beyond the reach of most Burmese, according to local market researchers.

In July 2012, the government announced plans to liberalize its telecom sector and invite foreign investment. A senior official said that a total of four operating licenses would be granted—two for Burmese companies and two for foreign firms, incorporating 4G services as early as 2013. The plan proposed privatizing MPT to form the Myanmar Telecoms Company, which would be awarded one of the cellphone licenses. Another would go to YTP, though other companies were reportedly applying, possibly for joint ventures. Critics raised concerns about possible conflicts of interest in the tender process for domestic licenses.

In June 2013, the government awarded the international licenses Norway’s Telenor and Qatar Telecom, allowing them to offer services and infrastructure alongside local firms. However, as the coverage period of this report ended, the legislature has not enacted a telecommunications law governing their operation. Critics of a draft from early 2013 noted repressive prohibitions of anti-state content and social media use, and that it may require intermediary service and content providers to cooperate with state surveillance to detect violators. Human Rights Watch warned international telecommunications companies that there is a risk of complicity in human rights abuses if they enter the Burmese market before adequate protections are in place.

In the meantime, foreign investment in telecommunications was less than $6 million per year in early 2012. According to official data, there are currently 14,000 kilometers of fiber in Burma and around 1,800 towers, leaving an estimated 15,000 towers and hundreds of thousands of kilometers of fiber to make up the difference required to meet the government’s expansion objectives. Experts estimate the total cost involved would be closer to $4 billion.

The government—though unable to meet demand for existing services—announced two additional projects during the coverage period for this report. The first was an installment plan to offset the cost of mobile telephones in rural areas begun in October 2012, which requires a 40,000 kyats ($47) down payment followed by 10,000 kyats ($11) per month. Critics said the plan disguises the high cost of the phones—which comes to a total of 150,000 kyats ($176)—rather than bringing...

---

it down. ³⁷ The second project involved SIM cards for foreign visitors during the Southeast Asia Games, which Burma is scheduled to host in December 2013. According to a senior government official, the temporary SIM card will be sold to non-Burmese citizens for $15, some 12 times cheaper than the price paid by most locals. The information ministry also announced that it will increase internet connection speeds in time for the Games. Chinese firms will reportedly provide technical support for this upgrade and broader ICT security efforts. ³⁸ Huawei, for example, donated three million dollars’ worth of video conferencing equipment to organizers of the Games in late 2012. ³⁹

Though limits on content have declined dramatically in the past two years, the state’s links with telecommunications companies mean it is still inclined to restrict ICT access when profits are at risk. In October 2012, the government announced that it would sever internet connections detected making international calls via Voice over Internet Protocol (VoIP). ⁴⁰ International VoIP calls made via applications such as Skype, Gtalk, Pingo, VBuzzer, and VZO were banned under a government directive in March 2011, which prescribed penalties ranging from fines or confiscation of property to five years’ imprisonment. The measure was apparently aimed at protecting revenue earned from international phone calls made over the network of the state-owned telecom,⁴¹ or via a new government-sponsored VoIP program called Ytalk launched in late 2011. ⁴² The directive, however, is not effectively enforced.

The Posts and Telecommunications Department regulates Burma’s telecommunications industry under the MCIT. While there are several other state institutions tasked with ICT development and management, they are either not very active or exist only on paper. ⁴³ Under the junta, the MCIT and intelligence agencies implemented arbitrary and ad hoc censorship decisions. Under the more civilian government, however, the MCIT has demonstrated more authority on telecommunications issues.

In early January 2013, Minister of Information and Telecommunications Thein Tun was fired for alleged corruption, in the first anti-graft probe under the new government to target a cabinet minister. ⁴⁴ The minister, who had blocked efforts to reduce the price of SIM cards in favor of his own initiative to sell four million cards at $220 a pop, is now under house arrest; the investigation,

³⁷ Author’s interview with three local journalists who cover IT news, January 2013.
⁴² Author’s interviews with two Burmese IT experts and four local journalists, June 2012.
⁴³ These include the Myanmar Computer Science Development Council, the e-National Task Force, the Myanmar Computer Federation, the Myanmar Computer Professionals’ Association, the Myanmar Computer Industry Association, and the Myanmar Computer Enthusiasts’ Association.
which is also looking into handsets produced by Huawei and ZTE, is ongoing. The investigation overshadowed the reforms in the telecommunications sector, but also signaled a possible turning point. Many observers expressed hopes of fairer pricing and a lifting of the VoIP ban in the aftermath of the minister’s removal. In a reminder that the military still has an overwhelming influence in government, however, Thein Sein tapped Myat Hein, commander-in-chief of the air force, to replace him in February 2013.

On August 20, 2012, the government lifted the systematic state censorship of traditional and electronic media prior to publication that had been in place for nearly five decades. Political content appeared to be almost universally available, and even social content, such as pornography, was not blocked in mid-2013. Troublingly, however, draft legislation maintains that may even intensify limits on content outlined in existing laws. What’s more, the transformation had some unforeseen effects, as simmering distrust between Burma’s ethnic groups found expression on social media, and particularly targeted the Rohingya, whom commentators of all stripes characterized as “dogs, thieves, terrorists and various expletives.”

For years, the Burmese government had systematically restricted access to political content online, but in September 2011 they lifted blocks on foreign news sources and major exile media sites; the latter had long been on the regime’s blacklist for their critical reporting. The websites of international human rights groups were also unblocked. In tests conducted by OpenNet Initiative on YTP in August 2012, only 5 out of 541 URLs categorized as political content were blocked. When Freedom House conducted its own tests in December, almost all previously banned websites, including those five, were accessible. By mid-2013, even sites hosting previously-filtered social content about pornography or drugs, were no longer blocked.

50 One of the URLs listed as blocked by ONI, http://www.niknayman-niknayman.co.cc, was not found in or outside Burma.
Despite these notable positive developments, the impact of the new opening has been tempered by an atmosphere of uncertainty. In particular, harsh laws governing content remain in effect pending the passage of replacements to repeal them, which some observers say could be even stricter. The draft telecommunications bill that will regulate service providers also contains content restrictions, at least in early drafts, according to news reports. A report published in November 2012 noted that one of the law’s new articles appeared to ban social media use entirely, though whether that was the intent or how it might be implemented is not known. Human Rights Watch reported that a draft it reviewed includes ill-defined bans on “indecent” and “undesirable” content that are open to abuse. Journalists also objected to another draft law governing the print media for introducing the kind of censorship familiar from its repressive predecessor, including bans on criticism of the constitution; the implications for online news outlets remain unclear. Civil society groups objected to both drafts, and their passage was consequently delayed beyond the coverage period of this report. Observers noted that although government consultations with different stakeholders regarding the law were far from perfect, they were better than in the past.

Threats remain effective tools to force intermediaries to delete content; however, the extent of this practice and its impact on the information environment as a whole is hard to measure. Self-censorship remains common online, though topics considered off-limits have changed. In particular, internet users have been reluctant to raise human rights abuses committed in the past under the junta, for fear of jeopardizing the political opening. Objective coverage of the Rohingya, let alone defense of the persecuted minority, has become taboo, and news outlets that continue to provide it are accused of anti-Burmese bias.

As limits on content are lifting, ministries and political groups have used ICTs to challenge the opposition, rather than blocking them. Several ministries, including the Ministry of Information, have their own websites and blogs. Other blogs, such as Myanmar Express and OppositEye, were more manipulative, launching smear campaigns against the opposition and Aung San Suu Kyi.

As in 2011, social media tools gained prominence in 2012 and 2013, including Facebook, Twitter, Friendfinder, Netlog, and Google+. Facebook is the most popular, since many users developed the habit of using the platform to share information, initiate collective action on social and political issues, or follow exile media outlets when website blocking was still pervasive. Although no precise statistics are available on the number of Facebook users in Burma, one expert estimated that 80 percent of the country’s internet users had a Facebook account in 2011. For some users frustrated at the challenge of navigating between sites on poor connections, Facebook is the sole source of online news.

---

52 Human Rights Watch, “Reforming Telecommunications in Burma,”
Unfortunately, hate groups and manipulative photos and messages are also common on Facebook, and Burmese internet users spread racially-charged comments across social media platforms throughout the coverage period.\(^6\) Several promoted violence, including a self-designated “beheading gang” that targeted Muslims on Facebook, which the platform later removed from the site.\(^7\) The hatred expressed online and in government statements in the media proved mutually reinforcing.\(^8\) In 2012, religious riots broke out in western Arakan state sparked by state and private media reports that treated the rape and murder of a local woman as a racially-motivated crime,\(^9\) and contrasted the Arakan Buddhist victim with her allegedly Muslim attackers.\(^10\) Propaganda photos and posts from both sides of the conflict circulated on the internet.\(^11\) A senior official from the president’s office framed the issue as a matter of national security on his personal Facebook page and urged people to rally behind the armed forces.\(^12\) Since the riots took place in a remote area challenging for journalists to reach, these Facebook updates were disproportionately influential in media reports.\(^13\) The anti-Rohingya rhetoric sparked counter-protests overseas, including one coordinated by hacktivist group Anonymous, which sent 24,000 messages per hour with the hashtag #RohingyaNOW one day in March 2013.\(^14\)

Other online activism was more positive. In 2012, villagers, Buddhist monks, and citizen journalists united on Facebook to mobilize against a copper mine in the central Letpadaung hills, run by the military-owned conglomerate Union of Myanmar Economic Holdings Limited and China’s Wanbao Mining Limited, a subsidiary of the arms manufacturer NORINCO. Initially, politicians and traditional media largely ignored the protesters, who called for a halt to the project citing environmental, social and health concerns. However, on November 29, 2012, riot police raided six protest camps at the mine, detained several dozen protesters, and injured at least 100 Buddhist monks and villagers, many of whom incurred severe burns. Activists used Facebook extensively to post photos and information about the crackdown, triggering an outcry from the media and the political opposition. Recognition, however, was the only substantive outcome of the action. President Thein Sein appointed Aung San Suu Kyi to chair an Investigation Commission. However, the Commission recommended that the mining project go ahead in March 2013.\(^15\)


\(^{10}\) On June 3, 10 Muslims were killed in the same region in apparent retaliation for the murder of the Buddhist girl.


\(^{12}\) Min Zin, “Why Sectarian Conflict in Burma is Bad for Democracy.”

\(^{13}\) Hmuu Zaw’s Facebook page, accessed on August 2013, [https://www.facebook.com/hmuu.zaw](https://www.facebook.com/hmuu.zaw).


Besides employing online tools for social and political mobilization, users have organized gatherings, with government permission, to share general ICT-related knowledge. In January 2013, Burma’s fourth BarCamp—a user-generated conference about technology and the internet—was held in Rangoon with over 6,000 participants. BarCamp meetings were also held in cities like Mandalay and Bassein.

### VIOLATIONS OF USER RIGHTS

Given Burma’s appalling history of violating user rights, late 2012 and early 2013 were comparatively neutral periods as citizens awaited the results of sluggish legislative reforms. Users remain at risk of prosecution and imprisonment under the repressive laws enacted by the junta, and in a troubling May 2013 analysis, Human Rights Watch noted that an early draft of the telecommunications law retained the Electronic Transactions Law’s repressive section 33 without change. Bloggers are not immune from legal threats, and a parliamentary committee wasted valuable time and resources trying to identify an anonymous blogger who had criticized their conflict with a constitutional court. Yet no new arrests were reported, and the only ICT-related imprisonments on record involve former officials accused of leaking secrets.

The current constitution, drafted by the military-led government and approved in a flawed 2008 referendum, does not guarantee internet freedom. It simply states that every citizen may exercise the right to “express and publish their convictions and opinions,” but only if these are “not contrary to the laws enacted for Union [of Myanmar] security, prevalence of law and order, community peace and tranquility or public order and morality.” Three other laws govern ICTs: the 1996 Computer Science Development Law, the 2002 Wide Area Network Order, and the 2004 Electronic Transactions Law (ETL). Of the three, the ETL is the most notorious and frequently used. Under section 33, internet users face prison terms of 7 to 15 years and possible fines for “any act detrimental to” state security, law and order, community peace and tranquility, national solidarity, the national economy, or national culture—including “receiving or sending” related information. In 2011, state-run media warned that the ETL could apply to defamatory statements made on Facebook.

Draft laws to reform this legislative framework were expected to pass in 2013, but their status at the end of the coverage period remained unclear. Traditional media censorship was still authorized in theory by the Printers and Publishers Registration Act of 1962, even though the board that
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71 Interview with a senior government advisor, January 2013.
enforced it was dismantled. Though new legislation that would repeal this law was passed in the lower house of parliament in July 2013, it stalled in the upper house. Critics point out it retains vaguely worded content controls and potentially punitive licensing for news outlets, even though many lawmakers believed these had been removed following consultations with journalists. Similarly, the draft telecommunications law, which corresponds most closely to the ETL, reproduced that law’s repressive section 33 verbatim, according to a review of one draft by Human Rights Watch. Officials told Human Rights Watch that many repressive measures were missing from a subsequent draft, but this has not been made public.

While potential penalties for ICT use still exist, no arrests were reported during the coverage period. At least three former military or government officials remain imprisoned after they were sentenced in early 2010 for leaking sensitive information about junta activities to overseas groups via the internet. Dozens of political prisoners formerly jailed for electronic activities remain free since they were released en masse in 2011. In general, however, these releases came with a condition that reoffenders will receive a new sentence in addition to previously unfinished sentences.

Although limits on content have loosened, content producers continue to face legal investigations for publishing online. Two print newspapers with websites, the Voice Weekly and Modern Journey, were sued for libel in 2012 for reports they said were in the public interest. In another notorious example, a member of the military-backed ruling party urged parliament to uncover the identity of pseudonymous blogger, “Dr. Seik Phwar,” following a January 14, 2013 post titled, “Is Parliament Above The Law?” The article questioned parliament’s decision to amend a law governing a nine-member, presidentially-appointed constitutional tribunal with power to overrule the government. The amendment, which Thein Sein adopted on January 22 under pressure from parliamentarians, gives them the right to challenge the tribunal’s rulings, even though its authority is outlined in article 324 of the 2008 constitution. On February 8, a 17-member parliamentary committee was established to uncover the blogger’s identity, though when it announced its findings in July it did...

74 Human Rights Watch, “Reforming Telecommunications in Burma,”
75 In August 2013, outside the coverage period of this report, a state news report said a bill amending the ETL submitted to parliament proposed more lenient sentences.
76 In January 2010, a former military officer and a foreign affairs official were sentenced to death, and another foreign affairs official was sentenced to 15 years in prison, for leaking information and photographs about military tunnels and a general’s trip to North Korea. Interview with Bo Kyi, cofounder of the Association for Assisting Political Prisoners (Burma), July 2012. The executions have not been carried out.
not appear to have succeeded. The case was further complicated by the blogger’s unclear political affiliation, since Seik Phwar had criticized both Aung San Suu Kyi and Thein Sein alike since 2011, and many observers believe he is influenced by anti-reformist military hardliners. Some of his articles were reproduced in the journal *Smart News*, which is published by the information ministry.

How the new environment might transform state surveillance, which has historically been pervasive and politicized, is not known. Experts interviewed for this report said there are no funds or interest in developing nationwide technical surveillance at present, though activists are still monitored.

The junta is believed to have carried out cyberattacks against opposition websites in the past. These attacks increased in February 2013 when many journalists and academics, including the author of this report, received Google’s notification of state-sponsored attempts to infiltrate personal accounts on its e-mail service, Gmail; officials denied responsibility. Some recipients speculated the attackers had military support.
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83 IT experts and journalists interviewed in 2012 and 2013 noted that those who previously received ICT trainings in Russia and other countries could still be playing a role in launching cyberattacks against opposition websites and journalists.
In May 2012, the government announced it was in the process of drafting Cambodia’s first ever cybercrime law, which netizens fear could extend traditional media restrictions online (see Violations of User Rights).

At least three antigovernment blogs remain inaccessible on most ISPs, after an apparent government ban in 2011, implemented without transparency, (see Limits on Content).

In November 2012, the government told internet cafés near Phnom Penh schools to relocate or close, threatening access throughout the capital (see Obstacles to Access).
New media and increased internet access are transforming the information environment in Cambodia, where press freedom is traditionally curtailed. Through the use of new media and digital tools, young activists of both genders are able to disseminate views on important social and political issues, including the country’s besieged environmental resources. Social media websites are quickly becoming an integral tool for sharing information and opinion.

The Royal Government of Cambodia, led by Prime Minister Hun Sen since 1998, restricts access to sexually explicit content but has yet to systematically censor online political discourse, leading some observers to hope Cambodia is entering an era of “digital democracy.”

Yet the tide may be turning. Authorities have begun to interfere with information and communications technology (ICT) access, blocking at least three blogs hosted overseas on multiple ISPs for content that criticized the government since 2011. In 2012, government ministries threatened to shutter internet cafes too near schools—citing moral concerns—and instituted surveillance of cafe premises and cell phone subscribers as a security measure that could foretell the emphasis of the country’s first cybercrime law, which the government began drafting in May 2012. Online activists continued to raise public awareness around a number of causes such as the imprisonment of veteran journalist Mam Sonando, who was sentenced to 20 years imprisonment after documenting land seizures in 2012, then released on probation in 2013. Yet the very success of such campaigns may be spurring the leadership’s efforts to curb internet freedom in the same way they do traditional media.

The International Telecommunication Union reported internet penetration in Cambodia at just 5 percent in 2012. Other estimates are higher: Cambodia’s Ministry of Posts and Telecommunications (MPTC) reported 2.7 million Internet users in March 2013, around 18 percent of the population of around 15 million.

The absence of an extensive landline network has historically restricted internet penetration, since the fixed landlines that broadband internet services depend on are often unavailable in rural areas. Wireless broadband, which emerged in 2006, has helped bridge the digital divide between rural and urban internet users.

1 Cambodia is a constitutional monarchy. King Norodom Sihamoni succeeded his father as head of state in 2004.
There are at least 24 internet service providers (ISPs) operating in the Cambodian market—government accounts cite as many as 27—and they offer competitive rates for high-speed internet, at around $12 a month. Affordable smart phones, tablets and other devices have also contributed to the rise in the number of Cambodian internet and mobile users. About 98 percent of internet users today have mobile access, either via satellite networks or Wi-Fi connections, according to the MPTC. However, insufficient electricity supplies often result in nationwide blackouts—which impose constraints on computer and internet use.

Mobile phone users surpassed the number using fixed landlines surprisingly early in Cambodia, and have gained in popularity since 2000, even at the bottom of the economic pyramid, due to their affordability. As of September 2012, mobile penetration was at 131 percent, because some people own more than one device. The figures are the outcome of intense competition among 10 mobile service providers, who offer free SIM cards, affordable handsets and bonuses in their efforts to secure more market share. In April 2013, the MPTC attempted to pass a resolution banning all providers from offering these bonuses, apparently to protect companies with links to officials from losing out to their competitors, but backed down after a public outcry.

Thanks to these low prices, mobile phones have become indispensable in Cambodia, preferred over traditional communications including landlines and the postal service. With poor transportation infrastructure and electricity coverage, mobile phones offer the most convenient access to a range of services including radio, music and video, and increasingly web access. Beyond that, mobile phones have had a great impact on mobilization and collective actions. In the run-up to the 2007 and 2013 elections, political parties used short-message service (SMS) text messaging as the cheapest and most effective way of spreading their message, while election monitoring groups also used SMS to gather data. With technical support from the Cambodian NGO Open Institute and the International Foundation for Electoral Systems, the Cambodian National Election Committee (NEC) launched a voice-based information service to provide pre-recorded details for voters, free of charge, in advance of the National Assembly election scheduled in July 2013.

Language is another obstacle to access, since few online applications are coded in Khmer. Technology companies and ICT experts have made a significant investment to improve Cambodia’s infrastructure, including the development of Khmer language applications. The Khmer Unicode font become widely available after the government recognized it as a standard in 2010. After five
years of collaboration by software developers, the release of Google’s Khmer translation feature is anticipated by the end of 2013. In addition, developers Sous Samak and Kim Sokpheapurn launched their own Automatic English-Khmer Translation System in March. With these efforts, it is hoped that Khmer speaking netizens will be able to read non-Khmer content and vice versa, connecting Cambodian netizens to a wider audience.

The government welcomes and supports such technology and infrastructure developments. However, despite public claims to support freedom of expression by Information Minister Khieu Kanharith and others, officials have taken steps to interfere in internet access. In early 2010 the government planned to introduce a state-run exchange to control all local ISPs with the declared aim of strengthening internet security against pornography, theft and cybercrime. This plan, however, has been postponed due to popular opposition—even from inside the government.

There is no independent regulatory body overseeing the digital landscape in Cambodia, and controls are implemented through ad hoc internal circulars. In early November 2012, a government circular called for the relocation of all internet cafés within a 500-meter radius of schools and educational institutions in the capital, Phnom Penh. The circular cited young people’s growing addiction to “all kinds of [internet] games” which it categorized as illegal along with terrorism, economic crime, and pornography. Penalties for violating the circular include forced closure, the confiscation of equipment, and arrest, though it did not specify potential sentences. The rules would affect almost every cybercafé in the city, threatening internet access for those with no personal computer, according to a map-based visualization produced by the non-profit web portal Urban Voice Cambodia, which puts nearly every building in the capital within 500 meters of one school or another. Internet users worry this indicates the kind of heavy-handed regulation that might feature in an upcoming cyberlaw, which the government announced it would draft in May 2012. So far, though, the circular has yet to be implemented.

**LIMITS ON CONTENT**

At least three popular Cambodian blogs hosted overseas were blocked for perceived antigovernment content in 2011, and most users within the Kingdom are still unable to access them.
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17 A Circular is a measure endorsed by a Minister or the Prime Minister and is used to explain a point of law or to provide guidance with regards to a point of law. It is advisory in nature, and does not have binding legal force, though it can include penalties for non-compliance.
without the use of circumvention tools. While this has not yet resulted in more systematic censorship, these blocks revealed a troubling degree of cooperation between ISPs and officials, a lack of transparency, and a refusal to heed public opinion, which generally remains against government regulation of online content. In other cases, however, online activism has raised awareness of compelling issues in the public interest.

Compared to traditional media in Cambodia, new media, including online news, social networks and personal blogs, enjoy more freedom and independence from government censorship and restrictions. However, the government has proactively blocked blogs and websites, either on moral grounds, or for hosting content deemed critical of the government.

Since early 2009, websites and blogs showing pornography or sexually explicit images have been subject to blocking. Notably, Reahu, a US-based site selling images of models depicting traditional Apsara or Cambodian goddesses in erotic poses, is inaccessible in Cambodia.21 In early 2010, news reports cited plans to gather bi-monthly meetings of a government morality committee, including MPTC, Ministry of Women’s Affairs and Ministry of Interior representatives, to review websites and block those in conflict with national values. An official said this monitoring was necessary in light of the rapid spread of ICTs nationwide.22 No restrictions have been reported as a result of such a plan, but the government’s intent appears unchanged: In early 2011, So Khun, Cambodia’s Minister of Posts and Telecommunication, asked mobile phone operators to “co-operate” in blocking web sites “that affect Khmer morality and tradition and the government,” according to The Phnom Penh Post, citing internal MPTC minutes.23

Politically-motivated blocking has not yet been systematically applied, although it has been observed on a case by case basis. In 2009, the Cambodian Center for Human Rights (CCHR) reported the AngkorNet ISP was blocking access to a report by the UK-based NGO Global Witness, because it criticized government corruption. AngkorNet confirmed its subscribers could not access the content,24 but said it was due to a technical error.25 Since then, however, international NGOs and news websites have been widely available.

Blogs hosted overseas, in contrast, became subject to blocks within Cambodia in early 2011 when all ISPs blocked the international host service Blogspot, apparently in reaction to a December 2010 post on KI-Media, a blog run by Cambodians both inside and outside of the Kingdom. The site, which is often critical of the administration, described the prime minister and other officials as ‘traitors’ after opposition leader Sam Rainsy alleged they had sold land to Vietnam at a contested
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national border. All ISPs except Metfone subsequently restored service to the sites following customer complaints, according to CCHR.26 In February 2011, however, multiple ISPs including Online, WiCam, Metfone and EZECOM reinstated blocks on individual Blogspot sites, including KI-Media, Khmerization—another critical citizen journalist blog—and a blog by the Khmer political cartoonist Sacrava.

The government denied responsibility for ordering the blocks. However, the same month, The Phnom Penh Post leaked the contents of an e-mail sent from the account of Sieng Sithy, deputy director of MPTC policy regulation, extending appreciation to ten ISPs for blocking access to KI-Media, Khmerization and Sacrava, among other sites.27 The Post also cited official minutes documenting the ministry asking ISPs to impose the blocks. In the leaked email, Sieng Sithy urged non-compliant service providers WiCam, Telesurf and Hello to abide by the request: “We found that you are not yet taken an action [sic], so please kindly take immediate action […] Again and again, in case of not well cooperation is your own responsibility [sic].”28 Sieng Sithy declined the Post’s request to comment on the email, but other ministry officials denied its veracity, describing it as a publicity stunt by the bloggers.

ISPs proved similarly evasive when reporters tried to narrow down the source of the blocks. An EZECOM spokesman denied being asked to restrict access to specific sites, characterizing the blocking as a technical problem. An unnamed WiCam employee, on the other hand, confirmed receiving the emailed request to block the sites; WiCam users trying to visit KI-Media were notified the content was “blocked as ordered” by the MPTC until mid-February, when the notice was replaced by a generic error message, according to the Post.

The incident was a worrying indication to civil society groups that the government was seeking to control online content as it does traditional media.29 Despite their protests, however, media coverage of the censorship died down in 2012, though the affected sites remained largely inaccessible within Cambodia in May 2013.

Besides blocking content, government bodies have also sought to restrict text messaging in the past. The NEC and the MPTC requested three main mobile service providers shut off SMS services nationwide the day before 2007 polls, justifying the action under a law prohibiting campaigning on the day of or the day immediately before a vote. Opposition parties and human rights groups said the ban would hamper freedom of expression.30 Ironically, the Cambodian People’s Party—who implemented the ban—themselves embraced SMS as part of a successful 2008 election campaign,
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28 Miller, “Tangled Web Revealed.”
fuelled in part by a nationalistic movement stemming from disputed claims to temple on the border with Thailand. The party won acclaim when it denounced Thai claims to the temple as an invasion of Cambodian territory, though they subsequently had to distance themselves from popular SMS campaigns urging Cambodians to boycott everything Thai. No attempts to limit SMS have been documented since then. However, as the use of mobile technology continues to grow, officials cited May 2012 rumors of a violent political clash in Phnom Penh circulating via SMS among the justifications for the cybercrime law now in its draft stages.31

Despite these restrictions, the internet has contributed to the social and political development of Cambodia. A range of netizens and grassroots activists have used new media and other online tools to mobilize and make an impact. Facebook has a total penetration of 5.11 percent and is growing fast, with Cambodian Facebook subscriptions increasing by 31 percent between May 2012 and March 2013, according to one source.32 Such a sharp increase—albeit from a low starting point—has evidently given the government cause for concern. As July 2013 elections approached, the NEC issued a statement in May requesting social media users to avoid providing wrong information about election procedures and dates.33 On the same day, in remarks made to students, Information Minister Khieu Kanharith warned those who are active on Facebook not to use the tool to impugn the reputation of others.34

Personal blogging is popular in Cambodia. Most bloggers are aged between 20 and 29 and are well educated, but the majority blog about personal experiences, rather than political events.35 There are a number of political blogs and websites available to Cambodian youth, however. Users continue to read even those blogs which are blocked, like KI-Media, through software that allows proxy access, although no data is available indicating how widespread this practice is. A number of blog causes have also emerged, such as “Prey Lang – It’s Your Forest Too,” a blog to provide public updates on conservation activities surrounding an endangered forest.36 Several online campaigns and petitions have met with success. Veteran human rights defender and journalist Mam Sonando, who was sentenced to 20 years imprisonment after reporting on land seizures in 2012, was released on probation in March 2013 after sustained online and offline activism and international attention caused the court to drop some of the charges against him.37 Internet users also protested against the arrest of activists from the Boeung Kak community, who defend Phnom Pehn’s urban wetlands,38

38 See, for example, Free the 15, (Blog), accessed July 2013, http://freeth15.wordpress.com/.
and helped document Cambodia's rising number of traffic accidents, stirring debate on how to improve public safety.

There have been several blogosphere and technology gatherings among individuals who are passionate about ICTs and personally invested in improving Cambodia's ICT development. Organizers of events such as BarCamp have extended even beyond Phnom Penh, thanks to international donors and the private sector. Cambodia also hosted BlogFest Asia, a community-organized gathering of around 200 individuals from several Asian countries, in early November 2012.

**Violations of User Rights**

The news that the government was drafting a cybercrime law was the most concerning development for Cambodian internet users in the past year. While the legislation will ostensibly combat cybercrime, the use of existing criminal defamation and incitement laws to limit free expression and punish traditional journalists sets a troubling precedent for future abuses by the state. Neither is the government transparent about existing measures which govern the online space: a circular ordering cybercafés and telecommunications providers to store user data and provide it to police investigating threats to national security—without judicial oversight—has been in place since February 2012, though it only came to light in August 2012.

The right to freedom of expression is enshrined in Article 41 of Cambodia’s constitution, and protected by international treaties that the country has ratified and incorporated into its domestic law. However, Cambodia has a poor record of honoring the right in practice. Politicians past and present have sought to intimidate and suppress critics: Insofar as traditional media is concerned, Cambodia appears to be pluralistic, yet the government and its allies exercise tight control over print and broadcast news outlets, particularly those they perceive to be aligned with the political opposition.

The government uses legal provisions governing criminal defamation and incitement to punish those who use traditional media to share views that run counter to their own. In a 2012 report, Human Rights Watch, citing local NGOs, reported 12 imprisonments on those counts handed down by Cambodian courts since December 2010. These punishments serve as a disincentive to individuals and organizations who wish to express their own views, encouraging self-censorship.

Since the last general election in 2008, the government has worked to increase the legislative arsenal available to the judiciary in the pursuit of government critics. A new penal code, which
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39 Constitution of the Kingdom of Cambodia, Article 31 states that “the Kingdom of Cambodia shall recognize and respect human rights as stipulated in the United Nations Charter, the Universal Declaration of human Rights, the covenants and conventions related to human rights, women's and children's rights.”


came into force in December 2010, contains nine provisions which criminalize various forms of expression, while forthcoming laws that regulate unions and non-governmental organizations threaten to further undermine freedoms of association and expression.

In that context, internet users face the prospect of new legislation governing the online space with trepidation. In May 2012, the government announced it was in the process of drafting Cambodia’s first ever cyber law, with the stated intention of cracking down on online crimes so that it can “protect formal, private and copy-righted data from hacking, or the destruction of users’ formal data, especially banks and related institutions.”

Besides legal measures, official harassment creates a climate of self-censorship on offensive or politically-sensitive topics among Cambodia’s human rights and free expression communities. CCHR documented 123 cases of anti-media harassment between 2007 and 2011. Among them, police were reported arresting journalists, preventing them from entering public events, confiscating or damaging their property, and threatening closure of their news outlets; other journalists were subject to physical violence in retaliation for their work. Cambodian publishers and editors have an active policy to cover less sensitive—and often less interesting—stories, “in order to stay out of harm’s way.”

While bloggers have yet to be targeted in the same way as their traditional media counterparts, this restrictive information environment helps explain why comparatively few netizens are politically vocal. Furthermore, a 2010 conviction of a UN Food Program employee in Phnom Penh who printed articles from KI-Media for colleagues served as a warning to internet users. The Phnom Penh Municipal Court sentenced Seng Kunnaka to six months’ imprisonment and a fine of 1 million riel ($250) on charge of incitement to commit a felony under Article 495 of the new penal code, though he had shared the information with just a handful of associates. Since this is an offense anyone using digital tools to distribute information is liable to commit daily, observers believe the conviction was intended as a deterrent. A more recent case also demonstrates the extension of offline tactics of control to new media. In early 2013, after a teacher described Phnom Penh police impounding his new motorbike on his personal Facebook account, police used the threat of a
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defamation case against him to extract a signed statement that he would no longer discuss the topic over Facebook.\(^{49}\)

In February 2012, a joint Ministry of Interior and MPTC circular ordered internet cafes to set up surveillance cameras and store footage for three months; phone shops and telecommunications operators were told to register subscribers’ national ID cards or international passport and visas, on the grounds such measures would “better promote protection of national security, safety and social order for the country.”\(^{50}\) The operators “are obliged to provide necessary documents including users’ identity cards and used data”—which must be stored for six days—to designated officials “for purposes of investigation of any offense which is involved in issues of national security, safety and social order.” Under the internal circular—which only came to public notice in August 2012—providers must also notify existing subscribers of the new requirements and are entitled to temporarily suspend service if they fail to produce ID within a month. As of April 2013, in accordance with Cambodia’s habitually slow pace of adopting new regulation, the requirements have yet to be implemented, though civil society groups fear the impact of such supervision for public debate and social activism. The circular’s vague definition of what constitutes an offense involving these issues, the lack of judicial oversight over officials’ requests for user data, and the threat to impose unspecified fines or revoke licenses for telecommunications operators who fail to comply, all represent a lack of respect for digital rights.

Government websites have been vulnerable to technical violence in the form of cyberattacks since 2002. Targets in 2012 and 2013 included the Supreme Court and the national police.\(^{51}\) The same month, the hacktivist collective Anonymous released thousands of government documents online, including official personnel and expense records, details of lost Cambodian passports, and law enforcement exchanges with Cambodian-based embassies and consulates, in what the group described as retaliation for the arrest of the absconding Swedish founder of file-sharing website The Pirate Bay. Cambodian authorities deported Gottfrid Svartholm Warg under an international warrant in September 2012 to serve a one-year jail term in Sweden in relation to a 2010 conviction for copyright violations.\(^{52}\) While experts say many technical attacks go unreported in Cambodia, analysts have not identified systematic targeting of civil society groups or government critics.
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CHINA

Mobile replaced broadband as the number one means of accessing the internet in 2012 (see OBSTACLES TO ACCESS).

China’s cybercafés are now 40% owned by chains, which are easier for authorities to regulate than independent businesses (see OBSTACLES TO ACCESS and VIOLATIONS OF USER RIGHTS).

Traffic on Virtual Private Networks (VPNs)—used to bypass censorship—was disrupted, sometimes obstructing commercial use (see LIMITS ON CONTENT).

Regulators ordered online video services to censor short films in July 2012, when users adopted them to bypass film and broadcast restrictions (see LIMITS ON CONTENT).

Security agents in Tibet and Xinjiang searched cellphones to pre-empt allegedly anti-state activity (see VIOLATIONS OF USER RIGHTS).

A Criminal Procedure Law amendment took effect in January 2013, strengthening legal grounds for detaining anti-state suspects incommunicado (see VIOLATIONS OF USER RIGHTS).
564 million: Internet users the government reported as of January 2013;

986 million: Mobile phone owners reported;

800 million: People still citing television as their main source of news (see OBSTACLES TO ACCESS).

94: China’s position in one worldwide survey of broadband speeds;

3: Hong Kong’s position in the same survey (see OBSTACLES TO ACCESS);

400 million: Microblog accounts registered on Sina Weibo;

46 million: Sina Weibo accounts that are actively used;

50,000: Sina Weibo accounts openly operated by ministries or officials (see LIMITS ON CONTENT);

24 hours: Time it takes for Sina Weibo to delete most banned posts (see LIMITS ON CONTENT);

12: Tibetans detained for allegedly inciting separatism, some via mobile phone (see VIOLATIONS OF USER RIGHTS);

20: Uighurs sentenced in March 2013 for alleged militant activity involving internet, phone and digital storage devices (see VIOLATIONS OF USER RIGHTS).
The Chinese Communist Party’s commitment to curtailing internet freedom was unwavering over the course of the leadership change that took place during the coverage period for this report, May 1, 2012, to April 30, 2013. If anything, the high-level meetings at which the handover was announced served as catalysts for tighter controls on content, measures to deliberately slow internet traffic, and intensified harassment of dissidents, as the party’s propaganda and security agencies worked to eliminate any nascent political challenge. The internet restrictions Freedom House documented this year were faster and more nuanced than ever before.

The selection of Xi Jinping as the new party chief and head of state emphasized continuity, a message that was reinforced by the simultaneous promotion of party hard-liners like propaganda czar Liu Yunshan. The rhetoric of the new leadership also harkened back to the past. Party officials circulated seven “speak-nots,” or taboo topics—which included “citizens’ rights” and “press freedom”—to universities and media groups in May 2013. Meanwhile, Xi adopted the Maoist term “mass line” to encourage fellow cadres to remain close to the people.

This conservative discourse cannot conceal the unprecedented transformation taking place in China: More than 500 million people in the country are now online. Internet penetration is at 42 percent, compared with just 6 percent when Xi’s predecessor, Hu Jintao, took office in 2003. Residents of cities like Shanghai and Beijing are the primary beneficiaries of this expanded access, while rural areas lag behind. An estimated 800 million people still rely on television outlets, like state broadcaster China Central Television (CCTV), as their main source of information. But for the first time on record, more Chinese people connected to the internet via mobile phone than through any other method in the past year, meaning penetration will only continue to climb.

Internet access has provided Chinese citizens with new tools to challenge policy. This year, millions of online comments about air pollution spurred a nationwide upgrade of oil refineries. Online forums also host a surprising range of opinions on political topics. When Edward Snowden fled to Hong Kong after leaking U.S. National Security Agency secrets, users of microblog platforms in China both supported and derided him; some joked cynically that he should see how China handles its citizens’ internet records.

Many believe that such incremental civic gains will inevitably spark political reform. A 2013 meme imagined a future shift in the perspective of the Chinese authorities: “When there are a hundred of you, we will detain you,” it read, but “when there are a hundred thousand of you—we will join you.” Yet the internet has also provided those authorities with an extraordinary range of tools to
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contain critical conversations. A 2012 academic review of censorship across nearly 1,400 online platforms in China estimated that 13 percent of posts containing sensitive keywords were deleted, many within 24 hours of publication, some within minutes.  

Even with vast technological and human resources at their disposal, censors struggled to limit some online debates in the past year. Actress Yao Chen posted a quotation from Soviet-era dissident Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn, “One word of truth outweighs the whole world,” to her network of 32 million microblog followers in support of Southern Weekly journalists in Guangzhou who were on strike against censorship in January 2013. Anti-Japanese protesters also overwhelmed content controls during a flare-up in the territorial dispute between China and Japan in September 2012. Online vitriol escalated into violent rioting, which Chinese Communist Party (CCP) officials consider a threat even when it supports their position.

But Chinese information authorities are also adept at manipulation, and increasingly adaptable as complex situations unfold. In Guangzhou, propaganda officials negotiated with journalists to end the January strike without conceding to all their demands, and the story fell out of the public eye. It was a memorable achievement, but no other newsrooms were emboldened to follow suit. A state-led wave of editorials condemning anti-Japanese activity helped rein in protests the previous September. Experts even speculate that censorship can be temporarily lifted, and criticism of select officials tacitly encouraged, as a weapon in the party’s internal politics. Anticorruption campaigns spread like wildfire online in China, helping the central government hold local officials in check. Yet when the New York Times and Bloomberg accused the families of top leaders of amassing disproportionate wealth, their websites were subjected to punitive blocking and their staff computers were hacked.

Even when content is filtered, the process is being constantly refined, often by private companies that serve as intermediaries between the state and users. The 1989 Tiananmen Square massacre is so thoroughly censored that users of the popular Sina Weibo microblogging platform are not even able to use the search term “today” on the anniversary, June 4. Yet this year, Sina unblocked a handful of Tiananmen-related search terms, allowing users to access dozens of discussions—though unrelated to the 1989 protests in Beijing or the subsequent military crackdown. By offering sanitized results rather than the standard message that blocked keywords usually produce, the company appeared determined to make its censorship invisible.

Far from stifling private innovation, the state has effectively harnessed it to further its own goals. Sina publicly acknowledges that it cannot yet fulfill all of the Chinese government’s requirements, like registering its Weibo users’ real names. But to avoid getting shut down, it will continue to try.
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Indeed, many of the more subtle developments documented in this report did not originate with the central propaganda department, a bastion of conservative ideology not known for nuance. Instead, they were developed by service providers looking to satisfy the government’s demands while maintaining the illusion of freedom for their users. Google, since it challenged the Chinese government’s censorship practices in 2010, has attempted to innovate on the side of transparency, briefly informing Chinese users of blacklisted search terms in 2012. But its experiments have cost it considerable market share as the authorities seek to marginalize the company.

Much is at stake for these firms, but the penalties of defying the state are far greater for individual dissidents. Security agencies make use of widespread surveillance capabilities and a politicized legal system to pursue selective prosecutions of dozens of people like Cao Haibo, whose eight-year prison sentence for publishing antistate content online was reported in November 2012. What constitutes antistate content is alarmingly broad—in Cao’s case it was articles he had written about democracy—and can include material published years before a case comes to trial, whether or not it was censored at the time. Ethnic minorities in regions where CCP rule is disputed or resented, such as Tibet and Xinjiang, are particularly vulnerable. At least a dozen Tibetans and 20 Uighurs were jailed during the coverage period in relation to their sharing of information online or via mobile phone. Prosecutors’ claims that they were inciting separatism or violence are impossible to verify, as their trials lack due process and are closed to observers. The state continues to pour resources into separating these perceived enemies from families, lawyers, and journalists. In 2012, China spent more on “social stability maintenance”—which includes many of the practices of information control outlined in this report—than it did on defense.

The CCP’s influence online reaches far beyond China’s borders. Nearly a third of cyberattack traffic worldwide in 2012 was traced to Chinese soil, and cybersecurity experts tracked one notorious hacking group to a military facility in Shanghai. Such international activity generally falls outside the scope of this report, but it is rooted in the online environment outlined here. It also serves as an added reminder that Chinese internet freedom, or the lack thereof, has ramifications for the entire world.

---

China had the largest number of internet and mobile phone users in the world in January 2013, with an estimated 564 million and 986 million, respectively. These figures, though staggering, paint an incomplete picture of China’s uneven economic development and manipulated connectivity. Average broadband connection speeds are comparatively slow, leaving China in 94th place in global rankings. It is stymied by poor infrastructure—particularly in the country’s vast rural areas—and a telecommunications industry dominated by state-owned enterprises. Centralized control over international gateways and sporadic, localized shutdowns of internet access around sites of social unrest are significant obstructions to full and free access. Nationwide blocking, filtering, and monitoring systems further slow access to international websites. The Hong Kong administrative region, free of these obstacles, enjoys the third-fastest average connection speeds worldwide, after South Korea and Japan, and at a fraction of mainland prices.

The China Internet Network Information Center (CNNIC), an administrative agency under the Ministry of Industry and Information Technology (MIIT), reports that rates of internet adoption have actually slowed since 2011 as the urban market approaches saturation. Moreover, the gap between penetration rates in urban and rural areas has widened since 2007. The 72.2 percent of the 72.2 percent of internet users in the least-connected province of Jiangxi in the southeast. This divide kept overall internet connectivity. Average broadband connection speeds are comparatively slow, leaving China in 94th place in global rankings. It is stymied by poor infrastructure—particularly in the country’s vast rural areas—and a telecommunications industry dominated by state-owned enterprises. Centralized control over international gateways and sporadic, localized shutdowns of internet access around sites of social unrest are significant obstructions to full and free access. Nationwide blocking, filtering, and monitoring systems further slow access to international websites. The Hong Kong administrative region, free of these obstacles, enjoys the third-fastest average connection speeds worldwide, after South Korea and Japan, and at a fraction of mainland prices.

The China Internet Network Information Center (CNNIC), an administrative agency under the Ministry of Industry and Information Technology (MIIT), reports that rates of internet adoption have actually slowed since 2011 as the urban market approaches saturation. Moreover, the gap between penetration rates in urban and rural areas has widened since 2007. The 72.2 percent of residents online in the capital, Beijing, vastly outnumber the 28.5 percent with internet access in the least-connected province of Jiangxi in the southeast. This divide kept overall internet penetration at just 42.1 percent, slightly higher than the global average, which was 35 percent in 2011.

---

The CNNIC reported 422 million mobile internet users in December 2012. By contrast, broadband subscriptions declined from 450 million in 2010 to 380 million in 2012.18 (Broadband subscriptions have dwarfed dial-up since 2005.19)

Mobile replaced fixed-line broadband as China’s preferred means of accessing the internet for the first time in 2012. Internet access via cybercafé declined, accounting for 22.4 percent of users, down from 27.9 percent in 2011.20 While internet-enabled 3G (third-generation) phones are priced beyond the reach of many, platforms like the Tencent QQ instant-messaging service and Sina Weibo allow users to send and receive messages at low cost via 2G handsets.

The historically high cost of broadband internet access helps to account for the shift toward mobile. The government took steps to address this when a 2011 antimonopoly investigation accused the state-owned China Telecom and China Unicom of abusing their market dominance to manipulate broadband pricing and overcharge competitors. The investigation was the first instance in which a 2008 antimonopoly law was used against state-owned enterprises, and it was announced in an unusually public way on CCTV.21 The telecom giants swiftly revised their internetwork pricing structures to allow rivals fair access to their infrastructural resources.22 Interestingly, one of the beneficiaries of this measure may be a government regulator, the State Administration of Radio, Film, and Television (SARFT), which said in 2012 that it would launch a national cable network, funded by the Ministry of Finance and offering telephone, broadcasting, and internet services. The plan would advance the overall integration of these three services, a goal the State Council had previously pledged to achieve throughout China by 2015, though the timetable for its implementation is not clear.23

While customers can now choose from among scores of private internet service providers (ISPs), the large state enterprises are widely perceived as responsible for the costly, inefficient connections

---


that continue to prevail.\textsuperscript{24} The Beijing-based research company Data Centre of China Internet reported that the average cost of 1 Mbps of bandwidth was 469 times more on the mainland than in Hong Kong in 2011,\textsuperscript{25} while consumers complained that broadband speeds remained slower than advertised in 2012.\textsuperscript{26} The MIIT has sought other methods to improve internet service, such as mandating that homes constructed within reach of public fiber-optic networks be connected via a selection of service providers from April 2013 onward.\textsuperscript{27} Whether China’s infrastructure will be able to keep pace with such ambitious government projects, however, is still uncertain. Although the MIIT said all broadband users would have internet access at 100 Mbps by 2015, the average speed in the fastest city, Shanghai, was just 4.04 Mbps in 2012, compared with 2.52 Mbps in the less-developed—and more heavily censored—Tibetan Autonomous Region.\textsuperscript{28}
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\caption{Graph C. Average Broadband Connection Speed in 2012 Q4 (Source: ChinaCache)}
\end{figure}

Mobile phone communication is also dominated by state-owned enterprises, including China Mobile, China Telecom, and China Unicom. This situation, too, is under review: The MIIT issued draft proposals to open the market in January 2013, allowing private companies to buy mobile


network resources and repackage them for the user over a two-year trial period. China Mobile began testing faster 4G service in some eastern Chinese cities in 2013, and the MIIT said in late 2012 that it would be issuing licenses to providers to upgrade to 4G service within a year. The government has been willing to liberalize the telecommunications market in part because of the country’s centralized connection to the international internet. Six state-run operators maintain the country’s international gateways. This arrangement remains the primary infrastructural limitation on open internet access, as it gives the authorities the ability to cut off cross-border information requests. All ISPs must subscribe via the gateway operators and obtain a license from the MIIT. Internet access via mobile phones is also monitored by the international gateway operators under MIIT oversight.

The government has shut down access to entire communications systems in response to specific events, notably imposing an astounding 10-month internet blackout in the Xinjiang Uighur Autonomous Region after an outburst of ethnic violence in the regional capital Urumqi in July 2009. Since then, authorities have enforced smaller-scale shutdowns lasting several days or weeks. Officials in predominantly Tibetan areas of western China twice cut off local internet access during 2012: once in February following clashes surrounding a series of self-immolations and reports that soldiers had opened fire on civilians, and again for two days around the July 7 birthday of the Dalai Lama, Tibet’s exiled spiritual leader. More than 100 self-immolations—suicides committed in protest against Chinese rule—have been documented since 2009.

In other cases, the level of official interference with connectivity was hard to gauge. China was briefly isolated for two hours in April 2012 when users reported that all international websites were inaccessible. Hong Kong and U.S. users were unable to visit sites hosted in China during the same period. Cloud Flare Inc., a U.S.-based company that studies web performance, told the Wall Street Journal that the interruption appeared to have been triggered by overactive filtering, rather than a technical glitch, and that only traffic from China Telecom and China Unicom plummeted; smaller providers were unaffected. In August 2012, the same company reported “increased

difficulty with traffic out of China,” but without a consistent pattern to indicate the cause. An MIIT spokesperson denied rumors that China was “closing down the internet” in advance of the politically sensitive 18th Party Congress in the fall, but acknowledged conducting maintenance. Authorities exercise tight control over cybercafés and other public access points, which are licensed by the Ministry of Culture in cooperation with other state entities. Consolidating these helps increase the efficiency of surveillance and censorship.

By 2012, chains had absorbed around 40 percent of cybercafés following a ministry-led push to eliminate sole-proprietor locations by 2015. Over 10 different government and CCP entities, at both the national and local levels, are involved in internet censorship, with some instructions coming straight from the top. The State Internet Information Office was created in 2011 to streamline propaganda directives for online content, punish violators, and oversee telecommunications companies. It has since increased controls on online video—particularly short-form “microfilms” that are commonly used to evade controls on content screened by mainstream movie theaters or news media—and real-name registration for online platforms. Two official regulatory entities, SARFT and the General Administration for Press and Publications (GAPP), are slated to merge, according to a plan announced in March 2013.

42 Mathew Scott, “Censors Catch Up With China’s ‘Micro Film’ Movement,” Agence France‐Presse, July 16, 2012, http://www.google.com/hostednews/afp/article/AlEqM5itjrPwXQF8B7ueKsg1TdQ7TR8w?docId=CNG.09667aa7e67669f67d1a284e78d6e1d.c1.
44 Alice Xin Liu, “China’s Two Main Censorship Bodies to Merge,” Uncut (blog), Index on Censorship, April 19, 2013, http://uncut.indexoncensorship.org/2013/04/sarft‐gapp‐china‐censorship/.
LIMITS ON CONTENT: AN OVERVIEW
MAY 2012–APRIL 2013

Censorship predictably intensified in advance of the leadership transitions at the November 2012 party congress and the March 2013 National People’s Congress session. Reports of unrest, such as Tibetans self-immolating, were especially curtailed. The methods used were generally more precise and less visible than in the past, with the exception of a campaign against Bloomberg and the New York Times for their probing reports on wealth accumulation by China’s first families. Instead of filtering out the individual articles, censors blocked the entire websites, depriving them of readership and advertising revenue.

Users in China can still access content hosted outside China using circumvention tools, at least until more companies follow China Unicom, which started severing connections on which circumvention was detected in December. Meanwhile, microblog users sometimes find that their posts have become invisible to others, requiring them to repost to keep their content in the public domain. These customized controls and manipulative practices are better understood thanks to some meticulous research and reporting published in 2012 and 2013.

In the past year, digital media also fueled popular participation in key debates over issues of public interest, such as smog levels in Beijing. But it is becoming harder to assess whether these movements represent a challenge to the censorship apparatus. They may be a sign that information authorities are more adept than ever at channeling outbreaks of discontent away from political issues and into local, finite, social matters.

In keeping with the unmatched size of their online population, Chinese authorities employ the most elaborate system for internet content control in the world. Government agencies and private companies employ thousands of people to monitor, censor, and manipulate content, from news reports to social-network pages. Routine censorship can be reinforced surrounding politically sensitive events, or just in response to the latest hot topic. Even this heavily censored and manipulated online environment, however, provides more space for average citizens to express themselves and air their grievances against the state than any other medium in China.

Content with the potential to delegitimize CCP rule is systematically censored. Criticism of top leaders or policies, both present and past, is almost always controlled—a category that encompasses the legacy of Mao Zedong, the 1989 military crackdown on student-led protests in
Beijing, and the Korean War. Independent evaluations of China’s human rights record or CCP policies toward ethnic minorities and the banned Falun Gong spiritual group are also off-limits,\(^5\) as are dissident initiatives that challenge the one-party regime. Names of established dissidents are frequently blocked, to prevent them gaining a wider following.

These standing taboos are supplemented by evolving, almost daily directives on negative developments or budding civic movements over issues like environmental pollution, food safety, or police brutality. Analysts increasingly agree that content control is aimed at suppressing nascent collective action, rather than comprehensively banning critical speech.\(^4\) Individuals with significant social capital or a high international profile, which would allow them to mobilize mass support, are more likely to be censored.\(^4\) As a result, censors can be remarkably tolerant of frustration vented at local governments or discussion of politically oriented terms like “democracy.”\(^4\) The prevalence of this term and others, like “freedom of speech,” has risen in the Chinese blogosphere.\(^4\) While that marks some progress toward openness, it also corresponds to a shift in CCP discourse. Censors first relaxed filters on the word “democracy” in 2005 after leaders redefined democratic governance as “the Chinese Communist Party governing on behalf of the people.”\(^5\)

Chinese authorities are not transparent about censorship. International critics who question limits on content receive responses ranging from denial (“the Chinese internet is open”\(^5\)) to defiance, manifest in the phrase “internet sovereignty,” meaning the right to practice censorship within Chinese borders. Domestically, leaders cite the need to curb pornography, gambling, rumors, and other harmful practices to justify content restrictions, though political topics are targeted at least as forcefully. Ironically, while burgeoning internet access has not overcome information controls, it has shone a light on the processes involved. Chinese freelance journalist Shi Tao was sentenced to ten years in prison in 2005 for e-mailing propaganda department directives to an overseas news website;\(^5\) today, similar directives are routinely leaked online. Internal copies of a 2010 speech outlining internet management were circulated in online forums, allowing users to compare them
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\(^{4}\) King, Pan, and Roberts, “How Censorship in China Allows Government Criticism but Silences Collective Expression.”


The CCP’s content-control system consists of three primary techniques: automated technical filtering, forced self-censorship by service providers, and proactive manipulation:

Automated technical filtering includes the best-known layer of the censorship apparatus: the blocking of foreign websites commonly referred to as China’s “Great Firewall.” The term implies a solid boundary, and in some cases, whole domain names or internet protocol (IP) addresses are blocked. “Web throttling,” which slows the loading of pages to render services nearly useless, is employed as well. Internet users reported slowed broadband speeds and narrow bandwidth characteristic of web throttling during the month of the 2012 party congress.

More common, however, is the authorities’ use of deep-packet inspection technologies to scrutinize traffic, both the user’s request for content and the results returned, for an ever-evolving blacklist of keywords. If one is detected, the technology signals both sides of the exchange to temporarily sever the connection. This granular control renders censorship less noticeable to users, firstly because specific pages can be blocked within otherwise approved sites, and secondly because the interruption appears to come from the source of the information, not a third-party intrusion.

Of course, some censorship is designed to remind users that certain content is out of bounds. One study redefines the Great Firewall as a panopticon, arguing that it need not block everything if the knowledge of monitoring suffices to promote the self-censorship that is pervasive among Chinese internet users. Other research suggests that security forces are most secretive when they are also conducting surveillance to uncover who is accessing banned content—particularly if that data can subsequently be used to justify detention or some other violation of the user’s rights.

Filtering is heterogeneous and often inconsistent, depending on timing, technology, and geographical region. ISPs reportedly take different approaches to the placement of filtering devices, which are not only in border routers, but also in the backbone and even in

54 King, Pan, Roberts “How Censorship in China Allows Government Criticism but Silences Collective Expression.”
57 The animated cartoon police officers Jingjing and Chacha, who appeared on Chinese computer screens to wag fingers at wayward users around the country in 2008, served as visible reminders of official oversight.
58 Villeneuve, Breaching Trust.
provincial-level internal networks, a development that would potentially allow interprovincial filtering.\textsuperscript{59}

China Mobile, China Telecom, and China Unicom extend automated technical keyword filtering to the mobile realm, monitoring text messages and deleting pornographic or other “illegal” content.\textsuperscript{60} Users report that their correspondents receive blank messages in place of subject matter that contained apparently banned keywords. It is not clear exactly what content triggers deletion.\textsuperscript{61}

The blanket blockage of select web applications isolates the Chinese public from an international network of user-generated content—and domestic internet firms from competition. The video-sharing platform YouTube and the social-media sites Facebook, Twitter, Google+, and Foursquare are consistently blocked. Like a number of other services, Twitter was initially available and widely used, then blocked in 2009 in advance of the 20th anniversary of the Tiananmen Square massacre, once its potential for galvanizing collective action became apparent. It remains popular among Chinese users who are familiar with circumvention tools.\textsuperscript{62} More recent blocks on applications like Google’s cloud storage service, Drive, were effected immediately.\textsuperscript{63} Users of other international applications that remain unblocked complain of sporadic disruptions. Users of the online document-sharing service SlideShare, which is owned by the U.S.-based professional networking site LinkedIn, reported it was temporarily inaccessible in July 2012.\textsuperscript{64} LinkedIn itself had been blocked for two days in February 2011.\textsuperscript{65}

**Forced self-censorship** by service providers, makes commercial success contingent on compliance with content regulations. International web applications, once blocked, are quickly replaced by homegrown equivalents. Hundreds of millions of users are attracted to these domestic video-sharing websites, social-networking tools, and e-mail services.\textsuperscript{66} As part of their licensing requirements, the companies must ensure that banned content is not


posted or circulated; those that fail risk temporary or permanent closure.67 Software for both censorship and surveillance is often built into their applications. For example, instantaneous messaging services such as Tom-Skype and QQ include programming that downloads updated keyword blacklists regularly.68

In addition to automated keyword filters, human censors delete postings on blogs, microblogs, comment sections of news items, and bulletin-board system (BBS) discussions before they appear to the public or shortly thereafter.69 Experts say staff receive as many as three censorship directives per day by text message, instant message, phone call, or e-mail.70 Local propaganda offices recruit volunteers to identify and report potentially undesirable content on social networks.71

Online news portals that operate without a press license are limited to reposting content that has already been approved by censors, rather than producing their own.72 Propaganda directives to internet-based outlets often include specific instructions to amplify content from state media.73 The search engine Baidu, which accounts for nearly 80 percent of China’s search market,74 similarly manipulates the results it offers based on government instructions, not only removing proscribed material, but also favoring state-approved information over content from nongovernmental or foreign sources. In July 2012, after internet users began circulating short documentary-style videos on social networks to avoid restrictions on news broadcasts and movies, regulators ordered online video service providers to start deleting any items that failed to adhere to “correct guidance,” a euphemism for censorship orders.75

69 King, Pan, and Roberts, “How Censorship in China Allows Government Criticism but Silences Collective Expression.”
Microblogging services, offered by Sina, Tencent, Sohu, and other companies, saw an astonishing 300 percent growth during their peak development period from 2010 to 2011. With more than half of China’s internet users registered for a microblog account by January 2013, these fast-paced networks and their rambunctious user base pose a unique challenge to censors trying to rein in sensitive discussion. The CCP established party branches in the offices of four microblog providers in February 2012, according to news reports. Company executives also benefit from political connections and patronage.

Sina Weibo, benefiting in part from the vacuum left by the 2009 ban on Twitter, had accumulated 400 million registered accounts by November 2012, though only 46 million are active. Unlike on Twitter, Weibo users can develop elaborate discussion threads in response to each post, all of which are lost if the original post is censored. The comment function can also be independently shut off to prevent isolated posts from gaining traction.

Sina employs both automated and human monitors to manage Weibo content. Their methods include deleting individual posts or accounts, often with 24 hours of an offending post, but sometimes long after publication; making published posts visible only to the account owner; and sending personal warnings. In addition, researchers counted over 800 account owner; and sending personal warnings. In addition, researchers counted over 800
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83 Xiao, “From ‘Grass-Mud Horse’ to ‘Citizen.’”
Despite these efforts, the company has frequently fallen afoul of propaganda authorities. When the CCP’s purge of Chongqing party chief Bo Xilai in early 2012 prompted unconfirmed online reports of a failed coup, comment functions were temporarily disabled on both Sina and Tencent microblogs. State media reported that the companies were “punished for allowing rumors to spread.” Sina subsequently closed several accounts for alleged rumor-mongering. It also launched new user guidelines and a points-based system that assigned demerits to users who published banned content, leading to warnings and eventual account closure, while rewarding those who engaged in unspecified “promotional activities.” The intervention may have taken a toll on the company’s market share. Rival microblog service Tencent announced 540 million registered users—with 100 million active daily—at the end of 2012.

Foreign service providers must agree to self-censor in return for access to the immense Chinese market, and most comply. In 2012, New Tang Dynasty Television—a Chinese-language, New York–based broadcaster established by Falun Gong practitioners—reported that U.S. technology giant Apple had removed applications created by the station from its online App Store in China in July, on the grounds that their content was “illegal in China.” In Chinese-language versions of Apple’s voice-controlled artificial intelligence system Siri, the system reportedly declined to answer questions related to the Tiananmen Square massacre, such as a query about “June,” and in one test it refused even to direct the user to Tiananmen Square. China accounted for 20 percent of Apple’s sales in the first quarter of 2012, and the country is its second-biggest market after the United States.

International service providers that refuse to censor content face an uncertain future. In 2010, Google lost significant market share when it began redirecting mainland users to its uncensored Hong Kong–based search engine. The company explained that it had made the decision after suffering sustained attacks on its intellectual property by military-grade hackers traced to Chinese computers. By doing so publicly, and drawing attention to the way the same hackers had targeted Gmail accounts used by journalists and human rights activists,”
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activists focused on China issues, it also increased transparency about censorship. Google retained its Chinese license and continued its less politically sensitive operations, like the AdSense advertising service and the Android mobile operating system, largely unimpeded. Yet its flagship search engine has founndered in comparison with domestic competitors. In 2012, it began notifying Chinese users on which keywords were likely to trigger connectivity problems. By 2013, it had turned off this notification function, which some users reported was itself subject to censorship. If private companies choose not to alert readers about blocked content, censorship decisions remain both arbitrary and opaque. There are no formal avenues for appeal.

Chinese companies expanding overseas may have difficulty serving users accustomed to fewer online controls. In 2012, users of Tencent’s messaging program WeChat complained that the service was applying China’s censorship rules in Singapore and Thailand.

**Proactive manipulation** is the third primary method of content control in China, and Chinese authorities view cyberspace as a field for “ideological struggle.” Since 2005, propaganda units at all levels have trained and hired web commentators to post progovernment remarks and lead online discussions. They also report users who have posted offending statements, target government critics with negative remarks, or deliberately muddy the facts of a particular incident, such as an account of police abuse. Recent reports estimate the number of paid propaganda workers in the tens of hundreds of thousands. These methods are not always effective. Many commenters are more concerned about filling their quota and impressing their bosses than mounting a convincing argument, and web users are wary of content manipulation. Companies also pay for positive comments to promote their products—known in public relations circles as astroturfing—which further erodes public trust in online content.
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Government employees also engage citizens in online discussions. In 2012, an official Sina report said 50,000 Weibo accounts were operated by government ministries and public officials. Even Hu Jintao, who famously avoided unscripted encounters with the press during his presidency, engaged a cherry-picked audience of People’s Daily readers in a live web chat in 2008.

The past year also offered an intriguing glimpse of CCP officials apparently wielding censorship tools against their opponents within the party ahead of the leadership shuffle. In mid-2012, Baidu returned fleetingly open results related to the 1989 crackdown and other human rights abuses associated with former president Jiang Zemin and his supporters. Observers speculated that President Hu’s rival CCP faction was relaxing controls to embarrass its adversaries. Meanwhile, leftist websites that had been supportive of Bo and his neo-Maoist rhetoric were shut down after his ouster.

Despite the technical filtering, enforced self-censorship, and manipulation, the internet is a primary source of news and forum for discussion, particularly among the younger generation. Chinese cyberspace is replete with online auctions, social networks, homemade music videos, a large virtual gaming population, and spirited discussion of some social and political issues. Overtly political organizations, ethnic minorities, and persecuted religious groups remain underrepresented, though they have used the internet to disseminate banned content, and overseas media and human rights groups report sending e-mail to subscribers in China with news, instructions on circumvention technology, or copies of banned publications. Civil society organizations involved in charity, education, health care, and other social and cultural issues often have a vigorous online presence.

The word “netizen”—a direct translation of the Chinese wangmin, or citizen of the internet—conveys the legitimate sense of civic engagement associated with online exchanges. Microblogs have amplified these dynamics and generated a strong sense of empowerment among many Chinese users, censorship notwithstanding. Whereas Chinese citizens traditionally trek to the seat of power to present their grievances, microblogs and other internet technologies offer a way to overcome the geographic, financial, and physical challenges of such petitioning. Moreover, despite
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105 The chat was an example of top leaders’ efforts to avoid unscripted interactions. While People’s Daily readers already represent a self-selecting group likely to support the CCP, news reports said many of the chat’s participants were paid. David Bandurski, “FEER: China’s Guerrilla War for the Web,” China Media Project, July 7, 2008, http://cmp.hku.hk/2008/07/07/1098/.
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the leadership’s dread of collective action, officials frequently yield to public pressure. Weibo users forced the authorities to start addressing air pollution in 2013 by raising their concerns in multiple cities and provinces. In January, the CCP dismissed leftist Central Compilation and Translation Bureau Director Yi Junqing after an ex-lover blogged about their affair, drawing widespread opprobrium, in what the New York Times characterized as the latest in a “spate of scandals appearing online.”

Online protests against official wrongdoing have gained considerable momentum and media visibility in the microblog era. One county-level party chief allegedly removed his expensive watch before appearing in photographs with Premier Li Keqiang in April 2013, perhaps to avoid becoming the latest local cadre to be censured for luxury spending. Internet users caught the tan line on his wrist and quickly found earlier photos that showed him with what seemed to be a designer wristwatch. Censors do intervene if these stories and campaigns gain too high a profile or implicate overall CCP governance. After a disastrous storm in Beijing in mid-2012, resident microblog users complained about official rescue efforts and expressed fury when the municipality solicited donations for disaster relief. These comments were deleted in the tens of thousands, and flood-related search terms were blocked, despite an obvious crisis.

One year earlier, a deadly high-speed train collision in Wenzhou was first reported by Weibo users after photographs were posted online. Censors do intervene if these stories and campaigns gain too high a profile or implicate overall CCP governance. After a disastrous storm in Beijing in mid-2012, resident microblog users complained about official rescue efforts and expressed fury when the municipality solicited donations for disaster relief. These comments were deleted in the tens of thousands, and flood-related search terms were blocked, despite an obvious threat to public safety.

The transformative effect of online activism in China is undeniable, and yet the solutions that result from these high-pressure encounters typically fall short of systemic reform or democratic decision making. Consequently, they fail to ensure meaningful accountability. After the Beijing floods, the city’s mayor announced his resignation, but he was quickly promoted to Beijing party secretary. One year earlier, a deadly high-speed train collision in Wenzhou was first reported by Weibo users who circulated real-time reports, calls for help, and photos. But in 2012, censors obstructed
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news coverage of the anniversary, and a promised investigation into the cause of the disaster had yet to contact its victims.\textsuperscript{119}

Mobilization can also have a negative impact. Online thugs terrorizing officials for alleged corruption may look like a positive development, until the same forces attack ordinary internet users over a perceived insult. Nationalism and xenophobia are prominent components of Chinese cyberspace, though censorship targeting rational dissent instead of inflammatory discourse arguably magnifies their impact. In September 2012, censorship directives were either withheld or ignored following anti-Japanese protests linked to China’s territorial dispute with Japan over the uninhabited Diaoyu or Senkaku Islands in the East China Sea. Many commentators interpreted the lack of censorship as a tacit endorsement of the protests, which escalated and turned violent until censors reentered the fray with a modulated message that successfully curtailed news coverage and discussion.\textsuperscript{120} But the rioters are as likely to have influenced policymakers as any of the other competing military and foreign affairs agendas during the crisis because of the domestic security implications if they were not contained, according to the Canberra-based scholar Geremie Barmé.\textsuperscript{121}

As high-profile events like these draw more attention to China’s pervasive information controls, censors find themselves pitted against not just political activists, but also ordinary citizens. It is common for users to counter censorship with humorous neologisms that substitute for banned keywords.\textsuperscript{122} This forces censors to work overtime, temporarily filtering seemingly innocuous vocabulary like “river,”\textsuperscript{123} “tomato,”\textsuperscript{124} or “porridge.”\textsuperscript{125} These overactive controls impinge further on daily life—jasmine flower sales, for instance, were affected when the word “jasmine” was blocked due to its association with Tunisia’s 2011 democratic revolution\textsuperscript{126}—and inspire further acts of creative online rebellion. This version of the Chinese internet does not resemble a repressed information environment so much as “a quasi-public space where the CCP’s dominance is being constantly exposed, ridiculed, and criticized, often in the form of political satire, jokes, videos, songs, popular poetry, jingles, fiction, Sci-Fi, code words, mockery, and euphemisms.”\textsuperscript{127}

\textsuperscript{121}The Chinese government […] was pushed into certain directions […] and saying, “If we go in such a direction, the masses will attack the Public Security Bureau, and the foreign affairs ministry and the army—we’ll just go with the masses. And that’s an extraordinary development.” “A Discussion with Geremie R. Barme,” Sinica Podcast, March 8, 2013, http://popupchinese.com/lessons/sinica/a-discussion-with-geremie-r-barme.
\textsuperscript{123}The surname of former Chinese leader Jiang Zemin means “river.”
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The number of internet users who challenge information controls to access political content—rather than to download pornography or pirated movies—appears to be growing. Exact numbers of people actively combatting censorship are difficult to calculate. Internet expert Xiao Qiang put the activist community at two or three million in a mid-2013 estimate. Others look for indicators like the number of Chinese users who continue to access Twitter, which can only be reached via circumvention software since its 2009 ban. However, those counts vary wildly, from thousands to 35 million; experts have dismissed the latter as vastly inflated.

The ad hoc techniques these users commonly adopt to flout censors include opening multiple blogs on different hosting sites and circulating banned information directly through peer-to-peer networks, which bypass central servers. Text transformed into image, audio, or video files evades keyword sensors. Software developers, both domestic and overseas, also offer technologically sophisticated tools like virtual private networks (VPNs), which direct the user’s traffic—usually using an encrypted connection—through a server outside the firewall to circumvent technical filtering.

International news reports noted spikes in usage of these tools at politically important moments in early 2012—such as Bo Xilai’s ouster—when heavy censorship was in place. Circumvention tool developers independently corroborated this for Freedom House. Significantly, developers said the baseline number of users increased as first-time users who adopted the tools during a crisis continued to use them, even after it dissipated.

The growth in the use of such tools has spawned attempts to block them. In 2011, internet security experts noticed activity indicating that Chinese ISPs may have been testing a new system for identifying the type of encrypted services often used by circumvention tools. By December 2012, China Unicom was reportedly cutting connections when it detected VPN usage. Even when not actively disrupted, encryption may attract surveillance. While dozens of China-based companies, as well as overseas firms, promote an evolving roster of commercial circumvention tools, not all are transparent about user privacy. In the words of internet freedom expert Rebecca Mackinnon, “most people are focused simply on accessing banned websites and aren’t thinking about surveillance.” This leaves a growing community vulnerable to invasive rights violations.
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131 E-mail communication with circumvention tool developer who requested anonymity, June 2012.
134 MacKinnon, “The Shawshank Prevention.”
A 2012 amendment to the Criminal Procedure Law took effect in January 2013. While not all its provisions were negative, the amendment did appear to strengthen the legal grounds for detaining suspects incommunicado if they were suspected of anti-state activity—a category that includes individuals like Cao Haibo, a cybercafé employee sentenced in a closed trial in November 2012 to eight years in jail for discussing democracy online. Other online activists faced physical attacks, interrogation and house arrest.

Many were deprived of due process: After 2013 unrest in Xinjiang, at least twenty individuals were sentenced because they “used the Internet, mobile phones and digital storage devices” to incite terrorism, local reports alleged, without elaborating. Also in 2013, as international concern at the rising number of self-immolations in Tibet mounted, the Times reported at least a dozen Tibetans detained for inciting and publicizing suicides, including sending photographs of burning bodies overseas via mobile phone. International monitoring groups documented unprecedented levels of surveillance targeting Tibetans, including searches of mobile devices. Police surveillance powers were bolstered by new rules encouraging users to register their real names online in December 2012. Some Beijing businesses offering internet were told to install government spyware or disconnect.

Several U.S-based media outlets revealed in January 2013 that Chinese hackers had infiltrated their computers and staff email accounts, while analysts traced several hackers operating globally to physical locations in China—in one case, to a specific military location in Shanghai—and revealed an escalation in their technical sophistication. Less well-documented is the exposure faced by Chinese web users. A Chinese military report in May 2012 said nearly 9 million Chinese computers were infected with malicious viruses, while international hackers claimed responsibility for illegally accessing China Telecom’s vast stores of personal data.

Article 35 of the Chinese constitution guarantees freedoms of speech, assembly, association, and publication, but such rights are subordinated to the CCP’s status as the ruling power. In addition, the constitution cannot, in most cases, be invoked in courts as a legal basis for asserting rights. The judiciary is not independent and closely follows party directives, particularly in politically sensitive freedom of expression cases. China lacks specific press or internet laws, but government agencies
issue a variety of regulations to establish censorship guidelines. Regulations—which can be highly secretive—are subject to constant change and cannot be challenged by the courts.

Prosecutors exploit vague provisions in China’s criminal code, laws governing printing and publications, and state secrets legislation to imprison citizens for online activity such as blogging, downloading censored material from overseas, or sharing information by text message, e-mail or social media platforms. Recent legislative amendments fall short of international standards for protecting defendants, and in some cases strengthen police power. In 2010, the National People’s Congress amended the State Secrets Law, obliging telecommunications operators and ISPs to cooperate with authorities investigating leaked state secrets or risk losing their licenses. Since authorities can retroactively classify content to justify a prosecution under this law, its formalized extension to the digital realm is deeply problematic. An amendment to the Criminal Procedure Law that took effect in 2013 bolstered the legal grounds for detaining suspects in undisclosed locations in cases pertaining to national security—a category that includes online offenses against the state. It did introduce a review process for allowing police surveillance of suspects’ electronic communications, which the Public Security Ministry allows in a range of criminal cases, but the wording of the amendment was vague about the procedure for that review. In addition, local officials periodically use criminal defamation charges to detain and in some cases imprison whistleblowers who post corruption allegations online.

Trials and hearings lack due process, often amounting to little more than sentencing announcements, and detainees frequently report abuse in custody, including torture and lack of medical attention.

Reporters Without Borders documented a total of 69 netizens in Chinese jails as of February 2013. Individuals sentenced during the coverage period included Cao Haibo, a cybercafé employee who received eight years in jail for promoting democracy online. Long-term detainees include 2010 Nobel Peace Prize winner Liu Xiaobo, who is serving an 11-year sentence for publishing online articles, including the

---


141 “China Internet Cafe Worker Cao Haibo Jailed,” BBC, November 1, 2012 [http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-asia-china-20172104](http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-asia-china-20172104) Cao’s sentence was reported in November after a May trial.
Members of religious and ethnic minorities face particularly harsh treatment for transmitting information abroad and accessing or disseminating banned content. In the aftermath of ethnic violence in Tibet in 2008 and Xinjiang in 2009, local courts imposed prison sentences on at least 17 individuals involved in websites that reported on Tibetan or Uighur issues, often in closed trials. Many details of the charges and sentences were not reported even to the defendants’ families, but at least two Uighur website managers, Memetjan Abdulla and Gulmire Imin, were jailed for life. After more unrest in Xinjiang in 2013, at least 20 individuals were sentenced because they supposedly “used the Internet, mobile phones and digital storage devices to organize, lead and participate in terror organizations, provoke incidents, and incite separatism.” Also in 2013, as international concern at the rising number of self-immolations in Tibet mounted, the New York Times reported that at least a dozen Tibetans had been detained for allegedly inciting and publicizing the protests, including by sending photographs overseas via mobile phone. A Tibetan-language notice apparently posted by public security officials in Gansu Province warned that circulating banned content including “websites,” “emails and audio files,” and “SMS texts” would result in severe beating, according to Reporters Without Borders.

Three other extrajudicial measures used to punish internet users are detention in “reeducation through labor” camps, house arrest, and covert detention.

- **Reeducation through labor**
  Public security officials can sentence suspects to up to four years in work camps without trial, an unpopular procedure that has drawn increasing calls for reform. State media have become unusually vocal regarding the system’s potential for abuse. In November 2012, Chongqing village official Ren Jiayu, a 25-year-old who had been sentenced to two years’ reeducation through labor for pseudonymous microblog comments about Bo Xilai, was
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143 Falun Gong practitioners are often given harsh sentences for online communications, according to Patrick Poon, Executive Secretary and Director of Hong Kong Office of the Independent Chinese PEN Centre, who communicated with Freedom House by e-mail.

---
released early after generating widespread online support; the event, and a CCTV interview with the former inmate, attracted over 1.5 million comments on Sina Weibo. This minor success may reflect nothing more than the change in Bo Xilai’s political fortunes. In early 2013, however, in a possible prelude to centralized reform, state media reported that provincial authorities in Yunnan and Guangdong were preparing to abolish reeducation through labor. The official Xinhua news agency later backtracked, saying the media had “read too much” into these developments. The status of the reform effort remains unclear; some experts still view a major overhaul as unlikely.

- **House arrest**
  This features invasive surveillance at the detainee’s home, where internet and mobile phone connections are often severed to prevent the individual from contacting supporters and journalists. This is apparently intended to reduce external interest in the detainee’s welfare, though it can have the opposite effect. Liu Xia, who is married to Liu Xiaobo, has been isolated at home since his incarceration, but this has generated repeated attempts to contact her, and Associated Press journalists evaded her surveillance detail to interview her in 2012. While there are several cases of long-term house arrest, it can be adjusted arbitrarily over time. In September 2012, academic and blogger Jiao Guobiao was first banned from traveling to an overseas conference and placed under strict house arrest for several days, then arrested and detained for two weeks after publishing an online article about the disputed Diaoyu (Senkaku) Islands, and finally released, to continued surveillance. Some groups compile tallies of dissidents known to be held under house arrest, but there are no statistics available to show which of them may have been targeted specifically for their online activity.

- **Covert detention**
  State agents can abduct and hold individuals in secret locations without informing their families or legal counsel. This long-standing practice, which initially lacked a legal foundation, came into the spotlight in 2011 as authorities reacted to the threat of Arab

---


Internet users have occasionally fallen victim to forced psychiatric detention, a measure used to commit individuals to mental institutions and prevent them from seeking redress for injustice or engaging in other unwelcome behavior. The whereabouts of at least one detainee, Li Qidong, who officials hospitalized in Liaoning in 2009 after he criticized the government in online articles, are not known.158

Law enforcement officials frequently summon individuals for questioning in relation to online activity, an intimidation tactic referred to euphemistically online as “being invited for tea.”159 Activists have also been instructed to travel during times of political activity or heightened public awareness of their cause. Security agents sent photojournalist Li Yuanlong on a “forced vacation” from his native Guizhou Province in 2012, after he published shocking photographs of children who had died of exposure on a popular website, prompting calls for accountability from local schools and officials.160

Internet users sporadically report encountering violence as a result of online activity. In August 2012, masked men raided the offices of a Hong Kong citizen-journalism platform and destroyed computers, apparently in retaliation for the site’s coverage of local politics. Hu Jia, a dissident who

Spring–style protests.155 Among dozens of cases reported that year, prominent artist and blogger Ai Weiwei was abducted and held from April to June 2011 and subsequently fined for alleged tax evasion.156 In 2012, as noted above, the National People’s Congress enacted an amendment of the Criminal Procedure Law that strengthened the legal basis for detaining suspects considered a threat to national security in undisclosed locations, among other changes. In response to public feedback, a clause was added requiring police to inform a suspect’s family of such a detention, though they need not disclose where and why the suspect is being held. Despite this improvement, the amendment maintained vague language that is open to abuse by police and security agents.157

is active online, reported that security agents beat him during an eight-hour detention in March 2013, on the day before Xi Jinping took office as president.161

Users hoping to avoid repercussions for their online activity face a rapidly dwindling space for anonymous communication as real-name registration requirements expand online, among mobile phone retailers, and at public internet facilities. The authorities justify real-name registration as a means to prevent cybercrime, though experts counter that uploaded identity documents are vulnerable to theft or misuse,162 especially since some verification is done through a little-known government-linked contractor.163

In December 2012, the CCP’s governing Standing Committee approved new rules to strengthen the legal basis for real-name registration by websites and service providers.164 The rules threatened violators with “confiscation of illegal gains, license revocations and website closures,” largely echoing the informal arrangements already in place across the sector.165 Comment sections of major news portals, bulletin boards, blog-hosting services, and e-mail providers already enforce some registration.166 The MIIT also requires website owners and internet content providers to submit photo identification when they apply for a license, whether the website is personal or corporate.167 Nevertheless, the new rules are significant in extending regulation to the e-commerce and business sectors, which typically benefit from more freedom than their counterparts in the news media, civil society, or academia. The rules oblige these providers to gain consent for collecting personal electronic data, as well as outline the “use, method, and scope” of its collection; yet they offer no protection against law enforcement requests for these records.168 Chinese providers are required to retain user information for 60 days, and provide it to the authorities upon request without judicial oversight or informing the user.169

Microblog providers have struggled to enforce identity checks. Online reports of Sina Weibo users trading defunct identification numbers to facilitate fake registration indicated that the requirements were easy to circumvent.\footnote{170} Sina’s 2012 report to the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission anxiously noted the company’s exposure to potentially “severe punishment” by the Chinese government as a result of its failure to ensure user compliance.

When social-media sites offer online payment systems, many users voluntarily surrender personal details to enable financial transactions. Mobile phone purchases have required identification since 2010, so providing a phone number is a common way of registering with other services.\footnote{171} In fact, one analyst estimated that approximately 50 percent of microblog users had unwittingly exposed their identities to providers by 2012, simply by accessing the platform from their mobile phone.\footnote{172}

Implementation of the real-name policy may continue to vary, not just because it is hard to enforce, but also because registration makes it harder for the state’s hired commentators to operate undetected. One study reported that some officials openly encourage commentators to use pseudonyms and fake ID to hide their affiliation with the propaganda department.\footnote{173}

Real-name registration is just one aspect of pervasive surveillance of internet and mobile phone communications in place in China. Rapidly developing phone technology offers new opportunities for the surveillance state. A 2011 Beijing city initiative to produce real-time traffic data by monitoring the location of the city’s 17 million China Mobile subscribers sparked concern from privacy experts, who said it could be used to trace and punish activists.\footnote{174} The timeline for the program’s implementation is not known.

The deep-packet inspection technology used to censor keywords can monitor users as they try to access or disseminate similar information. Private instant-messaging conversations and text messages have been cited in court documents. One academic study reported that queries for blacklisted keywords on Baidu automatically sent the user’s IP address to a location in Shanghai affiliated with the Ministry of Public Security.\footnote{175} Given the secrecy surrounding such capabilities, however, they are difficult to verify.

Police periodically try to force mandatory surveillance software on organizations and individuals, with mixed success. Cybercafés check photo identification and record user activities, and in some
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\footnote{170} C. Custer, “How to Post to Sina Weibo without Registering Your Real Name,” Tech in Asia, March 30, 2012, \texttt{http://www.techinasia.com/post-sina-weibo-registering-real/}.

\footnote{171} “Shou Ji Shi Ming Zhi Jin Qi Shi Shi, Gou Ka Xu Chi Shen Fen Zheng” [Mobile phone real name system implemented today, SIM card purchasers have to present their ID documents], News 163, October 1, 2010, \texttt{http://bit.ly/aLY14}.


\footnote{173} Rongbin Han, “Manufacturing Consent in Censored Cyberspace.”


regions, surveillance cameras in cybercafés have been reported transmitting images to the local police station.\(^{176}\) However, users successfully resisted attempts at mandatory installation of antipornography software known as Green Dam Youth Escort in 2009, after experts voiced privacy and censorship concerns. Some Beijing companies were threatened with disconnection in 2012 if they failed to install government-designated software capable of logging web traffic, blocking sites, and communicating with local police servers.\(^{177}\) A similar effort to force businesses offering wireless internet access in Beijing’s Dongcheng district to purchase expensive surveillance equipment in 2011 caused some to disconnect rather than pay.\(^{178}\) Others ignored the directive without repercussions.

As with censorship, surveillance disproportionately targets individuals and groups perceived as antigovernment. Reports citing anonymous government officials noted that a camera grid system known as “Skynet” may have “a camera on every road in Tibet” as part of the effort to contain self-immolations.\(^{179}\) A Tibetan rights group reported police inspections of mobile phones for banned content in Lhasa in March 2013.\(^{180}\) A June 2013 report by Human Rights Watch put these activities in the context of a three-year campaign by 5,000 teams of CCP personnel conducting surveillance throughout the Tibetan Autonomous Region.\(^{181}\)

Beyond regional flashpoints, the national “Safe Cities” program offers security officials an advanced system for monitoring public spaces across China.\(^{182}\) The “social stability maintenance” budget that supports these programs surpassed China’s defense budget in 2012.\(^{183}\)

Both international and local firms jockey for lucrative surveillance-related equipment contracts in China. During 2011, two lawsuits were filed in U.S. courts against the American technology company Cisco Systems, asserting that there was evidence the firm had customized its surveillance equipment to assist Chinese security agencies in apprehending Falun Gong practitioners and democracy activists. Cisco denied the allegations, and the cases were pending as of May 2013.\(^{184}\)

---


China is a key global source of cyberattacks, responsible for nearly a third of attack traffic observed by the content delivery network Akamai in a 2012 worldwide survey.\footnote{Akamai, 3rd Quarter 2012 Executive Summary.} The survey traced the attacks to computers in China using IP addresses, meaning the machines themselves may have been controlled from somewhere else. In January 2013, following the precedent set by Google’s revelation of hacking in 2010, the New York Times announced that Chinese hackers had infiltrated its computer systems and obtained staff passwords in the wake of the paper’s censored exposé on wealth amassed by then premier Wen Jiabao’s family.\footnote{Nicole Perlroth, “Hackers in China Attacked the Times for Last 4 Months,” New York Times, January 30, 2013, http://www.nytimes.com/2013/01/31/technology/chinese-hackers-infiltrate-new-york-times-computers.html.} The revelation prompted similar reports of hacking from Bloomberg, the Wall Street Journal, and the Washington Post.\footnote{Samuel Wade, “New York Times Hacking Highlights Other Cases,” China Digital Times, February 1, 2013, http://chinadigitaltimes.net/2013/02/new-york-times-hacking-highlights-other-cases/.}

The scale and targets of illegal cyber activity lead many experts to believe that Chinese military and intelligence agencies either sponsor or condone it, though even attacks found to have originated in China can rarely be traced directly to the state. However, the geographically diverse array of political, economic, and military targets that suffer attacks reveal a pattern in which the hackers consistently align themselves with Chinese national goals. In one 2012 example, the Indian Express reported that hackers based in China had targeted computer systems of India’s Eastern Naval Command headquarters in Visakhapatnam.\footnote{http://www.indianexpress.com/news/china-hacking-the-indian-navy-968897/} The most convincing documentation of a state connection was reported by U.S.-based cybersecurity firm Mandiant in February 2013, after the company traced sophisticated attacks on American intelligence targets to a military unit in Shanghai.\footnote{Manu Pubby, “China Hackers Enter Navy Computers, Plant Bug to Extract Sensitive Data,” Indian Express, July 1, 2012, http://www.indianexpress.com/news/china-hackers-enter-navy-computers-plant-bug-to-extract-sensitive-data/968897/.}

Hackers, known in Chinese online circles as heike (dark guests), employ various methods to interrupt or intercept online content. Both domestic and overseas groups that report on China’s human rights abuses have suffered from distributed denial-of-service (DDoS) attacks, which temporarily disable websites by bombarding host servers with an unmanageable volume of traffic. In a development that echoes the trajectory of China’s overall information control, hackers increasingly intimidate service providers into cooperating with them. A massive DDoS attack on the exile-run Chinese-language news website Boxun in 2012 threatened the entire Colorado-based hosting company, name.com, and was accompanied by an e-mailed demand that the company

\begin{itemize}
\item \footnote{http://www.nytimes.com/2013/01/31/technology/chinese-hackers-infiltrate-new-york-times-computers.html.}
\item \footnote{http://www.indianexpress.com/news/china-hacking-the-indian-navy-968897/}
\item \footnote{http://www.nytimes.com/2013/01/31/technology/chinese-hackers-infiltrate-new-york-times-computers.html.}
\item \footnote{http://www.indianexpress.com/news/china-hackers-enter-navy-computers-plant-bug-to-extract-sensitive-data/968897/}
\item \footnote{http://www.nytimes.com/2013/01/31/technology/chinese-hackers-infiltrate-new-york-times-computers.html.}
\end{itemize}
disable Boxun for good. Name.com resisted and helped Boxun switch servers, but hackers with
the power to bring down whole businesses may well find other companies more compliant.

Another well-documented tactic is spear-phishing, in which targeted e-mail messages are used to
trick recipients into downloading malicious software by clicking on a link or a seemingly legitimate
attachment. In a 2012 analysis, the U.S.-based computer security firm Symantec linked the group
responsible for the 2010 Google breach—dubbed “the Elderwood gang” after a signature coding
parameter—to a series of “watering hole” attacks, in which the hackers lay in wait for a
self-selecting group of visitors to specific websites. The targeted sites included defense companies
as well as human rights groups focused on China and Tibet; one of the sites was Amnesty
International Hong Kong. Most concerning, according to Symantec, were the gang’s frequent “zero
day” attacks, which exploit previously unknown vulnerabilities in the source code of programs that
are widely distributed by software giants like Adobe and Microsoft. Groups that can pull off these
attacks are scarce, since uncovering security loopholes requires huge manpower and technical
capability, or internal corporate access to the source code itself. Yet the Elderwood gang
“seemingly has an unlimited supply” of zero-day vulnerabilities at its fingertips.

Chinese web users have also been victims of cybercrime perpetrated by hackers both inside and
outside the country. Tibetans, Uighurs and other individuals and groups subject to monitoring have
been frequently targeted with e-mailed programs that install spyware on the user’s device. Other
attacks affect the broader population. In 2012, a military source reported that 8.9 million
computers in China were infected with Trojan-horse viruses controlled from overseas IP
addresses. The hacker group SwaggSec announced in 2012 that it had broken into the database of
the state-owned China Telecom, and that the company neglected to make a public statement or
change its passwords. China Telecom subsequently confirmed the attack, but said any stolen data
had “little value.” However, a Chinese internet security expert acknowledged that China’s internet
was vulnerable, as many business owners and government officials lack the skills and awareness
needed to defend themselves against cyberattacks.
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191 “Boxun News Site Attacked Amid Bo Xilai Coverage,” Committee to Protect Journalists, April 25, 2012,
194 Dylan Neild, Morgan Marquis-Boire, and Nart Villeneuve, “Permission to Spy: An Analysis of Android Malware Targeting
195 Jia Lei and Cui Meng, “Ma Xiao Tian Yu E ‘Wnag Luo Jun Bei Jing Sai’ [Ma Xiaotian Appeals for Suppressing ‘Cyber Armament
Authoritarian regimes around the world look to Chinese methods of information control as a model, but activists can do the same. Anticipating what methods of censorship and control may be coming down the pipeline in China would be valuable for governments and internet users seeking to safeguard online freedoms against further encroachment. It is notoriously difficult to make accurate forecasts about China, but here are some technological developments worth watching:

- **Cross-platform censorship:** While online content has traditionally been separated from both telephony and radio and television broadcasting, experts say the three platforms are increasingly being brought under the same management and regulated by the same agencies. This could potentially streamline censorship and provide a more direct way of throttling dissent.

- **Interprovincial filtering:** At least one academic study has found evidence that internet censorship technology had been installed at the provincial level. Experts wonder whether this would enable officials to manipulate the information flowing between provinces—a more subtle and long-term alternative to total blackouts in areas of unrest.

- **Targeting circumventors by usage pattern:** Circumvention tools like VPN technology serve a broader commercial market in China, as well as users transmitting apolitical content like pirated movies. Rather than blocking the tools entirely, experts believe, censors are seeking to refine controls in order to block only circumventors with a specific usage pattern that indicates censorship evasion.

Ironically, this last example may provide some hope for online freedoms in China. So long as internet users defy censorship by creating content that current technology cannot trace or delete, propaganda agents and intermediary companies can adjust their methods in response. But if censors themselves are seeking to carve out exceptions, and grant privileges to pro-government or commercial groups, internet users benefit from what one study termed “collateral” freedom, “built on technologies and platforms that the regime finds economically or politically indispensable.”
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CUBA

INTERNET FREEDOM STATUS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>2012</th>
<th>2013</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Obstacles to Access (0-25)</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Limits on Content (0-35)</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Violations of User Rights (0-40)</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total (0-100)</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>86</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* 0=most free, 100=least free

KEY DEVELOPMENTS: MAY 2012 – APRIL 2013

- Cuba’s eagerly anticipated high speed ALBA-1 fiber optic cable, which was expected to increase data transmission speeds on the internet 3000 fold, was connected in early 2013; however, access was limited to select government offices rather than being extended throughout Cuba (see OBSTACLES TO ACCESS).
- The government imposed tighter restrictions on e-mail in the workplace, installing a platform that blocks “chain letters critical of the government” (see LIMITS ON CONTENT).
- In 2012 and 2013, the government continued its practice of employing a “cyber militia” to slander dissident bloggers and to disseminate official propaganda (see LIMITS ON CONTENT).
- Arbitrary detentions and intimidation of bloggers increased in late 2012 (see VIOLATIONS OF USER RIGHTS).
- Travel restrictions were loosened in early 2013 and some high-profile bloggers, such as Yoani Sánchez, were granted permission to leave Cuba for the first time in years (see VIOLATIONS OF USER RIGHTS).

POPULATION: 11.2 million
INTERNET PENETRATION 2012: 15 percent
SOCIAL MEDIA/ICT APPS BLOCKED: Yes
POLITICAL/SOCIAL CONTENT BLOCKED: Yes
BLOGGERS/ICT USERS ARRESTED: Yes
PRESS FREEDOM 2013 STATUS: Not Free
INTRODUCTION

Cuba, which bore witness to another crackdown on bloggers and citizen journalists in late 2012, has long ranked as one of the world’s most repressive environments for information and communication technologies (ICTs). High prices, exceptionally slow connectivity, and prodigious government regulation have resulted in a pronounced lack of access to applications and services other than e-mail. Most users can access only a government controlled intranet, rather than the global internet. Despite a handful of changes in Cuba’s ICT landscape over the past year—including an increase in mobile phone penetration and the activation of the highly anticipated ALBA-1 fiber optic cable in January 2013—access to the internet and other ICTs remains limited. Nevertheless, a growing community of bloggers has consolidated their work, creatively using online and offline means to express opinions and spread information about conditions in the country.

Although the government appeared to loosen its restrictions on online media by unblocking a number of blogs in 2011, this period of opening was short-lived, as illustrated by a rash of arbitrary detentions in November and December 2012. Progovernment blogs that dared to be too critical of government policy were blocked, and phone numbers associated with the “speak-to-tweet” platform, widely used by activists to publicize human rights violations, were shut down. Such activity is not uncommon in Cuba; however, in 2013, the number of blocked websites remains more or less the same as it was in 2012. At least a dozen bloggers have been arrested, several nonviolent activists have been publicly beaten, and one citizen journalist was held without formal charges for six months before his eventual release (see Violations of User Rights). Surveillance remains extensive, extending to government-installed software designed to monitor and control office e-mail accounts as well as many of the island’s public internet access points.1

OBSTACLES TO ACCESS

Internet access in Cuba is complicated by weak infrastructure and tight government control. While recent years have seen an expansion in the number of internet and mobile phone users, the ICT sector remains dominated by government firms. Restrictions on private enterprise were eased under the 2012 update of Cuba’s economic model. Proposed reforms did not extend to liberalization of the communications sector, however.2

According to the National Statistics Office, there were 2.6 million internet users in Cuba in 2011, representing 23.2 percent of the population.3 The latest data from the International

Telecommunication Union (ITU) places Cuba’s internet penetration at 25.64 percent as of 2012. 4 The vast majority of users cannot access the internet proper, but are instead relegated to a tightly controlled government-filtered intranet, which consists of a national e-mail system, a Cuban encyclopedia, a pool of educational materials and open-access journals, Cuban websites, and foreign websites that are supportive of the Cuban government. 5 Experts estimate that approximately 5 percent of Cubans periodically have access to the world wide web via government institutions, some foreign embassies, and black market sales of minutes by those permitted to have such accounts. 6 The National Statistics Office claimed a 46 percent gain in internet users in 2011, but only an 8 percent increase in networked computers, confirming the high percentage of people using shared computers and the lack of development in Cuba’s ICT sector. Similarly, there was only a 3 percent increase in the number of domains registered, indicating that few governmental organizations are creating new websites. 7

In 2000, the Ministry of Informatics and Communication (MIC) was created to serve as the regulatory authority for the internet. Its Cuban Supervision and Control Agency oversees the development of internet-related technologies. 8 Despite a January 2010 government announcement that national bandwidth had been expanded, there is still no broadband service and the limited number of Cubans with internet access face extremely slow connections, making the use of multimedia applications nearly impossible. 9 According to statistical findings from an April 2012 Google Analytics study, Cuba has the slowest connection speed in the Western Hemisphere and is among the worst in the world; globally, its only peers are Liberia and Sierra Leone. 10 Access over the intranet is similarly slow due to weak domestic infrastructure.

The Cuban government continues to blame the U.S. embargo for the country’s connectivity problems, saying it must use a slow, costly satellite connection system and may only buy limited space. President Barack Obama eased some aspects of Washington’s prolonged trade sanctions in 2009, however, allowing U.S. telecommunications firms to enter into roaming agreements with Cuban providers and to establish fiber-optic cable and satellite telecommunication facilities linking the United States and Cuba. 11 Official media ignored this important change in the U.S. legal framework, however, and Cuban leaders reiterated their demand for a complete end to the embargo.

---

8 For the website of The Ministry of Informatics and Communications see: http://www.mic.gov.cu/.
The bilateral relationship was also affected by a 2009 incident that directly touched on the lack of open internet access in Cuba. On December 4, the Cuban authorities arrested Alan Gross, an American independent contractor who was in the country to set up individual satellite-based internet connections as part of a U.S. government–funded project. In March 2011, Gross was sentenced to 15 years in prison for committing an act “against the independence or territorial integrity of the state.” He is currently serving his sentence in a Cuban prison.

In February 2011, Cuban officials celebrated the installation of a 1,600 km (1,000 mile) undersea fiber-optic cable laid between Cuba and Venezuela at a cost of approximately $72 million. The eagerly anticipated cable, known as ALBA-1, was expected to increase data-transmission speeds 3,000 fold, but more than two years after installation the government remains silent on its activation. In the absence of official information, rumors began to spread about technical problems and corruption scandals. There was also speculation that Cuban authorities had grown wary of increasing internet access due to the role of social media in the Arab Spring protests. On January 24, 2013, there was finally evidence that the cable had been connected. While the development is significant, ETECSA has announced that the opening of the line will be gradual (predictably limited to select government offices at first) and that infrastructure must still be enhanced in order to facilitate widespread use of the technology.

Prohibitively high costs also place internet access beyond the reach of most of the population. A simple computer with a monitor averages around CUC 722 ($722) in retail outlets, or at least CUC 550 ($550) on the black market. By comparison, the average monthly Cuban salary is approximately CUC 16 ($16). Even an internet connection in a hotel costs between CUC 6 and 550 ($550) on the black market. By comparison, the average monthly Cuban salary is approximately CUC 16 ($16). By comparison, the average monthly Cuban salary is approximately CUC 16 ($16). Even an internet connection in a hotel costs between CUC 6 and 12 ($6-12) per hour. Computers are generally distributed by the state-run Copextel Corporation, noted that the computers were located at work or school.  
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17 BBC online, “Cuba First High-Speed Internet Connection Activated,” January 24, 2012, http://bbc.in/V0ggOM.
19 Agence France-Presse, “Mobile Phone Use Booms in Cuba Following Easing of Restrictions,” April 24, 2008.
Cubans can legally access the internet only by providing identification for on-site computer use at government-approved institutions, such as the approximately 600 Joven Club de Computación (Youth Computer Clubs) and points of access run by ETECSA. While some ETECSA kiosks in the main cities of Havana and Santiago advertise internet access, field research has found that the kiosks often lack computers, instead offering public phones for local and international calls with prepaid phone cards. In June 2009, the government adopted a new law (Resolution No. 99/2009) allowing the Cuban Postal Service, which is under the domain of the Ministry of Computers and Communications, to establish cybercafes at its premises and offer internet access to the public. Since then, a small number have been slowly established.

There are only two ISPs in Cuba: CENIAI Internet and ENET (ETECSA). Both are owned by the state, though Telecom Italia previously held shares of ETECSA. In February 2011, the state-owned company Rafin S.A., a financial firm known for its connections to the military, bought Telecom Italia’s 27 percent stake for $706 million. As a result, the telecom company is now completely owned by six Cuban state entities. Cubacel, a subsidiary of ETECSA, is the only mobile phone carrier in Cuba.

Although the Cuban government began to allow the limited creation of private cooperatives by computer science graduates in 2012, tight internet restrictions, along with prohibitively high computer and software pricing, have resulted in a nonexistent official hardware and software market. A black market for such commodities does exist, but given the inherent challenges, Cuban ICT liberalization is mostly rhetoric and will likely have little impact on those in the communications sector.

The Cuban government continues to control the legal and institutional structures that determine who has access to the internet and how much access will be permitted. This regulation extends to the sale and distribution of internet-related equipment. In early 2008, after a nearly decade-long ban, the government began allowing Cubans to buy personal computers. Cuban officials or “trusted journalists” can now legally connect to an ISP with a government permit. Approved access to the internet, which is typically restricted to e-mail and sites related to one’s occupation, is granted to doctors, professors, and government officials, whose offices are linked by an online network called Infomed. Home connections are not yet allowed for the vast majority of Cubans.

The government claims that all schools have computer laboratories, but in practice, internet access is usually prohibited for students or limited to very short periods of access, certain e-mail accounts, or supervised activities on the national intranet. Students at the Latin American School of Medicine
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22 For the club system’s website, see: [http://www.cfg.jovenclub.cu/](http://www.cfg.jovenclub.cu/).
24 As of May 2013, no new points of access had been established.
in Havana, for example, are reportedly granted only 40 minutes a week of internet access, rendering online research or accessing academic journals infeasible.28

Despite the many barriers, Cubans still find ways of connecting to the internet through both authorized and unauthorized points of access. Some are able to break through infrastructural blockages by building their own antennas, using illegal dial-up connections, or developing blogs on foreign platforms. The underground economy of internet access also includes account sharing, in which authorized users sell access to those without an official account for one or two convertible pesos (CUC) per hour. Some foreign embassies allow Cubans to use their facilities, but a number of people who have visited embassies for this purpose have reported police harassment. There is also a thriving improvisational system of “sneakernets,” in which USB keys and data discs are used to distribute material (articles, prohibited photos, satirical cartoons, video clips) that has been downloaded from the internet or stolen from government offices.

Cuba still has the lowest mobile phone penetration rate in Latin America, but the number is rising quickly. According to official reports, as of the end of 2012, 1.5 million Cubans—about 11 percent of the population—had mobile phones, a dramatic increase since 2009 when that figure was approximately 443,000.29 Following its March 2008 easing of restrictions on mobile phone purchases, during 2011 and 2012 the government reduced the sign-up fee by over 50 percent—although it still represents three months’ wages for an average worker. As the number of mobile phone users has grown, ETECSA has begun implementing small changes to terms of service, such as charging the caller rather than the recipient (receiving phone calls from within Cuba is now free) and cutting the cost of text messages in half.30 In 2012, ETECSA also reduced daytime cellphone rates from CUC 0.60 to CUC 0.35 per minute.31

Cuba has roaming agreements with 342 carriers in 139 countries,\(^3\) and 2.2 million people used these services in Cuba in 2010.\(^1\) The island’s mobile network reportedly covers 78 percent of Cuban territory, with further expansions planned.\(^2\) Most mobile phones do not include internet connections, but it is possible to send and receive international text messages and photographs with certain phones. Phones that utilize Global Positioning System (GPS) technology or satellite connections, however, are explicitly prohibited by Cuban customs regulations.\(^4\) Additional restrictions are placed on modems, wireless faxes, and satellite dishes, which require special permits from the MIC in order to enter the country.\(^5\)

At times of heightened political sensitivity, the government has used its complete control of the cell phone network to selectively obstruct citizens’ communications. During a March 2012 visit to the island by Pope Benedict XVI, bloggers and dissidents reported that their cell phones were not working.\(^6\) One independent journalist who investigated the situation found that calls were being automatically redirected to a phone number belonging to the Ministry of Interior.\(^7\) All calls from dissidents’ cell phones are monitored and the service is cut regularly to those working as freelance journalists or voicing views the government does not approve via citizen journalism. In October 2012, during the criminal trial concerning the wrongful death of long time civil rights activist Oswaldo Payá, dissident blogger Yoani Sánchez’s phone was reportedly disconnected and her Twitter account was reportedly blocked.\(^8\)

The Cuban government zealously pursues those who violate telecommunications access laws, and government technicians routinely “sniff” neighborhoods with their handheld devices in search of ham-radios and satellite dishes. In December 2012, the official newspaper Granma explicitly warned against “counterrevolutionary” and subversive use of illegal nets.\(^9\) In an extensive report entitled: “Violations of the Cuban Telecommunications System,” Granma detailed the criminal investigation of two highly profitable cyber-networks illegally using ETECSA’s fixed and mobile market channels. The investigation is still in progress, but the information provided by the MIC and the Attorney General alleges that the illegal networks began operating in 2009 and were responsible for a loss of revenue for ETECSA totaling three million dollars. The defendants, who are being prosecuted for illegal economic activity and fraud, face fines coupled with sentences of three to ten years in prison.
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\(^3\) Cuba Standard, “Syniverse Holding Back $2.5m in Cuban Roaming Charges,” Cubastandard.com, October 21, 2011, [http://bit.ly/1azWEaY](http://bit.ly/1azWEaY), (These figures reflect the most recent data available)


\(^3\) See: Cuban Customs Website (Aduana General de la Republica de Cuba).


Rather than relying on the technically sophisticated filtering and blocking used by other repressive regimes, the Cuban government limits users’ access to information primarily via lack of technology and prohibitive costs. With the exception of unauthorized points of access in old Havana, Voice over Internet Protocol (VoIP) is blocked in Cuba, and social media applications, including Facebook and Twitter, are largely unavailable. Late 2012 and early 2013 witnessed tighter restrictions on e-mail in the workplace, along with an increase in the disabling of dissident websites and blogs. The cost of access to technologies that facilitate information sharing continues to be high; nonetheless, there is a vibrant community of bloggers in Cuba who utilize the medium to report on conditions within the country.

The websites of foreign news outlets—including the British Broadcasting Corporation (BBC), *Le Monde*, and *El Nuevo Herald* (a Miami-based Spanish-language daily)—are readily available; however, extremely slow connection speeds impede access to content.41 The sites of some human rights groups, such as Human Rights Watch and Freedom House, remain largely accessible, but Amnesty International’s website was recently blocked in Cuba.42 For the most part, dissident news websites such as Payolibre, and independent journalism sites hosted on overseas servers, such as Cubanet, fall into the category of restricted access. The Association for Freedom of the Press (SIAPA) is also blocked, as are the websites of dissident organizations with a presence on the island (such as Damas de Blanco, MCL and UNPACU), which remain inaccessible from government-sponsored youth computer centers.43 Revolico, a platform for posting classified advertisements, continues to be blocked, despite the apolitical nature of its content.44

Social-networking platforms such as Facebook and Twitter were recently blocked at some universities and government institutions, but may be accessed with consistent monitoring but varying reliability from some cybercafes and hotels. YouTube, by contrast, remains inaccessible from all points of access. The government has also increased control over the use of e-mail in official institutions, installing a new platform that restricts spam and specifically prevents the transmission of “chain letters critical of the government.”45

While ETECSA does not proactively police networks and delete content, there are reportedly cases of bloggers removing posts after being threatened by officials for publishing views criticizing government actions.46 Cases of self-censorship and removal have increased in recent months,

42 As reported by a source in Havana who wishes to remain anonymous.
43 For *Bitácora Cubana* see: http://cubabit.blogspot.com/; For the website of Asociación pro Libertad de Prensa (the Association for Freedom of the Press) see: http://prolibertadprensa.blogspot.com/.
46 For examples, see: Café Fuerte, “Malestar por Cambio de Edificio del Partido Comunista en Camagüey,” [Upset over Change
extending to blogs that published only moderate criticism of the government but were deemed “revolutionary” and subsequently blocked or disabled in late 2012. Furthermore, the wording of certain government provisions regarding content regulation is vague and allows a wide array of posts to be censored without oversight. Resolution 179 (2008), for example, authorizes ETECSA to “take the necessary steps to prevent access to sites whose contents are contrary to social interests, ethics and morals, as well as the use of applications that affect the integrity or security of the state.”

Beginning in 2007, the government systematically blocked core internet portal sites such as Yahoo, MSN, and Hotmail. As of 2013, these sites remain blocked in some government institutions, although they are largely accessible from hotels. Cuban authorities also restricted access to Cuban and foreign websites that contained independent reporting or views critical of the government. Among the continuously blocked sites were the Bitácora Cubana blog and the Voces Cubana platform, which hosts approximately 40 blogs including Yoani Sánchez’s well-known Generación Y. While most of these sites and international portals were unblocked without explanation in February 2011, in late 2012 several other self-declared “pro-revolution” blogs were almost disabled. Facilities of access were severely restricted, and as a result bloggers from the targeted sites (which included University of Matanzas’ student-run La Joven Cuba, and Elaine Díaz’s La Polemica Digital) were able to publish only two or three posts. La Joven Cuba was blocked until April 2013 but is now accessible. Content on La Polemica Digital remains available, however blog activity is sporadic. In both cases, the associated bloggers were subject to intimidation, resulting in self-censorship.

Unable to completely suppress dissident activity on the internet through legal and infrastructural constraints, the authorities have taken a number of countermeasures, including dominating conversations within the medium itself. The Cuban government maintains a major presence on social networks via “Operación Verdad,” (Operation Truth), its veritable cyber militia of 1,000 trusted students from the University of Computer Sciences (UCI) who were recruited to promote the government’s agenda and to slander dissident bloggers and independent journalists. In February 2013, Yoani Sánchez interviewed blogger Eliecer Avila, a former UCI student—and leader of Operación Verdad. Referring to the group as the “kilobyte police,”
Sanchez stated that the interview “corroborated” theories that State Security had created blogs to “denigrate and discredit the citizen who criticizes the system.”

During the same month, video of a government training on social media appeared on the internet. In the footage, which was apparently leaked, a Cuban official warns agents of the potential threat that activist bloggers pose, alluding to the possibility that a popular blogger like Yoani Sanchez could organize protests in Havana similar to those that occurred in Iran in 2009. He concludes by saying that the government must respond to these threats.

The government has also launched its own copycat versions of popular websites, such as Wikipedia and Facebook, and by some accounts, is delaying full connectivity of the ALBA-1 cable until the sites are fully operational so that content can be closely controlled. The online encyclopedia Ecured, unveiled in December 2010, uses similar software and layout to its international counterpart, Wikipedia. However, a cursory review indicates that it is updated by only a small number of people, rather than an interactive community, and that it consists of 78,000 articles compared to several million on Wikipedia. Attempts to create an editor profile using an “.edu” or Gmail email account were reportedly rejected. The government is preparing a portable version of Ecured to be installed in cell phones in 2013. In December 2011, a social-networking website called Red Social, accessible only from Cuba’s intranet, was launched. Its layout matched Facebook so closely that some questioned whether it was a violation of copyright. According to one local blogger, however, shortly after its launch it no longer appeared to be functioning, possibly a reflection of the lack of server capacity to maintain it.

In Cuba, the obstacles to sharing information are significant—the majority of citizen journalism is done offline, often by hand or typewriter, and uploaded and published once or twice a week. The financial cost of freedom of expression is also great; the tools that facilitate contribution to media outlets, such as paid internet access cards and international phone calls, are prohibitive and present a major obstacle.

While there is no exact count of blogs produced in Cuba, Blogs Cubanos reports that there are now
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54 In May 2012, Venezuela’s minister of science and technology told media that the cable was operational, but that it was up to the Cuban government to employ it. Some experts reported that internet speeds had improved in the Ministry of Interior or other government offices, adding to speculation that the government is using the cable in part to provide Venezuelan officials with access to Cuban government databases, while deliberately postponing access to the cable for average users. See: “Venezuela: Fiber-optic Cable to Cuba is Working,” Businessweek, May 24, 2012, http://www.businessweek.com/ap/2012-05-24/venezuela-fiber-optic-cable-to-cuba-is-working; Larry Press, “Hard Data on the Idle ALBA-1 Undersea Cable,” The Internet in Cuba (blog), May 22, 2012, http://lareducubana.blogspot.com/2012/05/hard-data-on-idle-alba-1-undersea-cable.html.
more than 1,600, including sites such as Retazos and Convivencia. Independent websites hosted outside the country, such as La Polemica Digital, Havana Times, and Estado de Sats, provide the few who are able to access the net with a much richer and more robust selection of news sources and perspectives than those available from state-run media. Regional radio stations, magazines, and official newspapers are also creating online versions, though these are state-run and do not accept contributions from independent journalists. Some of these official sites recently installed commentary tools that foster discussion and allow readers to provide feedback, albeit censored.

In recent years, blogger Yoani Sánchez has become the most visible figure in an independent movement that uses new media to report on conditions that violate basic freedoms. As of March 2013, Sánchez’s followers on Twitter totaled over 455,280, though only 26 percent were from within Cuba. Sánchez and other online writers—including Claudia Cadelo, Miriam Celaya, Orlando Luis Pardo, Reinaldo Escobar, Laritza Diversent, and Luis Felipe Rojas—have come together on the Voces Cubanas blogging platform to portray a reality that official media ignores. Despite the government’s open disapproval—in 2011, the daughter of President Raúl Castro’s, Mariela, publicly referred to the bloggers as “despicable parasites” —the movement has garnered broad support throughout society. In order to further promote freedom of expression, Sánchez has begun hosting Twitter workshops in her home, a bold move that has resulted in a crop of over 100 new Twitter users in Cuba.

Young people are increasingly using Twitter and mobile phones to document repression and voice their opinions. In a world where internet access is highly restricted, tweeting directly by SMS or a “Speak-to-Tweet” platform offers an alternate avenue for communicating with the outside world. The Speak-to-Tweet platform “Háblalo Sin Miedo” (Speak without Fear) enables Cuban residents to call a phone number in the United States and record anonymous messages describing government abuses or other grievances. The messages are automatically converted into posts shared via Twitter and YouTube. At a cost of US $1.10 per tweet, Háblalo Sin Miedo is expensive; nonetheless, it is proving effective in allowing activists to denounce repressive acts and human rights violations. Although the government has caught on to the phenomenon, establishing a Twitter presence of its own and blocking two phone numbers that ensure the operation of the “Speak-to-Tweet” platform in October and December 2012, new numbers have since been established.
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Cuban legal structure is not favorable to internet freedom. Surveillance is widespread and dissident bloggers are subject to punishments ranging from fines and searches to confiscation of equipment and detentions. The constitution explicitly subordinates freedom of speech to the objectives of a socialist society, and freedom of cultural expression is guaranteed only if such expression is not contrary to the Revolution.64

The penal code and Law 88, known as the “Clamp Law,” set penalties ranging from a few months to 20 years in prison for any activity considered a “potential risk,” “disturbing the peace,” a “precriminal danger to society,” “counterrevolutionary,” or “against the national independence or economy.”65 In 1996, the government passed Decree-Law 209, which states that the internet cannot be used “in violation of Cuban society’s moral principles or the country’s laws,” and that e-mail messages must not “jeopardize national security.”66 In 2007, a network security measure, Resolution 127, banned the use of public data-transmission networks for the spreading of information that is against the social interest, norms of good behavior, the integrity of people, or national security. The decree requires access providers to install controls that enable them to detect and prevent the proscribed activities, and to report them to the relevant authorities. Furthermore, access to internet in Cuba generally requires identification with photo ID, rendering anonymity nearly impossible.

Resolution 56/1999 provides that all materials intended for publication or dissemination on the internet must first be approved by the National Registry of Serial Publications. Resolution 92/2003 prohibits e-mail and other ICT service providers from granting access to individuals who are not approved by the government, and requires that they enable only domestic chat services, not international ones. Entities that violate these regulations can be penalized with suspension or revocation of their authorization to provide access.

Despite constitutional provisions that protect various forms of communication and portions of the penal code that establish penalties for the violation of the secrecy of communications, the privacy of users is frequently violated. Tools of content surveillance are likewise pervasive. Under Resolution 17/2008, ISPs are required to register and retain the addresses of all traffic for at least one year.67 The government routes most connections through proxy servers and is able to obtain all user names and passwords through special monitoring software Avila Link, which is installed at most ETECSA and public access points. In addition, delivery of e-mail messages is consistently delayed, and it is not unusual for a message to arrive without its attachments.
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Under Raúl Castro, the Cuban government appears to have shifted its repressive tactics from long-term imprisonment of bloggers to extralegal detentions, intimidation, and harassment. In 2005 and 2007, two correspondents for Cubanel were charged with “precriminal social danger” and “subversive propaganda,” and were sentenced to prison terms ranging from four to seven years. Both were released as part of a broader pardon of prisoners in December 2011. Bloggers are still routinely summoned for questioning, reprimanded, and detained, however, and late 2012 ushered in a resurgence of detentions.

On November 7, authorities arrested numerous civil rights activists, including Yoani Sánchez and at least 12 others. Among those detained were Laritza Diversent, an attorney who runs the blog Jurisconsulto de Cuba, and Antonio Rodiles, curator of Estado de Sats. Diversent and many others were released shortly after detention, but Rodiles was held in police custody for over three weeks. Authorities gave no statement concerning the reason for his release, but Twitter users speculate that it may have been related to the hunger strike he began shortly after his arrest. As it is very difficult to distinguish between independent blogging and political activism in Cuba, it is impossible to accurately pinpoint which offence triggered the detentions.

Examples of arrests and intimidation of independent journalists and bloggers in Cuba are not hard to find. Calixto Martínez, a prisoner of conscience and journalist for online news site Hablemos Press, was arrested for allegedly disrespecting the Castro administration. In accordance with Cuban law, which permits detainments of up to six months without charge, no formal charges were filed against Martínez, who was held in solitary confinement in response to a hunger strike he began after his September 2012 imprisonment. He has since been released. Independent journalist Héctor Julio Cedeño Negrín, detained while photographing police harassment of taxi drivers, was imprisoned for 12 days before being placed under house arrest.

In March 2012, during the Pope’s visit to Cuba, dozens of bloggers were placed under house arrest or detained and held throughout the Pope’s three-day stay, after which they were released. On December 9, 2012, on the eve of International Human Rights Day, some 44 members of the nonviolent opposition group Ladies in White were publicly beaten and arrested, reportedly without
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any sort of provocation. Although these beatings were related to activism rather than online content, such abuse stands as a warning to the wider community of oppositionists.

In late 2012 and early 2013, online activity continued to be cause for repression. In December 2012, blogger and writer Ángel Santiesteban Prats received a five-year jail sentence on trumped-up charges of “home violation” and “injuries” at the end of a summary trial. The winner of major literary prizes, Santiesteban was arrested in connection with his political views several times prior to the trial. Such harassment increased after Santiesteban’s creation of the blog “The children no one wanted,” in which he criticized the government. In January 2013, 25 year old blogger Daisy Valera was fired from her post as a nuclear chemist after searching the internet for information on Cuba and posting comments critical of the government on the Havana Times platform.

Despite the abuses suffered by dissidents, 2013 brought a notable loosening of travel restrictions. As part of immigration reform, bloggers previously denied exit visas, including Yoani Sánchez, Orlando Luis Pardo, and Eliecer Ávila, were allowed to travel abroad. In early 2013, Sánchez, who was finally permitted to leave Cuba after having been denied an exit visa 21 times in the past five years, began an 80-city, 12-country tour, with the aim of bringing awareness to Cuba’s active civil society and blogosphere. Her speeches have since received international attention.
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The Organic Law on Communications—proposed during the coverage period and later approved—tasks website owners with “ultimate responsibility” for all content. This law, combined with government pressure, resulted in the removal of the reader comments sections from two prominent news sites (see **LIMITS ON CONTENT**).

A new telecommunications act issued in July 2012 established the right to privacy and security for ICT users, while also authorizing the National Telecommunications Council to track IP addresses without judicial order (see **VIOLATIONS OF USER RIGHTS**).

Reports of advanced surveillance technology in Ecuador were confirmed by Speech Technology Center, a Russian tech company, in December 2012. The company revealed that it had completed the installation of a biometric identification system capable of generating and storing both “voiceprints” and facial recognition data in Ecuador (see **VIOLATIONS OF USER RIGHTS**).

In August 2012, Ecuador extended diplomatic asylum to WikiLeaks founder Julian Assange, a decision that attracted worldwide attention in part because it appeared to contradict the administration’s attitude toward free speech and media freedom (see **VIOLATIONS OF USER RIGHTS**).
In June 2013, Ecuador’s Organic Law on Communications was passed. The law, which human rights organizations fear will stifle critical voices in the media, utilizes vague wording, arbitrary sanctions, and the threat of civil and criminal penalties in an effort to halt the spread of information that discredits public officials, even when such information is supported with evidence. The law also provides for the creation of a new media regulator led by a presidential appointee to prohibit the dissemination of “unbalanced” information and bans non-degree journalists from publishing, effectively outlawing investigative reporting and citizen journalism.

Ecuador, which has historically lagged behind other Latin American nations in terms of technological growth, has witnessed substantial improvement in internet penetration over the past two years. Despite recent progress, however, Ecuador still faces challenges related to information and communication technology (ICT) development. These include: market penetration, especially in rural areas; high consumer costs; poor quality of ISP service; and high taxes on mobile phones, particularly those with internet access. While the government has begun a campaign to increase internet access across the country, opening a number of public internet access centers known as Infocentros in remote regions, to date there have been no measures predicated on improving quality of service or lowering access rates.

Although Ecuador’s ICT landscape is in need of further expansion and upgrade, its current capacity facilitates use of social media platforms such as Facebook and Twitter, and also supports a lively blogging community. Social media are used for conversations on a wide variety of topics, including daily news, sports, entertainment, personal interest, and politics. During the February 2013 elections for president and National Assembly, the internet provided a real-time forum for candidates to launch proposals, solicit votes, discuss issues, and increase the scope of their publicity campaigns.

While President Correa’s re-election has facilitated continued economic stability via social welfare programs and other initiatives, media freedom advocates are fearful that the proposed Organic Law on Communications will exacerbate the restrictions he has already placed on the press. Over the past few years, newspapers and other traditional media have had serious confrontations with the government often resulting in lawsuits filed against major media outlets at the behest of the president. Critics have expressed concern that President Correa’s new term will result in an
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expanded executive, a less independent judiciary, and continued attacks on the media and political opposition at the hands of the government.\(^2\)

In August 2012, Ecuador extended diplomatic asylum to WikiLeaks founder Julian Assange, who had been staying at the Ecuadorian Embassy in London since June and, as of May 2013, had not yet left the building for fear of arrest and extradition. Correa’s offer of asylum allows the Ecuadorian president to temper his administration’s history of media violations by portraying his government as a defender of free speech.\(^3\)

**OBSTACLES TO ACCESS**

By the end of 2012, internet penetration in Ecuador had reached an all-time high of 35 percent,\(^4\) although some sources within the country cite penetration rates as high as 55 percent.\(^5\) This surge was largely the result of government efforts to increase connectivity nationwide in keeping with the November 2011 “Digital Strategy 2.0 Ecuador” plan, which set goals for increased internet access and enhanced technology that included the extension of internet connectivity to 50 percent of households by 2015.\(^6\) Developments have largely been on track with projected deadlines, with Infocentros—community centers that offer free internet access and technological training—among the most successful initiatives.\(^7\) Internet cafes are also becoming increasingly common, providing an alternative means of access for Ecuadorians, most of who use the internet for educational purposes, communication, and obtaining information.\(^8\)

Three groups of fiber-optic cable run through Ecuador, offering connectivity to 23 of the country’s 24 provinces: (1) from the north through Colombia towards the Andean region, (2) from the coast in the province of Guayas, and (3) from the south through the province of El Oro.\(^9\) Ecuador is home to 22 internet service providers (ISPs), most of which offer internet service via these points of connection without activation fees. Of Ecuador’s ISPs, ETAPA and GroupTvCable hold the
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greatest percentage of market share. Under a provision prioritizing essential technology, computers, which range from approximately $800 to $1000, are tax-free when imported from other countries. As compared to an average wage of $318 per month, however, computers are not easily affordable. For those fortunate enough to own computers, there are multiple subscription options, ranging from dial-up pay-per-minute plans to cable and radio modems and satellite connections. Broadband (commonly used in urban zones) and satellite connections (often used in rural areas) have become increasingly popular in recent years, eclipsing dial-up plans.

According to industry estimates, between 33 and 66 percent of internet users have broadband speeds between 2 to 3Mbps, at a cost of $20 to $25 per month. In May 2012, Superintendent of Telecommunications Fabian Brito indicated that the overall average speed of an internet connection in Ecuador is 128Kbps, although speeds are lower in rural areas. While the price of access is consistent in both rural and urban settings, representatives from the government’s office of telecommunications predict a significant decrease in subscription prices across the board along with an attendant increase in connection speed in coming years.

In 2011, mobile penetration in Ecuador was measured at 47 percent, a significant increase from 2010 figures, which came in at 24 percent. Regional variations still persist, however, with the lowest number of subscribers, 30 percent, found in the Andean highlands of Bolivar, and the greatest number, 55 percent, found in the province of Pichincha, which counts Ecuador’s capital, Quito, among its cities. Mobile phone subscriptions vary greatly among income level, with 54 percent of those above the poverty line enjoying active subscriptions as compared to 28 percent of those below the poverty line. Of those with mobile phones, only 8 percent have smartphones, 36 percent of which are concentrated in the provinces of Guayas, El Oro, and Azuay. Those with post-graduate degrees are most likely to own smartphones.

Ecuador is home to three mobile service providers: one state-run operator, CNT, and two private providers, Claro (CONECEL) and Movistar (OTECEL). The total number of active cellular accounts exceeds 14 million, distributed as follows: Claro leads the pack with 69 percent of subscribers, followed by Movistar with 29 percent, and finally, state-run CNT, with almost 2
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percent of subscribers.\textsuperscript{16} While some data packages include internet access, Movistar’s full navigation package imposes certain limitations on the applications subscribers may use.\textsuperscript{17} Movistar states that it retains the right to restrict access to certain sites without prior warning, should the sites generate content that could “affect the proper functioning of its system.” Such vague language leaves the rationale behind the restriction of certain websites rather opaque, although it appears to be a policy related to security concerns rather than one driven by censorship.\textsuperscript{18}

Despite their popularity, the Ecuadorian government classifies mobile phones as luxury items. In addition to being excluded from the tax exemption extended to computers, a June 2012 ruling (No. 67) issued by the Committee on Foreign Trade (COMEX)\textsuperscript{19} also imposes quotas on the importation of mobile telephones.\textsuperscript{20} According to the edict, the limitation is predicated on preventing further environmental degradation resulting from residual cell phone waste.

Social networks are not widely used in Ecuador. A national survey revealed that as of 2011, only 3 percent of Ecuadorians utilized such platforms, most of whom were concentrated in coastal, urban areas and held university degrees.\textsuperscript{21} The Ecuadorian blogosphere has largely followed in the footsteps of conventional media, witnessing a slight decrease in the quantity of voices represented in recent years while still supporting discussion on a wide array of issues, including politics, sports, and daily news. Isolated communities in rural areas have less of a presence online due to connectivity issues, and therefore less representation in terms of advocating for matters such as water rights and indigenous land issues, leading to potential marginalization in online communities.

In recent years, the Ministry of Telecommunications (MINTEL) has initiated a handful of projects predicated on increasing digital literacy and general internet access. To that end, Infocentros have been installed in 377 (48 percent) of Ecuador’s 810 rural parishes, with a projection of 100 percent by 2014.\textsuperscript{22} As mentioned above, Infocentros provide free access to computers, telephones, and the
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internet, and also offer ICT training.\textsuperscript{23} During 2012, teams from the National Plan of Digital Recruitment (PLANADI) utilized Infocentros to train a reported 34,500 people to be technical managers.\textsuperscript{24} To date, 445,000 visitors have accessed the internet from such centers in rural districts. The project appears to be meeting its goals of expanding demand for the internet to rural areas, as well as increasing the percentage of the population that enjoys digital literacy.

In rural areas, cybercafes, which generally provide internet access at a rate of $1 per hour, are often relied upon. Such establishments face the same requirements as other businesses, including registering with the government. In order to utilize the services provided by cybercafes, the national secretary of telecommunications, SENATEL, requires that users register with the following: full name, phone number, passport number, voting certificate number, email address, and home address. Users must also agree to terms that stipulate that all information entered into the database during use falls under the jurisdiction of SENATEL and the superintendent of telecommunications, SUPERTEL. If a user infringes on the terms and criminal charges are applicable to the transgression, the user will be prosecuted under Ecuador’s penal code.\textsuperscript{25}

Ecuador’s backbone is not highly centralized. There have been no reported incidents of the government placing restrictions on applications from new companies in the ICT sector, however high registration costs and administrative hurdles can make it difficult to begin operating a new telecommunications business. New ISPs and mobile companies often face fees as high as $100,000 as well as legal obstacles, each of which can complicate their attempts to enter the market.\textsuperscript{26} Private ISPs sometimes engage in bandwidth throttling (the intentional slowing down of internet service) to specific sites when excessive amounts of bandwidth are being consumed. It appears as though Ecuadorian ISPs utilize this strategy for traffic management rather than for censorship, however they are not transparent about such restrictions and there are likewise no laws to protect against preferential treatment of certain sites in times of high traffic.

Ecuador’s state regulatory agency is called the National Telecommunications Council (CONATEL).\textsuperscript{27} It is part of the Telecommunications Ministry, the head of which is nominated by the president and also serves as the head of CONATEL, a process which demonstrates close alignment with the executive body.\textsuperscript{28} In July 2012, CONATEL issued the Telecommunication Service Subscribers and Added Value Regulation Act.\textsuperscript{29} Internet subscribers have taken issue with
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\textsuperscript{24} Alvaro Layedra, MINTEL, reported via Twitter account @alayedra, Twitter, January 2013, [https://twitter.com/alayedra](https://twitter.com/alayedra).

\textsuperscript{25} SENATEL, Registro de Cibercafes Online [Registration of Cybercafes Online], Republica del Ecuador, accessed August 6, 2013, [http://www.regulaciontelecomunicaciones.gob.ec/registro-de-cibercafes/](http://www.regulaciontelecomunicaciones.gob.ec/registro-de-cibercafes/).

\textsuperscript{26} AEPROVI, general information available at: [http://www.aeprovi.org.ec](http://www.aeprovi.org.ec).

\textsuperscript{27} El Universo, “Presidente del CNE: Hay que regular a las redes sociales y a eso vamos” [President of CNE: We have Regular Social Networks], El Universo, October 18, 2012, [http://www.eluniverso.com/2012/10/18/1/1355/presidente-cne-hay-regular-redes-sociales-eso-vamos.html](http://www.eluniverso.com/2012/10/18/1/1355/presidente-cne-hay-regular-redes-sociales-eso-vamos.html).


\textsuperscript{29} Carlos Correa Loyola, “Carta Impresa a Domingo Paredes, Presidente del CNE, sobre Intención de Regular las Redes Sociales” [Printed Letter to Domingo Paredes, President of CNE, about the Intention to Regulate Social Networks], Bitácora de Calú (blog), October 18, 2012, [http://calu.me/bitacora/2012/10/18/carta-impresa-a-domingo-paredes-presidente-del-cne-sobre-intencion-de-regular-las-redes-sociales.html](http://calu.me/bitacora/2012/10/18/carta-impresa-a-domingo-paredes-presidente-del-cne-sobre-intencion-de-regular-las-redes-sociales.html).
some of the act’s main provisions, namely: discretionary exemption relating to use of infrastructure against state security (Article 24.9) and the granting of authority to CONATEL to request users’ IP addresses without court order (Article 29.9).  

**LIMITS ON CONTENT**

There have been no widespread instances of blocking or filtering of websites or blogs in Ecuador, but there has often been restraint of political and government-related content both in print and, increasingly, online. Attempts to censor statements made in times of heightened political sensitivity have been witnessed, as have alleged instances of censorship via the overly broad application of copyright protection principles to content critical of the government. The population is able to access diverse sources of national and international information, however, anti-government commentary has been subject to governmental repercussions in recent years.

While access to blogs and social media platforms such as Facebook, Twitter, and YouTube is generally free and open in Ecuador, during the February 2013 presidential elections, the National Electoral Council (CNE) announced that it would begin making efforts to police social networks, though the mechanism by which such censorship would occur are unclear. This attempt led to online mobilization and protests by web users, which resulted in a guarantee from CNE not to regulate citizens’ personal expression or opinions on social networks.31

Another contentious case involves the trial of the Luluconto 10, a group of young social protestors suspected of planting pamphleteering bombs—mini explosions designed to distribute political pamphlets in crowded areas. Among the 10 activists who were arrested are a lawyer, a dentist, an engineer, a young mother, and a law student—all of whom were imprisoned on the day of their arrest and held without charges for four months. After they were finally brought to trial on terrorism charges, the group’s defense lawyers were banned from reporting on the case through social networks.32 The order came on the heels of growing social mobilization advocating for a free and fair trial, much of which was carried out online, illustrating the impact of social media networks even in a country in which only a small minority of citizens have such accounts.33

The Ecuadorian government has periodically sought to block critical content on grounds of copyright infringement. A controversial 2012 documentary about President Correa was subject to such treatment when clips of the film were posted on YouTube and Vimeo. The videos were removed after Spanish anti-piracy firm Ares Rights filed a copyright infringement lawsuit on behalf of Ecuador’s state-run TV channel, claiming that the documentary included unauthorized images of
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31 Website of CONATEL (National Telecommunications Council), [http://www.conatel.gob.ec/](http://www.conatel.gob.ec/).


the president. Distribution of the documentary has been riddled with problems both within Ecuador and abroad ever since. After interviewing the filmmaker, Santiago Villa, on an Ecuadorian radio show, host Andres Carrion was forced to shut down his radio program. When Villa attempted to broadcast the documentary on American TV channel American TeVe, he was asked to make changes to the film’s content, allegedly due to fears of legal reprisal. The documentary is now available only on the Russian website smotri.

The Ecuadorian government has occasionally been accused of manipulating digital media via the use of progovernment commentators employed to counter opposition voices. In February 2012, Fernando Balda, a former member of President Correa’s socialist Alianza PAIS political party, blogged about government “troll centers” dedicated to defending the president and slandering the opposition on social media. Balda describes a digital “army” tasked with such work, which, he says, is comprised of workers with pseudonymous Facebook and Twitter accounts. Although Communications Secretary Fernando Alvarado refuted Balda’s claims, reporters at El Comercio echoed such accusations in March 2012. Citing Balda’s statements as well as complaints made to the NGO Fundamedios, El Comercio claims that an investigation into tax records revealed that a number of accounts associated with inflammatory comments about journalists were in fact not registered to real people but appear to exist solely to slander journalists on social media platforms. Over the years, reports have also surfaced of intense government pressure on media outlets to silence critical opinions during elections and at other times of heightened political interest.

Although formal rules governing online activity have only been discussed in recent years, self-censorship has long been encouraged by the ramifications associated with the publication of critical comments. In January 2013, for example, President Correa (@MashiRafael) called for the National Secretary of Intelligence (SENAIN) to investigate two Twitter users who had published disparaging comments about him, an announcement which sent a warning to others not to post comments critical of the president.
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proceedings against certain mainstream media outlets that maintain a digital presence via websites or social networks, including El Comercio and La Hora. Critics allege that reporters and journalists associated with the digital branches of these publications have exemplified a marked shift in tone, resorting to pro-government expression following state seizures of printing press equipment and supplies, as well as threats of legal action for online posts.43

After receiving criticism from the government, news site La Hora indefinitely suspended the reader comments section on its website. Such action was taken in order to avoid “publishing offensive comments” that might violate a clause in Ecuador’s proposed communications law (since approved) that imposes “ultimate responsibility” on publishers for any content that “threatens the honor or name of a good person”—a clause which extends to the reader commentary section of a newspaper’s website.42 Despite La Hora’s efforts, one month later, the newspaper found itself at the center of a governmental dispute over content. The newspaper was forced by court order to publish an apology to the government, both on its website and in print, for having published a story based on data from an independent monitoring center that claimed the government had spent $71 million on propaganda.43

Print and digital news outlet El Comercio faced similar pressure related to its readers’ comments; like La Hora, the comments section was ultimately disabled, although in this instance the catalyst was a letter from President Correa. In July 2012, the president accused El Comercio of censoring progovernment commentary and allowing only inflammatory, anti-Correa rhetoric from commentators to be posted on its website. The newspaper subsequently apologized to Correa, stating that it was an “error [on the part of the newspaper] not to have filtered the offensive comments to the president.”44 At the president’s request, the comments section has since been shut down completely.

In Ecuador, social networks have been utilized to coordinate meetings held in real life to organize, protest, or propose actions. To date, there have been no official governmental constraints on internet-mediated mobilization; however, the impact of such movements has been limited. Warnings from the president stating that the act of protesting will be interpreted as “an attempt to destabilize the government” have undoubtedly discouraged some from participating in protest movements.45

45 Carlos Andres Vera, “Protesa Tuitera: #E18ALasCales” [Twitter Protest: #El8AlasCalles], Polificionar (blog), March 6, 2012, http://polificionar.wordpress.com/2012/03/06/protesa-tuitera-el8alascalles/.
Ecuador’s media freedom standards continue to be contradictory, balancing positive provisions such as universal access to ICTs with concerning developments relating to user privacy and manipulation of the press. While President Correa has had a hand in influencing some of the media via a direct line to reporters, he has also made a show of purportedly supporting free speech without condition, going so far as to grant diplomatic asylum to WikiLeaks founder Julian Assange much to the chagrin of some members of the international community. The incongruity of the president’s strategy points to a dual desire to limit domestic media while simultaneously asserting a world image as a supporter of free speech. Ecuador’s new communications law, however, is poised to overshadow the nation’s foreign policy.

While the Organic Law on Communication does contain some positive provisions, such as recognizing the right to communication, it also contains numerous articles of concern for advocates of online expression. One rule greatly compromises user anonymity by forcing media companies to collect and store user information. Another vaguely worded article prohibits “media lynching,” which appears to extend to any accusation of corruption or investigation of a public official—even those that are supported with evidence. Websites are also subject to “ultimate responsibility,” which makes them liable for all hosted content. A new body with oversight authority, to be appointed by the executive, has also been described in vague language, which may leave the door open to arbitrary actions against bloggers, journalists, and users of social media.

Article 16.2 of Ecuador’s constitution guarantees “universal access to information technologies and communication.” Article 384 similarly confers the ability to exercise one’s right to communication, information, and freedom of expression. However, a discretionary loophole in Resolution TEL-477-16-CONATEL-2012 grants ISPs a wide margin for the implementation of “actions they deem necessary to the proper administration of the service network,” and by extension, threatens net neutrality.

In July 2012, Ecuador’s Ministry of Telecommunications issued a resolution (The Telecommunication Service Subscribers and Added Value Regulation Act) establishing a framework for ICT user rights and ISPs. Among its provisions are articles stating that telecommunications is considered a “strategic sector” by the Ecuadorian government, and that the state is tasked with the...
“administration, regulation, control and management” of such technologies, while also being responsible for ensuring that the public has access to ICTs. Article 14 further establishes a state guarantee of privacy and security for users, prohibiting third party interception of communications. Despite such positive provisions, however, Article 29.9 of the same act authorizes CONATEL to track IP addresses from ISP customers without judicial order.

There are no specific laws criminalizing online content, however, standard defamation laws apply to content posted online, and are sometimes invoked by the government. While lawsuits have been filed against digital news sites for comments critical of the current administration, detentions of regular ICT users are not as common. Calls for investigations into Twitter users who post content critical of the government, have, however, been levied by governmental authorities, including President Correa, a form of legal intimidation that stands to result in greater self-censorship online. The only recent arrest related to internet activity concerned an activist who created a fake identity on the government site “Dato Seguro” and posed as the president, allegedly with the aim of revealing to the public that state information and systems are not sufficiently secure. Paul Moreno, the man responsible for illustrating the ease of breaching state digital security, was arrested in Riobamba in November 2012 under accusations of identity theft. No details are available regarding the investigation of Moreno, however, his supporters were very active on social networks after he was detained (see, for example, tweets under the hashtag #LiberenAPaulCoyote), a factor that appears to have influenced the judiciary. Moreno was released four days after his arrest following his publication of a public letter of apology. Although he was never brought to trial Moreno commented that during his detention, there were no acts of intimidation and due legal process was followed.

Anonymous communication is not prohibited in Ecuador, nor are there restrictions against citizens who choose to maintain encrypted communications or use security tools. While the state guarantees privacy of communications, identification and registration are required to purchase a new cell phone, a regulation which has come into the spotlight following allegations of widespread secret state surveillance.

In December 2012, Russian tech company Speech Technology Center revealed that it had been contracted to provide Ecuador with a nationwide “biometric identification platform” capable of facial and voice recognition. The controversial database of “voiceprints” and facial features created by the country allegedly stores information only on known or suspected criminals or “persons of interest.”58 Although the government claims not to listen to phone calls for “political purposes,” human rights advocates have cautioned that the technology holds the potential for abuse and could be used to track down political dissidents, advocates, or investigative journalists. 59

Instances of verbal and physical harassment against journalists appear to be on the rise. In fact, verbal threats often come from the president, who uses his weekly sabatina (report) to insult journalists and others who have displeased him. The president, who has referred to journalists as “assassins with ink”60 has also filed—and won—court proceedings against print journalists who have made critical comments about him or about presidential orders that resulted in the harming of civilians. In one landmark case from 2011, newspaper El Universal was charged $40 million in damages for publishing a critical article. Emilio Palacio, author of the column, and the directors of the newspaper were all sentenced to three years in prison. Palacio’s sentence was overturned in August 2012, but he and his family were already in the process of applying for political asylum in the United States which was granted the following month.61

Recent years have also been witness to two murders—one of a photojournalist, and one of an online reporter. In August 2012, Orlando Gomez Leon, a Quito based journalist from Colombia who writes for a Colombian weekly newspaper and also serves as an internal editor at print and digital newspaper La Hora, was the target of intimidation and violence. After contributing to an article discussing Ecuador’s free speech issues and its contradictory extension of asylum to WikiLeaks creator Julian Assange, Gomez began receiving threats. Later in the day, he was attacked by two assailants with a steel bar but managed to drive away unharmed. Given the nature of the threats he received, which included a warning to “stop saying bad things about Ecuador,” the attack appears to be connected directly to Gomez’s journalism. 62

In April 2013, Fausto Valdivieso, a public relations consultant and journalist of nearly 30 years who wrote widely on social networks and reported for a small online TV station, was murdered after numerous threats and a previous attempt on his life a day earlier. Although a link to his journalistic work has not been proven, his murder occurred while he was investigating issues related to the
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government. Accordingly, his work has been suspected as one possible motive in the killing. The suspects, currently in custody, are reputed to be members of a criminal drug-trafficking ring.64

Cyberattacks in Ecuador are generally sporadic rather than systematic, although they appear to be on the rise. These assaults include modifications to webpages (defacements), phishing, the spread of malware, and DDoS attacks. The websites of independent human rights organizations have occasionally been subject to disabling attacks and unexplained disruptions, and although their administrators suspect government involvement, no party has yet taken responsibility. In February 2013, the Twitter accounts of human rights organization Fundamedios (Andean Foundation for Media Observation and Study) and the online activism site Polificcion were suspended without explanation.65 Following a press conference held by Fundamedios which detailed the dangers of arbitrary suspension, the organization’s Twitter account was reinstated in March, 2013.66

In January 2013, immediately following the publication of an article alleging that President Correa had two offshore bank accounts in Switzerland, website BananaLeaks.co was the target of disabling cyberattacks. Although administrators were able to get the site back up and running one day later, BananaLeaks says its site was “immediately sabotaged by the Ecuadorian government with DDoS attacks.”67 Independent media outlets have not been the only targets of such attacks, however. In August 2012, “hacktivist” group Anonymous hacked into 45 websites belonging to the Ecuadorian government in protest of Article 29 of CONATEL’s July 2012 resolution allowing government agencies to request users’ IP addresses.68 Operation #OpInternetSurkishka wreaked utter and widespread havoc on governmental websites for two days.69
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63 For more on Valdivieso’s writings, see: YouTube, Patuchobalcon, last updated August 2011, http://www.youtube.com/user/patuchobalcon.  
65 La República, “Correa Pide a Inteligencia que Investigue a Dos Tuiteros” [Correa Calls on Intelligence to Investigate Two Tweeters], La República, January 24, 2012, www.larepublica.ec/blog/politica/2013/01/24/correa-pide-a-la-senain-que-investigue-a-dos-tuiteros/; See also: Carlos Andres Vera, “Sobre la Suspensión de mi Cuenta Twitter”, [About the Suspension of my Twitter Account], PolifFiccion (blog), March 4, 2013, http://polifccion.wordpress.com/2013/03/04/sobre-la-suspension-de-mi-cuenta-twitter/.  
EGYPT

Authorities repeatedly throttled mobile internet service in the areas around political protests, preventing activists from communicating through social networks and VoIP services (see **Obstacles to Access**).

Courts ordered the temporary blocking of YouTube and permanent blocking of pornography sites, though the decisions have not been implemented (see **Limits on Content**).

An unprecedented number of liberal bloggers and online activists have been prosecuted by special courts for insulting the president. Several users were also charged for insulting religion over social networks (see **Violations of User Rights**).

Administrators of antigovernment and anti-Muslim Brotherhood Facebook groups were targeted in cases of extralegal abductions and killings (see **Violations of User Rights**).

Senior Muslim Brotherhood officials working in the office of President Morsi reportedly met with an Iranian spy chief in December 2012 to seek assistance in the development of new surveillance capabilities outside of the traditional military-controlled structure (see **Violations of User Rights**).
This report covers events between May 1, 2012 and April 30, 2013. On July 3, 2013, President Mohamed Morsi was removed from power by General Abdul Fatah al-Sisi, the Defense Minister and head of the armed forces. Millions of Egyptians had taken to the streets since June 30 in a protest coordinated by a grassroots campaign known as Tamarod, the Arabic word for “rebel.” Tamarod, which is supported by the Egyptian Movement for Change, threatened widespread civil disobedience if Morsi did not resign by July 2. More significantly, the army issued a 48-hour ultimatum to the country’s political groups to “meet the demands of the people” and threatened to intervene if the political crisis was not solved. When Morsi refused to back down, the army took him under detention and appointed the head of Egypt’s highest court, Adly Mansour, as interim president. Together with religious and secular opposition leaders, General al-Sisi set out a roadmap for the drafting of a new constitution as well as the holding of parliamentary and presidential elections. Supporters of Morsi remained camped out in two large protest sites until August 14, when security forces raided the camps, killing hundreds in the process. Senior Muslim Brotherhood figures were taken under arrest and a temporary state of emergency was declared.

Since the internet was introduced in the country in 1993, the Egyptian government has invested in information and communications technology (ICT) infrastructure as part of its strategy to boost the economy and create jobs. Until 2008, authorities showed a relaxed attitude toward internet use and did not censor websites or use high-end technologies to monitor discussions. However, with the rise of online campaigns to expose government fraud, document acts of police brutality, and call for large-scale protests, the government began to change its stance. Between 2008 and 2011, state police admitted to engaging in surveillance, online censorship, and cyberattacks – especially against sites related to the Muslim Brotherhood and other opposition movements.

The significant role of ICTs in the 2011 protests that toppled the 30-year regime of President Hosni Mubarak led some to label the event as the Facebook or Twitter revolution. After the Supreme Council of Armed Forces (SCAF) took control of the government, the military administration maintained many of its predecessor’s tactics by keeping mobile phones, social media, and opposition activists under vigorous surveillance. Even as several activists and bloggers were intimidated, beaten, or tried in military courts for “insulting the military power” or “disturbing social peace,” social networks continued to grow as a democratizing tool. Online, Egyptians launched debates about the fate of their emerging democracy and exerted pressure on SCAF to end...
decades under emergency rule. On May 31, 2012, the state of emergency was finally lifted and one month later, power was officially handed over to a civilian government in a controversial election that pitted a former Mubarak official with an Islamist candidate.

After the election of President Mohammed Morsi, a candidate from the Muslim Brotherhood’s Freedom and Justice Party, Egypt has failed to make any gains in internet freedom. The passage of a new constitution did not allay concerns over threats to free speech and a record number of citizens were prosecuted for insulting the president. The rise of Islamist forces has also contributed to an increase in online blasphemy cases being tried in Egyptian courts, resulting in several users receiving jail sentences. Countless other web activists and social media users have been harassed and detained. Police authorities and Muslim Brotherhood thugs engaged in extralegal violence against liberal activists and revolutionary youths who voice dissent online. Finally, distrust between the military and the Muslim Brotherhood led the latter to seek Iranian assistance in the development of parallel security and intelligence arms outside of the existing military-controlled structure. Despite these obstacles, online journalists and commentators have continued their dynamic role, pushing the boundaries of free speech and protesting against the undemocratic actions of the civilian president.

The development of Egypt’s ICT sector has been a strategic priority since 1999, when former president Mubarak created the Ministry of Communications and Information Technology (MCIT) to lead Egypt’s transition into the information age. Since then, ICT use has increased rapidly, with internet penetration growing from 16 percent in 2007 to 44.1 percent in 2012. Mobile internet, either using smartphones or USB modems, accounts for roughly 44 percent of all internet use, with ADSL use at around 38 percent. Egypt’s mobile phone penetration rate was 113.2 percent in the first quarter of 2013, amounting to over 94 million mobile subscriptions.

Although these figures are promising, there are a number of obstacles hindering access to ICTs, including an adult literacy rate of only 72 percent, poor telecommunications infrastructure in rural areas and urban slums, and flagging economic conditions. Moreover, ICTs and online culture are often viewed with suspicion and women’s access to technology has become a growing concern after
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the revolution. In some cases, marginal religious figures have issued ‘fatwas’ against women using the internet without the presence of a male chaperone.

Broadband prices in Egypt are relatively cheap if compared to neighboring Arab Countries. However, with more than 25 percent of the Egyptian population living under the national poverty line, internet access is not universally affordable. As an indication of what prices are like, a 2 Mbps connection costs $11 per month for a download limit of 4 GB, whereas an unlimited plan costs $30 per month. In an index that compares ICT prices to gross national income (GNI) per capita, Egypt ranks 77th out of 161 countries.

Recent investment in telecommunications infrastructure has been limited since the revolution. The country’s economic crisis halted plans for a fourth mobile operator license and many foreign investment projects have ceased due to the increase in violence and political instability. Moreover, several training programs and collaborations with international and private entities were halted. Many cybercafés and ISPs have closed down upon increased threats to their operations and continued pressure from the government and non-state actors. Frequent electricity blackouts also disrupted internet access in major cities.

Documents recovered from the Ministry of Interior after the fall of the Mubarak regime revealed how the Egyptian government centralized internet infrastructure and fiber-optic cables into highly-controllable “chokepoints.” In addition, virtually all of Egypt’s telecommunications infrastructure is owned by Telecom Egypt, a state-owned company. Egypt’s five main ISPs lease lines from Telecom Egypt and resell bandwidth to over 200 smaller ISPs. The arrangement makes it easy to suspend internet access or decrease speeds, as was the case during the 2011 revolution. From January 27 to February 2, 2011, authorities disabled the country’s Border Gateway Protocol Routes, shutting down all internet traffic in less than one hour. Telecommunications companies were then ordered to cut mobile internet and text-messaging service under the terms of strict agreements they had signed with regulators. At the time, state intelligence agencies claimed that

18 Erica Chenoweth, “Backfire in the Arab Spring,” Middle East Institute, September 1, 2011, http://www.mei.edu/content/backfire-arab-spring.
“foreign intelligence [was] using communication technologies to plan terrorist actions.”20 Steps to limit bandwidth and temporarily cut off service in targeted areas were also taken by the interim SCAF administration and, more recently, under President Morsi.

Mobile users and activists have complained of throttled internet speeds in areas of protests, most likely due to government efforts to limit their ability to organize and document police brutality.21 In November and December 2012, during demonstrations outside the president’s office and clashes on Mohamed Mahmoud Street, users reported the temporary cutting off of Voice over Internet Protocol (VoIP) applications and mobile internet access more generally. A more widespread disruption to connectivity occurred in March 2013 during heightened protests against President Morsi and the Muslim Brotherhood. However, Egypt’s National Telecommunications Regulatory Authority clarified that the disruption was due to a cut in an undersea cable that also affected internet speeds across the region.22 The poor legal and regulatory environment has led to several campaigns calling for a boycott of government-linked ISPs23 and for the establishment of an independent entity to monitor the ICT sector.24

Mobile service providers and ISPs are regulated by the National Telecommunication Regulatory Authority (NTRA) and governed by the 2003 Telecommunication Regulation Law. The NTRA’s board is chaired by the ICT minister and includes representatives from the defense, finance, and interior ministries; the state security council; the presidency; workers’ unions; as well as public figures, experts, and other military figures.25 Officially, the NTRA is responsible for regulating the telecommunications industry26 and furthering ICT development through projects like the “eMisr” National Broadband Plan outlined in late 2011.27 The NTRA also conducts analysis of the telecommunication market and publishes research to encourage investment. However, there have been some reports revealing the NTRA’s ties to online control and surveillance activities. Through its control of the mobile subscriber database, it has been accused of monitoring mobile and social media applications, such as WhatsApp.28
While the Egyptian government does not block unfavorable or controversial websites, it does manage to place significant limits on online content through more nuanced means. There have also been contentious court decisions to block YouTube and pornography, though so far the MCIT has refused to implement these on the grounds that they are unfeasible. In the country’s highly-polarized environment, Egypt’s political parties and social movements vie for online supremacy. The heads of state media companies were replaced with sympathizers of the Muslim Brotherhood, who have also built their own formidable online media apparatuses to spread propaganda and rally supporters. Nonetheless, citizen journalism and social media activism have retained their importance in the country, where official statements by the presidency, the opposition, and the military are often made on Facebook before they are presented on traditional sources.

Web 2.0 tools such as YouTube, Facebook, Twitter and international blog-hosting services are freely available. VoIP services are largely available, even if it is technically illegal to make international calls from mobile networks under Article 72 of the Telecommunications Law, which forbids the “by-passing [of] international telephone calls by any means whatsoever.” Thus, VoIP calls through services such as Skype and Viber can only officially be placed over fixed-line or Wi-Fi networks, not through 3G. However, as mentioned above, VoIP tools are often temporarily blocked or rendered inaccessible through the throttling of bandwidth.

Egypt’s courts have made a number of high-profile rulings to block online content. In late 2012, Egypt’s prosecutor-general ordered government ministries to implement a 2009 ban on pornographic websites. While no action has yet been taken, its feasibility was reportedly debated at the MCIT. The cost of implementing such a ban is estimated at around EGP 25 million ($4 million), a hefty figure when considering the country’s economic woes. Several civil society organizations have criticized the court decision, stating that the banning of content for cultural or religious grounds could eventually lead to increased censorship. Nevertheless, several ISPs have already implemented the court decision on a voluntarily basis, offering a “safe internet service” to subscribers.

Another controversial court decision involved the banning of YouTube for a month in retaliation to the site hosting the offensive “Innocence of Muslims” video clip. The February 9, 2013 order was not implemented by the MCIT, which claimed the block would be too expensive and did not fall under the ministry’s legal authority. Appeals were filed by both the ministry and the Association for Freedom of Thought and Expression in Egypt, a local rights group.
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While the courts have yet to force the blocking or deletion of these sites, users have taken up more informal tactics to force the deletion of social media accounts or groups that express views to which they are opposed. Facebook groups like “Ana Asf ya Rayes” have had their accounts suspended by Facebook users sympathetic to the Muslim Brotherhood, citing fabricated copyright or terms of use violations. The group had also received threats after calling for protests against the Brotherhood’s acquisition of power.

In a separate tactic, online posts and comments are also censored by webmasters and page moderators. The editors of state media websites deliberately delete posts that are critical toward the government and actively drum up support for state policies. This echoes the degree of self-censorship exercised in traditional media, where journalists employ a sense of caution when tackling subjects such as the presidency, the military, and Muslim-Christian relations. Nonetheless, the generation of online activists and bloggers that has grown from the January 25 revolution has become increasingly vociferous in their coverage of sensitive subjects.

As social media has exploded, so too have attempts by political parties, the military, and the government to communicate and often spread propaganda on their official Facebook and Twitter accounts. All emerging political parties, social movements, government offices, and military bodies have started to actively participate in online discussions on the state of the country. The popularity of social media has also galvanized the spread of gossip and rumors, further polarizing the country’s politics.

More unofficially, armies of micro-bloggers writing in English and Arabic have steered online discussions in favor of the Morsi government, reportedly with control and even payment from the Muslim Brotherhood. Several pro-Muslim Brotherhood figures have been installed into leadership positions within the media and telecommunication industries, including Salah Abdel Maksoud, the former director of Morsi’s presidential campaign who was later appointed Information Minister. Online media outlets have hinted at the mounting pressure they receive from the government, the Muslim Brotherhood, Salafists, and their sympathetic groups to regulate content. In addition, Islamists have created a “Committee for the Promotion of Virtue and Prevention of Vice,” modeled after their counterparts in Saudi Arabia, to monitor access to ICTs and ensure “moral” use of the internet, particularly at cybercafés.

41 A Facebook page linked to the
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committee was closed in July 2012 after its members claimed responsibility for the killing of a student in Suez.\(^{42}\)

The Muslim Brotherhood’s online strength was clear during the May-June 2012 presidential election. Users linked to the Brotherhood’s Rassd News Network (RNN) provided live updates and published a Google spreadsheet of the election results before all ballots were counted.\(^{43}\) Several entities accused the Muslim Brotherhood and Freedom and Justice Party (FJP) micro-bloggers of manipulating the election by pushing voters towards an acceptance of Morsi as the new president.\(^{44}\)

After the elections, the FJP continued to invest in digital strategies to manipulate popular opinion.\(^{45}\) RNN has grown from a Facebook page\(^{46}\) to become one of the main online news portals in post-Mubarak Egypt.\(^{47}\) In addition, a leaked document from the office of the president revealed a policy in which news was first circulated to media outlets sympathetic to the Brotherhood.\(^{48}\) Similar techniques were used by Morsi’s predecessors.

Online news websites have begun to replace traditional news sources due to their immediate and interactive nature, and because they allow for audience participation and cover topics not tackled by the traditional media. Regionally, Egyptian online news outlets are some of the most visited websites in the Middle East, representing 45 percent of online news content from the Arab world.\(^{49}\) Through state media and independent news outlets, Egyptians can access a variety of viewpoints from the different political and social groups of society.

Content from citizen journalism and blogs have even become the raw material for private and independent media. Egyptian bloggers collect and disseminate information about the arrests of activists and acts of torture by the government or non-state actors.\(^{50}\) Bloggers such as Alaa Abdel Fattah, Wael Abbas, Ahmed Doma, and Asmaa Mahfouz have become media celebrities in recognition of their work. Numerous well-known figures who write under their real names continue to push the limits of freedom of expression online, even at great risk to their personal safety.\(^{51}\)


\(^{43}\) Anadol “Egypt cancels all Google services within days” http://www.aa.com.tr/ar/rss/132539


\(^{46}\) The English language page for RNN can be found at https://www.facebook.com/RNN.World.


\(^{48}\) AlWatan “Mistaken message reveals that the president prefers Youm 7 and Al Shurook over the rest of the newspapers” http://www.elwatanews.com/news/details/148174.


Egyptian human rights groups and civil society organizations make extensive use of social media and blogs in order to document human rights violations and expose government hypocrisy. With over 11 million accounts, Egyptians represent a quarter of all Facebook users in the Arab world. Furthermore, groups like “The Egyptian Movement for Change” (Kefaya), the 6th of April Movement, and Shayfenkom (“We Can See You”) have been successful in rallying for political causes through the use of social-networking sites. The “No Military Trials for Civilians” campaign has been successful in garnering support, using Google Spreadsheets to chronicle hundreds of instances of arbitrary detention in military courts since the revolution. Finally, the “Morsi Meter” website gained notoriety as it evaluated the first 100 days of President’s Morsi’s term of office and his lack of success in meeting a number of promises he made upon being elected.

Violations against users continued to grow between May 2012 and April 2013, with several bloggers and activists threatened, beaten, harassed, and killed. The government prosecutes and intimidates users through the continued use of Mubarak-era laws to silence dissent. The number of lawsuits related to insulting the office of the president skyrocketed in the first six months of President Morsi’s term, eclipsing the total number of citizens that were convicted during former president Mubarak’s entire 30 years in office. In another trend, blasphemy charges continue to pose a threat in the post-Mubarak period, with several users arrested and charged for insulting religion. Most worryingly, the period from May 2012 through April 2013 has seen an increase in extralegal abductions and targeted killings, with several administrators of Facebook groups reportedly singled out and shot by snipers during protests. These actions are reflective overall of the deteriorating environment in Egypt, in which documented attacks on journalists have gone up tremendously since the January 2011 revolution, including three deaths and 42 cases of temporary detentions. In line with some observers’ perceptions that the Muslim Brotherhood sought to transform existing state structures in an attempt to remain in power, senior officials in the office of President Morsi staged a high-profile meeting with Iran’s spy chief, in which they reportedly sought Iranian assistance in developing new security and intelligence arms. The move was interpreted by some as an attempt to build surveillance capabilities directly under control of the president, thereby reducing institutional reliance on the military.
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54 Naa’iemSaadZaghloul, Electronic Mass Communication in Egypt: Reality and Challenges (Cairo: Egyptian Cabinet, Information and Decision Support Center, February 2010), 38.
Although President Morsi and the Muslim Brotherhood-led government pay tribute to concepts such as free speech and freedom of the press in their rhetoric, the reality has proven otherwise. While freedom of expression and religion are guaranteed by the Egyptian constitution, it is forbidden to insult religion or religious prophets. Similarly, media freedom is guaranteed, though the press must respect individuals’ privacy, the essential elements of state and society, and the requirements of national security. Censorship is officially forbidden except for times of war or “public mobilization.” The constitution also grants the right to privacy and states that no telecommunications activity can be intercepted or inspected without a court order.\(^{60}\)

Local civil rights advocates have argued that any new constitutional rights are inexistent in practice, due to the continued presence of restrictive laws such as the Press Law, the Law on the Protection of the Nation and Citizens, the Law on Security of National Unity, the Publications Laws, the Telecommunications Law, and the Emergency Law. While the emergency law was not renewed on May 31, 2012, the president retains broad powers to confiscate, suspend or shutdown all means of communication during emergencies.

A series of actions by President Morsi have weakened the independence of the judiciary, leading to the harsh application of existing laws against political opponents of Morsi.\(^{61}\) In November 2012, President Morsi established a special court and prosecution office for crimes such as insulting state authorities, destroying public property, blocking transportation flows, as well as “press crimes, intimidation and terrorizing.”\(^{62}\) At the same time, Morsi published a constitutional declaration which prohibited the judiciary from challenging his authority or appealing his decrees. Morsi also contravened existing laws by dismissing the public prosecutor before his term had ended.\(^{63}\)

The new prosecutor has been blasted by local civil society organizations for consistently and disproportionately targeting liberal activists, members of Egypt’s independent media, and online users who criticize the president.\(^{64}\) A case was launched against video blogger Ahmed Anwar in March 2013 over a satirical video he uploaded one year previously, in which he made fun of the police.\(^{65}\) He was charged with insulting the Ministry of Interior, “abuse of the internet,” and provocation, liable to a fine ranging from 20,000 to 100,000 Egyptian pounds ($2,900 to $14,000).


and possible imprisonment. Local rights groups highlighted the case as yet another example of the government’s attempts to silence its critics.

In total, 24 cases and complaints of “insulting the president” have been filed in the first 6 months of Morsi’s time in office, compared to only 4 cases during former president Mubarak’s 30 years in power. Three of these cases were filed directly by the office of the Egyptian president. Bloggers, human rights defenders, members of civil society organizations, and journalists have been summoned by the public prosecutor and investigated under special courts of the state security apparatus, rather than the normal judiciary, in contravention of Article 198 of the new constitution.

As mentioned previously, several of Egypt’s high-profile political activists also maintain a social media presence to interact with followers, document human rights violations, and mobilize protests. In many cases, their online activities have been key in building a local following and, conversely, in bringing unwanted attention from the police and security forces. Among many examples, veteran blogger and human rights activist Alaa Abd al-Fattah was arrested in March 2013 on charges of “provoking violence,” related to clashes between government protestors and Muslim Brotherhood supporters outside the organization’s headquarters in Moqattam. It was reported by several outlets that Abd El Fattah was detained over a Twitter post by a user under the name “Princess Joumana” in which he was mentioned, sparking concerns from the government that the blogger was collaborating with Gulf Arab monarchs against the Brotherhood. In July 2013, he was acquitted of all charges.

On April 30, 2013, state prosecutors in the northern city of Tanta detained popular blogger and activist Ahmed Douma on charges of insulting the president and disseminating false news. One month later, he was sentenced to six months in prison for calling President Morsi a murderer and a criminal. He was eventually released on July 6, though he remains on trial for inciting violence during the March 2013 protests outside of the Muslim Brotherhood’s headquarters.
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The fall of the Mubarak regime has also resulted in a greater openness to prosecute citizens for religious-based offenses, particularly as Islamist parties have gained in popularity and prominence amid the state apparatus. In July 2012, Beshoy Kamel was sentenced to six years in jail for allegedly insulting religion, President Morsi, and a Salafist man’s family over Facebook. Kamel, a Christian teacher in the central Egyptian city of Sohag, had previously posted a warning on his Facebook page that his account had been hacked. Nonetheless, Mostafa Safwat, a local Salafist, filed a complaint after receiving a private message from Kamel’s account in which his family was allegedly insulted. Kamel’s conviction was upheld in September 2012.

Ahmed Saber, a computer science graduate and online activist, was sentenced to three years imprisonment for “defamation of religion” on December 12, 2012. Saber was arrested on September 13 after an angry mob had showed up at his house and accused him of posting the “Innocence of Muslims” video which mocks the Prophet Mohammed. After Saber alerted the police to protect him, he was instead detained and had his personal belongings confiscated without a warrant. While investigators found no evidence that he had posted the video, he was prosecuted for a video found at his home in which he is seen questioning the value of organized religion. Prosecutors also charged Saber, an atheist who comes from a Christian family, with fomenting religious discord through the publication of writings, images, and videos to social networks, such as his Facebook page “Egyptian Atheists.”

In a largely symbolic gesture, seven Egyptian citizens of the Coptic faith were sentenced to death in absentia for their role in the making of the “Innocence of Muslims” video. The sentence was passed on November 28, 2012, two months after massive protests outside of the American Embassy. Thousands of Egyptians had marched on the embassy in Cairo in anger over the short, offensive video, climbing the walls and replacing the American flag with a black flag containing the words, “There is only one God but God and Mohammed is His messenger.” All seven of those convicted were living outside of the country.

In addition, Gamal Abdou Massoud remains in jail after being sentenced in April 2012 to three years in jail for posting cartoons to his Facebook page that allegedly insulted Islam and the Prophet Mohammed. Massoud, a Coptic Christian from the central city of Assiut, was 17 years old at the
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80 Kristen Chick, “Egypt pursues blasphemy cases as Morsi defends ban at UN,” The Christian Science Monitor.
time. The posting of the cartoons led to attacks by groups of Muslims against Christians, who also saw their homes torched.\textsuperscript{84}

There were also numerous cases in which prominent activists, well-known for their online activities, were detained for suspicious or weak charges related to their offline activities. Human rights defender Hassan Mustafa was sentenced to two years imprisonment in March 2013 on charges of allegedly assaulting a member of the Alexandria Prosecution Office.\textsuperscript{85} Mustafa is an activist and campaigner who was heavily involved in the rights movement “Hashd” and the online campaign “We Are All Khaled Said.” Later in March, Mahinour al-Masry and 12 other activists were arrested on charges related to the storming of the Raml Police Station in Alexandria. Mahinour al-Masry is a well-known human rights defender and a contributor to the news website Ahram Online. Clashes had broken out earlier between activists from the Freedom and Justice Party (FJP) and the \textit{al-Dostour} (Constitutional) party, after an FJP member objected to being filmed by activists from the latter party. That same day, photographer Sameh Mashali, a youth activist known for documenting protests, was arrested. Protestors at the scene claimed that Brotherhood members had captured Mashali and beaten him before handing him over to the police.\textsuperscript{86}

Extralegal violence by police authorities in Egypt has become commonplace, with reports of officers using excessive force against demonstrators and seeking vigilante justice for attacks on their colleagues with no respect for the rule of law.\textsuperscript{87} In the first six months of President Morsi’s term, there have been 11 documented cases of targeted abductions and instances of torture reported by the Al-Nadeem Center for Rehabilitation of Victims and Violence.\textsuperscript{88} Rights groups have complained that public prosecutors refuse to investigate these abductions and arbitrary detentions.\textsuperscript{89} Countless activists have also been targeted and tortured by thugs affiliated to the Muslim Brotherhood or its political arm, the Freedom and Justice Party (FJP).\textsuperscript{90} Reports indicate the Brotherhood has created its own parallel security apparatuses to monitor online dissidents, target specific activists at protests, and attempt to force confessions from individuals held captive in their hidden torture chambers.\textsuperscript{91} Several key figures in the FJP stated that they hold “recordings” of opposition figures and have “records” of online dissidents.


\textsuperscript{85}El Nadeem, 2013, Egypt: Human rights defender Mr Hassan Mustafa sentenced to two years imprisonment March 14, 2013 \url{https://www.facebook.com/note\?id=10151564974389365&is_album=true}.\textsuperscript{86}


\textsuperscript{87}“State crimes remained unpunished: the Interior Ministry is above the law and the Prosecution is missing in action,” Egyptian Initiative for Personal Rights, January 22, 2013, \url{http://eipr.org/en/report/2013/01/22/1602}.

\textsuperscript{88}Mai Shams El-Din, “Violence against activists becomes more systematic, observers say,” Egypt Independent, March 11, 2013, \url{http://www.egyptindependent.com/news/violence-against-activists-becomes-more-systematic-observers-say}.

\textsuperscript{89}Mai Shams El-Din, “No to Military Trials slams state thuggery,” August 7, 2012, \url{http://www.egyptindependent.com/news/no-military-trials-slams-state-thuggery}.


\textsuperscript{91}Yasser Abdel Aziz “Muslim Brotherhood seeks to Control Egyptian Media” \url{http://www.alexmonitor.com/pulse/iw/news/articles/politics/2012/11/muslim-brotherhood-dream-tv.html}.
Gabar Salah, known as “Jika,” was shot dead by police during demonstrations on Mohamed Mahmoud Street in November 2012. Salah, a 17-year-old online activist and member of the 6th of April Movement, was the administrator of a Facebook group called, “Together Against the Brotherhood.” Similarly, Mohamed Hussein Korani (“Christie”), the administrator of the “Ikhwan are liars” page on Facebook, was assassinated in demonstrations in front of the Presidential palace in February 2013. Several activists claimed that Christie was targeted by pro-government militias who posted on their Facebook status that they will take revenge against liberals calling for a change in the new government. Mohamed al-Gendy, an activist from the Popular Current movement that also administered an anti-Brotherhood Facebook group, was killed on February 4th, 2013. It is widely rumored that al-Gendy died in prison after being tortured by state authorities.

In Mahalla, a city in the northern Gharbiya Governorate, Mohamed al-Masry reported that he was kidnapped, beaten, and stabbed by six perpetrators in early March 2013 during an ordeal that lasted one day. Al-Masry is the administrator of the Facebook page “Generation of Change.” Mohamed Hassanein, the administrator of “The official page of the union of revolutionary groups” on Facebook, was abducted and beaten by unidentified assailants that month as well. The body of activist Sherif El Serafy was found dead on the Cairo Ismailia highway after being kidnapped on his way to Tahrir square. El Serafy belonged to a youth group calling itself Black Bloc Egypt, which was highly active online in criticizing the Muslim Brotherhood and staging protests. Eight members were detained for 45 days in April 2013 for “spreading terrorism and banned ideas online, possessing firearms, using violence against public servants, and burning down Muslim Brotherhood buildings.” Human rights lawyers and researchers have claimed that these low-profile activists were targeted by police as part of a wider campaign to intimidate youth activists while avoiding high-profile news coverage.

Numerous other activists and citizen journalists have been beaten or killed while participating in or filming demonstrations. Photographer Mohamed Nabil suffered a broken leg for documenting a protest outside the Muslim Brotherhood headquarters. A video of a veiled woman being slapped to the ground during the protest went viral on YouTube and led to widespread news coverage.
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The woman, Mervat Moussa, is a member of former presidential candidate Hamdeen Sabbahi’s Popular Current movement.\textsuperscript{102}

Restrictions on anonymity and the use of encryption devices make it easier for these activists to be monitored and singled out by the authorities. Under Article 64 of the 2003 Telecommunications Law, the use of encryption devices is prohibited without the written consent of the NTRA, the military, and national security authorities.\textsuperscript{103} In addition, cybercafé customers must provide their names, e-mail addresses, and mobile numbers to receive a personal identification number (PIN) to access the internet. Further, the Telecommunications Law allows the offices of the Presidency, Security, Intelligence, and the Administrative Control Authority to obtain citizens’ online information without prior consent for cases that concern national security. In 2013, disputes between the military and the presidency, controlled by the Muslim Brotherhood, led to a politicization of intelligence sharing.

In December 2013, high-level intelligence officials from Egypt and Iran reportedly met in Cairo to discuss the development of new Egyptian surveillance and security capabilities similar to Iran’s Islamic Revolutionary Guard Corps (IRGC).\textsuperscript{104} The meeting took place between Essam al-Haddad, an advisor to President Morsi, and Qassem Soleimani, Commander of the IRGC Quds Force responsible for external clandestine operations. Observers noted that Egypt’s Muslim Brotherhood may have been looking to the IRGC as an example to follow; the IRGC was created in the wake of the 1979 Islamic Revolution as a counterweight to the power of Iran’s traditional military, which the late Supreme Leader Ruhollah Khomenei saw as a threat to his power.\textsuperscript{105} Similarly, the creation of separate security and intelligence structures, independent from the Egyptian military and under the direct control of the president, would be an important victory in the ongoing power struggle between the military – Egypt’s strongest institution – and the Muslim Brotherhood.

Regarding cooperation between state security structures and the private sector, ISPs and mobile operators are obliged to maintain a database of their customers and to allow the government to access their databases. After the ending of a grace period issued by the MCIT, customers who do not have their National ID numbers registered with their phone companies will have their phone lines cut. The NTRA suggested that it would suspend additional phone numbers for mobile operators who fail to abide by the new rules.\textsuperscript{106} In the past, details emerged that mobile operators Vodafone, Mobinil, and Etisalat had to sign terms of agreement that bound them to cooperate with government officials when requested to tap any conversation or monitor any discussion. In an

\begin{itemize}
  \item\textsuperscript{103} “Telecommunication Regulation Law, Law No. 10 of 2003,” February 2003, Arab Republic of Egypt.\textsuperscript{104}
  \item\textsuperscript{104} Hugh Tomlinson, “Iranian spy chief’s visit to Cairo was meant to ‘send a message to America’,” The Times, January 8, 2013, http://www.thetimes.co.uk/tto/news/world/middleeast/article3650461.ece.\textsuperscript{105}
interview, Mobinil founder Naguib Sawiris stated that under the company’s terms of agreement, the government had the right to cancel any or all mobile services in the absence of cooperation.  

Documents also revealed that the Egyptian government signed agreements with Canadian, German, British, and American software companies that allow close monitoring and hacking into activists’ online information. For example, GAMMA and the Boeing/Narus Company supplied the Egyptian government with software equipment to hack dissidents’ computers, e-mail, and social media accounts. Egyptian security reportedly used software programs like FinFisher to hack computer systems and perform real-time decryption of social media activities and VoIP communications. As an indication of the government’s capabilities, news reports speculated that the authorities only decided to unblock internet access during the revolution in order to make it easy to monitor dissidents’ discussions and plans of action online.

Cyberattacks are a widespread concern in Egypt. Several independent outlets, including Youm7 and El Badil, as well as social media pages have accused the authorities of hacking into their sites during times of political unrest, especially during the May-June 2012 presidential election and the March 2013 demonstrations against President Morsi. Furthermore, in March 2013, a report came out indicating that a Pakistani hacker attacked over 200 Egyptian websites, including the site of a government agency and a university. The international hacktivist group “Anonymous” also launched distributed denial-of-service (DDoS) attacks against 30 high-profile Egyptian government websites in December 2012 in protest of the policies of President Morsi.
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ESTONIA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Internet Freedom Status</th>
<th>2012</th>
<th>2013</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Obstacles to Access (0-25)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Limits on Content (0-35)</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Violations of User Rights (0-40)</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total (0-100)</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*0=most free, 100=least free

Population: 1.3 million
Internet Penetration 2012: 79 percent
Social Media/ICT Apps Blocked: No
Political/Social Content Blocked: No
Bloggers/ICT Users Arrested: No
Press Freedom 2013 Status: Free

Key Developments: May 2012 – April 2013

- Estonia continues to be one of the most wired countries in the world, with increasing internet access and online participation among citizens (see Obstacles to Access).
- The appeal of a 2008 court case involving content host liability for comments posted online is still pending at the European Court of Human Rights (see Limits on Content).
- In 2012, the Ministry of Justice initiated the process of amending Estonia’s penal code to comply with an EU directive related to the criminalization of hate speech, which became the topic of significant public debate within Estonia (see Violations of User Rights).
Estonia ranks among the most wired and technologically advanced countries in the world. With a high internet penetration rate, widespread e-commerce, and e-government services embedded into the daily lives of individuals and organizations, Estonia has become a model for free internet access as a development engine for society. When the country regained independence in 1991 after nearly 50 years of Soviet rule, its infrastructure was in a disastrous condition. The country’s new leadership, however, perceived the expansion of information and communication technologies (ICTs) as a key to sustained economic growth and invested heavily in their development.

The first internet connections in the country were introduced in 1992 at academic facilities in Tallinn and Tartu. The national telecommunication monopoly was privatized with the inclusion of Finnish and Swedish telecommunication companies, and a fiber-optic backbone was built with modern fixed and mobile communications services. The government subsequently worked with private and academic entities to initiate a program in 1996 called Tiger Leap, which aimed to establish computers and internet connections in all Estonian schools by 2000. This program helped to build a general level of technological competence and awareness of ICTs among Estonians. Today, with a high level of computer literacy and connectivity already established, the program’s focus has shifted from basic concerns such as access, quality, and cost of internet services to discussions about security, anonymity, the protection of private information, and citizens’ rights on the internet. Children’s safety on the internet is a high priority, and the special program “Targalt Internetis” (Wiser Internet) is dedicated to country-wide training and awareness-building activities on internet safety issues for parents and children. In addition, a majority of users conduct business and e-government transactions over the internet: in 2013, 99.6 percent of banking transactions were done with e-banking services and 95 percent of people declared their income electronically.¹

Over the past two years, the issue of copyright protection on the internet became a widely debated topic in Estonia, and various organizations that represent the interests of authors and other copyright holders have come forward in an effort to remove copyright-protected content from popular services such as YouTube. Moreover, the issue of legal liability of online forums for the comments posted by anonymous users continues to be watched by free expression advocates, with an important ruling by the European Court of Human Rights expected during 2013.

penetration in Estonia reached 79 percent in 2012 (approximately 994,000 people). There were also over 2 million mobile phone subscriptions, translating into a mobile phone penetration rate of 155 percent. This figure is commonly attributed to the widespread use of mobile internet access devices, the growing popularity of machine-to-machine (M2M) services, and the use of more than one mobile phone by individual Estonians.

The first public Wi-Fi area was launched in 2001, and since then the country has developed a system of mobile data networks that enable widespread wireless broadband access. In 2011, the country had over 2,440 free, certified Wi-Fi areas meant for public use, including at cafes, hotels, hospitals, schools, and gas stations, and the government has continued to invest in public Wi-Fi. In addition, a countrywide wireless internet service based on CDMA technology has been deployed and is priced to compete with fixed broadband access. Three mobile operators cover the country with mobile 3G and 3.5G services, and as of May 2013, 4G services covered over 95 percent of Estonian territory. Municipalities in rural areas have been subsidizing local wireless internet deployment efforts, and the country’s regulatory framework presents low barriers to market entry, enabling local startups to proliferate.

Estonians use a large variety of internet applications, including search engines (85 percent of users), e-mail (83 percent of users), local online media, news portals, social-networking sites, instant messaging, and Voice over Internet Protocol (VoIP) services. Estonian Public Broadcasting delivers all radio channels and its own TV production services, including news in real time over the internet; it also offers archives of its radio and television programs at no charge to users.

The Estonian Electronic Communications Act was passed in late 2004 and a number of amendments have been added to help develop and promote a free market and fair competition in electronic communications services. Today, there are over 200 operators offering such services, including six mobile phone companies and numerous internet service providers (ISPs). ISPs and other communications companies are required to register with the Estonian Technical Surveillance Authority (ETSA), a branch of the Ministry of Economic Affairs and Communications, though there is no registration fee.

In 2009, the Estonian Internet Foundation was established to manage Estonia’s top level domain, “.ee.” With its multi-stakeholder foundation, the organization represents the Estonian internet
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community internationally and has succeeded in overseeing various internet governance issues such as the domain name registration process. After initial concerns over the foundation’s domain registration pricing policy and management capabilities, the foundation’s substantive work has been stabilized in 2012-2013. In February 2012, the Estonian Internet Foundation was admitted to the Council of European National Top Level Domain Registries (CENTR).

**LIMITS ON CONTENT**

Restrictions on internet content and communications in Estonia are among the lightest in the world. YouTube, Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn and many other international video-sharing and social-networking sites are widely available and popular. Moreover, 32 percent of Estonians use the internet for uploading and sharing original content such as photographs, music, and text—the highest level of shared public communication in Europe. Nevertheless, due in part to Estonia’s strong privacy laws, there are some instances of content removal. Most of these cases involve civil court orders to remove inappropriate or off-topic reader comments from online news sites. Comments are similarly removed from online discussion forums and other sites. Generally, users are informed about a given website’s privacy policy and rules for commenting, which they are expected to follow. Most of the popular online services have established policies that outline a code of conduct for the responsible and ethical use of their services and have enforcement policies in place.

In 2008, a debate over self-censorship and pre-publication censorship took center stage when the victim of unflattering and largely anonymous comments on a news story filed suit, claiming that web portals must be held responsible for reader comments and screen them before they become public. Website owners argued that they did not have the capacity to monitor and edit all comments made on their sites. Nonetheless, the Estonian courts ruled in favor of the plaintiff, making web portals responsible for all comments posted. The ruling is currently under appeal at the European Court of Human Rights and a decision is expected later in 2013.

In January 2010, a new law on online gambling came into force, requiring all domestic and foreign gambling sites to obtain a special license or face access restrictions. As of June 2012, the Estonian Tax and Customs Board had placed 771 websites on its list of illegal online gambling sites, requiring Estonian ISPs to block them. The list of blocked sites is transparent and is available to the public.
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9 The activities of the Estonian Internet Foundation are not subsidized from the state budget; the registration fee covers infrastructure investments, operating costs, and reserve funds.


In 2012, the removal of online content related to possible copyright infringement on YouTube and other streaming services increased, resulting in the removal of over 80,000 videos. This process was greatly facilitated by requests of copyright enforcement organizations representing Estonian authors.14 Hundreds of videos have been removed from YouTube for copyright violations even though some of the videos were posted by the authors themselves who were apparently not aware of the activities of copyright enforcement organizations representing their rights.15 All of these requests came from individuals or companies; the Estonian government has not issued any requests for removal of content on any of Google’s platforms, including YouTube, since at least 2010.16

There are over 70,000 active Estonian-language blogs on the internet, including an increasing number of group, project, and corporate blogs. The vibrancy and activities of the blogosphere are frequently covered by traditional media, particularly when blog discussions center on civic issues. The fact that so many Estonians are both computer literate and connected to the internet has created unique opportunities for the Estonian government. In addition to hosting virtual trade fairs and an online embassy, the Estonian president’s office has its own Twitter and Facebook accounts, and releases messages on its YouTube channel.17

Estonia has the largest functioning public-key infrastructure18 in Europe, based on the use of electronic certificates maintained on the national identification (ID) card.19 More than 1.2 million active ID cards are in use, which enable both electronic authentication and digital signing, and over 40 percent of active ID cards have been used for authentication and digital signature purposes.20 The Digital Signature Act, adopted in 2000,21 gives an individual’s digital signature the same weight as a handwritten one and requires public authorities to accept digitally-signed documents. Estonian ID cards were used to facilitate electronic voting during the parliamentary elections in 2007 and were used again in the 2009 municipal and European Parliament elections. During the 2011 national parliamentary elections, 140,846 votes were cast over the internet, representing over 20 percent of all votes. In 2013, 95 percent of citizens filed their taxes online, making the web services offered by the tax department the most popular public e-service. Over 63 percent of internet users regularly use e-government services, and 77 percent have indicated their satisfaction with such services.22
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18 A public-key infrastructure (PKI) is a system for the creation, storage, and distribution of digital certificates, which are used to verify that a particular public key belongs to a certain entity. The PKI creates digital certificates that map public keys to entities, securely stores these certificates in a central repository, and revokes them if needed.  
19 See the web portal for the ID-card system, http://id.ee/?lang=en.  
Freedom of speech and freedom of expression are protected by Estonia’s constitution and by the country’s obligations as an EU member state. Anonymity is unrestricted, and there have been extensive public discussions on anonymity and the respectful use of the internet. Internet access at public access points can be obtained without prior registration.

The Personal Data Protection Act (PDPA), first passed in 1996, restricts the collection and public dissemination of an individual’s personal data. No personal information that is considered sensitive—such as political opinions, religious or philosophical beliefs, ethnic or racial origin, sexual behavior, health, or criminal convictions—can be processed without the consent of the individual. The Data Protection Inspectorate (DPI) is the supervisory authority for the PDPA, tasked with “state supervision of the processing of personal data, management of databases and access to public information.” The current version of the PDPA came into force in 2008. In 2012, the Estonian DPI initiated 595 investigations on both public and private sector practices in implementing PDPA, an increase of 24 percent from the previous year.

Estonia is currently in the process of amending the Penal Code to comply with the European Council Framework Decision 2008/913/JHA of 28 November 2008 on “combating certain forms and expressions of racism and xenophobia by means of criminal law” in order to establish a framework on hate speech criminalization in the country. In July 2012, the Ministry of Justice initiated proceedings to amend sections 151 and 152 of the penal code, which would lead to a new situation regarding hate speech-related legislation in Estonia. This process is still ongoing and has become the topic of significant public debate within the country.

Estonia launched the Electronic Communications Act on January 1, 2005, aligning itself with EU legislation and replacing the Telecommunications Act. Since January 2008, electronic communications companies have been required to preserve traffic and location data for one year, as defined by the EU Data Retention Directive (2006/24/EC). Companies have been required to retain data on internet access, telephony, and e-mail since March 2009, and must only retain such data that becomes known to them in the course of providing communications services. They must also provide the surveillance agency or security authority with the information at their disposal only when presented with a court order. According to the report of the Estonian Parliament Security Authorities Surveillance Select Committee that oversees the practices of surveillance agencies and
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security agencies, there were over 7,400 cases of requests for information based on court orders in 2012, an increase of 9 percent from the previous year.29 The select committee has been established to exercise supervision over the legality of surveillance and the activities of the Security Police.30 The committee monitors the conformity of the activities of the Security Police Board with the constitution, the Surveillance Act, and other regulations on security agencies.

There have been no physical attacks against bloggers or online journalists in Estonia, though online discussions are sometimes inflammatory. Following instances of online bullying, sexual harassment, and the misuse of social media in 2009-2010, discussions and public awareness campaigns were launched to involved parents in increasing the protection of children on the internet.31

Awareness of the importance of ICT security in both private and business use has increased significantly since the cyberattacks that occurred in the spring of 2007. To protect the country from future attacks, the government adopted a five-year Cyber Security Strategy in 2008 that focuses on the development and implementation of new security measures, increasing competence in cyber security, improving the legal framework, bolstering international cooperation, and raising public awareness.32 Estonia’s cybersecurity strategy is built on strong private-public collaboration33 and a unique voluntary structure through the National Cyber Defense League.34 With more than 150 experts participating, the league has simulated different security threat scenarios over the past few years as defense exercises that have served to improve the technical resilience of Estonia’s telecommunication networks and other critical infrastructure.

Also in 2008, the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) established a joint cyberdefense center in Estonia to improve cyberdefense interoperability and provide security support for all NATO members. Since its founding, the center has supported awareness campaigns and academic research on the topic and hosted several high-profile conferences, among other activities.35 From 2009, the NATO Cooperative Cyber Defense Centre of Excellence has organized an annual International Conference on Cyber Conflict, or CyCon, targeting international experts from governments, the private sector, and academia. CyCon has focused on international cooperation and the legal, regulatory, military, and paramilitary aspects of cybersecurity, with the goal of ensuring the development of a free and secure internet.

33 Ibid.
Prior to the announcement of Prime Minister Meles Zenawi’s death in August 2012, speculation over the state of his health led to an intensified crackdown against the media and freedom of expression online (see INTRODUCTION).

The Ethiopian government increased its technological capacity to filter, block, and monitor internet and mobile phone communications, with assistance from the Chinese authorities (see LIMITS ON CONTENT).

The Telecom Fraud Offences Law, enacted in July 2012, toughened restrictions on ICTs and extended the anti-terrorism law and criminal code to electronic communications (see VIOLATIONS OF USER RIGHTS).

Two individuals were prosecuted for their ICT activities, while harsh sentences were upheld for two imprisoned opposition journalists (see VIOLATIONS OF USER RIGHTS).

The commercial spyware toolkit FinFisher was discovered in Ethiopia in August 2012 (see VIOLATIONS OF USER RIGHTS).
Ethiopia has one of the lowest rates of internet and mobile telephone penetration in the world, as meager infrastructure, a government monopoly over the telecom sector, and obstructive telecom policies have notably hindered the growth of information and communication technologies (ICTs) in the country. Despite low access, the government maintains a strict system of controls over digital media, making Ethiopia the only country in Sub-Saharan Africa to implement nationwide internet filtering. Such a system is made possible by the state’s monopoly over the country’s only telecom company, Ethio Telecom, which returned to government control after a two-year management contract with France Telecom expired in December 2012. In addition, the government’s implementation of deep-packet inspection technology for censorship was indicated when the Tor network, which helps people communicate anonymously online, was blocked in mid-2012.

Prime Minister Meles Zenawi, who ruled Ethiopia for over 20 years, died in August 2012 while seeking treatment for an undisclosed illness. Before his death was officially confirmed on August 20th, widespread media speculation about Zenawi’s whereabouts and the state of his health prompted the authorities to intensify its censorship of online content. A series of Muslim protests against religious discrimination in July 2012 also sparked increased efforts to control ICTs, with social media pages and news websites disseminating information about the demonstrations targeted for blocking. Moreover, internet and text messaging speeds were reported to be extremely slow, leading to unconfirmed suspicions that the authorities had deliberately obstructed telecom services as part of a wider crackdown on the Ethiopian Muslim press for its coverage of the demonstrations.

In 2012, legal restrictions on the use and provision of ICTs increased with the enactment of the Telecom Fraud Offences law in September,¹ which toughened a ban on certain advanced internet applications and worryingly extended the 2009 Anti-Terrorism Proclamation and 2004 Criminal Code to electronic communications.² Furthermore, the government’s ability to monitor online activity and intercept digital communications became more sophisticated with assistance from the Chinese government, while the commercial spyware toolkit FinFisher was discovered in Ethiopia in August 2012.

Repression against bloggers, internet users and mobile phone users continued during the coverage period of this report, with at least two prosecutions reported. After a long trial and months of international advocacy on behalf of the prominent dissident blogger, Eskinder Nega, who was charged with supporting a terrorist group, Nega was found guilty in July 2012 and sentenced to 18 years in prison.³

OBSTACLES TO ACCESS

In 2012, access to ICTs in Ethiopia remained extremely limited and hampered by slow speeds and the state’s tight grip on the telecom sector. Government investments in expanding access to remote areas of the country were found to be associated with political motives.

Internet and mobile phone services were introduced in Ethiopia in 1997 and 1999, respectively. In recent years, the government attempted to increase access through investments in fiber-optic cables, satellite links, and mobile broadband services, investing approximately 10 percent of the country’s gross domestic product in the telecom sector over the past decade.

Nevertheless, Ethiopia’s telecommunications infrastructure is among the least developed in Africa and is almost entirely absent from rural areas, where about 85 percent of the population resides. As of the end of 2012, internet penetration stood at just 1.5 percent, up slightly from 1.1 percent in 2011, according to the International Telecommunications Union (ITU). Nevertheless, the number of fixed broadband subscriptions increased dramatically from 4,600 subscriptions in 2011 to nearly 38,000 subscriptions in 2012, as reported by the Ministry of Communications and Information Technology, though such subscriptions still only represent a penetration rate of just 0.4 percent.

Mobile phone penetration in 2012 was higher at roughly 24 percent with a little over 20.5 million subscriptions, up from a 17 percent penetration rate in 2011. Meanwhile, the use of internet-enabled mobile devices is increasing, particularly in semi-urban areas. While all of the above reflect very slight improvements over 2011, such penetration rates represent extremely limited access to ICTs by global standards, and an ICT sector that remains far behind the rest of the world. Furthermore, an adult literacy rate of 30 percent means that the majority of Ethiopians would be unable to take full advantage of online resources even if they had access to the


The first use of internet-like electronic communication was in 1993, when the United Nations Economic Commission for Africa launched the Pan African Documentation and Information Service Network (PADISNET) project, establishing electronic communication nodes in several countries, including Ethiopia. PADISNET provided the first store-and-forward email and electronic-bulletin board services in Ethiopia. It was used by a few hundred people, primarily academics, and staff of international agencies or nongovernmental organizations.


technology. Radio remains the principal mass medium through which most Ethiopians stay informed.

The combined cost of purchasing a computer, initiating an internet connection, and usage charges makes internet access beyond the reach of most Ethiopians. According to a study by the ITU, Ethiopia’s broadband internet connections are among the most expensive in the world when compared with monthly income, second only to the Central African Republic. Prices are set by the state-controlled Ethio Telecom and kept artificially high, though the telecom introduced a new tariff effective on January 1, 2013 that offers a discount for mobile- and fixed-line international calls in a move to generate more revenue. Other price packages dating from 2011 are still current. These reduced subscription charges from $80 to $13 and monthly fees from over $200 for unlimited usage to $17-41 for 1-4 GB of use. For comparison, the annual gross national income per capita at purchasing power parity was $92.50 per month as of the data available during the coverage period. While these tariffs have rendered the service slightly more affordable—though still relatively expensive—for individual users, cybercafe owners have complained that the lack of an unlimited usage option could hurt the financial viability of their business.

The majority of internet users rely on cybercafes to access the web, and the number of cybercafes has grown in recent years, especially in large cities, after a brief period in 2001–02 during which the government declared them illegal and forced some to shut down. Since July 2002, new cybercafes have been required to register for licenses through the Ethiopian Telecommunications Agency (ETA). Nevertheless, connections are often slow and unreliable. A 2010 study commissioned by Manchester University’s School of Education found that accessing an online e-mail account and opening one message took six minutes in a typical cybercafé in the capital, Addis Ababa, with a broadband connection, and as of 2013, such slow speeds are still standard. Independent sources have noted that uploading an attachment to an e-mail can take more than 10 minutes. Meanwhile, internet access via mobile phones is also beset by slow connection speeds. According to a 2012 report by the Internet Society, telecom policy issues and poor connectivity are largely to blame for the country’s low internet speeds.

While internet access is mostly concentrated in urban areas, the government has sought to increase access for government offices and schools in rural areas via satellite links. WoredaNet (“network of district administrations”), for instance, connects over 500 woredas (local districts) to regional and central government offices, providing services such as video conferencing and internet access. Similarly, SchoolNet connects over 500 high schools around the country to a gateway that provides video- and audio-streamed educational programming. Internet speeds within these networks, however, remain prohibitively slow and outages are common. Moreover, the two projects have administrators in the remote parts of the country.

A 2012 study by the Open Society Foundation noted that the projects have been used to broadcast political messages from the central government in Addis Ababa to teachers, students, and district administrations, increasing the ubiquity of the state as both a service provider and political entity across the country. A 2012 study by the Open Society Foundation noted that the projects have been used to broadcast political messages from the central government in Addis Ababa to teachers, students, and district administrators in the remote parts of the country.

Ethiopia is connected to the international internet via satellite, a fiber-optic cable that passes through Sudan and connects to its international gateway, and another cable that connects through Djibouti to an international undersea cable. In an effort to expand connectivity, the government has reportedly installed several thousand kilometers of fiber-optic cable throughout the country in recent years. There are also plans in place to connect Ethiopia to a global undersea cable network through the East African Submarine Cable System (EASSy) project, which was completed and launched in July 2010, but its effects on Ethiopia have yet to be seen as of mid-2013. Connection to the international internet is centralized via Ethio Telecom, from which cybercafes must purchase their bandwidth.

Ethiopia’s centralized backbone makes internet access highly vulnerable to widespread service disruptions at the hands of the authorities. In July 2012, internet and mobile phone text messaging speeds were reported to be extremely slow amid a series of weekly uprisings by Ethiopian Muslims in protest against religious discrimination by the government. During this time, some individuals complained that text messages took days, even weeks, to reach their recipients. Given the role that social media tools and text messaging services played in organizing the demonstrations, many blamed Ethio Telecom for deliberately obstructing service and considered the effort as part of a wider crackdown on the Ethiopian Muslim press for its coverage of the demonstrations.
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The internet was last cut-off in May 2011 in the lead up to planned demonstrations inspired by the early-2011 anti-government protests in the Middle East, though it remains unclear whether the cause was a deliberate government attempt to restrict communication at a sensitive time, a technical problem, or sabotage of a fiber-optic cable. Separately, when high-profile international events, such as African Union meetings, take place in Addis Ababa or other major cities, the government has been known to redirect much of the country’s bandwidth to the host venues, leaving ordinary users with even slower connections than usual.

The Ethiopian Telecommunications Agency (ETA) is the primary regulatory body overseeing the telecommunications sector. Although it was established as an autonomous federal agency, in practice, the ETA is tightly controlled by the government. In addition, the space for independent initiatives, entrepreneurial or otherwise, is extremely limited. In 2011, the government began granting permission to private companies that run internet-dependent operations to acquire and use VSAT links, connections previously reserved for governmental and international organizations per special authorization. Under the new directive, private companies are supposedly permitted to use the technology for their own operations, but bureaucratic redtape significantly hinders the service. Moreover, the directive does not allow companies to provide services to third parties, enabling Ethio Telecom to maintain its monopoly on public internet access.

Despite repeated international pressure to liberalize telecommunications in Ethiopia, the government has been reluctant to ease its grip on the sector. In early 2013, management of the state-owned Ethio Telecom fell back into government hands after a two-year management agreement with France Telecom expired in December 2012. In addition to this state monopoly, increasing corruption in the telecommunications sector has been highlighted as a major reason for poor and unrealizable telecom services in Ethiopia. According to a 2012 World Bank report, the telecommunications sector in Ethiopia has the highest risk of corruption compared to other sectors assessed, such as land, education, and construction, among others.

China has emerged as a key investor and contractor in Ethiopia’s telecommunications sector, and in October 2012, the government signed new two-year contracts with the Chinese telecom companies, Zhongxing Telecommunication Corporation (ZTE) and Huawei. Given allegations that the Chinese authorities have provided the Ethiopian government with technology that can be used for political repression—such as surveillance cameras and satellite jamming equipment—in the past, the new contracts have led to increasing fears that the Chinese may also be assisting the authorities in developing more robust internet and mobile phone censorship and surveillance capacities (see “Violations of User Rights”).

Ethiopian authorities persistently deny engaging in online censorship, but the results of the most recent independent tests conducted by the OpenNet Initiative (ONI) in 2012, and checked again by Freedom House in January 2013, indicate otherwise. Both sets of tests found that the Ethiopian government imposes nationwide, politically motivated internet filtering. The blocking of websites is somewhat sporadic, tending to tighten ahead of sensitive political events. This on again, off again dynamic continued throughout 2012, especially during the disappearance of Prime Minister Meles Zenawi and the subsequent announcement of his death in June 2012. There were also indications that the technical sophistication of the government’s blocking has increased and that periods of openness are shrinking.

The government’s approach to internet filtering has generally entailed hindering access to a list of specific internet protocol (IP) addresses or domain names at the level of the international gateway, though it is believed that the government has been introducing more sophisticated equipment capable of blocking a webpage based on a keyword in the URL path. In May 2012, the Tor network—an online tool that enables users to browse anonymously—was blocked, indicating
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Ethio Telecom had deployed deep packet inspection to enable more sophisticated, selective filtering of internet traffic.\(^4\)

The most recent ONI tests conducted from September 17-19, 2012 found that filtering by Ethio Telecom focuses primarily on independent online news media, political blogs, and Ethiopian human rights groups’ websites.\(^5\) Of the 1,375 unique URLs tested, 73 were blocked, including the online portals, Nazret and Cyber Ethiopia, and the websites of opposition movements such as the Solidarity Committee for Ethiopian Political Prisoners. Numerous news websites and forums reporting on the imprisonment of bloggers and journalists, such as *EthioMedia*, *Addis Voice*, *Addis Neger*, and *Ethiopian Review* were also found blocked,\(^6\) in addition to the circumvention and anonymization tools, Ultrasurf and Psiphon.

While ONI found the websites of international nongovernmental organizations such as Human Rights Watch, Amnesty International, and Reporters Without Borders—all of which have criticized the Ethiopian government’s human rights record—unblocked during its September 2012 test, independent tests conducted by Freedom House throughout 2012 found that the websites of Freedom House, Electronic Frontier Foundation, Human Rights Watch, and Amnesty International were inaccessible at irregular intervals. Further, another test conducted by Freedom House in early 2013 found that 70 websites related to news and views, 16 websites belonging to different Ethiopian political parties, 40 blogs, 7 audio-video websites, and 40 Facebook pages were not accessible in Ethiopia.\(^7\) As of April 2013, the above-mentioned websites, as well as those of Ethsat (an independent exile television station) and *Dilethiopia* (an opposition website), remained inaccessible.

International news outlets became increasingly targeted for censorship in the past year. Al Arabiya and both of Al Jazeera’s Arabic and English websites were both blocked intermittently throughout 2012 and early 2013,\(^8\) while the *Washington Post* became a new target for blocking after the paper reported on the prime minister’s whereabouts in August 2012.\(^9\) The article remained blocked as of April 2013. An online *Forbes* article titled, “Requiem for a Reprobate Ethiopian Tyrant Should Not Be Lionized,” which was written in response to the local and global praise of the late prime minister’s debatable economic growth achievements, was also effectively blocked in August 2012 and remained so at the time of writing.\(^5\)

In addition, the website of a Swedish state broadcaster was blocked in September 2012 for reporting on the release of two Swedish journalists who had been imprisoned for their alleged...
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\(^6\) Poetranto, “Update on Information Controls in Ethiopia.”

\(^7\) Independent test conducted by Freedom House consultant, early 2013.


\(^5\) Research conducted by Freedom House consultant.
support of the Ogaden National Liberation Front rebel group. Certain webpages were also restricted in response to the series of weekly Muslims protests against religious discrimination by the government in mid-2012, including the Facebook page and blog of protest organizers titled, “Dimtsachin Yisema” (“Let Our Voice Be Heard”). Al Jazeera’s main website was blocked after it published a discussion forum about the continuing Muslim protests.

In the past year, the authorities have become more sophisticated in their censorship techniques, electing to block select webpages as opposed to entire websites. There are also worrying suspicions that the authorities may have learned to block websites hosted on foreign servers. In April 2013, one local human rights activist group confirmed that their website was blocked, despite being hosted on both foreign and mirror servers. In addition, some restrictions are placed on mobile phones, such as the requirement for a text message to obtain prior approval from Ethio Telecom if it is to be sent to more than ten recipients. A bulk text message sent without prior approval is automatically blocked.

Meanwhile, social media platforms such as Facebook, YouTube, and Twitter are available, though worries have increased over potential government plans to block social media tools altogether. These concerns were particularly pronounced following news about Prime Minister Meles Zenawi’s health in July 2012, which provoked an intensified crackdown against the media. In response to the public debate circulating online over the prime minister’s whereabouts, the state-run Ethiopian television station aired a special program to censure the role of social media in society, blaming it for spreading false rumors, being destructive to society’s well-being, hampering productivity, and undermining citizens’ rights. The social media curation tool Storify was also blocked during this period.

International blog-hosting platforms such as Blogspot have been frequently blocked since the disputed parliamentary elections of 2005, during which the opposition used online communication tools to organize and disseminate information that was critical of the ruling Ethiopian People’s Revolutionary Democratic Front. In 2007, the government instituted a blanket block on the domain names of two popular blog-hosting websites, Blogspot and Nazret, though the authorities have since become more sophisticated in their censorship techniques, now blocking select pages such as the Zone9 independent blog hosted on Blogspot, as opposed to entire blogging platforms. Nazret, however, remained completely blocked at the end of the coverage period.
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54 Interview with individuals working in the telecom sector, as well as a test conducted by a Freedom House consultant who found it was not possible for an ordinary user to send out a bulk text message.
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strategies have also been targeted, with the term “proxy” yielding no search results on Google, according to an independent source. Some speculate that the search is being filtered through the URL and instantly redirected to a fake Google website. Meanwhile, the terms “sex” or “porn” are still searchable.

Procedures for determining which websites should be blocked and when are extremely opaque. There are no published lists of blocked websites or publicly available criteria for how such decisions are made, and users are met with an error message when trying to access a blocked website. This lack of transparency is exacerbated by the government’s continued denial of its censorship efforts, though in September 2012, the director of the Information Network Security Agency (INSA), Brigadier General Tekleberahan Weldearegay, was quoted in an interview for the government-owned Amharic-language magazine, Zemen, underscoring the “necessity” of blocking online content that is harmful to Ethiopian society. Meanwhile, the decision-making process does not appear to be centrally controlled, as various governmental entities—including INSA and Ethio Telecom—seem to be implementing their own lists, contributing to the phenomenon of inconsistent blocking.

In addition to increasing online censorship, politically objectionable content has been targeted for removal, often by way of threats from security officials who personally seek out users and bloggers to instruct them to take down certain content. The growing practice suggests that at least some voices within Ethiopia’s small online community are being closely watched. In one notable instance, a video of the late Meles Zenawi being heckled by an activist while in Washington D.C. for a G8 meeting in early 2012 was taken down shortly after it was posted on online. Searching for the video on YouTube and elsewhere has yielded no results except for other non-contentious videos of Zenawi.

Lack of adequate funding represents another challenge for independent online media, as fear of government pressure dissuades Ethiopian businesses from advertising with politically critical websites. The authorities also use regime apologists, paid commentators, and pro-government websites to proactively manipulate the online news and information landscape. Acrimonious exchanges between commentators on apologist websites and a wide array of diaspora critics and opposition forces have become common in online political debates. There was a noticeable increase in the number of pro-government commentators in the past year, especially during the period of speculation over Meles Zenawi’s disappearance.

Regime critics and opposition forces in the diaspora increasingly use the internet as a platform for political debate and an indirect avenue for providing information to local newspapers. The domestic Ethiopian blogosphere has been expanding, in spite of the blocks on blogging platforms since 2005, though most of the blogging activity on Ethiopian issues still originates in the diaspora. Furthermore, increased repression against journalists working in the traditional media and a number of bloggers throughout 2012 has generated a chilling effect in the online sphere. Few
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Ethiopian journalists work for both domestic print media and overseas online outlets as this could draw repercussions, and many bloggers publish anonymously to avoid reprisals.\textsuperscript{61}

Over the past two years, Facebook has become one of the most popular mediums through which Ethiopians share and consume information, with the country’s Facebook penetration exceeding its rate of internet penetration due to increasing access via mobile phones.\textsuperscript{62} Social media websites have also become significant platforms for political deliberation and social justice campaigns. For example, in November 2012 a group of young Ethiopian bloggers and activists based in Addis Ababa launched a Facebook and Twitter campaign to demand that the government respect the fundamental freedoms enshrined in the Ethiopian Constitution,\textsuperscript{63} though the campaign ultimately fell on deaf ears. Overall, many civil society groups based in the country are wary of mobilizing against the government, and calls for protest come mostly from the Ethiopian diaspora rather than from local activists who fear the government’s tendency toward violent crackdowns against protest movements.

### Violations of User Rights

During the coverage period, the Ethiopian government’s already limited space for online expression continued to deteriorate alongside its poor treatment of journalists. In 2012, repression against bloggers and ICT users increased, with several arrests and at least one prosecution reported. The Telecom Fraud Offences law enacted in September 2012 toughened the ban on advanced internet applications and established criminal liability for certain types of content communicated electronically. Furthermore, monitoring of online activity and interception of digital communications intensified, with the deployment of FinFisher surveillance technology against users confirmed in early 2013.

Constitutional provisions guarantee freedom of expression and media freedom in Ethiopia.\textsuperscript{64} Nevertheless, in recent years the government has adopted problematic laws that restrict free expression.\textsuperscript{65} For one, the 2008 Mass Media and Freedom of Information Proclamation includes a clause that permits only Ethiopian nationals to establish mass media outlets. The media law also prescribes crippling fines, licensing restrictions for establishing a media outlet, and powers allowing the government to impound periodical publications.\textsuperscript{66}

\textsuperscript{61} Lemma, “Disconnected Ethiopian Netizens.”

\textsuperscript{62} Lemma, “Disconnected Ethiopian Netizens.”


In 2012, specific legal restrictions on ICT use and provision were enacted with the passage of the Telecom Fraud Offences law in September, which revised a 2002 law that had placed bans on certain advanced communication applications, such as Voice over Internet Protocol (VoIP)—including Skype and Google Voice—call back services, and internet-based fax services. Under the new law, the penalties under the preexisting ban were toughened, increasing the fine and maximum prison sentence from five to eight years for offending service providers and penalizing users with three months to two years in prison. The government first instituted the ban on VoIP in 2002 after it gained popularity as a less expensive means of communication and began draining revenue from the traditional telephone business belonging to the state-owned Ethio Telecom. Despite the restriction on paper, many cybercafés still offer the banned service with no reports of repercussions to date.

The new law also added the requirement for all individuals to register their telecommunications equipment—including smart phones—with the government, which security officials enforce by confiscating ICT equipment when a registration permit cannot be furnished at security checkpoints. Most alarmingly, the Telecom Fraud Offences law extended the 2009 Anti-Terrorism Proclamation and 2004 Criminal Code to electronic communications. Under the anti-terrorism legislation, the publication of a statement that is understood as a direct or indirect encouragement to life imprisonment or death. The criminal code also penalizes the publication of a “false rumor” with up to three years in prison.

In July 2012, the criminal code was applied to digital communication under the Telecom Fraud Offences law for the first time when Ethiopian Muslim Jemal Kedir was found guilty on charges of spreading false rumors and fomenting hatred through text messages. Comprised of various statements protesting against police mistreatment of the Muslim community, the text messages were used as evidence against Kedir in court, leading to a one-year prison sentence.
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Also in July 2012, the well-known dissident blogger Eskinder Nega was found guilty under the anti-terrorism law and sentenced to 18 years in prison for his alleged links to a terrorist group. Such trumped-up charges were based on an online column Nega had published that criticized the government’s use of the Anti-Terrorism Proclamation to silence political dissent and called for greater political freedom in Ethiopia, which led to his arrest in September 2011. Nega appealed the verdict at the Federal Supreme Court in early 2013, but his 18-year sentence was upheld on May 2, 2013 amid global observance of World Press Freedom Day.

In another incident in April 2013, a student at the Addis Ababa University’s Information Technology Department was arrested and charged with criminal defamation for his Facebook activity. The 21-year-old, Manyazewal Eshetu, was detained from his home in Addis Ababa after he had posted a comment on his Facebook page that criticized the “rampant corruption” of another local university in Arba Minch town, where he was transported after his arrest. At the end of the coverage period, he remained in prison and had not been prosecuted.

Given the high degree of online repression in Ethiopia, some political commentators use proxy servers and anonymizing tools to hide their identities when publishing online and to circumvent filtering, though the ability to communicate anonymously has become more difficult in the past year. As discussed above, the Tor Network anonymizing tool was blocked in May 2012, confirming that the government has deployed deep-packet inspection technology, and Google searches of the term “proxy” mysteriously yield no results (see “Limits on Content”).

Anonymity is further compromised by SIM card registration requirements, which involve the need for consumers to provide their full names, addresses, and government-issued identification numbers upon the purchase of a mobile phone. Internet subscribers are also required to register their personal details, including their home address, with the government. In early 2013, an insider leaked worrying details of potential government efforts to draft legislation that seeks to mandate real-name registration for all internet use in Ethiopia.

Government surveillance of online and mobile phone communications is a major concern in Ethiopia, and evidence is emerging regarding the scale of such practices. Increasing Chinese investment in Ethiopia’s telecommunications sector over the past few years has led to reports of the government using Chinese technology to monitor phone lines and various types of online
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communication. Fears of direct assistance from China were affirmed in June 2012 when the Ethiopian government openly held an “Internet Management” media workshop with support from the Chinese Communist Party, and spearheaded by a professor from the Chinese Leadership Academy. According to an official government press release, the main purpose of the workshop was to learn about China’s experience regarding “mass media capacity building,” “mass media institution management,” and “internet management.”

In August 2012, Ethiopia was reported to be among a group of 10 countries that possesses the commercial spyware toolkit FinFisher, a device that can secretly monitor computers by turning on webcams, record everything a user types with a key logger, and intercept Skype calls. A leaked document confirmed that the UK-based company, Gamma International, had provided Ethio Telecom with the FinFisher surveillance toolkit at some point between April and July 2012. In addition, research conducted by Citizen Lab in March 2013 worryingly found evidence of an Ethio Telecom-initiated FinSpy campaign launched against users that employed pictures of the opposition group, Ginbot 7, as bait. The Information Network Security Agency (INSA)—which is involved in surveillance as well as content blocking—has also reportedly tested tools that can enable its officials to mask their identities to acquire personal information such as usernames and passwords, according to internal sources working in the industry.

In a series of trials of journalists and bloggers throughout 2012 and early 2013, government prosecutors have presented e-mails and phone calls intercepted from journalists as evidence. For example, on January 8, 2013 the Ethiopian Court of Cassation rejected an appeal for acquittal filed by the award-winning journalist Reeyot Alemu, citing the e-mails she had received from opposition discussion groups as justification. Reports and photos she had sent to the U.S.-based opposition news site, Ethiopian Review, were also used against her. Alemu was imprisoned in June 2011 on a slew of charges under the anti-terrorism law and sentenced to 14 years’ imprisonment in January
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2012. An appeal court reduced her sentence to five years in August 2012; however, because the Court of Cassation is the last resort for legal appeals, no further recourse is available for acquittal.92

While the government’s stronghold over the Ethiopian ICT sector enables it to proactively monitor users, its access to user activity and information is less direct at cybercafes. For a period following the 2005 elections, cybercafe owners were required to keep a register of their clients, but this has not been enforced since mid-2010. Nevertheless, there are strong suspicions that cybercafes are required to install software to monitor user activity, which arose after a few incidents were reported of the authorities arresting users at internet cafes in 2011. The arrests were followed by government warnings that “visiting anti-peace websites using proxy servers is a crime.”93

To date, cyberattacks and other forms of technical violence have not been a serious problem in Ethiopia, partly due to the limited number of users, though the tide may be turning. In March 2013, the independent activist, Abrah Desta, reported via Twitter that his Facebook page was disabled for an unknown reason, which some observers speculated was the result of criminal hacking.94 Harassment and intimidation of bloggers and online journalists have also increased over the past couple of years. For example, independent bloggers have reported instances of being summoned by the authorities to receive warnings against discussing certain topics online. Fortunately, there have been no instances of violence against users to date.
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Takedown requests received by Google have more than doubled over the past year, mainly over defamatory content (see LIMITS ON CONTENT).

Controversial clauses within the HADOPI, LOPPSI 2, and LCEN laws provoked the ire of internet advocates in the country, mainly over fears of disproportionate punishments for copyright violators, overreaching administrative censorship, and threats to privacy (see LIMITS ON CONTENT and VIOLATIONS OF USER RIGHTS).
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EDITOR’S NOTE ON RECENT DEVELOPMENTS

This report covers events between May 1, 2012 and April 30, 2013. On May 13, 2013, the government released a report on French cultural policy in the digital era drafted by the former media executive Pierre Lescure. Most significantly, the report has led to the abolishment of internet suspensions for users who are found guilty of violating copyright law. Additional proposals, including the reduction of user fines from €1,500 to €60 ($2,000 to $80) and the transferring of many competencies away from the High Authority for the Distribution of Works and the Protection of Rights on the Internet (HADOPI), were approved by the Minister for Culture and Communications.

In addition, in June 2013, French daily newspaper Le Monde released new information concerning the existence of a secret surveillance program operated by the Directorate-General for External Security (DGSE), a French intelligence agency. The DGSE program allegedly collects and stores metadata related to e-mails, phone calls, text messages, and online activity on servers based in central Paris and does not come under a legal framework, unlike the highly-regulated program of the Central Directorate of Interior Intelligence (DCRI). Given that this surveillance has been operational during the period covered by this report, Freedom House has decided to include it in this edition of Freedom on the Net (see Violations of User Rights).

INTRODUCTION

France has a highly developed telecommunications infrastructure and a history of innovation in information and communications technologies (ICTs). Starting in the 1970s, France began developing Teletex and Videotex technologies, leading to the introduction of the widely popular Videotex service Minitel in 1982, which was accessible through telephone lines. In many ways, Minitel predicted applications of the modern internet, such as travel reservations, online retail, mail, chat, and news. At its peak, Minitel had around nine million users, and hundreds of thousands continued to use the service, even after the World Wide Web was introduced in 1994. It was not until June 2012 that the Minitel service was discontinued, primarily due to the growth of the internet industry. France’s current ICT market is open, highly competitive, and has benefitted from the privatization of the state-owned company France Telecom.

While France has traditionally maintained a relatively open and accessible internet, several actions on the part of successive administrations have raised concerns from internet freedom groups and free speech activists. Hate speech, defamation, copyright, and privacy are highly contentious issues relevant to French cyberspace. On several occasions over the past years, politicians have proposed highly restrictive measures, such as the imprisonment of frequent visitors to extremist websites and the mandatory registration of online news editors. Most recently, a government minister suggested that the state could seek to prosecute Twitter for allowing the hate speech to be posted on the site. A bill was also drafted that would ban the online sale of goods below market prices, thereby hurting e-commerce in a bid to protect brick and mortar shops. At the European Union level, the Anti-Counterfeiting Trade Agreement (ACTA) was rejected by members of the European Parliament in July 2012 in a move that was celebrated by internet freedom groups. While no users were sentenced to prison terms over the past year, French intelligence agents threatened a Wikipedia volunteer to delete a post that allegedly raised national security concerns. Nonetheless, the French government only blocks non-political content such as child pornography and hate speech, and a high percentage of French citizens have taken up online tools to receive their news, engage in social networking, and organize demonstrations.

In a positive development, the most controversial provision of the French anti-piracy law, referred to as the “HADOPI law” after the agency tasked with its implementation, was abolished in July 2013 and replaced with a series of automatic fines for the offenders. The law had been criticized by various civil society organizations and international bodies for its “three strikes” provision that required internet service providers (ISPs) to disconnect users from the internet for a period of two to twelve months when found to repeatedly engage in piracy. Nonetheless, doubts remain over the government’s policy to instigate legal proceedings against users for copyright infringement.

### Obstacles to Access

Since 2009, the French government has been committed to providing widespread access to high-speed broadband and has promised to achieve universal coverage by 2025. As a part of this plan, in February 2013 Alcatel-Lucent and Orange (France Telecom) announced the deployment of the world’s most powerful broadband infrastructure, an optical-link, 400 Gbps line between Paris and Lyon. France had an internet penetration rate of 83 percent at the end of 2012, up from 66 percent in 2007. Fixed broadband use has also increased during this time, from 25.5 percent to 37.8 percent. Regionally, internet use ranges from 84.4 percent in the Paris area to 65 percent in
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the northwest of France. Most at-home users have access to broadband connections, while the remaining households are connected either through dial-up or satellite services, usually due to their rural locations. Nonetheless, some 9.5 million people did not use the internet in 2012, either due to obstacles to access, or simply out of personal choice. As French statisticians do not record information related to race, there is no government data relating to internet use according to ethnicity. On a positive note, there is little or no gender gap when it comes to internet access.

The average monthly cost of broadband internet access in France is approximately €33 ($45), for both ADSL and fiber-optic connections. Considering the average monthly income is €2,410 ($3,257), this makes internet access fairly affordable for a large percentage of the population. Companies such as Free Telecom also offer cheap internet access and mobile contracts through combination deals.

There were 70.9 million mobile contracts in use in France as of March 2013, representing a penetration rate of 108.2 percent. Over 23 million people use their mobile devices to access the internet, mostly in addition to a household connection. The internet backbone consists of several interconnected networks run by ISPs and shared through peering or transit agreements. As such, there is no central internet backbone and internet service providers (ISPs) are not required to lease bandwidth from a monoply holder.

There are no significant hurdles to prevent diverse business entities from providing access to digital technologies in France. The main ISPs are Orange, Free, SFR, Bouygues Telecom, and Numericable, with around 40 smaller private and non-profit ISPs. Apart from Numericable, these
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20 Similarly, the median monthly salary is €1,675.
ISP are also the four main mobile phone operators and work in conjunction with some 40 mobile virtual network operators (MVNOs). France Telecom is the formerly state-owned company that has since been privatized and renamed “Orange.” The government still directly owns 13.5 percent of shares in the company, with a further 13.5 percent owned by a sovereign wealth operated by the state. “Free” is a newcomer in the mobile market—its 3G license was awarded by the French government in December 2009—and has quickly picked up market share through an aggressive price war.

The telecommunications industry in France is regulated by the Regulatory Authority for Electronic and Postal Communication (ARCEP), while competition is regulated by France’s Competition Authority and, more broadly, by the European Commission (EC). The commissioner of ARCEP is appointed by the government, though as an EU member state, France must ensure the independence of its national telecommunications regulator. Given that the French state is a shareholder in Orange, the country’s leading telecommunications company, the EC stated that it would closely monitor the situation in France to ensure that European regulations were being met. The EC has previously stepped in when the independence of national telecommunications regulators seemed under threat, notably in Romania, Latvia, Lithuania, and Slovenia. Despite these warnings, ARCEP remains an independent and impartial body and decisions made by the regulator are usually seen as fair.

ARCEP agreed with the opinion of the Competition Authority when asked by the French government to consider the fairness of the terms governing mobile network sharing and national data roaming. The regulator concluded that “infrastructure-based competition is vital to ensuring a healthy state of competition and strong capital investment” and that these two issues are “not incompatible with this goal of a competitive marketplace.” ARCEP also placed Free under investigation after the ISP released a firmware update that included an “ad-blocker” function to remove advertisements from appearing on websites. Executives at Free were reportedly attempting to force Google to compensate the ISP for the high levels of data traffic coming from YouTube and other Google sites, similar to an arrangement the American company had made with

25 According to Cofisem, as of July 2013, the major shareholders in Orange were Fonds Stratégique d’Investissement (13.5%), French State (13.45%), Employees (4.81%), and company-owned shares (0.58%). 67.66% are owned by “other shareholders.” “Orange – European Equities,” NYSE Euronext, accessed July 29, 2013, https://europeanequities.ny.com/en/products/equities/FR0000133308-XPAR/company-information.
30 “ARCEP reviews the Competition Authority’s balanced opinion on the terms governing mobile network sharing and roaming,” ARCEP, March 11, 2013, accessed April 16th 2013, http://www.arcep.fr/index.php?id=8571&L=1&tx_g Event實現 physical sense and actualize pi1%5Buid%5D=1592&tx_g Event實現 physical sense and actualize pi1%5Bannee%5D=&tx_g Event實現 physical sense and actualize pi1%5Bmotscle%5D=&tx_g Event實現 physical sense and actualize pi1%5BbackID%5D=26&cHash=b419a25d887293a12673299e88aaa3d4.
leading ISP Orange. Free backed down under government pressure and criticism that the ISP was harming net neutrality by failing to deliver content to users without any obstructions.32

**LIMITS ON CONTENT**

Although France has a strong record of an open and accessible internet, over the past two years the country has come under criticism from online activists and free speech advocates. Article R645-1 of the French criminal code outlaws the display of the emblems, uniforms, or badges of criminal organizations, under penalty of a fine.33 Websites that contravene this law have been requested to remove the content or face blocking.34 Furthermore, child pornography and other illegal websites are blocked.35 More controversially, French authorities have stepped up efforts to block or remove online content that is found to violate copyright protections or infringe on privacy. The most ardent defenders of free speech have been loath to see any sort of administrative filtering in France, fearing that laws such as LCEN, LOPPSI 2, and the HADOPI law may eventually lead to a spillover whereby controversial yet legal sites are censored by administrative agencies and without a court order.36 (For more on these laws, please see the following section, “Violations on User Rights”)

French law recognizes “the right to be forgotten” (*le droit à l’oubli*), which has its roots in rehabilitated criminals who did not wish to see their past cases publicized, having already “paid their debt to society” through jail time. The issue has recently been taken up by Viviane Reding, European Commissioner for Justice, Fundamental Rights, and Citizenship, in relation to an individual’s right to request that their personal data be completely deleted from social networks or other websites, including from any hosting servers. The EU proposals have come under criticism as impossible to enforce,37 or worse, threatening to free speech.38 However, the EC has clarified that deletion requests would not pertain to matters of public interest, thereby calming some concerns over possible censorship of the press.39 In France, individuals can already request that defamatory content related to them can be removed through a court order in line with Article 29 of the 1881
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34 Roger Darlington, “Should the Internet be Regulated?” no publication date, accessed April 17, 2013, [http://www.rogerdarlington.me.uk/regulation.html](http://www.rogerdarlington.me.uk/regulation.html).


Freel on Press Infractions—related to insult, defamation, or denigration—and the 2004 Law for Trust in the Digital Economy (LCEN), which holds hosting providers liable if they fail to cooperate with a court decision. The passage of LCEN was met with criticism from many in France, including members of parliament (MPs) from the Socialist Party. The MPs submitted a brief to the Constitutional Court to review several clauses of LCEN that failed to define e-mail as private correspondence (and thus subject to greater surveillance), “privatized justice” through administrative notices and extralegal take down procedures, and set a longer statute of limitations for online content versus traditional media. The grounds under which authorities could restrict access to communications were also criticized as overly broad and open to abuse.

Intermediaries are coming under increasing pressure to cooperate with French authorities against defamation, copyright, and hate speech. In 2011, a draft executive order to implement Article 18 of LCEN suggested new means by which various government agencies could force content owners to remove content or instruct ISPs to block webpages. The proposal sought to outline the procedures for blocking or removing online content “in case of violation, or where there is a serious risk of violation, of the maintenance of public order, the protection of minors, the protection of public health, the preservation of interests of the national defense, or the protection of physical persons.” However, the order came under fire from internet freedom activists and the e-commerce community who pointed out that intermediaries could face an unfair responsibility to police content. There were also fears that, under the proposal’s vague wording, the law would be applicable to most websites rather than only those engaged in e-commerce, as originally intended. This would have opened up the possibility that any website could be blocked arbitrarily and without due process under the proposal’s emergency clause. The draft law was eventually rejected at the end of June 2013.

French authorities are highly active in pursuing the removal of content online. As an indication, Google’s Transparency Report noted that the total number of content removal requests it received from the French government from January to June 2012 increased by 128 percent, compared to the previous six month period. Google also removed 992 search results which allegedly violated the privacy of an individual, though it did not remove a blog post about a former politician that “allegedly defame[d] him by explaining his connections with the pharmaceutical lobby.”
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following six month period ending December 2012, takedown requests from court orders and executive bodies remained high, with the vast majority of cases related to defamation.\footnote{47}

In January 2013, the French Minister for Woman’s Rights and a government spokesperson, Najat Vallaud-Belkacem, called for Twitter to take greater responsibility in preventing the posting of hate speech on the site.\footnote{48} However, the proposal was criticized as a danger to free speech, potentially allowing the government to classify unfavorable opinions under the vague term of hate speech.\footnote{49} The move would also place an unfair burden on intermediaries, forcing them to use their discretion to prescreen content that could be deemed as offensive.\footnote{50} When it comes to the curtailing of illegal content, ISPs and mobile telephone companies who provide internet access currently have no obligation to preemptively review any of the content they transmit or store. Nevertheless, according to LCEN, they must take prompt action to withdraw the relevant content when informed of unlawful information or activity, or face the possibility of civil liability. Similarly, cyber cafes and other public places which provide internet access have no responsibility to review the content which can be viewed by their customers but are liable in cases of illegal activities; as a result, cybercafes must log the activities of their customers (see “Violations of User Rights”).

French authorities are fairly transparent about what websites are blocked and why content must be taken down. Incitement of hatred, racism, Holocaust denial, child pornography, copyright infringement, and defamation are illegal. Requests to block or remove content can emanate from individuals, copyright holders, or government bodies. These requests must be reviewed by a court, which then instructs ISPs, content holders, or other intermediaries to implement its decision.

Traditionally, the French state has been criticized as being a “Web 1.0” government.\footnote{51} More recently, public figures and politicians have opened up social media accounts and blogs to establish a web presence.\footnote{52} Presidential candidates have taken to the web to promote their campaigns, though with mixed results. For example, while all candidates in the 2007 elections created virtual campaign headquarters on the online community known as “Second Life,” the headquarters of the far-right candidate Jean-Marie Le Pen was attacked and destroyed when dissenters launched “pig grenades” at the virtual building.\footnote{53}

\footnote{49}Glenn Greenwald, “France’s censorship demands to Twitter are more dangerous than ‘hate speech’,” The Guardian, January 2, 2013, accessed April 24, 2013, \texttt{http://www.guardian.co.uk/commentisfree/2013/jan/02/free-speech-twitter-france}.

France is home to a highly diverse online media environment. In recent years, several French protests have been organized online, including demonstrations against cuts in government-supported programs such as education or changes to labor laws proposed in 2006. More recently, from January to April 2013, online campaigns such as those organized by the controversial figure Frigide Barjot and others were able to mobilize large groups of demonstrators using social media networks in an effort to oppose legislation surrounding same-sex marriages. Protests have continued, even after the legislation proposed by the government of François Hollande was passed in April 2013.

French digital rights and online freedom advocacy groups are very active and play a significant role in the country. For example, the group “La Quadrature du Net” successfully lobbied the European Parliament for an amendment to the EU Telecoms Package to ensure that no restrictions on internet access could be imposed without prior judicial approval. After the European Parliament rejected ACTA in July 2012, the group also published a proposal for a new regulatory framework on reforming copyright issues.

**Violations of User Rights**

The European Convention on Human Rights, of which France is a signatory, provides for freedom of expression, subject to certain restrictions which are “necessary in a democratic society.” France’s constitution guarantees freedom of speech in accordance with the 1789 Declaration of the Rights of Man. However, the French government has also enacted several laws which, while seeking to protect the rights of internet users and copyright holders, also threaten the rights of citizens online. For example, in 2012, then-President Nicolas Sarkozy announced his intention to
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61 “The free communication of ideas and opinions is one of the most precious of the rights of man. Every citizen may, accordingly, speak, write, and print with freedom, but shall be responsible for such abuses of this freedom as shall be defined by law,” Declaration of the Rights of Man, 1789, accessed April 26, 2013, http://avalon.law.yale.edu/18th_century/rightsof.asp.
create criminal penalties for habitually visiting websites that advocate terrorism or hate crimes.\textsuperscript{62} The proposal raised many concerns and, while it was not pursued,\textsuperscript{63} laws such as LOPPSI 2, LCEN, and the HADOPI have been highlighted by online activists and internet companies over concerns that they may overreach in their aims. In mid-2013, reports surfaced that French intelligence agencies may possess secret surveillance capabilities beyond the scope that is currently permitted in French law. In a separate case, intelligence agents were also found to have intimidated a Wikipedia volunteer with no legal basis, threatening to detain him if he did not delete a dated entry that allegedly raised national security concerns.

In a bid to promote the distribution and protection of creative works on the internet, the government introduced the controversial HADOPI laws in 2009.\textsuperscript{64} However, the HADOPI law’s “three-strikes” rule, which banned users access to the internet for a certain period of time after they have violated copyright laws three times, was largely denounced as a violation of the fundamental right of freedom of access to information on the internet.\textsuperscript{65} The “three-strikes” rule was altered in May 2013 to reduce the level of fines and abolish the cutting of internet service. In the past, the website of HADOPI was targeted with distributed denial of service (DDoS) attacks by hacktivists.\textsuperscript{66} Independent government agencies, such as the National Commission for Informatics and Liberties (CNIL),\textsuperscript{67} also criticized elements of the HADOPI law and highlighted the risks it represents for freedom of speech and privacy.\textsuperscript{68} Private companies, like the ISP “Free,” refused to send out copyright infringement notices to users, citing the extra costs that it would entail.\textsuperscript{69}

Punishments under the HADOPI law were outlined as a “graduated response” in three steps. At first, users downloading illegal content received a warning e-mail or a notice of infringement, of which 1.15 million have been sent in the past three years. If illegal activity persisted, a letter was then sent to the user and his or her ISP, which has occurred some 10,000 times. Finally, the case was then submitted to the Public Prosecutor, which could result in a fine of up to €1,500 ($2,000) and denial of internet access. Fourteen such cases have been launched, with only two resulting in a criminal prosecution. In one case from September 2012, the accused was forced to pay a fine of €150 ($200) for “allowing his Wi-Fi connection to be used to download songs without obtaining prior permission from the copyright owners.”\textsuperscript{70} In the other case, from June 2013, the defendant


\textsuperscript{64} Haute Autorité pour la diffusion des œuvres et la protection des droits sur internet

\textsuperscript{65} Frank La Rue, UN Report, May 16 2011, Accessed April 17 2013, \url{http://documents.latimes.com/un-report-internet-rights/}.


was made to pay €600 ($800) and the court ordered the suspension of his internet connection for 15 days.  

However, there were doubts as to whether the termination of service can technically be applied by the ISP, since the law maintains that any cut in internet access must not affect the individual’s access to private communications services, such as e-mail or even private messages on social networks.  

Indeed, questions remain surrounding the fate of HADOPI itself, particularly since the publication of the government’s Lescure report in May 2013. The former media executive recommended the transfer of many competencies from HADOPI to the Supreme Audiovisual Council (CSA), the reduction of fines from €1,500 to €60 ($2,000 to $80), and the abolishment of internet suspensions. Many of these proposals seem to be underway, particularly after signals from the French Minister for Culture and Communications, Aurélie Filippetti, indicated that suspensions would be halted immediately.

The Law on Guidelines and Programming for the Performance of Internal Security (LOPPSI 2), first presented in May 2009 amid intense debate, was adopted in March 2011 by the National Assembly and the Senate. LOPSSI 2 relates primarily to cybersecurity and the fight against child pornography. There were concerns from online activists, however, that if administrative agencies were allowed to demand ISPs to filter content without first acting on a court order, this may open the door for the administrative filtering of other, more legitimate sites without the need for judicial approval. In July 2012, Fleur Pellerin, Minister for the Digital Economy, announced that Article 4 relating to the administrative filtering of child pornography would not be implemented without a court order. Article 23 grants the police with the authority to install malware—such as keyloggers and Trojan horses—on a suspect’s computer in the course of counterterrorism investigations, though authorization must come from a court order.

---


76 Loi d’orientation et de programmation pour la performance de la sécurité intérieure.


The French government does not place hefty restrictions on anonymous communication for online users, although individuals are required to register their real names when purchasing new SIM cards or using cybercafés. In 2010, a law was briefly floated to require anyone who edits “a non-professional communication service online” to register their name, location, and phone number as part of a push to apply existing press regulations on to the blogging sphere. Furthermore, numerous online advocates condemned the proposal in an online petition and the law was never enacted.

In June 2013, French daily newspaper *Le Monde* revealed the alleged existence of an extralegal surveillance program operated by the Directorate-General for External Security (DGSE), a French foreign intelligence agency. The DGSE maintains the capacity to intercept communications between France and external countries in a plan that was ostensibly designed for counter-terrorism purposes. In early July, additional reports surfaced from *Le Monde* indicating that metadata from telephone and computer activity—even within France—was systematically collected and stored at the DGSE facility in central Paris. This runs counter to existing French law, which only allows for counterterrorism agents within the Central Directorate of Interior Intelligence (DCRI) to make a request to obtain metadata related to a user’s telephone and internet activities. These limited requests must also be reviewed by the National Commission of Control for Security Interceptions (CNCIS), an independent administrative authority. In the case of the DGSE program, by contrast, seven different government agencies have access to this large body of user data without any legal basis or judicial oversight. Furthermore, the mandates and scope of operations of some of these agencies are also not strictly limited to counterterrorism. As of August 2013, more details had yet to come out surrounding the allegations.

As previously mentioned, the LCEN maintains that ISPs and hosting providers must retain data on their users and customers for a period of one year. Furthermore, under a decree issued in 2011,
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data retention responsibilities were extended in duration and scope in order to bring France in line with the EU Data Retention Directive. Under the decree, a wide array of online companies, websites, and e-commerce outlets must, for a period of two years, store user data such as log-in credentials, phone numbers, data on financial transactions, and web browsing history. An association of online companies representing the likes of eBay, Facebook, Google, Microsoft, Wikipedia, and Yahoo challenged the decision and called for a court review, since under EU law, any new measures related to data retention must be reviewed by the European Commission. As of mid-2013, the decree remains in place.

The EU Data Retention Directive itself has been criticized by European rights groups, such as the European Data Protection Supervisor (EDPS). In a non-binding opinion to the Commission, the EDPS concluded that “the directive has failed to meet its main purpose, namely, to harmonize national legislation concerning data retention” and “does not meet the requirements set out by the rights to privacy and data protection.”

While these laws outline under what legal conditions authorities can block a site or fine a user, there were also reports that the government has used more opaque methods to practice censorship. On April 4, 2013, French secret service agents working in the DCRI reportedly threatened a French Wikipedia volunteer, calling upon him to delete an article on a sensitive military installation or face being detained and prosecuted. Representatives from Wikipedia France criticized the incident and called for French authorities to present them with a legal takedown notice. The entry, which relates to a military radio relay station in the region outside of Lyon, has existed since 2009 and remains online.

As is the case with many countries around the world, France’s government agencies, websites, and private companies are occasionally subject to cyberattacks and hacking. In January 2013, the French Ministry of Defense’s website was hacked and defaced, while information from its database was leaked by a member of the hacker group “Xl3gi0n Hackers,” supposedly to demonstrate to France that they need to improve their cyber-security measures and to protest against the recent French attack on Mali. In May 2012, after the second round of the presidential election, a piece of malware known as “Flame” was discovered on the computers of the presidential staff. While a French news magazine suggested the US government could be to blame, the US Embassy in Paris...
has vehemently denied any part in the attack. Overall, technical violence does not appear to be a serious problem in France. The delicate balance between freedom of speech and protection of information has come to the forefront in the digital age. While France has thus far maintained an openness appreciated by its 48 million internet users, policies will be put to the test as the dark sides of digital capabilities surface.
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While internet connections remained somewhat slow and were subject to temporary outages in certain areas, there were no major nation-wide disruptions to internet access as there had been in previous years (see OBSTACLES TO ACCESS).

Incidents of self-censorship and blocking or manipulation of political content online decreased (see LIMITS ON CONTENT).

In the months leading up to the 2012 parliamentary elections, civil society groups created an online crowdsourcing portal to monitor any voting violations or campaign-related incidents (see LIMITS ON CONTENT).
Internet access and use continues to grow rapidly in Georgia, particularly as interest in connecting with friends through social-networking sites has increased in recent years. State bodies and several key politicians have also increased their use of the internet and modern social media tools to share information with citizens and attract attention from the potential electorate. Many government agencies are publicizing information on the web, including the Ministry of Justice, which publishes all laws, bills, and decrees of the government on its website.

The internet was first introduced in Georgia at the end of 1990s, and after a boom in new services such as broadband at the beginning of 2004, connections became available for almost everyone with a telephone line in Tbilisi. Internet subscriptions have also proliferated in other large cities. Online news media are still developing slowly, while a growing number of newspapers are launching websites, and major newspapers and news agencies are sharing content through applications such as Facebook, Twitter, and YouTube. Meanwhile, many journalists working in the traditional media sphere are looking for ways to advance their knowledge of internet technology and web tools.

In 2012–2013, there were fewer restrictions on online content in Georgia than there had been in previous years. There are no indications of censorship or content being blocked by the Georgian authorities or internet service providers (ISPs), and there are no recent cases of activists or reporters being questioned or arrested for their online activities.

Despite a moderate internet penetration rate, in 2012, social media tools and Web 2.0 applications were used alongside traditional media outlets to document and respond to significant political and social events. In the months leading up to the parliamentary elections in October 2012, in which the Georgian Dream coalition defeated the ruling United National Movement, the U.S.-based National Democratic Institute partnered with Georgian NGOs to produce an online Elections Portal where citizens could report incidents relating to the election and the preceding campaigns. Additionally, in September 2012, videos revealing prisoner abuse that were shown on television channels were also shared online via YouTube, while images and information about the subsequent protests were shared via Twitter.

The number of internet and mobile telephone users in Georgia is growing, but high prices for services and inadequate infrastructure remain obstacles, particularly for those in rural areas or with
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1 The website of the President of Georgia features links to all of the named social media sites: http://president.gov.ge/.
low incomes. According to statistical data collected by the International Telecommunication Union (ITU), 46 percent of the population had access to the internet in 2012, up from 37 percent in 2011; a survey by the Caucasus Research Resource Centers (CRRC) confirmed that 46 percent of the population accessed the internet on a daily basis. Only four percent of Georgians are unfamiliar with the internet altogether.

The most frequent activity among users was the use of social media tools (75 percent of users), while 45 percent used the internet to search for information, and 20 percent browsed the news. With 1.1 million registered users on Facebook, social networks serve as an important platform for discussion and information exchange among the more liberal segments of Georgian society. State bodies have also stepped up their use of the internet. For example, departments in the Ministry of Justice, the Ministry of Finance’s Tax Inspection, and others have developed online services that allow citizens to register and receive services, apply for identification cards, or file tax documentation. Several state services are entering the mobile apps market; for example, the Georgian Police have created an app where users can check important information or pay fines associated with tickets.

ISPs offer dial-up, DSL broadband, fiber-optic, EVDO, and CDMA connections. The average cost for an internet connection is $20 a month, and the lowest price for a 5 Mbps DSL connection is about $12 per month. Many users complain about the quality of connections and suffer from frequent outages. Nevertheless, there were over 430,000 fixed-line broadband internet connections in 2012, resulting in a broadband penetration rate of 7.6 percent, up from 0.6 percent in 2006.

Mobile phone penetration is greater than that of the internet and has continued to grow from 59 percent in 2007 to 109 percent in 2012. Mobile phones significantly outnumber landlines, and reception is available throughout the country, including rural areas. The use of mobile devices to connect to the internet has been limited by high costs, but providers are offering new and somewhat less expensive services, including CDMA and EVDO technologies.
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9 Comparative data from two major ISP’s prices (SilkNet and Caucasus Online).
11 International Telecommunication Union (ITU), “Percentage of individuals using the Internet, fixed (wired) Internet subscriptions, fixed (wired)-broadband subscriptions.”
The Georgian National Communications Commission (GNCC) introduced mobile number portability in February 2011\textsuperscript{13} and fixed-line number portability in December 2011,\textsuperscript{14} giving users more freedom to switch between service providers and choose between price plans.\textsuperscript{15} According to a new national numbering plan, as of January 2012, all phone numbers have changed to align with international standards.\textsuperscript{16}

The web presence and internet usage of large companies and small businesses grew rapidly in 2012–2013, particularly as a result of social media tools. Many established brands and companies such as banks, financial institutions, artists, public figures, and electronics stores have begun to use social media to promote their businesses and build customer support,\textsuperscript{17} and more money is being invested in online projects.\textsuperscript{18}

Cybercafes provide internet access at reasonable prices, but they are located mainly in large cities, and there are too few to meet the needs of the population. Most cafes have less than a dozen computers, and customers often have to wait as long as an hour for access. Internet cafes have become a popular place for online gamers, where the younger generation spends hours playing online games. Many restaurants, cafes, bars, cinemas, and other gathering places provide Wi-Fi access, allowing customers to use the internet on their personal laptops. As part of the global tourism campaign “Tbilisi – The city that loves you,” the municipality has covered most central districts of the city with free Wi-Fi access. The connection speed is relatively slow; it allows users to connect to the internet via mobile devices, but the connection is not strong enough for laptops to offer a full browsing experience.\textsuperscript{19}

There are currently 32 entities registered as ISPs in Georgia, 10 of which are large networks of governmental services or corporations, which are closed to the public and serve only their own employees or branches. Most ISPs are privately-owned, and two ISPs serve more than two-thirds of the market: SilkNet, with more than 44.5 percent of the market, and Caucasus Online, with a 32 percent share. Three of the 20 ISPs are also mobile operators.\textsuperscript{20} A special report from Transparency International Georgia cites that many of the major telecommunications companies are owned by offshore shell companies.\textsuperscript{21}

\textsuperscript{15} Mobile price plan calculator: http://online.gncc.ge/MobileCalc/MobileCalc2.aspx The Calculator gives users the ability to choose best plan and pricing options between mobile operators.
\textsuperscript{16} Phone numbers now all begin with 0 and 00 prefixes.
\textsuperscript{17} Georgian-language Facebook page statistics service, [in Georgian], http://like.ge/.
\textsuperscript{18} According to a leading marketing specialist David Birman: “2011 was the year of discovery of social networks for Georgian Businesses.” Commersant.ge, January 25, 2012, [in Georgian], http://www.commersant.ge/?id=6504.
\textsuperscript{20} Data obtained in August 2013. For current data, see Top.ge at http://top.ge/all_report.php [in Georgian].
The telecommunications infrastructure in Georgia is still weak and users may experience disconnections from the international internet up to two or three times per month, allowing them to access only Georgian websites. In general, the connection speed for accessing content hosted in Georgia is greater than for international content. There are many factors influencing the connection to the international backbone, including the major underground fiber-optic cable that is often threatened by landslides, heavy rain, or construction work along the road. However, contrary to instances in recent years when access throughout the entire country was disrupted, no significant outages were reported in 2012-2013.

The Georgian National Communications Commission (GNCC) is the main media and communications regulatory body and is also responsible for regulating online media, although there have yet to be many test cases regarding the latter. The GNCC mostly deals with mobile operators, as well as television and radio broadcasting licenses. However, there is no significant difference between GNCC procedures for handling traditional media and those pertinent to telecommunications and internet issues; thus, criticism surrounding the commission’s alleged lack of transparency and flawed licensing procedures for traditional media may reappear in the context of internet regulation. Nevertheless, the GNCC has begun to involve the public in discussions and committee hearings, signaling that it is slowly turning toward openness and transparency. For example, the GNCC has started a project of monitoring the actual speed of the internet connection for customers of three main ISPs; however, the report is not yet available and the project may close before publication due to an alleged corruption case.

There is no evidence of online content being blocked in Georgia in 2012–2013. In 2011, the government temporarily blocked access to torrent sites and peer-to-peer file sharing services to discourage the illegal download of a Hollywood action film about the 2008 Russian-Georgian war.22 However, aside from this isolated incident, government censorship is not a major hindrance to internet freedom in Georgia.

YouTube, Facebook, and international blog-hosting services are freely available. Facebook is now the most popular website among internet users in Georgia, with bloggers and journalists increasingly using it to share or promote their content, gain readers, or start discussions on current events. Facebook is also used by civil activists and others as a tool for discussion about ongoing political and social events.

Users can freely visit any website around the world, upload or download any content, and contact other users via forums, social-networking sites, and instant messaging applications. In fact, content is so accessible that numerous sites offer illegal material such as pirated software, music, and movies, and the government has not enacted appropriate legal measures to combat the problem.

ISPs still host websites with a great deal of pirated material, but visits to such sites have decreased and given way to social-networking, video-sharing, blogging, and news sites. Within some state institutions and private companies, there are instances of website filtering software in place, designed to improve worker productivity by blocking access to sites such as Facebook and YouTube. At the same time, both governmental bodies and private employers are increasingly using social media for recruitment and public relations purposes.

There are no laws that specifically govern the internet, regulate online censorship, or ban inappropriate content such as pornography or violent material. There are also no blacklists or other registers of websites and online resources that should be blocked. Nevertheless, all legal regulations, particularly copyright or criminal law, apply directly to internet activities using legal analogy, and so far this legal ambiguity has not been exploited to impose significant internet content restrictions. However, there are some concerns about the impartiality of blocking decisions made by the GNCC. For example, the political nature of the 2011 decision by the GNCC to crack down on sites illegally hosting the film about the Georgian-Russian war, despite doing very little to combat online piracy in general, implies a lack of evenhanded decision making. To date, however, such decisions regarding online content have been rare.

Self-censorship among Georgian internet users is active to some extent but primarily centers on issues related to Georgian traditions, social norms, taboos, or religion. Instances of self-censorship due to political pressure have decreased over the past year. No cases of governmental manipulation of online content were reported—manipulation is neither systematic nor pervasive.

Inadequate revenues in the online news business, combined with a lack of technological knowledge, have hampered the expansion of traditional media outlets to the internet. The government’s apparent interest in blogging and social media could help spur traditional outlets to establish a greater internet presence, but this would also require more private investment in online advertising. Currently, it is estimated that annual spending on online advertising does not exceed $1 million, which is only approximately one percent of the total amount spent in the Georgian advertising market. At present, most online media outlets face difficulty in attracting advertisers; however, the market is rapidly changing and there are signs of improvement.

The Georgian blogosphere grew impressively to over 3,000 blogs in 2011, and online activism continued to increase in the second half of 2012. Much of this online activity was related to the fact that several videos of prisoner torture and abuse were leaked on television broadcasts, which
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23 For example, the websites of Gol.ge (http://gol.ge/) and Adjarnet.com (http://adjaranet.com).
resulted in mass protests throughout Georgia and caused an unprecedentedly high number of video views, shares, and discussions among almost all Georgian websites, blogs and other services.²⁷

Although most Georgians use the internet as a source of entertainment, various social media and communication apps have become important platforms for discussion and information exchange. In the months leading up to the October 2012 parliamentary elections, the National Democratic Institute partnered with three Georgian civil society groups—Transparency International Georgia, the International Society for Elections and Democracy, and the Georgian Young Lawyers’ Association—to produce an election monitoring platform where citizens could report not only violations on election day, but also incidents in the months leading up to the election, such as fraudulent voter lists or the illegal use of government resources.²⁸

Different political and civil society groups post calls for action on Facebook and use social media marketing tools for communicating with their supporters. However, most forms of online activism to date have remained online and have not had a significant impact offline. Minorities and vulnerable groups in general are not restricted from internet use, and are represented online through a small number of forums and blogs. During the last year, LGBT activists have started to extensively use online tools for coordination, distributing information, and protesting discrimination in the public sphere.

**VIOLATIONS OF USER RIGHTS**

Civil rights, including the right to access information and freedom of expression, are guaranteed by the Georgian constitution and are generally respected in practice.²⁹ The Law on Freedom of Speech and Expression makes it clear that other “generally accepted rights” related to freedom of expression are also protected even if they are not specifically mentioned.³⁰ Furthermore, Article 20 of the constitution and Article 8 of the Law of Georgia on Electronic Communications include privacy guarantees for users and their information, but they simultaneously allow privacy rights to be restricted by the courts or other legislation.³¹ Online activities can be prosecuted under these laws—mainly in cases of alleged defamation, which was decriminalized in 2004—or under any applicable criminal law. Furthermore, a huge discussion on the independence of the judiciary has been taking place in Georgian society. International organizations such as Transparency International and Georgian NGOs such as the Georgian Young Lawyers Association have reported that despite recent reforms and changes in the judiciary system, its independence is still tenuous.
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and “suffers from undue influence exerted by the Prosecutor’s Office and the executive authority.”

Nevertheless, there were no cases of charges against online users for libel or other internet activities in 2012–2013. There were also no known instances of detention or prosecution, and compared to previous years, there were no reported occurrences of extralegal intimidation or violence against users.

The Georgian Law on Operative-Investigative Activity, passed in 1999, grants the police and security services significant discretion in conducting surveillance. Police can generally begin surveillance without a court’s approval, though they must obtain it within 24 hours. There are some official requirements for launching such monitoring, but in reality it is sufficient to label the targeted individual a suspect or assert that he or she may have criminal connections. New amendments to the law promulgated in September 2010 require that websites, mail servers, ISPs, and other relevant companies make private communications data such as e-mail and chats available to law enforcement authorities when court approval is obtained. There were no known cases of this occurring in 2012; however, it was reported from an anonymous executive in the government that the monitoring infrastructure is still in place and allows governmental bodies to monitor and collect data on citizens’ telecommunication usage, habits, browsing history, and other details. In the spring of 2013, the Interior Minister and the State Prosecutor declared that all of the data which was collected during previous years under the named law would be destroyed.

Additionally, ISPs and mobile phone companies are obliged to deliver statistical data on user activities concerning site visits, traffic, and other topics when asked by the government. Cybercafes, on the other hand, are not obliged to comply with government monitoring, as they do not register or otherwise gather data about customers. Individuals are required to register when buying a SIM card in order to obtain a phone number.

Cyberattacks against opposition websites have not been a significant issue in Georgia, with the latest major attacks occurring in 2008 and 2009 in relation to political tensions between Georgia and Russia. By the end of 2012, the Data Exchange Agency started monitoring Georgian websites for the presence of malicious codes, hacking attacks, or other suspicious activities, publishing the information regularly on their website as well as on their official Facebook page.

GERMANY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>INTERNET FREEDOM STATUS</th>
<th>2012</th>
<th>2013</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Obstacles to Access (0-25)</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Limits on Content (0-35)</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Violations of User Rights (0-40)</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total (0-100)</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* 0=most free, 100=least free

- A federal regulatory decision made on April 10, 2013 regarding vectoring technology and the prices charged for “last mile” access has the potential to further entrench the market dominance of the leading ISP, Deutsche Telekom (see OBSTACLES TO ACCESS).
- A Federal Court of Justice decision in July 2012 placed greater liability on host providers, stipulating that once the provider is made aware of copyright-infringing material, they must take steps to prevent further instances of that material being uploaded to their platform (see LIMITS ON CONTENT).
- In May 2012, amendments to the telecommunication act included a provision that would allow the government to define basic requirements for non-discriminatory data transfer and access with a view of safeguarding net neutrality. However, the government has not yet established any requirements (see LIMITS ON CONTENT).
- Amendments to the telecommunication act also lowered the threshold for public agencies to access individual user data, including sensitive data such as name, address, date of birth, user passwords and dynamic IP addresses (see VIOLATIONS OF USER RIGHTS).
Germany has a high level of internet and mobile phone penetration, and only the adoption of high-speed broadband is lagging behind other highly developed countries. However, the fact that regulators are allowing the use of vectoring technology to further the development of superfast broadband internet has encountered criticism, given that this technology allows the largest internet service providers (ISPs) to maintain some of their market dominance.

While media and internet freedom principles are generally well-respected, legally codified, and have been repeatedly affirmed in Germany, certain trends over the past year have challenged these principles. In this respect, changes in online copyright enforcement legislation and practices are starting to limit the liability privilege of ISPs and host providers. Intermediaries are now required to implement specific filter and blocking systems in order to prevent further the infringement of copyright protected materials, which might also lead to undesirable private censorship as companies attempt to avoid this liability.

The struggle for net neutrality continues to be an ongoing issue of public debate in Germany. Amendments to the telecommunication act in May 2012 stipulated that the government could require ISPs to offer internet access in a content-neutral fashion, which would be a significant step toward net neutrality. However, the amendment does not automatically safeguard this principle; rather, it requires the government to take further action by defining the minimum quality standards with which ISPs must comply. Meanwhile, German telecommunications companies introduced revised customer contracts that have revived concerns about their non-transparent traffic management practices.

Against a broad coalition of societal actors, legislators also extended the scope of the “stored data inquiry” (Bestandsdatenauskunft) through the amended telecommunication act of 2013. Data protection experts criticize the lower threshold for intrusions of citizens’ privacy as disproportionate and are considering another constitutional complaint against the telecommunication act.

Germany’s network infrastructure for information and communication technologies is well-developed, with 76 percent of the population in Germany having private internet access. Together with the number of mobile-only internet users, this has resulted in an overall internet penetration rate of 85 percent, which is 10 percentage points above the European Union (EU) average.\footnote{Eurostat, “Broadband and Connectivity - Households”, April 29, 2013, \url{http://appsso.eurostat.ec.europa.eu/nui/show.do?dataset=isoc_bde15b_h&lang=en}. Official International Telecommunication Union (ITU) data places the internet penetration rate for 2012 at 84 percent. See International Telecommunication Union (ITU), “Percentage of individuals using the Internet,” 2012, accessed July 8, 2013, \url{http://www.itu.int/ITU-D/ICTEYE/Indicators/Indicators.aspx}.}
However, growth in internet penetration is clearly slowing down, with figures increasing by only 2.5 percentage points in 2012 in contrast to increases of 5–6 points in the years before. Also, few individuals who currently do not use the internet are planning to obtain access in the future.

Internet connections in private homes are almost universal, with 93 percent of households having a broadband connection of at least 1 Mbps and only 5 percent still using slower dial-up connections. The most widely used access technique is still DSL (82 percent), but cable internet connections are becoming more widespread (11 percent). With regard to high-speed broadband connections, there is a remarkable gap between supply and demand. On the supply side, connections with more than 50 Mbps are available for about 55 percent of households. On the demand side, adoption is 10 percent. The adoption of mobile internet access increased from 28 to 40 percent in early 2013. Mobile phone penetration in Germany is almost universal, with a penetration rate of over 132 percent, which is rather slow by international standards. While 72 percent of mobile internet users have additional landline access, mobile internet is the only form of internet access for almost a third of individuals who currently do not use the internet.


5 Ibid.


these users. This is reflected in a high share of smartphone users (45.1 percent) and flat rate data contracts (77 percent). While the availability of basic UMTS connections is good (85 percent of all German households), the coverage of fast LTE technology is still growing in Germany, with half of all households being covered.

Apart from the overall number of subscribers, there have also been changes in the socio-demographic composition of internet users. While there are still more men than women accessing the internet in Germany (81 percent compared to 70.5 percent), the increase of female users compared to male users was slightly higher in 2012, resulting in a smaller gender-difference of 10.5 percentage points compared to 11.8 percent in 2011. Internet penetration is particularly high in the age group 40 and younger (94.1 percent) but, in comparison, relatively low in the age group 70 and above (28.2 percent). However, it is worth noting that in the older cohorts there is the highest growth rates of internet usage; for example, the internet penetration of those older than 70 has increased by 3.6 percent since 2011.

Differences in internet usage depending on formal education did not significantly change in the past year; therefore, the mismatch between people with low and high levels of formal education using the internet is still about 20 percent. This phenomenon is confirmed by a comparison of net household incomes. Households with less than €1,000 net income per month have a 54.2 percent penetration rate, whereas those with more than €3,000 net income have a penetration rate of 92.7 percent. Furthermore, differences in internet usage exist between Germany's western region (78 percent) and the eastern region that once constituted the communist German Democratic Republic (70 percent). This difference decreased by one percent from 2011 to 2012. Nevertheless, the gap in internet penetration between urban states like Hamburg, Berlin, and Bremen and rural states such as Lower-Saxony decreased from 16 percent in 2011 to only 13 percent in 2012.

Prices for flat rate broadband internet have been relatively stable over recent years and now range from €20 to €40 ($26 to $53) which is regarded as affordable compared to the average income per household of €3,578, and ranks below average prices in OECD countries. Nevertheless, as the stark differences in internet usage in relation to income indicate, the price level constitutes a barrier for people with low incomes and the unemployed. Although the Federal Court of Justice ruled that access to the internet is fundamental for everyday life, costs for internet access are not adequately
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15 TÜV Rheinland Consulting, 2012, p. 4. With the allocation of licenses for the next generation mobile standard LTE, the Bundesnetzagentur has obliged the network providers to build the new infrastructure in rural areas first before installing it cities.
reflected in basic social benefits. Telecommunication services have become slightly less expensive, decreasing by 2.7 percent, and the costs for mobile internet usage and telephones have decreased by 3.5 percent.

The telecommunications sector was privatized in the 1990s with the aim of fostering competition. Over the past decade, market consolidation has led to a competitive environment dominated by large companies both in fixed-line as well as mobile internet access; consequently, several smaller ISPs have been forced out of business. The incumbent Deutsche Telekom's share of the broadband market is 45 percent. Other relevant ISPs are 1&1-United Internet and Arcor-Vodafone (each with 12 percent of the market), O2-Telefónica (9 percent), and cable companies Unity Media (8 percent) and Kabel Deutschland (6 percent).

There are four general carriers for mobile internet access: T-Mobile, Vodafone, E-Plus, and O2-Telefónica. In 2012, T-Mobile regained its market leadership from Vodafone, gaining a 32 percent market share compared to Vodafone’s 30 percent. The smaller providers, E-Plus and O2-Telefónica, have been steadily gaining market shares, with 21 percent and 17 percent of the market, respectively. The mobile market is seen as one of the most competitive in the EU, though competition of mobile services in downstream markets is limited, since most German mobile providers contractually prohibit services such as Voice over Internet Protocol (VoIP) or even instant messaging. The Body of European Regulators for Electronic Communications (BEREC) is investigating this widespread practice of carriers across Europe and discussing possible regulatory interventions.

Internet access, both broadband and mobile, is regulated by the Federal Network Agency for Electricity, Gas, Telecommunications, Post, and Railway (Bundesnetzagentur or BNetzA) operating under the supervision of the Federal Ministry of Economics and Technology. The president and vice president of the agency are appointed for five-year terms by the German federal government,
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following recommendations from an advisory council consisting of 16 members from the German Bundestag and 16 representatives from the Bundesrat. The German Monopolies Commission and the European Commission (EC) have both criticized this highly political setting and the concentration of important regulatory decisions in the presidential chamber of the Federal Network Agency.30 Similarly, the European Court of Justice (ECJ) and the EC noted that the regulation of data protection and privacy by agencies under state supervision does not comply with the EU Data Protection Directive 95/46/EC.31

In addition to such institutional concerns, regulatory decisions by the BNetzA have been criticized for providing a competitive advantage to Deutsche Telekom, the former state-owned monopoly.32 The most recent examples are the agency’s decisions on April 10, 2013 to allow a slight increase in the price that Telekom charges competitors for the “last mile”33 and to support controversial vectoring technology, which in turn manifests its dominant position regarding the last mile. Vectoring can boost the bandwidth of DSL connections on existing copper lines but requires one operator to manage the whole bundle, in effect limiting the unbundling of the local loop and thus privileging, under specific circumstances, the market leader.34

### LIMITS ON CONTENT

Blocking of websites or internet content rarely takes place in Germany.35 In 2012-2013, there were no publicly known incidents of censorship directly carried out by state actors. Since there is also no significant filtering of text messages or e-mail communication, the overall scale and sophistication of censorship has remained stable and on a non-significant level. YouTube, Facebook, Twitter and international blog-hosting services are freely available.


35 Due to substantial criticism by activists and NGOs that provoked an intense political debate, the 2010 law on blocking websites containing child pornography, the Access Impediment law (Zugangserschwerungsge setz), never came into effect and was finally repealed by the German parliament in December 2011.

GERMANY
Content blocking or filtering practices enforced by corporate actors have been discussed for some time. The ongoing dispute between YouTube and GEMA (German Society for Musical Performance and Mechanical Reproduction)\(^{36}\) indicates that private entities substantially shape the availability of online content: 61.5 percent of the most popular music videos on YouTube are blocked in Germany.\(^{37}\) Since 2009, YouTube has refused to pay for a license for copyright-protected music videos disseminated on its platform, and instead shows an error message saying that the video is not available in Germany because GEMA has not granted the publishing rights.\(^{38}\) YouTube has also been legally required to remove protected content upon request under the EU Copyright Directive.\(^{39}\) GEMA holds a de facto monopoly because it exercises rights exclusively and considers it a copyright violation when YouTube uses “the rights administered by GEMA without paying any compensation to the copyright owners,”\(^{40}\) and consequently sues Google for damages.\(^{41}\) Google has raised concerns about undesired harms for freedom of expression.\(^{42}\)

The issue is most likely to continue in the courts as both parties filed appeals in May 2012.\(^{43}\) New evidence has confirmed that ISPs across Europe regularly use deep packet inspection (DPI) for the purposes of traffic management, but also to throttle peer-to-peer traffic. Users are especially affected by P2P-related restrictions in the mobile market.\(^{45}\) In Germany, there is a clear lack of transparency in traffic management, but also to throttle peer-to-peer traffic. Users are especially affected by P2P-related restrictions in the mobile market.\(^{45}\) In Germany, there is a clear lack of
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36 Collecting societies are private organizations at the national level in Germany authorized by the Copyright Administration Act. Although they act under the supervision of the German Patent and Trademark Office, they belong to the private sector. The foundation requires an exemption from the antitrust laws by the Federal Cartel Office.

37 Compared to 0.9 per cent in the United States and ca. 1 per cent in Austria and Switzerland. Cf. sueddeutsche.de, “Diese Kultur ist in Deutschland leider nicht verfügbar” [This culture is not available in Germany], January 28, 2013, [http://sz.de/1.1584913](http://sz.de/1.1584913).

38 GEMA demands 0.375 cents per retrieval.


42 In particular Google argues that because the GEMA doesn’t provide a list on the complete repertoire they licensed, most music videos have been blocked in order to avoid financial risks. Cf. [http://www.djv-bb.de/cms/nachrichten/2013-02-16_GEMA_Youtube_Pressefreiheit.php](http://www.djv-bb.de/cms/nachrichten/2013-02-16_GEMA_Youtube_Pressefreiheit.php).


transparency regarding the scope of traffic management, particularly surrounding the use of DPI, since ISPs are not required to provide the public with such information.

While there is no systematic blocking and filtering of content by the state, instances of the courts or public authorities ordering the deletion of certain content have become common. In October 2012, the U.S.-based company Twitter complied with a request to close the account of a neo-Nazi group deemed illegal by German authorities. Twitter did not delete the account but started to restrict access to it for German users only. This action was the first application of Twitter’s new policy, introduced in January 2012, to block content and accounts on a country-by-country basis in order to balance free speech principles with its compliance of local laws. The specific decision did not arouse much controversy in Germany, and has rather been regarded as a transparent way to minimize censorship.

The autocomplete function of Google’s search engine has been repeatedly subject to scrutiny. In September 2012, Germany’s former first lady sued Google for defamation over suggested words. The lawsuit demanded that Google delete 85 suggested words, and furthermore, requested the deletion of search results indexing articles that cover the issue. Google partly complied by deleting eight of the 3,000 results from the index due to unlawful and false statements of fact. Following a considerable history of court rulings, in May 2013 the Federal Court of Justice, in a different case, ruled that Google could be held liable, at least under some circumstances, for the infringement of personal rights through its autocomplete function.

There is no censorship prior to the publication of internet content. On the other hand, figures released by ICT corporations concerning the amount of content removal requests received from governments, public authorities, or copyright owners indicate that post-publication content removal is used extensively. Microsoft has started to report the numbers of removal requests on a country-by-country basis. Notably, none of those requests resulted in a disclosure of customer content. According to Google’s latest transparency report covering the period from July to December 2012, the company received 231 requests from the German government and public authorities. Based on absolute numbers, Germany ranks third on a list of 65 countries that issued requests for removal of content, following Brazil and the United States. To an unprecedented

47 Twitter’s general counsel, Alex MacGillivray has announced the issue on Twitter: Alex MacGillivray, October 18, 2012, https://twitter.com/amac/status/258745846584188928.
48 Twitter reported the case to chillingeffects.org and has made the request by German police authority publicly available: Chilling Effects, “German Police ask Twitter to Close Account”, https://www.chillingeffects.org/notice.cgi?siD=625342.
51 BGH [Federal Supreme Court], judgment of May 14, 2013, Az. VI ZR 269/12; Jürgen Kuri/Martin Holland, “BGH zu Autocomplete: Google muss in Suchvorschläge eingreifen” [BGH on autocomplete], May 14, 2013 http://heise.de/-1862062.
degree, requests were mandated by court orders (192 requests), most commonly for defamation reasons. The total number of items requested to be removed was 1,105. The most requested items to be removed were for defamation, adult content, and hate speech matters. German youth protection authorities have continuously requested the removal of content deemed to violate German youth protection legislation, especially videos on YouTube.54

The protection of minors constitutes an important legal framework for the regulation of online content.55 Youth protection on the internet is principally addressed by states through the Interstate Treaty on the Protection of Human Dignity and the Protection of Minors in Broadcasting (JMStV), which bans content similar to that outlawed by the criminal code, such as the glorification of violence and sedition.56 A controversial provision of the JMStV reflecting the regulation of broadcasting media mandates that adult-only content on the internet, including adult pornography, must be made available in a way that verifies the age of the user.57 Compliance with the interstate agreement is supervised by the Commission for Youth Protection Relating to Media (KJM) and supported by a joint body, jugendschutz.net, which operates a hotline for complaints. Notably, the JMStV enables the blocking of content if other actions against offenders fail and if such blocking is expected to be effective. Offending websites hosted outside of Germany are put on blacklists that are made available for privately developed filtering software. Members of the self-regulatory body, Voluntary Self-control for Multimedia Service Providers (FSM), are committed to removing blacklisted websites from their search results. In February 2013, the Federal Minister of Family Affairs, Senior Citizens, Women and Youth, in cooperation with internet industry partners and jugendschutz.net, introduced a proxy server meant to ensure safer internet use for children.58 The software is offered at no charge for individual download and is available for mobile devices as well as computers. Presently, two filtering software solutions for youth protection are officially approved by the KJM.59

The liability of platform operators for illegal content is regulated by the telemedia act. The law distinguishes between full liability for owned content and limited “Breach of Duty of Care” (Stoererhaftung) of access providers and host providers for third party content.60 Although access and host providers61 are not generally responsible for the content they transmit or temporarily auto store, there is a certain tension between the underlying principles of liability privilege and that of
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54 According to the German Report for the first and second half of 2012 (cf. Fn. 51) youth protection authorities requested a total of 451 videos to be removed from YouTube.

55 The legal framework regulating media protection of minors in particular consists of the Law for the protection of children and youth ("Jugendschutzgesetz", JuSchG) of the federal government and the Interstate Treaty on the Protection of Minors in the Media (short "Jugendmedienschutzstaatsvertrag", JMStV).


57 Cf. the respective § 5, Abs. 3 JMStV.


60 In particular: Part 3, §§ 7-10 TMG: liability for own content (§ 7, Abs. 1 TMG); limited liability for access providers (§§ 8, 9 TMG) and host providers (§ 10 TMG).

61 The BGH in particular has developed the principles of limited liability of host providers: BGH [Federal Court of Justice], judgment of October 25, 2011, Az. VI ZR 93/10.
secondary liability. Principally, ISPs are not required to proactively control or review the information of third parties on their servers; they become legally responsible as soon as they gain knowledge of violations or violate reasonable audit requirements.

In 2012, court rulings limited the liability privilege of ISPs by further specifying requirements, responsibilities, and obligations. Notably, these have commonly occurred in relation to copyright enforcement online. In this respect, additional blocking and filter obligations of host providers have been put in more concrete terms by the Federal Court of Justice (Bundesgerichtshof, BGH) in the “Alone in the Dark” case. In the specific instance, the game publisher Atari sued the file hosting service Rapidshare for copyright violations concerning the video game “Alone in the Dark.” Although the judges did not hold Rapidshare liable for a direct infringement, they saw a violation of the service’s monitoring obligation under the breach of duty of care. Once the file hosting service was notified of one infringing copy, the court said, it should have proactively controlled its service to prevent any further violations of the respective copyright.

In addition to the mere deletion of relevant data, the court also deemed manual post-filtering by words and the control of external link collections technically reasonable. Depending on the current technical standard, automated control mechanisms can also be considered. Furthermore, ISPs are obliged to disclose customer information for prosecutions of copyright infringement, even though the person may not have infringed copyrights for commercial purposes. A special requirement to review the content on any violations of rights was also ruled in a case where a blogger integrated a YouTube video onto his website. Whereas linking to other websites is regarded as unproblematic, embedding content, primarily videos from other sources, could cause liability risks for the provider.

An important exception to the liability privilege concerns wireless networks. Because of a highly disputable ruling against the existing liability privilege by the Federal High Court in 2010,
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62 Liability privilege means that information intermediaries on the internet such as ISPs are not responsible for the content their customers transmit. Secondary or indirect liability applies when intermediaries contribute to or facilitate wrongdoings of their customers.


66 In 2010, the German Federal High Court sentenced the private owner of a wireless router on the grounds that his or her open network allowed illegal activities. cf. Christopher Burgess, “Three Good Reasons to Lock Down Your Wireless Network,”
legislative initiatives from states and political parties now seek to modify the secondary liability of local Wi-Fi operators.\textsuperscript{71}

Content hosts have also been pursued for further investigations for opinions expressed by third parties on their platforms, as single cases indicate. In these cases, authorities have required platform owners to provide the real names of users who were prosecuted for defamation reasons. They even went so far as to search the editorial office of a newspaper, which was later ruled as being unlawful,\textsuperscript{72} and to order a coercive detention for an online editor because he refused to provide the user’s name.\textsuperscript{73} In the latter case, the editor invoked his right to refuse testimony and has appealed to the Federal Constitutional Court (\textit{Bundesverfassungsgericht}, BVerfG).

The principle of proportionality has constitutional status in Germany to which public authorities must comply. All means taken by the state against its citizens must remain proportional to the ends pursued. The interplay between the Ministry of Justice, the national data protection officer, the association of internet service providers (Eco), and the internet community effectively hold the bodies involved accountable.

Court proceedings are generally public. While a comprehensive list of all content blocking or deletion orders is not available, the media generally covers such measures. One important exception in reporting concerns the indexes of internet services of the KJM and the Federal Review Board for Media Harmful to Young People (BpJM), which are kept secret.\textsuperscript{74}

There is no systematic self-censorship in the German press; however, certain incidents signal that press companies are becoming more risk-averse when making decisions on the content they intend to publish through private app stores.\textsuperscript{75} Furthermore, there are more or less unspoken rules reflected in the publishing principles of the German press.\textsuperscript{76} The penalty code and the JMStV prohibit content in a well-defined manner (such as child pornography, racial hatred, and the


\textsuperscript{72} The so called parts C and D of the index are not public. BpJM, „Liste der Bundesprüfstelle“ [Index of the Federal Review Board for Media Harmful to Young People], http://www.bundespruefstelle.de/bpjmg/jugendmedienschutz/indizierungsverfahren/verfahrensarten,did=32964.html; See also for in overview in English http://www.bundespruefstelle.de/bpjmg/information-in-english.html.

\textsuperscript{73} In order to avoid later complaints a news magazine was prompted to change the issue cover in the way it deemed to be in line with Apple’s terms concerning nudity; Cf. heise.de, “E-Kiosk-Betreiber Zinio verlangt Zensur auf Android- und iOS-Geräten” [E-kiosk operator Zinio demands censorship on Android and iOS-devices], May 6, 2012, http://www.heise.de/mobil/meldung/E-Kiosk-Betreiber-Zinio-verlangt-Zensur-auf-Android-und-iOS-Geraeten-1568938.html.

glorification of violence). The JMStV also regulates adult content that is potentially harmful to minors, stipulating that content inappropriate for certain age groups must be regulated to prevent access by children or young persons.

While the degree to which political actors can successfully pressure online news outlets to exclude certain information from their reporting is still insignificant, there have at least been attempts to delete critical information on the internet. The German Bundestag asked a blog to delete an expert report on corruption among parliamentarians because of an alleged copyright infringement. The platform owner refused to do so without further consequences. Additionally, the Federal Ministry of Defense has taken legal steps against a newspaper, demanding that it delete a set of leaked mission reports covering Afghanistan operations of the federal armed forces (Bundeswehr), based on alleged copyright infringement.

With the latest amendment of the telecommunications act (Telekommunikationsgesetz, TKG) enacted in May 2012, the principle of net neutrality has been legally codified (§ 41a TKG), but is still not entirely safeguarded. The law authorizes the government to define basic requirements for non-discriminatory data transfer and content access, but it does not require the government to take any further action. The German Federal Network Agency (Bundesnetzagentur, BNetzA) principally supports net neutrality, but instead of safeguarding it legally, the national regulator favors new business models based on price discrimination and differentiated classes of service as long as ISPs are transparent about their policies and give customers a choice. The lack of concrete action on the part of the German government has also encountered criticism, especially when two of the market-leading telecommunications companies, Vodafone and Deutsche Telekom, announced new terms for customer contracts. Telekom, for example, announced that it would place limits on customers’ high-speed data transfer per month, but that its own services, such as television and movie-streaming services, would not count toward customers’ data transfer limits. Treating in-house services differently in particular has raised concerns in terms of competition and consumer protection by governmental representatives who also declared that these practices should be scrutinized more closely.

---


80 In particular: § 41a TKG, http://dejure.org/gesetze/TKG/41a.html. The clause simply authorizes the government to define basic requirements for non-discriminatory data transfer and content access, and leaves it to the Bundesnetzagentur to determine minimum quality of service standards -- a path the regulator is not likely to go.


Germany is home to a vibrant internet community and blogosphere. Local and international media outlets and news sources are generally accessible and represent a diverse range of opinions. Policies affecting internet regulation, data protection, or surveillance enjoy increasing public attention and media coverage. Internet-related topics are growing increasingly popular, also due to increased attention among political institutions. All political parties now have internet experts.

Whereas in early 2012 the German Pirate Party could continue its remarkable success in state elections, their popularity has recently been decreasing. After three years of work, the multi-stakeholder Commission of Inquiry (Enquete-Kommission) on Internet and Digital Society released its final report in April 2013. Among other things, the commission calls for the establishment of a permanent internet commissioner at the federal level.

In 2012, an example of the growing discursive power of the internet community revolved around a discussion which started on Twitter. Under the hashtag #aufschrei (“outcry”), people started to tweet about everyday sexism against women. The discussion soon left the Twitter-sphere and became a nation-wide societal debate. Additionally, activists are waging online campaigns in the fight for net neutrality against the telecoms Vodafone and Deutsche Telekom, and have already been partly successful. At the same time, multiple laws that restrict internet freedom, such as some of the amendments to the telecommunication act, were passed despite strong criticisms by a broad coalition of societal actors.

**Violations of User Rights**

Germany is considered to be one of the most privacy-conscious countries; however, the 2012 amendments to the telecommunication act included a provision which allows more public agencies access to user data, and lowers the threshold for this access from investigations into serious crimes to misdemeanors and administrative offences, raising concerns about the trajectory for privacy protections in the country.

---

85 Voter turnout of the Pirate Party in Berlin: 8.9 percent, Saarland: 7.4 percent, Schleswig-Holstein: 8.2 percent, Nordrhein-Westfalen: 7.8 percent
87 Cf. the website of the Enquete-Kommission [Parliamentary Inquiry Commission]: http://www.bundestag.de/internetenquete/.
91 Cf. campaign website: http://echtesnetz.de/.
92 Cf. campaign website: http://halbesnetz.de/.
93 The Federation of German Consumer Organizations (vzbv), a non-governmental organization for consumer protection, admonished both companies for disseminating misleading information in their terms and inadmissible contracts. Cf. http://www.vzbv.de/10432.htm; http://bit.ly/16LO8Xh
The German Basic Law guarantees freedom of expression and freedom of the media (Article 5) as well as the privacy of letters, posts, and telecommunications (Article 10). These articles generally safeguard offline as well as online communication. In addition, a groundbreaking 2008 ruling by the Federal Constitutional Court established a new fundamental right warranting the “confidentiality and integrity of information technology systems” grounded in the general right of personality guaranteed by Article 2 of the Basic Law.94

These rights were contested in the political aftermath of the September 2001 terrorist attacks in the United States (cf. the 2001 Act for Limiting the Secrecy of Letters, the Post, and Telecommunications).95 However, after several cases concerning the infringement of the rights of journalists, a Federal Constitutional Court ruling in February 2007 set a strong precedent for the protection of journalists’ sources.96 On March 29, 2012, in response to this ruling, the Federal Parliament issued the Act on Strengthening Press Freedom (Gesetzes zur Stärkung der Pressefreiheit im Straf- und Strafprozessrecht, PrStG), which protects journalistic sources and establishes high barriers for searching and seizing journalists’ property.97 In addition to the aforementioned rulings on the liability privilege of providers, these developments constitute a trend of strengthening media freedom in Germany. In particular, the rulings of the Federal Constitutional Court continue to promote freedom of expression.

Online journalists are generally granted the same rights and protections as journalists in the print or broadcast media. Although the functional boundary between journalists and bloggers is starting to blur, the German Federation of Journalists maintains professional boundaries by issuing press cards only to full-time journalists. Similarly, the German Code of Criminal Procedure grants the right to refuse testimony solely to individuals who have “professionally” participated in the production or dissemination of journalistic materials.98

The German Criminal Code (StGB) includes a paragraph on “incitement to hatred” (§ 130 StGB), which penalizes calls for violent measures against minority groups and assaults on human dignity.99

95 This Act enables secret services to intercept, monitor, and record private communications, including the surveillance of journalists under specific conditions. It also restricts journalistic privileges such as the right to refuse to give evidence. “Gesetz zur Beschränkung des Brief-, Post- und Fernmeldegeheimnisses” [Law on the restriction of correspondence, posts and telecommunications secrecy], http://www.gesetze-im-internet.de/g10_2001/index.html.
99 Cf. fn. 54.
The German people mostly regard this provision as legitimate, particularly because it is generally applied in the context of holocaust denials.\textsuperscript{100}

Website owners or bloggers are not required to register with the government. However, due to clauses in both the Telemedia Act (Telemediengesetz, TMG) and the Interstate Treaty on Broadcasting (Rundfunkstaatsvertrag, RFStV), most websites and blogs need to have an imprint naming the person in charge and contact address. The anonymous use of e-mail services, online platforms, wireless internet access points, and public telephone booths are legal. Although the Federal Minister of the Interior and some other members of the conservative parties have repeatedly expressed their disapproval of anonymity on the internet,\textsuperscript{101} this situation is not likely to change. With explicit references to the constitution, several courts have repeatedly affirmed the right to anonymity and its necessity for the exercise of the constitutional right to freedom of expression.\textsuperscript{102}

The right of anonymity notwithstanding, the telecommunication act of 2004 stipulates that the purchase of SIM cards requires registration, including the purchaser’s full name, address, international mobile subscriber identity (IMSI), and international mobile station equipment identity (IMEI) numbers if applicable.\textsuperscript{103} In this way, the growing penetration of mobile internet threatens to further erode the possibility of anonymous communication.

The use of proxy servers is common in Germany, but more for the purpose of circumventing copyright restrictions than to avoid censorship. There are no figures available for the extent of their use.

Excessive interceptions by secret services formed the basis of a 2008 Federal Constitutional Court ruling, which established a new fundamental right warranting the “confidentiality and integrity of information technology systems.” The court held that preventive covert online searches are only permitted “if factual indications exist of a concrete danger” that threatens “the life, limb, and freedom of the individual” or “the basis or continued existence of the state or the basis of human existence.” The court also established that any covert infiltration of information technology systems requires a court order and that statutes permitting such infiltrations must “contain precautions in order to protect the core area of private life.”\textsuperscript{104} Based on this Constitutional Court ruling, the

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{101} Cf. Anna Sauerbrey, “Innenminister Friedrich will Blogger-Anonymität aufheben” [Federal Minister of Interior wants to abolish anonymity of bloggers], Tagesspielt online, August 7, 2011, http://www.tagesspiegel.de/politik/internet-innenminister-friedrich-will-blogger-anonymitaet-aufheben/4473060.html.
\item \textsuperscript{103} Telecommunications Act (TKG), § 111, http://www.bfdi.bund.de/EN/DataProtectionActs/Artikel/TelecommunicationsAct-TKG.pdf?_blob=publicationFile.
\item \textsuperscript{104} Bundesverfassungsgericht [Federal Constitutional Court], Provisions in the North-Rhine Westphalia Constitution Protection Act (Verfassungsschutzgesetz Nordrhein-Westfalen) on online searches and on the reconnaissance of the Internet null and void, judgment of February 27, 2008, 1 BvR 370/07; For more background cf. W Abel and B Schafer, “The German Constitutional
Federal Parliament passed an act in 2009 authorizing the Federal Bureau of Criminal Investigation (BKA) to conduct covert online searches to prevent terrorist attacks on the basis of a warrant. In addition to online searches, the act authorizes the BKA to employ methods of covert data collection, including dragnet investigations, surveillance of private residences, and the installation of a program on a suspect’s computer that intercepts communications at their source.

The amended telecommunication act of 2013 re-regulates the “stored data inquiry” requirements (Bestandsdatenauskunft). Under the new provision, approximately 250 registered public agencies, among them the police and customs authorities, are authorized to request from ISPs both contractual user data and sensitive data, such as PINs, passwords, and dynamic IP addresses. While the 2004 law restricted the disclosure of sensitive user data to criminal offenses, the amended act extends it to cases of misdemeanors or administrative offenses. Additionally, whereas the disclosure of sensitive data and dynamic IP addresses normally requires an order by the competent court, contractual user data (such as the user’s name, address, telephone number, and date of birth) can be obtained through automated processes. The requirement of judicial review (Richtervorbehalt) has been subject to two empirical studies, both of which found that in the majority of cases a review by a judge does not take place. Data protection experts criticize the lower threshold for intrusions of citizens’ privacy as disproportionate. Two members of the Pirate Party and a lawyer who had already filed the complaint against the data retention law in 2007 have filed a new constitutional complaint against the telecommunication act.

Telecommunications interception by state authorities for reasons of criminal prosecution is regulated by the code of criminal procedure (StPO) and is understood as a serious interference with basic rights. It may only be employed for the prosecution of serious crimes for which specific evidence exists and when other, less-intrusive investigative methods are likely to fail. According to recent statistics published by the Federal Office of Justice, there were a total of 21,118 orders for telecommunications interceptions in 2011, of which 1,345 concerned internet communications. This is an increase of about 35 percent compared to 2010. There were also a few empirical studies, both of which found that in the majority of cases a review by a judge does not take place.

107 Two independent studies from the Universität of Bielefeld (2003: Wer kontrolliert die Telefonüberwachung? Eine empirische Untersuchung zum Richtervorbehalt bei der Telefonüberwachung) [Who controls telecommunication surveillance? An empirical investigation on judicial overview of telecommunication surveillance], edited by Otto Backes and Christoph Gusy, 2003 and Max-Planck-Institut for Foreign and International Criminal Law (Hans-Jörg Albrecht, Claudia Dorsch, Christiane Krüpe 2003: Rechtswirklichkeit und Effizienz der Überwachung der Telekommunikation nach den §§ 100a, 100b StPO und anderer verdeckter Ermittlungsmassnahmen [Legal reality and efficiency of wiretapping, surveillance and other covert investigation measures], http://bit.ly/wDVLS5) evaluated the implementation of judicial oversight of telecommunication surveillance. Both studies found that neither the mandatory judicial oversight nor the duty of notification of affected citizens are carried out. According to the study by the Max Planck Institute, only 0,4 % of the requests for court orders were denied.
total of 14,153 orders requesting internet traffic data in 2011. Surveillance measures conducted by the secret services under the Act for Limiting the Secrecy of Letters, the Post, and Telecommunications exceed these figures. For 2011, the competent Parliamentary Control Panel reported that a total of 2.8 million telecommunications – most of them e-mail – were scanned, of which only 290 were considered relevant. The e-mail contents were scanned for keywords relating to certain “areas of risk,” namely international terrorism, proliferation of arms and other military technology, and human smuggling.

For purposes of criminal prosecution, since 2009, the German police have used Trojan-like pieces of software to spy on criminal suspects. The Trojan, programmed by the commercial manufacturer DigiTask, not only enables the police to legally eavesdrop on encrypted conversations but also has the potential for a wider range of actions, some of which are illegal. Among these illegal encroachments are the searching of digital devices, logging of keystrokes, and planting of “backdoors” that allow for the remote installation of additional software or insertion of false evidence. Five German states admitted to the use of the “Federal Trojan” (Bundestrojaner) but denied the use of any illegal functions.

Due to the considerable public criticism following the “Bundestrojaner affair,” the Federal Police decided to develop in-house capacity to produce its own lawful intrusion software. More controversially, the Federal Police have purchased FinFisher/FinSpy IT, another commercial spyware, for the “transition period” until its own solution is operational.

Recent evidence shows that German police authorities regularly make use of radio cell queries for criminal investigation. In the states of Berlin and Saxony, for example, radio cell queries were used in 2012 in the context of criminal investigations for which millions of data records were collected.

---


11 These are aggregated figures related to the three areas of risk in which screenings took place according to the report of the Parliamentary Control Panel. Cf. Deutscher Bundestag, Drucksache 17/12773, March 14, 2013, p.7, http://dip21.bundestag.de/dip21/btd/17/127/1712773.pdf. Please note that the annually presented numbers do not refer to the last year but to the year before, i.e. 2011. The Parliamentary Control Panel periodically reports to the parliament and nominates the members of the G10 Commission. The G10 Commission controls surveillance measures and is also responsible for overseeing telecommunications measures undertaken on the basis of the Counterterrorism Act of 2002 and the Amendment Act of 2007. See also: http://www.bundestag.de/htdocs_e/bundestag/committees/bodies/scrutiny/index.html.


15 Berlin Commissioner for Data Protection and Freedom of Information, Alexander Dix: “Abschlussbericht zur rechtlichen Überprüfung von Funkzellenabfragen [Report on the legal examination of radio cell queries], p. 16, http://www.datenschutz-berlin.de/attachments/896/Pr _fb_bericht.pdf?1346753690. Data are currently available for the states of Berlin and Saxony. In both states radio cell queries were used in 2012 for hundreds of lawsuits for which millions of data records were collected.
collected without informing the individuals affected, as required by law.\textsuperscript{116} The extensive use of radio cell queries has raised questions of proportionality.\textsuperscript{117}

A constitutional complaint filed by ISPs in 2012 successfully challenged the existing provisions that mandated ISPs to retain customer data and provide information on users’ contractual data, PIN numbers, keys, and passwords to law enforcement agencies and secret services upon request.\textsuperscript{118} The Federal Constitutional Court held that these provisions breach the individual right of self-determination over personal information of the Basic Law. The Federal Constitutional Court particularly criticized as partly unconstitutional the duty of telecommunications providers to provide information about passwords and other access protection measures.\textsuperscript{119}

Following the EU Data Retention Directive, the 2007 Law on the Revision of Telecommunications Monitoring and other Covert Investigation Measures and on the Implementation of Directive 2006/24/EC mandated that ISPs and mobile phone companies have to retain traffic data for six to seven months to facilitate criminal investigations. A constitutional complaint led to the repeal of the national data retention provisions in 2010.\textsuperscript{120} The German government has not transposed the EU Data Retention Directive within the stipulated timeframe into German law and does not intend to do so.\textsuperscript{121} On May 31, 2012, the European Commission filed a complaint against the German government due to non-compliance, proposing that the court impose a daily penalty payment of €315,036.54.\textsuperscript{122}

A 2012 survey by the German Federal Network Agency shows that, in the absence of a legal obligation for data retention, the four major mobile communications providers in Germany continue to store user data for a period of between 7 and 210 days.\textsuperscript{123}

\textsuperscript{116} E.g. in Berlin, in the first half of 2012, 128 lawsuits with radio cell queries and 200 realized queries. In 302 analysed cases (2009-04/2012) more than 6,619,155 data sets have been recorded, shown in this handout of the Berlin Chamber of Deputies, “Ergebnisse der polizeilichen Auswertung -Funkzellenabfragen.” [Results of the police investigation on radio cell queries], https://www.piratenfraktion-berlin.de/wp-content/uploads/2012/08/0480_001.pdf. Cf. also Andre Meister, “Funkzellenabfrage geht weiter: Jeder Berliner ist jedes Jahr zwei Mal verdächtig” [Radio cell queries continue: Each citizen of Berlin is suspected twice a year], August 28, 2012, https://netzpolitik.org/2012/funkzellenabfrage-geht-weiter-jeder-berliner-ist-jedes-jahr-zwei-mal-verdächtig/; In Saxony 60 cases have been reported from January to September 2012: Saxon Parliament, Drs 5/10379, http://ws.landtag.sachsen.de/images/5_Drs_10379_5_1_1_4_.pdf.


\textsuperscript{119} Bundesverfassungsgericht [Federal Constitutional Court], judgment of January 24, 2012, 1 BvR 1299/05, Absatz-Nr. (1 - 192), http://www.bverfg.de/entscheidungen/rs20120124_1bvr129905.html

\textsuperscript{120} BVerfG, judgment of March 2, 2010, 1 BvR 256/08, Absatz-Nr. (1 - 345), http://www.bverfg.de/entscheidungen/rs20100302_1bvr025608.html.

\textsuperscript{121} Nikolas Busse, “Jeden Tag 315,036,54 Euro Strafe” [For each day a fine of Euro 315,036.54], FAZ.net, May 31, 2012, http://www.faz.net/-gpg-709pk.


\textsuperscript{123} Speicherdauer” [duration of storage], http://wiki.vorratsdatenspeicherung.de/images/BNetzA_Speicherdauer.pdf
German authorities also request user data from internet content providers. From July–December 2012, Google reported an increasing number of requests (1,550 compared to 1,426 requests for the same period in 2011), putting Germany at number four on the list of the countries that request the most user data, behind the United States, India, and France. Microsoft reported 8,419 requests, affecting 13,226 accounts. In 7,088 of these cases (84.2 percent), at least “some customer data” was disclosed. Skype data has been listed separately: in 2012, there were 686 requests, affecting 2,646 accounts.

There are no legal obligations to report security breaches. However, according to the Federal Ministry of Interior, approximately 1,100 cyberattacks took place in 2012. As a response to these estimates, the ministry has developed a “Cyber Security Strategy for Germany,” thereby following the global trend to improve the security of information networks in a proactive manner. On June 16, 2011, Germany’s Interior Minister Hans-Peter Friedrich introduced the new National Cyber Response Centre tasked to optimize the cooperation between several federal authorities and agencies such as the Federal Office for Information Security (BSI) and the Federal Office for the Protection of the Constitution (BfV). The Cyber Response Centre is a sub-unit of the Ministry of Interior with 10 permanent employees. In addition, a National Cyber Security Council was founded in 2011. It consists of government officials and associated business representatives who meet at least three times a year. Academic experts can be invited if required. In March 2013, the Federal Ministry of the Interior proposed a law to improve the security of information networks which would have made it a mandatory obligation for telecommunication firms and critical infrastructure operators to report security breaches to the Federal Office for Information Security (BSI). The Federal Ministry of Economics and Technology blocked the legislative draft in the early consultation phase. Digital rights advocates criticized the legislative proposal because it did not include a notification of users in case of security breaches. Industry associations, on the other hand, feared potential costs and bureaucratic burdens of notifying the Federal Office for Information Security.

In June 2012, the media reported the establishment of a new cyberwarfare unit within the German military forces (Bundeswehr). However, the unit is said to be poorly staffed compared to its international allies.\textsuperscript{131}

HUNGARY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Internet Freedom Status</th>
<th>2012</th>
<th>2013</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Obstacles to Access (0-25)</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Limits on Content (0-35)</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Violations of User Rights (0-40)</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total (0-100)</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* 0=most free, 100=least free

Key Developments: May 2012 – April 2013

- Revisions to the criminal code, passed on June 25, 2012 and scheduled to take effect in July 2013, could allow the government to block websites if host providers fail to respond to takedown notices (see LIMITS ON CONTENT).
- The Supreme Court fined two blog owners for defamation based on readers' comments, even though the comments were deleted (see VIOLATIONS OF USER RIGHTS).
- The fourth modification of the constitution annulled previous decisions of the Constitutional Court, causing uncertainty as to how previous legal protections, particularly regarding free speech, will be interpreted (see VIOLATIONS OF USER RIGHTS).

Population: 9.9 million
Internet Penetration 2012: 72 percent
Social Media/ICT Apps Blocked: No
Political/Social Content Blocked: No
Bloggers/ICT Users Arrested: No
Press Freedom 2013 Status: Partly Free
When Hungary transitioned from a one-party state to a parliamentary democracy in 1989–1990, very few people were using the internet in the country. In the following years, dial-up connections spread and the number of users expanded, particularly in the 2000s when the price of internet started to decrease while the availability of broadband connections increased. Today, a majority of the population is online. Information and communication technologies (ICTs) are being used not only for social activities and newsgathering, but also increasingly for political activism.

In the 2010 parliamentary elections, the conservative Hungarian Civic Union (Fidesz) and its ally, the Christian Democratic People’s Party (KDNP), won a 53 percent majority, granting them more than two-thirds of the seats in parliament and enabling them to draft and accept a series of laws without meaningful political or public consultation. The new laws regulating the media, including online media outlets and news portals, are of particular concern. A new regulatory authority, the National Media and Infocommunications Authority (NMHH) and its decision-making body, the Media Council, were also established to oversee the mass communications industry, with the power to penalize or suspend outlets that violate stipulations of the media regulations. In April 2011, the national assembly adopted a new constitution, the Fundamental Law of Hungary, which includes a provision concerning the supervision of the mass communications industry and the media as a whole. The parliament also created the National Agency for Data Protection, whose independence has been called into question due to the political appointment process of the agency’s leadership.

Immediately after the 2010 media laws were passed, Hungary came under fierce criticism from the international community, as the laws were deemed incompatible with the values of the European Union. Despite the modifications to the media laws in May 2012 based on the ruling of the Hungarian Constitutional Court in December 2011, members of the Organization for Security and Co-operation in Europe (OSCE) and the Council of Europe have argued that the laws remain unsatisfactory, and that unclear provisions and the significant power given to the NMHH continue to threaten media freedom. In particular, high fines can be imposed on all types of media outlets by the one-party Media Council based on an obscure content provision. In January 2013, the Council of Europe welcomed the results of the dialogue with the Hungarian government about media regulation, while domestic nongovernmental organizations (NGOs) expressed their continued concerns to the Secretary General of the Council of Europe.

---

According to the International Telecommunication Union (ITU), internet penetration in Hungary stood at 72 percent in 2012, up from 53 percent in 2007, while the National Media and Infocommunications Authority of Hungary (NMHH) reported in late 2012 that there were over two million broadband internet subscriptions in a country of ten million inhabitants. NRC, a company specializing in internet market research in Hungary, puts the internet penetration at 63 percent in 2012. In 2011, 50 percent of households had an internet subscription, the overwhelming majority using a broadband connection. Dial-up internet service is not widely used. The ITU and NMHH also recorded a mobile phone penetration rate of 117 percent and 2.94 million mobile internet subscriptions, while over 78 percent of residential areas had 3G coverage by mid-2012. In 2012, only 26 percent of the population had never used the internet, a decrease from 52 percent in 2006. A 2011 Eurobarometer survey found that the main reasons why Hungarian households do not have internet subscriptions were that the monthly subscription was too expensive, the cost of buying a computer and modem was too high, or that no one in the household had an interest in using the internet.

There are geographical, socioeconomic, and ethnic differences in Hungary’s internet penetration levels, with lower access rates found in rural areas and among the Roma community, the country’s largest ethnic minority. An industrial expert noted that internet use is largely determined by age and education, resulting in a higher concentration of internet users in cities, since most young people leave rural areas to attend universities or get jobs in urban centers. He added that in 2012, among users between 15–24 years of age, the internet penetration was over 90 percent; similar rates were found among users having a degree.

---

The National Core Curriculum for 2013 drastically decreased the number of IT classes in primary and high schools,\(^\text{18}\) possibly maintaining and further increasing the digital divide between social groups, as children coming from poor families may not have access to computers and other digital devices in their homes. Most internet users access the internet from home, work, and school, while access at internet cafes and “telecottages” (local community centers) is less common.\(^\text{19}\) The use of gadgets like smartphones, tablets, netbooks, and e-books to access the internet is increasing.\(^\text{20}\) In 2012, approximately 28 percent of phones used in Hungary were smartphones.\(^\text{21}\) Additionally, an increasing number of widely-used software and websites are available in Hungarian, and there are several Hungarian blog-hosting sites. By mid-2013, there were more than 634,000 registered “.hu” domains\(^\text{22}\) recorded at some 150 companies.\(^\text{23}\)

The government does not restrict bandwidth, routers, or switches,\(^\text{24}\) and backbone connections are owned by telecommunications companies.\(^\text{25}\) Legally, however, internet and other telecommunications services can be paused or limited in instances of unexpected attacks, for preemptive defense, or in states of emergency or national crisis.\(^\text{26}\) The Budapest Internet eXchange (BIX) is a network system that maintains the Hungarian internet traffic between domestic internet service providers (ISPs), and is overseen by the Council of Hungarian Internet Service Providers (ISZT)\(^\text{27}\) without any governmental interference.\(^\text{28}\)

Nine ISPs share 88 percent of the total fixed broadband market,\(^\text{29}\) and there are three mobile phone service providers, all privately owned by foreign companies.\(^\text{30}\) The existence of only three mobile phone service providers (in addition to the resellers that use the networks of the three major mobile phone service providers) has created a relatively stagnant market in terms of mobile internet network expansion. In January 2012, a consortium of state-owned companies won a mobile

---

24 Zoltán Kalmár, Council of Hungarian Internet Service Providers, email communication, January 24, 2012.
26 Act CXIII of 2011 on home defense, Military of Hungary, and the implementable measures under special legal order, Art. 68, par. 5.
28 Zoltán Kalmár, Council of Hungarian Internet Service Providers, email communication, January 24, 2012.
29 Major internet service providers are: T-Home with a 34.7 percent market share, UPC 21.8 percent, and DIGI 13.6 percent. In 2012 UPC acquired RubiCom, bringing the number of major service providers from ten to nine. See “Flash report on wireline service,” National Media and Infocommunications Authority (NMHH), October 2012, http://nmhh.hu/dokumentum/154927/vezetekes_gyj_2012_okt_engl.pdf.
frequency tender; however, in September 2012, the Budapest Metropolitan Court annulled the decision by the NMHH to award these frequencies to the state-owned consortium, as well as cancelling the award of additional frequencies to the other three companies in the same auction, thus delaying the spread of 3G networks.  

In 2012, despite earlier promises, the government decided to keep the special tax that had been levied on the telecommunication industry since 2010 in an effort to meet the nation’s budget requirements. The European Commission asked the government to amend these taxes, which it viewed as discriminatory toward foreign companies, and referred the case to the European Court of Justice when Hungary failed to change the taxes. The case is still pending, however, the government decided to withdraw the tax regardless. In mid-2012, the government introduced a tax on mobile phone calls and text messages (a maximum of $3 monthly for individual subscribers), to counterbalance the withdrawal of the special tax, which also induced an infringement proceeding from the European Commission against Hungary. Almost all mobile service providers have since raised their prices.

The National Media and Infocommunications Authority of Hungary (NMHH) and the Media Council, established under the 2010 media laws, are responsible for overseeing and regulating the mass communications industry. The Media Council is the NMHH’s decision-making body related to media outlets, and its responsibilities include allocating television and radio frequencies and penalizing violators of media regulations. The members of the Media Council are nominated and elected by the governing two-thirds parliamentary majority. Previously, the president of the NMHH was also the president of the Media Council, and was appointed directly by the prime minister for a nine-year term, indicating the council’s lack of independence. However, after consultations with industry leaders and the Council of Europe in January 2013, the government decided to amend the media regulation so that the president of the Media Council will now be appointed by the president of the republic, based on the proposal of the prime minister, for a non-renewable nine-year term.

34 European Commission vs. Hungary, Case C-462/12, November 23, 2012.
40 Act CLXXXV of 2010, Art. 111, par. 3.
Despite these modifications, some of the decisions of the Media Council have been regarded as politicized. For instance, an analysis by the Standards Media Monitor showed that during the 2011 radio frequency allocation process, preference was given to a few applicants, who received nearly half of the available frequencies.\(^{42}\) Organizations such as Human Rights Watch criticized this process and highlighted it as an example of the declines in media freedom.\(^{43}\) In January 2012, the NMHH accepted only one new registration application for a mobile phone frequency tender from a consortium of state-run companies, rejecting all other applicants based on “formal deficiencies,”\(^{44}\) although this award was later annulled by the Budapest Metropolitan Court.

With the newly adopted Fundamental Law of Hungary, in operation since January 2012, the governing parties prematurely ended the six-year term of the well-functioning Data Protection Commissioner, replacing the former office with the National Agency for Data Protection. The head of the new agency is appointed by the prime minister for a nine-year term and can be dismissed by the president or prime minister on arbitrary grounds,\(^{45}\) calling into question the independence of the agency.

### LIMITS ON CONTENT

The government does not currently mandate any type of technical filtering of websites, blogs, or text messages,\(^{46}\) though online content is somewhat limited as a result of self-censorship, lack of revenue for independent media outlets online, and the dominance of the state-run media outlet. The government does not place any restrictions on access to Web 2.0 applications: YouTube, Facebook, Twitter, international blog-hosting services, instant messaging, person-to-person communication, and other Web 2.0 applications are freely available. However, while there are currently no mechanisms in place for blocking online content, the revisions to the criminal code, which were passed on June 25, 2012 and are scheduled to take effect on July 1, 2013, include provisions that could force ISPs to block unlawful content.

The revisions to the criminal code stipulate that unlawful content on the internet can be made inaccessible,\(^{47}\) or that ISPs can be obliged to block content in order to fight child pornography, crimes against the state, and terror attacks.\(^{48}\) For example, if a host provider fails to respond to

---


\(^{47}\) Act C of 2012 on the Criminal Code, Art. 77.

take-down notices regarding illegal content, ISPs would then be required to block users’ access to the site. The new code also includes plans for a non-transparent blacklist handled by the NMHH, under which ISPs could be obligated to temporarily block content even before a court ruling. As the blacklist would not be public and the process by which websites are placed on the list is not transparent, there are concerns that it might trigger self-censorship among bloggers.

Anyone can launch a blog or a website to freely express his or her opinion. Nevertheless, the 2010 media laws contain several general content regulation provisions concerning online media outlets, particularly if these outlets provide services for a profit. For example, the media regulation states that print and online media outlets bear editorial responsibility if their aim is to distribute content to the public for “information, entertainment or training purposes,” but that editorial responsibility “does not necessarily imply legal liability in relation to printed press materials.” The law fails to clarify what editorial responsibility entails and whether it would imply legal liability for online publications. A member of the Media Council claimed that this provision could apply to a blog if the blog were produced for a living.

Intermediaries are not legally responsible for transmitted content if they did not initiate or select the receiver of the transmission, or select or modify the transmitted information. Intermediaries are also not obliged to verify the content they transmit, store, or make available, nor do they need to search for unlawful activity.

The 2010 media laws stipulate that media content—both online and offline—may not offend, discriminate or “incite hatred against persons, nations, communities, national, ethnic, linguistic and other minorities or any majority as well as any church or religious groups.” Further, the law states that constitutional order and human rights must be respected, and public morals cannot be violated. However, the law does not define the meaning of “any majority” or “public morals.” If a media outlet does not comply with the law, the Media Council may oblige it to “discontinue its unlawful conduct,” publish a notice of the resolution on its front page, and/or pay a fine of up to HUF 25 million (approximately $111,000). If a site repeatedly violates the stipulations of the media regulation, ISPs can be obliged to suspend the site’s given domain, and as a last resort, the media authority can delete the site from the administrative registry. Any such action can be appealed in court, although the overhaul of the judiciary calls into question the independence of the court system.

---


50 Act CIV of 2010, Art. 1, par. 6.


52 Act CVIII of 2001 on Electronic Commerce, Art. 8, par. 1.

53 Act CVIII of 2001, Art. 7. par. 3.

54 Act CIV of 2010, Art. 17.

55 Act CIV of 2010, Art. 16, and 4, par. 3.

56 Act CLXXXV of 2010, Art. 186, par. 1, 187, par. 3. bf.

57 Act CLXXXV of 2010, Art. 187, par. 3. e, 189, par. 4.
Critics of the 2010 media laws contend that the Media Council operates with unclear provisions and imposes high fines and sanctions on media outlets,58 which might give rise to uncertainty and fear, lead to self-censorship, and have a chilling effect on journalism as a whole. Nonetheless, as of April 2013, no online media outlet had been penalized for violating the new stipulations introduced by the 2010 media laws, and in December 2011, the Constitutional Court struck down several provisions applicable to print and online outlets.59 In May 2012, the parliament modified the media regulation in order to comply with the ruling of the Constitutional Court,60 but left the above listed provisions valid in the case of printed press outlets and online media outlets. OSCE Representative on Freedom of the Media Dunja Mijatovic warned that the amendments “only add to the existing concerns over the curbing of critical or differing views in the country.”61

Cases of copyright infringement are usually considered under civil law and can result in the “destruction of the device or material.”62 However, copyright infringement cases that cause financial injury can be punishable by imprisonment under both the current and the new criminal codes.63

A series of interviews conducted with journalists in 2012 provide a picture of the extent of self-censorship in Hungary, which is due to political and economic pressure on both traditional and online media outlets. According to most of the interviewees, the media laws had not made any difference when it came to self-censorship; instead, as one respondent noted, “the two-third majority push of executive power, the unprecedented leverage of that power, and the rise of the Fidesz party” have had a greater effect on self-censorship. Another journalist added that “party finance is entangled with media financing. Political and economic influence is exerted through public and private advertising.” A respondent explained that “there was always some other interest at play, political or from the side of business and advertising—or both simultaneously, because these two often go hand in hand.”64 A journalist on hunger strike with colleagues against the alleged manipulation of news items in the public service media65 held that “if your boss is telling you to falsify reports, it is your professional consciousness that decides whether you will fulfill these orders or not.”66

---

Soon after the 2010 parliamentary elections, state advertising funds were partially or completely withdrawn from some quality newspapers, allegedly for political reasons, while others multiplied their revenues from such state sources. Additionally, private advertisers tend to advertise where state companies do, meaning that some media outlets (those generally critical of the government) are “bleeding out.” The same phenomenon can be witnessed in the case of other platforms such as radio stations and outdoor advertisements; companies with close ties to the governing party received a large share of state funding for advertisements in 2012. However, there is currently no data to determine the level of political influence over advertisements in cases of online media.

Despite the reported self-censorship and lack of financial resources, online media outlets have also become a tool to scrutinize public officials. For instance, starting in January 2012, Hvg.hu, an online news portal whose content is mostly different from the printed business weekly HVG, published a series of articles on how the then-president of the republic plagiarized his doctoral dissertation. Although he denied any wrongdoing, Pál Schmitt resigned in April 2012.

Since 2011, the state-owned Hungarian News Agency (MTI) has had a virtual monopoly on the news market, as most of its news items are available to other news outlets free of charge. Consequently, media outlets that have been impacted by the economic crisis tend to republish MTI news items. During its overhaul, MTI became integrated into the system of public service broadcasting, led by the media authority. The media laws oblige MTI to produce news bulletins for public service broadcasters and edit their joint news portal.

Although MTI has a major effect on traditional and online content, the online content landscape is relatively diverse. The two main news portals are Origo.hu (with an average of 862,000 daily visitors as of April 2013) and Index.hu (with an average of 685,000 daily visitors as of April 2013). Most civil society organizations have websites, and an increasing number of them have a presence on Facebook. There are some media outlets, including online portals, for the minority Roma community; the LGBT community and religious groups have online sources and forums as well. Nevertheless, many news sources, although independent, often reflect the politically divided nature of Hungarian society, and partisan journalism is widespread.

---


71 Act CLXXXV of 2010, Art. 101, par. 4.


74 If a media outlet does not have a leaning to a political/ideological side, then it is apolitical, dedicated to human interest stories, crimes, and catastrophes.
Blogs are generally considered an opinion genre and do not typically express independent or balanced news. There are also blogs analyzing governmental policies, the activities of public figures, and corruption.\textsuperscript{75} Trolling is usually moderated where it is possible to comment on articles, typically to prevent negative discussions. It was reported that even politicians participated in online forum discussions using a pseudonym, and parties and ministries operated a monitoring system to be able to participate in discussions related to their work.\textsuperscript{76} A survey conducted in 2011 among those netizens who knew what “commenting” meant indicated that 87 percent of the respondents encountered trolling on websites, but an overwhelming majority of the respondents considered commenting as a form of freedom of expression.\textsuperscript{77}

Facebook, which had almost 4.3 million users in Hungary as of April 2013,\textsuperscript{78} has grown increasingly popular as a tool for advocacy, especially after the 2010 parliamentary elections.\textsuperscript{79} Since then many Facebook groups have formed, and several large demonstrations were organized through Facebook and disseminated on other social-networking sites, mobilizing tens of thousands of people both for\textsuperscript{80} and against the government.\textsuperscript{81} In 2012, the number of protests organized online for various social and political issues had mushroomed.\textsuperscript{82} Protests are frequently broadcast online using Ustream, and pictures and videos are distributed instantly via Facebook.\textsuperscript{83} In late 2012, students protesting against the overhaul of the higher education system started to produce their own videos to announce protests and to communicate their demands.\textsuperscript{84} In October 2012, a coalition of civil society organizations formed “Together 2014,” a campaign to defeat the Orbán administration during the next election cycle.\textsuperscript{85} One of these organizations, Milla (One Million for Press Freedom), is a grassroots movement founded on Facebook in response to the 2010 media laws and which has since grown to be one of the largest opposition movements, organizing numerous demonstrations.\textsuperscript{86} The extent of mobile phone use in organizing protests is unknown.

\textsuperscript{75} To name a few: Atlatszo.hu, K-monitor.hu, Mandiner.hu, Szuveren.hu, Velemenyvezer.blog.hu, and the sites of Human Civil Liberties Union (Tasz.hu) and Éötvös Károly Institute (Ekint.org).
\textsuperscript{76} László Bodolai, “Olvásói levelezés,” [Readers’ correspondence], in Élet és irodalom, LV, Nr. 29, July 22, 2011.
\textsuperscript{78} “Facebook Statistikta” [Facebook Statistics], Socialtimes.hu, accessed April 25, 2013, http://socialtimes.hu/stat/HU.
\textsuperscript{83} The group The City is for All regularly organizes protests related to homelessness and other social issues, see http://avarosmindenkie.blog.hu/tags/english. A trade union called Solidarity also frequently organizes demonstrations related to labour and social issues.
\textsuperscript{84} Hajnalka Fülöp, “Így harcolnak a diákok a hálón,” [This is how students fight on the web], Nol.hu, December 27, 2012, http://nol.hu/tud‐tech/20121227‐igy_harcolnak_a_diakok_a_halon.
\textsuperscript{85} Mariette Le, “Students rally all over Hungary to save tuition-free education,” Global Voices, December 13, 2012, http://globalvoicesonline.org/2012/12/13/students‐rally‐all‐over‐hungary‐to‐save‐tuition‐free‐education/.
In June 2012, the Supreme Court fined two blog owners who were found guilty of defamation for comments that were posted by users on their websites, even though the comments were subsequently deleted. Additionally, cyberattacks against government websites continued to take place, and there was one case of physical assault against an online journalist covering a rally in October 2012.

The Fundamental Law of Hungary acknowledges the right to freedom of expression and defends “freedom and diversity of the press,” though there are no laws that specifically protect online modes of expression. In 2012, the European Commission launched several infringement proceedings against Hungary, partly regarding the independence of the National Agency for Data Protection and the judiciary. The European Commission expressed concerns over Hungary’s decision to lower the mandatory retirement age from 70 years to 62 years for judges and prosecutors, effectively sending 274 judges, including some on the Supreme Court, into early retirement. In November 2012, the Court of Justice of the European Union ruled that the early retirement of judges, prosecutors, and notaries was discriminatory. Prior to that, in July 2012, the Hungarian Constitutional Court ruled that the early retirement was unconstitutional. In March 2013, the parliament accepted a law that gradually decreases the retirement age of judges, prosecutors, and pensioners from 70 to 65 in the next 10 years.

Additionally, there are concerns over the independence of the judiciary, as control over budgetary and management decisions has been handed over to the president of the National Judicial Office. The parliamentary majority amended the constitution for a fourth time in early 2013, triggering further criticisms.

Hungarian law does not distinguish between traditional and online media outlets in libel or defamation cases. The criminal code bans defamation, slander, the humiliation of national symbols (the anthem, flag, and coat of arms), the dissemination of totalitarian symbols (the swastika and red pentagram), the denial of the sins of national socialism or communism, and public scare-mongering through the media. However, in February 2013, the Constitutional Court ruled that the ban on
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89 “European Commission launches accelerated infringement proceedings against Hungary over the independence of its central bank and data protection authorities as well as over measures affecting the judiciary” European Commission.
90 Judgment of the Court (First Chamber), Case C-286/12, November 6, 2012, http://bit.ly/14TuyXJ.
91 “Elkaszálták a bírói nyugdíjszabályt” [The retirement rule for judges was annulled], Index.hu, July 16, 2013, http://index.hu/belfold/2012/07/16/elkaszaltak_a_biroi_nyugdijszabalyt/.
92 “Megszavazták a bírák lassú nyugdíjba küldését” [The law on the slow retirement of judges was accepted], Hvg.hu, March 11, 2013, http://hvg.hu/iththon/20130311_Megszavaztak_a_birak_lassu_nyugdijba_kuld.
94 “Hungary defies critics over change to constitution.”, Bbc.co.uk, March 11, 2013, http://bbc.in/10uVZmd.
using totalitarian symbols is unconstitutional,\textsuperscript{96} but the parliamentary majority decided to include it again in the penal code in April 2013.

Both the current civil code and the new draft of the civil code, which is scheduled to take effect in 2014, recognize civil rights (including protection against defamation) and ban the insulting of an individual’s honor.\textsuperscript{97} The draft civil code introduces the “damnification fee” for the non-pecuniary damages caused by violating civil rights.\textsuperscript{98} Libel cases demonstrate that the courts generally protect freedom of expression, except when there is a conflict with another basic right. Defamation cases have decreased since a 1994 Constitutional Court decision, which asserted that a public figure’s tolerance of criticism should be higher than an ordinary citizen’s.\textsuperscript{99} Some fear that the amended Fundamental Law and the new civil code—if accepted—will open up a “Pandora’s box” of slander and libel cases initiated by anyone, including public figures, who can claim that their dignity has been harmed.

The fourth amendment to the Fundamental Law of Hungary, adopted by parliament on March 11, 2013, includes a provision that annuls all decisions of the Constitutional Court made prior to January 1, 2012. This provision calls into question the status of a number of decisions that the Constitutional Court had previously ruled on and which are not specifically outlined in the new Fundamental Law. For example, the court had previously ruled that the right to criticize public officials was protected speech; however, this right is not explicitly stated in the new constitution, which means it is unclear whether or not this right will be protected in the future.\textsuperscript{100}

Prior to 2008, the criminal code was rarely used in cases of defamation or slander.\textsuperscript{101} In 2008, the Hungarian Supreme Court found a journalist guilty of libel for describing the famous Hungarian Tokaj wine as “shit” in an article published in both the print and online versions of a daily newspaper. This decision was reversed at the European Court of Human Rights in 2011.\textsuperscript{102} Launching criminal investigations for online activities is a recent phenomenon. In November 2012, the police launched an investigation based on comments that appeared on Nepszava.hu\textsuperscript{103} and the news site Hir24.hu\textsuperscript{104} that criticized Ferenc Papcsák, a Fidesz member of parliament and mayor of a district in Budapest. The police ordered the release of the personal data connected to these comments, including the users’ internet protocol (IP) and e-mail addresses, although in the case of the latter site, commenters log-in via Facebook rather than providing a username or e-mail address.
In January 2013, a blogger named Tamás Polgár, alias “Tomcat,” was condemned for incitement, and received a prison sentence of one year and two months based on the penal code. The sentence was suspended for five years, and the ruling is not final as the defendant has appealed. In a blog post in 2009, during a period in which six Roma people were killed in a case of serial murders, Polgár called upon readers to beat up Gypsies. This is the first case since the democratic transition in which someone has been prosecuted under the penal code for material they posted online. As is the case with decisions of the Supreme Court, one needs to demonstrate that there was clear and imminent danger, which is hard to prove.

Generally, users who wish to comment on a web article need to register with the website by providing an e-mail address and username, or they need to use a Facebook login. The operator of a website may be asked to provide the commenter’s IP address, e-mail address, or other data in case of an investigation. According to some analysts, the 2010 media laws “blurred the responsibility of the media outlet and the commenter.” In an article published on Index.hu in July 2011, however, a member of the Media Council stated that comments are not subject to the media laws.

The legal implications of comments posted online remains unclear. As the chair of the self-regulatory Association of Hungarian Content Providers (MTE) noted, court decisions are diverse in cases of libel committed in a comment online. His analysis of case studies concludes that Act CVIII of 2001 on Electronic Commerce—based on which providing a commenting option could be considered as a web-hosting service—is not applied frequently. Nonetheless, a comment that has been posted could technically be brought to court even if it were deleted minutes later, rendering website moderating a less useful method for avoiding legal liability. Requiring prior approval from the website administrator before comments are posted may also prove problematic, as a court might consider it editing, which would exclude the use of the Act on Electronic Commerce. Websites operated from abroad can be brought to court as well. This legal uncertainty may prompt some outlets to disable the commenting feature altogether, as at least one popular website did in 2011.

In June 2012, the Supreme Court condemned the publishers of two blogs for defamation committed in comments posted on their sites based on the right of good reputation as described in the civil code, regardless of the fact that the comments had been deleted. The Supreme Court ruled
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105 Act IV of 1978, Article 269 says: “A person who incites to hatred before the general public against a) the Hungarian nation, b) any national, ethnic, racial group or certain groups of the population, shall be punishable for a felony offense with imprisonment up to three years.”


110 “A kommentekre nem vonatkozik a médiatorvényszabály” [The media law does not concern comments], Index.hu, July 3, 2011, [http://index.hu/belfold/2011/07/03/a kommentekre_nem_vonatkozik_a_mediatorveny/](http://index.hu/belfold/2011/07/03/a kommentekre_nem_vonatkozik_a_mediatorveny/).

that the plaintiff was harmed in his right to good reputation, and that the defendants needed to pay for the legal expenses incurred.\textsuperscript{112}

There are no restrictions on anonymous communication, and encryption software is freely available without government interference. Pretty Good Privacy (PGP), a data encryption program, is often used by investigative journalists.\textsuperscript{113} Nevertheless, to sign a contract with the mobile phone company, users must provide personal data upon purchase of a SIM card.\textsuperscript{114}

According to the Electronic Communications Act, electronic communications service providers\textsuperscript{115} are obligated to “cooperate with organizations authorized to perform intelligence information gathering and covert acquisition of data.”\textsuperscript{116} Additionally, the act states that “the service provider shall, upon the written request from the National Security Special Service, agree with the National Security Special Service about the conditions of the use of tools and methods for the covert acquisition of information and covert acquisition of data.”\textsuperscript{117}

National security services can “gather information from telecommunications systems and other data storage devices” without a warrant.\textsuperscript{118} The authorities have allegedly installed black boxes on ISP networks.\textsuperscript{119} Secret services can access and record communication transmitted via ICTs, though a warrant is required.\textsuperscript{120} There is no data on the extent to which, or how regularly, the authorities monitor ICTs. In June 2012, colleagues of the Eötvös Károly Institute issued a complaint to the Constitutional Court requesting the annulment of the provision that allows the minister overseeing the work of the Counter Terrorism Center to approve the secret surveillance of individuals.\textsuperscript{121} They argued that this provision is unconstitutional and that such surveillance should be tied to the approval of a judge rather than a minister.\textsuperscript{122}

In accordance with the EU Directive 2006/24/EC on data retention, ISPs and mobile phone companies in Hungary must retain user data for up to one year, including personal data, location, caller phone numbers, the duration of phone conversations, IP addresses, and user IDs for investigative authorities and security services.\textsuperscript{123} There is no data on the extent of these activities,

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{112} pvf.IV.20.217/2012/5, June 13, 2012.
\item \textsuperscript{115} Electronic service providers provide electronic communications service, which means a “service normally provided against remuneration, which consists wholly or mainly in the conveyance, and if applicable routing of signals on electronic communications networks, but exclude services providing or exercising editorial control over the content transmitted using electronic communications network; it does not include information society services, defined under separate legislation, which do not consist primarily in the conveyance of signals on electronic communications networks,” Act C of 2003, Art. 188, par. 13.
\item \textsuperscript{116} Act C of 2003, Art. 92, par. 1.
\item \textsuperscript{117} Act C of 2003, Art. 92, par. 2.
\item \textsuperscript{118} Act CXXV of 1995 on the National Security Services, Art. 54, http://bit.ly/1bhE9cm.
\item \textsuperscript{120} Act CXXV of 1995, Art. 56.
\item \textsuperscript{121} Act CXXV of 1995, Art. 58, par. 2. states that in some instances – basically including the tasks of the Counter Terrorism Center – the minister for justice can grant the warrant.
\item \textsuperscript{122} László Majtényi et al, “Mit keres a Terorelháritási Központ a paplan altat?”, [What is the Counter Terrorism Center is doing under the duvet?], in: Élet és Irodalom, LVI, Nr. 26, June 29, 2012.
\item \textsuperscript{123} Act C of 2003, Art. 159/A; “Hungary – Privacy Profile,” Privacy International, January 22, 2011.
\end{itemize}
even though there is a legal obligation to provide the European Commission with statistics of the queries for data made by the investigating authorities. Cybercafes, on the other hand, are not required to collect user information, and anyone can access the internet at a cybercafe without registration.

Bloggers, ordinary ICT users, websites, or users’ property are not generally subject to extralegal intimidation or physical violence by state authorities or any other actors. However, in September 2011, photographers of the online news portals Index.hu and Origo.hu were banned from parliament because they had allegedly taken pictures of the prime minister’s notes. In a separate incident in December 2011, journalists from Index.hu were banned from parliament for being disrespectful after they posted a video of two reporters singing and dancing in the building. The journalists were permitted to enter parliament again roughly one month later. In January 2012, a photographer from Vagy.hu was not admitted to the public ball of Debrecen city because the organizers claimed that the local news site was not registered with the NMHH. These types of incidents impede the ability of journalists to cover the news, compromising the Hungarian news and information landscape. In October 2012, there was one physical attack against a journalist of Index.hu, whose nose was broken by an extreme-right protester at an anti-government rally.

In response to Hungary’s 2010 media laws, the international hacker group Anonymous posted a video on YouTube threatening the Hungarian government with a cyberattack in August 2011. Since then, the group rewrote the new Hungarian constitution on the website of the Constitutional Court, and several government sites, including that of the National Board Against Counterfeiting and the personal website of the Minister of State for Education, were disrupted via distributed denial-of-service (DDoS) attacks in early 2012. Additionally, the website of Közgép, a construction company that frequently wins public procurements, was attacked on September 5, 2012. Three days later, several Hungarian members of Anonymous were arrested, although the accused were discharged to prepare for the defense. In January 2013, the websites of Prime Minister Viktor Orbán (Miniszterelnok.hu, Orbanviktor.hu) were also hacked by Anonymous.
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124 Act C of 2003, Art. 159/A, par. 7.
131 Máté Nyusztay, “’A rendszert támadjuk’ – Magyarország is az Anonymous célkeresztjében” [‘We attack the system’ – Hungary is among the targets of Anonymous], Nol.hu, February 15, 2012, http://nol.hu/belfold/a_rendszer_tamadjuk__magyarorszag_is_az_anonymus_celkeresztjeben.
133 “Elfogták a magyar Anonymous tagjait” [Hungarian members of Anonymous were captured], Index.hu, September 8, 2012, http://index.hu/belfold/2012/09/08/elfogtak_a_magyar_anonymous_tagait/.
ICELAND

In 2013, the previous minister of the interior proposed a new law to ban online pornography, though the ban has not been implemented and is currently stalled (see LIMITS ON CONTENT).

The internet continues to play a significant role in online mobilization: on October 20, 2012, a majority of the population participated in a crowdsourced, non-binding constitutional referendum (see LIMITS ON CONTENT).

The Icelandic Modern Media Initiative from 2010, which aims to transform Iceland into a global free-speech safe haven, continued to make progress (see VIOLATIONS OF USER RIGHTS).

The new media law from 2011 helped reduce the number of libel cases against journalists (see VIOLATIONS OF USER RIGHTS).

**KEY DEVELOPMENTS: MAY 2012 – APRIL 2013**

- In 2013, the previous minister of the interior proposed a new law to ban online pornography, though the ban has not been implemented and is currently stalled (see LIMITS ON CONTENT).

- The internet continues to play a significant role in online mobilization: on October 20, 2012, a majority of the population participated in a crowdsourced, non-binding constitutional referendum (see LIMITS ON CONTENT).

- The Icelandic Modern Media Initiative from 2010, which aims to transform Iceland into a global free-speech safe haven, continued to make progress (see VIOLATIONS OF USER RIGHTS).

- The new media law from 2011 helped reduce the number of libel cases against journalists (see VIOLATIONS OF USER RIGHTS).
INTRODUCTION

Iceland has one of the highest rates of internet and social media use in the world, according to the World Economic Forum. In the wake of the country’s financial collapse in 2008, when the three major banks went bankrupt, social media platforms like Facebook were integrated into the process of creating a new crowdsourced constitution. Internet and digital media play a vital role in Icelandic society, and Iceland is an international leader when it comes to focusing on free speech and online media. In June 2010, the Icelandic parliament launched a new media initiative protecting free speech, aiming to make Iceland a safe haven for journalists and whistleblowers. At the same time, a recent political proposal from the former minister of the interior, Ögmundur Jónasson, to ban online pornography has received immense international media attention. Since there has been a change in government after the parliamentary election in late April 2013, this bill will most likely remain stalled until later in 2013.

OBSTACLES TO ACCESS

Iceland is one of the most connected countries in the world, with the highest percentage of households with access to the internet in Europe. Iceland has been connected to the internet since 1989 via the NORDUnet in Denmark. The following year, a leased line to NORDUnet in Sweden was established, and the link was gradually upgraded. The Nordic connection was supplemented in 1997, when ISnet established a direct connection to Teleglobe in Canada, which was upgraded when the line was moved to New York in 1999. In 1998, broadband connections were put into operation, and already in 2006 just under 90 percent of Icelandic households had internet access. The percentage of households with high speed internet connections, such as ADSL or SDSL, has increased greatly in recent years. In 2007, the Icelandic city of Seltjarnes became the first municipality in the world where every citizen has access to fiber-optic internet service.

According to the official website Iceland Statistics, Iceland had an internet penetration rate of 96 percent in 2012, with only a minimal difference in usage between the capital region and the other regions of the country. The price of accessing the internet via computers and mobile phones is very affordable: a basic internet subscription with 12 Mbps costs around ISK 3,700 per month.

3 International Modern Media Institute, https://immi.is/.
4 Interview with employee at the Icelandic Media Commission, May 17, 2013.
5 As of 2012, 95 percent of households in Iceland had internet access, followed by Norway and Luxembourg with 93 percent and Denmark with 92 percent. International Telecommunication Union, “Core indicators on access to and use of ICT by households and individuals,” http://www.itu.int/en/ITU‐D/Statistics/Pages/stat/default.aspx.
(approximately $31), and a basic mobile phone connection with 500 Mb data costs around ISK 590 per month (approximately $5), while the average monthly salary is approximately ISK 560,000 ($4,700). Icelanders are frequent internet users, with 91 percent connecting to the internet daily or almost daily. A vast majority of the population (88 percent) is connected via broadband, and a growing number (21 percent) are connected via fiber-optics. In addition, mobile phones are widely used to access the internet, and 44 percent of Icelanders have a mobile connection of 3G or faster. Only five percent has a mobile connection slower than 3G service.

Iceland has multiple channels connecting the country to the international internet, including connections to the international backbone through three submarine cables: FARICE-1, DANICE, and Greenland Connect. The Reykjavik Internet Exchange point, which exchanges internet traffic among internet service providers (ISPs) located in Iceland, is operated independently of the government by the top-level domain registry ISNIC.

Síminn is the main internet and telecommunications operator in Iceland and runs fixed-line and mobile voice call services, as well as internet services and broadband television. Síminn is based on a merger between Landssími Íslands, which was privatized in 2005, and the company Skipti ehf. Of the ISPs, Síminn holds the largest market share (50.7 percent), followed by Vodafone (32.1 percent), Tal (9.1 percent), Hringdu (3.4 percent) and other companies comprising the remaining 4.7 percent. Regarding market share in mobile broadband, Síminn is the leading provider with 37.7 percent of the market, followed by Nova (33.2 percent), Vodafone (25 percent), and Tal (3.8 percent).

The main regulatory body governing information and communication technologies (ICTs) in Iceland is the Post and Telecom Affairs (PTA), which is an independent center under the direction of the Ministry of the Interior. The PTA supervises development, logistics, and fair competition in the field of telecommunications networks. Decisions of the PTA may be referred to the Rulings Committee for Electronic Communications and Postal Affairs. The minister of the interior appoints the three members of the Appellate Committee, following the nomination by the Supreme Court. The chairman and vice chairman must comply with the competence qualifications applying to Supreme Court judges. The members of the committee are appointed for a period of four years. In addition to the PTA, the Ministry of the Interior is responsible for the legal matters relating to online content.

A new media law was established on September 1, 2011, and continued to stir debate in 2012 and 2013. While the intention of the law was to create greater press freedom through a comprehensive
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12 Post and Telecom Administration, “Statistics on the Icelandic Electronic Communications Market for the First Half of 2012,” [http://www.pfs.is/upload/files/T%C3%B6lfr%C3%A6%C3%B0isk%C3%BDrsla%20PFS%20fyrri%20hlut%202012.pdf](http://www.pfs.is/upload/files/T%C3%B6lfr%C3%A6%C3%B0isk%C3%BDrsla%20PFS%20fyrri%20hlut%202012.pdf).
13 Statistics Iceland: [http://www.statice.is](http://www.statice.is).
14 The Post and Telecom Administration, “Statistics on the Icelandic Electronic Communications Market for the First Half of 2012,” [http://www.pfs.is/upload/files/T%C3%B6lfr%C3%A6%C3%B0isk%C3%BDrsla%20PFS%20fyrri%20hlut%202012.pdf](http://www.pfs.is/upload/files/T%C3%B6lfr%C3%A6%C3%B0isk%C3%BDrsla%20PFS%20fyrri%20hlut%202012.pdf).
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framework governing broadcast, press, and online media, the creation of an oversight State Media Commission has been criticized. According to the law, the minister of education, science and culture appoints five persons to the Media Commission for terms of four years at a time. Two representatives are appointed in accordance with a nomination by the Supreme Court, one in accordance with a nomination by the standing Committee of Rectors of Icelandic Higher Education Institutions, and one in accordance with a nomination by the National Union of Icelandic Journalists. The fifth is appointed by the minister without an outside nomination.17

The Media Commission has no authority to deal with media concentration (a major concern of public debate in Iceland), but new legislation was put forth in 2013 that would give the Competition Authority oversight responsibility in consultation with the Media Commission. The bill was passed as an amendment to the new media law in March 2013. The amendment gives the Competition Authority other means and measures to deal with competition cases when media companies are concerned. Thus, the Competition Authority can look at issues such as plurality and whether there will be a decrease in newsrooms resulting from mergers and acquisitions, for example. According to the bill, the Media Commission shall in such cases give its opinion from a media authority’s perspective. The commission has extensive powers to impose fines on media outlets, as well as requiring media outlets to register with a detailed “editorial strategy,” meaning that all media companies must set their own rules for editorial independence in cooperation with the Association of Journalists or a similar entity. In 2012, all media companies had to set such rules as part of the process of self-regulation, and no decisions have yet been made regarding online media by the Icelandic Media Commission.18

Access to information and online communication is free from government interference. Iceland is not a member of the European Union; however, since the country is part of the European Economic Area, it has agreed to follow legislation regarding consumer protection and business law similar to the other member states, meaning that the legal status of file-sharing websites such as Pirate Bay is up for debate.19 In April 2013, the Pirate Bay website relocated to Iceland, giving it a “.is” domain name.20 According to Icelandic law, the registrant is responsible for ensuring that the use of the domain is within the limits of the law.21 In April 2013, the Icelandic Supreme Court confirmed the Reykjavík District Court’s ruling ordering Valitor (the Icelandic partner of Visa and MasterCard) to remove the unlawful block on donations to the website for the organization WikiLeaks.22

Similar to other Nordic countries, ISPs in Iceland filter websites containing child pornography. The

18 Fjolmidlanefnd, “The Media Commission.”
20 The URL www.thepiratebay.is is automatically transferred to www.thepiratebay.xs.
ISPs collaborate with the Icelandic Save the Children Barnaheill and participate in the International Association of Internet Hotlines (INHOPE) project. In addition, pornography in general is illegal in Iceland, although the ban is not strongly enforced. During the past few years, political attempts have been made to eliminate the sex industry, including banning strip clubs and imposing fines and jail terms for customers taking advantage of prostitutes. In 2013, the previous minister of the interior, Ögmundur Jónasson, proposed two new bills to the parliament in order to uphold and reinvigorate an existing law banning pornography and gambling online that is rarely enforced and vaguely worded. The ban focuses on pornography that is defined as violent and degrading material, and a committee of experts was to explore how a ban on pornography could be enforced—for example, by making it illegal to pay for pornographic material with Icelandic credit cards, or by creating a national internet filter and a blacklist of websites that contain pornographic content. Opponents led by Icelandic Member of Parliament and free speech activist Birgitta Jónsdóttir deemed that the ban would limit free speech online, a position that was supported by academics and free speech advocates from outside Iceland in an open letter to the Icelandic minister of the interior. The plan for banning pornographic content online has most likely lost its momentum since the change in government during the parliamentary election on April 27, 2013.

Social media platforms such as YouTube, Facebook, Twitter, and international blog hosting services are freely available and are used by a large part of the population. Iceland ranks in the top of countries with a high percentage of Facebook usage, and 72.6 percent of the population has an account. A poll among politicians running in the May 2010 municipal elections showed that many considered Facebook to be the second most important medium during the election for reaching the general public in their municipalities, second only to local newspapers.

ISPs and content hosts are not held responsible for the content that they host or transmit. Claims regarding intellectual property rights are handled by the Icelandic Patent Office, which is substantially dependent on international cooperation, and Iceland is party to a number of international agreements in this field. Moreover, Iceland, as a member of the World Trade Organization (WTO), has adapted Icelandic legislation to the provisions of TRIPS (Trade-Related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights). Furthermore, the Agreement on the European Economic Area has led to several legislative amendments in Iceland in accordance with the directives and regulations of the European Union.

Icelandic law number 30/2002 establishes a system of takedown notices for IP addresses or other online content that violates the law, in accordance with the Directive 2000/31/EC of the European Parliament. During the last session of parliament, a bill was presented to ban online gambling by prohibiting Icelandic credit card companies from processing payments to gambling websites;
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24 “Banning the Sex Industry - Naked Ambition,” The Economist, April 20, 2013, http://econ.st/12q1wwM.
however, the bill was not passed. The Ministry of the Interior is responsible for handling matters related to online content, and the appeals process for disputing the removal of content is linked to the independent courts in Iceland.

Self-censorship is not a widespread problem in Icelandic online media, and there are very few instances of government or partisan manipulation of online content. However, during the Wikileaks controversy in 2010, a number of banks and credit card companies, including the Icelandic credit card company Valitor, blocked donations to the Wikileaks website. In April 2013, the Icelandic Supreme Court confirmed the Reykjavík District Court’s ruling ordering Valitor (the Icelandic partner of Visa and MasterCard) to remove the unlawful block on donations to the website.

Iceland has a vibrant digital sphere and almost all traditional media, such as print, radio, and television, offer versions of their content online. The websites of some newspapers, like the daily *Morgunbladid*, are among the most popular Icelandic-language sites. Internet banking is widely used, and a large majority of Icelanders (90 percent) are online bank users. E-governance is successful in Iceland, and Iceland Statistics states that in 2012 approximately 75 percent of the population obtained information from public authorities’ websites. In recent years, public institutions have started a migration process from proprietary software to free and open software. The government promotes the use of digital signatures and electronic filing, and the use of digital signatures is supported through legislation such as the Public Administration Act. Digital signatures are in the process of being integrated further into the public administration.

The popularity of social media sites like Facebook was used to engage the population during the process of redrafting the Icelandic constitution over the past few years. The original and existing constitution is an almost exact copy of the Danish constitutional text, which was adopted when Iceland gained independence from Denmark in 1944. In the wake of the Icelandic financial crisis in 2008, the population demanded an extensive review of the country’s constitution. A 25-member council consisting of ordinary residents helped draft a new constitution and worked through sixteen versions in four months based on 16,000 comments from Icelandic citizens using social media platforms such as Facebook, Twitter, and YouTube. A majority of the population voted for the draft constitution in a national referendum on October 20, 2012. The draft constitution is not
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28 Information from the Icelandic Patent Office, [www.els.is](http://www.els.is).
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likely to become an actual constitution, since the results of the referendum were non-binding and the previous parliament put the draft constitution on hold until after the election in 2013. The political parties forming the newly elected government, together with many interest groups and independent academics, were opposed to many of the proposed changes in the draft document.37

Social and online media were widely used in the recent parliamentary elections, and a historically large number of parties ran for parliament. In particular, small parties with limited resources see digital media as an inexpensive way to inform voters about their political agenda. The newly elected Icelandic Pirate Party, led by Birgitta Jónsdóttir, exclusively used online media to disseminate their platform supporting media freedom with a focus on the internet.38

**VIOLATIONS OF USER RIGHTS**

Iceland has a strong tradition of protecting freedom of expression that extends to the use of the internet. Freedom of expression is protected under Article 73 of the Icelandic constitution.39 In June 2010, in the wake of the financial crisis and inspired by the whistleblower website WikiLeaks, the Icelandic parliament approved a resolution on the Icelandic Modern Media Initiative, aiming to create a global safe haven with legal protection for the press, bloggers, and whistleblowers.40 The reform process of the ambitious Icelandic Modern Media Initiative is still in progress, although source protection has been implemented into law.41 The minister of education, science and culture has appointed a committee of experts with the task of reporting on online and offline challenges and proposing changes regarding freedom of expression and information. The task of this committee is to come up with a whistleblower protection law, review the articles on defamation in the penal code, and look into source protection and communications protection. This committee was appointed in 2012 and its mandate will be renewed for another year.42

The Icelandic media law, which came into effect in September 2011, established several legal protections for journalists that extend to the online sphere, including editorial independence from media service providers’ owners and the protection of anonymous sources.43

There has been great concern about libel laws in recent years, in regard to both online and offline media. Journalists consider the court’s practice to be too rigid, leading to lawsuits that aim to silence critical press. In 2012, two libel cases went to the European Court of Human Rights, which ordered the Icelandic state to pay considerable damages to the journalists Erla Hlynsdóttir44 and
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Björk Eiðsdóttir of the print and online daily newspaper *DV*. The two journalists had been found guilty of defamation by an Icelandic court under the old media law because they had quoted sources who made what could be considered as defamatory statements. That same year, a blogger at *DV*, Teitur Atlason, suggested that prominent businessman and former Member of Parliament Gunnlaugur Sigmundsson had been involved in corruption. Sigmundsson sued the blogger for libel, although Atlason was acquitted, as the allegations were not new and had been published previously in Icelandic media. In 2011, *DV.is* journalist Jón Bjarki Magnússon was convicted of defamation for quoting from open court documents from 1989 in an article on a family with a history of violence. The court found the documents too old to be relevant for the public.

As a direct result of the aforementioned cases and the subsequent public debate within Iceland, the new media law attempts to solve some of these problems. According to Article 51, journalists can no longer be held responsible for potentially libelous quotes from sources. Article 51 specifies that journalists can only be held responsible for their own content and not for content quoted from other sources. This article does nothing to change the libel laws in Iceland, but only who can be held responsible for potentially libelous quotes.

The government does not place any restrictions on anonymous communication. No registration is required when purchasing a SIM card in Iceland.

Currently, the Electronic Communications Act of 2003 implements data retention requirements mandated by Iceland’s inclusion in the European Economic Area. The law applies to telecommunication providers, and its current implementation mandates the retention of records of all connection data for six months. It also states that companies may only deliver information on telecommunications in criminal cases or on matters of public safety, and that such information may not be given to anyone other than the police or the public prosecution.

There have been no physical attacks against bloggers or online journalists in Iceland, and there were no significant incidences of cyberattacks in Iceland during 2012–2013.
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INDIA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>INTERNET FREEDOM STATUS</th>
<th>2012</th>
<th>2013</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Obstacles to Access (0-25)</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Limits on Content (0-35)</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Violations of User Rights (0-40)</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total (0-100)</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>47</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* 0=most free, 100=least free

**KEY DEVELOPMENTS: MAY 2012 – APRIL 2013**

- Hundreds of blocks, supposedly targeting inflammatory content, affected a wide range of pages, including some in the public interest (see **VIOLATIONS OF USER RIGHTS**).
- At least eleven people were charged under Section 66 of the 2008 IT Act amendment for posts on social media (see **VIOLATIONS OF USER RIGHTS**).
- Cartoonist Aseem Trivedi was arrested for anti-corruption cartoons, initially on charge of sedition, which carries a life sentence (see **VIOLATIONS OF USER RIGHTS**).
- The Central Monitoring System, partly in place since April 2013, seeks to equip a range of agencies to monitor any electronic communication in real time, without informing the target or a judge (see **VIOLATIONS OF USER RIGHTS**).
- Online campaigning for women’s rights in the wake of a brutal sexual assault promoted street protests and some legislative reforms (see **LIMITS ON CONTENT**).
The internet has become a powerful tool for sharing information and articulating dissent in India, despite low overall penetration and power shortages limiting access for many. While still concentrated in urban areas, access is gradually spreading to rural India, providing a forum for voices not always represented in the traditional media.

There are no systematic restrictions on political content on the Indian web. Since the November 2008 terrorist attacks in Mumbai, however, a confusing and frequently contradictory series of legal amendments, rules, and guidelines have strengthened official powers to censor online content and monitor communications. A 2008 Information Technology Act amendment allowed officials to issue blocking orders to internet service providers (ISPs), outlining a procedure and protecting compliant companies from legal proceedings. But 2011 intermediary guidelines under the same Act introduced a different process, making companies liable to criminal penalties if they fail to delete or take down content which any individual flags as “offensive.” Courts can also order blocks, and their efforts to contain copyright violations sometimes render entire platforms inaccessible. All told, hundreds of pages were reported blocked by multiple actors during the coverage period, most by the government grappling with religious unrest, though no formal count was made public. While some blocks targeted legitimate hate speech, the opaque process undermined public trust and left legitimate internet users, victims of “collateral blocking,” without a means of appeal.

Twenty-five percent of India’s internet users spent time on social media in 2012, and this, too, is subject to unclear regulation under the amended IT Act’s punitive Section 66. During the coverage period of this report, police arrested at least 11 people for social media posts—including tags, ‘likes’ and closed group comments—under the section’s vague ban on annoying, offensive, or menacing messaging. Though most were swiftly bailed, the detentions—which often took place at night, involved defendants as young as 19, and in three cases in restive Jammu and Kashmir lasted 40 days—threatened the constitutionally-protected right to freedom of expression. Yet the IT Act’s problematic provisions have yet to be reformed.

Security threats have also driven a frenzy of directives on surveillance in the past five years, including one ordering mobile providers to monitor all users’ physical locations to within 50 meters, and others pushing international service providers that encrypt their users’ communications to establish domestic servers that are subject to local law. In 2013, the government began transitioning to the secretive Central Monitoring System which will potentially empower a wide range of state agencies to access any electronic communication in India in real time, without service provider cooperation—though that cooperation is assured under license agreements. Surveillance requires no judicial oversight. While some of this activity might be justifiable, the lack of transparency surrounding the system, which was never reviewed by parliament, is concerning. The system’s potential for abuse—already widely documented under the existing surveillance regime—is also disquieting, as is its inadequate legal framework. Outdated laws require case-by-case
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clearance by high-level officials for wiretaps, for example, but are insufficient to regulate a system capable of mass location-based cellphone monitoring. Meanwhile, Indian citizens are surrendering more personal information—including biometric data, such as fingerprints—to electronic government databases than ever before. Yet no privacy law offers protection or redress if citizens’ personal details or communications are improperly accessed. And while officials tout the centralized “electronic audit trail” the system creates each time it’s used as a security feature, this data may itself be vulnerable to criminal infiltration.

As the country gears up for national elections in May 2014, these issues will become even more pressing. The main opposition Bharatiya Janata Party will take on the ruling Congress Party for control of the Lok Sabha, or lower house. The internet is already taking center stage, with both sides accusing the other of manipulating online discourse. There is no shortage of engaged civil actors countering the sometimes hostile online debate and advocating internet freedom. Whether the next government will be receptive remains to be seen.

Internet usage in India continues to increase, with tens of millions of new users getting online each year. Internet penetration remains low by global standards, at 11 percent in December 2012, according to the Telecom Regulatory Authority of India (TRAI). The International Telecommunications Union put penetration closer to 13 percent. A pronounced urban-rural divide persists, and many people access the internet via cybercafes, as only 3 percent of households have an internet connection, according to recent census data. A lack of local language content and applications also restricts penetration, though the situation is slowly improving.

Overall mobile penetration was around 70 percent in 2012, and mobile access is widespread, according to the Internet and Mobile Association of India, who reported in October 2012 that more than 90 percent of active urban internet users got online using a mobile device. In January 2013, the government announced plans to allocate frequencies for a 4G network, which will further facilitate mobile web use. Indians under 35 are 83 percent more likely to use mobile phones to go online at least once a week, compared to 55 percent of 50-64 year olds.
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Information and communication technologies (ICTs) have helped make education and other services more accessible and inclusive in India. However, infrastructural limitations and cost restrict access, especially to broadband connections, which have overtaken dial-up as the primary access technology. In particular, operators are reluctant to invest in their own tower networks, and rely instead on third-party services. Cable-landing stations, where submarine cables meet the mainland, often impose hefty fees for allowing ISP traffic to pass in or out. There are 10 such stations, but the market is dominated by two players, Bharti Airtel and Tata Communications, which have a combined 93 percent market share. ISPs also prefer to be physically close to international gateways, like the one in Mumbai, where the high cost of real estate drives up hosting prices.

Partly as a result of these challenges, the top 10 ISPs serve 95 percent of the total internet subscriber base. Few of the 104 service providers authorized to offer broadband have been able to penetrate the market given the strong position occupied by state-owned BSNL and MTNL. Private companies have met with more success in the mobile phone service market. The top 10 providers are Bharti Airtel, BSNL, Vodafone Essar, Reliance Communications, Idea Cellular, Tata Communications, Tata Teleservices, Aircel, MTNL, and Tata Teleservices (Maharashtra) Limited (TTML). Licenses are issued following a bidding process, but launching a mobile phone service business in practice requires considerable financial clout and access to important government officials. In a decision highlighting such tendencies and other corrupt practices in the telecommunications sector, the Supreme Court in February 2012 canceled 122 licenses for 2G mobile phone services. The licenses had been sold at artificially low prices in 2008 to a small number of favored firms.

Broadband speeds remain slow in India. Testing by the technology firm Akamai in December 2012 indicated that the average connection speed in India was only 1 Mbps, an improvement from early 2012, but still slow by international standards.

The government sought to address this through a National Telecom Policy unveiled in May 2012, focused on providing affordable and quality telecommunication services in rural and remote areas. By promoting sustained adoption of technology, the policy seeks to overcome developmental challenges including access to education, health care and employment.

While the cost of devices and data access is an obstacle to many in India, surveys indicate that lack of electricity, low digital literacy, and limited English are also major impediments. Inadequate power, in particular, is a key roadblock to internet adoption and usage.\textsuperscript{19} India’s average peak power shortage—the amount of electricity it failed to generate when consumption reached a maximum—was 9 percent between 2007 and 2012.\textsuperscript{20}

Other government projects will benefit the ICT sector, such as the National Optical Fiber Network, an ambitious two-year proposal to bring broadband speeds of 100 Mbps to rural districts.\textsuperscript{21} However, though pilot broadband networks are being developed in three states, the project is not on schedule for completion within the two years allotted, which concludes in November 2013.\textsuperscript{22}

In addition to these nationwide challenges, select states battling insurgencies or other security threats are even more isolated. In the central states colloquially known as the red corridor—so-named for the simmering Maoist insurgency concentrated in remote, tribal areas—ICT investment is limited both by the conflict and the fact that other basic needs, such as drinking water and access to healthcare, are still unmet in many communities.

The national government can impose limits on ICT usage during times of unrest. In August 2012, officials limited SMS messages to five per user per day for fifteen days in an attempt to control religious tensions in the northeast.\textsuperscript{23} State governments also occasionally respond to security challenges, interfering with connectivity by implementing shutdowns. In February 2013, the state of Jammu and Kashmir temporarily shut down mobile internet service when a prominent militant leader was executed.\textsuperscript{24} Select village councils also occasionally banned women from using mobile phones on moral grounds. Though they affected a tiny fraction of the population, at least three such highly localized bans were imposed during the coverage period, one in July in Uttar Pradesh, one in August in Rajasthan that applied only to girls under the age of 18, and one in Bihar in December.\textsuperscript{25}

The TRAI is the main telecommunications regulatory body, with authority over ISPs and mobile phone service providers. Established by parliament in 1997, it functions as an independent agency, offering public consultations and other participatory decision-making processes. The TRAI is generally perceived as fair. The Ministry of Communications and Information Technology and the Ministry of Home Affairs also exercise control over several aspects of internet regulation.

Cybercafes, initially straightforward to open and operate, are now regulated under 2008 amendments to the IT Act, which define them as any facility or business offering public internet

access. Obtaining a license can require approval from multiple agencies, though reporters in the city of Bangalore could not locate a single authority responsible for issuing it. Some states levy license fees. Regulations from 2011 oblige cybercafes to register, censor and monitor customers; critics noted these requirements went beyond the IT Act provisions which prescribed them. A March 2012 notice mandated each institution register for an official number, a process distinct from licensing that overlaps with existing state or municipal laws, but without specifying the timeframe, penalties for non-compliance or even the identity of the “registration agency” responsible. Some owners, already facing loss of revenue due to projected growth in personal connections, found the requirements burdensome. Enforcement varied significantly around the country.

**LIMITS ON CONTENT**

The government ordered ISPs to block hundreds of websites and URLs in an effort to contain religious unrest in 2012; whole platforms were affected in Jammu and Kashmir. Misguided court orders also resulted in content blocks—164 websites became inaccessible in just two days in February 2013. Corporate actors battling piracy caused ISPs to block entire video- and file-sharing sites. Intermediaries who fail to satisfy personal complainants offended by their content are liable to criminal and civil penalties under harsh guidelines that were subject to legal challenges during the coverage period. But despite civil society protests, reform has yet to materialize, while legal proceedings against several global internet companies are ongoing. Right-wing “Internet Hindus,” that some say have political backing, had a negative impact on the online space in the past year, bombarding opponents with hostile comments. Women reported particularly aggressive electronic threats. Yet citizens also embraced digital tools to promote street protests after a brutal rape and murder in December 2012, prompting some legislative reforms.

Political censorship is by no means pervasive in India. It has increased, however, since a 2008 amendment to the IT Act granted the government power to block any content in the interests of defense, national security, sovereignty, friendly relations with foreign states, and public order. The OpenNet Initiative reported no filtering of political and social content in India in 2007, but
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selective blocking of both in 2012, while transparency surrounding the blocking process declined. Religious and political extremist commentary was consistently targeted. Troublingly, “websites with information on human rights in India, internet tools such as proxies, and content related to free expression” were also selectively filtered. Blocks on pornography were fewer than those affecting other kinds of information.

Though the 2008 amendment subjects the government’s blocking authority to “procedure and safeguards,” the 2009 rules which outlined these processes are inadequate, and not always followed in practice. Service providers block websites at the behest of a committee of representatives from the ministries of law, justice, home affairs, information and broadcasting, and the cybercrime authority, the Indian Computer Emergency Response Team (CERT-In), which operates under the Department of Information Technology, often abbreviated as DIT. Citizens can’t personally contact this group, but officials or police can submit vetted complaints on their behalf to the committee, who must give the person or intermediary who posted the contested information 48 hours to respond. Whether they do or not, the committee assesses the complaint, and sends those it considers legitimate to the IT department secretary for approval before directing service providers to implement blocks. The incumbent secretary is J. Satyanarayana. In emergencies, he has the power to issue a temporary order directly if the committee subsequently reviews it within 48 hours. A review committee is expected to review all blocking decisions made under the law every other month.

Unfortunately, public misperceptions about this process undermine it in practice. Most news reports cite CERT-In as the authority behind website blocking, and the governmental department responsible as the Department of Telecom (DOT) based on earlier iterations of the act. In fact, DOT has relinquished this authority to DIT, a subtle change barely clarified by the DIT’s re-designation as the Department of Electronics and Information Technology (DEITY) in April 2012. Meanwhile, CERT-In’s power to authorize blocks passed to the committee outlined above. That body’s name under rule 8(4) for section 69A of the 2008 act is “committee for examination of requests”—which can also be abbreviated as CER. The imprecision surrounding these two entities is not just from the acronyms. Both CERT-In and CER are headed by the same person, Gulshan Rai. The fact that he is empowered to sanction ISPs to block content is based on his role as the “designated officer” under the 2009 rules, rather than his position as director-general of the institution which manages cybercrime—though that institution, CERT-In, can issue requests to
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takedown or delete illegal content. This introduces further ambiguity, but regardless of how the authority is distributed between these groups, they all operate under the powerful Minister of Communications and Information Technology, Kapal Sibal, whose cabinet portfolio was extended in May 2013 to include the law ministry.45 Popular criticism that content controls are too centralized may focus on the wrong institutions, but the underlying concern is often legitimate.

As in many democracies, the Indian judiciary is an independent arbiter of content disputes, and the government approves blocking orders submitted by the courts automatically. Regrettably, this gives local courts—who are often subject to social and political pressure, lack experience with internet issues, and can make rulings ex parte, meaning that they only hear one side of the case—considerable power to curb content. In some cases, service providers complied with blocking orders sent by lawyers informing them of a court decision, instead of an official notice, introducing additional scope for abuse.46 In February 2013, Rai’s committee instructed ISPs to block more than 70 URLs criticizing the Indian Institute of Planning and Management, a private business school, and its founder Arindam Chaudhuri, on the order of a district court in Madhya Pradesh, which was hearing a defamation suit filed by the institute.47 One of the websites targeted belonged to the University Grants Commission,48 which accredits higher educational institutions and refuses to recognize Chaudhuri’s right to award degrees, a decision he characterized as defamatory.49 Dozens of news articles reporting on the dispute, by Outlook magazine, the Times of India, the Wall Street Journal and the satirical website fakingnews, among others, were also blocked.50 Since court orders are meant to be stayed by other courts, several news reports said the government would have to appeal against blocking that its own agencies had facilitated—one whose principle victim, the Commission, was a statutory body of the Indian government.51

Since 2011, a handful of higher courts have blocked content relating to copyright violations through particularly broad John Doe—or in India, Ashok Kumar—orders, which don’t name a defendant.52 These are not only pre-emptive—passed to prevent future violations of a movie that is not yet released—they are also misused by entertainment companies to make ISPs block entire platforms, whether or not they are hosting pirated material.53 This was demonstrated in May 2012 when as many as 38 ISPs completely blocked a range of platforms, ranging from video site Vimeo to file-sharing websites; some reports said they were inaccessible for as long as a month.54 The New Delhi-
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based Software Freedom Law Center said Copyright Labs, an agency representing a movie production company, had interpreted an April court order from the Madras High Court in Chennai, state capital of Tamil Nadu, to allow absolute blocking, and that ISPs had complied; the court subsequently clarified that the order was only intended to affect specific URLs, not whole platforms.\textsuperscript{55} Experts hope this clarification will encourage ISPs to contest widespread orders,\textsuperscript{56} though some of the sites remained inaccessible even after the court’s statement, and some news reports said more than 20 other John Doe orders issued by courts around the country are still open to wrongful implementation.\textsuperscript{57}

These processes are not transparent for internet users, who are not informed of blocks until they encounter an error message—the 2008 IT amendment actually prohibits blocking complaints and decisions being made public. In some cases, error notifications cite a generic technical fault; in others, they add to confusion by citing an order from the DOT instead of DEITY. (Asked about one of these notifications, the DOT clarified that it was not responsible.\textsuperscript{58}) In 2011, the Bangalore-based Center for Internet and Society obtained a list of 11 blocks via a freedom of information request, which it matched to 11 judicial orders.\textsuperscript{59} Even then, there was no definitive way of confirming if the block came through via a court or DEITY—and consequently, no clear avenue for appeal. Results can even vary by ISP. Many rely on domain name system (DNS) tampering to stop users from visiting specific URLs or domains. In theory, this allows ISPs to interrupt the connection between an individual blog page and the person trying to retrieve it, and should not affect entire platforms. In practice, blocks are frequently overbroad, making it impossible to know which websites were targeted and which fell victim to collateral blocking.\textsuperscript{60} In late 2012, the Toronto-based research group Citizen Lab reported three ISPs in India using PacketShaper technology, which allows more sophisticated blocking and throttling.\textsuperscript{61} In April 2013, the \textit{Economic Times}, citing minutes from a Home Ministry meeting, said the government planned to ask ISPs to segregate IP addresses by state to allow content blocking and monitoring on a regional basis.\textsuperscript{62}

More nuanced filtering might seem like a welcome development in light of the court orders outlined above. In reality, it is cause for concern, given the disproportionate number of blocks ordered in the past year. In addition to the examples already considered, several hundred more pages were blocked based on communal or religious unrest. In August 2012, tensions between Muslims and non-Muslims in northeastern states including Assam, Karnataka, Tamil Nadu, and Maharashtra caused thousands to flee the region and sparked violence in cities around the country.

\textsuperscript{55} Software Freedom Law Center, “When Copyright Tramples on the Right to Freedom of Expression.”
\textsuperscript{60} OpenNet Initiative, “India,” 2012.
The government said that online hate speech, including falsified images of Muslims suffering violent attacks, was deliberately circulated to exacerbate the violence, and ordered blocks on at least 309 specific online items, a figure which was leaked to the press.\(^63\) That number, which did not differentiate between blocks on entire platforms or individual URLs, was probably conservative, and the blocking was widely censured as indiscriminate.

Instead of combatting inflammatory content, the government’s action disabled many objective sources of information, such as the Twitter handles of New Delhi-based journalists Shiv Aroor and Kanchan Gupta, who used their accounts to report on the unrest. News reports said that only a fifth of sites targeted mentioned the northeast, which undermined public trust in the action.\(^64\) Officials accused Pakistani authorities of orchestrating online hate campaigns, adding a possible political motive for blocking. Other content, including a handful of political Twitter accounts such as @DrYumYumSingh, which spoofs Prime Minister Manmohan Singh, became inaccessible at the same time, although they were not on the leaked list, leading many to wonder if political critics were being singled out as well.\(^65\) Other reports said Twitter had removed some accounts for violating user agreements.\(^66\) In February 2013, the Press Trust of India said a “high-level government committee” had decreed that 306 blocks on Twitter accounts implemented during this period were lawful, while four were not. It’s not clear which accounts were affected or whether this number related to the 309 items described above, most of which were not hosted by Twitter.\(^67\)

Over 240 further URLs were reportedly blocked in November 2012 in relation to the anti-Islamic “Innocence of Muslims” video uploaded in the United States in September, which prompted protests by Muslim communities throughout Asia. Minister Sibal publicly announced the blocks, and said more were forthcoming.\(^68\) Google separately reported having blocked access from India to several YouTube videos related to the “Innocence of Muslims” video, based on government request.\(^69\)

Restrictions were more severe in the Muslim-majority state of Jammu and Kashmir, where militant groups seek political autonomy or union with Pakistan. After “Innocence of Muslims” caused mass protests in September 2012, residents of the state reported the blocking of several social networks, including Facebook and YouTube, as well as some disruption to e-mail, search engines, and Blackberry phone service; other mobile providers also blocked internet access altogether.\(^70\) News reports said the state government ordered these shutdowns under Section 5(2) of the Indian Telegraph Act 1885, which shouldn’t be possible, because it only pertains to the emergency


\(^{64}\) Madeline Earp, “India’s Clumsy Internet Crackdown.”

\(^{65}\) Pranesh Prakash, “Analysing Latest List of Blocked Sites.”


interception of electronic communications.\textsuperscript{71} But while the state information and technology minister denied the order,\textsuperscript{72} at least two service providers confirmed that there was a state-wide ban on Facebook and YouTube.\textsuperscript{73} Service was subsequently restored. On February 14 and 15, however, DEITY ordered national blocks on more than 80 individual YouTube and Facebook pages after a Kashmiri sentenced to death for assisting with a Pakistani terrorist attack on India’s parliament in 2001 was executed without warning or, critics said, due process.\textsuperscript{74} The Hindu newspaper reported that the block was based on a court order procured by Jammu and Kashmir police.\textsuperscript{75} Since these were implemented at the same time as the ones involving the business institute described above, Indian ISPs blocked 164 pages based on court orders in the space of two days, some due to a highly politicized conflict, others from private, commercial interests.

Administrative requests requiring service providers to take down content also spiked during these incidents. Facebook cooperated with the government during the northeastern unrest, though it was not clear how many pages were taken down as a result.\textsuperscript{76} Twitter was asked to remove 20 accounts, but the extent of their cooperation was also unclear.\textsuperscript{77} Google reported that removal requests from India in the second half of 2012 increased 90 percent compared to the first part of the year, notably from CERT-In during the northeastern riots, but the company did not comply with all.\textsuperscript{78} While international companies often independently assess deletion requests to see if the flagged content violates local law or user guidelines before complying, domestic companies may be less discriminating. In March 2013, the Software Freedom Law Center said police ordered a web portal to delete an allegedly defamatory article under Section 91 of the penal code, which allows them to request information for the purposes of an ongoing investigation—even though the section does not provide for deletion of online content and is not applicable in defamation investigations. It was not an isolated incidence, the Center reported.\textsuperscript{79}

Intermediaries are pressured into policing content by multiple actors. Both local and overseas companies are vulnerable to criminal prosecution if they fail to comply with complaints about content—not just from officials, but from anyone in India. The 2000 IT amendment made them liable for illegal content posted by third parties, though Section 79 of the 2008 amendment introduced some protections for companies and their customers.\textsuperscript{80} In April 2011, however, Information Technology (Intermediaries Guidelines) Rules implementing the act undermined these protections—omitting, for example, any requirement to notify the person responsible for the censored material.\textsuperscript{81} The guidelines, which cover internet and mobile service providers as well as
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web hosts, search engines and social networks, require them to disable access to offensive content within 36 hours of discovering it or receiving a complaint, either by blocking it or taking it down, or face prosecution leading to possible fines or jail terms. A March 2013 clarification stated that acknowledging a complaint within 36 hours was sufficient if the content was disabled within a month. This confused the process further, while doing nothing to address other glaring oversights.

While the CER committee explicitly limited the power of private complainants, the Guidelines opened the floodgates. Any individual can complain to a service provider about content that they deem, for example, defamatory, disparaging, harmful, blasphemous, pornographic, promoting gambling or infringing proprietary rights. None of these categories are defined. Experts say many violate the constitution by restricting legal speech—watching pornography, for example, is legal in India, and there are no limits on “disparaging,” a failing criticized by a parliamentary committee in March 2013. Critics also objected to the 2011 rules telling cybercafes to stop users from accessing pornography on similar grounds; they were encouraged to install filtering software, although it’s not clear how many complied.

May 2012 amendments to the Copyright Act limited liability for intermediaries such as search engines that link to illegally-copied material, but mandated that they disable public access for 21 days within 36 hours of receiving written notice from the copyright holder, pending a court order to block or remove the link. Rules clarifying the amendment in March 2013 appeared to give intermediaries power to assess the legitimacy of the notice from the copyright holder and refuse to comply, but critics said the language was too vague to restore the balance between the complainant and the intermediary.

Civil society has been active in opposing the Intermediary Guidelines. In tests, the Center for Internet and Society demonstrated they could be used to render thousands of innocuous posts

86 Ujwala Uppaluri, “Constitutional Analysis.”
89 Specifically, any providers offering “transient or incidental storage of a work or performance purely in the technical process of electronic transmission or communication to the public” through “links, access or integration.” See, Pranesh Prakash, “Analysis of the Copyright (Amendment) Bill 2012,” Center for Internet and Society, May 23, 2012, http://bit.ly/JSDMLg;
Legal challenges are pending, including one submitted by a cyberlaw expert in Kerala in early 2012, who called them unconstitutional. In April 2013, the Supreme Court agreed to reexamine them based on a petition by a consumer affairs website. The site, MouthShut, which hosts user-generated reviews of products and services, said it had faced “hundreds of legal notices, cybercrime complaints and defamation cases” based on the rules, as well as calls from police officers to delete negative reviews. The case is still pending.

Other companies have been hit with criminal and civil charges even when there was no evidence that they were aware of the offending content, when they subsequently deleted it, or when they had no control over user-generated content hosted overseas by parent companies. Some of Google’s mapping practices left the company’s representatives liable for 3 years imprisonment, according to one expert. In December 2011, journalist Vinay Rai filed a criminal complaint against 21 internet firms, including Facebook and Google, for hosting content he considered offensive, such as images depicting religious figures. The charges invoked articles of the penal code that ban the sale of offensive material, including to minors, and punish criminal conspiracy. Even under the broad auspices of the Intermediary Guidelines, the case had no foundation, because there was no evidence he had complained about the images. Some subsequently blocked the content, and others had charges dismissed on technical grounds, but proceedings involving 11 companies were ongoing in May 2013.

Civil content complaints are also being heard by Indian courts, including one against several internet firms filed by Islamic scholar Aijaz Arshad Qasmi filed in December 2011. Meanwhile, Facebook was subject to a police complaint in November 2012 for disabling an activist’s account. The activist, based in Uttar Pradesh, said the closure was triggered by complaints from other internet users made in retaliation for his work.

Individuals, as well as companies, are liable for third-party generated content. In 2009, the Supreme Court declined to quash a lawsuit against a student relating to third party comments in a group he created on Google’s social network Orkut, rendering bloggers liable to civil or criminal

---

prosecution for comments posted by third parties. No prosecutions have been reported since this ruling, but it may have encouraged self-censorship. Online journalists and bloggers approach certain topics with caution, including religion, communalism, the corporate-government nexus, links between government and organized crime, Kashmiri separatism, and hostile rhetoric from Pakistan.

The central authorities are not known to systematically employ progovernment commentators, but other factors exert a manipulative influence on digital discourse. Paid news, or “advertorials,” are common in the traditional media in India, from unclear disclosure of paid endorsements to bribery and other kickbacks for coverage. In mid-2013, Indian digital media website Medianama reported this phenomenon had increased on digital platforms in the past three years.

Of greater concern for political and social expression are the estimated 20,000 nationalistic “Internet Hindus” trolling websites to attack those who discuss sensitive topics online, some posting up to 300 comments a day. While far from the only group with an agenda on the Indian web, they are “so numerous, so committed and can appear so organized” that they may have a disproportionate impact on legislators. Commentators note that official content regulation has occurred in step with the increase of aggressive, partisan debates being driven by national events like the 2008 terror attacks. Some go further, tying the activity directly to the opposition Bharatiya Janata Party, who acknowledged operating 100 paid social media campaigners posting under multiple IDs in early 2013, but denied allegations that they “flood the internet with right-wing propaganda.” The ruling Congress party launched a rival online campaign in April but denied compensating participants. Internet users in India occasionally accuse individuals or media in Pakistan of manipulating discussions about the disputed Kashmir valley in domestic online forums, and some insurgent groups have also used digital tools to spread propaganda. There is plenty of outspoken pushback against politicized trolling, but others may be deterred from expressing their views.

Many traditionally marginalized groups benefit from internet access to share information and connect with others, including Dalits, who are at the bottom of the Hindu caste system. While rural and impoverished communities are underserved by internet access, mobile initiatives like CGNet encourage villagers to report news and information to the moderators of a central online

---

Online activists are also vocal on internet freedom issues, such as the content regulation that followed the northeastern riots. Charges against social network users under the IT Act’s vague Section 66 also sparked strong public opposition, though these have yet to see effective results (see Violations of User Rights). Human rights issues spurred online actions during the coverage period, particularly in the aftermath of a shocking gang rape on December 16, 2012. Inspired by the success of a 2011 social media movement in support of anti-corruption campaigner Anna Hazare, a number of social media campaigns became part of what some dubbed the nirbhaya (“fearless one”) movement, helping propel women’s rights onto the public agenda. This helped drive public protests, which achieved some results when the government introduced two new pieces of legislation that parliament ratified in February and April, strengthening the legal penalties for sexual harassment. However, others called for tighter regulation of online pornography as the driver behind the rise in sexual assaults against women. The debate has yet to improve the online environment for women. Many say authorities are reluctant to recognize online threats and harassment as violations of the IT Act. An all-female rock band in the Kashmir valley disbanded after online threats from radical religious groups.

**VIOLATIONS OF USER RIGHTS**

Police around the country abused laws to threaten internet users during the coverage period. They were particularly active in Maharasthra state, where blogger and cartoonist Aseem Trivedi was held for several days on sedition charges, and five people were detained for social media posts, sometimes in the middle of the night. At least eight more were charged for social media activity in other states under Section 66 of the IT Act, including three men in Jammu and Kashmir who were held for 40 days. Civil society opposition has yet to result in significant reform. Government surveillance, which requires no judicial oversight, is transitioning to a secretive, multi-million dollar Central Monitoring System, allowing officials to retrieve content and metadata from any electronic communication in India in real time, without the help of service providers. Much of the architecture of the system is already in place, and is scheduled to be fully operational by 2014.

---

despite never having been reviewed by parliament. Meanwhile, a privacy law proposed by experts in October 2012 has yet to be drafted.

Article 19 (1) of the Indian constitution protects freedom of speech and expression. ICT usage is governed primarily by the Telegraph Act, the penal code, the code of criminal procedure, and the IT Act. Section 66 of the 2008 IT amendment punishes ill-defined “offensive,” “menacing,” or “false” electronic messages that cheat, deceive, mislead, or annoy, with jail terms of up to three years. Experts say the Official Secrets Act has been used to limit expression in the past, and is not adequately balanced by the Right to Information Act.

The Armed Forces Special Powers Act affects freedom of speech and expression in conflict zones, allowing security forces to bypass due process while shielding them from prosecution for human rights violations in non-military courts. Human rights groups and the international community have criticized the act, which is in effect in Jammu and Kashmir and several northeastern states, for compromising constitutional guarantees and protections.

Criminal charges have been filed against cartoonists and journalists in relation to content published online. In September 2012, police in Maharashtra arrested 25-year old cartoonist Aseem Trivedi, on charges of sedition—which carries a life sentence—as well as violating the Prevention of Insult to National Honor Act and the IT Act. Trivedi was released on bail and the sedition charge was dropped after a public campaign, but the others remain pending. Trivedi’s anti-corruption cartoons first attracted official sanctions in December 2011 when his website Cartoons against Corruption was suspended by its hosting company based on a complaint to Mumbai police; Trivedi reposted the cartoons, which are widely available online.

While Trivedi’s case was widely reported, local officials who abuse legal charges to suppress online reporting are less likely to be called to account. In May 2012, a district official in Jharkhand filed bribery charges against a video journalist who had submitted a right to information request about the use of public funds intended for job creation, apparently trumped up to pressure him to drop the investigation.

Ordinary internet users in India also risk prosecution for online postings criticizing powerful figures. In April 2012, a professor at a university in West Bengal and several others were arrested for circulating a caricature via e-mail and Facebook that mocked a number of government officials.
and charged under Section 66 of the IT Act as well as criminal defamation provisions of the penal code, before being released on bail.\textsuperscript{126}

Abuse of Section 66 escalated during the coverage period, most notoriously in the western state of Maharashtra. On November 19, 2012, police in Palghar, a town in Thane district near the state capital Mumbai, detained two Facebook users for complaining that the funeral of Bal Thackeray, leader of the right wing Hindu party, Shiv Sena, was disrupting Mumbai services—an opinion shared by the Supreme Court, who ruled that bringing the city to a halt to observe the mourning was illegal.\textsuperscript{127} Twenty-one year old Shaheen Dhadha posted the complaint and Renu Srinivasan ‘liked’ it, angering Shiv Sena supporters who gathered outside the police station and smashed a medical clinic belonging to Dhadha’s uncle.\textsuperscript{128} The detentions were widely criticized, both on social media and by public figures, and the women were released on bail within hours. Two policemen who ordered the arrest were suspended, the magistrate who granted them bail transferred, and the charges ultimately dropped, though Shiv Sena activists were still trying to challenge this decision in early 2013.\textsuperscript{129} Yet the case had a disturbing coda. A Palghar branch of Shiv Sena launched a strike to protest the suspension of the two police officers, which was publicly criticized on Facebook under an account belonging to 19 year old Sunil Vishwakarma on November 28. Shiv Sena supporters delivered him to local police, who detained him for several hours, supposedly for his own protection. Vishwakarma denied authoring the comment, and police filed charges against an unknown individual for hacking his account.\textsuperscript{130}

Journalists ferreting out other abuses of the act learned that Mumbai police had detained two Air India employees, Mayank Sharma and K.V. Jaganathrao, in May 2012 under Sections 66 and 67 on grounds that they made derogatory comments about politicians and insulted the national flag in a closed Facebook group.\textsuperscript{131} The charges apparently stemmed from a personal spat with a colleague, Sagar Karnik.\textsuperscript{132} The men said they were arrested in an overnight weekend raid and jailed for 12 days months after the complaint against them was filed.\textsuperscript{133} Following media reports, police scrambled to rectify the situation by accepting a complaint from Jaganathrao about Karnik—also under Section 66 of the IT Act—for insulting his reputation on Facebook and Orkut.\textsuperscript{134} Other Section 66 charges were filed against social media users around the country during the coverage period. Many, like the Palghar girls, were young, like 22 year old Henna Bakshi and her friend, Kamalpreet Singh, charged by Chandigarh police in September 2012 for criticizing traffic
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officials. Many were detained, usually briefly, and sometimes on grounds it would protect them, though this may well have amplified the impression that they were guilty of wrongdoing—especially when detentions occurred at night or bail was denied. Anti-corruption activist Ravi Srinivasan was arrested in his home in the union territory of Puducherry at 5am in October 2012 for offending a local politician on Twitter. Orissa police arrested 20-year-old Pintu Sahu in December for posting an image of a Hindu deity sitting on a mosque on Facebook, representing a controversy between Muslims and Hindus over a local shrine. In February, police in Uttar Pradesh arrested Sanjay Chowdhary, a civil servant, for insulting a religious community and political leaders on Facebook, and denied at least one application for bail. The most extreme case was in Jammu and Kashmir, where three men were arrested in October in connection with a video on Facebook, considered blasphemous, that spurred thousands of people to protest. They were held for more than 40 days under the IT Act before being granted bail on December 12, although there was no evidence they had uploaded the video, which police said originated in Pakistan.

The cases appeared to stall at the police level, without coming to trial. Yet legal arguments in bail hearings concentrated on proof—such as whether the police took screen shots of the offending posts—while the accused often blamed the content on hackers. This distracted from the fact that the charges themselves undermine constitutional free speech protections.

Section 66 faced numerous legal challenges in the past year. One petitioner told the Bombay High Court in 2013 that it should not apply to social media, which is mostly in the public domain, when the same content in print would not lead to prosecution. Several members of parliament said they were working on amending it, though one motion to amend it was deferred pending a Supreme Court ruling. The motion was revealing, however. In it, Member of Parliament P. Rajeev said that the 2008 IT amendment passed in the Lok Sabha in just seven minutes—along with six other bills—and went through the upper Rajya Sabha without discussion. One inspiring challenge was filed with the Supreme Court in November 2012 by 21 year old student Shreya...
Singhal. Despite this activity, the sole, insufficient reform was a government advisory requiring senior police officers to approve arrests for social media postings, which the Supreme Court enforced in mid-2013, outside the coverage period of this report.

State surveillance, like content control, is growing in scale and sophistication, and India’s inadequate legislative framework provides almost no privacy protections. A 2007 Supreme Court ruling held that wiretapping would potentially violate constitutional protections under Article 19, the right to freedom of speech and expression and Article 21, the right to life and personal liberty, unless it was “permitted under the procedure established by law.” The court ordered the creation of a government committee to review phone tap orders, which are governed by the Telegraph Act, but did not require judicial oversight. A 2007 amendment was made to 419A Rules which govern the act, elaborating the procedure and limiting national and state home ministry officials of a certain rank to order phone taps.

The amended 2008 IT Act also allowed both central and state officials to intercept, monitor or decrypt electronic communications or direct others to do so. Both this and the Telegraph Act stipulate surveillance should be done to protect defense, national security, sovereignty, friendly relations with foreign states, and public order, and that it should be subject to approval, limited to 60 days—fewer in emergencies—and renewable for a maximum of 180 days. Yet the IT Act adds a clause allowing surveillance for “investigation of any offense;” moreover, while the procedure for high-level government authorization seems to involve a case-by-case assessment, systematic, mass surveillance is not prohibited.

Additional requirements followed in 2011. The government authorized eight separate bodies to issue surveillance-related orders directly to service providers, from intelligence agencies to the tax bureau. IT Act regulations required cybercafe owners to copy and retain customers’ photo ID and browser history for a year. Officials railed against international providers that prevent the government from tracking users by encrypting communications, and required some, such as
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150 Research and Analysis Wing, the Intelligence Bureau, the Directorate of Revenue Intelligence, the Enforcement Directorate, the Narcotics Control Bureau, the Central Bureau of Investigation, the National Technical Research Organization and the state police. See, Privacy International, “Chapter iii: Privacy Issues,” in India Telecommunications Privacy Report, October 22, 2012, https://www.privacyinternational.org/reports/india/iii-privacy-issues#footnoteref1_niaep74.
Nokia and BlackBerry, to establish local servers subject to Indian law under threat of blocking their services.\footnote{153} (This effort was still ongoing in April 2013, when internal Home Ministry minutes suggested the government intends to require internet phone services like Skype to install local servers.\footnote{154}) Under a 2011 Equipment Security Agreement that did not appear on the DOT website,\footnote{155} telecom operators were told to develop the capacity to pinpoint any customer’s physical location within 50 meters. “Customers specified by Security Agencies” were prioritized for location monitoring by June 2012, with “all customers, irrespective of whether they are the subject of legal intercept or not,” by June 2014;\footnote{156} operators were in “various stages” of compliance by August 2012.\footnote{157} In October 2012, a government-appointed group described this framework as “an unclear regulatory regime that is inconsistent, nontransparent, prone to misuse, and that does not provide remedy or compensation to aggrieved individuals.”\footnote{158}

Service providers are required by license agreements to cooperate with official requests for data.\footnote{159} Experts said that while non-compliance carries a possible seven year jail term, unlawful interception is punishable by just three years’ imprisonment.\footnote{160}

Google and Facebook received more user data requests from India in 2012 than any other country except the U.S, but didn’t always comply.\footnote{161} In January 2012, responding to a freedom of information request, the Home Ministry reported Indian officials issuing 7,500 to 9,000 phone interceptions per month.\footnote{162} During the coverage period, some news reports cited the “review committee” responsible for reviewing electronic interception orders every 90 days, established following the 2007 Supreme Court ruling and comprised of Cabinet Secretary Ajit Seth, Telecom Secretary R. Chandrasekhar and Legal Affairs Secretary B.A. Agrawal. In October 2012, The Hindu, citing this unnamed committee’s “internal note,” said interception involving 10,000 phones and 1,000 email IDs had been authorized by several agencies between June and August—some new, and some renewing existing orders.\footnote{163} In January 2013, the Economic Times said it had reviewed a
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Much of this activity is driven by what The Hindu newspaper characterized as “massive purchases of communications intelligence equipment from secretive companies from India and abroad” by both state and other actors. Two suppliers are domestic: Clear Trail markets a “data traffic inspect engine” for mobile surveillance. Shoghi Communications supplies GSM monitoring and other equipment, but its only client is the government.\footnote{privacy international, “Chapter iii: Privacy Issues.”} In 2010, Outlook magazine documented intelligence agencies operating dozens of cellphone monitoring devices that don’t require the target’s number—and therefore don’t require cooperation from service providers. “We have deployed the system … in the hope that we might pick up critical conversations, but most of the time, we end up getting private calls,” an unnamed intelligence official told Outlook.\footnote{Praveen Swami, “The Government’s Listening To Us.”} Security agencies have even tried to limit the spread of these technologies. In 2011, the federal Intelligence Bureau was reported trying to shut down at least 33 passive interception units at internet hubs around the country. Many were being operated by state police with a tendency to misuse the equipment—or even mislay it.\footnote{“Only Top Cops Can Seek Call Records: State Intelligence Bureau,” Times of India, May 17, 2013, http://bit.ly/1bhkSaX.} On May 8, 2013, the Bureau issued a directive banning junior police officers from requesting mobile data records.\footnote{Saikat Datta, “The Government’s Listening To Us.”} Yet the Bureau is itself a civilian organization without a statutory foundation or parliamentary oversight.\footnote{“A Subramani, Ex-officer questions Intelligence Bureau’s legal status,” Times of India, March 26, 2012, http://bit.ly/1aHbVKN.}

Rather than correct this abuse, the government is transitioning to a nationwide surveillance project known as the Central Monitoring System (CMS), which allows government agents to bypass service providers in favor of interception equipment on intermediary premises allowing them to monitor electronic traffic on any platform or device directly, in real time.\footnote{Anurag Kotoky, “India Sets Up Elaborate System,” Shalini Singh, “Govt. Violates Privacy Safeguards to Secretly Monitor Internet Traffic,” The Hindu, September 9, 2013, http://bit.ly/1letaS0t.} Reports estimated the total cost was in the region of 8 billion rupees ($132 million).\footnote{Pranesh Prakash, “How Surveillance Works in India.”} Proponents said the system improved security by reducing the number of third parties involved in interceptions, and by documenting the
nature and duration of requests in a streamlined “electronic audit trail.” But this may itself be vulnerable to cyberattacks. It was never reviewed by parliament.

Some news reports said the eight agencies already empowered to conduct surveillance would be able to use it, with the addition of the National Investigation Agency, which was reported petitioning for inclusion in October 2012, and possibly the Securities and Exchange Board of India. Others said select military agencies would also be involved. In April 2013, the Center for Information and Society submitted a freedom of information request to clarify the exact range of agencies authorized to conduct electronic surveillance, but had not received a response by the end of the coverage period.

Operated by a little-known Department of Telecommunications unit, the Center for Development of Telematics, it is not known how extensively the CMS has been implemented. One mid-2013 news report said it was active in New Delhi and neighboring Harayana state, with Kolkata, the capital of West Bengal, and the southwestern states of Kerala, Karnataka to follow. Another said operation was yet to begin, pending technical certification of 21 regional monitoring centers. But many internet and telecommunications firms already have monitoring capabilities installed, some of which are already controlled by the government, according to The Hindu, and the CMS will consolidate this equipment, too. Since there is no legal requirement to notify the target of surveillance—even after the end of an investigation—its implementation may not be apparent, but several accounts said it would be fully operational by 2014.

Some of this activity, conducted to counter terrorism, is legitimate. But the surveillance architecture has been put in place without a privacy law, leaving individuals vulnerable, even as the kind of personal data they are surrendering to the government diversifies. Since 2010, millions of Indian citizens have been issued unique Aadhaar ID numbers as part of an anti-poverty initiative. Though not compulsory, officials say not possessing one could limit access to some government assistance. The authority that issues the numbers maintains a database of numbers tied to personal information including biometric data, such as fingerprints. There is no law governing the authority—in fact, one was rejected by parliament in 2011.

185 Shalini Singh, “Govt. Violates Privacy Safeguards.”
In 2011, data protection rules improved privacy protections in commercial transactions but drew some criticism from the business community. The EU does not consider India “data secure.” In October 2012, a group of experts issued a government-commissioned report providing a foundation for a future privacy bill, though the timeframe for drafting and implementing it isn’t clear. Critically, this report clarified that exceptions to the right to privacy, such as national security and privacy investigations, be assessed according to values of proportionality, legality, and democratic rule.

Violence targeting journalists, right to information activists and whistleblowers is common in India. However, there were no significant accounts of physical assaults on bloggers or online activists during the coverage period. Some did face threats and pressure in retaliation for online activity. Many individuals facing charges under the IT Act, for example, were sought out by destructive mobs. Police and security agents were also accused of conducting violent raids while investigating alleged digital offenses, including some targeting cybercafe clients.

Cyberattacks did not systematically target opposition groups or human rights activists during the coverage period. Loopholes in cyber security were exposed, however, when the international hacking group Anonymous targeted establishment sites, including that of the Supreme Court, in June 2012 to protest against decisions regarding file-sharing and copyright issues.

---


**INDONESIA**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>INTERNET FREEDOM STATUS</strong></th>
<th><strong>2012</strong></th>
<th><strong>2013</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Obstacles to Access (0-25)</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Limits on Content (0-35)</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Violations of User Rights (0-40)</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total (0-100)</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>41</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*0=most free, 100=least free

**KEY DEVELOPMENTS: MAY 2012 – APRIL 2013**

- The Supreme Court cleared Prita Mulyasari on criminal and civil defamation charges relating to a personal email she sent in 2009 (see **VIOLATIONS OF USER RIGHTS**).
- Electronic defamation could lead to 6 years imprisonment or $80,000 fines; offline, most sentences are less than 2 years—fines amount to 40 cents (see **VIOLATIONS OF USER RIGHTS**).
- Overbroad blocks on pornography compromised legitimate websites, including LGBT content (see **LIMITS ON CONTENT**).
- In October 2012, the Constitutional Court rejected a request for judicial review of the State Intelligence Law (see **VIOLATIONS OF USER RIGHTS**).
- In mid-2013, an expert told the Associated Press 50 to 100 militants had been recruited directly through Facebook in the past two years (see **LIMITS ON CONTENT**).
Economic development and a democratic political system have spurred internet use in Indonesia, though poor infrastructure across the archipelago’s 16,000 islands keeps connections spotty in rural areas. Where people once relied on cybercafés, however, they are increasingly using mobile phones to go online. This change has fuelled the nation’s extraordinary appetite for social media. Facebook usage in the world’s fourth most populous country has shot up in the past four years, while Twitter is a lifestyle staple for young internet users, and increasingly politicians. President Susilo Bambang Yudhoyono, who will complete his second term in office in 2014, has over 3 million followers.

Though introduced in 1994, internet access only gained momentum after 1998, when the authoritarian leader Suharto resigned in the face of public protests and Indonesia began its transition to democratic rule. Yet the political upheaval, which facilitated extensive human rights abuses that were underreported in the traditional media, may still be impeding online discourse. Of the millions of active blogs and social media accounts, comparatively few are dedicated to domestic politics.

Home to the world’s largest Muslim population, as well as many different ethnicities, Indonesia’s religious and racial tensions are felt in the online space. A sweeping ban on pornography affects many sites offering legitimate information on sex education, LGBT groups, and tribal culture. Security threats have resulted in a total of nine laws granting various agencies power to intercept electronic communications, but existing privacy protections are inadequate. Just two of the laws require judicial oversight, and civil society groups declared one of these—a 2011 law governing monitoring for intelligence purposes—unconstitutional in 2012. The Constitutional Court rejected their petition for judicial review of the law in October 2012.

Civil society opposition to laws criminalizing legitimate online speech also has yet to bear fruit. Dozens of ordinary internet users have faced criminal charges for defamation via social media or personal email under a 2008 Information and Electronic Transactions (ITE) law. By international standards, civil laws are more appropriate than criminal in defamation disputes. Yet the 2008 law made existing sentences in the penal code even harsher for defamation committed electronically. Spoken or written insults could result in a few months or, at worst, four years behind bars; the same content shared online or on a cell phone comes with a maximum of six years imprisonment. Meanwhile, fines for defamation outlined in the penal code could be paid with less than 50 cents, according to the conversion rate on April 30, 2013. Under the ITE law, defamation could cost the defendant around $80,000.

In 2012, the Supreme Court overturned the landmark convictions of housewife Prita Mulyasari on criminal as well as civil defamation charges relating to a personal email she sent in 2009. Astonishingly, this has yet to result in reform of the ITE law’s disproportionate penalties.

---

2 All conversion rates date from April 30, 2013 or the date of the source document, unless otherwise specified.
Meanwhile, an anticybercrime bill drafted in 2010, which would also provide heavier punishments for crimes committed online than existing laws, appears to be still pending. Authorities cite the wider reach of the internet as justification for this bias against ICTs. But they fail to recognize that when criminal complaints can be filed by any individual, the web is just as likely to create new opportunities for vindictive prosecution as it is to damage reputations.

**OBSTACLES TO ACCESS**

Internet penetration in Indonesia was just over 15 percent in 2012, according to the International Telecommunication Union, citing a national statistics agency.\(^3\) Other estimates were above 20 percent.\(^4\) Access is not evenly distributed, however. Cable is costly to install across the world’s largest archipelago, and poor infrastructure, combined with poverty in rural areas, keeps internet use heavily concentrated in cities, particularly on the islands of Java and Bali. One November 2012 survey estimated more than 90 percent of web users lived in urban areas.\(^5\) The country’s main network-access providers, which link retail level ISPs to the internet backbone, are also clustered on Java, particularly in Jakarta. Mobile phone usage, on the other hand, is almost ubiquitous. Mobile penetration was measured at 115 percent in 2012, indicating some users have more than one device.\(^6\)

In the past, personal internet access was reserved for older, middle, or upper class urban residents. That may be changing, since the nation’s largest broadband provider reported a 41 percent jump in fixed-line subscribers from 2012 to 2013.\(^7\) Yet broadband service, which averages IDR 150,000 ($12) per month for a fixed-line connection, remains expensive and inconvenient for many. Wireless service is transforming the market, and mobile access has become more popular than cybercafes, according to one survey, which reported that 62 percent of urban respondents went online using a phone in 2012. Less than half used a cybercafe, down from 83 percent in 2009.\(^8\)

The government, particularly the Ministry of Communications and Information Technology (MCI), has made internet expansion a priority. To connect rural areas, the MCI launched a program to establish *desa pintar* (smart villages) with high quality internet and mobile phone reception. By 2012, the MCI reported connecting 5,958 villages.\(^9\)

---


\(^5\) eMarketer, “In Indonesia, a New Digital Class.”

\(^6\) International Telecommunication Union, “Mobile-cellular Telephone Subscriptions, 2000-2012.”


\(^8\) Survey respondents were aged between 15 and 50. eMarketer, “In Indonesia’s Cities, Mobile Boost Internet to No 2 Media Spot,” January 30, 2013, [http://bit.ly/XgM0yu](http://bit.ly/XgM0yu).

Indonesia has a range of digital service providers, although some privately-owned providers have close ties to government ministers. The two largest ISPs are PT Telecom, which is majority state-owned, and Indosat. Their dominance—along with regulatory obstacles imposed by the government—poses challenges for small ISPs entering the market. Nevertheless, the Indonesian Internet Service Provider Association, APJII, had over 250 member ISPs and network access to the APJII, which was founded in 1996. In 1997, tired of routing local traffic through expensive and inefficient international channels—and wary of a government-led solution—they independently created the Indonesia Internet Exchange to allow member ISPs to interconnect domestically. APJII also engages the government on behalf of providers regarding censorship, legal, and regulatory issues in ways that freedom of expression experts view as largely constructive.

Despite their individual allegiances to officials, Indonesian ISPs are a close-knit community thanks to the APJII, which was founded in 1996. In 1997, tired of routing local traffic through expensive and inefficient international channels—and wary of a government-led solution—they independently created the Indonesia Internet Exchange to allow member ISPs to interconnect domestically. APJII also engages the government on behalf of providers regarding censorship, legal, and regulatory issues in ways that freedom of expression experts view as largely constructive.

In January 2013, experts were particularly vocal when the attorney general’s office filed corruption charges against one ISP, IM2, for selling bandwidth under a public frequency licensed only to its parent company, Indosat. IM2 was accused of avoiding a private tax rate on the frequency, causing state losses of IDR 1.3 trillion ($134 million). The investigation was ongoing during the coverage period of this report; a judge ordered IM2 to pay the full amount in damages and jailed a former executive for four years in a highly contested verdict in July. Since ISPs generally rent frequencies from other companies in Indonesia, the APJII condemned the investigation along with the business community and even Tifatul Sembiring, the communication and information minister. Their concerns seemed well-founded in February when an anti-corruption organization filed a report with the attorney general’s office accusing 16 more ISPs and 5 mobile service providers of a similar fraud. It is not clear if those providers will face prosecution.

11 Asosiasi Penyelenggara Jasa Internet Indonesia.
15 Conversion as of January 15, 2013, according to Oanda. The value of the rupiah plunged in 2013; as of July 19, 2013, when news reports announced the verdict, the same amount came to US$128 million.
17 Al Azhari, “An Internet Case of Fraud.”
The MCI’s Directorate General of Post and Informatics (DGPT) is the primary body overseeing telephone and internet services, responsible for issuing licenses to ISPs, cybercafes, and mobile phone service providers. The Indonesia Telecommunication Regulation Body (BRTI) also regulates and supervises telecommunications. There is some overlap between the mandates and responsibilities of the two agencies. Based on the ministerial decree that established it, BRTI is supposed to be generally independent and includes nongovernment representatives. However, observers have questioned its effectiveness and independence, as it is headed by the DGPT director, and draws its budget from DGPT allocations. In May 2012, Sembiring inaugurated nine full BRTI members for the years 2012 through 2015. Two additional members remain from the previous term.19

**LIMITS ON CONTENT**

Tens of thousands of websites related to pornography, violent extremism, or censorship circumvention are blocked in Indonesia under laws that grant the government power to filter content without judicial oversight. While there is no systematic abuse of this system to restrict political content, many minority groups, like the LGBT community, find their content inaccessible with no clear avenue of appeal. Social media and communications apps are avidly used, though their potential for spreading hate speech remains a concern. Google blocked the notorious ‘Innocence of Muslims’ video on YouTube after it sparked unrest.

The internet has expanded Indonesians’ access to information, as they are no longer dependent on traditional media for news; many have adopted the internet as their main information source. In response, the government’s approach has shifted. The 2008 ITE Law granted the MCI powers to monitor and censor online content at its own discretion without a court order, though it did not outline the process involved.20 An anti-pornography law was also passed in 200821—and upheld by the courts in 2010, despite being challenged as unconstitutional.22

Since then, filtering of pornographic material has increased, particularly after some public celebrity sex tape scandals in 2010.23 Defining what constitutes pornography, however, has proved a stumbling block in the Muslim majority nation. The U.S.-based website of the Free Speech Coalition, a trade association for the adult entertainment industry, is censored, along with multiple other legitimate sites. Sex education resources and websites hosted by LGBT organizations, both

---

21 “Law No. 44 on Pornography.”
domestically and overseas, are consistently filtered, and even art and traditional attire can be considered explicit.

The ministry is not known to systematically filter political content or anti-government criticism, though other broad restrictions are in place. Encryption and circumvention tools are blocked, though some can be found in practice. Sites that promote terrorism and file-sharing are also subject to restrictions. In 2011, after a suicide bomber attacked a church in central Java, the MCI announced that it would block 300 out of 900 Islamist websites that the public had reported for promoting violence, radicalism or terrorism, though the list of sites was not published. The same year, representatives of the Indonesian music industry urged the MCI to shut down 20 websites that enabled users to download songs without permission from the artists; four remain closed. In July 2012, the APJII mooted banning all websites that allow illegal downloads, but this had yet to appear by the end of the coverage period.

There is a general lack of clarity about censorship decisions and how to challenge them. The MCI maintains an online database of blacklisted domains and URLs, Trust Positif, as a reference for providers on what to filter. Trust Positif listed over 745,000 domain names and 55,000 URLs for pornographic content in 2013, a slight—but not dramatic—increase over the previous year; the site also provides an email address and form for individuals to report illegal content. Implementation of these blocks, however, is often inconsistent across service providers. Some requests are apparently also issued directly to providers on an ad hoc basis, while individual companies have been willing to reverse or ignore censorship orders. In early 2012, the U.S.-based International Gay and Lesbian Human Rights Commission reported that a handful of mobile service providers had begun blocking its website on MCI instructions, though at least one operator did not comply.

Besides the ministry, the independent Nawala Foundation provides a free DNS server enabling service providers to block hundreds of thousands of websites for pornography and gambling, among other categories; a 2013 news report said it had blocked 600 fraudulent stores. It does not publish its database, and users generally learn sites are unavailable when they encounter the service’s error.

24 Deibert, “Indonesia.”
27 Mp3lagu, Pandumusica, Musik‐flazher, and Freedownloadmp3 are no longer accessible, but it was not clear if they were shut down or voluntarily discontinued.
31 “Selain Situs Porno, DNS Nawala Hadang Toko Online Palsu” [In Addition to Porn, DNS Nawala Blocks Fake Online Stores], Detik, April 22, 2013, http://inet.detik.com/read/2013/04/22/082832/2226480/323/selain‐situs‐porno‐dns‐nawala‐hadang‐toko‐online‐palsu.
message while browsing. Nawala provides a form for website owners subject to accidental blocking, though how it processes these complaints and how often it complies is not clear.  

The government has threatened service providers with intermediary liability for failing to implement censorship in the past. In 2011, Research in Motion (RIM) agreed to filter pornographic websites on their BlackBerry devices in Indonesia after the government regulator warned that the firm’s market access could be restricted if it failed to comply. When attempting to access a blocked site, BlackBerry users reportedly encounter a technical error rather than a message informing them that access to the site has been deliberately restricted.

In 2012, the Indonesian government made 45 requests to Google to delete videos on YouTube, an increase over the previous year. Most requests cited religious reasons, likely in connection with the “Innocence of Muslims” video uploaded in the United States, ostensibly to promote a movie that denounced Islam. Many Indonesians joined restive street demonstrations to protest against the video, and police said the film drove an increase in terror plots, including one targeting the U.S. embassy in Jakarta. Tifatul Sembiring publicly confirmed the government had requested that Google block 16 URLs to make it inaccessible in Indonesia.

Some activists have successfully used digital tools to mobilize in defense of internet freedom. Strong opposition from civil society actors and even some ISPs has successfully derailed some plans for more stringent censorship. A draft Regulation on Multimedia Content introduced in early 2010 prompted a public outcry and fears of increased internet censorship, but it has remained on hold since. The blogging community also rallied round Prita Mulyasari, an internet user accused of criminal defamation in 2009, with a huge campaign called Koin Keadilan (“Justice Penny,”) collecting tens of thousands of dollars on her behalf.

Indonesia has enjoyed a thriving blogosphere since around 1999, though traditional media outlets—rather than blogs—typically cover important political developments and corruption investigations. Many of the earliest blogs were written by overseas Indonesians working in IT, until the younger generation adopted the medium to write about their daily lives. By 2005 and 2006, blogs had begun

---

to specialize in various topics, including politics, economics, media, food, and entertainment. The Salingsilang directory of Indonesian bloggers counted over 5.2 million Indonesian blogs as of the end of 2011, covering issues such as popular culture and international current affairs.\(^{39}\)

Indonesians are also avid users of social media, which a January 2013 survey listed as the nation’s number one online activity, followed by instant messenger, search engines and e-mail.\(^{40}\) Social media and communication apps, including YouTube, Facebook, and Twitter, are freely available, and Indonesia had the fourth largest number of Facebook users in the world in 2013, with 47 million accounts, according to one report.\(^{41}\) President Susilo Bambang Yudhoyono, who began tweeting in April 2012 as @SBYudhoyono, gained two million followers in less than two weeks.\(^{42}\) Another study described the Indonesian capital, Jakarta, as the world’s most active city on Twitter, ahead of Tokyo, London, Sao Paulo, and New York. In addition to this distinction, Indonesia was the only country with two cities in the top ten; the second was Bandung, the capital of West Java.\(^{43}\) As Facebook and Twitter use has grown, the popularity of blogging has declined.

Social media growth has produced new concerns about content manipulation. Analysts say anonymous or pseudonymous Twitter accounts circulating politically-motivated rumors and attacks on politicians may be part of sponsored campaigns to influence online discourse, or even blackmail well-known figures seeking to protect their reputations.\(^{44}\) Social media pages have also been used by religious extremists. In mid-2013, an expert told the Associated Press that 50 to 100 militants had been recruited directly through Facebook in the past two years.\(^{45}\)

### VIOLATIONS OF USER RIGHTS

In September 2012, the Supreme Court finally cleared Prita Mulyasari on criminal and civil charges relating to a personal email she sent in 2009 complaining about a local hospital, after three weeks in jail, a suspended prison sentence, and earlier court orders that she pay the institution nearly $15,000 in damages. Yet the provisions of the law which allowed the spurious prosecution are still on the books, and the status of a promised reform remains unclear. Another legal ruling was less positive. In October 2012, the Constitutional Court rejected a civil society petition for judicial review of the 2011 State Intelligence Law, one of a handful of laws that allow authorities to intercept electronic communications with inadequate privacy protections.

---

\(^{39}\) Salingsilang has since closed and no 2012 count is available.

\(^{40}\) eMarketer, “Indonesia’s Cities, Mobile Boosts Internet.”

\(^{41}\) Quintly, a company which provides statistics on global Facebook and Twitter use, is based in Germany. Facebook Country Stats, [http://www.quintly.com/facebook-country-statistics?period=1month](http://www.quintly.com/facebook-country-statistics?period=1month).


Indonesia’s constitution guarantees freedom of opinion in its third amendment, adopted in 2000. The constitution also includes the right to privacy and the right to gain information and communicate freely. These rights are further protected by various laws and regulations. However, other laws limit free expression, despite legal experts’ opinions that they conflict with the constitution.

Approximately seven different laws involve internet use, the most prominent being the 2008 ITE Law. A 2011 State Intelligence Law introduced penalties of up to ten years’ imprisonment and fines over $10,000 for revealing or disseminating “state secrets,” a term which is vaguely defined vaguely in the legislation. This framework provides authorities with a range of powers to penalize internet users, even though not all are regularly implemented.

Provisions of the 2008 ITE Law have been used repeatedly to prosecute Indonesians for online expression. The law’s penalties for criminal defamation, hate speech, and inciting violence online are harsh compared to those established by the penal code. Sentences allowed under Article 45 can extend to six years in prison; the maximum under the penal code is four years, and then only in specific circumstances—most sentences are less than a year and a half. Financial penalties show an even more surprising discrepancy. While the ITE law allows for fines up to one billion rupiah ($80,000), the equivalent amounts in the penal code have apparently not been adjusted for inflation. Article 310, for example, allows for paltry fines of IDR 4500 ($80,000), the equivalent amounts in the penal code have apparently not been adjusted for inflation. Article 310, for example, allows for paltry fines of IDR 4500 for both written and spoken libel. As of May 1, 2013, that amounted to 40 cents.

The trial of housewife Prita Mulyasari for online defamation under the ITE Law is the most notable, and only concluded in September 2012. Police first detained Prita—who is widely known by her first name—for three weeks in 2009 for an email to friends that criticized her treatment at a private hospital in Tangerang city, Banten province. The Tangerang District Court acquitted her on all criminal charges, but prosecutors appealed to the Supreme Court, who sentenced her to a six-month suspended sentence and placed her on probation for one year 2011. Though she did not

---

46 Constitution of 1945, Article 28E(3).
47 Constitution of 1945, Articles 28F and 28G(1).
52 “Kitab Undang-Undang Hukum Pidana” [Criminal Law], available at Universitas Sam Ratulangi law faculty, http://hukum.unsrat.ac.id/uu/kuhpidana.htm#b2_16.
serve any jail time, the decision was criticized for setting a dangerous precedent.\textsuperscript{56} The hospital also filed a parallel civil suit, despite widespread opposition from bloggers and civil society groups.\textsuperscript{57} A court ordered her to pay the hospital 204 million rupiah ($14,300) in damages in the civil suit,\textsuperscript{58} though the Supreme Court reversed the ruling on appeal.\textsuperscript{59} In 2012, the Supreme Court reviewed the criminal case again, and found her innocent of all charges.\textsuperscript{60}

The opposition to Prita’s indictment did not prevent other, similar cases from going to trial. In 2012, Ira Simatupang, a doctor from a hospital in Tangerang, was charged over private emails to friends that accused a colleague of sexual harassment; the colleague denied the charge.\textsuperscript{61} She was sentenced to five months’ probation without jail time in July 2012. In November, the high court extended it to two years; she said she would appeal.\textsuperscript{62}

Several other criminal cases disproportionate to the offence have been filed under the ITE Law in the past two years, including defamation charges filed by a member of parliament involving photos of her on Twitter,\textsuperscript{63} and an SMS defamation complaint between two politicians.\textsuperscript{64} No indictments were reported in these cases, which appeared to stall at the police level. Still, they increase self-censorship, and have begun to spur public demand for the law to be amended. Unfortunately, while an MCI spokesman promised to prioritize revising the online defamation provisions in 2013, they had yet to materialize during the coverage period of this report.\textsuperscript{65}

In 2010, the government introduced a draft Computer Crimes Law into parliament.\textsuperscript{66} Although mostly addressing business transactions, it also stipulated restrictions on computer and internet usage, and continued the trend of prescribing harsher penalties for offenses already criminalized

\textsuperscript{56} “Membaca Putusan Kasasi MA Dalam Kasus Prita” [Reading into Supreme Court Decision in Prita Case], Dunia Angara, July 22, 2011, http://anggara.org/2011/07/22/membaca‐putusan‐kasasi‐ma‐dalam‐kasus‐prita/.
\textsuperscript{62} Andi Saputra, “Tangis Dr. Ira, Curhat Perilaku Cabul Atasan via Email Malah Dipidana” [Dr Ira Sentenced for Obscene Email, Weeps], Detik, http://bit.ly/ZIlLoRx.
under existing legislation. Passage of the measure would potentially increase the number of laws regulating criminal defamation to eight, with each calling for a different sentence.

A draft law on ICT convergence to replace the Telecommunications Law, the Broadcasting Law, and possibly the ITE Law, is also under discussion. Critics have raised concerns that under the law, websites and other ICT applications would be required to obtain a license from the MCI for a fee, a process that could place restrictions on freedom of expression and the open source community, as well as Wi-Fi hotspots. As of May 2013, neither of the drafts had been enacted.

The police, the Indonesian Corruption Commission, and the national narcotics board Badan Narkotika Nasional have legal authority to conduct surveillance in Indonesia, while the anti-pornography law requires cybercafe owners to monitor their customers. There is little oversight and there are few checks in place to prevent abuse of monitoring powers used to combat terrorism, the best known use of surveillance techniques. Surveillance concerns intensified in 2011 with the passage in October of a new State Intelligence Law, though several problematic provisions were removed prior to passage, partly thanks to civil society activism. International and domestic human rights groups said the law authorized the state intelligence body, Badan Intelijen Negara, to intercept communications. Although a court order is required in most cases, concerns remain that judicial oversight involves narcotics. Even then, the procedures are unclear. In October 2012, the Indonesian Constitutional Court rejected a request for judicial review of the State Intelligence Law by the Alliance for Independent Journalists, four other civil society groups, and thirteen individuals.

In 2013, news reports said the MCI was investigating three ISPs after the University of Toronto-based Citizen Lab detected FinSpy spyware from the FinFisher surveillance apparently being operated by the providers or their customers.

---

Mobile phone users are technically required to register their numbers with the government by text message when they buy a phone, though this obligation is often ignored. Some telecommunication companies are known to have complied with law enforcement agencies’ requests for data. In 2011, amidst concerns that the RIM’s Blackberry encrypted communication network would hinder anti-terrorism and anti-corruption efforts, the company reportedly cooperated with the authorities in isolated incidents, and agreed to establish a local server. When they developed this in Singapore instead of Indonesia, the government threatened to introduce a regulation requiring telecommunications companies to build data centers in-country. This has yet to materialize, and RIM has resisted the pressure, although some recent news reports said it was losing its market dominance.

There have been no reports of extralegal attacks, intimidation, or torture of bloggers or other internet users. However, it is common for police—and sometimes Islamic fundamentalist groups—to conduct searches of cybercafes without prior notice, since the venues are perceived as promoting immoral conduct. Most of the searches are conducted without warrants and are rarely followed by court proceedings, leading observers to believe police carry out some raids to extract bribes from the owners.

Politically motivated cyberattacks against civil society groups have not been reported in Indonesia. However, several government websites have been targeted in the past.

---

In a bid to increase domestic speeds and decrease international data costs, authorities throttled encrypted traffic from outside connections and set out to transfer Iranian content to domestically-hosted servers (see Obstacles to Access).

Blogs and news sites which support President Ahmadinejad were blocked as part of a larger conflict between conservative factions due to the June 2013 presidential election (see Limits on Content).

The government has moved to more sophisticated instruments for blocking text messages, filtering content, and preventing the use of circumvention tools in anticipation of the election (see Limits on Content).

Sattar Beheshti, a prominent blogger and critic of Ahmadinejad, was killed while in police custody (see Violations of User Rights).

**Internet Freedom Status**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>2012</th>
<th>2013</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Obstacles to Access (0-25)</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Limits on Content (0-35)</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Violations of User Rights (0-40)</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total (0-100)</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>91</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* 0=most free, 100=least free

**Key Developments: May 2012 – April 2013**

- In a bid to increase domestic speeds and decrease international data costs, authorities throttled encrypted traffic from outside connections and set out to transfer Iranian content to domestically-hosted servers (see Obstacles to Access).
- Blogs and news sites which support President Ahmadinejad were blocked as part of a larger conflict between conservative factions due to the June 2013 presidential election (see Limits on Content).
- The government has moved to more sophisticated instruments for blocking text messages, filtering content, and preventing the use of circumvention tools in anticipation of the election (see Limits on Content).
- Sattar Beheshti, a prominent blogger and critic of Ahmadinejad, was killed while in police custody (see Violations of User Rights).
This report covers events between May 1, 2012 and April 30, 2013. On June 14, 2013, Iranians took to the polls to elect a new president for the first time since the deeply-flawed presidential elections of 2009, which led to large-scale protests and a violent crackdown on supporters of the opposition “Green Movement.” With an eye on preventing a repeat of 2009, authorities waged an aggressive campaign of filtering websites, blogs, and even text messages that expressed support of certain political candidates. In the week leading up to the vote, the disruption of services reached its peak. Encrypted traffic was throttled to 1 to 5 percent of normal speeds and the authorities used a “white list” to block all international connections that were not pre-approved. Because of this, most online tools that allow users to circumvent censorship and communicate anonymously were blocked or dysfunctional. A large number of Iranian activists and journalists were targeted by sophisticated malware attacks or smear campaigns on social media.

Hassan Rouhani, a cleric and political opponent of President Mahmoud Ahmadinejad, was commonly seen as the most moderate or pragmatic candidate in the race. This also applied to issues of internet freedom, on which he stated that some Iranian authorities were “living in the 19th century while today’s world is the information world.” Rouhani was elected president after only the first round with just over 50 percent of votes and took office on August 3, 2013.

The internet was first introduced in Iran during the 1990s to support technological and scientific progress in an economy that had been badly damaged by eight years of war with Iraq. Until 2000, the private sector was the main driver of internet development. This changed under the government of the reformist President Mohammad Khatami (1997–2005), when the authorities invested heavily in expanding the internet infrastructure, but also began to clamp down on free expression online. Meanwhile, Supreme Leader Ali Hosseini Khamenei first asserted control over the internet through a May 2001 decree that centralized service providers’ connections to the international internet. Internet filtering, which began toward the end of the Khatami presidency in 2005, has become more severe since the disputed presidential election in June 2009.

Alongside the expansion of existing controls, in July 2011 the Iranian authorities began referring to the creation of a “National Information Network” (NIN), ostensibly to create a “safe internet.”

communication flows during periods of political unrest without the need to shut down all domestic services.

Despite all of these limitations, the internet remains the only viable means for Iranian citizens and dissenters to obtain news and organize themselves. Traditional media outlets are tightly controlled by the authorities, and satellite broadcasting from outside Iran is subjected to heavy jamming. Paralleling the rise in censorship, the use of virtual private networks (VPNs), proxies, and other circumvention tools has also grown dramatically since 2009. Nonetheless, authorities blocked these tools in March 2013, forcing users to switch to a different set of well-known tools, which were then blocked two months later. These actions were taken as a set of broader measures to increase security and cut down on dissent in the run up to the June 2013 presidential election. While sites related to discriminated religions, liberal opposition movements, human rights, and international news outlets remain blocked, the past year saw an increase in filtering of websites and blogs supportive of President Mahmoud Ahmadinejad, whose relationship with the Supreme Leader has soured. Currency-exchange sites were also blocked as the government sought to control the devaluation of the Iranian rial. Finally, numerous activists and ordinary Iranians remained in prison, while many more were detained over the past year. The brutality of the security forces is well-known, and this year the death of blogger Sattar Beheshti caused outrage after it was exposed over social media.

Current statistics on the number of internet users in Iran are inconsistent and highly disputed, though most observers agree that usage continues to grow. On the one hand, data from the Statistical Center of Iran, a government body, suggests that over 21 percent of the country’s 20.3 million households were connected to the internet in 2011. These statistics also put the number of total internet users at 11 million or a penetration rate of almost 15 percent. On the other hand, Iran’s Center for Managing National Development of Internet (MATMA), a government-affiliated organization, claimed that 60 percent of Iranians are connected to the internet, though the methodology of the study includes the use of cybercafes. Iran's Media News reports that around 13 percent of Iranian internet users have access to high-speed internet, while 84 percent still rely on dial-up connections.

In contrast, the International Telecommunication Union (ITU) estimated the number of internet users in Iran at 26 percent for 2012. Citing the Iranian Information Technology Organization as its source, the ITU also claimed that there are only four fixed-broadband subscriptions per every 100

---

Iran’s mobile telephone sector continues to grow as well. According to the ITU, Iran had a mobile phone penetration rate of 76.9 percent, up from 41.7 in 2007. Iran is also considered the largest potential market for mobile phones in the Middle East and is reportedly investing heavily in its mobile infrastructure. RighTel, the third largest mobile service provider of Iran, increased its potential market for mobile phones in the Middle East and is reportedly investing heavily in its mobile infrastructure.

A directive by the CRA asking all ISPs to separate internet traffic from intranet traffic, in line with the continued implementation of the National Information Network (NIN), has resulted in a significant increase in speeds when accessing sites hosted inside Iran. It has been said that the full implementation of the NIN plan will result in a tenfold increase in the country’s bandwidth. However, the speed of access to sites hosted outside Iran remains very low and the connection is one of the most unstable in the world. A number of major ISPs suffer an average of 10 to 20 percent of packet loss. Renesys, a global network monitoring service, also reported substantial and frequent disruptions to the connectivity of specific ISPs in Iran. (For more on the National Information Network, please see “Limits on Content.”)

8 “21.4 of families have access to the Internet”, Wimax News, accessed June 26, 2103 http://wimaxnews.ir/NSite/FullStory/News/?Id=3190.
12 “The separation of internet and intranet traffic has been initiated”, IT Iran, accessed 26 June, 2013 http://itiran.com/?type=news&id=17699.
driven view of the internet has slowed the development of internet infrastructure in the country. For example, a plan to make high-speed wireless internet available in public spaces in Tehran, proposed by the ISP MobinNet, was blocked by the CRA after it failed to provide a license to the company with no official explanation. In April 2013, the Psychological Association of Qom Hawza sent a letter to the parliament requesting that RighTel’s 3G service be blocked in order to prevent “the breakdown of Iranian families” and “immorality among the youth.” The use of mobile wireless is often criticized for allowing video calls between members of the opposite gender.

In Iran, the limitations imposed on ICTs closely follow the country’s internal political dynamics. For example, beginning around October 6, 2012, and timed with sporadic protests over economic conditions, the Telecommunications Company of Iran temporarily blocked several types of foreign-hosted media files. According to initial reports, this blocking targeted audio (.MP3), video (.MP4, .AVI), and Adobe Flash/Shockwave content. Over late 2012 and early 2013, authorities periodically throttled the speeds of virtual private networks (VPNs) in order to dissuade Iranians from their use. In anticipation of the June 2013 presidential elections, the authorities blocked all circumvention tools in March 2013 (see “Limits on Content”) and engaged in extreme throttling of encrypted traffic, with secure traffic running at between one to five percent of the speeds for unsecured and domestic traffic. Authorities effectively ran a “white list” of permitted applications and services, using deep packet inspection (DPI) to monitor content and distinguish between unencrypted, encrypted, and abnormal traffic. International connections and traffic that did not fall within an approved “white list” were throttled and terminated after 60 seconds. Domestic traffic, which is monitored, did not fall under these restrictions.

In a bid to decrease costs and improve speeds, authorities have been looking to move Iranian content to servers hosted within the country. This would allow the state-owned internet company to avoid paying high international traffic costs, especially taxing during this time of currency fluctuations brought on by economic sanctions. According to Iran’s Deputy Minister of ICT, the government has already moved more than 90 percent of its websites to providers based inside the country and is now pressuring privately-owned websites to follow suit. Compliance has been limited, however, primarily because hosting services offered by Iranian companies are significantly more expensive than those of their overseas competitors due to economic sanctions on technology imports.

Iran’s deputy minister for ICT has stated that more than 90 percent of the government’s websites have been moved to domestic servers, and the authorities are pressuring privately-owned websites to follow suit. However, since Iranian companies cannot offer the same low prices as many

international companies, many have yet to make the move. Still, authorities have already requested that ISPs separate traffic destined to servers within the country from that traffic going outside, resulting in relatively high-speeds for accessing approved content, versus incredibly slow access to websites hosted internationally that are already filtered. Many observers and former officials, however, are pessimistic about the situation of the internet in the country. In an interview, Seyed Ahmad Motamedi, a communications minister under former president Khatami, referred to the country’s ICT sector as unsustainable and “a serious catastrophe.”

The telecommunications industry in Iran is tightly controlled by the government or related entities. In recent years, the role of the Islamic Revolutionary Guards Corps (IRGC)—a politically important branch of the security forces that also controls large sections of the economy—in the ICT sector has notably increased. In September 2009, for example, the IRGC purchased a controlling stake in the Telecommunications Company of Iran (TCI), the country’s main provider of internet and mobile phone services. The Data and Communication Company (DCC), which operates under the TCI, retains a monopoly on internet traffic flowing in and out of Iran. Other providers must purchase bandwidth from the DCC. Direct access to the internet via satellite is only permitted to certain institutes and is prohibited for personal use. The mobile phone market is under similar state influence. IranCell, the second mobile operator behind the TCI, is owned in part by a web of proxy companies controlled by the IRGC (there are a number of high profile IRGC ex-commanders among its management). The third operator, RighTel, was launched in early 2011. It, too, is a government-owned entity.

There is no independent regulatory body for ICTs in Iran. The Communications Regulatory Authority (CRA) is responsible for telecommunications licensing. It is part of the Ministry for Information and Communication Technologies and its head is appointed by the minister. In March 2012, the broader decision-making process related to ICTs underwent a change, when Iran’s Supreme Leader Khamenei issued a decree establishing “The Supreme Council on Cyberspace” (SCC). The SCC is intended to provide a centralized focal point for policy-making and regulation of Iran’s virtual space, effectively removing such authority from the executive, legislative, and judiciary branches of the government and bringing it under Khamenei’s direct control. Observers believed this reflected Khamenei’s dwindling trust of President Ahmadinejad and his hesitation to leave such an important area of policy under the president’s authority.

**Limits on Content**

The Iranian authorities continued to restrict access to tens of thousands of websites, particularly those of international news sources, the opposition Green Movement, ethnic and religious minorities, and human rights groups. A member of the Commission to Determine the Instances of Criminal Content (CDICCC) stated in April 2013 that about 1,500 “anti-religious websites,”

---

including sites that promote the Wahhabi or the Baha’i faiths, are blocked each month. Major international social media tools, such as the social-networking site Facebook, the video-sharing portal YouTube, the microblogging service Twitter, and the photo-sharing application Flickr, are blocked. In late 2012 and early 2013, several political and economic events sparked new reactions by those in charge of the filtering system in Iran, including the devaluation of Iran’s currency and the increasing frictions among pro-state (conservative) bloggers.

Iranian authorities employ a centralized filtering system that can effectively block a website within a few hours across the entire network in Iran. Private ISPs are forced to either use the bandwidth provided by the government or route their traffic (which contains site-visit requests) through government-issued filtering boxes developed by software companies inside Iran. The filtering boxes search for banned text strings—either keywords or domain names—in the URL requests submitted by users, and block access accordingly. On April 15, 2012, the Ministry of Communication’s ICT Research Center announced a plan to create a local and integrated system for “refining” internet content, rather than implementing filters at the country’s internet gateways as it does currently. The Research Center, in describing the reasoning behind the plan, stated that “although the internet has many advantages, it is polluted with immoral websites, and can endanger society’s moral health.”

In 2013, Mehdi Akhavan Behabadi, the Secretary of the Supreme Council of Cyberspace, announced a plan to change the filtering system from “URL Filtering” to “Content Filtering” ahead of the presidential election in June 2013. This change would potentially increase restrictions on content that the state does not currently sanction. The list of cybercrimes was also updated ahead of the elections. According to the updated list, the following activities are considered to be illegal: encouraging people to boycott the elections by publishing online content, publishing fake results of surveys about the elections, and publishing any content that mocks the election or its candidates.

Internet traffic over cell phones is subjected to a similar level of restrictions as fixed-line connections. Iranian mobile users also do not have access to major app stores such as Apple’s iTunes or Google Play, either due to a blockage by the Iranian government (in the case of the former) or by the providing company (with regard to the latter). Warnings were also issued against the potential misuse of SMS advertisements ahead of the presidential election. According to the director of Iran’s Information Technology and Digital Media Development Center, Hassan Alizadeh, the content of bulk instant messages would be supervised more heavily. According to a report from the official website of Ansar-e Hezbollah, the conservative Islamic paramilitary group

---

28 “Examples of presidential elections were announced in the criminal context” [translated], Baharnews.ir, accessed June 24, 2013, http://www.baharnews.ir/vdci.zavct1avubc2t.html.
warned that phones with internet connections should be considered a threat to the Islamic Republic, especially ahead of the upcoming election, as they are at risk of being hijacked by Western powers to incite post-election violence.\(^{30}\) Around politically sensitive dates, authorities have filtered SMS messages or even blocked all text messaging capabilities to prevent the spread of information. For example, on April 4, 2013, short-message service (SMS) text messages containing the word “Mashaie” were blocked, referring to Esfandiar Rahim Mashaei, the presidential candidate supported by Ahmadinejad. Texts containing political slogans related to Mashaie and Ahmadinejad had also been blocked in the past.

On September 24, 2012, Iran blocked access to Gmail in a move that caused outrage among internet users and even some Iranian officials who were using the site as their primarily e-mail service. It was later said that the Gmail block was an "involuntary" consequence of trying to reinforce censorship of Google’s YouTube video-sharing site in response to the inflammatory, anti-Islam clip “Innocence of Muslims.”\(^{31}\) Mohammad Reza Miri, a member of the telecommunications ministry committee, was quoted as saying the ministry lacked the "technical knowhow to differentiate between these two services."\(^{32}\) The provided explanation did not seem to make sense, however, since at the time of blocking Gmail, YouTube was already blocked. Nonetheless, the Gmail blockage was lifted after a few days, mainly due to public pressure. It seems these measures are designed to frustrate users and eventually force them to seek more easily-monitored alternatives based in Iran. Although many Iranians have been able to access the blocked platforms using various circumvention techniques, the authorities have actively worked to disrupt such efforts, forcing users to constantly search for new solutions.

In another attack on Google’s services, Adwords, its online advertising service, was also blocked by the Iranian authorities. In spite of economic sanctions and various difficulties, many Iranian businesses had been using Adwords to advertise their products on Google. These small businesses have suffered greatly as the result of the Adwords blockage.\(^{33}\) There are also reports that while access to the main Google domain is available, other country-specific domains are blocked. These include Google Canada, Germany, UK, Japan, China, Netherlands, France, Italy, and Spain.\(^{34}\) This restriction may be in place in an attempt to maintain tighter control on Iranian users’ access to Google services. Voice over Internet Protocol (VoIP) and chatting services are also disrupted inside Iran, whether by the intentional throttling of VoIP-linked data speeds or the blocking of services altogether. According a report published in April 2013, the government-owned TCI is the only ISP to not officially block services such as Viber, Skype, ooVoo, and Yahoo Messenger.\(^{35}\)


\(^{32}\) “Iran unblocks access to Gmail”, AFP, accessed June 24, 2013, https://www.google.com/hostednews/afp/article/ALeqM5hR36k96WD9GYoBp51umwiKBb0nYQ?docId=CNG.94fb48b493fa1aaeefc347be86e04f7.c1.


This coverage period was marked by increased frictions within pro-regime conservatives, mainly between the pro-Ahmadinejad and pro-Khamenei camps, catalyzed by the June 2013 presidential election. There was a sustained wave of filtering of blogs supportive of President Ahmadinejad, in addition to campaign sites linked to presidential candidate Mashaei and former president Mohammad Khatami, whom many Iranians called on to run in the elections. Iran’s Supreme Leader expressed his approval of filtering out pro-Ahmadinejad blogs while speaking at a gathering of university students. Ahmadinejad, however, has confronted the judiciary to free his many online supports who have been arrested (see “Violations of User Rights” for more information on the arrest of bloggers). The Persian-language Wikipedia page for Ahmadinejad was also reportedly blocked at points during the coverage period for containing “insults” to the president, according to the head of the Commission to Determine the Instances of Criminal Content.

Several news websites associated with high-profile conservatives were also blocked. The website of Alef News, which belongs to Tehran’s conservative parliamentarian Ahmad Tavakkoli, was filtered after publishing news on the corruption of Iran’s powerful Larijani brothers, who are in top positions in the Islamic Republic. Tabnak and Baztab Emrooz, news websites associated with Mohsen Rezaie, a former IRGC commander and a candidate in the upcoming presidential election, were also blocked due to the content of user comments. All of these sites were unblocked after several days, apart from Baztab Emooz, which has been taken down completely.

In an attempt to control the spiraling devaluation of the rial, Iran’s currency, authorities blocked a majority of websites and applications that provide data on foreign exchange trading and gold markets. Many ordinary Iranians are converting their rials into foreign currencies and gold in an effort to preserve the value of their savings. Authorities took a multifaceted approach to the blocking. Any references to the price of the dollar, currency, and gold coins were filtered in mobile text messages. In addition, internationally-hosted sites were blocked and individuals behind sites hosted within Iran were arrested or intimidated. Some local sites were also blocked to traffic from outside Iran, like the domestically-hosted website of the Association of Iranian Exchanges, an independent, apolitical and nonprofit organization of currency traders licensed by the Central Bank of Iran. Some sites were allowed to operate again on the condition that they only displayed the government-established exchange rates, rather than the market rate. The move to restrict foreign

39 “The words gold, foreign exchange, coin, dollar have been blocked in SMS system”, Smsmart, accessed June 24, 201, see http://bit.ly/1eK6FY7.
40 Examples of these websites were parstools.com, zar.ir, eranico.com and mazanex.com.
41 The website of the Association of Iranian Exchanges is kanoonsarafan.com.
42 “Sites announcing the rate of gold and foreign exchange have been blocked”, Radio Farda, accessed June 24, 2013, http://www.radiofarda.com/content/f4_iran_ban_exchange_rate_websites/24727416.html.
access to domestically-hosted websites was interpreted by many as a sign of what may come after the full implementation of the National Information Network.\footnote{Iranian Internet Infrastructure And Policy Report, January 2013 http://smallmedia.org.uk/sites/default/files/reports/IIP01.pdf.}

The online restrictions were not limited to political and economic content. Persian-language music blogs, dating sites, digital security information, and movie download hubs were subjected to increased filtering and content takedown orders. For instance, Travian, a popular online roleplaying game available in Persian, was blocked despite having obtained a license from the Ministry of Culture and Islamic Guidance. According to Fars News Agency, Travian was blocked in order to support “the development of domestic online game companies,” “to protect personal information,” and “protect against the transfer of money out of the country.”\footnote{“The online game “Travian” has been filtered”, Farsnews, accessed June 24, 2013, http://www.farsnews.com/newstext.php?nn=13911013000562.} The founder of the first domestically produced game, “Asmandez,” reacted to the incident saying that filtering is not a solution to support national game production.\footnote{“Supporting local games doesn’t mean filtering”, ITNA, accessed June 24, 2013, http://itna.ir/vdcdsn0x.yt0o96a22y.html.} Travian was unblocked on January 10, 2013, but the company notified users that the website will be completely shut down on March 21, 2013. As of December 2012, Travian had 150,000 users in Iran, of which 100,000 were active.\footnote{“Why Travian has been filtered in Iran?”, BBC Persian, accessed June 24, 2013, http://www.bbc.co.uk/persian/science/2013/01/130104_na_travian_blocked_iran.shtml.} The Persian-language version of the site now redirects to the English version.

Aside from filtering, the regime also employs administrative measures to remove unwanted content from the web. The 2009 Computer Crime Law (CCL) makes service providers, such as blogging platforms, responsible for any content that appears on their sites. This has led to the suspension of blogs or shuttering of news websites hosted on platforms inside Iran, under orders from government officials. Website owners have been forced to register their sites with the Ministry of Culture and have then received requests to remove particular posts deemed unacceptable by the government. According to Alireza Shirazi, the founder and manager of Blogfa, such massive censorship has damaged the Iranian blogosphere by discouraging users from blogging.\footnote{Ibid.} Mehdi Botourabi, the director of the popular blogging platform Persianblog, also stated that the censorship of blogs has increased exponentially. According to him, new blocking requests were occurring at a rate of six times more than in 2011.\footnote{“Persian blog manager: compared to last year, weblog filtering has increased 6 times”, Kalameh, accessed June 24, 2013, http://www.kaleme.com/1391/07/19/klm-115654/.} As with blocking, the targets of such censorship have included websites and blogs associated with high-ranking officials.

In a change from previous practices, there were reports of incidents in which hosting companies were ordered to directly remove content from websites without any notification to the website owners. For instance, one post on the site Weblognews that criticized the internet censorship method in Iran was deleted by the host company without notifying the site owners.\footnote{“A strange incident”, Weblognews, accessed June 24, 2013, http://weblognews.blog.ir/post/2.} Weblognews is one of the prominent conservative websites that publishes news from around the Persian blogosphere and the internet. Nonetheless, Iranian officials continue to insist that censorship in Iran
is done a lawful manner. According to the Director of the Internet Unit at the Center for Digital Media at the Ministry of Culture and Islamic Guidance, “unlike some countries like the U.S., where internet monitoring is done in a dictatorial manner, in Iran, refining websites is based on laws with orders from the Working Group to Determine Instances of Criminal Content online or by judiciary officials, in a democratic and completely lawful manner.”

In an effort to show that content filtering is based on a legal framework, institutions to oversee internet filtering have been created. The Committee in Charge of Determining Unauthorized Websites is empowered to identify sites that carry forbidden content and report that information to the TCI and other major ISPs for blocking. The committee is headed by the prosecutor general and other members are representatives from 12 governmental bodies. The CLL also identifies the violations that might result in a website being marked for filtering. These are defined very broadly and range from insulting religious figures and government officials to distributing pornographic content and the use of illegal circumvention tools.

In practice, little information is available about the inner workings of the committee, and censorship decisions are often arbitrary and nontransparent. According to the law, the committee should meet biweekly to decide on any website bans, though the bulk of filtering decisions are likely made upon discovery of objectionable content, or by a small technical team. In addition, owners of websites registered with the Ministry of Culture have complained that they received no explanation when their websites were filtered. The authorities claim there is a procedure for disputing filtering decisions. However, the process is highly inefficient, and even conservative bloggers have failed to have their webpages unblocked by lodging complaints. Moreover, the dispute process requires the website owner to disclose his or her personal information and accept responsibility for any misconduct in the future, a commitment that few are willing to make given the risk of severe punishment.

Self-censorship is extensive, particularly on political matters. The widespread arrests and harsh sentences meted out to reporters and activists after the 2009 elections, as well as perceptions of pervasive surveillance, have increased fear among online journalists and bloggers. Many of them either abandoned their online activities or use pseudonyms. The result has been a palpable drop in the amount of original content being produced by users based inside the country.

In addition to filtering, censorship, and intimidation, the state counters critical content and online organizing efforts by extending regime propaganda into the digital sphere. There are at least 400 news websites either directly or indirectly supported by the state. They seek to set the agenda by providing pro-government commentary or publishing rumors. There have also been a large number of government-backed initiatives to promote blogging among its supporters and members of the

Basij paramilitary group. In July 2011, the head of the Basij said there were three million members active online.54

Furthermore, the majority of independent content producers lack the financial resources to operate in such a hostile environment. The online advertising market in Iran is exclusively limited to apolitical and progovernment websites. Even businesses based outside Iran avoid political websites to maintain trading relationships with the country. Although the United States adjusted its sanctions against Iran to enable American internet companies to provide services to Iranian users, Google Advertising does not recognize Persian as one of the languages in its system, disadvantaging Persian content producers.55

The Iranian government has intensified its fight against the use of circumvention tools. The use of virtual private networks (VPNs), which use a secure protocol to encrypt users’ data and bypass filtering in Iran, was particularly targeted in late 2012 and early 2013. Kamal Hadianfar, the head of a specialized unit within the cyber police, claimed that between 20 to 30 percent of Iranian users make use of VPNs.56 Mehdi Akhavan Behabadi, Secretary of the Supreme Council of Cyberspace, announced the launch of legal, state-approved VPVs to replace “illegal” VPVs. Shortly after, on March 8, 2013, all unauthorized VPVs were blocked inside Iran.57 There are also reports that the use of other circumvention tools such as Tor, the popular anonymizer and anti-filter tool, was hampered due to sophisticated disruption and blocking practices by the authorities.58 Many users quickly shifted to other well-known circumvention tools, such as Psiphon, Freegate, and Kerio VPN, and within a month Psiphon reported between 700,000 to 900,000 daily users in Iran.59 However, two months later, the authorities had severely limited access to these and all other tools, leaving Iranian users with few options.60

Following the Chinese model of internet control, Iran is very keen to develop national versions of popular online services as part of its National Information Network. Since Western-built tools such as Gmail or Skype provide a degree of privacy or encryption, the government is instead diverting funds to launch Iranian equivalents of major online services like e-mail, social networking sites, and search engines that can be easily controlled for political purposes. In July 2012, Iran’s ICT minister Reza Taghipour indicated that Iran would use China’s and South Korea’s extensive experience in
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56 “Iran to crack down in web censor‐beating software”, AFP, accessed June 24, 2013, https://www.google.com/hostednews/afp/article/ALeqM5jIFiLdqBsdtrj7mRYnCMiT5GjCA?docid=CNG.f710ad6e0ee1dc52f64c985918d1bac1.741.
order to develop a national search engine for use in Iran. The government also indicated plans to launch a national Facebook-type service and e-mail systems. In December 2012, Iran launched its own video-sharing website in a move by officials to create a state-run competitor to sites like YouTube. The site, called Mehr.ir, is run by the government-controlled broadcaster, the Islamic Republic of Iran Broadcasting (IRIB). The IRIB is looking to create new digital platforms as a means of attracting new audiences and extending its broadcasting monopoly—guaranteed by the constitution—into cyberspace. The IRIB is under the direct supervision of Iran’s Supreme Leader, who appoints its director. In April 2013, the head of the Ministry of Information and Communication Technology (ICT) stated “Basir,” referred to as “the Islamic Google Earth,” will come online in the next few months. However, many of these initiatives have failed to attract large numbers of users due to poor design. In addition, international sanctions on Iran over its nuclear program have limited the government’s ability to purchase the equipment required to run data centers on the scale needed to host a national e-mail service, for example.

Due to the limited nature of Iran’s online sphere, many people have shifted to posting on closed social-networking platforms like Facebook, which is perceived to offer a safer environment for expressing views among a limited audience of contacts, compared to publicly posting comments on websites or keeping a blog. Social media is also used extensively by Iranian human rights activists to document abuses and launch advocacy campaigns. For instance, users have mobilized on Facebook and Twitter to demand the release of the jailed human rights lawyer Nasrin Sotoudeh. Sotoudeh’s husband employs Facebook as a means of updating followers on her condition in prison, including her 49-day hunger strike from October to December 2012. Sotoudeh, together with Iranian filmmaker Jafar Panahi, is a recipient of the European Union’s 2012 Sakharov Prize for Freedom of Thought. The son and daughter of imprisoned blogger Dr. Mehdi Khazali also post updates and prison letters on their respective Facebook pages, which are widely covered by Iranian blogs. An online petition was organized to call for his release. Iranians also used social media to document and promote environmental campaigns and to call for blood drives to assist the victims of several devastating earthquakes.

Nonetheless, some individuals associated with the regime have sought to discourage these practices. The Iranian Cyber Police, in November 2011, warned users that exchanging information on foreign social-networking sites could constitute a criminal act and lead to prosecution. Speaking from a

Despite these declarations, Supreme Leader Khamenei joined Facebook on December 13, 2012, through an announcement on his Twitter page. As mentioned, both Facebook and Twitter are blocked inside Iran, as they are considered tools of the soft war against Iran. Secretary of the SCC Mehdi Akhavan Behabadi addressed the issue of Iran’s Supreme Leader joining Facebook by stating that although membership in social networking websites is legal, using circumvention tools to access these networks is illegal. He added that the government of Iran has no decision to remove the filtering from social networking websites, such as Facebook. Despite the restrictions imposed on Facebook and Twitter, both platforms were widely used by the Iranians to discuss election-related issues. In addition, all six presidential candidates had accounts on these platforms.

VIOLATIONS OF USER RIGHTS

Iranian internet users suffer from routine surveillance, harassment, and the threat of imprisonment for their online activities, particularly those critical of the authorities and among the members of ethnic and religious minorities. The constitution provides for limited freedom of opinion and expression, but numerous, haphazardly-enforced laws restrict these rights in practice. The 2000 Press Law, for example, forbids the publication of ideas that are contrary to Islamic principles or detrimental to public rights, none of which are clearly defined. The government and judiciary regularly invoke this and other vaguely worded legislation to criminalize critical opinions. The 2009 Computer Crime Law (CCL) identifies punishments for spying, hacking, piracy, phishing, libel, and publishing materials deemed to damage “public morality” or to be a “dissemination of lies.” Punishments mandated in the CCL are severe. They include the death penalty for offenses against public morality and chastity, as well as long prison sentences, draconian fines, and penalties for service providers who fail to enforce government content restrictions. Numerous users were arrested over the coverage period and, in the gravest violation of user rights, blogger Sattar Beheshti was killed while in police custody.

Since June 2009, the authorities have cracked down on online activism through various forms of judicial and extralegal intimidation. An increasing number of bloggers have been threatened,
arrested, tortured, kept in solitary confinement, and denied medical care, while others have been formally tried and convicted. Four individuals—Saeed Malekpour (a web developer), Mehdi Alizadeh Fakhrabad (web developer), Vahid Asghari (blogger and IT student), and Ahmad Reza Hashempour (website designer)—were sentenced to death between October 2011 and January 2012 under extremely questionable circumstances on charges relating to insulting religion or conspiring with foreign enemies. Malekpour, for example, was prosecuted on charges of “insulting and desecrating Islam” because a software program he had designed was used to upload pornography, although it was done without his knowledge. Numerous bloggers remain in prison and are currently serving prison terms of up to 20 years, including Hossein Ronaghi-Maleki and Hossein Derakhhsan, considered the father of the Iranian blogosphere.

The most significant human rights violation that occurred during the coverage period was the death of Sattar Beheshti, an Iranian blogger. Beheshti was arrested on October 30, 2012 by the Cyber Police of Iran for criticizing the government in posts he made online. He was pronounced dead after four days in custody. News of his death was first published on opposition websites close to the Green Movement, and then spread to other media outlets. Despite initial difficulties in obtaining an official confirmation of his death, it quickly became one of the top news headlines in the media and across social networking sites and blogs. Combined with pressure from the international community, the sustained attention across the Iranian media and political spectrum forced an official investigation. The head of the Tehran Cyber Police was dismissed by the Commander of the Islamic Republic Security Forces for "shortcomings in the supervision and handling of the case."

Dr. Mehdi Khazali, a dissident blogger, ophthalmologist, and director of a publishing house, was arrested on October 30, 2012 during a meeting of the writers association Saraye Ghalam (Pen Society). Dr. Khazali has been arrested multiple times for fiercely criticizing President Ahmadinejad. Ironically, he is also the son of Ayatollah Khazali, a leading conservative cleric, though they have differing political views. After a 140-day hunger strike, he was finally released on June 3, 2013. Kaveh Taheri, a blogger from Shiraz, Iran, was arrested on September 23, 2012 for

---


76 Ronaghi-Maleki is a blogger serving a 15-year sentence imposed in December 2009 for “spreading propaganda against the regime” and insulting the Supreme Leader.

77 Deraksan lost his appeal against a 19-year sentence imposed on charges of cooperating with hostile countries, spreading propaganda against the regime, and insulting Islamic thought and religious figures.


acting against national security and disseminating online propaganda against the government. As of March 2013, he remained in detention pending any formal trial.82

As previously mentioned, even conservative supporters of President Ahmadinejad faced abuse over their online activities. For instance, Ahmad Shariat, who runs the conservative blog *Nedae az Daroon*, was arrested on July 22, 2012 after publishing a post critical of the Revolutionary Guards and Iran’s judiciary system.83 The arrest was widely condemned in the Iranian blogosphere.84

Iranians outside of Iran were also intimidated for their online activities. Shahin Najafi, an Iranian rap artist, faced heavy criticism for a song that he published online titled *Naghi* (the name of a Shi’a Imam). Some have called the song blasphemous and a number of Grand Ayatollahs issued apostasy sentences (*fatwas*) against him.85 The father of an Iranian student in the Netherlands was also arrested for his son’s satirical posts on Facebook. The authorities threatened the son that if he does not return to Iran, his father will be executed.86 Finally, Iman Amiri, an internet security student at Malmo University in Sweden, was arrested on January 21, 2013 upon returning to Iran. He is now in detention at Evin Prison and was reportedly subject to torture to force a confession.87 Numerous other dissidents who are active online were arrested in late 2012 and early 2013, although many of their cases relate more strongly to their offline activities.88

There was a significant rise in the reports of individuals arrested for their activities on Facebook. In October 2012, four internet users in Sirjan were arrested because of their supposed use of antigovernment activities and the insulting of officials on Facebook. In an interview, Mehdi Bakhshi, the attorney general of Sirjan, warned internet users “to avoid any illegal online activities, such as publishing photos of women not wearing hijab, otherwise there would be legal consequences awaiting them.”89 In the same month, the individuals behind a Facebook page that published photos of Iranian girls were arrested for promoting “vulgarity and corruption among Iranian youths.”90

Iran’s Cyber Police warned well-known athletes and artists against publishing personal photos on social networking websites. Ali Niknafs, the deputy supervisor of recognition and prevention at
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87 “A network security student was arrested after his arrival to Iran,” Human Rights Activists News Agency, March 12, 2013, [https://hra-news.org/en/a-network-security-student-was-arrested-after-his-arrival-to-iran#more-2482](https://hra-news.org/en/a-network-security-student-was-arrested-after-his-arrival-to-iran#more-2482).
Cyber Police, stated that sharing personal photos through social media would increase the chances of improper use of photos, harming the reputation of Iranian celebrities.⁹¹

In March 2012, the Communications Regulatory Authority issued Bill 106,⁹² which required the registration of all IP addresses in use inside Iran. Implementing such registration will allow the authorities to track users’ online activities even more thoroughly and is a fundamental part of implementing the National Information Network through the restriction of anonymity online.

As of March 2012, customers of cybercafes must provide personal information (such as their name, father’s name, national ID number, and telephone number) before using a computer. Cafe owners are required to keep such information, as well as customers’ browsing history, for six months. They are also required to install closed-circuit surveillance cameras and retain the video recordings for six months.⁹³ Mehdi Mir-Mohammadi, head of the IT-Union of Tehran commented that some of the elements in the new regulations infringe on user’s privacy and expressed concern over the fact that they could be taken advantage of and lead to new forms of cybercrimes.⁹⁴

In addition, the CCL obliges ISPs to record all the data exchanged by their users for a period of six months, but it is not clear whether the security services have the technical ability to process all this data. When purchasing a mobile phone subscription or prepaid SIM card, users must present identification, facilitating the authorities’ ability to track down the authors and recipients of specific messages.

Despite international legal restrictions placed on the selling of surveillance equipment to the Iranian government, there have been numerous media reports that Chinese and some Western companies have been providing the Iranian authorities with technology to monitor citizens’ digital activities. Specifically, investigative reports by Reuters and the Wall Street Journal found that Huawei Technologies⁹⁵ and ZTE Corporation,⁹⁶ both Chinese firms, were key providers of surveillance technology to Iran’s government, allegations both companies have denied. According to an uncovered PowerPoint presentation outlining the system’s capabilities, Iran’s MobinNet ISP would potentially have the capacity to utilize deep packet inspection (DPI) to conduct real-time
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⁹⁴ “Internet cafes are required to authenticate users, all the pages viewed in the Internet cafes should be recorded”, Asriran, accessed June 24, 2013, see http://bit.ly/1I1AFE5.
monitoring of communication traffic, block websites, track users, and reconstruct e-mail messages as a means of monitoring citizens. 97

Filtering and physical intimidation are supplemented by hacking and distributed denial-of-service (DDoS) attacks on the websites of government critics, including leading opposition figures. Throughout 2012 and early 2013, there was a rise in the number of hacking incidents. Numerous Facebook accounts of Iranians users who were deemed to be un-Islamic were hacked and defaced with a statement from Iran’s judiciary saying, “By judicial order, the owner of this page has been placed under investigation.” The friends of such users were also tagged in posts containing similar messages. 98 Mana Neyestani, a well-known Iranian caricaturist, had his Facebook fan page hacked by a group called “Islam’s Soldiers.” The hacking group added its logo and a number of caricatures with pro-Assad, anti-Israel, and anti-Saudi Arabia themes to Neyestani’s Fan page during the few hours they had control. 99 It is not clear what role the Iran’s Cyber Police or other security forces played in this incident.

Iran has significantly increased its hacking capabilities in recent years. According to Jeff Bardin, the chief intelligence officer at the American open source intelligence company Treadstone 7, Iran has become much more sophisticated and pervasive in its use of online tools. There have also been several officially announced plans on recruiting and training hackers. The Deputy of IT and Communications at Iran’s Civil Defense Organization announced that a Cyber Defense program of study would be introduced to some universities in the country on the graduate level. He added, “Familiarizing managers and commanders with the concepts of cyber defense is one of the main strategies of the Civil Defense Organization.”100 In the first such plan by a tertiary institution in Iran, the University of Lorestan announced that it will actively work to take down and hack into national and international websites that display anti-Islamic content.101 Researchers at Amirkabir University are currently developing a “national network of cyber defense” while a team at Shiraz University is creating its own domestically-produced anti-virus software in support of a government ban on foreign digital security software.102

According to Zone-H, a website dedicated to tracking hacking incidents, there were a total of 1,387 website defacements attributed to Iranian hackers during March 2013 alone, with a similar number in February. The majority of these are attributed to the Ashiyane Digital Security Team, which ranks as the second most active group in world, with defacements of thousands of websites linked to foreign governments and high-level organizations.103 It is also noteworthy that the head of
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103 Ashiyane Digital Security Team Report on Zone‐H
Ashiyane, Behrouz Kamalian, was sanctioned under the European Union’s human rights sanctions regime for being linked with the IRGC and responsible for cyber-crackdown both against domestic opponents and reformists and foreign institutions. In the weeks leading up to the presidential elections, there was also a significant increase in targeted cyberattacks against high profile activists and journalists traced back to Iranian servers.
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ITALY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>INTERNET FREEDOM STATUS</th>
<th>2012</th>
<th>2013</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Obstacles to Access (0-25)</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Limits on Content (0-35)</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Violations of User Rights (0-40)</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total (0-100)</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* 0=most free, 100=least free

**KEY DEVELOPMENTS: MAY 2012 – APRIL 2013**

- Despite limited progress, Italy continued to lag behind most other countries of the European Union in terms of internet penetration and average speed (see OBSTACLES TO ACCESS).
- Dozens of file-sharing and video-streaming websites were blocked over the past year for illegally hosting copyrighted materials (see LIMITS ON CONTENT).
- The Court of Cassation clarified that a 1948 law prohibiting “clandestine press” could not be applied to blogs, easing fears that blogs could face blocking for failing to register with the authorities (see LIMITS ON CONTENT).
- Social media and blogging were critical in the nascent Five Star Movement’s success in the February 2013 parliamentary elections, in which it received more votes than any single party (see LIMITS ON CONTENT).
- A Livorno court decided that an insulting Facebook post can be considered as defamation by “other means of publicity,” since the social network allows for the broad diffusion of posts. In the case, a user was found guilty of defaming her former employer and ordered to pay a fine. The ruling may open the door for further defamation cases related to Facebook posts (see VIOLATIONS OF USER RIGHTS).
Italy’s first computer network emerged in 1980, when a group of nuclear physicists connected all of the country’s nuclear research institutes. At the beginning, the internet was just one of several packet-switching networks that coexisted in Italy. The dominant telecommunications firm at the time, Telecom Italia, tried to impose its privately owned system, while various center-left governments, aware of the importance of interconnectivity, supported integration among the networks. Ultimately, the adaptability and simplicity of the internet prevailed. Access to the internet was available to private users after 1995, and the number of internet service providers (ISPs) soared within a short period of time. Among the remaining obstacles to greater internet penetration include a lack of familiarity with computers and with the English language, as well as the dominance of commercial television and the diversion of consumers’ telecommunications spending to mobile telephony.

High ownership concentration in the media sector continued to impact the country’s information landscape in late 2012 and early 2013. Former prime minister Silvio Berlusconi still owns, directly and indirectly, a private media conglomerate. After his Il Popolo della Libertà (The People of Freedom, PdL) party withdrew its support, the technocratic government of Mario Monti collapsed in December 2012. While the PdL did not have sufficient political power to push through controversial initiatives such as the wiretapping bill, it did manage to block any move that might undermine Berlusconi’s position in the media market. When fresh elections did arrive in February 2013, the use of social media and the web proved to be a major innovation, resulting in a strong showing from the digitally-savvy Movimento 5 Stelle (Five Star Movement, M5S). The highly-fragmented outcome of the elections, in which no party was able to obtain an outright majority, is unlikely to produce the stable environment required for new prime minister Enrico Letta to address some of the outstanding legal issues regarding freedom of expression online.

Italy’s internet penetration rate lags behind many other European Union countries. Mobile telephone usage is ubiquitous, however, and internet access via mobile phones has grown significantly in recent years. Italian authorities do not generally engage in political censorship of online speech, although authorities are highly active in blocking file-sharing and live-streaming sites if they are shown to illegally provide access to copyrighted content. As in previous years, no bloggers were imprisoned as of mid-2013, though a Facebook user was fined over a defamatory post concerning her former employer. Defamation and libel are central issues in the country, particularly when sensitive information obtained from government wiretaps is leaked to the public, often at the expense of high-profile individuals. Furthermore, despite a number of judicial decisions asserting that intermediaries cannot be prosecuted for content posted by users, existing laws are...
applied in a contradictory manner and are often overturned at every appeal, resulting in extended legal battles.

**OBSTACLES TO ACCESS**

Since the 1990s, the Italian government has supported the internet as a catalyst for economic growth, increased tourism, reduced communication costs, and more efficient government operations. According to the International Telecommunication Union (ITU), Italy had an internet penetration rate of 58 percent at the end of 2012, an increase from 40.8 percent in 2007. While Italy’s internet penetration rate is higher than the global average, it is below the norm for the European Union (EU). The relatively low penetration rate is often attributed to unfamiliarity with the internet among the older generations, as well as a lack of understanding about the internet’s utility among certain segments of the population.

From March 2012 to March 2013, over 250,000 broadband subscription lines were added, sending the total to 13.82 million. Average download speeds also increased, with almost 89 percent of Italian subscribers achieving nominal speeds of 2 Mbps or more. Despite the progress, Italy has fallen behind most EU countries in this area, and the country’s users access the internet at an average speed of 4.4 Mbps; by comparison, the average speed in the Netherlands is 9.9 Mbps, in the Czech Republic 9.6 Mbps, and in Portugal 5.3 Mbps.

The main point of internet access is the home, with some 22 million people using home connections at least once a month, as of early 2012. The workplace is the second most common access point, followed by schools and universities. While less than half of Italy’s internet users are female, women comprise 55 percent of new users. Cost is not a significant barrier to access. The price for a broadband connection may range from €20 to €40 ($27 to $53) per month, compared to average monthly per capita income of around $2,750.

ADSL broadband connections are available on about 97 percent of Italy’s territory and plans were outlined to bring it to 99 percent by the end of 2012 with the help of mobile broadband. Little
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progress has been made on the five-year, €2.5 billion ($3.3 billion) plan to connect 15 of Italy’s largest cities using fiber-optic cable, proposed in 2010 by Italy’s three largest telecommunications operators. A similar investment plan for €9 billion ($11.8 billion) by Telecom Italia also faced delays. These plans are now suspended given Italy’s precarious financial crisis.

Mobile phone use is much more widespread than internet access, with the penetration rate reaching 158 percent in 2012, which translates to 4.3 mobile subscribers for every fixed-line subscriber.9 The majority of subscriptions are prepaid. Telecom Italia Mobile (TIM), Vodafone, Wind, and 3 Italia are the major carriers, and all of them operate third-generation (3G) networks. Access to mobile internet has been increasing in recent years, and as of 2011, some 59.4 percent of internet users reported accessing the internet through their smart phones.10 As elsewhere, sales of tablet computers have been on the rise among the younger generation since 2010 and are likely to keep growing in the coming years.

In March 2012, the government launched the “Digital Agenda” initiative, intended to expand broadband access and e-government functions.11 A project of the infrastructure and economic development minister, several other ministries (economy, research and university, public health, and so on) should be involved in this operation, which is supposed to profoundly “transform” Italy’s public administration. The six strategic areas of the “Digital Agenda” include infrastructure and cyber security, e-commerce, e-government, e-learning (e-books, digital policy literacy and e-participation), research and innovation in ICT, and smart cities and communities. As recent as April 2013, Prime Minister Enrico Letta reiterated the need to pursue many of the Digital Agenda items first proposed by his predecessor, Mario Monti.12

Access to the internet for private users is offered by 13 different ISPs. Telecom Italia has the largest share of the market, followed by Vodafone, Fastweb, and Tiscali. Telecom Italia owns the physical network, but it is required by European Union (EU) legislation to provide fair access to competitors. Further, Telecom Italia has announced plans to divest its infrastructure holdings into a separate subsidiary in a bid to increase profits and avoid legal repercussions associated with its current monopoly holdings.13

The main regulatory body for telecommunications is the Authority for Communications Security (AGCOM), an independent agency that is accountable to the parliament. Its responsibilities include providing access to networks, protecting intellectual property rights, regulating advertisements, and overseeing public broadcasting. The parliament’s majority party appoints AGCOM’s president,
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11 Italian text at http://www.gazzettaufficiale.it/moduli/DL_181012_179.pdf. See also http://www.agenda-digitale.it/agenda_digitale/.
and commissioners have been known to come under pressure from the government to take certain actions regarding television broadcasts, particularly when Berlusconi was prime minister.\textsuperscript{14} Angelo Marcello Cardani was appointed as AGCOM president in July 2012 and remains the current head under Prime Minister Letta.\textsuperscript{15}

Another important player in the field of communications is the Italian Data Protection Authority (DPA). Set up in 1997, the DPA today has a staff of more than 100 people, and four of its main members are elected by parliament for seven-year terms. The DPA is tasked with supervising compliance by both governmental and nongovernmental entities with data protection laws, and “banning or blocking processing operations that are liable to cause serious harm to individuals.”\textsuperscript{16} It is generally viewed as professional and fair in carrying out its duties.

**LIMITS ON CONTENT**

In Italy, websites are principally blocked or taken down for offenses related to defamation or copyright infringement. There are little restrictions on politically-orientated content, although the vague legal environment does lead to a degree of self-censorship as ISPs and users seek to avoid prosecution. Intermediaries and content providers often required to take down illegal content at the request of executive bodies or judicial authorities. Facebook, Twitter, YouTube, and international blog-hosting sites are freely available. Further, social media and blogging has been employed by political groups to mobilize potential voters and even crowd-source party decisions.

Websites related to gambling, child pornography, and illegal file-sharing are blocked in Italy. Since 2006, online gambling has been permitted only through state-licensed websites; ISPs are required to block access to a list of international or unlicensed gambling sites identified by the Autonomous Administration of State Monopolies (AAMS), available on its website and updated regularly.\textsuperscript{17} A similar list of illegal sites is maintained by the National Center for the Fight against Child Pornography on the internet, established in 2006 within the Postal and Communications Police Service. This list, which is forwarded onto ISPs for implementation, is formulated through internal research as well as complaints submitted by users.\textsuperscript{18} The public availability of the child pornography blacklist has drawn consternation from some child advocates, who have expressed concern that this encourages visits to the sites by users with circumvention tools. Internet subscribers can also pay a small fee to sign up for a voluntarily “family internet” package from ISPs, in which access to adult pornography and sites with violent content is blocked.

\textsuperscript{15} Cardani is a former chief of staff of Mario Monti when the latter was EU Anti-Trust commissioner. He also worked within the EU Commission for a while; http://www.agcom.it/Default.aspx?message=contenuto&DCid=184.
\textsuperscript{17} The blacklist is available (in Italian) at http://www.aams.gov.it/site.php?id=2484.
The website Avaxhome.ws was blocked on November 23, 2012, after a Milan court received a complaint from Mondadori, a publishing company owned by the Berlusconi family. Among other things, the site hosted links to several global newspapers and magazines available in PDF form. Since the website profited from the hosting of copyrighted publications, Mondadori argued that it could not enjoy the protection granted to ordinary news websites. Nevertheless, information on how to circumvent the blocking was soon abundantly available on social media and elsewhere.

Following an order from a court in Monza, near Milan, ISPs were also asked to block the web forum downloadzoneforum.net, which hosted links to movies and other copyright protected material. Both of these actions were made possible by a 1941 Law on Author Rights, explicitly amended by the Berlusconi government in 2005 to include the web.

In April 2013, the Postal and Communications Police of Rome blocked 27 websites that allowed users to illegally download or stream music and movies online. Italy’s Guardia di Finanza (GdF, Finance Guard) has continually targeted file-sharing websites for disseminating material that infringes copyright. Several popular BitTorrent sites, such as The Pirate Bay and BTjunkie, remain blocked. Access to Proxyitalia.com, a proxy often used to circumvent government censorship, is also blocked since April 2011.

At the end of 2011, Italy’s Supreme Court overturned a lower court’s verdict by declaring that editors of online magazines were not responsible for defamatory comments posted by readers, taking note of the difference between the printed and electronic press. Nevertheless, in the ensuing years defamation cases have still been brought against online content providers and intermediaries that have led to the removal or blocking of content (for more on Italy’s legal environment, see “Violations of User Rights”). For example, in February 2010, three Google executives were sentenced in absentia to imprisonment for allowing the circulation of an offensive video on YouTube. However, since early 2011, other decisions have ultimately asserted that...
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19 Il Messaggero “Avaxhome sotto sequestro per ricettazione: sul sito giornali pirata”, November 28, 2012, http://www.ilmessaggero.it/primopiano/cronaca/avaxhome_sequestrato_sito_edicola_digitale/notizie/234594.shtml. The website is originally from Russia, and for the first time the charge was that of “receiving of stolen goods” (a more serious action) in addition to copyright violation.


26 “Italian Supreme Court: web magazines are not to be held responsible for readers’ comments,” Law & the Internet (blog), December 14, 2011, http://www.blogstudiobalefinocchiaro.com/wordpress/?p=279.


28 This is related to a video posted by a user that showed a mentally disabled child being bullied by his classmates, although Google removed the video as soon as it was notified. The appeal decision for the “Vivi Down” case, as it was known, was expected at the end of December 2012, but as of early 2013, there had been no update. See Cristina Scianambolo “Caso...
content hosts are not responsible for prescreening content. For example, in July 2011, a Rome court specializing in intellectual property overturned a lower court’s decision and found that Yahoo was not liable to punishment for listing search results that allowed users to access websites that may violate copyright.”

Similarly, in March 2013, the Courthouse of Milan ruled that phrases stemming from Google’s “Autocomplete” or “Related Searches” features could not be seen as defamatory, since results were based on software calculations and did not represent the views of the search engine company.

In April 2012, the Supreme Court imposed an obligation on publishers to update their online archives to ensure that outdated facts do not inadvertently damage an individual’s reputation. The case involved a story about the 1993 arrest of a politician on corruption charges in northern Italy. Although the man was ultimately acquitted, news of his arrest continued to appear in search results. Following the European Union (EU) principle of “the right to oblivion” (or “the right to be forgotten”), the Supreme Court ordered the outlet to update the story to indicate the new facts. However, it also found that there were no grounds for libel since the events recounted in the article were true, even if they were incomplete or outdated.

In a case from January 2013, a court in Milan ordered the blocking of 10 online platforms that index links to the online streaming of sports events. In 2011, RTI, a subsidiary of the Berlusconi-owned Mediaset media conglomerate, had sued Google for allowing users, via its blog-hosting platform “Blogger,” to stream Italian soccer matches. In December of that year, a Rome court ruled that web platforms were not in breach of the law so long as users removed streamed copyrighted materials upon being notified. However, in the more recent case from 2013, the Milan court ruled that, even if the soccer game itself was not protectable, distributors could seek copyright protection over its broadcast.


While intermediaries are not liable to prosecution for hosting content, they must remove illegal content upon receiving notice from a judicial authority in line with provisions laid out in the EU E-Commerce Directive. For example, Google received 27 requests in the period of July to December 2012, two more with respect to the previous six-month reporting period. The vast majority of all court orders involved material that was broadly interpreted as defamatory.

Decisions related to the blocking of illegal websites are made by the Postal and Communications Police, which falls under the Ministry of Interior, and intervenes in areas of cyberterrorism, copyright, hacking, protection of critical infrastructure, online banking, forensics, and online gambling. Sites can also be shut down and their data seized by the Financial Police (GdF), a division of the Ministry of Economy and Finance, which combats cybercrime, fraud, and a range of other illegal activities. Beginning in December 2010, AGCOM has continually sought new powers to conduct administrative filtering in a bid to combat online copyright infringement. Under the proposal, the agency could block websites hosted outside of the country and remove content on Italian servers through an internal five-day review without any degree of judicial oversight. The move was criticized by the European Parliament and by internet freedom advocates. As of late April 2013, AGCOM stated that it had still not yet taken a final decision on the matter, which has been delayed several times.

Even in the absence of legal requirements, ISPs tend to exercise some informal self-censorship, declining to host content that may prove controversial or that could create friction with powerful entities or individuals. Online writers also exercise caution to avoid libel suits by public officials, whose litigation—even when unsuccessful)—often takes a significant financial toll on defendants in the traditional media. The Italian government does not proactively manipulate news websites. However, coverage in traditional media does affect what is published on news websites, giving the outlets controlled by former Prime Minister Berlusconi an indirect influence over online reporting.

Some restrictions on internet content uncommon in other Western European countries remain in place in Italy. Drawing on a 1948 law against the “clandestine press,” a regulation issued in 2001 holds that anyone providing a news service, including on the internet, must be a “chartered” journalist within the Communication Workers’ Registry (ROC) and hold membership in the
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national journalists’ association.\textsuperscript{43} The law led to many users, including those conducting scholarly research, to collaborate with registered journalists in order to protect themselves from legal action. However, in a September 2012 ruling by the Court of Cassation, it was clarified that blogs cannot be considered clandestine press.\textsuperscript{44} The decision came after an appeal from the Sicilian blogger Carlo Ruta, who had been ordered to pay a fine of €150 ($200) for defamatory remarks made on his blog “accadeinsicilia.net” back in 2008. In any case, these rules were not generally applied to bloggers and, in practice, millions of blogs are published in Italy without repercussions.

Most policymakers, popular journalists, and figures in the entertainment industry have their own blogs, as do many ordinary citizens. Social-networking sites, especially Facebook and Twitter, have emerged as crucial tools for organizing protests and other mass gatherings, such as concerts, parties, or political rallies. However, at times, some content on social-networking platforms has been aggressive enough to potentially incite violence.\textsuperscript{35} Although blogging is very popular in Italy, television remains by far the leading medium for obtaining news.

The widespread use of social media and the web in the February 2013 general elections represented a major shift in political strategy. Online tools were central, not only as a communication medium, but also as a measure of political allegiances through Facebook “likes” and Twitter hashtags related to the many political players.\textsuperscript{46} Indeed, even Mario Monti seemed to utilize new media more readily than Silvio Berlusconi, who preferred to rely on his traditional outlets to convey his political message. Furthermore, the Five Star Movement (M5S), co-founded by comedian Beppe Grillo, based its political campaign almost exclusively on the internet and declined to take part in political talk shows or television interviews.\textsuperscript{47}

After taking office, the Five Star Movement has used the web both to strengthen its political base as well as to conduct surveys. For example, the party used blogs and social media to select its candidate to run in Italy’s presidential elections,\textsuperscript{48} to vote on the expulsion of members who did not conform to the movement’s rules and internal decisions, and to provide an outlet for statements by Grillo who, due to M5S rules, cannot stand for public office due to past criminal convictions.\textsuperscript{49}

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{44} Mauro Vecchio, “Cassazione: il giornale telematico non è stampa” [Supreme Court: the electronic journal is not a press], September 17, 2012, \url{http://punto-informatico.it/3606488/PI/News/cassazione-giornale-telematico-non-stampa.aspx}.
\item \textsuperscript{46} Luca Annunziata, “Chi vince le elezioni su Internet?”, Punto Informatico, February 8, 2013, \url{http://punto-informatico.it/3713780/PI/News/chi-vince-elezioni-internet.aspx}.
\item \textsuperscript{47} Stephan Faris and Marina di Bibbona, “Italy’s Beppe Grillo: Meet the Rogue Comedian Turned Kingmaker,” Time, March 7, 2013, \url{http://world.time.com/2013/03/07/italys-beppe-grillo-meet-the-rogue-comedian-turned-kingmaker/}.
\item \textsuperscript{48} The first candidate was Milena Gabanelli, a journalist, who delcined then followed by Stefano Rodotà, former leader of the Privacy authority. In the end the incumbent president, Giorgio Napolitano, was re-elected.
\item \textsuperscript{49} See Grillo’s blog at \url{http://www.beppegrillo.it/}. Grillo was criticized even on his blog for the advertisements revenues from his blog.
\end{itemize}
As a signatory to the European Convention on Human Rights, freedoms of speech and the press, as well as the confidentiality of correspondence, are constitutionally guaranteed in Italy. Nonetheless, the courts often issue conflicting decisions when passing judgments on similar cases related to internet freedom, particularly when related to intermediary liability. For this reason, online freedom of expression advocates have focused their efforts on proposing legal amendments to improve protections and prevent censorship rather than engaging in public interest litigation.

Though criminal provisions are rarely applied, civil libel suits against journalists, including by public officials and politicians, are a common occurrence, and the financial burden of lengthy legal proceedings may have a chilling effect on journalists and their editors.

Defamation is a criminal offense in Italy, punishable by prison terms ranging from six months to three years and a minimum fine of €516 ($670). In cases of libel through the press, television, or other public means, there is no prescribed maximum fine. Public debate on libel was renewed during the high profile case of Alessandro Sallusti, director of Il Giornale newspaper, which has dragged on for years. Many observers have criticized the libel law that can still send a journalist to prison. Worryingly, when the parliament took up proposals for a bill that was meant to decriminalize libel for journalists, the final draft actually led to a worsening of penalties. Discussions were left unfinished after the fall of the Monti government. Nevertheless, the lack of legal clarity continues to threaten freedom of expression for online journalists.

Furthermore, there are growing concerns over the enforcement of defamation law on Facebook. For example, a young woman who posted negative and racist remarks about her former employer on the social network was found guilty of libel and made to pay a fine of €1,000 ($1,330) by a court in Livorno. In that case, citing Article 595 of the penal code, the court found that a Facebook post could be interpreted as an “other means of publicity.” Given this, the judge ruled that a more aggravated form of defamation had occurred—defamation by means of the press—and was able to order the defendant to pay a higher sum than in a standard defamation case unrelated to the press.

53 Sallusti was found guilty of libel over an anonymous op-ed that had appeared in 2007 in the newspaper Libero, of which he was director at the time. Following a number of legal mishaps in the appeal, he was given a prison sentence of more than one year due to the Italian law on libel. The sentence was later confirmed by a higher court until, in 2012, the sentence was converted into a house arrest. For more information in Italian, please see http://www.ilgiornale.it/special/caso-sallusti.html.
The ruling could open the door to similar judgments, in which victims of defamation over social networks could seek high amounts of compensation.

The monitoring of personal communications is permissible only if a judicial warrant has been issued, and widespread technical surveillance is not a concern in Italy. Nevertheless, the country’s authorities are known for engaging in extensive wiretapping. According to 2006 figures from the Max Planck Institute, a German think-tank, Italy led the world in terms of wiretaps, with 76 intercepts per 100,000 people. Data from 2010 shows that the authorities bug the communication lines of roughly one in every 470 adults. Wiretapping is generally restricted to cases involving ongoing legal proceedings and terrorism investigations. Since 2001, “pre-emptive wiretapping” may also in place for Mafia-related investigations.

The past year witnessed the failure of a draft wiretap bill (“DDL intercettazioni”) that aimed to address concerns over the right to privacy, particularly as information obtained from wiretaps is regularly leaked to the media. The bill, promoted by Berlusconi’s PdL over the past few years, has been criticized by the Organization for Security and Co-operation in Europe Representative on Freedom of the Media and the United Nations Special Rapporteur on Freedom of Expression. Indeed, several provisions appeared to threaten media freedom and the right of the public to access independent information. These included high fines and jail sentences for filming an individual without permission and obligations for websites and blogs to issue corrections within 48 hours of receiving notice of an alleged error. The bill was subsequently put on hold in late 2010 but revived in October 2011 after incriminating and embarrassing wiretaps of Berlusconi’s conversations related to a sex scandal were published in newspaper and online. Although not a priority for the Monti government, the issue of wiretapping remains on the agenda of current Prime Minister Enrico Letta due to continued pressure from Berlusconi’s PdL.

---


In March 2008, Parliament approved a law (No. 48 of 2008) that ratified the Council of Europe’s Convention on Cybercrime, which established the period in which internet-related communication data should be retained.\textsuperscript{64} This matter was further refined with the inclusion in the Italian legislative system of the 2006 EU Data Retention Directive two months later.\textsuperscript{65} Under the current legal framework, ISPs must keep users’ traffic records—though not the content of communications—for 12 months. This includes broadband internet data, internet telephony, internet use via mobile phone, and e-mail activity.\textsuperscript{66} The records can only be disclosed in response to a request from a public prosecutor (a judge) or a defendant’s lawyer, and, like their counterparts elsewhere in Europe, Italy’s law enforcement agencies may ask ISPs to make such information readily available in the course of criminal investigations. Given the technical burden of this directive, most ISPs now use a third-party service that offers the necessary security guarantees for encryption and data storage.

As Italy moves towards greater e-governance, some concerns have been raised over the protection of user data in the hands of public agencies. “Certified Electronic Mail” (PEC), an initiative of the national postal service Poste Italiane, was named the public agency most damaging to individual privacy at the annual “Big Brother Awards” 2011. The shaming “prize” was given to PEC for its gross mishandling of private information kept by the government’s “Registro delle Opposizioni,” a register of people who wish to keep their contact information hidden from advertisement companies.\textsuperscript{67} Nevertheless, in November 2011, it became mandatory for all businesses to use the PEC service in their communications with the public administration to cut costs and reduce paperwork.\textsuperscript{68}

Reports of extrajudicial intimidation or physical violence in response to online activity are rare, although individuals who expose the activities of organized crime may be at risk of reprisals in certain areas of the country. According to intelligence reports, there are increasing fears that the country’s economic crisis may push extremist groups to adopt cybercrimes as a form of protest or terrorism.\textsuperscript{69} A special branch within the Postal and Communications Police, the National Center for Infrastructure Protection (CNAIPIC), is tasked with the protection of the country’s critical infrastructure.\textsuperscript{70} More common is the defacement or launching of denial-of-service (DoS) attacks against banks, business websites, and government institutions. In October 2012, Italian members of


\textsuperscript{65} Legislative Decree No. 109, May 30, 2008.

\textsuperscript{66} Privacy International, “Italy: Privacy Profile.”


\textsuperscript{70} Critical infrastructure includes telecommunications networks, energy and water distribution systems, banking networks, and transportation and emergency services.
the hacktivist group Anonymous leaked 1.35 GB of data it had received in an attack on the Italian State Police. The information included details of existing wiretaps, interception techniques, and personal information on police officers. In February 2013, the websites of the police of the Campania region, the Courthouse of Milan, and the Department of Penitentiary Administration were hacked. The homepages of those sites were replaced with an image of the Anonymous emblem and a declaration of a “digital revolution” of young Italians against “government delinquents.” Nevertheless, Italy does not rank highly on the list of countries identified as points of origin for cybercrimes.


73 “Italy leader in mobile attacks,” Global Cyber Security Center (blog), accessed August 21, 2012, http://www.gcsec.org/blog/italy-leader-mobile-attacks. It should be noted, nonetheless, that the Global Cyber Security Center has been established by Poste Italiane. As active stakeholder in the area of cyber security, the agency may have a vested interest in presenting a picture of Italy’s cyber security that is not reassuring by stressing weaknesses rather strengths of the Italian information infrastructure system. See, C. Giustozzi, “Italia patria del malware?” Punto Informatico, May 12, 2012 http://punto-informatico.it/3513450/PI/Commenti/italia-patria-del-malware.aspx. The “Symantec Threat report 2011” shows Italy as highly infected only as far as bots are concerned, http://www.symantec.com/content/en/us/enterprise/other_resources/b-istr_main_report_2011_21239364.en-us.pdf (published April 2012), and the independent report by HostExploit shows Italy scoring well on a “badness” scale (Germany and the Netherlands, for example get a worse score), http://hostexploit.com/downloads/viewdownload/7-public-reports/39-global-security-report-april-2012.html. These results are also graphically visible in here: http://globalsecuritymap.com/it.
JAPAN

 INTERNET FREEDOM STATUS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>2012</th>
<th>2013</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Obstacles to Access (0-25)</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Limits on Content (0-35)</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Violations of User Rights (0-40)</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total (0-100)</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* 0=most free, 100=least free

KEY DEVELOPMENTS: MAY 2012 – APRIL 2013

- Political speech was constrained online for 12 days before the December 2012 election under a law banning parties from campaigning online (see LIMITS ON CONTENT).
- In April 2013, the legislature overturned that law, but kept restrictions on campaign emails (see VIOLATIONS OF USER RIGHTS).
- 2012 amendments to the Copyright Law criminalized intentionally downloading pirated content, though lawyers called for civil penalties (see VIOLATIONS OF USER RIGHTS).
- Anti-Korean and anti-Chinese hate speech proliferated online amid real-world territorial disputes (see VIOLATIONS OF USER RIGHTS).
- A constitutional revision promoted by the newly-elected LDP party threatens to erode freedoms and rights that “violate public order” (see VIOLATIONS OF USER RIGHTS).

POPULATION: 128 million
INTERNET PENETRATION 2012: 79 percent
SOCIAL MEDIA/ICT APPS BLOCKED: No
POLITICAL/SOCIAL CONTENT BLOCKED: No
BLOGGERS/ICT USERS ARRESTED: No
PRESS FREEDOM 2013 STATUS: Free
Internet and digital media freedom are generally well established in Japan, where the constitution protects all forms of speech and prohibits censorship. Given this broad lack of restrictions, however, some legislation disproportionately penalizes specific online activities.

Businesses started to recognize the potential of the internet after 1996, when major companies such as Nippon Telegraph and Telephone Corporation (NTT) and Fujitsu offered ISP services. In the early 2000s, providers introduced high-speed broadband. The world’s first large-scale mobile internet service, iMode, was pioneered in 1999 by the nation’s largest mobile carrier, NTT DoCoMo. Today, the internet is a major part of social infrastructure with 79 percent penetration.

Japan’s internet industry is characterized by voluntary self-regulation. The government, especially the Ministry of Internal Affairs and Communications, maintains a hands-off approach when it comes to online content. Law enforcement agencies tend to push for stronger official regulation, and sometimes make arrests based on online activity. Police made a misguided attempt to reign in the chaotic discussion site 2channel in 2012, briefly charging its founder with abetting a drug dealer who had posted a message, but later backed off. Four others, including a student, were detained for several days in July 2012 when police believed them responsible for terror threats sent after malware commandeered their computers.

Japan’s lawmakers also struggle to balance freedom with protection online, with mixed success. A revised copyright law in effect since October 2012 criminalized the deliberate download of a single pirated file; an offence now punishable with jail time. The law already threatens uploaders with up to 10 years in jail—making the commercial distribution of illegally copied entertainment in Japan subject to heavier sentences than the commercial distribution of child pornography.¹

Other developments were more positive, particularly a change to restrictions on political speech on the internet that took place in April 2013. In December 2012, politicians stopped using the web for 12 days prior to the general election, which brought the conservative Liberal Democratic Party to power, following an outdated law against online campaigning. Four months after the social-media savvy Shinzo Abe assumed office as prime minister on December 26, the ban was reversed, though confusing limits remain on campaign emails and advertising.²

Troublingly, Abe’s social networking expertise shows signs of turning manipulative, and his rhetoric against neighboring South Korea and China is echoed in increasingly xenophobic online discourse, which in turn fuels right-wing demonstrations. At the same time, the LDP is seeking to change the very core of Japan’s free speech protections by revising the constitution so that rights

¹ Downloading and viewing child pornography for personal, non-commercial use is legal. A draft law criminalizing possession of child pornography has been in the pipeline since 2009 yet most opposition parties do not support the current language.
“shall not violate public interest”—a disturbing change of emphasis. A national referendum must still approve constitutional revisions. So far, however, Abe’s nationalism has attracted some popular support, to the possible detriment of the online space.

OBSTACLES TO ACCESS

In general, Japanese people experience few obstacles to internet access, with penetration at 79 percent in 2012. In late 2011, official figures measured household penetration at 86 percent, and 99 percent for businesses with over 100 employees.

Among individuals, figures show that 79 percent used a home computer to access the internet. Another 66 percent used mobile phones, and another 20 percent used smartphones. Game consoles, tablets, and internet-capable TV amounted to less than 10 percent of usage each. Few still use dial-up connections in Japan, since 60 percent have fiber-to-the-home broadband, according to 2013 government figures. Access is high quality with competitive speeds. In April 2013, So-net, an ISP backed by Sony, said it was launching the world’s fastest internet service for home use in Japan.

The average cost of internet access is around 5,000 yen ($50) per month, though many providers bundle digital media subscriptions, Voice over IP (VoIP) and e-mail addresses, pushing expenses higher. While this remains within reach of most, declining average incomes make staying connected increasingly costly, especially for the younger generation.

NTT, formerly a state monopoly, was privatized in 1985 and reorganized in 1999 under a law promoting functional separation between the company’s mobile, fixed-line, and internet services. Asymmetric regulation, which creates stricter rules for carriers with higher market share, helped diversify the industry, though critics say the expense of switching providers—and the inconvenience of losing an email address and other services—ties customers to the dominant players and creates a barrier for new entrants. While the telecommunications market looks open,

---

7 Informal Freedom House survey of providers’ costs, 2013.
8 The average monthly income for working households in 2010 was 700 yen (US$7) less than it was in 1990. See, Ministry of Internal Affairs and Communications, “Average Monthly Income and Expenditure per Household (Workers) 1955-2010,” Statistics Bureau, http://www.stat.go.jp/data/chouki/zuhyou/20-06.xls.
therefore, with hundreds of providers offering FTTH, DSL, CATV, FWA, and BWA services, the NTT group remains dominant in practice.\textsuperscript{11} No major foreign operators have successfully penetrated the telecommunications market, with the exception of smartphone devices manufactured by Apple and Samsung, though many invest in, or partner with local providers.

Mobile penetration reached 109 percent in 2012.\textsuperscript{12} Almost every mobile phone uses packet-based Internet services which helped mobile internet use became popular in Japan even before the introduction of the smartphones, though increasing smartphone use has made the market more competitive. The three major carriers are KDDI Au, NTT DoCoMo and Softbank. According to data published in 2013, the average household in Japan spends around 6,714 yen ($67) for mobile service.\textsuperscript{13}

The vulnerability of Japan’s communication network became apparent in March 2011, when an earthquake and tsunami hit Japan’s east coast and caused a nuclear disaster. Infrastructure was severely damaged, leaving many people without service for periods from a few days to one month, and restricting relief efforts. Mobile phone usage dropped by almost half in the affected areas.\textsuperscript{14}

Network congestion and server outages—the result of increasing smartphone traffic due in part to many applications sending automatic signals every minute—also frequently affect mobile use. KDDI, one of three major mobile carriers, reported large scale disruptions in December 2012, and January and April 2013. NTT DoCoMo also dealt with four interruptions in July and August in 2012 alone.

There is no independent regulatory commission in Japan, though observers believe that the industry has generally improved in the past twelve years under the Ministry of Internal Affairs and Communications (MIC), which regulates the telecommunications, internet, and broadcast sectors.\textsuperscript{15} Non-governmental, non-profit organizations supported by the relevant companies in the sector have been formed to self-regulate the industry. These include the television Broadcasting Ethics & Program Improvement Organization, the Content Evaluation and Monitoring Association for mobile platforms, and the Internet Content Safety Association, which manages blocking of child pornography online.\textsuperscript{16}

\textsuperscript{12} International Telecommunication Union, “Mobile-cellular Telephone Subscriptions, 2000-2012.”
\textsuperscript{15} Before 2001, regulation was managed by the now-defunct Ministry of Post and Telecommunications, and before that, the Diet.
Restrictions that undermined internet freedom for 12 days before December 2012 election were lifted the following April. Abe and his supporters were particularly active on digital platforms. Unfortunately, nationalistic discourse lead to vitriolic hate speech directed at South Korean and Chinese communities in some internet forums. The 2011 earthquake continued to cast a long shadow online, as internet journalists not affiliated with traditional media outlets struggled to gain recognition allowing them to cover the aftermath of the nuclear disaster and related protests.

No direct political censorship has been documented in Japan. However, political speech was constrained online in the days preceding the December 2012 election under a law banning parties from using the internet in the run-up to polling. Although the law dated from 1950, it was used to stop politicians from blogging and tweeting during designated campaign periods.\(^\text{17}\) In 2012, many retroactively deleted content posted before the campaign formally commenced on December 3rd.\(^\text{18}\) Occasional violations led to a warning from the MIC, but no penalties or administrative deletions were reported as a result of the ban, and other candidates flouted or creatively avoided it without repercussions.\(^\text{19}\) In April 2013, the restriction was lifted across digital platforms—though some limits on email and advertising remain—in part because Prime Minister Abe has hundreds of thousands of followers on Facebook, Twitter and local network LINE.\(^\text{20}\) Conservative politicians had previously resisted such a revision in the past for fear it would empower their opponents.

ISPs voluntarily filter child pornography, and many offer parents the option to filter other immoral content to protect young internet users.\(^\text{21}\) Depictions of genitalia are pixelated to obscure them for internet users based on a common—though poorly-articulated—interpretation of article 175 of the penal code, which governs obscenity.\(^\text{22}\) Otherwise, individuals or police instruct ISPs to administratively delete contested or illegal content. A police Internet Hotline Center which cooperates with ISPs to solicit reports of illegal or harmful content from the public said it received 196,474 calls in 2012. Among them, 20 percent involved illegal content and 75 percent involved obscene material.\(^\text{23}\) Providers are not obliged to comply but most cooperate. A few, like 2channel, notoriously refuse.

---


\(^{20}\) Arianna Huffington, “Postcard From Japan.”

\(^{21}\) “Japan Internet Providers Block Child Porn,” Agence France-Presse, April 21, 2011, http://www.google.com/hostednews/afp/article/AlEqM5jQdtd3UuXnAqabydVSloqy5rRcA?docid=CNG.40ac6c3c3e92addbe546999e145276a193.

---


The 2001 Provider Liability Limitation Act directed ISPs to establish a self-regulatory framework to govern take-down requests involving illegal or objectionable content, defamation, privacy violations and copyright infringement. In 2002, industry associations produced guidelines designed to protect ISPs from legal liability within the jurisdiction of the Japanese courts. Under the guidelines, anyone can report material that infringes directly on their personal rights to the service provider, either to have it removed or to find out who posted it. No third party can do so. The provider notifies the individual who posted the content, and either fulfills the request with their permission or removes the content without the authors’ approval if they fail to respond within two weeks. If the poster refuses permission, the service provider is authorized to assess the complaint for themselves, and comply if they believe it is legitimate. In this scenario, an ISP could give the complainant information to identify the poster—such as their name or IP address—without that person’s consent, leading to privacy concerns. This process is voluntary, but by complying, service providers protect themselves from civil liability. In practice, many citizens say service providers have failed to remove libelous content.

Police sometimes intervene more directly, and their emphasis on security over transparency occasionally threatens internet freedom. In April 2013, they recommended ISPs and website administrators cooperate to block IP addresses used by Tor—which allows internet users to disguise their location by connecting through a network of other computers—in order to prevent criminals from abusing the service, which also has many legitimate applications.

The threat of official content restrictions looms periodically during public debates about child safety, though carriers and content producers have successfully resisted intrusive regulation. In 2007, the MIC ordered mobile operators to install filtering software enabling parents to control content seen by their children. A coalition of groups, including the Japan Internet Providers Association and the user rights organization Movement of Internet Active Users lobbied against the mandate, and mobile users can now select voluntary filters. Complaints to the official Consumer Affairs Agency about quasi-gambling functions in games played by children on mobile devices shot up in 2011, along with calls for government regulation. In 2012, game developers Gree and DeNA Mobage voluntarily adopted caps on purchases of virtual items by minors instead. Games integrated with social networks have also been criticized for their potential for abuse by sexual predators.

---

Private interests also pressure ISPs to restrict content. In June 2012, a coalition of music rights
advocates were reportedly offering to sell service providers a tool to detect whether material being
uploaded to the internet is subject to copyright, and sever connections of users violating Japan’s
strict copyright laws. None are known to have purchased it.

Japanese citizens exercise some self-censorship online, often on historical and social issues. The
society at large prefers “harmony,” and people avoid criticizing the role of Japan’s Emperor,
especially when connected with historic issues like World War II. Individuals and public figures
who break this code risk censure and even attacks from right-wing fanatics, who notoriously tried
to assassinate the Nagasaki mayor on these grounds in the 1990s. Though exceptional, incidents like
this still exert a chilling effect on Japanese expression.

There are few known cases of the government or powerful groups proactively manipulating online
news or other content. In a significant exception, officials and the Tokyo Electric Power Company
withheld data about pollution after a nuclear power plant in Fukushima prefecture was severely
damaged by the 2011 earthquake and tsunami, and citizens unwittingly exposed themselves to
radiation. The MIC requested that four industry associations monitor false or unsubstantiated
content circulating about the disaster online, including on social networks. Some observers said this
was a measure to control public discourse, though deletions were not widespread. Service
providers removed content, which included images of corpses, in at least 13 cases, though the
national police agency reported 41 items for review.

The disaster also had an impact on social media use. YouTube, Twitter, and international blog-
hosting services are freely available, as are popular domestic platforms like Nico Nico Douga, a
video-sharing site, and LINE, a chat application launched in 2011. Facebook recently overtook
domestic rival Mixi, more than doubling its Japanese customer base between May 2011 and May 2012,
as many users sought to connect with loved ones and exchange news on a single platform. The
disaster also spurred cloud funding of civic causes, and the launch of Twitter’s Lifeline
feature, which lists government accounts providing public information in emergencies, in
September 2012.

---
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Though slowed by the aforementioned online campaigning restriction, many politicians are embracing digital tools. Toru Hashimoto, the governor of Osaka, has more than one million followers on his Twitter account @t_ishin, while the governor of Tokyo, Naose Inoki’s account @inosenaoki has over 300,000. Both are popular for calling out their critics by name, including reporters and politicians. However, some news reports from the past year expressed concern about manipulated online discourse. In December 2012, the prime minister’s secretary invited his Facebook supporters to bombard a public broadcaster with messages of support in advance of a scheduled panel appearance she assured them would include “Abe-bashing;” Abe subsequently updated the account himself to belittle his opponents on the panel.37

These interventions are more significant in the context of escalating online hate speech targeting South Koreans and Chinese communities amid territorial disputes between Japan and their respective governments. Abe’s stance on these active rivalries, as well as historic ones, does nothing to calm the situation. In December 2012, he said he was reconsidering apologies Japan had made for acts of wartime aggression, including one for forcing Asian and European women to work in army brothels, which he denied was coerced. While he later retracted this position,38 an advertisement with a government seal that appeared to support such a revisionist history was widely circulated on social media in early 2013, though it turned out to be fake.39 The incitements to violence directed at South Korean and Chinese people—and unpatriotic activity in general—which flourished on websites like 2channel in the past year, were far more extreme, but they were arguably routed in the same nationalist discourse, which threatens to undermine the diversity of voices being heard in Japanese cyberspace.40

Blogs have a significant impact on public opinion, and several independent journalists are becoming influential through personal or commercial websites and social media accounts. Yet most online media remain small and community-based, with no major national successes, and the mainstream media’s habit of compliance and restraint may be standing in the way of the combative online news culture flourishing elsewhere in Asia.41 Kisha clubs, formal organizations only open to traditional media companies, and an advertising market that favors established players, may be preventing digital media from gaining a foothold in the market. Kisha clubs provide essential access to officials in Japan, but discriminate against new media practitioners. At least one online journalist was denied access to one of their Tokyo locations in October 2012.42 The previous May, the only two freelancers permitted to join an official group of 40 reporters on a tour of the nuclear disaster site

40 Tessa Morris-Suzuki, “Freedom of Hate Speech.”
were forbidden from taking equipment. 43 In the meantime, independent online news outlets have struggled to sustain themselves financially. OhmyNews, a South Korean platform, established a Japanese operation in 2006, but closed in 2008. The US-based Huffington Post digital media website launched a Japanese-language version in May 2013. 44

A number of civil liberty groups are actively engaged in the online space. Movements for the Internet Active Users, founded by activist Daisuke Tsuda and 11 colleagues in 2007, is one example, a user rights group that contests excessive content regulation and advocates for free speech. 45

VIOLATIONS OF USER RIGHTS

The strong protections in Japan’s constitution were potentially put in jeopardy in 2012, after the now-incumbent LDP party proposed making them subject to limits to protect public order. While their reversal of a ban on internet campaigning was positive, the law retained disproportionate penalties for violating email restrictions to solicit political support, including possible jail terms. An already-strict copyright law was also strengthened during the coverage period to criminalize downloading illegal material. Public trust in the police implementing these laws was undermined when they charged an online entrepreneur for abetting a criminal, saying the bulletin board he founded failed to delete a post offering drugs for sale, and jailed four people for nearly a month on charge of sending threatening messages, though all proved to be innocent.

Article 21 of Japan’s constitution prohibits censorship and protects freedom of “speech, press and all other forms of expression,” as well as the “secrecy of any means of communication.” 46 In general, individuals and media can exercise this in practice, though social and legal constraints exist.

In May 2012, the LDP, then in the opposition, proposed revising the constitution. 47 In December, the party gained a landslide electoral victory in the Diet, the lower house; they went on to win the senate in July 2013. 48 Critics say their draft promotes conservative nationalism, replacing the subject of the constitution—currently the people of Japan—with the nation state. 49 While it would not affect the protections outlined above, it does add that “freedoms and rights come with

responsibilities and duties, and shall not violate public interest and public order.” A national referendum must still approve the revision, which would also lower the bar for making future constitutional changes.

A more positive LDP initiative undid long-standing restrictions on use of the internet for election campaigns for the first time in 2013, and a revision of Public Offices Election Act passed the Upper House on April 19. Limits remained on paid online advertising and campaign emails, which could only be sent directly by a party or candidate—not a supporter—in a measure designed to prevent fraud, though members of the electorate can freely solicit support on social media. While these provisions were contested and revisions are still planned, news reports during the coverage period said politicians violating these restrictions face a potential 300,000 yen ($3,060) fine or one year in prison; imprisonment would strip them of political rights to vote or run for office. Voters found improperly soliciting support for a candidate via e-mail could be fined 500,000 yen ($5,100) or jailed for two years, which would also deprive them of political rights.

Another legal revision passed during the coverage period of this report introduced potentially disproportionate sentences for copyright violators—including any internet user downloading content they know has been illegally copied, as opposed to those engaged in piracy for commercial gain. While both uploading and downloading pirated material was already illegal under the copyright law, with uploaders subject to 10 years imprisonment or fines up to 10 million yen ($102,000), the version in effect since October 1, 2012 added two years in jail or fines up to two million yen ($20,500) for downloading a single file. The Japanese Bar Association said that downloading, as an essentially insignificant personal act, should be regulated by civil, instead of criminal laws. Police launched a nationwide antipiracy crackdown, searching 124 different locations and arresting 27 people under the law in in February 2013.

The sentences for copyright and e-mail fraud seem particularly harsh in light of Japan’s lack of restrictions on child pornography and hate speech online, which are acceptable to limit under international law. Laws passed in 1999 and 2003 outlawed the production, distribution and sale of...
hardcore child pornography, including electronically, but possessing it for non-commercial use remains legal except in Kyoto prefecture, central Japan, where police arrested three people for purchasing child pornography online for the first time in September 2012 under an ordinance in effect since the previous January. Although nationalistic hate speech and incitement to racially-motivated violence is proliferating online, the government has taken no action to curb it on grounds it is already criminalized under the penal code; yet police in 2012 were more likely to use the relevant clauses to prosecute antinuclear demonstrators than groups whose on and offline slogans included exhortations to “kill Koreans.”

Article 175 of the Japanese penal code bans the sale or distribution of broader categories of obscene material, and while it dates from over 100 years ago, it is considered to apply online. However, it does not define what constitutes obscenity, leading to concerns that it may infringe on artistic expression and LGBT rights.

No citizens have faced politically motivated arrest or prosecution for content they have published online, though observers believe that police sometimes overstep during cybercrime investigations. Four people, including a student, were detained for nearly a month in July 2012 for sending electronic terrorism threats that had actually been triggered without their knowledge, by malware. In November 2012, police charged 2channel founder Hiroyuki Nishimura with abetting the drug trade, saying he failed to delete a post from someone trading amphetamines on the rambunctious bulletin board; the allegation was complicated by the fact that Nishimura no longer manages the site, and was dropped without explanation in March. Police were less diligent in another case, however. On November 6, 2012, a woman in Kanagawa prefecture was stabbed and killed by a stalker police had refused to investigate in March, when she reported him for sending over 1000 threatening emails in 20 days—in part because the law governing stalking does not explicitly ban harassment via email. A bill to establish an independent human rights commission

60 Tessa Morris-Suzuki, “Freedom of Hate Speech.”
which may address online abuses like cyberbullying was announced in September 2012, but the details and possible timeframe involved remain unclear.67

Japan’s Supreme Court protects privacy through its interpretation of Article 13 of the constitution, which provides for the right to life and liberty,68 while 2003 laws specifically protect personal data amounting to more than 5,000 records collected electronically by both the private and the public sector.69 Law enforcement requests for this data should be supported by a warrant, though some cooperate without one.70 Individuals may be afforded less due process. In November 2012, police raided the home of Yuzuru Kaneko, who documented antinuclear protests on YouTube, seizing his footage and equipment in an attempt to prove wrongdoing by one of the protesters.71

Under voluntary guidelines drafted by four ISPs in 2005, service providers automatically inform police of internet users identified on pro-suicide websites, and comply with law enforcement requests for information related to acts of self-harm.72

Through the Resident Basic Register Network System in effect for over a decade, Japanese citizens’ unique ID numbers are stored in a national juki-net computer network which critics say is vulnerable to cyberattacks, although this risk is partially offset by the fact that it has no centralized database.73 Some individuals and municipalities have refused to participate in the database.74 A “My Number Bill” proposed by the cabinet in 2012 would potentially increase the kinds of personal data government agencies would collect and share electronically, a measure the Japanese Bar Association and other groups oppose for threatening privacy.75

“Secrecy of communication” is protected under telecommunications laws,76 and there are no restrictions on anonymous online speech except in internet cafes, where users are required to produce formal ID such as a driver’s license and register their name and address. Police can request these details, along with usage logs, if they detect illegal online activity. A law enacted in 2003 and

revised in 2008 prohibits electronic communications encouraging sexual activity with minors. 77
Under the law, all online dating services must register with police, verify their customers’ ages
with a driver’s license or credit card, and delete or block content that appears to involve someone
under 18; most services voluntarily monitor messages in real time to ensure compliance.

Under a wiretap law enacted in 1999, law enforcement agents may seek a court order to conduct
electronic surveillance in criminal investigations involving drugs, firearms, human trafficking, or
organized murders, an exception to articles of other laws that explicitly forbid wiretapping. 78 The
law obliges agents to notify targets of wiretaps after investigations are concluded and inform the
Diet about the number they implement annually. While the law was extremely controversial when
it passed, in part due to the authorities’ politicized abuse of surveillance in the recent past, 79
lawmakers were seeking to expand it in December 2012. 80 Critics say the law does not prevent the
systematic storage of intercepted communications or protect innocent parties.81 Security agents and
the military have been accused of implementing surveillance in cases involving national security.82

No physical violence has been reported against bloggers or internet users in relation to their online
activity. While distributed denial-of-service (DDoS) attacks were part of the arsenal used by
nationalists in Japan, China and South Korea to target perceived opponents in other countries, and
cyberattacks have been reported against commercial and government targets,83 they are not known
to have been used to systematically target individuals or civil society groups. In acts of protest
against the copyright law, hackers briefly targeted websites of several political parties and
institutions in October 2012.84
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77 Akira Saka, “Regulation for Online Dating in Japan,” presentation Keio University, 2008,
78 Privacy International, “Chapter ii: Surveillance,” in Japan, December 12, 2006,
79 In 1997, a court ordered the government to pay a senior member of the Japanese Communist Party 4 million yen [US$35,500]
in damages for illegally wiretapping his residence in the 1980s. See, “Tokyo, Kanagawa Bow to Wiretap Ruling,” Japan Times,
82 “Japan’s Military Watched Citizens: Communist Party,” Reuters, via bdnews24, June 6, 2007,
83 “Over 1,000 targeted cyber-attacks hit Japanese entities in 2012,” Japan Times, March 1, 2013,
http://www.japantimes.co.jp/news/2013/03/01/national/over-1000-targeted-cyber-attacks-hit-japanese-entities-in-2012/#.Uh-e2RukpTY.
84 Stacey Leasca, “Japan introduces strict anti-piracy laws,” Global Post, October 1, 2012,
JORDAN

Amendments to the Press and Publications Law were passed in September 2012, requiring news websites to obtain licenses in order to continue to operate in the country (see LIMITS ON CONTENT).

Online editors and site owners are now officially liable for comments posted by other users on their platforms, increasing the need for pre-censorship (see LIMITS ON CONTENT).

The offices of the online media company Watan were ransacked in July 2012 and several news websites were the victims of cyberattacks over the past year (see VIOLATIONS OF USER RIGHTS).

INTERNET FREEDOM STATUS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Obstacles to Access (0-25)</th>
<th>2012</th>
<th>2013</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Penetration of Partly Free</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Limits on Content (0-35)</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Violations of User Rights (0-40)</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total (0-100)</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*0=most free, 100=least free

KEY DEVELOPMENTS: MAY 2012 – APRIL 2013

- Amendments to the Press and Publications Law were passed in September 2012, requiring news websites to obtain licenses in order to continue to operate in the country (see LIMITS ON CONTENT).
- Online editors and site owners are now officially liable for comments posted by other users on their platforms, increasing the need for pre-censorship (see LIMITS ON CONTENT).
- The offices of the online media company Watan were ransacked in July 2012 and several news websites were the victims of cyberattacks over the past year (see VIOLATIONS OF USER RIGHTS).
This report covers events between May 1, 2012 and April 30, 2013. On June 2, 2013, the Telecommunication Regulatory Commission instructed internet service providers to block over 200 websites. The sites had failed to obtain a license from the Department of Press and Publications after the expiration of a nine-month grace period granted by authorities. These actions have their foundations in amendments to the Press and Publications Law passed in September 2012. The law imposes disproportionately-heavy burdens on intermediaries and unnecessary obstacles to registration. The editors-in-chief of all news websites must be members of the Jordan Press Association for a prior period of at least four years. On July 2, authorities revealed that 254 news sites had been blocked, while 111 have been licensed. Previously, only one news website was known to be blocked in Jordan. The recent moves signal a drastic shift in the country’s attitude towards online censorship and mounting fears over the power of the internet in the face of increasing discontent in the traditionally stable kingdom.

INTRODUCTION

Jordan, a small kingdom of about six million people, has prided itself as being an example of stability and incremental political reform. The Jordanian government’s response to relatively low-level public protests in 2011 was mild compared to neighboring countries and other monarchies in the Gulf. Working with parliament, the king passed a set of constitutional amendments to improve protections on freedom of expression and strengthen the independence of the judiciary. Protests returned, however, in November 2012, when thousands of protestors took to the streets of Amman and other major cities to protest a rise in fuel prices.1 Hundreds of protesters were arrested by security forces in the ensuing chaos. Parliamentary elections in January 2013 resulted in limited political developments, with supporters of the king maintaining a strong majority in the lower house of parliament (members of the upper house are appointed by the king himself).2 The elections do not seem to have quelled repeated calls for greater political reform and were boycotted by opposition parties including the Islamic Action Front, the political arm of Jordan’s Muslim Brotherhood.3

Internet access was first provided to Jordanians in 1995, the same year the Telecommunications Regulatory Commission (TRC) was established to regulate the country’s information and communication technology (ICT) sector.4 Recognizing the economic potential of the internet,

---

4 The TRC was established as a financially and administratively independent jurisdictional body through the Telecommunications Law (No. 13 of 1995) and a subsequent amendment (Law No. 8 of 2002).
authorities actively promoted ICT development in the kingdom.⁵ Once seen as a means of trivial entertainment and the exchange of scandalous or banned information, the internet has grown into a vital instrument for business and an important forum for public discussion. Likewise, as the number of users began to increase dramatically, the government drew up legal methods for maintaining control over online content and monitoring users.

In this regard, restrictions on internet freedom have increased since the regional uprisings of 2011. News websites, a vital source of information in a country where traditional media freedom is limited, often face pressure from state actors to delete politically-sensitive articles. In August 2012, around 1,000 websites temporarily went offline to protest proposed amendments to the 1998 Press & Publications Law.⁶ The amendments impose a variety of burdensome requirements to operate online news portals, limiting freedom of expression and placing heavy liabilities on intermediaries. Despite the opposition campaign, the new amendments were passed on September 19, 2012.⁷ While censorship is due to increase, prosecutions and extralegal attacks on users appears to have declined in severity over the past year. Nonetheless, during the coverage period, the offices of an online media company were raided and several news sites suffered cyberattacks by unidentified perpetrators.

**OBSTACLES TO ACCESS**

According to the International Telecommunication Union (ITU), a total of 41 percent of the Jordanian population accessed the internet in 2012.⁸ National figures from the TRC estimated the number of users to be much higher in the first quarter of 2013, at 69 percent, or 4.45 million users.⁹ Given the large number of people accessing the internet at cybercafes and offices, most users have access to broadband rather than dial-up connections.¹⁰ Furthermore, most internet users are young people ranging from ages 15 to 24.¹¹ Mobile phone use has also expanded rapidly and by the end of 2012, the number of subscriptions was over 9 million, representing a penetration rate of 139.1 percent.¹² 3G services were first launched by Zain and Jordan Telecom (Orange) in mid-2010 and increased in 2012 upon implementation of a tax exemption for the purchase of smartphones and the launch of mobile

---


⁹ Telecommunications Regulatory Commission of Jordan’s official website.


broadband by another provider, Umniah. A call from the TRC to introduce a fourth mobile operator in December 2012, however, was rejected by Zain and Jordan Telecom. No new providers have been introduced since then and the three companies have a similar share of the market.

The expansion of fixed-line internet access has been hampered by the relatively high costs of computers and connectivity. Indeed, fixed broadband subscriptions have decreased since 2009, with only 3 subscriptions per 100 inhabitants. On the other hand, mobile broadband use has soared to over 812,000 subscribers, or 73 percent of all internet subscriptions.

For several years, internet connection fees were considered high relative to neighboring countries and the cost of living. Prices have decreased, reportedly upon direct orders from the king, but complaints about the quality of service persist. Monthly fixed-line subscription prices currently range from JOD 13 (US$18) for speeds of 128 Kbps and an allowance of 10 Gigabytes (GB), to JOD 65 (US$92) for speeds of up to 24 Mbps and a 65 GB allowance. Postpaid monthly plans for Evolved High-Speed Packet Access (HSPA+) range from JOD 5 (US$7) to JOD 49 (US$69) per month, depending on speeds and data allowances. By comparison, gross national income per capita is $6,130, or only $511 per month. Meanwhile, internet access in remote areas remains poor, as almost all companies concentrate their operations and promotions in major cities, particularly the capital Amman.

The ICT sector is regulated under Law No. 13 of 1995 and its amendment, Law No. 8 of 2002. The law endorses free-market policies and governs licensing and quality assurance. Citizens and businesses can obtain internet access through privately owned service providers without state approval or registration. As of November 2011, there were 16 active internet service providers (ISPs) in Jordan, though licenses have been granted to over 20 companies. The market is dominated by Umniah (a subsidiary of Batelco Bahrain), Zain, and Jordan Telecom, the local affiliate of France Telecom’s Orange brand. The formerly state-owned Jordan Telecom controls the fixed-line network and provides access to all other ISPs, thereby centralizing most of the
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connection to the international internet. All traffic must flow through a government-controlled telecommunications hub.

The TRC is the independent agency responsible for regulating the ICT sector. It is governed by the Telecommunications Law and defined as a “financially and administratively independent juridical personality.” Nonetheless, it is accountable to the Ministry of Information and Communication Technology (MoICT), which in turn was created in April 2002 to drive the country’s ICT development. The TRC’s Board of Commissioners and its chairman, currently Mohammad al-Taani, are appointed by a resolution from the Council of Ministers based on a nomination from the prime minister. The government retains a degree of control over the country’s internet backbone and traffic must flow through a government-controlled telecommunications hub. Nonetheless, the TRC is generally seen as independent and fair in its decision making, though it does coordinate policy with the government.

**LIMITS ON CONTENT**

Although the Jordanian government did not engage in extensive blocking of websites from May 2012 to April 2013, changes to the PPL have drastically altered the country’s legal framework, opening the door to censorship of any website not in compliance with the law. Intermediaries face increasing liability for content posted to their sites and new restrictions laid the groundwork for the widespread blocking of internet news sites. On a positive note, Jordan witnessed several notable online campaigns over the past year, indicating users’ growing interest in utilizing online tools for activism. YouTube, Facebook, Twitter, and international blog-hosting services are freely available and very popular in the country. Crucially, however, social media activity and numerous protests over amendments to the press law failed to halt the bill from being passed in September 2012. Furthermore, a nine-month grace period in which websites must register with authorities was set to expire in June 2013.

The amended PPL places restrictions on online news editors and requires news websites to register with the government. According to Article 49(A), any electronic publication which publishes domestic or international news, press releases, or comments is required to register with the Ministry of Commerce and Industry and acquire a license from the Department of Press and Publications (DPP). For many observers, the law’s broad definition of a news website could have included almost all Jordanian and international websites, blogs, portals, and social networks. Articles 48 and 49 enable the Director of the DPP to block any website for failing to obtain a
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license or, more broadly, for violating Jordanian law. In addition to facing blocking, unlicensed websites also face a potential fine of JOD 1,000–5,000 ($1,500–7,500) according to Article 48(B). The law also requires that editors-in-chief of online outlets must have been prior members of the Jordan Press Association (JPA) for a period of at least four years. The Director of the DPP estimated that Jordan contains some 400 news websites.27

Jordan does not have a history of extensive web filtering and, for a number of years, the only blocked website was the U.S.-based Arab Times, which often takes a critical tone toward Arab regimes.28 In the past, however, authorities have attempted to introduce greater restrictions. In 2008, authorities blocked access to about 600 websites on internal government networks, claiming such measures were necessary to prevent public service employees from wasting time online. The inclusion of key Jordanian news websites among those blocked raised concerns that the purpose was also to limit government employees’ access to independent information.29 Marouf al-Bakhit, the prime minister at the time, reversed this policy in 2011. More recently, rumors resurfaced that the MoICT was seeking to block access to pornographic sites. On numerous occasions, internet freedom activists have criticized reports that the ministry has instructed ISPs to block explicit content.30 On the other hand, some groups have staged small protests and even launched a Facebook campaign to push the MoICT to block pornography sites, most recently in July 2012.31 According to one official, authorities may instead insist that ISPs offer a voluntary service to block these sites for subscribers.32

In a more subtle censorship dynamic, website owners have occasionally acted to remove online content after receiving informal complaints from government officials, members of the security services, party leaders, lawmakers, journalists, and even ordinary users. Websites that have refused such requests have faced reprisals. For example, in February 2011, one of the country’s most popular news websites, Ammon News, was hacked and temporarily disabled after its editors refused to comply with security agents’ demands to remove a statement by 36 prominent Jordanian tribesmen, in which they called for democratic and economic reforms. Among other actions, the hackers deleted the joint statement, which represented a politically-sensitive development given such groups’ historic support for the monarchy.33 In another incident from March 2012, the Jordanian Royal Court pressured the website of the al-Arab al-Yawm newspaper to delete an article
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titled, “We will not live in a stupid man’s robe,” which criticized the government’s handling of corruption and protests in the city of al-Tafila. 34 In other cases, news websites that tackle sensitive issues must deal with waves of angry comments from conservative readers.

The 2012 amendments of the PPL treat readers’ comments under the same restrictions as normal news content. Clause 3 of Article 49 states that both the editors-in-chief and owners of online publications are legally responsible for all content posted to the site, including user comments. 35 Moreover, websites must keep a record of all comments for six months after initial publication and refrain from publishing any “untruthful” or “irrelevant” comments. 36 Journalists in Jordan stated that the new changes in the law aim at increasing self-censorship and instigating fear among journalists. 37

The amended law also affects the financial viability of online news websites. The amended PPL prohibits foreign investment in newspapers, a provision that could now apply to online news outlets as well. Meanwhile, in mid-2012, unconfirmed reports emerged of government agencies pressuring advertisers to avoid certain news websites in an effort to limit the sites’ income. 38 There have also been some initial reports of security or government officials offering encouragement—and possibly material support—to journalists to establish news websites favorable to the government that would compete with the increasingly influential, and often critical, existing online outlets. 39

The threat presented by restrictive laws and financial penalties in the PPL, combined with an awareness of extensive content monitoring, has a chilling effect on online speech. Bloggers and news website owners often complain about their inability to post news freely due to monitoring. Many practice self-censorship and rarely cross the standard red lines, particularly concerning material that could be perceived as harmful to national security, national unity, the country’s economy, or the royal family. Traditional journalists often start their own blogs in order to be free from editorial censorship. Since 2011, blogs have regained their importance as an avenue for debate on political and social issues. A growing number of blogs are also written in Arabic, a shift from several years ago when most were in English or bilingual.

Nonetheless, the country’s hundreds of news websites are an increasingly important source of information and analysis for many Jordanians. Many feel that online sources discuss a wide range of

35 Law number (32) 2012. Amendments to The Press and Publications law for the Year 1998 (8).
36 Law number (32) 2012. Amendments to The Press and Publications law for the Year 1998 (8).
37 Tarawnah, Naseem “Jordan Internet Goes Dark” Foreign Policy. August 31, 2012.
38 “Campaign on websites and the government refuses to license” [in Arabic], Allofjo, May 30, 2012,
39 “Liberal Press: government seeks to break the power forward positions” [in Arabic], JO24, May 29, 2012,
topics typically avoided by traditional media outlets. A study released by the market research firm Ipsos in March 2012 found that around 70 percent of internet users accessed news websites, making it the most popular area of online interest, surpassing music and sports.\(^{40}\) Seven news websites—Jfranews, Garaanews, Sarayanews, Tasweernews, Alwakeelnews Sameerbook, and Khaberni—were among the top 20 most visited websites in the country in mid-2013, up from only three news sites in March 2012.\(^{41}\)

Web 2.0 applications such as Facebook, the micro-blogging service Twitter, and the video-sharing site YouTube are very popular, particularly among younger Jordanians. There are over two million Facebook users in Jordan, representing over one-third of the country’s population.\(^{42}\) Twitter has garnered a much smaller following of around 60,000 users.\(^{43}\) Several local social media tools, such as the Jordanian microblogging site WatWet, have shutdown in recent years over an inability to compete.\(^{44}\) Several state officials, including Queen Rania and the Minister of Information, have established Facebook and Twitter accounts to communicate with the public.

These online tools, in addition to news websites, have played an important role in mobilizing public protests to oppose restrictions on free expression, to call for broader political reforms, and to protest government policies. Over 500 websites went offline on August 29, 2012 in a coordinated protest to the changes in the PPL.\(^{45}\) The home pages to these sites displayed a black screen with text reading, “You may be deprived of the content of this site under the amendments of the Jordanian Press and Publications Law and the governmental internet censorship.”\(^{46}\) Facebook played a particularly important role in 2012, when activists used it to mobilize against a rise in fuel prices in November of that year. The Habbet Teshreen (“November Demonstration”) hashtag was trending for almost a week on Twitter. Demonstrations have continued throughout the year, with online media playing a central role in keeping the public informed of recent events. Social media has also been critical in documenting attacks against demonstrators by police, darak (special riot police known as “riders”), government loyalists, and other actors.


While the country appears on a trend toward greater restrictions of online content, prosecutions and extralegal attacks on web users have decreased in severity over the past year. Nonetheless, strict penalties for criminal defamation against public authorities remain a concern. Amendments to the press law, discussed in detail above, also restrict internet freedom through the mandatory registration of news websites and their staff.

In October 2011, responding to public discontent, constitutional amendments were introduced to strengthen checks and balances and ensure greater protections for human rights. The measures resulted in the creation of a constitutional court (Article 58-61), an explicit prohibition on torture (Article 8), and the restriction of the State Security Court’s jurisdiction to crimes of treason, espionage, and terrorism (Article 110). The Constitutional Court’s nine members were named by King Abdullah II in October 2012. Earlier that year, the king issued two royal decrees completing the necessary processes for the Constitutional Court and the Political Parties Laws to be enacted. Several amendments touched directly or indirectly on internet freedom. Specifically, terms such as “mass media” and “other means of communication,” which likely encompass online media, were added to provisions that protect freedom of expression and concomitantly allow for its limitation during states of emergency (Article 15). With regard to the right to privacy, judicial approval was added as a precondition for censorship or confiscation of private communications (Article 18).

Despite constitutional protections, several laws that hinder freedom of expression and access to information remain on the books. These include the 1959 Contempt of Court Law, the 1960 penal code, the 1971 Protection of State Secrets and Classified Documents Law, the 1992 Defense Law, the 1998 Jordan Press Association Law, and the 1999 Press and Publications Law. Despite the passage of an Access to Information Law in 2007, a number of restrictions remain on requesting socially- and religiously-sensitive content. In September 2011, the lower house of parliament passed an amendment to the country’s Anti-Corruption Law, which would have penalized the publication or dissemination of allegations of corruption without proof with fines ranging from
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52 For example, the law bars public requests for information involving religious, racial, ethnic, or gender discrimination (Article 10), and allows officials to withhold all types of classified information, a very broad category (Article 13) Arab Archives Institute, “Summary of the Study on Access to Information Law in Jordan,” June 2005, [http://www.alarcheef.com/reports/englishFiles/accessToInformation.pdf](http://www.alarcheef.com/reports/englishFiles/accessToInformation.pdf).
JORDAN

publishing news about a visit to Israel he made earlier this year. However, in January 2012, the upper house of parliament rejected the controversial article following advocacy efforts by civil society groups and threats by the board of the Jordan Press Association to resign.

The 2010 cybercrime law proscribes penalties for hacking and online identity theft, though it also contains several provisions that could be easily used to suppress online expression. For example, the new law prohibits posting any information concerning national security, foreign affairs, the national economy, and public safety that is not already available to the general public. Nevertheless, following protests by civil society, several more egregious provisions related to defamation and warrantless police searches were removed by royal decree in September 2010, one month after the law was passed.

Defamation remains a criminal offense under the penal code. Amendments to the press law enacted in 2010 abolished prison sentences for libeling private citizens. However, the same bill increased fines and jail sentences for defaming government officials to up to JOD 10,000 ($14,000) and three to twelve months imprisonment. On April 25, 2013, Mohammad Asha al-Dawaymeh, a parliamentarian from the Islamist Centrist Party, filed a suit against the website Alarabalyawm, for publishing news about a visit to Israel he made earlier this year. He was later expelled from his political party over the visit, during which he reportedly attended a reception with Israeli President Shimon Peres to celebrate Israel’s Independence Day.

For the most part, Jordanian authorities have not made use of these laws to severely punish domestic political opponents, though some online commentators have faced legal harassment. In the past, several online journalists were brought before the military-dominated State Security Court (SSC) on charges related to their writings. In July 2011, Jordanian journalist Alaa’ Fazza’a was arrested for “working to change the constitution by unlawful means” after he reported about a political party over the visit, during which he reportedly attended a reception with Israeli President Shimon Peres to celebrate Israel’s Independence Day.

For the most part, Jordanian authorities have not made use of these laws to severely punish domestic political opponents, though some online commentators have faced legal harassment.


prince. He was released several days later. That same year, Fazza‘ also faced prosecution for an article he authored on the news website Khabarjo in which he accused senior officials of inappropriately allowing convicted business tycoon Khalid Shahin to leave the country. The charges against Fazza‘ were later dropped as part of a general amnesty.

Jordanians are careful when talking on mobile phones or at public meetings. This attitude has passed naturally to the internet, where it is believed that security services closely monitor online comments, cataloging them by date, internet-protocol (IP) address, and location. In a 2010 case that strengthened these suspicions, Jordanian college student Imad al-Ash was sentenced to two years in prison after security forces accused him of insulting the king in an instant message to a friend and posting “controversial religious opinions” in public online forums. He was subsequently released after a royal pardon.

Cybercafes, where users might otherwise write with relative anonymity, have been subjected to a growing set of regulations in recent years. Since mid-2010, operators have been obliged to install security cameras to monitor customers, who in turn must supply personal identification information before they use the internet. Cafe owners are required to retain the browsing history of users for at least six months. Authorities claim these restrictions are needed for security reasons. Although enforcement is somewhat lax, the once thriving cybercafe business is now in decline due in part to the restrictions, as well as increased access to personal internet connections.

Over the past year, incidents of physical harassment and cyberattacks against bloggers and staff of online news websites have continued, though they have decreased in severity since last year. Jordanian policemen targeted journalists with teargas during protests in Amman in November 2012. Unknown perpetrators raided the offices of the online news site Watan on July 17, 2012, stealing documents and damaging equipment. The webpage of the news sites Khaberni and Al Ain were hacked in March and October 2012 respectively, while the site of the Jordanian rap group Ahat was also hacked on September 15, 2012.

65 Talhok (2012).
**KAZAKHSTAN**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Internet Freedom Status</th>
<th>2012</th>
<th>2013</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Obstacles to Access (0-25)</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Limits on Content (0-35)</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Violations of User Rights (0-40)</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total (0-100)</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>59</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*0=most free, 100=least free

### Key Developments: May 2012 – April 2013

- In December 2012, a court order banned four of the main opposition media outlets and any websites that reproduced their content (see Limits on Content).
- The effective use of online tools to mobilize support for political and social campaigns in response to government policies continued to grow (see Limits on Content).
- The first case of libel charges being brought to court for material posted online occurred in January 2013 (see Violations of User Rights).
For the past few years, Kazakhstan’s government has been steadily declaring information and communication technologies (ICTs) a developmental priority. In 2012, however, the relevant state bodies were comparatively quiet regarding this issue, partly because the most dynamic period of the “boom” is already over, and partly because of the authorities’ heightened cautiousness regarding the potential “evils and virtues” that online opportunities bear in the autocratic society.

The Ministry of Transport and Communications continues its efforts to promote the introduction of more advanced ICTs and the improvement of e-government services. Other state entities have enhanced their websites, including the official website of the president of Kazakhstan, which was redesigned in the summer of 2012 to include official YouTube, Facebook, and Twitter accounts. The national telecommunications operator, Kazakhtelecom, and its business rivals are fiercely competing for new subscribers to their internet services, modestly improving their access speeds and providing some additional services.

In February 2013, the minister of culture and information, Mukhtar Kul-Mukhammed, stated that future government procurement contracts in the media sphere would be redistributed to favor more web-based publications. At approximately the same time, State Secretary Marat Tazhin, while criticizing the work of state-owned traditional media, expressed the need for a new information policy that would create a database of popular domestic and foreign analysts, bloggers, and moderators of social network communities. It remains unclear if the official’s demands were met or not, and the first posts about his comments were deleted from the news wires.

The authorities clearly fear the internet’s democratizing potential and, in addition to the legally endorsed practice of blocking certain websites over the past few years, the authorities have passed additional terrorism-related legislation to acquire broader control over the media, a continuation of the previous year’s national security amendments that solidified state control over information distributed via both traditional and online media. The trend stemmed from a number of bombings attributed to religious extremists in 2011 and a state of emergency declared after violent clashes between oil strikers and police in the town of Zhanaozen (western Kazakhstan) in December 2011.

The most visible and worrying development in the sphere of stifling internet and media freedom is also related to the Zhanaozen events—particularly, the controversial trial of the riot’s alleged
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2 “Распределение государственного информационного заказа будет жестко привязано к рейтингу средств массовой информации” [“Distribution of state information procurement contracts will be strictly tied to the rating of media outlets”], Kazinform, February 25, 2013, [http://inform.kz/rus/article/2537802](http://inform.kz/rus/article/2537802).


instigators\(^6\) that included activists from the unregistered opposition party, and a court decision to ban the print and online media outlets associated with the opposition newspaper \textit{Respublika}.\(^7\) In another case, a major independent online publication, \textit{Guljan.org}, faced a wave of civil and administrative suits, including charges resulting in huge moral damage claims, and was eventually banned by an obscure court decision following a prosecutor's demand.\(^8\)

### OBSTACLES TO ACCESS

Internet access has grown exponentially in Kazakhstan, increasing from a 4 percent penetration rate in 2007 to 53.3 percent in 2012, according to the International Telecommunication Union.\(^9\) Official government statistics cite a penetration rate of nearly 60 percent as of May 2012,\(^10\) although experts have consistently questioned these official statistics over the past few years, citing a lack of clarity in the methodology.\(^11\) The independent think tank Profit Online argues that the penetration level could be up to 70 percent, if one counts the number of devices that connect to the internet in a one month period, due to the rapid surge in usage of affordable internet-enabled mobile gadgets. However, the number of “real users” would be much lower, around 50 percent (monthly internet users), while the core usage (users accessing internet at least several days a week) would be formed by a pool of 2.5 million Kazakhstanis (around 16 percent of the total population).\(^12\)

Despite these discrepancies in statistics, the access trends clearly indicate a steady escalation in internet use. A growing number of people prefer to go online from home, alongside widening access at educational institutions, libraries, workplaces and public places (malls, restaurants, and so forth). Internet speeds offered by the state-run operator Kazakhtelecom and private internet service providers (ISPs) have increased at a slow but steady pace. Prices remain relatively high for the majority of the population, but both Kazakhtelecom and the Ministry of Transport and Communication continue working together to decrease connection and usage fees, including prices on wholesale web traffic for other ISPs, thus boosting competition on the market.\(^13\)
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\(^8\) “Court has made rule to suspend website www.guljan.org on three months by unknown reasons,” Adil Soz, December 5, 2012, http://bit.ly/1bRAVyU.


\(^12\) “Проникновение интернета в Казахстане достигло 70%” [Internet penetration rate in Kazakhstan reaches 70 percent], February 29, 2012, http://www.profit.kz/news/8307‐Pronikonvenie‐interneta‐v‐Kazahstane‐dostiglo‐70‐procentov/#.UQokKx002wR.

Unlimited broadband subscriptions currently cost $25 to $30 per month (basic tariffs offer 3Gb to 10Gb of traffic for a fee of $12 to $20), compared to the average monthly income of approximately $660 as of October 2012. Internet packages for most fixed-line subscribers in Kazakhstan are broken into a two-tiered system: access to information hosted inside the country is unlimited, but for content hosted outside of the country, contracts usually have a quota on traffic. If the quota is exceeded, the connection speed slows down; normally no extra fee is charged.

Mobile phone penetration is significantly higher than internet usage, with a penetration rate of 159 percent in 2012 (an increase of 30 percent since 2010), with 40 percent of those subscribers accessing the internet from their phone. Mobile telecom operators increasingly compete on the market of internet access both with each other and with other ISPs since the launch of 3G in late-2010. A growing number of people are accessing the internet on their mobile phones, tablet computers, or regular computers with USB modems. In January 2013, AlTEL, a Kazakhtelecom subsidiary, launched a 4G LTE network that is currently available in Astana and Almaty.

Since 2009, WiMAX networks have also become available in Kazakhstan, mostly enjoying corporate clientele. The number of free Wi-Fi hotspots in public places has been growing, mostly in the larger cities, while internet cafes still enjoy a stable customer base, especially when they are part of a chain with computer gaming as a primary source of business. Following government instructions, Kazakhtelecom has set up public hotspots and terminals within government agencies for public access free of charge, but the stations only provide access to e-government services and websites.

Kazakhstan’s “.kz” top-level domain was introduced in 1994. Currently there are more than 71,000 domains registered in the Kazakhstani segment of the internet, dubbed KazNet, but only about 25 percent of them are active, and even receive at least 100 visitors per day. The government has initiated several programs to stimulate internet use, lower the digital divide, improve websites of state-owned and state-funded institutions, and expand e-government functions.

Social-networking platforms and other Web 2.0 applications are increasingly popular in Kazakhstan. The government has invested substantial funding into creating local websites and online services, including a national social network, although this site failed to generate any worthwhile user basis. The most accessed online resources from Kazakhstan remain foreign ones, especially Russian-based social-networking sites like Mail.ru, Vkontakte.ru and Odnoklassniki.ru, multiservice portals like Google and Yandex, and YouTube. Facebook, Wikipedia, and Twitter are

also growing in popularity. The most visited Kazakh site (or site with a “.kz” domain) as of January 2013 was the automobile-related classified ads site Kolesa.kz, followed by the multifunctional portal Nur.Kz, which were ranked at 12th and 14th place, respectively, out of all sites accessed within the country.  

In December 2011, two days before the Zhanaozen riots, the parliament adopted amendments and addendums to the Law of National Security, which reserve the government’s right to forcibly suspend communications services during counter-terrorist operations or the suppression of mass riots (Article 23.4). The amendments came into force in January 2012. That same month, the president signed amendments and addendums in the legislation governing intellectual property rights that criminalizes the illegal use of copyrighted material (punishable by one year in prison) and the organized distribution of such material through a file-sharing hub (punishable by five years in prison). Critics argue that the law’s formulations are vague and its punishments harsh, leaving room for selective and arbitrary enforcement, including against civil society groups or opponents of the government. When they came into effect in January 2012, these amendments forced all major peer-to-peer file exchange services (torrent trackers) to shut down and re-register URLs outside of the “.kz” domain zone.

The state owns 51 percent of Kazakhtelecom, the largest ISP, which holds a 70 percent share in the internet access market. Another five operators are licensed to connect to the international internet, but they are required to channel at least part of their traffic through Kazakhtelecom’s backbone network facilities infrastructure. Over 100 other ISPs operate in Kazakhstan, but have to purchase traffic via the above-mentioned six main providers. Kazakhtelecom’s dominance over market and data transfer routes creates conditions for systemic content filtering. In addition, the law requires all ISPs to implement blocking of specific web content if a court finds the content illegal.

As of April 2013, there were four mobile telephone providers in Kazakhstan, three of which use the GSM standard (GSM Kazakhstan, Beeline, and TELE2) and one that uses CDMA/4G (ALTEL). Currently, all GSM operators are owned privately, with large foreign participation in ownership. Kazakhtelecom holds 100 percent of the shares of ALTEL, the first mobile operator in Kazakhstan. It was established in 1994 as a joint venture with British partners and has repeated changed

---

ownership since then, but was fully taken over by the national telecom operator when they purchased a stake for the remaining 50 percent in 2006.

Several bodies regulate the ICT sector, with the main regulators being periodically reorganized. The most recent shift in January 2012 gave the responsibility for the technology infrastructure sector to the Ministry of Transport and Communications, while entrusting regulation of information-related issues to the Ministry of Culture and Information. Until that point, both functions were filled by the reorganized Ministry of Communications and Information, whose head became the minister for transport and communications and remained such as of January 2013.

The “.kz” top-level domain name is managed by a registry, the Kazakhstani Network Information Center (KazNIC), and the Kazakhstani Association of IT Companies. Both were created in 2004–2005 as formally nongovernmental organizations, but in practice, they are believed to be under close control of the authorities and have been known to make politicized decisions on registration and deregistration of the domain names.26 The government demands that any website with a “.kz” country domain must physically host its servers within the territory of Kazakhstan. Such regulations were introduced in April 2005, but the authorities undertook steps to fully enforce the regulation only in September 2010. The move prompted several controversies, the most prominent of which took place in June 2011, when Google chose to redirect all of the traffic from its localized Google.kz page to Google.com rather than comply with the demand to move its servers in-country, which it said would contribute to a “fractured internet” and ultimately harm Kazakhstani users.27 Shortly after the dispute became public, the government retreated and the Kazakhstani Association of IT Companies explained that the rule applies only to domain names registered after September 7, 2010.28

LIMITS ON CONTENT

In the past, the Kazakhstan government’s online censorship practices were mostly secretive, as well as selective, sporadic, and inconsistent. From 2009 through early 2013, however, these practices became more institutionalized, particularly through the enactment of legislation. In addition, filtering practices expanded from Kazakhtelecom to other ISPs, and the authorities sought to undermine the effectiveness of circumvention tools. The courts also started issuing decisions to block websites in a frequent and dense manner, banning dozens of websites at a time, mostly on the grounds of religious extremism.

The most recent country report on Kazakhstan by the OpenNet Initiative (ONI) in December 2010 stated that access was blocked to some “opposition...websites, regional media sites that carry

26 OpenNet Initiative, “Country Profile: Kazakhstan.”
political content…selected social networking sites, [and] a number of proxy sites.”

Without Borders’ monitoring results, published in 2012, indicated that a handful of websites deemed “extremist” were blocked despite the fact that much of the content found on these sites had nothing to do with terrorism or religious extremism. International news sites such as the BBC, the New York Times, RFE/RL (including “Azattyq,” its Kazakhstan subsidiary), and websites of international organizations such as Human Rights Watch and Freedom House are available.

Web 2.0 applications have been periodically blocked in Kazakhstan in recent years, though the government has not always admitted their intent behind the restrictions. The international blogging platform LiveJournal was blocked for over two years from October 2008 to November 2010 by the two largest ISPs, the state-owned Kazakhtelecom, and Nursat. The impetus for the government has not always admitted their intent behind the restrictions. The international blog, including national organizations such as Human Rights Watch and Freedom House are available. Currently, Kazakhstani users can access Wordpress.com, but certain blogs hosted by it are inaccessible. Individual user pages on Blogspot.com could be accessed at the time of preparing this report.

In February 2011, a district court in Astana banned two Wordpress-based blogs for disseminating content related to religious extremism, but this resulted in the blocking of the entire platform. It is not fully clear when the access was restored; the disputed blogs are no longer available. Currently, Kazakhstani users can access Wordpress.com, but certain blogs hosted by it are inaccessible. Individual user pages on Blogspot.com could be accessed at the time of preparing this report.
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29 OpenNet Initiative, “Country Profile: Kazakhstan.”
32 Rakhat Aliyev, Nazarbayev’s former son-in-law, had served in top positions in the country’s secret services and diplomatic service. He had large business and media holdings before definitively falling out of favor with the president and his family in 2008 after he had faced multiple charges of abduction, financial crimes and a coup attempt. Having fled abroad, Aliyev began airing inside information and allegations, in the traditional media and online, in an effort to discredit the president. Materials related to Aliyev have been systematically filtered, and republication of excerpts from his book “Godfather-in-law” is officially banned. Many observers believe that Nazarbayev’s conflict with Aliyev was the primary reason for the first blockage of LiveJournal in Kazakhstan, and also accelerated adoption of the internet-related legal amendments in 2009.
36 Svetlana Glushkova, “Протокол Вордпресс заблокирован від двох блогів” [Wordpress portal was closed because of two blogs], Azattyq.org, July 12, 2011, http://rus.azattyq.org/content/worldpress_kazakhtelecom_blocking_blog_/24262786.html.
On December 14, 2012, internet users complained about having trouble accessing Facebook from approximately 3:00 p.m. to 6:00 p.m. Reportedly, the problem was present with various ISPs, but even subscribers of the same provider reported having unequal access to the site. Kazakhtelecom and Beeline denied any involvement. Coincidentally, though, Mukhtar Ablyazov, a former owner of a major bank and sponsor of a number of opposition organizations and media outlets, and who is currently being prosecuted internationally for gross financial fraud, had announced earlier that he would hold an online “Q&A session” on Facebook at exactly 3:00 p.m. that day.

In 2011–2012 Kazakhtelecom users had persistently reported difficulties in accessing some of Google’s services, including the ability to download attachments sent in Gmail, the Picasa image bank, Google Translate’s URL translation function, and others. The cause of the problem was unclear and was never specifically explained by Kazakhtelecom officials, although the problem ceased to exist in September 2012, reportedly after Google started using local servers to cache webpages and thus enhance its search services. In the spring of 2012, users periodically reported the inaccessibility of several web-based live video broadcasting sites, particularly Ustream.tv and Bambuser.com. The latter site remained blocked as of January 2013.

A package of legislative amendments adopted in July 2009, which received significant domestic and international criticism, granted the state broad authority to block access to foreign online resources whose content is deemed to run counter to national laws. The amendments declared that the internet and all websites—referred to as “internet resources”—were to be considered media outlets, without differentiating between news sites, blogs, chat rooms, and so forth. The amendments also granted the state the power to suspend or shut down websites hosted within Kazakhstan, including any website with content deemed harmful to the interests of the public and the state. Foreign websites can be shut down by a court decision made in absentia of the website representative and does not require further notification—to the public or the website owner—about why the website is blocked.

Under these amendments, all ISPs are required to ensure blockage of banned websites, and the owners of “internet resources” are responsible for any content, posted either by themselves or other users, that is deemed illegal under Kazakhstan’s civil, criminal, or administrative laws. The law stipulates that filtering of websites could be applied only with a court decision, though this requirement is not always observed in practice. The amendments have resulted in tighter
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37 “Казахстанцы не могли зайти на Facebook” [Kazakhstan couldn’t access Facebook], December 14, 2012, http://tengrinews.kz/Internet/kazahstantsi-ne-mogli-zayti-na-Facebook-225220/
38 See Facebook post https://www.facebook.com/mukhtar.ablyazov/posts/217723715028863
censorship, ending the phenomenon whereby users could still access pages blocked by Kazakhtelecom via alternative operators.

For some time, the 2009 legal amendments stood unimplemented, but after a series of suicide bombings in 2011, several court decisions were issued ordering the blocking of websites for reasons of “religious extremism.” In August 2011, a court decision blocked access to LiveJournal and 11 other websites based on claims that the websites or certain webpages were disseminating content with signs of religious extremism. In 2011, access to 125 websites was blocked in Kazakhstan for carrying content related to religious extremism. In November 2012, the National Security Committee stated that courts in Kazakhstan had banned access to nearly 950 websites in 2011–2012 for propaganda relating to terrorism, violence, and extremism, and over 150 more websites were undergoing court examinations.

Despite these legal precedents, the filtering of websites without court decisions continues. In March 2010, the Computer Emergency Response Team (CERT) was established in Kazakhstan and operates as a governmental body under the Ministry of Communications. In contrast to many of its foreign counterparts, whose mandate is restricted to address only technical incidents, Kazakhstan’s CERT also aspires to fight “destructive content” and “political extremism” by blacklisting and banning certain sites. In March 2010, when probed about the transparency of their work, a CERT spokesperson said that the team’s activities, including its criteria for blacklisting and the lists of blocked websites, is considered secret.

According to Google’s 2012 global report on government-initiated content removal requests, Kazakhstan made two requests in the first half of 2012 regarding the removal of 17 elements from Blogger.com and Youtube.com on the grounds that the material contained threats to national security, in one case, and unacceptable levels of violence in the other. In both cases the requests arrived from the law enforcement bodies without a court decision.

One of the most notable cases of blocking over the past few years has been the restrictions placed on the main website of Respublika, an opposition weekly paper that, as both an online and print publication, faced repeated charges and pressures throughout the last decade. In 2012, after the trials over the alleged organizers of riots in Zhanaozen concluded with either a conviction or an admission of guilt, the media outlets close to the Alga Party (financed by the exiled oligarch,
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Mukhtar Ablyazov) were charged with deliberate fomentation of the riots and were shut down in an unprecedented move. In November 2012, the Almaty city prosecutor's office filed four suits, asking the court to ban Respublika, the newspaper Vzglyad, the satellite TV channel K+, and the Stan TV video news site (the latter two are entities registered in Russia and Kyrgyzstan, respectively). Three of the suits included the request to ban both the publication and the “resources that duplicate it,” meaning the outlet’s websites and accounts in blogging or social networking sites. The fourth suit targeted Respublika, and considered 8 print publications and 23 websites as the “single media outlet titled Respublika.” Prosecutors alleged that the “analysis revealed presence of propaganda of violent overthrow of government and undermining of state security” in their content. No journalist or editor was convicted, but the court forbade the editorial collectives to reunite in any new media outlet.

The court ordered the suspension of the distribution of the Respublika newspaper on the same day that the suit was filed. According to a Respublika representative, the Almaty prosecutor's office also listed Google, Facebook, Twitter, and LiveJournal as defendants. A spokesman from the office of the general prosecutor refuted this claim and stated that those sites were mentioned “only in relation to certain pages and blogs mirroring Respublika and Vzglyad,” while the administrators of Facebook and other sites would be “requested to delete or block the appropriate pages, while access to Facebook itself would not be blocked.” By the end of 2012 the courts had finished considering the cases and ruled to fully satisfy the prosecutor's suits by banning the media outlets, causing a tide of condemnation from international rights watchdogs, domestic journalists, and media defenders.

In addition, the online newspaper and investigatory whistleblower Guljan.org, which is sympathetic to the country’s opposition, has repeatedly been charged with libel by state officials. In February 2012, the wife of Kazakhstan's financial police chief won a case seeking KZT 5 million ($33,300) in moral damages for alleged defamation. The court ruling threatened to jeopardize the website with bankruptcy, but by the end of the year the fine was repaid. However, on December 4, 2012, the Bostandyk district court in Almaty considered the prosecutor's request to suspend Guljan.org and agreed to ban it for three months. The court hearing was conducted without the participation of the defendants or their representatives, and both the prosecutor's request and the judge's ruling did not
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50 “Прокуратора Алматы подала иски в суд в отношении ряда казахстанских и зарубежных СМИ” [Almaty Prosecutors bring charges against several Kazakhstani and foreign media], Gazeta.kz, November 21, 2012, gazeta.kz/art.asp?aid=373227
56 Interview with Mr. Ayan Sharipbayev, journalist of the Guljan.org website, Almaty, January 2013.
specify the grounds for the suspension. Moreover, the court that considered the case did not have jurisdiction over it.

A second trial was held in the proper court, the Medeu district court of Almaty, and upheld the ban, adding that any URL containing the term “Guljan” (the first name of the site’s editor-in-chief, Guljan Yergaliyeva) should be subject to immediate blocking, thus outlawing the mirror site “guljan.info” that the editorial staff had hastily registered by then. The second court hearing clarified that the formal reason for the shutdown was the website’s participation in a campaign to encourage citizens to participate in an unsanctioned rally in January 2012. No legal action or investigation was known by the journalists or public to be held against Guljan.org during the ten months between when the alleged offence was committed and the court ruling. The journalists’ team launched a new site, Nuradam.kz, in February 2013, which fell victim to distributed denial-of-service (DDoS) attacks on several occasions. Its domain name was subsequently closed on charges that the website was based on foreign servers, which is a violation of domestic regulations; however, the content continues to be available through the use of mirror websites.

Since early 2009, there has also been an increase in self-censorship and content removal implemented by companies hosting online information. With the 2009 internet-related amendments coming into force, most online content providers intensified their moderating practices in order to censor content that could expose them to legal repercussions. The self-censorship environment was further solidified following the July 2010 adoption of a law granting President Nazarbayev the status of “Leader of the Nation,” which essentially places any criticism of him and his family under the umbrella of threats to national security or reputation. In 2012, the owners of independent political websites have reportedly received “friendly warnings,” urging them to remove sensitive (usually, president-related) material. These warnings came from their hosting providers, who, in their turn, were approached by the special services.

From 2012–2013, no new methods were used by the government or non-state actors to proactively manipulate the content and online news landscape, although the presence of government-paid commentators continued to be observed during this period.

The 2008 blocking of LiveJournal, at the time the most popular blogging platform in Kazakhstan, combined with unstable access to Wordpress and Blogspot, have generated significant changes to the country’s blogosphere. At that time, there were no major local blogging sites. Since then, Yvision.kz has become the most popular Kazakhstan-based blog-hosting platform, with over 80,000...
users as of January 2013, most of them blogging in Russian. A number of other blogging projects (both mass market and niche) are emerging, testing new formats of user-generated content (UGC) and services in commercial and non-commercial fields. Many users have migrated to Twitter and Facebook, which appear to be popular choices for new users as well.

The Kazakhstani blogosphere is dominated by the younger generation, but recent years have shown broader engagement on the part of professionals, journalists, academics, members of parliament, and other public figures, particularly on social networks. In 2012, as political activists continued to vigorously use social media to spread their message, the authorities kept recruiting popular, yet relatively loyal, bloggers to engage in “special coverage” propaganda campaigns, inviting them on “blogger tours,” starting with the visit to oilfields and the Cosmodrome space launch facility, but then recruiting bloggers to report from the trials that followed the clashes in Zhanaozen.61 Their coverage was heavily in line with the prosecutor's position. Both the government and bloggers deny having any financial ties to one another.

In an effort to demonstrate a willingness to engage with citizens online, officials and government institutions continue setting up and maintaining blogs on popular social-networking platforms. The website of every government body and local administration is required to have a blog. In November 2012, Bolat Kalyanbekov, the chairman of the Committee for Information and Archives at the Ministry of Culture and Information, recommended that all government press secretaries have their own Twitter accounts “to regularly monitor and participate in discussions, and resolve issues right where they occur.”62 In another instance, the deputy chief of the Presidential Administration, the country’s main policy-making body, acknowledged that his staff is keeping an eye on online debates.63

Several grassroots campaigns have been actively employing social media to reach out to potential supporters and to coordinate activities. The most notable examples include the environmentalist group “Protect Kok-Zhailau!,” which opposes plans of large-scale construction on the territory of a nature reserve near Almaty, and BlogBasta.kz, a non-partisan initiative that supports the political mobilization of creative urban youth. Additionally, a movement to oppose budget cuts to maternity benefits and an increase in the retirement age, which also used Facebook to organize supporters, was able to develop suggestions to improve legislation and was invited by the government to deliver their report to members of parliament. These cases have shown serious self-organizing potential that was not previously present in the online sphere in Kazakhstan.
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61 “Усилились постжанаозенские баталии блогеров” [“Post-Zhanaozen battles between bloggers have intensified”], Azattyq.org, August 20, 2012, http://rus.azattyq.org/content/twitter-bloggers-battle-about-zhanaozen-trial/24680408.html
The government of Kazakhstan continued to use legal and extralegal mechanisms to control the activities of internet users in 2012–2013. Restrictions on the use of anonymizing tools remain in place, and in March 2012 the Tor Project found evidence that deep packet inspection (DPI) was being used by at least one telecommunications service provider. Additionally, in 2013 two individuals were sentenced to one year “restraint of freedom” for posting an anonymous comment about corruption on the blog of a tax committee chairman.

The constitution of Kazakhstan guarantees freedom of the press, but the criminal code also provides special protection for state officials, members of parliament, and in particular, the president. In practice, the authorities use various legislative and administrative tactics to control the media and limit free expression. There are additional restrictions applied during elections and the coverage of court trials.

In 2010, the parliament passed a law granting President Nazarbayev the status of “Leader of the Nation,” which attached criminal responsibility to any damage done to his image, including public insults or distortion of his private biographical facts, among other provisions. More broadly, defamation remains a criminal offense and Kazakhstani officials have a track record of using libel to punish critical reporting.

While no bloggers were legally prosecuted from late 2012 to early 2013, in April 2012, Lukpan Akhmedyarov, a journalist of the independent weekly Uralkaya Nedelya, was violently beaten near his home by unidentified attackers. Akhmedyarov had repeatedly reported on high-level corruption in the western province of Uralsk, appeared in defamation cases before the court, co-organized political rallies, and ran a personal blog on the official website of his newspaper. The case was investigated and, in December 2012, police arrested four suspects, declaring the crime cleared, although there still has been no information about the instigators of the crime or their potential motives.

In late January 2013, the media reported the first case in Kazakhstan of online libel to reach the courts. Two officers of the Almaty tax department published an anonymous post on the official blog of the chairman of the tax committee, claiming that their supervisor was implicated in crimes of corruption. The police inquired into the crime and six months later the offenders appeared in court after a series of investigatory activities that included internet protocol (IP) analysis, retrieval of video recordings from cameras installed inside the cybercafe from which the comments had been
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65 See the page of Lukpan Akhmedyarov’s personal blog on the website of “Uralkaya Nedelya” (Uralsk Week) newspaper http://bit.ly/19Kts03.
67 “За жизнь Лукпана Ахмедьярова исполнителям обещали $10 тыс” [$10,000 was promised to the attackers for life of Lukpan Akhmedyarov], January 8, 2013, http://www.zakon.kz/4534211-za-zhizn-lukpana-akhmedjarova.html
posted, and the cybercafe’s server data regarding online activities from certain PCs. The defendants maintained their innocence; however, the court sentenced both to one year of restraint of freedom, which requires notifying the police prior to leaving one’s place of residence, education, or work.\(^68\)

Beginning in early 2011, anonymizing tools, including proxy websites and specific circumvention software, were increasingly being blocked in Kazakhstan, though no court decision had been issued against them. Many users wishing to circumvent censorship instead switched to browsers designed by the Opera Corporation,\(^69\) whose traffic compression feature was initially meant to facilitate browsing with slow connections but also enables users to access blocked websites. On April 21, 2012, Kazakhstani users reported problems with Opera browsers, particularly the inability to access websites outside of the “.kz” country code zone.\(^70\) The problem was resolved on the same day; however, no explanations were provided.\(^71\) In March 2012, the Tor Project announced that the service provider KazTransCom JSC had started using deep packet inspection (DPI) to censor and monitor the internet, particularly SSL-based encryption protocols.\(^72\) At approximately the same time, users were no longer able to download Tor software from Kazakhstan (at the time of the report’s update in May 2013, however, the download was possible).

It is difficult to track or verify efforts by the National Security Committee (KNB) or other agencies to monitor internet and mobile phone communications. However, a series of regulations approved in 2004 and updated in 2009 oblige telecom operators (both ISPs and mobile phone providers) to retain records of users’ online activities, including phone numbers, billing details, IP addresses, browsing history, protocols of data transmission, and other data, via the installation of special software and hardware when necessary.\(^73\) Providers must store user data for two years and grant access to “operative-investigatory bodies” when sanctioned by a prosecutor.\(^74\) Furthermore, SIM card registration is required for mobile phone users at the point of purchase under the civil code; however, the requirement is not tightly enforced, and SIM card vendors view the registration as optional.\(^75\)

The new amendments to the law on countering terrorism, which were signed by the president on January 8, 2013 and became effective on January 18, 2013,\(^76\) granted extra powers to the security


\(^{71}\) See http://my.opera.com/community/forums/topic.dmi?id=1369952


\(^{76}\) Law of the Republic of Kazakhstan on amendments and addenda into several legislative acts of the Republic of Kazakhstan regarding counteraction to terrorism [In Russian], January 8, 2013, http://online.zakon.kz/Document/?doc_id=31318154
bodies, reiterated a vague term of “fomenting social discord,” and obliged all mass media (thereby including online resources and citizen journalists) to “assist” the state bodies involved in counterterrorism. The exact mechanisms of assistance are not specified.

On December 30, 2011, the government issued a decree tightening surveillance in cybercafes. Under the decree, cybercafe owners are obliged to gather the personal information of customers and retain data about their online activities and browsing history. This information is to be retained for no less than six months and can be accessed by “operative-investigatory bodies.” The decree also banned the use of circumvention tools in cybercafes. Beginning in early 2012, parts of the decree came into force, including the requirement to install video surveillance equipment and filtering software. As of early 2013, none of the cybercafes specifically reviewed for this report required an identification card or passport before granting access to internet. It is still unclear how these regulations might apply to public Wi-Fi access points.

The administrators of several opposition-related or independent news websites such as Respublika, Zonakz.net and Guljan.org have reported suffering sporadic DDoS cyberattacks since 2009. Although many suspect that regime actors were behind the attacks, their origin has been neither independently confirmed nor investigated by the police or the Computer Emergency Response Team (CERT), whose responsibility is to address such incidents.
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**Kenya**

---

**INTERNET FREEDOM STATUS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>2012</th>
<th>2013</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Obstacles to Access (0-25)</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Limits on Content (0-35)</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Violations of User Rights (0-40)</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total (0-100)</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*0=most free, 100=least free
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**KEY DEVELOPMENTS: MAY 2012 – APRIL 2013**

- Kenya’s first general election, under the new 2010 constitution was held on March 4, 2013, which saw citizens and politicians alike using ICTs to disseminate information and prevent electoral violence (see **LIMITS ON CONTENT**).
- Fearful of election-related unrest, the government blocked thousands of allegedly inflammatory text messages, mandated bulk texts be pre-screened, and hired a team to proactively monitor social media for inciting language (see **LIMITS ON CONTENT**).
- Service providers were required to install internet traffic monitoring equipment known as the Network Early Warning System (NEWS) by December 2012 to detect cyber threats, such as online hate speech (see **VIOLATIONS OF USER RIGHTS**).
INTRODUCTION

Over the past decade, Kenya has made notable strides in the field of information and communication technologies (ICTs), spurred by the government’s commitment to economic development and an engaged civil society. Among several success stories are the start of construction for the Konza Techno City, dubbed “Africa’s Silicon Savannah,” in January 2013,1 the launch of the National ICT Master Plan 2017,2 and an impressive rise in both internet and mobile usage. The large-scale adoption of the M-Pesa mobile money platform, both domestically and regionally, has made the country a global leader in mobile money transfer services.3 Additionally, two SMS-based applications that have become internationally known—Ushahidi and Frontline SMS—are based in Nairobi and paving the way for the integration of mobile and internet content development.4 Together with Nigeria and Morocco, Kenya has risen to become one of Africa’s major tech hubs.

Kenya held its first general election on March 4, 2013 under the new 2010 constitution. As a result of the political violence that ensued after the last general election in 2007, there were many concerns that ICTs would be used to propagate hate speech in the lead-up to the polls. The electioneering period saw the spread of political propaganda and incendiary speech through social media,5 leading to ramped up efforts to limit speech and content that could incite violence. In September 2012, for example, the Communications Commission of Kenya (CCK) issued guidelines which mandated the pre-screening and approval of bulk messages containing political content before transmission.6

While there were no known incidents of government filtering or interference with online content in the past year, the Blue Coat PacketShaper appliance—a device that can help control undesirable traffic by filtering application traffic by content category—was discovered in Kenya alongside 18 other countries around the world, including China, Bahrain, and Russia in January 2013, though it
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6 According to article 9.4, “Political Messages shall not contain inciting, threatening or discriminatory language that may or is intended to expose an individual or group of individuals to violence, hatred, hostility, discrimination or ridicule on the basis of ethnicity, tribe, race, colour, religion, gender, disability or otherwise.” See: “Guidelines for the Prevention of Transmission of Undesirable Bulk Political Content/Messages via Electronic Communications Networks,” CCK, September 2012, http://www.cck.go.ke/regulations/downloads/Guidelines_for_the_prevention_of_transmission_of_undesirable_bulk_political_content_via_sms.pdf.
is uncertain whether the device has been implemented. Meanwhile, over 300,000 text messages were reportedly blocked a day during the March 2013 elections for allegedly containing speech that had the potential to incite violence. Precautionary surveillance measures were also implemented to curb the spread of provocative and inflammatory speech, which involved a requirement announced by the CCK in March 2012 for service providers to install the internet traffic monitoring equipment known as the Network Early Warning System (NEWS) by December 2012, citing a rise in cyber threats.7

Citizen and civil society efforts to monitor electoral activities and outcomes through innovative ICT tools played an instrumental role during the elections period. The Uchaguzi crowd-sourcing platform, for example, monitored trends as they were reported in real-time by citizens via SMS, and highlighted instances of political violence and electoral malpractice.8

**OBSTACLES TO ACCESS**

The spread and use of ICTs is increasing in Kenya, in no small part due to the government’s commitment to developing the country’s ICT infrastructure as a tool for economic growth. According to the latest CCK data from the last quarter of 2012, the percentage of the population with access to the internet stood at over 41 percent, increasing from 28 percent in 2011, though the International Telecommunications Union (ITU) estimated a 2012 rate of 32 percent.9 Meanwhile, Kenya’s mobile data and internet subscriptions stood at 8.5 million as of December 2012, with an estimated 17.4 million users,10 while 34 percent of the population accessed the internet via mobile phones.11 Mobile phone subscribers stood at over 30 million,12 with a 78 percent penetration rate (72 percent according to ITU data13), though many people have more than one subscription to take advantage of lower prices or expand their geographic coverage, putting the actual number of users much lower. Nevertheless, the growth in mobile subscribers can be attributed to the popularity of mobile handsets as a medium of communication and the increasing availability of value-added mobile services such as internet, entertainment, and mobile money transfer.
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12 Communications Commission of Kenya, “Mobile Penetration.”
Kenya is also said to have comparatively low-priced mobile service for Africa, with monthly costs averaging KES161 ($1.90) for 30 calls and 100 SMS test messages. These relatively affordable costs are largely the result of strong regulatory interventions that have led to the implementation of the lowest mobile termination rates across the continent. In November 2012, the CCK slashed the mobile termination rate from Sh2.21 to Sh1.44 per minute, which drove down prices for mobile phone users. Nevertheless, the CCK also initiated a crackdown against the use and sale of counterfeit mobile devices in 2012, setting a deadline of September 30 for users to verify the authenticity of their handsets through a database of IMEI numbers created in collaboration with device manufacturers. Millions of unverified handsets were deactivated from networks on October 1, 2012.

Data bundles are now available for prepaid mobile customers, while mobile broadband subscriptions on GPRS/EDGE and 3G networks have continued to increase as well. By the last quarter of 2012, broadband subscriptions stood at over one million users, representing approximately 12 percent of total mobile internet subscriptions. By contrast, the number of fixed broadband subscriptions numbered less than 43,000 at the end of 2012, for a penetration rate of 0.1 percent, according to ITU data. The growth in mobile internet subscriptions can be attributed to competitive mobile internet tariffs, special offers and promotions, and the rising use of social media, particularly among the youth population.

While internet penetration continues to increase across the country, there is still a large disparity in access between rural and urban areas. A 2012 study by the Internet Society noted that internet use in Kenya is largely concentrated in Nairobi and that significant action is still needed to address issues of access outside of the capital. Further, the cost of mobile devices and internet subscriptions remains a stumbling block for many impoverished Kenyans to access the web. For example, the average user pays about $36 per month for 1-2 Mbps of unlimited data services and $37 for unlimited internet through a USB dongle (3G modem), while the average monthly wage of an unskilled employee is about KES 4,258 ($53).
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15 Mobile termination rates are a measure of the costs that mobile operators charge each other for terminating inter-network calls.
17 The International Mobile Equipment Identifier (IMEI) of counterfeit phones is either duplicated in many other phones or does not conform to the recognized GSMA structure. IMEI is a 15-digit number that is unique to each mobile handset. See, Communications Commission of Kenya, “Counterfeit Mobile Phones,” http://www.cck.go.ke/counterfeit-campaign/.
Both the government and private sector are working to remedy the disparity between rural and urban access through the introduction of digital villages and Pasha (“Inform”) Centers, which are small public access sites similar to cybercafes.\(^{25}\) In November 2012, Kenya’s ICT board announced that it had set aside 27 million Kenyan shillings to establish an additional 27 digital villages across the country by the end of the year,\(^{26}\) adding to the 63 centers that have already been built since the initiative’s launch in 2009. The board aims to establish centers in 290 constituencies in the long term.\(^{27}\)

The Konza Techno City is another government initiative that aims to foster the growth of Kenya’s ICT industry and place the country on the map as “Africa’s Silicon Savannah.” Designed to include a central business district, a university campus, urban parks, and housing for up to 185,000 people, the multi-billion dollar project hopes to create nearly 100,000 jobs in the ICT sector by 2030. Construction of the city began in January 2013 on a 5,000-acre plot located some 60 kilometers from Nairobi.\(^{28}\)

Kenya has four submarine cables that cumulatively provide the country with a capacity of about 8.56 Tbps, and a fifth cable announced in November 2012 will soon double the country’s capacity to around 15 Tbps.\(^{29}\) These infrastructural developments have improved available bandwidth, but unreliable or slow connections in many areas of the country, power outages, and issues of cost remain obstacles to access. Nevertheless, there have been no reports of the government controlling the internet infrastructure to limit connectivity.

Through the country’s open market-based licensing process instituted in 2008, competition is present in most segments of the telecommunications market, though Safaricom still dominates the market for mobile phone services with a 63 percent share of all mobile subscriptions.\(^{30}\) Safaricom also has a dominant position in the ISP market, commanding a 69 percent share of internet subscriptions as of June 2012, though its dominance has decreased over the past year with Airtel, Orange, and Essar gaining market share.\(^{31}\)

Under the 2009 Communications Amendment Act, the CCK is responsible for regulating both broadcast and online media. Its independence is formally enshrined in the 1998 Kenya Communications Act, and the body has endeavored to work independently even though most of the commissioners remain government appointees and the appointment process is not sufficiently open.
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\(^{27}\) Obura, “ICT Board to Release Funds for Digital Villages.”

\(^{28}\) “Kenya Begins Construction of ‘Silicon’ City Konza.”


and transparent. In February 2013, however, the government for the first time publicly advertised the consumer representative position of the CCK board in accordance with Kenya’s new 2010 constitution, which states that board positions must be filled competitively.

The proposed Independent Communications Commission of Kenya Bill, 2010 further seeks to expand the independence of the country’s ICT regulatory regime by replacing the CCK with the Independent Communications Commission of Kenya, which will be expected to function without any political or commercial interference. Under the new body, all board positions will be publicly advertised, and the four government officials who currently sit on the CCK board will be removed and replaced by seven commissioners appointed by the president, but only on the recommendation of the Public Service Commission. It is expected that the proposed bill will be implemented in 2013 in accordance with the fifth schedule of Kenya’s 2010 constitution, which provides for media legislation to be enacted within three years of promulgation.

Meanwhile, service providers have formed organizations such as the Kenyan ISP Association, the Telecommunications Service Providers of Kenya, and the Kenya Cybercafe Owners to lobby the government for better regulations, lower costs, and increased efforts to improve computer literacy.

## Limits on Content

The elections period in March 2013 saw the widespread use of ICTs, social media tools, and innovative crowd-sourcing platforms by citizens and politicians alike to disseminate information. Nevertheless, concerns over potential electoral unrest led the government to take various preemptive actions to curb the spread of hate speech via ICTs, mandating the pre-screening and approval of bulk text messages, blocking thousands of other allegedly inflammatory SMS messages, and hiring a team to proactively monitor social media sites for inciting language.

Up until 2013, there were no reports of the Kenyan government employing any form of technical filtering or administrative censorship to restrict access to political or other content. However, in
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38 Article 34 (5) of Kenya’s constitution states that Parliament shall enact legislation that provides for the establishment of a body, which shall be independent of control by government, political interests or commercial interests, and set media standards and regulate and monitor compliance with those standards.
January 2013, the Citizen Lab internet research group discovered evidence of the Blue Coat PacketShaper appliance—a device that can help control undesirable traffic by filtering application traffic by content category—in Kenya alongside 18 other countries around the world, including China, Bahrain, and Russia. 39 No further reports or evidence have surfaced to reveal the extent to which the filtering device has been implemented, though its discovery in Kenya is noteworthy given the government’s concern over the spread of hate speech and inflammatory content via ICTs in the lead-up to the March 2013 elections.

Intermediaries are responsible for filtering, removing and blocking content considered illegal, such as hate speech via text messages, though they are under no obligation to actively monitor traffic passing through their networks unless they are made aware of illegal content. Otherwise, Kenyans have unrestricted access to social-networking sites such as Facebook, Twitter, YouTube, and the blog-hosting site Blogger, all of which rank among the 10 most popular sites in the country. 40

As a result of the political crisis that ensued after the 2007 general elections, the government ramped up its efforts to curb the spread of content that could trigger unrest or incite violence prior to March 2013. In September 2012, for example, the CCK issued “Guidelines for the Prevention of Transmission of Undesirable Bulk Content/Messages via Electronic Communications Networks,” 41 rules targeting licensed content service providers seeking to communicate messages to the electorate on behalf of politicians or political parties. 42 Under the guidelines, these providers must submit a request to a mobile network operator that includes the verbatim content of the message and a signed authorization letter from the sponsoring party for approval before a bulk political message can be transmitted. 43 The operator then screens and vets the proposed message for any discriminatory, threatening, or hateful language, and relays its decision within 18 hours. The guidelines also include a complaints handling process for aggrieved parties. 44

Earlier in June 2012, Safaricom, the dominant mobile phone provider, issued its own guidelines for mobile advertising through its various media services to rein in negative political messages ahead of
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41 According to Article 9.4 of the guidelines, “Political Messages shall not contain inciting, threatening or discriminatory language that may or is intended to expose an individual or group of individuals to violence, hatred, hostility, discrimination or ridicule on the basis of ethnicity, tribe, race, colour, religion, gender, disability or otherwise.” See: Communications Commission of Kenya, “Guidelines for the Prevention of Transmission of Undesirable Bulk Political Content/Messages via Electronic Communications Networks,” September 2012.


43 CSPs are defined in Article 2.1.9 as “a person authorized by the Communications Commission of Kenya to provide content services.” See: “Guidelines for the Prevention of Transmission of Undesirable Bulk Political Content/Messages via Electronic Communications Networks,” CCK, September 2012; MNOs are defined in Article 2.1.10 as “a person authorized by the Communications Commission of Kenya to build and commercially operate Mobile Telecommunications/Electronic Communications Systems.” See: “Guidelines for the Prevention of Transmission of Undesirable Bulk Political Content/Messages via Electronic Communications Networks,” CCK, September 2012. “Bulk content” means content that is transmitted on a one-to-many configuration via SMS, MMS and any other similar medium that is capable of providing bulk messaging services.

44 Article 9.2.
the March 2013 election. Developed in consultation with the CCK and the electoral commission, Safaricom’s guidelines indicated that it would suspend or terminate CSP contracts for noncompliance with its bulk message approval process, which is identical to the CCK’s process outlined above.

During and after the March 4 elections, the authorities also asked mobile phone providers to block any text messages that could incite violence. To do so, service providers installed a firewall that could detect messages containing particular words, such as “kill,” which were automatically flagged for further scrutiny. According to the permanent secretary of the Ministry of Information and Communication, Dr. Bitange Ndemo, mobile phone service providers were blocking more than 300,000 text messages per day during the electioneering period to prevent electoral violence.

Individual internet users are generally comfortable expressing themselves freely online and through mainstream media organizations. Nonetheless, during the March 2013 elections, news outlets admitted to practicing self-censorship as part of a “gentleman’s agreement” made by media leaders to withhold from reporting on news that could incite ethnic tensions, according to Kenya’s Media Owners Association. The agreement to self-censor raised local debate on the balance between the national interest and the public’s right to know.

There are no known state-run, government-influenced, or partisan online news/media outlets to date. Citizens are able to access a wide range of viewpoints, and the websites of the BBC, the CNN, and Kenya’s Daily Nation newspaper are the most commonly accessed online news outlets. While print outlets, television, and radio continue to be the main sources of news and information for most Kenyans, all major television stations have live-stream features and use YouTube to rebroadcast news clips. They also have accounts on Facebook and Twitter. Notably, there has been an increase in the number of blogs in recent years, with a wide range of topics covered from entertainment, fashion, and photography, to technology and business. The Bloggers Association of Kenya was formed in 2011 to promote the domestic development of online content.

46 “Short Message Service (SMS) & The Kenyan General Elections.”
47 Fred Mukindia, “Phone Firms Block 300,000 Hate Texts Daily, says Ndemo,” Daily Nation, March 21, 2013, http://www.nation.co.ke/News/Phone‐firms‐block‐300‐000‐hate‐texts‐daily‐says‐Ndemo/1056/1726172/ktkiafs/index.html.
51 BAKE is a body that promotes content creation on the web in Kenya and represents a group of content creators who are of Kenyan origin, descent or are based in Kenya and want to syndicate their content, network among other fellow content creators, or get legal and communal representation from the Bloggers Association of Kenya.
Meanwhile, the internet continues to be an important platform for political debate and mobilization around critical issues. For example, in October 2012, hundreds of Kenyans took to Twitter to protest against members of parliament who had voted to award themselves with a substantial send-off bonus, using the hashtag, #KOTAgainstMPsBonus. Their proposal was ultimately tabled, though this was not specifically due to the Twitter campaign, as there were many protests from different groups occurring simultaneously both on and offline.

Digital media has also revolutionized the ways in which human rights and civil society groups in Kenya network and share information. In early 2013, for example, a partnership of civil society organizations launched Uchaguzi, a crowd-sourcing platform designed to help Kenya achieve a free, fair, peaceful, and credible general election by empowering Kenyans with the ability to monitor the voting process and report on significant incidents in real time via SMS. During the election, the platform received over 3,000 messages from ordinary citizens around the country.

### Violations of User Rights

As a result of concerns over increasing cybercrime and potential electoral unrest, service providers were required to install internet traffic monitoring equipment known as NEWS, the Network Early Warning System, by December 2012. Fourteen bloggers were reportedly targeted for posting hate speech during the March 2013 elections period, though no prosecutions were pursued.

Freedom of expression is enshrined in Article 33 of Kenya’s constitution and includes the right to seek, receive or impart information and ideas, while Article 31 provides for the right to privacy. These rights, however, do not extend to propaganda, hate speech, incitement to violence, and advocacy of hatred. Criminal defamation laws remain on the books, waiting to be repealed or amended to conform to Kenya’s 2010 Constitution. Meanwhile, existing laws that are inconsistent with it are considered unconstitutional.

The 2012 Data Protection Bill is currently being considered in parliament and aims to regulate the collection, processing, storing, use, and disclosure of information relating to individuals that is processed through automated or manual means. Meanwhile, the 2012 Freedom of Information Bill is undergoing stakeholder consultation as of mid-2013. Both bills promise to enhance internet freedom in Kenya, illustrating the country’s commitment to the development of its ICT sector and the use of ICTs to enhance public sector accountability.
Nevertheless, the government appears determined to crack down on cybercrime, which includes the spread of hate speech online, though prosecutions for web activity have not appeared to be politically motivated. During the electioneering period in March 2013, 14 bloggers were reportedly targeted for posting hate speech online, six of whom were investigated. The other eight were not summoned since they had used pseudonyms that made them difficult to identify. No prosecutions were ultimately pursued given a lack of sufficient evidence.

Meanwhile, controversial blogger Robert Alai was arrested in April 2013 for posting an allegedly “offensive tweet” that falsely accused a former gubernatorial candidate of domestic violence against his wife. He was charged under Article 29(b) of the 2009 Kenya Information and Communications Act, which proscribes the transmission of a message that is known “to be false for the purpose of causing annoyance, inconvenience or needless anxiety to another person.” He was later acquitted on KES 50,000 ($560) cash bail, though a guilty charge could have yielded a penalty of up to three years in prison and a fine up to 1 million Kenyan Shillings (over $11,500).

While surveillance of the internet and mobile phones was not previously a serious concern in Kenya, worries over increasing cybercrime and potential unrest surrounding the March elections led the government to implement precautionary surveillance measures to curb the spread of hate speech. In March 2012, the CCK announced that telecom service providers needed to install the internet traffic monitoring equipment NEWS, which would help establish early responses to detected cyber threats. A KES32.2 million ($402,500) joint venture between the CCK and the ITU, the system reportedly works by assigning a unique internet protocol (IP) identity to individual gadgets, effectively making any communication traceable to its device of transmission. In their attempts to reassure consumers that the CCK would not proactively spy on internet users, officials noted that the system “does not have to read and disclose people’s information” and “will only monitor traffic.” In September, service providers were given the deadline of December 2012 to comply with the installation requirement. Providers failing to comply would be cut off by
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64 Mukinda, “14 Bloggers Linked to Hate Messages.”
international backbone operators. As of May 2013, no further information is known about the extent to which service providers have complied with the installation requirement or how the system has been put into practice. Nevertheless, the interception of messages or the disclosure of their content remains a criminal offence.

On February 4, 2013, the National Cohesion and Integration Commission unveiled a toll-free Safaricom number for the reporting of hate speech and announced that it had trained and deployed about 100 hate speech monitors across the country to keep abreast of statements made by politicians or their supporters that could inflame tensions. The government also hired bloggers to monitor websites for inflammatory content, in addition to enlisting the help of the Umati Project—a civic initiative based at Nairobi’s iHub research center—and Kenya’s National Human Rights Commission to report on online hate speech. Despite the increased monitoring, there were no reported instances of any flagged content being blocked or removed.

In June 2009, the government announced a new SIM card registration requirement in collaboration with service providers, which was followed by various public awareness campaigns aimed at informing consumers of the security imperative behind the new requirement. A final deadline of December 31, 2012 was set for the SIM card registration exercise, after which point 2.4 million unregistered cards were disconnected, including those used in tablets and internet modems. To ensure compliance with the new regulation, the government amended the Kenya Information and Communications Act (KICA) to place the onus on mobile providers to record and maintain an index of all subscribers.

Otherwise, there were no reported cases of government abuse of online surveillance in the past year, nor are there any known requirements for ICT service providers to proactively monitor their users. In addition, netizens did not face any extralegal intimidation or violence, nor were there any politically motivated cases of technical violence against civil society or opposition websites.

KYRGYZSTAN

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>INTERNET FREEDOM STATUS</th>
<th>2012</th>
<th>2013</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Obstacles to Access (0-25)</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Limits on Content (0-35)</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Violations of User Rights (0-40)</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total (0-100)</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* 0=most free, 100=least free

**KEY DEVELOPMENTS: MAY 2012 – APRIL 2013**

- Illegally blocked news website Ferghana News was officially unblocked by the State Communication Agency in April 2013 (see LIMITS ON CONTENT).
- While instances of filtering controversial content continued, including the blocking of videos, there was also an increase in the successful use of online platforms to mobilize against potentially harmful legislation (see LIMITS ON CONTENT).
- A journalist was physically assaulted by a member of parliament after posting online comments in defense of another politician (see VIOLATIONS OF USER RIGHTS).

**POPULATION:** 5.7 million  
**INTERNET PENETRATION 2012:** 22 percent  
**SOCIAL MEDIA/ICT APPS BLOCKED:** No  
**POLITICAL/SOCIAL CONTENT BLOCKED:** Yes  
**BLOGGERS/ICT USERS ARRESTED:** No  
**PRESS FREEDOM 2013 STATUS:** Not Free
INTRODUCTION

Shortly before the overthrow of President Kurmanbek Bakiev’s regime in 2010, political pressure on the media—both traditional and online—intensified. The video portal Stan.tv was closed as punishment for covering opposition meetings, the country’s largest online portal that was serving as the main platform for political discussions was shut down, and all internet service providers (ISPs) were forced to cut off their connections to the international internet in order to prevent information from leaking out.

After Bakiev’s removal in April 2010, however, these restrictions were lifted and the flow of information returned to normal. In 2011, the environment was relatively favorable to internet freedom, as the interim government was stable and presidential elections in October 2011 were deemed competitive, though flawed. Despite such improvements, internet access remains limited primarily to urban areas, and a number of legal and technical restrictions on online content continue to inhibit internet users.

Over the past year, the government continued to sporadically block certain types of content that were deemed harmful or indecent, such as the “Innocence of Muslims” video that was available on YouTube, and a film festival entry about being gay and Muslim. Additionally, the parliament passed a law in October 2012 aimed at protecting children from harmful content online that was almost identical to legislation passed by Russia; however, the Kyrgyz legislation is less clear regarding restrictions on online media and was met with widespread opposition.

The 2012 court case against independent journalist and blogger Vladimir Farafonov is also likely to have a chilling effect on journalism related to political content. In February 2012, Kyrgyzstan’s security service charged Farafonov with “inciting national hatred” for publishing articles online about Kyrgyz-language media and the potential effects of the 2011 presidential election on ethnic minorities living in Kyrgyzstan. On July 3, 2012, Farafonov was found guilty and fined the equivalent of $1,000, avoiding the prison sentence recommended by the prosecution.

OBSTACLES TO ACCESS

Access to information and communications technologies (ICTs) has grown in Kyrgyzstan in recent years, with internet penetration rates among the highest in Central Asia, though still low by global standards. According to the International Telecommunications Union (ITU), the internet
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penetration rate in 2012 stood at 21.7 percent, an increase from 14 percent in 2007. Kyrgyzstan’s State Communication Agency (SCA) reported a notably higher 2012 figure of 3.5 million people, or about 50 percent of the population. However, a USAID-funded survey by M-Vector Consulting Agency in 2011 found that only 16 percent of respondents reported ever using the internet. Among them, 51 percent were located in the capital Bishkek and 32 percent in Osh, the country’s second largest city. By contrast, only 5 percent of rural respondents reported ever going online, reflecting the urban-rural divide in penetration. Similar research conducted in 2012 by the M-Vector Consulting Agency indicated about 30 percent of the population was using the internet, of which around 70 percent were using mobile devices. Cybercafes are a relatively popular means of obtaining internet access, with over one-third of internet users reporting that they had accessed the internet at such a venue.

Fixed-broadband access, via either fiber-optic cables or DSL, is accessible mainly in Bishkek, with broadband in the provinces provided only by the state-run KyrgyzTelecom. Broadband speeds range from 24 Mbps for DSL to 100 Mbps for the FTTX (fiber to the x) network, which is well-developed in Bishkek. The government has launched a CDMA450 mobile telephone and broadband network to expand telecom infrastructure into more rural areas, though it has only become partially active. CDMA450 phones have become popular in rural areas with more than 30,000 subscribers as of November 2011.

Mobile phone penetration is significantly higher than internet penetration in Kyrgyzstan, with a penetration rate of nearly 122 percent in 2012. Mobile phone companies claim that their networks cover 90 percent of the populated territory in the country, thus extending the possibility of internet use for most people as mobile web access expands. At the end of 2010, Beeline (one of the largest mobile phone carriers) launched a 3G network that currently covers the entire country. In January 2012, another large firm, Megacom, launched its own 3G network in Bishkek and reported plans to cover the entire country within six months, though as of 2013 they had not implemented these plans. Saima Telecom has launched a 4G network covering Bishkek and some suburbs.

Despite the spread of ICT infrastructure across the country in recent years, the price of internet access remains beyond the reach of much of the population. As an indication of the limited access among lower income brackets, an M-Vector study conducted in 2011 found that only 6.7 percent of individuals with an average monthly income of less than KGS 2,000 (about $44) use the internet, compared to about 40 percent of those with a monthly income of KGS 20,000 to30,000 (about
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9 Ibid.
Moreover, given the high poverty rates in rural areas, accessing the internet is not a high priority for many people. Individuals living in rural areas largely rely on mobile phone internet access because the fixed-line infrastructure is very underdeveloped. Such service costs on average between $20 and $150 per gigabyte for mobile internet access; by comparison, the average monthly income per capita is $190. A lack of equipment and low computer literacy also render internet use difficult for many people in rural areas.

Fixed-line internet service providers impose different fees for accessing domestic versus international content. All fixed-line operators charge about 10 times less in fees, or do not charge fees at all, for domestic traffic compared to international traffic. Mobile phone operators do not make this distinction in their data plans and charge the same for accessing information, regardless of where it is hosted.

Many social media outlets such as YouTube, Facebook, and Twitter are freely available. However, some international blog-hosting services are subject to filtering from ISPs based in Kazakhstan. ISPs in Kyrgyzstan are not required to use government-owned channels to connect to the international internet and can establish their own. In 2010, the state-owned ISP KyrgyzTelecom completed the construction of a fiber-optic cable connection to China, but it has yet to begin functioning. Currently, three out of four of Kyrgyzstan’s first-tier ISPs are linked to the international internet via Kazakhstan and its state-run provider KazakhTelecom; the fourth connects through Russia. As a result, websites that are blocked by the government of Kazakhstan can sometimes become inaccessible to users Kyrgyzstan as well. For example, sites such as LiveJournal, the news website Newsland.ru, and some Google services have been blocked in Kazakhstan, making them inaccessible for some users in Kyrgyzstan. As of May 2013, only Saima Telecom still receives filtered traffic from Kazakhstan, whereas other ISPs receive unfiltered traffic.

Kyrgyzstan’s telecommunications sector is relatively liberalized and competitive compared to that of other countries in the region. The state-owned KyrgyzTelecom is the largest ISP with a market share of about 60 percent. The other three first-tier ISPs (Elcat, Megaline, and Saima Telecom) are privately owned. The largest among them is Megaline, which provides broadband service in

12 In rural areas, about 60 percent of the population lives below the poverty line, while in cities, this number is about 30 percent. Source: “USAID Local Development Program,” USAID Kyrgyz Republic, accessed September 17, 2012, http://ldp.kg/en/tasks/chas-sector/sectors/agriculture/meat/.
14 The information is obtained by comparisons of tariff plans from the sites of ISPs.
Bishkek. In addition to the first-tier providers, there are 69 licensed second-tier ISPs, though only 15 are active.

There are seven mobile phone operators providing voice and data services via a variety of technical standards. The two largest competitors, with nearly equal market share, are Megacom and Beeline. Megacom was nationalized in 2010 amidst the political upheaval. There are 12 companies with frequencies for deploying 4G networks, but only 4 of them have begun to use the frequencies for this purpose, due to the large investment required in the first stage of deployment.17

The main body regulating the ICT industry, including radio spectrum allocation, is the State Communication Agency under the Government of Kyrgyzstan (SCA), a government body with a director and 137 members. The director and two deputies are appointed by the prime minister.18 Some facets of the agency’s work have been criticized, such as the inefficient and non-transparent allocation of radio frequencies and restrictions on wireless mesh networks. Another problematic issue has been the requirement that communication devices (including computers, modems, and wireless access points) be locally certified by the SCA. While this requirement is not systematically enforced, its selective application could serve as an instrument of political pressure and pretext for authorities to seize “uncertified” property, though this has not yet occurred.

The government does not significantly censor the internet, but some political and news websites, as well as specific content that is deemed controversial or harmful, have been sporadically blocked in the past few years. In 2011 there were several attempts by government bodies to block political content or entire news websites, such as the case against Ferghana.ru. In 2012, the Prosecutor General’s Office ordered ISPs to block access to the video “Innocence of Muslims” on YouTube, and to restrict access to a film festival entry titled “I am Gay and Muslim.” In the second example, the film festival organizer brought the case to court, arguing that the restriction violated the right to freedom of expression. Additionally, following Russia’s enactment of legislation to protect children from harmful content on the internet, the Kyrgyz parliament proposed similar legislation that was met with strong opposition by a variety of stakeholders.

Although the government has taken efforts to censor certain content on the internet, in general there are fewer restrictions placed on material that is available online. This may be because television remains by far the dominant medium through which citizens obtain information about their country, and thus censorship efforts have focused on broadcast media.19 For example, in the

17 ИЗ 12 комании только 4 подтвердили, что развертывают сети WiMax и LTE в Кыргызстане [Only 4 from 12 companies confirmed that they are rolling out WiMax and LTE networks in Kyrgyzstan] December 5, 2012, http://www.gipi.kg/archives/4092
run-up to the 2011 presidential elections, the government passed a statute placing stringent regulations on foreign television broadcasts related to the elections and imposing high fines for violations. 20 Given the difficulty of parsing content, television carriers chose to cut off access to most foreign television channels—whether they were Russian, American, or European—in order to avoid the fines. By comparison, the websites of broadcasters such as CNN, the BBC, or Russia Today remained available throughout the campaign. Online resources were not affected by this statute as they are not considered to be mass media. Nevertheless, there have been several incidents of government entities ordering blocks of online content, including at least one news website.

In June 2011, the parliament passed a resolution instructing the government to block the independent Central Asian news website Fergana News, based on charges that its content could incite national strife. 21 In February 2012, the SCA sent letters to all ISPs delineating the requirement to block the news website. 22 As of April 2012, only Kyrgyz Telecom had implemented the blocking. 23 On November 19, 2012, the human rights defender organization “Partner Group Precedent,” representing Fergana News, filed a lawsuit against the SCA claiming that the ban on the news site violated the right to freedom of expression. 24 During the court hearings, the SCA representative stated that their letter to ISPs requiring them to take measures on blocking Fergana News was of a voluntary nature and that ISPs were not forced to block the website. 25 In April 2013, the SCA sent official letters to ISPs in Kyrgyzstan confirming that they were not required to block the site. Subsequently, all ISPs—including the state one, Kyrgyz Telecom—unblocked the site, though the legal status of the original parliamentary resolution is still unclear. 26

After Russia passed a law titled “On Protection of Children from Negative and Harmful Information” in July 2012, a group of parliamentarians in Kyrgyzstan initiated similar legislation titled “On protection of children from information threatening to their health and development.” 27 Although almost identical to the Russian law, this act is less specific regarding internet regulation, and if passed it could be used as a tool for internet censorship by allowing the government to close down sites without a court decision. The criteria upon which the government would make these decisions are unclear. The proposal sparked public outrage, and an internet movement named Kyrnet.kg conducted advocacy activities that compelled members of parliament to postpone the bill until it could be amended.

20 According to the statute, all overseas channels during an election campaign can only be broadcasted from recorded sources and must not contain any information about candidates that can be considered as propaganda or that can discredit them. See Article 22 of the Constitutional Law № 68, “On elections of the President of Kyrgyz Republic and deputies of Jogorku Kenesh of Kyrgyz Republic,” as of July 2, 2011.
22 “Пресс релиз Государственного агентства связи при Правительстве Кыргызской Республики” [Press release of the State Telecommunication Agency under the government of Kyrgyz Republic], February 22, 2012.
According to the legal requirements in place under the 2005 statute “On Counteraction to Extremist Activities,” the procedure by which a website can be blocked must first begin with a request to the prosecutor. After the request is issued, a review committee must be assembled consisting of representatives from different organizations (linguistic, religious, legal, and so forth) that can confirm the extremist nature of the site. However, members of the committee are appointed by the government, calling into question the committee’s independence and level of objectivity. Once confirmation is granted, a court issues a judicial decision to block the website.

In November 2012, the Ministry of Internal Affairs proposed amendments to the law “On Counteraction to Extremist Activities” originally passed in 2005, which would allow the government to order web hosting services to shut down websites hosted in Kyrgyzstan, or block any sites hosted outside the country, if the government recognizes the content as “extremist.” These amendments gave rise to criticism from parliamentarians who noted that in this case websites should be included in the category of mass media, and that the amendments need further discussion. At the same time, these amendments are intended to make the process for blocking websites more transparent, since they oblige corresponding bodies to publish the list of blocked resources on their official sites. Despite the criticisms, the amendments were passed on May 8, 2013.

The video “Innocence of Muslims,” which provoked a wave of protests throughout the Islamic world, caused a controversy in Kyrgyzstan as well. On September 19, 2012, the Prosecutor General’s Office, based on the expert conclusion of the State Commission for Religious Affairs, filed a claim that asked the court to recognize the video as extremist and ban it from show and dissemination in Kyrgyzstan. At the same time, the Prosecutor General’s Office instructed the SCA to take measures to restrict access to the video on YouTube. Parliamentarians debated that question and were divided in opinion, with some of them calling to ignore the video and others affirming the need to protest against it. Finally, the parliament issued a resolution to block the video temporarily before the court issued a decision, which is against the constitution and other laws. One day later, the court decided to recognize the video as extremist and banned it from

---


29 Representatives of the 10th department explained the procedure to the author in a private interview in December 2011.


show and dissemination in Kyrgyzstan. According to a statement by the State Committee of National Security of Kyrgyzstan, possession of the film on any storage device could have led to criminal prosecution. Interestingly, the Religious Administration of Muslims of Kyrgyzstan stated that there was nothing in the video related to Islam and called on Kyrgyz Muslims not to react to the provocation.

One week later, a film titled “I Am Gay and Muslim” by the Dutch director Chris Belloni was scheduled to screen at the International Documentary Film Festival on Human Rights held in Bishkek from September 24–28, 2012. On September 28, the day the film was supposed to be shown, representatives from the State Committee of National Security (SCNS) confiscated a copy of the film and issued a warning to the festival organizers, stating that the State Commission of Religious Affairs had deemed the film “extremist.” That same day, the Pervomaysky District Court recognized the film as extremist and banned it from demonstration and dissemination. Additionally, the Prosecutor General’s Office ordered the SCA to take measures to restrict access to this film for internet users in Kyrgyzstan, and on October 8, 2012, the human rights group that organized the film festival received a notice from their web hosting company stating that their website might be shut down if it contained any references to the banned film. The organizer of the festival, Tolekan Ismailova, claimed that SCNS representatives did not have the authority to confiscate the film or issue the warning and brought a suit against the State Committee of National Security. Nevertheless, the court dismissed the case.

The government has also sought to restrict access to terrorism-related content. In November 2011, a top official in the 10th department of the Ministry of Internal Affairs claimed that their unit for countering cyberthreats had identified 12 websites with terrorist and extremist content that were then blocked according to a court order. Among the list of blocked websites was Furqon.com, which belongs to the militant group Islamic Movement of Uzbekistan.

Self-censorship exists online to a certain degree, primarily as a result of government restrictions against the incitement of national hatred. All posts on forums are strictly moderated to limit this
type of content, and online journalists or bloggers generally try to avoid issues concerning ethnic relations.

Online platforms such as forums and social networks are actively used for manipulating public opinion, usually by “trolls” hired by different political actors to influence discussions and express favorable views. Reportedly, the compensation of a “troll” for one campaign can be anywhere from US$200–700.44

The Kyrgyz blogosphere is not well-developed. There are several popular blog-hosting platforms in Kyrgyzstan (such as Namba.kg, Kloop.kg, Diesel.elcat.kg, and Taboo.kg), but most blogs focus on entertainment, reprint reports from other news agencies, or simply contain a blogger’s personal thoughts on different issues. There are no particularly popular blogs specifically devoted to political or social issues. Most blogs are in Russian, though some are in the local Kyrgyz language, but the latter are not as popular as the former. The internet in general has become an important source of alternative information for users, but since it is primarily the wealthier segments of the population who can afford to consistently access the internet, the wealthy are the main participants in online communities. Social media applications such as Facebook have not yet gained widespread popularity. As of February 2013, there were about 111,000 Facebook users in Kyrgyzstan, accounting for about 10 percent of the online population in the country.45

Several online initiatives were launched in the run-up to the 2011 elections, including the website Politmer.kg, created to allow Kyrgyz citizens to monitor the campaign promises made by the presidential candidates, and the crowd-sourcing website Map.inkg.info, created to document and map election violations. During pre-election debates, some forum topics were created to collect questions for the candidates.

Perhaps the most successful online mobilization campaign came in response to the proposed legislation titled “On protection of children from information threatening to their health and development.” This proposal provoked public outrage, and in an effort to bring attention to the issue, many of the largest ISPs and content providers placed banners over their sites with slogans such as “ATTENTION! This site can be closed. Get to know details and vote against.” The proposal also sparked the internet movement Kyrnet.kg, which conducted advocacy initiatives against the act. Within two months, the site had collected approximately 12,000 votes against the act. Furthermore, in a September 2012 meeting with group of parliamentarians from the political group that had initiated the act, the representatives of Kyrnet.kg showed the results of the voting and explained the shortcomings of the act. The parliamentarians agreed that the act needed further elaboration and promised to arrange an extended meeting with all of the parliamentarians who initiated the law for further discussion.46

Authorities in Kyrgyzstan continued to prosecute individuals for posting material online that was deemed controversial, based on charges such as “inciting national hatred.” Additionally, in February 2013 there was a case of physical assault against a journalist by a member of parliament. While this appears to be an isolated incident, it points to a broader lack of respect for journalists on the part of politicians in the country.

The rights to freedom of speech and freedom of expression are legally protected in the new constitution that was approved by referendum in June 2010, and which strengthens the power of the country’s parliament vis-à-vis the president. Article 31 of the constitution guarantees the right to freedom of thought, expression, speech, and press. Article 29 provides constitutional protections over privacy, including private correspondence (by phone, mail, electronic, or others), and forbids the collection or dissemination of confidential information without an individual’s consent. Nevertheless, the judiciary is not independent and remains dominated by the executive branch. Corruption among judges, who are generally underpaid, is also widespread, hindering the fairness of decisions in freedom of expression cases as well as others.

In July 2011, the government decriminalized libel to bring legislation in line with the new constitution. Nevertheless, “insult” remains a criminal offense and is punishable by a fine. Officials have long used libel charges to stifle critical media but have not applied these laws against bloggers to date. The criminal code contains several provisions (Articles 299 and 299-1) that prohibit “inciting national, racial, religious or inter-regional hostility.” In some cases, the government has sought to apply these provisions in a bid to restrict nonviolent political speech as well.

One of these cases involved independent journalist and blogger Vladimir Farafonov, who was charged on February 12, 2012 with inciting national hatred based on his publications on News-Asia.ru, Centrasia.ru and Parus.kg. Farafonov had written a series of articles that were critical of Kyrgyz politics and which examined the potential effects of the 2011 presidential election on the country’s minority populations. The charge was based on the opinion of a commission convened by the security service, but given the fact that the commission was composed of only legal and political experts, Farafonov asked for Russian philology experts to review the case. These experts expressed their opinion that Farafonov had used language that was tough and sometimes tactless, but not extremist. The prosecution had asked for a sentence of 8 years in jail for Farafonov;

however, the judge decided to reduce the sentence to a fine of KGS 50,000 (approximately $1,000). The case became widely known and aroused a wave of indignation from journalists, as there were many cases of similarly tactless expressions by other authors in Kyrgyz language media outlets which received no punishment.

All traditional media outlets must register with the government. In June 2011, the Prosecutor General’s Office proposed amending the statute that regulates mass media to include internet news websites as a form of mass media, requiring them to have a license and to operate with the same responsibilities as traditional media outlets. In January 2012, an expert from the Government Office seconded the recommendation; however, it remains unclear whether online media are to be treated the same under the law as traditional news media outlets.

There are currently no restrictions on anonymous communication on the internet in Kyrgyzstan. Websites do not need to register, encryption software is freely available, and real-name registration is not required to post content online. Furthermore, registration for prepaid SIM cards is optional; however, post-paid SIM cards, which are rarely used, do require registration with a passport.

Like many former Soviet states, Kyrgyzstan maintains and updates its surveillance technology in line with Russia’s practices. Kyrgyzstan’s surveillance network is modeled after Russian SORM technology (“system for operational-investigative activities”), and in August 2012, Kyrgyzstan updated its surveillance network to be on the same level as current Russian interception systems.

In 2010 and 2011, there were several scandals which revealed the abuse of equipment used for intercepting communications. A subsequent study from June 2011 by the non-profit Civil Initiative on Internet Policy (CIIP) analyzed the legislative framework surrounding interception and its enforcement. It concluded that there were many gaps in the law that enabled interception equipment to be used, and even abused, without sufficient oversight. In April 2011, the parliament passed a decision to switch off all interception equipment deployed on the premises of mobile phone operators. According to reports from September 2011 by members of parliament,
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However, the equipment continues to function. Since February 2012, the CIIP, together with the Kyrgyz State Committee on National Security and several human rights organizations, have been working on amendments to the statute on the Conduct of Investigations—the body responsible for regulating these issues—that would clarify the circumstances surrounding the use of interception and provide a more adequate legal framework. As of mid-2013, the draft was still being discussed in the parliament because of an ongoing debate between the two bodies looking to take control over the interception equipment: the Ministry of Internal Affairs and the State Committee of National Security.

Amid ongoing ethnic tensions, in 2011, there were several reported instances of physical attacks or intimidation of members of minorities associated with news websites. In August 2011, Sokhrulkha Saipov, the editor and publisher of the news website UzPress, was brutally attacked, although it is unclear whether Saipov was attacked specifically for his online activities. The website publishes content in three languages about the social and political challenges affecting ethnic Uzbeks in southern Kyrgyzstan. In a separate incident in May 2011, followers of the nationalist Asaba party threatened non-ethnic Kyrgyz staff of the online news agency 24.kg. In 2012, there were 10 instances of physical attacks on journalists. Most of them occurred during the coverage of mass rallies; however, none of these attacks were directly related to online activities.

In February 2013, Member of Parliament (MP) Tursunbai Bakir uulu, a former ombudsman, published a post on his Facebook page in which he indirectly called another MP, Irina Karamushkina, a “guest” in Kyrgyzstan because she did not know the Kyrgyz language. A journalist, Eric Israilov, defended Karamushkina by stating that she not a guest but was rather an MP and a citizen of Kyrgyzstan. The online debate became very heated, and Bakir uulu suggested that Israilov meet him face-to-face. During the meeting Bakir uulu reportedly pushed Israilov and slapped him in his face. Later, the leader of the political party to which Bakir uulu belongs stated that it was a quarrel between two men and had nothing to do with political issues. In a session of parliament

two months later, members of parliament blamed Israilov as the source of the conflict and recommended revoking his credentials.64

Instances of politically motivated cyberattacks are generally rare, including in the run-up to the 2011 presidential elections, but they do occur. In 2005, the OpenNet Initiative recorded the extensive use of distributed denial-of-service (DDoS) attacks against opposition and news websites, demonstrating a precedent for such attacks.65 In September 2011, there was one incident of hackers defacing Kabar.kg, the online government news agency website, but this did not significantly obstruct the agency’s work. In March 2012, the social entertainment resource Namba.kg experienced a DDoS attack that was apparently part of an extortion attempt.66 In the same month, the news agency Vesti.kg also reported a DDoS attack on its site, presumably because they had been republishing articles from Ferghana News.

During 2012 there were several incidents of cyberattacks on government sites. The sites of the Ministry of Defense (Mil.kg), the State Communication Agency (Nas.kg), and the main portal of the government (Gov.kg) were defaced at different times. However, these attacks were attributed to the overall weak security of the sites, rather than to attacks by the opposition, and all attacks were made automatically by finding some vulnerabilities.

66 As reported by the blog at: http://blogs.namba.kg/post.php?id=116481.
The Lebanese parliament reviewed numerous proposals for a long-awaited new media law that will seek to regulate internet and mobile communications (see Violations of User Rights).

Several web users were prosecuted for libel and defamation, though charges were dropped after media pressure or public outcries (see Violations of User Rights).

In a highly-publicized move, Telecommunications Minister denied a request by the internal security apparatus for access to phone records, e-mail, and other data for millions of Lebanese users, while igniting public discourse on the legality of such requests (see Violations of User Rights).
The Lebanese public has long had a strong sense of entitlement to freedom of expression and freedom of the press, particularly in comparison to many countries in the region, although in reality some of these freedoms have been curbed. The introduction of the internet to the country in 1991 has furthered this sense while offering even more channels for Lebanese to express themselves and protest any attempt to curb their freedoms. At the same time, the problems that plague traditional media also shape and influence new media and communication technologies, such as sectarian divisions, partisanship, the vague legal environment, and the poor state of infrastructure. These many issues are often attributed to a struggling economy and constant political turmoil.

Over the past year, mainstream and social media were abuzz with stories of low profile police arrests, interrogations, and intimidations that targeted online activists, bloggers, and social media users. There were many unconfirmed reports surrounding attempts by the government to censor or even force the closure of online discussion forums and social media groups that expressed political criticism. As the parliamentary committee on media and telecommunications continues to engage in confidential discussions in drafting a new media law, Lebanese continue to deal with the chaotic, confusing and somewhat restrictive legal environment of the country.

If promises are kept to introduce positive reforms of the legal, infrastructural, and economic aspects of the Lebanese ICT sector, the country can reconfirm its avant-garde status within the Arab world. If, on the other hand, the government fails to pass new legislation or worse, implements one of the many poorly-conceived laws it has proposed in recent years, Lebanon risks regressing into an oppressive online environment in which the rights to privacy and information are restricted by authorities. Some developments at the infrastructural level and policy level hint to a brighter future, but the recent government collapse and deteriorating situation due to the conflict in neighboring Syria suggest otherwise. The recent upsurge in political-sectarian conflict has further destabilized Lebanon and contributes to an overall sense of uncertainty over the ICT infrastructure and online media landscape.

In the past, internet and mobile services had been expensive, slow, unreliable, and difficult to access, especially in rural areas and outside of the capital Beirut. Recently, however, access to the internet in Lebanon has been slowly but steadily improving under pressure from activists and businesses. Figures from the International Telecommunication Union (ITU) showed that internet
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1 The internet in Lebanon was first introduced to the American University of Beirut in 1991. Public access started two years later, but the significant diffusion of public internet access did not take off until the mid-1990s when multiple ISPs were established. See [http://webscience.blogs.usj.edu.lb/1636/history-of-web-in-lebanon/](http://webscience.blogs.usj.edu.lb/1636/history-of-web-in-lebanon/).

penetration increased from 19 percent in 2007 to 61 in 2012. Broadband penetration (fixed and wireless) stands at 24 percent, although fixed-broadband remains unavailable in many rural areas. Of the estimated 1.3 million internet subscribers in Lebanon, currently 722,000 of them have 3G subscriptions. Nonetheless, 3G connections are slow, sporadic, and unavailable in many remote areas. Overall, there are around 93 mobile telephone subscriptions per every 100 inhabitants.

In October 2011, the Lebanese government dramatically increased the speed of broadband internet and introduced 3G technology to mobile services. Average internet speeds have doubled since March 2012, though Lebanon still ranks only 151st in the world for average speeds, according to the independent Household Download Index. The Ministry of Telecommunications promised further improvements and the upcoming introduction of 4G. In the past, however, political clashes between the ministry and operators have delayed network upgrades. In addition, the ministry has been slow to respond to much-needed repairs and upgrades outside of major urban areas, although significant progress has been achieved in the past two years.

The government also substantially lowered the cost of broadband internet and mobile phone subscriptions in 2011, although consumer groups maintain that rates remain significantly more expensive than in many other countries. The monthly subscription fee for ADSL starts at $22 and reaches up to $135, including the separate subscription to a fixed phone line. The monthly subscription fee for 3G ranges from $10 to $100, excluding the basic mobile subscription and calling fees, which average around $40. Just over a year ago, these prices were 80 percent higher. Nevertheless, they remain relatively high considering that, in 2011, Lebanon had a gross national income per capita of $9,140, which translates to $762 per month. The relatively high prices have not deterred most Lebanese from using internet and mobile services extensively, particularly the youth. Internet usage and digital literacy, however, tend to drop with older and less affluent citizens, as with rural inhabitants.
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12 See for example: Cyberia Internet: http://www.cyberia.net.lb.
13 See for example: MTC Touch: http://www.3g-touch.com/#!mmtc3g.
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Disruptions to internet services are infrequent in urban areas, but tend to occur more often outside of Beirut and in rural areas. The disruptions are usually caused by technical problems and the inability of the network to handle the increased user load. Lebanon is also liable to frequent electrical blackouts, sometimes lasting several hours per day. The Lebanese government maintains a monopoly over the internet’s backbone, as well as over the fixed and mobile telephone industry in general, allowing it to exercise tight control over internet service providers (ISPs).

The Lebanese telecommunications industry is government-owned and tightly regulated. Lebanon has two government-owned mobile phone companies, officially named Mobile Interim Company 1 and Mobile Interim Company 2. These operate respectively under the commercial names Alfa and Touch, which are run by the private companies Orascom Telecom Holdings and Zain, respectively. Because the government sets prices and issues permits for the number of subscriptions allowed, there is little competition in the industry and the two companies practically split the market evenly between themselves. The fixed-line telephone and internet network is owned and operated by Ogero, a state company headed by Abdulmenaim Youssef. Ironically, Youssef also occupies a position within the Ministry of Telecommunications that oversees the operations of Ogero.

In addition to running the internet’s backbone, Ogero sets internet prices and shares in the management of online subscriptions, together with two dozen private ISPs. Since no law regulates their licensing, private ISPs currently obtain a permit by decree from the Ministry of Telecommunications. In addition, the government has significant control over the processing and approving of user applications for broadband services, which can usually take between six to eight weeks. Crucially, political influence can significantly interfere with the allocation of contracts to private ISPs and mobile phone operators.

Lebanese media and telecommunications laws are regulated by three semi-independent advisory bodies that report to the Council of Ministers. The National Council for Audiovisual Media and the Committee for Establishing Model Bylaws and Practices deal mainly with audiovisual media (TV, radio, and satellite), while the Telecommunications Regulatory Authority (TRA) is responsible for liberalizing, regulating, and developing the telecommunications sector in Lebanon. Overall, the three bodies remain largely powerless and fail to live up to their expectations as independent regulators in a modern state. While in theory the TRA is independent from the government, in
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20 According to the Telecommunications Regulatory Authority (TRA), it is TRA’s prerogative to assess and grant license to ISPs, but the past three ministers of telecommunication have considered that the TRA has no legal authority to do so, and the ministry has used an old law as a basis for their right to grant such license. See below for conflicts between the TRA and the Telecommunications Ministry.
reality, dominant Lebanese political groups possess a great deal of influence over the institution, often rendering it powerless.\(^{22}\) For this reason, the Ministry of Telecommunications remains the strongest player in the internet and communications technology (ICT) domain. In fact, the past three telecommunications ministers have gone so far as to claim that the TRA has no real authority since the law establishing its powers has not yet been implemented.\(^{23}\) Tellingly, since its launch in 2007, many of the TRA’s objectives have not been met, namely the transition from analog to digital networks and the privatization of the telecommunications sector. As previously stated, many of these issues are being held up by political disputes.

**LIMITS ON CONTENT**

No evidence suggests that the Lebanese government blocks or filters ICT content, particularly in relation to political and social issues.\(^{24}\) Lebanon’s Virtual Museum of Censorship, which is complete with reports about censorship in television, radio, film, literature, and theater, lists only two cases of online censorship: the government’s decision to ban Facebook inside parliament in 2011, and a report about the controversial draft media law proposed by the Ministry of Information, discussed below in greater detail.\(^{25}\) YouTube, Facebook, Twitter and international blog-hosting services such as Wordpress and Blogger are freely available. In fact, Facebook, Google, Yahoo, Windows Live, Wikipedia, Twitter, LinkedIn, Blogspot, and MSN rank among the top 15 most visited websites in Lebanon.\(^{26}\) However, self-censorship is prominent in the blogosphere and in the country’s top media outlets, which are owned by powerful figures from all sides of the political spectrum. For this reason, Lebanese enjoy access to a wide variety of views and perspectives online, even if the online media landscape reflects the country’s partisan and sectarian divisions.

While most social media and communication apps are available in Lebanon, certain Voice-over-Internet-Protocol (VoIP) applications are blocked on an inconsistent basis in line with the 2002 Telecom Act.\(^{27}\) In 2010, the government-owned phone company Ogero installed equipment to block VoIP throughout the network, but subsequently backed down under pressure from businesses, civil society, and politicians. It is important to note that VoIP services are mainly blocked because they cut into government revenues generated by international phone calls. Furthermore, only certain VoIP services are blocked, such as Vonage, while Skype is freely accessible. No clear government decision on the matter exists and the law banning VoIP remains in place, though its implementation remains vague and inconsistent.

---

One reason for the lack of blocking and filtering pertains to the highly-politicized landscape of traditional and new media in Lebanon.\textsuperscript{28} Government officials are arguably hesitant to engage in censorship out of fears that the moves could be seen as unfairly targeting one political-sectarian group. In the past, this has been shown to quickly galvanize various groups against the government or the state security apparatus, causing riots and unrest.

While filtering is not practiced, there have been limited incidents in which government security officials pressured individuals and ISPs to remove certain comments—mainly criticisms of government officials or the army—from social media pages, blogs, or websites. Acting upon a court order, the Directorate for General Security has, in the past, pushed the administrators of Facebook groups to delete comments or close groups that are seen as defamatory. In addition, intermediaries are legally liable for content posted by users, including domain hosting services and ISPs (for more on libel cases and the arrests of intermediaries, see “Violations of User Rights”).

Taboo subjects that would normally be banned from mainstream media outlets, such as pornography, gambling, content supportive of Israel, and sectarian hate speech, are freely available online. Indeed, two recent and controversial anti-Islam videos, “The Innocence of Muslims” and “The Innocent Prophet,” remain accessible, despite a September 24, 2012 court decision to ban access to the former in Lebanon.\textsuperscript{29} Legal experts had expressed skepticism about the ability of authorities to implement the court order.\textsuperscript{30}

Many bloggers and online journalists admit to self-censorship, fearing repercussions from the government or specific political or sectarian groups.\textsuperscript{31} The issues bloggers and online journalists avoid have changed over time; for example, criticism of Syria before 2005 was rare, but some “red lines” have remained constant, such as criticism of Saudi Arabia and its royal family. Contributing to this censorial culture were the numerous assassinations of journalists and politicians from 2005 to 2011, a period that witnessed significant shifts in power inside Lebanon. This climaxed with the high profile assassination of Prime Minister Rafik Hariri and the subsequent withdrawal of Syrian forces from Lebanon. Nonetheless, even the most controversial topics are openly debated online. For example, although homosexuality remains taboo in Lebanon and laws criminalize “unnatural sexual relationships,” LGBTIQ rights organizations continue to publish content online despite occasional harassment from security officials.\textsuperscript{32}

Lebanese users have access to a wide variety of local and international information sources. Reflecting Lebanon’s pluralistic society, Lebanese media is highly partisan and controlled by the

\textsuperscript{32} See \url{www.helem.net}.  
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dominant political-sectarian actors, mainly through direct ownership of prominent media outlets.\textsuperscript{33} For example, former Prime Minister Saad Hariri owns Future TV, al-Mustaqbal, the Daily Star, and a host of other online and offline media outlets. Similarly, Speaker of Parliament Nabih Berri owns National Broadcasting Network and its affiliates, while Hezbollah controls a vast network of media outlets, including al-Manar TV and al-Nour radio. The heads of these media outlets are chosen by these dominant political figures and their news content clearly advances a particular partisan message. While ensuring plurality, this also creates a climate in which the public sphere is dominated by the agendas of the powerful political-sectarian leaders and their allies, suffocating the voices of those who fall outside the main groups.\textsuperscript{34} At the same time, politicians are known to bribe the few independent news outlets and journalists that do exist, particularly during election periods.

Online advertising in Lebanon is growing but remains weak, partly due to the slowness and unreliability of the internet. In addition, advertising agencies have yet to grasp the internet as an advertising platform and local websites remain ill-equipped to handle sophisticated online ads.\textsuperscript{35} Whereas affluent politicians are known to purchase bulk subscriptions to newspapers and magazines in order to influence coverage, online advertising remains too small of a factor to be targeted by political groups and businesses. In fact, the majority of advertising revenue continues to go to television and other traditional media, while online sources make up two percent of the total advertising market.\textsuperscript{36} Importantly, there is no evidence of violations of net neutrality or of political manipulation in distributing ISP licenses. Similarly, there are no restrictions on who can acquire local or international domains and server space.

Civil society groups have used mobile and social media widely and effectively to mobilize support for their causes. Women’s right groups, such as Nasawiya, have been successful in attracting media attention, mobilizing grassroots support, and achieving changes in discriminatory laws and regulations.\textsuperscript{37} Their online efforts, combined with strategic litigation and advocacy, led to the implementation of tougher sentences for “honor crimes” in 2011.\textsuperscript{38} In 2012, the group also advanced public debate on domestic violence, leading to the proposal of a law currently being discussed in parliament.\textsuperscript{39}

In addition, civil society organizations have been successful in halting the passage of two problematic online media laws through online campaigning. Activists and businesses delayed and eventually canceled a parliamentary vote on the highly-restrictive “e-transaction law” in June

\textsuperscript{34} Mapping Digital Media: Lebanon, pp. 56-58.
\textsuperscript{36} Sakr, “Online Advertising Untapped in Lebanon.”
\textsuperscript{37} Jad Melki and Sara Mallat. (2013). Digital Activism: Efficacies and Burdens of Social Media for Civic Activism in Lebanon. Unpublished manuscript.
In March 2012, a similar campaign to “Stop LIRA,” the Lebanese Internet Regulation Act proposed by the Ministry of Information, led to a halt in deliberations on the law (for more on the e-transactions law and LIRA, please see “Violations of User Rights” below).

Online mobilization also led to the closing down of a circus that was abusing animals in 2010, as well as the advancement of animal rights legislation in 2011. However, not all digital activists have been successful. One of the most publicized failures pertains to the ongoing anti-sectarianism campaign, which took off in 2011 and so far has not achieved any of its goals and has failed to mobilize a critical mass of supporters in the country. Failures in this domain, however, were not related to censorship, but rather to organizational challenges.

VIOLATIONS OF USER RIGHTS

The Lebanese constitution guarantees freedom of expression as well as freedom of the press, although those rights have not always been respected in practice. Violations of press freedom typically receive an immediate and passionate reaction from the public, serving as a powerful check against the government’s actions in this domain. However, no specific provisions in these pre-internet era laws relate to online speech, and many have been anticipating a new law for over a decade. Meanwhile, courts apply these and other traditional media laws to the online sphere in an inconsistent and often contradictory fashion. This has produced a confusing legal environment with overlapping jurisdictions and contradictory laws governing online content, including the civil laws, the penal code, the Publications Law, the Audiovisual Law, the elections law, and the military code of justice. Three serious attempts to develop new media laws have generated heated national debates in the past three years, although so far, none have generated any concrete results.

Firstly, the e-transactions law, proposed in 2010, required “anyone providing online services” to apply for a license, allowed for “warrantless search and seizure” of information and equipment, and proposed a licensing and regulatory body with broad unchecked powers over e-commerce companies. In early 2012, the Ministry of Interior proposed the Lebanese Internet Regulation Act (LIRA), which applied the archaic 1962 Press and Publications Law to websites and their employees. Although LIRA was seen as less problematic than the e-transactions law, it included
enough vague language and restrictions to evoke fears of broad censorship.\(^{48}\) For example, LIRA prohibited the publishing of “immoral content,” including matters related to gambling, and did not define which websites were defined as “information websites” and thus were required to register.\(^{49}\) LIRA also prohibited users from managing more than one website at a time and banned anyone convicted of a “heinous misdemeanor or felony” from owning one altogether. As mentioned, both the e-transactions law and LIRA were halted under public pressure.\(^{50}\)

In contrast, the law recently proposed by Maharat Foundation was drafted through engagement with various ICT stakeholders and attempts to uphold democratic rights.\(^{51}\) Nevertheless, the Maharat proposal has garnered some resistance, mainly from the Lebanese Press Federation, which sees it as a threat to its authority.\(^{52}\) In contrast to the two previously mentioned bills, the Maharat law attempts to regulate print, broadcast, internet, and mobile media, thereby unifying the two main laws that currently regulate the media industry: the 1962 press and publications laws and the 1994 audiovisual law. The Maharat law also abolishes provisions that currently allow for the precautionary detention of journalists “convicted for libelous violations,” and removes the distinction between political and non-political media, and no longer requires newspapers to obtain a license.\(^{53}\) As of mid-2013, the law was under discussion in the Lebanese parliament’s telecommunications committee.

From a legal perspective, the most serious threat to internet users and online journalists remains the country’s slander and libel laws. Under Article 588 of the Lebanese penal code, defaming the president carries a sentence of 3 to 12 months, while defaming the army or other public figures carries a sentence of up to 6 months.\(^{54}\) The appeals process is often drawn out and highly politicized. In practice, however, most online users targeted with such accusations are quickly released and the cases are usually forgotten or dropped under public or political pressure. However, even if the cases tend to wither away with little or no legal action, they almost always generate heated public debates and protests. In the recent past, a handful of cases caught the attention of the media and wider public.

On February 5, 2013, local blogger Abir Ghattas was summoned to an International Security Forces (ISF) police station and interrogated for an hour about a blog entry she posted four weeks prior.\(^{55}\) She had been sued by the former CEO of Spinneys, a local supermarket chain, for defamation after she criticized his handling of the attempted unionization of his company’s workers.

---


\(^{53}\) The Daily Star, “Maharat lashes back at Press Federation over draft law”


Abir stated she was ordered to sign a pledge that she would not harass Spinneys in the future. She also received a phone call several hours later from the station’s commander requesting that she remove the post or “else she will be summoned again.” Frustrated with the idea of returning to the police station for a fourth time in only a few months, eventually she removed the title and body of her blog entry and replaced them with the message: “Due to censorship and limitation of freedom of speech, the content of the blog post written on Jan 10, 2013 titled: Michael Wright, Spinneys CEO No More, was forcibly removed.” Several Lebanese bloggers took a snapshot of Ghattas’ original text before she removed it and posted the article on their blogs. Thus far, she has not been called back to court and the case will mostly likely fade away with no clear court decision, like other similar cases. In an interview, Ghattas noted that her experience was an unusual occurrence in Lebanon.

A similar case pertains to the arrest and beating of Pierre Hashash on November 21, 2012, due to comments he made on Facebook in which he complained about the heavy amount of traffic in a roundabout holding the name of an army commander. The beating of Hashash, a rap artist and former independent candidate for parliament, caught wide media attention, and he was released one week later with no charges filed.

On June 29, 2010, three Lebanese citizens, Naim Hanna, Antoine Ramya, and Chibl Kasab, were accused of defaming the president after they criticized him on a pro-president Facebook group. Their comments were quickly removed from the Facebook group, which was also closed—assumingly by the group manager. Their arrests triggered a storm of tweets, blogs, and online petitions. While they were released on bail for a fee of $66 each, their cases remain pending and the charges will most likely be forgotten. While other cases may exist, they are seldom reported or are difficult to verify. For example, the popular Lebanese blogger Imad Bazzi stated that he and six other bloggers were arrested, interrogated, and intimidated several times between 2005 and 2010, although evidence is not clear.

Stories of extralegal methods used to identify anonymous online users also abound. These cases tend to be low profile and are often underreported out of fears of public embarrassment or due to government intimidation. One well-publicized case from 2000 pertains to gaylebanon.com, a pro-LGBTIQ rights website. Lebanese vice police tried to force Ziad Mughraby, the owner of the local ISP “Destination” and son of a human rights lawyer, to reveal the names of the website’s owners.

---

56 Ibid.
57 Ibid.
60 Interview with Abir Ghattas, Beirut, 11 March 2013.
Kamal Batal, director of the human rights organization “MIRSAD,” subsequently e-mailed a letter of protest to raise awareness about the issue. Under a military tribunal, both he and Mughraby were convicted of defaming the army and forced to pay a fine of $219 each.65

Currently, Lebanese law does not place restrictions on online anonymity or encryption software. However, there have been reports that the draft media laws currently being debated behind closed doors in parliament do require some form of registration for news websites, similar to the LIRA proposal. Prepaid mobile phones can be easily purchased around the country without any ID requirements. However, users must submit their identity card when purchasing a mobile phone contract where payment is deferred.

The issue of surveillance has garnered much public debate and controversy in the past eight years, which witnessed devastating violence and major political shifts, including a chain of political assassinations (mainly 2005-2008), a 30-day war with Israel (2006), a small-scale civil war (2008), and a political climate that continues to divide the country into two large blocks: the “March 14 Alliance” and the “March 8 Alliance.”66 At issue was the widespread and aggressive surveillance and private data acquisition by the Information Branch of the ISF, the United Nations International Independent Investigation Commission (UNIIIC), and the Special Tribunal for Lebanon (STL), which were responsible for investigating the assassinations, particularly that of the late prime minister Rafik Hariri in 2005.67 The three organizations enjoyed almost free access to private data between 2005 and 2008, collecting sources as diverse as university transcripts, medical history, and mobile phone records in the name of national security. Their work was largely facilitated by Marwan Hmadeh, the ranking March 14 member and telecommunications minister from 2005 to 2008, himself a survivor of a 2004 assassination attempt.

In general, the laws regulating legal surveillance and the acquisition of communications data are vague and widely disputed. Attempts to develop clear privacy laws and regulations have failed, mainly because of their highly politicized nature. Currently, the typical process for acquiring user data involves a request from the ISF to the Ministry of Interior (or from the army to the Ministry of Defense), which is then sent to the prime minister for approval. The order is then sent to the telecommunications minister for execution—although in some instances the latter has refused to hand over the data to the ISF. This process was approved by the cabinet of ministries in 2009 as part of an agreement to share communication data with security and military officials. However, those who dispute this process, particularly the last three telecommunications ministers, cite the need to obey privacy laws and insist that the government’s 2009 decision is limited to metadata and does not include private data.

---

66 The past eight years have witnessed major shifts in Lebanese politics, which were triggered by the high-profile assassination of Prime Minister Rafic Hariri in 2005 that prompted massive protests and forced Syrian troops out of Lebanon, thereby changing the balance of power. These events created two major political camps: the March 8 Alliance that included Hezbollah and the Free Patriotic Movement, and was viewed as supportive of Syria and Iran, and the March 14 Alliance that included the Future Movement, the Progressive Socialist Party and the Lebanese Forces, and was seen as opposed to Syria and allied with the USA.
67 The UNIIIC and later the STL, which were established to investigate the assassination of Lebanese Prime Minister Rafik Hariri in 2005, were later accused of collecting private data not relevant to the investigation, including medical records from a local gynecological clinic that is frequented by the wives of many Hezbollah members.
not cover requests for the content of communications transactions and other specific data. During their respective periods in office, the ministers argued that large-scale, broad requests from the ISF should be accompanied by a court order. As a result, the three ministers have had conflicts with the ISF and Prime Minister Najib Mikati, who had struggled to appease both sides and present himself as an independent leader. The politicization of these issues and the failure of any attempts to institute clear regulations remain the most serious problems when it comes to online privacy protection.

The conflict reached its peak in December 2012 when Sehnaoui, the current telecommunications minister, stated through his Facebook page that he had rejected an ISF request dating from October 17, 2012. Writing on his Facebook page in December, current telecommunications minister Nicolas Sehnaoui revealed that the ISF had requested an expansive amount of information on Lebanese citizens for a two-month period of time. The request, based on an investigation into the assassination of a former intelligence chief, included the following information: users’ real names, phone numbers, addresses, usernames, passwords, IP addresses, and browsing history, as well as logs for e-mails, chatting services, discussion forums, VoIP applications, and social media. In his Facebook post, the minister called upon “all bloggers, e-journalists, Tweeters and Facebook users and all members of our social media community” to pressure the council of ministers to reject the ISF request. The minister had previously rejected similar requests and even sent a delegation of legal experts to France to discuss the legality of such requests. The debate has addressed the legality of the ISF’s right to access the content of text messages, rather than only call records and location data. However, some have doubted the validity of the minister’s claims and interpreted it as part of the broader dispute between the ISF, the ministry, and their respective political factions, which have occurred several times over the past years.

In addition, reports of Israeli attempts to infiltrate Lebanon’s telecommunications system abound. Over the past four years, several employees working for mobile and fixed phone operators were arrested for allegedly carrying out clandestine intelligence activities for Israel. There were also numerous reports about spying devices discovered on the network. Moreover, attempts by the...
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69 [Acting] Prime Minister Najib Mikati resigned March 2013, partly due to a controversy over the term extension for the ISF chief, which Mikati supported and the March 8 alliance opposed.


73 Lebanese law is partly rooted in French law.


ISF to install and operate surveillance technologies have been apparently halted recently. In fact, a public debate about illegal phone lines, surveillance, and privacy ensued after the May 2011 confrontation between former minister of telecommunications Charbel Nahas and the ISF. The controversy was triggered after members of the ISF blocked the minister and his team from entering a ministry building to dismantle a non-commercial mobile network which was allegedly used by the ISF for intelligence purposes, without government sanctioning or TRA supervision.

When it comes to cybercafes, operators have only a few requirements by which they must abide, pertaining to registering their business with the ministry of finance for tax purposes and ensuring that all software used in their machines is legal and licensed. Interviewed operators of cybercafes said other matters are left to their own discretion and no special requirements to aid the government exist. Customers are not obliged to identify or register and no monitoring software is installed on machines. They do, however, use firewalls and filters to block pornographic websites, particularly to protect children—a matter that caught media attention in April 2006 and led to the addition of such provisions to the proposed e-transactions law.

Cyberattacks are on the rise in Lebanon, especially those emanating from outside of the country. Over the past year, several government and news websites were attacked multiple times. For example, on April 17, 2012, a group named Raise Your Voice (RYV) simultaneously hacked 15 government websites, including the state-owned National News Agency and a handful of ministerial websites. The same group struck again nine days later, enabling Facebook users to post comments on ten government web sites. On June 16, 2012, RYV again hacked two government websites. This latter wave of attacks—seemingly initiated by a local Lebanese group—posted comments criticizing the government for their economic and developmental policies, especially in relation to the electricity shortage and the increasing poverty.

More recently, on February 23, 2013, the group Team Kuwaiti Hackers attacked the Lebanese Parliament’s website. The hackers posted sectarian comments that criticized specific political groups, namely Hezbollah and the Syrian regime. Moreover, throughout 2012 and early 2013, several news reports surfaced regarding multiple sophisticated viruses that targeted Lebanese computers to infiltrate banks, the financial system, and private financial data. Some experts noted

78 Ibid.
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that the attacks may have been state-sponsored and aimed at disrupting Syrian and Iranian finances.\textsuperscript{85}

The news industry has also been a popular target of such attacks. The most significant has been the hijacking of \textit{al-Mustaqbal} newspaper’s home page on April 10, 2013. In a politically motivated attempt to discredit the Special Tribunal for Lebanon (STL), hackers posted the names of alleged witnesses in the Rafik Hariri assassination trial.\textsuperscript{86} Other attacks have mainly attempted to overload news websites, such as those against the websites of Now Lebanon (January 19, 2012), NBN TV (February 4, 2012), al-Kifah al-Arabi (March 19, 2012), Murr TV (January 2013 and April 16, 2013), OTV (July 28, 2012), al-Mayadeen TV (August 23, 2012), \textit{Annahar} newspaper (October 15, 2012),\textsuperscript{87} and \textit{Arrouwad} newspaper (April 2013).\textsuperscript{88} Some journalists’ personal web sites and social media pages have also suffered from such attacks, such as Mona Abou Hamzeh’s Facebook page (May 15, 2012), Rouaida Mroueh’s website (March 24, 2012), and Paula Yacoubian’s Facebook page (January 18, 2013).\textsuperscript{89}

Many of these cyberattacks are dealt with promptly, though the perpetrators are seldom identified and detained. In one reported incident, the Lebanese Cyber Crime and Intellectual Property Rights Bureau Unit, which belongs to the ISF, apprehended two Lebanese hackers accused of breaking into e-mails and Facebook accounts, stealing their owners’ identities, and blackmailing them for ransom.\textsuperscript{90} The increase in similar hacking attacks and blackmail attempts has alarmed Lebanese security officials, who remain poorly equipped to deal with them.\textsuperscript{91}

There have been relatively fewer attacks on the websites of political parties, civil society groups, and activists in Lebanon, despite their large numbers and the controversial issues they champion. Such incidents include the attacks on the websites of Lebanese Press Photographers (April 14, 2012), the Mohammad Hussein Fadlallah Foundation (April 16, 2012), the Palestinian Human Rights Foundation (June 15, 2012), and the Lebanese Parliamentary Monitor (November 26, 2012).\textsuperscript{92} Most recently, the Lebanese Dental Association’s website was hacked and the attackers posted the Israeli flag on the homepage.\textsuperscript{93} Such cyberattacks are likely to increase in the near future and take on a more significant political role, especially if the situation in Syria continues to deteriorate or in the case of military conflict with Israel.

\textsuperscript{85} Al-Monitor. (n.d.). Cyber attack on Lebanese banks: Are Iran, Syria finances target? \url{http://www.al-monitor.com/pulse/w/content/articles/opinion/2012/al-monitor/a-cyber-attack-against-lebanese.html}.
\textsuperscript{86} The Daily Star. (2013, April 12). Al-Mustaqbal, STL take action over hacking incident. \url{http://bit.ly/1bNYVJa}.
\textsuperscript{87} See: \url{http://blogbaladi.com/annahar-releases-mobile-app-and-gets-hacked}.
\textsuperscript{88} Samir Kassir eyes. (2013, April 15). Arrouwad’s Website Hacked twice in two days. \url{http://www.skeyesmedia.org/ar/News/Lebanon/3073}.
\textsuperscript{89} For a more exhaustive list, please see: \url{http://www.skeyesmedia.org}.
\textsuperscript{92} For a more exhaustive list, please see: \url{http://www.skeyesmedia.org}.
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INTERNET FREEDOM STATUS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Obstacles to Access (0-25)</th>
<th>2012</th>
<th>2013</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Partly Free</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Limits on Content (0-35)</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Partly Free</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Violations of User Rights (0-40)</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Partly Free</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total (0-100)</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* 0=most free, 100=least free

POPULATION: 6.5 million
INTERNET PENETRATION 2012: 20 percent
SOCIAL MEDIA/ICT APPS BLOCKED: No
POLITICAL/SOCIAL CONTENT BLOCKED: Yes
BLOGGERS/ICT USERS ARRESTED: No
PRESS FREEDOM 2013 STATUS: Partly Free

KEY DEVELOPMENTS: MAY 2012 – APRIL 2013

- A Libyan court ordered Russia Today to remove libelous content from its website and temporarily blocked the news site until it cooperated (see LIMITS ON CONTENT).
- Media reports indicate that Qadhafi’s extensive surveillance apparatus remains online and operates with little judicial oversight. State control over internet and mobile phone providers is indicative of the lack of checks and balances in the country’s governance (see VIOLATIONS OF USER RIGHTS).
- Militia groups temporarily abducted a social media activist and threatened a British journalist into leaving the country, a sign that nonstate actors are continuing to add to the overall sense of instability and insecurity in the online media environment (see VIOLATIONS OF USER RIGHTS).
It has now been two years since the 2011 Libyan revolution, when a popular uprising and ensuing civil war deposed the country’s long-time leader, Muammar Qadhafi, and placed the country on a shaky path to democracy. Elections for the General National Council (GNC), Libya’s 200-member legislative body, were held in July 2012 amidst praise from international observers. The GNC elected Prime Minister Ali Zeidan, a former human rights lawyer, and confirmed his choices for cabinet in November 2012. While the composition of Libya’s first democratically-elected government in 60 years is a great step forward, there are several legal and institutional challenges that require immediate attention. The actions of militias, including armed Islamist groups, offset many of the gains the government has made in removing many obstacles to internet access and limits on online content.

The internet became publicly available in Libya in 1998, though prices were excessively high and access was limited to the elite. Thousands of cybercafes sprang up after 2000, eventually offering cheap internet to both urban and rural users. Furthermore, over the following decade, the state telecom operator reduced prices, invested in a fiber-optic network backbone, and expanded ADSL, WiMAX, and other wireless technologies throughout the country. In its initial stages, there were few instances of online censorship in Libya. However, it was not long until the Qadhafi regime began to target opposition news websites, particularly after the lifting of United Nations sanctions in 2003 led to increased access to surveillance and filtering equipment. Overall, the highly repressive online environment, which included harsh punishments for any criticism of the ruling system, contributed to an extreme degree of self-censorship by internet users.

Since the victory of the Libyan rebels in 2011, the online information landscape has been relatively open. The country has witnessed a flurry of self-expression as Libyans seek to make up for lost time under the Qadhafi era, resulting in an increase in news sites, the development of a market for online advertising, and massive growth in Facebook use. However, the civil war also impacted investment in the country’s information and communications technology (ICT) sector, namely by inflicting damages to the infrastructure and sidelining an earlier $10 billion development plan for
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2020. Additionally, residual self-censorship, weak legal protections, and uncertainties about the continued existence of the Qadhafi-era surveillance apparatus pose ongoing challenges to internet freedom in the country.

**OBSTACLES TO ACCESS**

Internet penetration has traditionally been very low in Libya. While the percentage of the population with access to the internet has quadrupled from 2007 to 2012, the latest estimates still put this amount at only 19.9 percent. Of these users, an estimated 80 percent use the wireless WiMAX service, 17 percent connect using traditional fixed-lines, and 3 percent employ a fiber-optic connection. The number of fixed-broadband subscriptions is relatively low, at just over 1 subscription per every 100 inhabitants in 2012. However, due to the difficulties in obtaining a standard internet subscription, it should be noted that many Libyans use unregistered or illegal satellite technology to access the internet.

Compared to the relatively low internet penetration rate, mobile phone use is ubiquitous. There are an estimated 9.59 million subscriptions in Libya, representing a penetration rate of 148.2 percent. Prices have dropped systematically since the introduction of a second mobile provider in 2003, resulting in greater affordability. By 2013, the price of a prepaid SIM card from the main provider, Libyana, was LYD 5 ($4). Smartphones and 3G connectivity have been available since 2006, though the prohibitive cost of more upscale models impedes their wider dissemination.

Similarly, the cost of a home internet connection remains beyond the reach of a large proportion of Libyans, particularly those living outside major urban areas. As of early 2013, a dial-up internet subscription cost LYD 10 per month ($8), an ADSL subscription was LYD 20 ($16) for a 7 GB data plan, and WiMAX was LYD 40 ($31) for a 10 GB data plan, after initial connection fees. By comparison, gross national income per capita was only $1,078 per month, pushed up by relatively high salaries in oil and gas firms. The LTT announced a plan to decrease the prices of leased lines up to 45 percent starting from August 2012 to coincide with the month of Ramadan. The LTT also decreased initial WiMAX account connection fees for individual users from LYD 160 ($124) to
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Libya

LYD 120 ($93) and from LYD 260 ($202) to LYD 220 ($171) for households.\textsuperscript{15} As of the first quarter of 2013, a dial-up internet subscription cost LYD 10 per month ($7), an ADSL subscription was LYD 20 ($15) for 20GB, and WiMAX was LYD 30 ($23) for 15GB. WiMAX modems remain in short supply since February 2012, resulting in high prices for second-hand devices sold on the site Open Souk, Libya’s online marketplace.\textsuperscript{16}

Many foreign and Libyan organizations and individuals in need of a reliable and legal internet service contract have been driven towards “two-way” satellite internet technology. As two-way technology has become more popular, connection fees and equipment costs have been lowered. Prices are now at LYD 800 ($622) for the hardware and a monthly subscription costs LYD 255 ($198) for a fast connection and 30 GB bundle, depending on the number of users.\textsuperscript{17}

The Libyan civil war heavily disrupted the country’s telecommunications sector, with the damage estimated at over $1 billion.\textsuperscript{18} Upgrades have been projected in an effort to respond to demands for increased capacity, such as the laying of the European Indian Gateway and Silphium submarine cables,\textsuperscript{19} the construction of additional WiMAX towers,\textsuperscript{20} the creation of Wi-Fi hotspots, the installation of a long distance fiber-optic cable within the country,\textsuperscript{21} and the development of next generation broadband.\textsuperscript{22} The adult literacy rate is 89 percent and a wide range of websites and computer software is available in Arabic.\textsuperscript{23} However, limited computer literacy, particularly among women, has been an obstacle to universal access.

Since there have been little improvements to ICT equipment since the Qadhafi era, internet speeds remain extremely slow at an average speed of less than 256Kbps, prompting frustrated Libyans to create the Facebook page titled, “I hate Libyan Telecom and Technology,” which has reached over 19,000 followers.\textsuperscript{24} IT experts familiar with the issue have cited poor infrastructure, a lack of quality of service, technology constraints and continued lack of regulations. Furthermore, broadband is not widely available, bandwidth limitations exist for fixed-line connections, wireless users face slower speeds due to heavy congestion during peak hours, and there is a general lack of resources and personnel to perform maintenance and repairs.\textsuperscript{25}

\textsuperscript{16} See \url{http://ly.opensooq.com/} or \url{https://www.facebook.com/OpenSooq.Libya} it even has a mobile app now.
\textsuperscript{17} See \url{http://www.giga.ly/} or \url{https://www.facebook.com/GigaLibya}.
\textsuperscript{19} “The Activation of The New Upgraded Submarine Cable System between Libya and Italy,” The Tripoli Post, December 25, 2011, \url{http://www.tripolipost.com/articleDetail.asp?i=11&i=7562}.
\textsuperscript{20} “ZTE suggest Libya will boast nationwide WiMAX network by Aug-13,” TeleGeography, January 24, 2013, \url{http://www.telegeography.com/products/commsupdate/articles/2013/01/24/zte-suggests-libya-will-boast-nationwide-wimax-network-by-aug-13/}.
\textsuperscript{23} “Literacy rate, adult total (% of people ages 15 and above),” The World Bank, accessed August 21, 2013, \url{http://data.worldbank.org/indicator/SE.ADT.LITR.ZS/countries}.
\textsuperscript{24} See \url{https://www.facebook.com/ihateltt}.
\textsuperscript{25} Interview with ex-Libyana IT engineer on March 2013.
Qadhafi’s forces strategically limited access to the internet and mobile phones during the civil war, with general access restored in August 2011.26 Since the end of the conflict, there have been no government-imposed restrictions on connectivity, but problems remain due to damaged infrastructure. Since May 2012 there have been several disruptions to service, such notably a 26-hour cut in the entire Eastern region in June 201227 and cuts in areas of Tripoli during in July 2012.28 Rolling blackouts continued over the past year, particularly due to an overload in electricity demand during summer and winter months, when air conditioning or heating is used. These blackouts are due, in part, to damage to the electricity grid that occurred as a result of the civil war, estimated at $1 billion.29

The state-run Libyan Post Telecommunications and Information Technology Company (LIPTC), formerly the General Post and Telecommunications Company (GPTC), is the main telecommunications operator and is fully owned by the government. In 1999, the GPTC awarded the first internet service provider (ISP) license to Libya Telecom and Technology (LTT), a subsidiary of the state-owned firm. At least seven other companies—including Modern World Communication, Alfalak, and Bait Shams—have also been licensed to provide internet services, though LTT retains sole control over Libya’s international gateway to the internet.30 The LIPTC owns two mobile phone providers, Almadar and Libyana, while a third provider, Libya Phone, is owned by the LIPTC’s subsidiary, LTT.

Since the revolution, most people access the internet from their homes and workplaces (particularly those working for foreign organizations or companies), followed by mobile phones, and hotel lobbies. The cybercafe industry, quasi-decimated in many parts of Libya during the conflict, is starting to return to profitable business through catering mainly to foreign workers and Voice over Internet Protocol (VoIP) calls.

The post-conflict regulatory environment remains very unclear. The newly elected government has a Ministry of Communication, but it has expressed no clear vision for the future. During the Qadhafi era, decisions on licensing were made by the government-controlled GPTC. There was talk in 2006 surrounding the creation of a new regulator, the General Telecom Authority (GTA), though after the 2011 uprising, it remained unclear whether the GTA had come into existence. Some suspected the GTA had been formed to oversee the monitoring of online activities.
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The Libyan web has opened up extensively since the fall of Qadhafi in August 2011. The online media landscape quickly developed as restrictions and regulations on publishing dissipated during the extended period of instability. As internet use has increased, so has the market for online advertising, contributing to the overall expansion of Libyan news sites and online services. Facebook in particular has become an important news source for many Libyans. Under the various transitional and interim governments, censorship remained low and sporadic. Over the past year, however, there have been a few cases of the state blocking content for political reasons. Moreover, habits from decades of oppressive rule and the continued threat posed by militias contribute some degree of self-censorship among users, particularly on sensitive subject areas. These concerns presented some limits on content over the past year, although it is still too early to tell what direction Libya is moving during this highly-fluid, uncertain transitional period.

Web 2.0 services such as YouTube, Facebook, Twitter, and international blog-hosting platforms are freely accessible in Libya. In fact, the “Innocence of Muslims” film that sparked protests outside the American consulate in Benghazi was not blocked by Libyan authorities, although it was made inaccessible by YouTube’s parent company, Google. Facebook was inaccessible for at least one day in November 2012, although the LTT was quick to explain on its website that this was not the result of state censorship but rather a glitch from the company. While the defeat of the Qadhafi regime led to a cessation of state blocking in August 2011, many Qadhafi-era government webpages containing information on laws and regulations from before the uprising are inaccessible, as is the online archive of the old state-run Libyan newspapers. Some of these websites may have become defunct after the officials running them were ousted or hosting fees were left unpaid, but others were likely taken down deliberately when the revolutionaries came to power.

As mentioned, there have been some instances of blocking recorded during the coverage period. For example, the website of the television channel Russia Today (RT) was inaccessible in Libya in early March 2013. RT had posted an interview with Mahmoud Jibril, head of the National Forces Alliance, in which it was alleged that Libya’s last Prime Minister under Qadhafi, Baghdadi al-Mahmoudi, was tortured in custody by government authorities after his recent extradition from Tunisia. The Ministry of Communications and Information Technology actually confirmed that RT was blocked on their Facebook page, as well as the blocking of another website called Makala. The English site of RT was later unblocked, although as of March 2013, the Arabic version could only be accessed through a cached copy or proxy.
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Some pornographic websites are also among those that continue to be blocked since the end of hostilities, according to a decision made by an ad hoc Temporary Steering Committee formed after the liberation of Tripoli. The committee is formed of conservative rebel fighters in a bid to be seen as the guardians of public morality. Prior to the war, “indecency” was prohibited but sexually-explicit sites were never blocked. This development has not yet been reversed by the LTT, perhaps due to the conservative outlook of some political factions vying for influence in the future of Libya. There is little transparency and no legal framework related to the blocking of websites in Libya, as the regulations have not yet been formulated. Technically, all regulations of the Qadhafi era remain valid.

Though the environment has loosened considerably since Qadhafi, a sizable number of Libyan bloggers, online journalists and ordinary citizens continue to practice some degree of self-censorship due to continued instability and the uncertain political situation. Under the newly elected government, visas for foreign journalists have become more difficult to obtain. In January 2013, through a picture she posted on Twitter, a Washington Post reporter revealed that she had been made to sign a written pledge not to portray the country in a manner that might be provocative or distort civil peace. In addition, given the already tense and violent environment, many bloggers and individuals choose not to comment on social taboos such as rape or conflicts between warring tribes and cities. Online writers also shy away from expressing religious opinions for fear of being marked as an atheist or a Shiite sympathizer, both of which can be life threatening. Many also avoid publishing content critical of the 2011 revolution. It should be noted that many commentators are more afraid of retribution from armed groups and non-state actors rather than the government. Such unseen pressures contribute to an atmosphere of self-censorship and incomplete freedom.

Despite these trends, an increasing number of bloggers have demonstrated a willingness to use their real name when posting online. Blogging first emerged in Libya in 2003. While even Qadhafi launched his own blog in 2006, the number of blogs based inside the country remained low compared to other Arab countries. Since the start of the revolution in February 2011, however, the contingent of blogs written by those inside Libya has notably increased and many Libyans have focused on topics related to political activism. Bloggers, online journalists, and other users have vocally expressed a diverse range of visions for the post-Qadhafi political order, the interim government, and other topics.

After decades of harsh censorship, the online media landscape in Libya is now diverse, with few dominant news providers and many local or privately-owned outlets. The online advertising market is also growing in the country, allowing independent news sites, such as the Libya Herald, to
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35 See [https://mobile.twitter.com/ahauslohner/status/293706323747557377/photo/1](https://mobile.twitter.com/ahauslohner/status/293706323747557377/photo/1).
generate money more than one year after its founding. Websites related to the Amazigh (whose language was banned under Qadhafi) and other minorities are now flourishing. Interestingly, Facebook is often the platform of choice for city and even government officials to publish updates and official communication. From April 2012 to April 2013, the number of Facebook users in Libya increased from some 400,000 to 860,000. The social networking site was the most visited website in the country and has also become the main source of news about Libya for a large number of users inside and outside the country.

In 2012 and early 2013, Facebook, Twitter and other digital media were used to mobilize Libyans for activism around a variety of causes. For example, on March 14, 2013, activists coordinated protest in Tripoli and at Libyan embassies around the world to protest violence against women. Social media had been crucial in bringing attention to numerous cases of sexual harassment against terminally ill hospital patients in Libyan hospitals. In addition, social media was a factor in the September 21, 2012 protests in Benghazi, in which over 30,000 Libyans expressed their anger at the continued presence of armed militias, including the terrorist group Ansar al-Shariah, and demonstrated their solidarity with the United States for the killing of the American Ambassador J. Christopher Stephens and two American guards during the storming of the US consulate in Benghazi on September 11. In another example of how the internet is being used to engage citizens, the host of the popular TV show called Libya Tonight held an interactive discussion with Facebook followers during a media training session at the American University in Cairo in March 2013. Mass text message campaigns were also used to rally support in the run-up to the July 2012 elections and for a number of other announcements.

Freedom of opinion, communication, and press are guaranteed by Libya’s Draft Constitutional Charter, released by the Libyan Transitional National Council in September 2011 to outline Libya’s governance during the transitional and interim period following the fall of the Qadhafi regime. The formation of a committee to draft the new constitution has been delayed numerous times, as Libya searches for stability and rule of law in the post-conflict period. Legal reforms are essential to ensure that the rights enshrined in the draft charter are implemented. Although it has now been two years since Qadhafi’s ouster, scars from his 42-year rule linger in the national psyche. Restrictive laws remain on the books and a murky surveillance apparatus continues to function with little judicial oversight. The gravest threat to user rights, however, are the country’s armed groups.

41 See https://www.facebook.com/LIC.LibyaTonight
42 See http://on.fb.me/19GODzU.
A British journalist writing for a Libyan news site was chased out of the country by Islamist fighters after exposing the group’s “kill list,” consisting of senior security officials.

During the Qadhafi era, several laws provided for freedom of speech, but these protections were typically offset by vague language restricting the same freedoms. For example, the 1969 Libyan Constitutional declaration and the 1988 Green Charter for Human Rights both guarantee freedom of speech and opinion but also note that these must be “within the limits of public interest and the principles of the Revolution.” Discussions over a new press law in 2007 and a telecommunications law in 2010 did not progress and were not implemented. Since 2012, the judiciary has become increasingly independent, although all state bodies are still subject to pressure from the armed militias that defeated Qadhafi. For example, in April 2013, rebel fighters key to the removal of Qadhafi besieged the justice and foreign ministries to demand the passing of the Isolation Law, a bill that outlawed former Qadhafi officials from public life.

Laws from the Qadhafi era remain on the books, including measures that provide for harsh punishments for those who published content deemed offensive or threatening to Islam, national security, territorial integrity, or the reputation of Qadhafi. The penal code calls for imprisonment or the death penalty for anyone convicted of disseminating information critical of the state or the “Leader of the Revolution.” The 1972 Publications Act imposes fines and up to two years in prison for a variety of violations, including libel, slander, and “doubting the aims of the revolution.” Particularly egregious was a law on collective punishment, which allowed the authorities to punish entire families, towns, or districts for the transgressions of one individual. Because of their vague wording, these laws could be applied to any form of speech, whether transmitted via the internet, mobile phone, or traditional media. A 2006 law mandates that websites registered under the “.ly” domain must not contain content that is “obscene, scandalous, indecent or contrary to Libyan law or Islamic morality.” Under Qadhafi’s rule, several internet users and online journalists were detained, prosecuted, and in some cases, killed, for disseminating or accessing information deemed undesirable by the regime.

Although there is less fear of government repression in the post-Qadhafi era, threats still remain, particularly with so few mechanisms to hold the government or militias accountable should they abuse their power. George Grant, the British journalist who worked for the online publication the Libya Herald, was forced to flee Libya in January 2013 following alleged threats from Islamists, according to his tweets and an interview with the BBC. One month earlier, Grant had written an
article regarding a suspected “death list” of senior security officials, drawn up by Islamist fighters seeking to undermine the state security presence in Benghazi.51 In another example, the Libyan online activist Hamid al-Tubuly was reportedly abducted in December 2012 by members of the Supreme Security Council, a non-state militia, who released him only after a direct plea by the head of the GNC.52 However, it was also rumored that al-Tubuly was not targeted for his online activism but rather because the militia wanted to take possession of his house.

The Qadhafi regime had direct access to the country’s DNS servers and engaged in widespread surveillance of online communications. State of the art equipment from foreign firms such as the French company Amesys53 and possibly the Chinese firm ZTE were sold to the regime, enabling intelligence agencies to intercept communications on a nationwide scale and collect massive amounts of data on both phone and internet usage.54 Correspondents from the Wall Street Journal who visited an internet monitoring center after the regime’s collapse reportedly found a storage room lined floor-to-ceiling with dossiers of the online activities of Libyans and foreigners with whom they communicated.55 Extensive efforts were also made to develop the capacity to eavesdrop on Skype and VSAT connections. According to current and former staff of LTT, the government even obtained backdoor access to Thuraya satellite phones, which were widely perceived as a secure means of communication.56 In general, Libyans must present identification when purchasing a SIM card.

While many Libyans would like to believe that such widespread surveillance has ceased, uncertainties remain over the actions of domestic intelligence agencies in the new Libya. A July 2012 report from the Wall Street Journal indicated that surveillance tools leftover from the Qadhafi era had been restarted, seemingly in the fight against loyalists of the old regime.57 Others suspect that it has been activated to target those with an anti-Islamist agenda. During an interview on al-Hurra TV in March 2012, the Minister of Telecommunications stated that such surveillance had been stopped because the interim government wanted to respect the human rights of Libyans. An organization representing IT professionals in Libya refuted his remarks in an online statement, claiming those working in the telecom sector report that the surveillance system has been reactivated. Such allegations could not be independently verified, however.58 Given the lack of an independent judiciary or procedures outlining the circumstances under which the state may
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54 Ibid.
56 Sonne and Coker, “Firms Aided Libyan Spies.”
conduct surveillance, there is little to prevent the government, security agencies, or militias who have access to the equipment from resuming the practice.

During the Qadhafi era, opposition websites such as Libya Watanona, or those affiliated with the Muslim Brotherhood or minority groups such as the Amazigh, were periodically hacked. The government was widely suspected of being behind the attacks. In January 2011, the opposition website al-Manara came under cyberattack after it had posted videos of early anti-Qadhafi protesters in Bayda and al-Mostakbal. Periodic attacks continued in 2012 and 2013, with both pro-Qadhafi and pro-revolution pages hacked by individuals or groups unaffiliated with the government.

Traditional and online media restrictions relaxed under Joyce Banda, who assumed the presidency in April 2012 following the death of President Bingu wa Mutharika (see INTRODUCTION).

In May 2012 the National Assembly repealed Section 46 of the penal code that had empowered the information minister to ban any publications deemed “contrary to the public interest” (see VIOLATIONS OF USER RIGHTS).

A draft E-Bill was introduced in October 2012 that aims to implement a legal framework for regulating ICTs (see VIOLATIONS OF USER RIGHTS).

A government plan to implement a so-called “spy machine” for monitoring mobile phone companies was struck down by a court in late 2012 but sanctioned by parliament in mid-2013 (see VIOLATIONS OF USER RIGHTS).

In October 2012, criminal libel charges were brought against an online news correspondent, though he was acquitted in February 2013 (see VIOLATIONS OF USER RIGHTS).
Internet and mobile phone services were first introduced in Malawi in the late 1990’s, though after decades of flagging economic development, the impact of information and communication technologies (ICTs) has been limited for most Malawians compared to other countries in Sub-Saharan Africa. Penetration rates for digital media tools remain well below average for the region due primarily to poor infrastructure and the high cost of access. Nevertheless, the development of Malawi’s ICT sector has become a government priority under President Joyce Banda, who in her inaugural state of the nation address in May 2012 set out a vision for deploying ICTs as a catalyst for economic development.¹

Banda came to power in April 2012 following the death of former President Bingu wa Mutharika, who was known for his heavy-handed approach towards the opposition and restrictions against fundamental freedoms, including digital media freedoms. In 2011, the Malawi Communication Regulatory Authority (MACRA) under the Mutharika government introduced a Consolidated ICT Regulatory Management System that became locally known as the “spy machine,” which ostensibly aimed to monitor the performance of mobile phone companies to improve quality of service. The courts placed an injunction on the system in late 2012, but in June 2013, parliament gave MACRA its endorsement to install the machine, despite the court’s ruling.

The government does not systematically block or filter internet content in Malawi; however, during violent anti-government protests in July 2011, MACRA reportedly ordered internet service providers (ISPs) to block certain opposition news and social media websites, among other media tools. No such blocks have occurred under President Banda, though a controversial E-Bill was introduced in October 2012 that aims to implement a legal framework for regulating ICTs. Criticized for its potential to limit internet freedom, the draft E-Bill would require editors of online public communications services to reveal their personal information and allow the government to appoint “cyber inspectors” to monitor online activity in the public domain.²

While harassment and violence against traditional media journalists was prolific under the late president Mutharika, online journalists were not targeted. One online journalist was arrested in October 2012 for allegedly insulting the new president and charged with criminal libel, though he was acquitted in February 2013 for lack of evidence.

Malawi is a landlocked and densely populated country that suffers from widespread poverty. With 80 percent of the population residing in rural areas, the agricultural sector comprises the bulk of

the country’s economic output. Accordingly, Malawi’s presence on the internet is one of the lowest in the world, with a penetration rate of just over 4 percent as of the end of 2012, according to the International Telecommunications Union. Meanwhile, there were about 1,200 fixed broadband subscriptions in 2012 for a penetration rate of 0.1 percent, and broadband speeds average 0.1 Mbps or less. Mobile phone penetration in Malawi is also low at 28 percent, compared to an average of 76 percent across the continent as of February 2013.

Most users log on at internet cafes, as computers are a luxury for ordinary households in Malawi, and very few households have access to the internet at home. Nevertheless, the recent introduction of affordable 3G and 3.75G mobile broadband services has led to increasing mobile internet access and declining patronage at local internet cafe operations, which charge a minimum of 5 Malawian kwacha per minute, about $1.00 per hour, and close at 6pm. In addition, service on the GSM network has expanded throughout the country to cover 93 percent of the population following the removal of a number of regulatory barriers such as long registration processes, making Malawi’s GSM signal coverage one of the highest in Africa. DSL services are also available, and Malawi Telecommunications Limited (MTL) launched WiMAX wireless broadband services in May 2012.

Competition between private ISPs has further enabled wireless internet access through Wi-Fi hotspots, particularly in urban areas of the country.

While Malawi’s ICT sector has experienced tremendous growth in recent years, the cost of access remains a major challenge for ordinary people. The government does not regulate the price of internet access, enabling operators to charge as they wish and making the cost of access prohibitively high for many Malawians. As of early 2013, the monthly price of fixed-line internet access is US$16.50, while a monthly mobile 3G data plan costs about US$24 for 1.5GB of data. The high cost of internet access in Malawi is symptomatic of the many challenges that ISPs face, one being the lack of a local internet exchange point, which forces telecoms to rely on upstream service providers that are usually based outside Africa. As a result, data that should be exchanged locally within Malawi or regionally must pass through Europe or North America where upstream providers are based, leading to an unnecessary and expensive waste of upstream bandwidth.
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Another major challenge facing the telecommunication sector in Malawi is that the country’s power and ICT backbones are entirely national in nature, with no regional integration at present, although a number of cross-border connections have been proposed. Due to Malawi’s landlocked location, the country’s connection to the international fiber network runs through Mozambique, Zambia, South Africa and Tanzania. Three new submarine cables are currently competing to be the first to start service in Malawi as the country plans to extend a fiber-optic backbone through Tanzania to the coast. If a suitable regulatory regime is also put in place, the new cables will bring down the cost of international bandwidth and deliver a boost to the broadband market. Meanwhile, the high costs of infrastructural development in rural areas has led to an unwillingness by providers to invest in the country’s remote regions, though the regulatory authority MACRA is looking to subsidize fees to encourage operators to deploy ICT services in the country’s less profitable yet neediest areas.

A low literacy rate of 64 percent and a significant digital gender divide are also hindering progress and access to ICTs in Malawi, while unreliable electricity and the high cost of generator power in the country strain ICT use. Only 7 percent of the country has access to electricity, giving Malawi one of the lowest electrification rates in the world. The electricity grid is concentrated in urban centers, though only 25 percent of urban households have access, compared to a mere 1 percent of rural households. Half the formal sector enterprises in Malawi have backup generators, which is twice the amount found in other low-income African countries.

According to statistics released in May 2013, there are 22 operational ISPs in Malawi, and despite high operating costs and the limited availability of international bandwidth, there is reasonable competition between the providers. Malawi Net, formed in 1997, was the country’s first private ISP, followed in 1999 by Malawi Sustainable Development Network Programme, a semi-government owned and United Nations Development Project-funded ISP. In the new millennium, several private ISPs followed suit, including Africa-Online, Globe Internet Company, Skyband, and most recently, Malawi Telecommunications Limited (MTL). MTL also serves as the country’s telecommunication backbone since most ISPs and mobile phone service providers use MTL’s infrastructure. Previously a government-owned entity, MTL was privatized in 2005 and is now 80 percent owned by Telecom Holdings Limited, while the government retains the other 20 percent.

Malawi’s two major players in mobile phone services, Airtel Malawi and Telecom Networks Malawi, together command a mobile teledensity of 18 percent and recently launched 3G mobile
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services based on UMTS/HSPA technology. A third mobile operator, G-Mobile, was licensed in 2008 but the rollout of the new network experienced delays. It is currently in court fighting against the revocation of its license as a result of a failure to start services on time. A fourth license was awarded to Celcom in 2011, and the launch of its services is expected in 2013. Meanwhile, the government has encouraged more competition in the market by introducing a converged licensing regime, which enabled the country’s two fixed-line operators, MTL and Access Communications, to enter the mobile market. Both telecoms are already operating CDMA-based fixed-wireless networks that support full mobility and broadband access using high-speed EVDO technology.

MACRA is Malawi’s sole regulator, established under the 2008 Communication Act to ensure reliable and affordable ICT service provision throughout Malawi. Its mandate is to regulate the whole communications sector with respect to telecommunications, broadcasting, postal services, and the management of the radio frequency spectrum. As a regulator, it also issues operating licenses for mobile and fixed-line phone service providers, ISPs, and cybercafes, though political connections are often necessary to receive such licenses.

The institutional structure of MACRA is not without political interference as its board is comprised of a chairman and six other members appointed by the president and two ex-officio members—the secretary to the Office of the President and Cabinet and the Information Ministry secretary. The director general, whose appointment also passes through the president’s scrutiny, heads the authority’s management and supports the board of directors in the execution of its mandate.

**LIMITS ON CONTENT**

Increasing government manipulation of online content through pro-government trolls is the most notable trend of 2012 and 2013, as the Malawian government seems to be grappling with the desire to restrict critical online speech in spite of their technical inability to do so.

The government of Malawi does not systematically block or filter any websites primarily out of a lack of capacity, though it has demonstrated a desire to censor internet content in the past. During violent anti-government protests in July 2011, MACRA reportedly ordered ISPs to block certain news websites and social media networks, including Facebook and Twitter, in a supposed effort to quell the spread of violence. The UK-based Malawian online publication, *Nyasa Times*, also experienced repeated distributed denial-of-service (DDoS) attacks that shut down its servers and effectively disrupted its reporting of the protests. Known for its critical coverage and sometimes exaggerated articles about the government, *Nyasa Times* was reportedly blocked again in November
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17 Universal Mobile Telecommunications Service (UMTS) and high-speed packet access (HSPA).
2011, after it had published stories about government corruption and Mutharika’s health problems.20

Under the country’s new leadership, however, no such efforts to block or filter online content have occurred. There have been no reports of content removal—even of illegal content such as child pornography or copyright infringement—under either the former or the current government. However, a draft Electronic Transactions and Management Bill in the works as of mid-2013 aims to provide the government with a legal instrument to deal with illicit online material, according to a spokesperson from the Office of the President and Cabinet.21

Social media platforms are freely available in Malawi, though in advance of the January 2013 protests against the country’s current economic hardships, the authorities called on citizens to abstain from using Facebook and Twitter in an attempt to prevent the demonstrations from getting out of hand.22 Rebelling against the call to self-censor online, activists went on Facebook to criticize the government’s efforts to limit freedom of speech and to express concern over the possible blocking of online content. Nevertheless, social networks and other digital communication tools remained unrestricted during the protests.

Despite the country’s technical inability to block or filter online content, there are concerns that Malawi is currently attempting to move towards an administrative form of internet censorship through a draft E-Bill that was proposed in October 2012 (see “Violations of User Rights”).23 While the first draft of the bill prescribes restrictions against internationally-recognized illegal content, press freedom watchdogs such as the Media Institute of Southern Africa and the Media Council of Malawi expect the bill’s second draft to include more problematic provisions that will restrict government criticism, stemming from concerns over various unofficial suggestions the authorities have made about the need to deal with online publications that allegedly “insult” or “spread falsehoods” about the government.

Online users and commentators practice a degree of self-censorship, though users have become less fearful since Banda took power as a result of the reduced levels of harassment and violence against traditional journalists that was common under the late Mutharika’s regime. Otherwise, online journalists usually exhibit caution in handling stories associated with ethnic, racial or religious minorities, while comments have been less cautious and much more open to discussing topics of controversial nature.

Nevertheless, there has been an increasing presence of pro-government trolls infiltrating conversations on social media and online news websites to attack commentary that is critical of the government. In addition, pro-government activists zealously promote content that President Banda


21 Interview conducted by a Freedom House consultant.


posts on her official Facebook page. Conversations in Facebook groups where the trolls regularly appear suggest that they may be on an unofficial government payroll. Meanwhile, the government launched its own news website, MANA Online, in August 2012 to compete with dissenting online news outlets in the country, and the UK-based news portal, Nyasa Times, has close connections with the President Banda through two journalists who are also members of the Presidential Press Secretariat.

The Malawian blogosphere is still in its infancy but is growing, with media publishers such as Blantyre Newspapers Limited trying to host bloggers on their websites to enhance their image as an independent news source. In May 2012, blogging was recognized as an important part of journalism for the first time when the Media Institute of Southern Africa’s blogging award of the year was presented to the prominent blogger and journalist, Kondwani Munthali, marking a notable development in Malawi’s media history. In May 2013, the award went to another Malawian journalist, Rebecca Chimjeka.

Nevertheless, many Malawian civil society groups have not been able to develop websites or an online presence primarily because the bulk of the people they serve reside in rural areas where literacy levels are low and access to ICTs limited or non-existent. In addition, economic conditions in the country have made it difficult for journalists and media groups to launch online outlets, and the high cost of using the .mw domain—currently being administered by the Malawi SDNP on behalf of the Malawian government—makes it expensive to provide locally-produced content. According to an official at the SDNP, the cost of using the .mw domain is $100 a month for the first two months after registering for the domain and $50 a month thereafter. Furthermore, online advertising is low due to businesses having a limited understanding of the internet and their hesitancy to advertise with independent media outlets.

The most influential ICT tool at the moment is the mobile phone through which SMS messages are disseminated to garner political support or conduct opinion polls. For example, in the 2009 elections, the Democratic Progressive Party took advantage of increasing mobile phone penetration to campaign for their presidential candidate via SMS. In December 2012, the country’s leading print media group Nation Publications Limited, conducted an opinion poll on presidential candidate preferences via SMS and Facebook, which the government accused of being biased after the results showed President Banda losing.
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A growing number of public demonstrations have been organized through SMS and social media, including nationwide protests on January 17, 2013 fueled by anger against rising inflation. Demonstration organizers launched online campaigns on Facebook and Twitter to urge public participation in the street protests, and as a result, the president eventually conceded to pressure by reducing her personal travel expenses. Nevertheless, there were no major policy changes in response to the protests.

The repeal of Section 46 of the penal code in May 2012 marked an opening for overall media freedom in Malawi, but an E-Bill proposed in October 2012 threatens to limit freedom of expression online. A criminal libel case was lodged against an online journalist in October, demonstrating the Banda government’s sensitivity towards critical speech, though a court acquitted him for lack of evidence. Courts also placed an injunction on the regulatory authority’s effort to implement a “spy machine” on mobile phone companies.

Malawi has strong constitutional guarantees for freedom of the press and expression, though there are several laws that restrict these freedoms in practice, such as the 1967 Protected Flag, Emblems and Names Act and the 1947 Printed Publications Act, which restricts the media from reporting on the president, among other limitations. Nevertheless, Malawi’s judiciary is generally regarded as independent and has rendered several significant decisions against the government in recent years. Most notably, the National Assembly in May 2012 repealed Section 46 of the penal code that was enacted under former President Mutharika in January 2011 with the aim of empowering the information minister to ban any publications deemed “contrary to the public interest.” The provision’s repeal was widely applauded by civil society and human rights groups.

While existing legislation primarily pertains to traditional media, the government introduced an E-Bill in October 2012 that aims to implement a legal framework for regulating ICTs. Widely criticized for its potential to limit internet freedom, the E-Bill would require editors of online public communications services to make their personal information—including names, addresses, telephone and registration numbers—available to the public. The bill would also allow the government to appoint “cyber inspectors” who would have the power “monitor and inspect any website or activity on an information system in the public domain and report any unlawful activity” to the regulatory authority. The E-Bill is undergoing review as of mid-2013, and the Malawian
government has reportedly sought input from individuals and institutions on the draft’s provisions.34

Libel is both a criminal and civil offense in Malawi, punishable with up to two years’ imprisonment if prosecuted as a criminal charge, though most libel cases are processed as civil offences or settled out of court. In October 2012, criminal libel charges were brought against Justice Mponda, a correspondent for the online publication, Malawi Voice, which President Banda has reportedly criticized for its publication of “misleading and unbalanced” stories. Mponda was arrested and had his computers and other equipment seized for allegedly insulting the president and publishing false information.35 He was released on bail the day after his arrest and formally charged with “publishing false news likely to cause public fear,”36 though a court acquitted Mponda of all charges due to lack of evidence in February 2013.37

In 2011, the regulatory authority MACRA attempted to implement a Consolidated ICT Regulatory Management System (CIRMS), locally known as the “spy machine,” ostensibly for the purpose of effectively monitoring the performance of mobile phone companies and improving quality of service. Purchased from the U.S.-based company, Agilis International, for US$6.8 million, the system would allow MACRA to obtain data from telephone operators, including the time, duration, and location of calls, SMS messages sent and received, the type of handset used, and other subscriber details.38 In October 2011, a court granted an injunction against MACRA’s request to roll-out the spy machine,39 and in September 2012, Malawi’s High Court issued a ruling that banned the implementation of the system altogether.40 MACRA has since taken the issue to the Supreme Court to appeal the ban.41 In February 2013, the parliamentary media and communications committee stepped up its support of the system,42 and in June, parliament gave MACRA its endorsement to install the machine, despite the court rulings. The machine’s roll-out now awaits the Supreme Court’s decision regarding MACRA’s appeal.43

Meanwhile, there are no SIM card registration requirements in Malawi, nor is there evidence that ISPs or cybercafés are required to proactively monitor users or retain user data. By law, service providers are required to hand over user information when presented with a court order; however, such legal safeguards have failed to prevent police abuse in the past, particularly under the Mutharika regime. For example, in early 2012, when the Mutharika government suspected a group led by then-Vice President Joyce Banda of scheming to overthrow it, the authorities demanded mobile phone companies hand over transcripts of the group’s mobile phone and SMS communications, which Mutharika planned to use against Banda before his death.

Under Malawi’s new leadership, there have been no physical assaults, extra-legal detentions, or technical attacks against opposition activists, bloggers, or ordinary users, though harassment and violence against traditional media journalists was prolific under the late president Mutharika, especially during the anti-government protests in July 2011 that killed 18 people.44
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In the run-up to the May 2013 elections, news outlets covering the opposition faced cyberattacks and content disruptions (see Violations of User Rights).

A legal amendment holding website owners liable for seditious comments posted by users took effect in July, despite civil society opposition (see Violations of User Rights).

A 2012 act on public security effective since 2012 may strengthen police surveillance powers (see Violations of User Rights).

Police charged a blogger for criticizing the Malaysian state of Johor’s new Sultan in 2012 (see Violations of User Rights).

Toronto-based Citizen Lab found spyware sold only to governments on “a Malaysian election-related document” circulating before the polls (see Violations of User Rights).
The Malaysian government’s encouragement of internet and mobile phone access has driven steady growth in new media since the first internet service provider (ISP) was inaugurated in 1992. By 2012, internet penetration was measured at 66 percent, among the highest in the region.

In May 2013 general elections, the Barisan Nasional coalition clung to power with just under 50 percent of the popular vote, having lost its two-thirds parliamentary majority in 2008 for the first time since 1969.1 Its leader, Prime Minister Najib Razak, publicly promotes internet freedom.2 Yet his government detained at least eight bloggers in the months following 2008 elections, many for sedition, or criticism of Malaysia’s royalty, which includes the sultans who constitutionally rule nine of the country’s 16 states and federal territories. In the past two years, with elections looming, officials reinforced commitments not to censor the internet, prosecuted fewer bloggers, and pledged legislative reforms.3 When these reforms materialized in 2012, however, they fell short of international standards. One notorious security law was repealed, but its replacement allows the public prosecutor to intercept electronic communications without judicial oversight in security investigations. An amendment to the Evidence Act 1950 rendering intermediaries liable for seditious comments posted by users raised considerable civil society opposition in April, but went quietly into effect in July. Meanwhile, police launched two new investigations for online criticism of the Sultan of Johor; one blogger still faces charges.

Online mobilization was widely perceived as contributing to the opposition’s 2008 electoral gains,4 and elections this year were marred by attempts to manipulate online discourse. Internet users noted a palpable increase in the presence of “cybertroopers,” commentators paid by political parties on all sides to attack their opponents. Other activity seemed to favor the government: Web news outlets covering the opposition faced cyberattacks in the lead-up to the polls, and some apparent filtering, though it was not clear if this was executed by the hackers or signaled a more formal intervention by officials or service providers. Online reporting—some from the past year—helped expose the government’s multi-million dollar sponsorship of pro-Najib articles published by supposedly objective international blogs and news outlets since 2008. And in mid-2013, Toronto-based Citizen Lab reported that at least one electronic document containing election-related information in Malay appeared to be spreading spyware to recipients. The government is
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1 In 1973, the Barisan Nasional, which translates as National Front, absorbed the Alliance Party coalition which had governed Malaysia since 1957. “A Tawdry Victory,” *Economist* (blog), May 6, 2013, http://www.economist.com/blogs/banyan/2013/05/malaysias-election-0.


investigating online news portal Malaysian Insider for quoting international reports about that spyware, which could allow authorities to spy on citizens without their knowledge.5

Despite these challenges, citizens continued to communicate voraciously via social networks. News websites, once outliers, are now an indispensable part of Malaysia’s information landscape. Internet users effectively documented police crackdowns on political protests in 2011 and 2012 that were downplayed by tightly-controlled traditional media, and police cooperated with organizers of a much more peaceful rally in January 2013. In October 2012, an appeals court ruling overturned an “irrational” home ministry ruling against Malaysiakini, an independent news website seeking a print publication license.6 The ministry repeatedly refused to grant the outspoken outlet a license—the kind of decision which encourages self-censorship among print and broadcast owners, even though some licensing requirements were relaxed in 2012.7 In characterizing Malaysiakini’s right to publish a newspaper as fundamental, the judge took a step towards ensuring that Malaysia’s vibrant internet culture will continue to have a powerful, positive impact on the nation’s broader free expression restrictions. That vision was not shared by the home minister and the attorney general, who appealed the ruling.8

**OBSTACLES TO ACCESS**

Internet penetration was measured at 66 percent in 2012, one of the higher rates in Asia;9 officials pledged to increase it to 80 percent in 2013.10 Malaysians can access the internet through home connections, workplaces, and mobile phones. In April 2012, Kuala Lumpur’s municipal government even introduced a policy requiring businesses seeking food and beverage licenses to provide inexpensive Wi-Fi.11

Cybercafes also play an important role in bridging the digital divide, though one persists. More than 80 percent of internet users lived in urban areas as recently as 2010,12 and penetration remains low in less populated states in East Malaysia, where most residents belong to indigenous groups.

The introduction of wireless WiMax technology in 2008 has helped bring broadband to regions that are difficult to reach via cable; four WiMax providers were in operation as of mid-2013. The government has also prioritized development of the broadband infrastructure. In 2010, a National
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5 The presence of the spyware in Malaysia does not reveal who is employing it, but it is marketed to governments. See Violations of User Rights.
Broadband Initiative introduced five programs to expedite broadband and mobile expansion, some in cooperation with Telekom Malaysia, the country’s largest—and formerly state-owned—telecommunications company, which retains a monopoly over the fixed-line network.\(^\text{13}\) By 2011, around 250 Community Broadband Centers were established nationwide and nearly 500,000 netbooks distributed to students and low income citizens in rural and suburban areas.\(^\text{14}\) In 2012, the 1Malaysia Broadband Affordable package offered five states with lower penetration rates decent broadband speeds for under MYR 38 ($12) per month.\(^\text{15}\)

Mobile phone usage surpassed the country’s total population in 2011. By 2012, mobile penetration was at 141 percent, indicating that some individuals had multiple phone lines.\(^\text{16}\) Mobile internet access is available, generally affordable and popular among young people. Approximately 20 percent of Malaysians aged 20-24 reportedly accessed the internet via their mobile phones in 2011.\(^\text{17}\)

Regulation of the internet falls under the purview of the Malaysian Communications and Multimedia Commission (MCMC), which is overseen by the minister of information, communications, and culture. Both the MCMC and the ministry are guided by the 1998 Communication and Multimedia Act (CMA), which gives the information minister a range of powers, including licensing the ownership and operation of network facilities. This could serve as a means of control as it does for the traditional media, though no examples of this have been documented, perhaps because the 25 private ISPs often have government connections. The two largest ISPs are TMnet, a subsidiary of the privatized national phone company Telekom Malaysia, and Jaring, which is owned by the Ministry of Finance. The same is true for mobile providers. The largest, Maxis Communications, was founded by Ananda Krishnan, who also owns Malaysia’s biggest satellite broadcaster and enjoys close ties to former Prime Minister Mahathir Mohamad.\(^\text{18}\) Two new mobile phone providers, YTL Communications and Umobile, have joined the market since 2008. Though ostensibly unrelated to the government, observers believe they benefit from political connections.

In recent years, some local authorities have introduced restrictions on cybercafes to curb illegal online activities, particularly gambling, which is grounds for closure if detected on cafe premises. Select states have capped the number of cybercafe licenses available, making it difficult for legitimate new venues to open.\(^\text{19}\)
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\(^{16}\) International Telecommunication Union, “Mobile-cellular Telephone Subscriptions, 2000-2012.”


The CMA provides for the ministry to appoint the MCMC chairman and three government commissioners, plus two to five commissioners from non-governmental entities; the current three are from the private sector. Since 2008, the process for appointing members of the MCMC advisory board has become more transparent and participatory, involving consultations with diverse stakeholders and the inclusion of civil society members on the board. Yet the MCMC remains a driving force in efforts to curtail online speech, including investigations into online portals and bloggers.

Malaysian bloggers, though still practicing self-censorship on some issues, were an effective check on power in 2012. Though content manipulation increased in the run-up to elections, websites helped expose it, and also thwarted an apparent effort to block or throttle their content that coincided with coordinated cyberattacks. As they had in 2011, internet users braved a police crackdown to muster protesters in a massive demonstration in late April and early May 2012 that was barely reflected in traditional media reports. A more peaceful January 2013 rally benefitted from digital tools to ensure it went smoothly.

A provision of the CMA explicitly states that none of its wording “shall be construed as permitting the censorship of the Internet.” The Multimedia Super Corridor, an information technology development project, includes a 10-point Bill of Guarantees that promises no censorship to member ICT businesses.

While the Malaysian government blocks some websites for violating Malaysian laws, it has not systematically targeted political content in the past. In 2009, Information, Communications, and Culture Minister Dr. Rais Yatim sought to “evaluate the readiness and feasibility of the implementation of the Internet filter at [the] Internet gateway level,” but backtracked due to opposition. In mid-2013, officials said a total 6,640 sites had been blocked since 2008.

 Authorities also take administrative measures to restrict information. The MCMC can instruct websites to remove content, including some perceived as critical of the government. Issues such as Islam’s official status, race, royalty, and the special rights

enjoyed by *bumiputera*, who are ethnic Malays and other indigenous people, as opposed to the ethnic Chinese and Indian minorities, are also considered sensitive. Discussing them can lead to prosecution, so internet users do exercise self-censorship, levels of which appeared to remain constant in 2012 and early 2013.

Procedures for administrative requests are generally nontransparent and lack judicial oversight and avenues for appeal. In 2009, the MCMC directed *Malaysiakini* to take down two videos containing sensitive religious and political content. When *Malaysiakini*’s Editor-in-Chief Steven Gan refused, the MCMC urged the attorney general to prosecute him. He still risks a potential fine of up to MYR 50,000 ($14,300) and up to one year in prison,24 but in 2013 the attorney general had yet to pursue the case, which remains the only reported one of its kind. The MCMC also issues administrative requests to service providers. In 2011, ISPs blocked access to 10 file-sharing websites citing Section 263 of the CMA and copyright laws.25 Google blocked access to the infamous anti-Muslim video, “Innocence of Muslims,” at the MCMC’s request in September 2012.26

Many government-linked companies and public universities internally restrict access to *Malaysiakini* and other sites perceived as politically sensitive, though online news outlets represent an increasingly serious challenge to traditional media. *Malaysiakini* was listed as the nation’s 15th most popular website by one source in 2013.27 This popularity, combined with the combative political reporting published by independent or opposition-aligned outlets, may have lead the government or its supporters to try and stop readers accessing them in the lead-up to 2013 elections, when a handful of news website technical staff discovered packets of information sent by their servers were not reaching readers, rendering their content temporarily inaccessible.28 Some remained available on select ISPs. The platforms all fixed the problem within 48 hours, and at least two filed a complaint with the MCMC, which has yet to respond. The exact nature of the apparent blocking or throttling—which occurred while many of the sites were being targeted by hackers—remains unclear.

---

Despite these limits, expanded internet access has led to the emergence of a vibrant blogosphere. English and Malay are the dominant languages, and many civil society groups, including those representing ethnic minorities, have a dynamic online presence. Social networking is almost ubiquitous. One 2011 report said Malaysians over 15 spent approximately a third of their time online social-networking, while a November 2012 article said Malaysians visited social media platforms a staggering 14 billion times a month. Prime Minister Najib leads the way with his own blog and over a million followers on both Facebook and Twitter. Other government representatives are embracing ICTs. The police force, for example, has Facebook and Twitter accounts where officers provide updates on policing activities and occasionally respond to accusations of abuse by members of the public.

Some of this engagement is manipulative in nature, something that has become increasingly evident in the past three years. Both government and opposition figures privately acknowledge paying “cybertroopers,” including bloggers and other online commentators, to generate favorable content on their behalf and denigrate their opponents. Since traditional media restrictions caused opposition groups to embrace online platforms relatively early, the government’s efforts to catch up have been costly—and so far, comparatively ineffective. The Barisan Nasional has a dedicated group of bloggers, Unit Media Baru, generating content on their behalf. Its members deny accepting payment for their efforts, which observers point out are deliberately misleading: they countered the well-established opposition news website Sarawak Report by creating a pro-government equivalent titled Sarawak Reports.

The scale of these campaigns was exposed in 2012, when the government admitted paying international PR firm FBC Media MYR 83.8 million ($26.5 million) between 2008 and 2010 to boost Prime Minister Najib’s image abroad after the BBC publicly apologized for airing programs with “inappropriate” sponsorship. Sarawak Report also said Abdul Taib
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Mahmud, the chief minister of Sarawak State, had separately contracted FBC Media for online publicity campaigns. FBC Media, which denied wrongdoing, collapsed in 2011. In March 2013, the U.S.-based media company BuzzFeed revealed that U.S. lobbying firms working on behalf of the Malaysian ruling party or its associates funded a print and online campaign, “spanning May 2008 to April 2011,” in American media outlets, much of it criticizing opposition leader Anwar Ibrahim.

Despite this kind of intervention, online tools have been effective for political mobilization and exposing the government’s grip on traditional media. Disparate groups united to quash a 2011 government proposal to expand the Printing Presses and Publications Act to online content, and leaders subsequently pledged to abolish it altogether, though in practice this resulted only in tepid reforms in 2012. The act, one of several that restrict traditional media, helped give their more aggressive online counterparts the edge when reporting on political issues.

Nowhere is this more apparent than during the political rallies for electoral reform, whose organizers, the Coalition for Free and Fair Elections, have leveraged online platforms to bring tens of thousands of supporters to the streets; even the name of the rallies—Bersih 2.0 in 2011 and 3.0 in 2012—is borrowed from the technology community. In 2011, while mainstream media downplayed reports of police brutality against the largely peaceful protesters, internet users circulated nearly 900,000 tweets and 1,600 videos documenting violence, and 200,000 Facebook users petitioned for Najib’s resignation. In 2012, that gap widened. More bloggers and online news portals weighed in to keep people informed about the rally and the security forces’ methods to control it, which included beatings, tear gas and water cannons. Yet print media coverage declined compared to the previous year to what the local Centre for Independent Journalism described as a “near blackout.”

---

Prior to the 2013 general elections, authorities changed tactics and allowed an opposition demonstration to go ahead without riot police. Organizers agreed to 27 conditions to obtain approval to gather under the new Peaceful Assembly Act which opposition leaders have criticized as a measure to restrict legitimate gatherings. On January 12, 2013, 100,000 Malaysians participated in a People’s Uprising Rally championing a change in government and various political reforms. While subsequent demonstrations were more restive, in this case at least, both police and organizers communicated effectively to inform the public about the event on social media.

**VIOLATIONS OF USER RIGHTS**

Legal harassment remained a primary means for the authorities to intimidate critical bloggers in 2012 and 2013, with at least one blogger facing charges for criticizing the Sultan of Johor. A much-touted legislative reform package failed to check many existing laws used against internet users, and even amended one law to hold intermediaries liable for content posted by others. Though heavy jail terms are unusual, that threat—along with the risk of fines for defamation—still prevents many bloggers from taking full advantage of Malaysia’s dynamic online environment. While one higher court supported *Malaysiakini*’s right to a license to expand to print form, another decision disappointed internet freedom activists when a judge determined that the 2010 detention of a cartoonist and blogger was lawful. The May 2013 election also had an impact on user rights, as opposition news websites faced cyberattacks, and a list of candidates circulating online was discovered to contain spyware.

Malaysia’s constitution provides citizens with “the right to freedom of speech and expression,” but allows for limitations on this right. The government exercises tight control over online media—along with print and broadcast media—through restrictions on licensing and the use of laws including the Official Secrets Act and the Sedition Act. Violations of these laws are punishable by fines and several years in prison.

The government has also pursued prosecutions based on the CMA’s broadly worded section 211, which bans content deemed “indecent, obscene, false, threatening, or offensive,” and Section 233, when such content is shared via the internet. Defamation is a criminal offence under sections 499-520 of Malaysia’s penal code. Media outlets benefit from stronger privileges under the Defamation Act 1957 if they can prove allegedly libelous content is accurate and was published without malice; lacking this protection, bloggers risk punitive damages.

---
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In April 2012, several important changes were made to the legal framework surrounding freedom of expression and national security. In the year’s most troubling development, parliament passed an amendment to the 1950 Evidence Act that holds intermediaries liable for seditious content posted anonymously on their networks or websites. This would include hosts of online forums, news outlets, and blogging services, as well as businesses providing Wi-Fi services. The amendment also holds someone liable if their name is attributed to the content or if the computer it was sent from belongs to them, whether or not they were the author. The legal change was pushed through hurriedly, but garnered significant public backlash after its passage, including online petitions; this failed to prevent it going into effect in July 2012.

At the same time, the Internal Security Act—which allowed for infinitely renewable detentions without trial and had been used to hold bloggers—was abolished and replaced by the Security Offenses (Special Measures) Act (SOSMA). The new law provides several improved protections to detainees, requiring police to immediately inform a detainee’s family and reducing the maximum amount of time they can hold a suspect without charge or trial. It also includes a provision explicitly stating that “no person shall be arrested and detained…solely for his political belief or political activity.” Despite these improvements, the law also includes restrictive provisions absent in its predecessor. For example, it grants wide-ranging powers for the public prosecutor—and in emergency situations, the police—to intercept communications without the need for a court order in cases involving security offenses.

The government also made changes to the penal code that could allow for punishment of political speech by classifying ill-defined “activity detrimental to parliamentary democracy” as a criminal offence. Civil society groups fear this could render criticism of government officials or policies punishable with jail time, although the law minister said the provision would only apply to violent activities. Meanwhile, the legislative revisions failed to check other problems, like the use of sedition and official secrets charges to harass bloggers and internet users.

No bloggers were serving long-term jail sentences in 2013, though Malaysian authorities have a history of criminally prosecuting online content producers. Police charged at least eight internet

users for criticism of the monarchy in 2009, and questioned others. Many prosecutions were dropped, but at least one defendant elected to pay a fine of RM10,000 ($2,700) rather than face the threat of trial. Legal proceedings can be lengthy and uncertain, regardless of the outcome. Police continue to investigate Raja Petra Kamarudin, founder of the Malaysia Today blog, who fled into exile in 2009 to avoid sedition charges and continues to criticize the administration from overseas. Sedition charges against another blogger, Khairul Nizam Abdul Ghani, dating from 2010 into exile in 2009, were only abandoned in June 2012.

While the use of sedition laws against internet users declined in 2011, police detained two critics of Johor’s new Sultan on the charge in 2012. One Facebook user was arrested in November 2012 for posts considered insulting to the Sultan. When a judge declined to extend his remand after three days, police released and immediately rearrested him; he later told journalists he was questioned in solitary confinement for a total seven days before being released without charge. In July, police briefly detained Syed Abdullah Syed Hussein al-Attas, who blogs pseudonymously as “Uncle Seekers,” also on allegations that 64 of his posts insulted the Sultan under the Official Secrets Act. Charges against him are still pending.

Politically-motivated defamation suits seeking damages disproportionate to the offense have become another threat to online expression since a landmark 2007 blogger prosecution by a government-linked newspaper. In August 2012, a Kuala Lumpur court sentenced blogger and opposition People’s Justice Party member Amizudin Ahmat to three months in jail for breaking a gag order relating to Dr. Rais Yatim, Malaysia’s information and culture minister, resulting from opposition People’s Justice Party member Amizudin Ahmad to three months in jail for breaking a gag order relating to Dr. Rais Yatim, Malaysia’s information and culture minister, resulting from one such case. In 2011, Ahmat was ordered to pay MYR 300,000 ($97,000) in damages for falsely

accusing the minister of criminal actions in a blog post, even though he subsequently deleted and apologized for the content. An appeals court reduced additional costs Ahmat was required to pay for related legal expenses but upheld the ruling, which included an order not to blog further about the minister.66 When Ahmat ignored this order in eleven subsequent articles, the high court found him in contempt; the jail term was deferred pending appeal. A suit brought by an opposition parliamentarian was less successful. In 2012, Nga Kor Ming sought 10 million MYR ($3,200,000) in damages over corruption allegations made by Ahmad Sofian Yahya on the blog Sekupangdua. Though Nga withdrew the claim, the blogger countersued when articles on the politician’s website implied the court had ruled in Nga’s favor; he, too, withdrew the suit.67

Another 2012 high court ruling disappointed free expression advocates. In September 2010, police arrested cartoonist Zulfiklee Anwar Ulhaque, better known as Zunar, and seized newly-published volumes of his cartoons—including many previously published on his blog—deemed insulting to the prime minister and his deputy. After they released him without charge,68 Zunar and his publishing house sued the government for unlawful detention and loss of income.69 In a ruling that missed the point that satirical content should not be criminalized, a judge ruled in July 2012 that the arrest was lawful, though confiscating the books was not.70

A small number of other criminal cases have involved religion.71 One in particular may contribute to Malaysia’s global reputation for negative intervention in online freedom of expression issues: In 2012, the authorities stopped Saudi Arabian journalist Hamza Kashgari at a Malaysian airport en route to seek asylum in New Zealand after his online comments about the Prophet Mohammed attracted death threats and government harassment in his own country.72 Although his lawyer said he had filed a court injunction to prevent Kashgari from being deported, Malaysian authorities sent him home, saying they did not receive it in time.

Real-name registration is not required for participation in in Malaysia’s blogosphere, nor is it required to use a cybercafe. Civil society groups have successfully resisted tentative efforts to implement registration, such as the 2011 Computing Professionals Bill that, if passed, would have

71 In August 2010, the right–wing group Perkasa lodged a complaint against blogger Helen Ang for authoring an article that questioned the position of Islam in Malaysia; as of 2013, the case was still pending, but observers felt it was unlikely the attorney general would pursue it. “Perkasa Lodges Report Against Blogger,” Malaysian Insider, August 9, 2010, http://www.themalaysianinsider.com/malaysia/article/perkasa-lodges-report-against-blogger/.
required IT professionals working on Critical National Information Infrastructure projects to register with a government-appointed board. Responding to critics, the Ministry of Science, Technology, and Innovation said that registration would be voluntary, and the bill never made it to parliament. Beginning in 2007, all mobile phone owners, including the roughly 18 million customers using prepaid service at the time, were required to register as part of an effort to decrease rumor mongering. The rule appears to have been weakly enforced.

The extent of government surveillance of ICT content is not known, but privacy protections are generally poor in Malaysia. In 2008, the MCMC formed a panel composed of representatives from the police, the attorney general’s office, and the Home Ministry to monitor websites and blogs. Although it still appears to be active, it has not publicly intervened in internet freedom issues. Court documents indicate that police regularly gain access to the content of text messages from telecommunications companies, sometimes without judicial oversight. A 2011 government initiative to provide free email accounts to all citizens over the age of 18 prompted fears it would expand the government’s ability to monitor people’s online activities. The project, which was designed to offer an “authenticated online identity through which the people can securely carry out transactions with the government,” had only 23,000 subscribers by March 2013. SOSMA, which allows for the interception of communications without a judicial order in poorly-defined security investigations, also contains scope for abuse.

The Malaysian Personal Data Protection Act 2010, which regulates the processing of personal data in commercial transactions, came into effect on January 1, 2013. The law makes it illegal for commercial organizations to sell personal information or allow third parties to use it, with penalties up to RM100,000 ($27,400) or one year imprisonment. Federal and state governments are exempted from the law, as is data processed outside Malaysia.

In March 2013, the University of Toronto-based research group Citizen Lab reported detecting software known as FinFisher, described by its distributor Gamma International as “governmental IT intrusion and remote monitoring solutions,” on 36 servers worldwide, including one in Malaysia.
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The software potentially allows the server to steal passwords, tap Skype calls, or record audio and video without permission from other computers, according to Citizen Lab, which noted that the presence of such a server did not prove who was running it. The same month, the *Malaysian Insider* documented Fin Fisher’s presence in Malaysia, based on a New York Times report. In response, the MCMC launched an investigation into the report, which it described as “speculative and ill-researched,” and threatened the site with a fine of up to RM 50,000 ($15,200) or one year imprisonment for false reporting under the CMA. No charges have been reported against the website or its staff. In May, however, Citizen Lab reported they had further identified “a Malaysian election-related document” they characterized as a “booby-trapped candidate list” containing surveillance spyware. Because the spyware is only marketed to governments, “it is reasonable to assume that some government actor is responsible,” the group concluded.

Physical violence, though less extreme than in many neighboring countries, still affects journalists reporting for traditional media in Malaysia, and their online colleagues are not immune: a *Malaysiakini* photojournalist was among several who reported security forces obstructing and beating them on the sidelines of the political rally Bersih 3.0.

A graver threat to independent online news outlets and some opposition-related websites is distributed denial-of-service (DDoS) attacks, which force sites to crash by overloading the host server with requests for content, often at moments of political importance. Some observers believe such attacks are either sponsored or condoned by Malaysian security agencies, since they often align with government priorities. In March 2013, the new U.K.-based online radio station Free Malaysia Radio—which promised listeners content prohibited in traditional media—suffered DDoS attacks during its first program, an interview with opposition leader Anwar Ibrahim. The online radio portal was inaccessible for some days. Malaysiakini, which has endured 35 DDoS attacks, was one of many sites reporting on the opposition which was subjected to an apparently coordinated assault in April 2013 before the elections.

---


MEXICO

### Key Developments: May 2012 – April 2013

- A civil society coalition successfully lobbied for freedom of access to the internet to be guaranteed as a right under the Mexican constitution (see Obstacles to Access).

- In 2012 and 2013, Mexico continued to be one of the most hostile environments in the world for journalists and bloggers, who were subject to retaliatory violence from drug cartels and organized crime (see Violations of User Rights).

- A new telecommunications bill was approved by the Senate on April 30, 2013, and offers the potential to increase ICT competition and affordability once implemented (see Obstacles to Access).

- In October 2012, two contributors to digital newspaper e-consulta were kidnapped and robbed by Tlaxcala state police. In April 2013, retaliatory defamation cases were leveled against five others associated with the site (see Violations of User Rights).

- Evidence of widespread surveillance, including the real-time warrantless recording of citizens’ phone calls, came to light in 2012 after secret government documents were made public (see Violations of User Rights).
Internet penetration in Mexico has experienced dramatic growth since the first connection was established in February 1989; however, the majority of the population still lacks affordable access, an issue that is particularly pronounced in rural areas. Such disparity is largely due to infrastructural deficiencies and high prices exacerbated by the concentrated ownership of the telecommunications sector in the hands of a few influential companies. A recently approved telecommunications bill intended to combat monopolization, however, is expected to result in increased competition and affordability. Further legislation that began as a citizen initiative in January 2013 also resulted in the inclusion of a provision in the Mexican Constitution guaranteeing access to the internet as a civic right. Although this is a significant development, as of yet there is no secondary legislation defining exactly how the government will guarantee this right in practice.1

Although positive legislation pertaining to communications was recently passed, in 2012, documents were leaked detailing pervasive surveillance technologies used by the Mexican government. The real-time, warrantless recording of citizens’ phone calls, along with interception of email, text messages, and other personal communications were among the more concerning provisions of the government’s surveillance procedures.

Mexico still ranks as one of the most dangerous climates in the world for journalists. While widespread intimidation, threats, violence, and self-censorship were historically limited to traditional media, writers for critical websites and narcoblogs have been victim to increasing harassment, cyberattacks, physical violence, and murder as their reporting has gained prominence. Recent legislation pertaining to the protection of journalists marks an important departure from Mexico’s historical record of impunity for attackers; however the real world impact of such legislation remains to be seen.

Between May 2012 and April 2013, Mexico was witness to at least one forced disappearance related to online content, as well as three retaliatory murders for online journalism. In early 2013, threats against online media reporting on high-risk security situations allegedly extended to a bounty of 600,000 pesos ($47,000) for information relating to the identification of the administrator of high profile site Valor por Tamaulipas.

Despite such threats, online forums such as social-networking site Facebook and microblogging platform Twitter have emerged as tools for civil society activism and mobilization. A network of regional sites including Valor por Tamaulipas has had some success in warning citizens of safety concerns and cartel violence—coverage that is particularly timely given a recent decision by some state governments to avoid reporting on violence in official media.
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1 E-mail interview with Jorge Luis Serra, Knight International Journalism Fellow, reporter, editor, and digital expert, as well as the author of internet platforms allowing citizens to report and track crime in Mexico; Internet para Todos Mexico, http://internetparatodos.mx.
Social networks are also increasingly used for political activism in Mexico. In May 2012, the video sharing site YouTube was instrumental in the mobilization of the YoSoy132 movement, which gained traction on Facebook and Twitter, resulting in nationwide protests concerning free elections and free speech.

**OBSTACLES TO ACCESS**

Internet penetration in Mexico has increased significantly over the past decade, growing from approximately 5 percent in 2000 to 38.4 percent in 2012. This figure is low for a country with Mexico’s level of economic development; however, experts anticipate that penetration will reach 65 percent by 2014, a figure predicated in large part on the growing prevalence of smart phones. If actualized, such a projection would bring Mexico into the range of its peers in the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD).

In recent years, growth among household penetration rates has progressed more slowly than other points of internet access, such as mobile and office connections; a reality due in part to the fact that only 30 percent of Mexican homes have computers. As of August 2012, household internet access was reported to have grown a slight 2.3 percent from 2011 figures, increasing to 23.3 percent. Technological advancement in Mexico remains uneven, with 11 million of the country’s approximately 40.6 million internet users concentrated in Mexico City and other urban areas. According to the National Institute of Geography and Statistics (INEGI), in urban areas, landline coverage hovers around 50 percent, while in rural areas this figure drops to 25 percent.

Such limited connectivity—combined with high subscription fees—has resulted in a relatively small percentage of internet users with broadband access. This figure has enjoyed modest growth in
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3 World Internet Project, “Estudio 2012 de Hábitos y Percepciones de los Mexicanos sobre Internet y Diversas Tecnologías Asociadas.”


recent years, however, increasing by 5.2 percent between June and December 2012. Mexico now counts 11.6 broadband subscribers per 100 inhabitants. By comparison, the average for OECD countries is 26.3. As evidenced by the aforementioned figures, broadband service in Mexico, which ranges from 389 pesos ($30) to 599 pesos ($78) per month, compared to a minimum monthly wage of 1,770 to 1,860 pesos ($114 to $126) depending on location, still remains out of reach for many Mexicans.

Cybercafes, which are generally easy to access in small cities and tourist destinations, offer a more affordable means of accessing the internet than do home subscriptions. Accordingly, as of May 2012, 54 percent of internet users reported accessing the web outside their homes. Rates for internet access at cybercafes, which are not bound by special restrictions and require only a regular business license for operation, range from 10 to 15 pesos ($0.77 to $1.15) per hour.

Mexico’s mobile phone sector is primarily controlled by six private companies, however America Movil, owned by Mexican billionaire and world’s richest man Carlos Slim Helu, which counts both Telmex and Telcel as subsidiaries, dominates the information and communication technologies (ICT) landscape with 80 percent of landline subscriptions and 70 percent of the wireless market. Top competitors Axtel and Movistar account for only 6 percent of fixed lines and 20 percent of wireless connections, respectively. According to the Federal Commission of Telecommunications (COFETEL), mobile phone access is significantly more widespread in Mexico than internet use, with 96.7 million subscribers, or 87 percent of the population, as of the end of 2012, a figure that has been projected to increase to 100 percent by 2014.

Such accelerated growth is due in part to a recent drop in prices for mobile phone use, increasing availability of smartphones, and promotions that narrow the price gap between basic phones and
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7 OECD, “Fixed and Wireless Broadband Subscriptions per 100 Inhabitants” and “Yearly Penetration Increase,” in OECD Broadband Statistics, See: (1) and (2) OECD, updated July 18, 2013, http://www.oecd.org/internet/broadband/oecdbroadbandportal.html#Services_and_speeds.
16 In May 2011, COFETEL ordered telecom firms to reduce interconnection fees between landlines and mobile phones to a more affordable level. The fees were dropped to 0.39 pesos ($0.03) for mobile phones. The decision was later affirmed by the
smartphones. As of August 2012, industry insiders estimated that 17 million (approximately 17.5 percent) of the country’s 96.7 million mobile phones were smartphones. In 2013, the number of smartphones in Mexico is expected to increase by approximately 40 percent, a figure that would make Mexico the second largest smartphone market in Latin America after Brazil and the tenth largest in the world.

While Mexico’s embrace of both smartphones and mobile internet has been enthusiastic, its investment in telecommunications is the lowest of any OECD nation; its adoption of high speed internet is consequently also low compared to other OECD members. Under the 2009 Law for the Development of an Information Society, former President Felipe Calderón addressed Mexico’s serious gaps in internet access by explicitly providing responsibility for the development of ICTs to the State. In May 2010, the Department of Communications and Transportation announced an investment of 1.5 billion pesos ($115.5 million) to extend internet access to neglected regions deemed unprofitable by private companies. Such access was to be facilitated via the creation of a national network of fiber-optic cables in conjunction with allowances for third parties to offer internet services. Nearly three years later, however, achievements have been marginal, as evidenced by the statistics cited above.

In January 2012, the OECD published a report recommending quick legal and regulatory reforms in order to boost competition and investment in Mexico’s ICT sector. In March 2013, only four months into his six-year term, President Enrique Peña Nieto introduced a substantial telecommunications reform bill. Approved without delay by the House and passed 108 to 3 in the Senate in late April 2013, the reform marks a notable change in the government’s attitude toward the telecommunications sector. Once implemented, the reform will increase competition via
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18 Interview with Guillermo Perezbolde, Vicepresident of Marketing, Public Relations and Social Media at Asociación Mexicana de Internet.
asymmetric regulation, forced divestment of companies with a monopoly on telecommunications, and lightened restrictions on foreign investment. The reform also contains the product of Mexico’s first successful citizen initiative pertaining to legislation – a provision guaranteeing all citizens access to the internet. The provision was championed by 17 civil society organizations that joined forces in January 2013. After gathering 127,198 signatures from constituents advocating for freedom of internet access to be a constitutional right, the proposal was submitted to Congress. Freedom of access to the internet is now included in Article 6 of the Mexican constitution.

A number of other conditions contained in the bill, such as the formation of a new independent regulatory commission known as the Federal Telecommunications Institute, (IFETEL) ensure increased transparency of media regulation. Currently, two regulatory bodies oversee the Mexican telecommunications industry: the Federal Commission of Telecommunications (COFETEL), and the Federal Competition Commission (CFC). Neither body is vested with the power to alter permits, order divestment, or issue fines. Such powers reside with a Cabinet secretary, a position that has frequently been accused of bowing to telecommunications firms.

COFETEL, which operates with limited transparency and is not entirely independent from the executive, has likewise been accused of being partial to special interests. The president directly appoints COFETEL commissioners without the need for Senate approval; commissioners then choose COFETEL’s president, who serves a four-year term and is subject to re-election, from their ranks. While the Federal Competition Commission has a better reputation, in practice the institution remains weak and has limited power to enforce sanctions on large companies such as Telmex.

IFETEL, the new autonomous regulatory apparatus to be created under the telecommunications reform, will act as an antitrust body, protecting against monopolistic practices. In addition to issuing rulings, IFETEL will have the power to unilaterally punish non-competitive practices with the withdrawal of corporations' licenses, the application of asymmetric regulation, and the unbundling of media services—stipulations that portend a sea change in the Mexican ICT landscape.

---

Although there are significant threats to online journalists and bloggers in Mexico, including both cyberattacks and physical violence, in 2012 and 2013 social media subscriptions sustained their upward momentum. Internet-mediated political activism also increased and played an influential role in both the YoSoy132 protests as well as the development and subsequent success of Mexico’s first successful civil action to amend the Constitution, a campaign that resulted in a state guarantee of internet access for all. Despite significant obstacles to funding, a handful of independent news sites covering civil society initiatives and protests continued to attract growing audiences. As internet use grows in Mexico, however, requests from government agencies for user data and removal of content are also on the rise.

Mexican authorities sometimes employ technical methods to filter or curb access to online content, but aside from the sporadic application of defamation laws to content posted online, no additional legislation yet restricts the internet as a medium for mass communication. This absence of regulation, even on content internationally recognized as harmful, is evident from Mexico’s ranking as second worldwide in the production and distribution of child pornography.

Although there are no laws that specifically govern online content, government agencies have been issuing more requests for content removal and user data in recent years, as evidenced by Google’s recent transparency report. In 2011, Google received only one request from the Mexican government for content removal. Between July and December 2012, the report’s most recent coverage period, the figure increased to twelve. Recent requests for removal of videos hosted on YouTube or content posted on Blogger pertained to content which was allegedly defamatory or critical of the government, or presented a risk to privacy and security. In most cases, Google found that the content in question did not violate YouTube’s community guidelines or local laws and declined to remove them. Government requests for user data are also on the rise, increasing by 26 percent from December 2011 to December 2012. Despite this increase, however, Google’s rate of compliance has stayed within a narrow range over the past few years, with the company releasing data in only 24 percent of cases.

Although self-censorship was once largely limited to traditional journalists who faced threats of retribution for reporting on police activity and drug trafficking, the phenomenon has been increasing steadily among online journalists and bloggers. In 2011, as online sources of news about...
cartel-related violence drew increasingly larger audiences, several contributors to social networks were brutally murdered for acting as informants on cartel activity. Violence against online reporters has continued in recent years, and while some writers have been intimidated into silence, there is nonetheless a dynamic community of bloggers and online journalists attempting to spread information about cartel activity and citizen safety.37

Such courageous citizen journalism may be tempered by a recent agreement between the Federal Security Council and some state governments to refrain from reporting on violence unless absolutely necessary. The decision to suppress such news allegedly arose from a campaign to decrease fears of insecurity within the country, while also promoting an international image of Mexico as a country transitioning away from widespread violence.38 Such policies emphasize the importance of online journalists’ efforts to report on the full scope of events in their communities. In addition to the attempts of government agencies to downplay violence, online content is reportedly also subject to manipulation by politicians with close ties to media outlets.39

Economic constraints also influence the diversity of media in Mexico. Scarce funding and lack of interest in online advertising create challenges for individuals and nonprofits seeking to establish sustainable online outlets in Mexico. Reliance on public advertising renders independent media vulnerable to manipulation of content or closure due to lack of funding, although manipulation appears to be the more widespread of the two trends. Despite such impediments, however, efforts to develop politically oriented web portals that are financially independent have gained momentum in recent years. El Respetable, a political website run from Jalisco, has become very influential at the local level.40 Pijama Surf, a website dedicated to presenting diverse types of social information, has grown drastically over the past three years, and now garners more than two million hits per month, drawing largely on an audience between 19 and 35 years of age.41

Among the most striking examples of successful independent digital media is Animal Político, a popular site which counts more followers on Facebook than any other news outlet in Mexico.42 In order to raise revenue for the site without compromising content based on advertisers’ political leanings, Animal Político is now practicing brand journalism, offering social media consulting and digital content to private companies. Additional financing is derived from syndicated content and

private sponsorships. Animal Político’s approach, which appears to be unique among Mexican media, is clearly working. In July 2012 alone, visits to the site increased from 700,000 to 2 million.

Social media sites such as Facebook, Twitter, YouTube, and international blog-hosting services are widely used in Mexico by citizens, advocacy groups, and political parties. As of September 2012, Mexico was home to the second largest community of Facebook users in Latin America after Brazil—and the fifth largest in the world—with an estimated 38,463,860 users. The number of Mexicans with Twitter accounts (a group which includes President Enrique Peña Nieto) has also ballooned, growing from 146,000 in February 2010 to more than 11 million in early 2013.

Although netizens have been utilizing social media to provide critical warnings to local communities about dangerous cartel-related situations, members of organized crime have also begun using such applications to exchange information on military checkpoints. Such subversive use of social networks has prompted calls by some Mexican politicians for increased government monitoring and regulation, though to date no such legislation has been passed.

In addition to their aforementioned uses, Facebook and Twitter are also growing in popularity as forums for political commentary and mobilization, a trend which was witnessed in the lead-up to the July 2012 general elections. In May 2012, students at Iberoamericana University used online tools to assist in mobilizing protests against the potential return of the Revolutionary Institutional Party (PRI) to the executive. Rallies were held against PRI candidate Enrique Peña Nieto (elected...
to the office of president in the July elections despite the protests) to discourage the return of what some protesters view as a monopolistic political party “in cahoots” with state media.\(^5\)

After national news outlets downplayed the protest as merely a display by agitators sponsored by the opposition, 131 students from the university created a video to prove that they were indeed registered students acting independent of any political party. The non-partisan video, which advocated for free, fair, and transparent elections as well as greater freedom of speech, was uploaded to YouTube with the hash tag #YoSoy132 and quickly gained a large following on social networks. The so-called “Mexican Spring” grew to become a national movement with thousands of students, unionized workers, and farmers organizing peaceful regional marches. As the movement grew, it gained recognition from the government, which allowed protestors to demonstrate. National television channel Televisa even afforded airtime to YoSoy132.\(^5\)\(^2\) While the protests may have had little impact on electoral results, many Mexicans concur that such mobilization marked an important shift in citizen activism.

### Violations of User Rights

In 2012 and 2013, violations of user rights in Mexico were on the rise. As in previous years, threats and violence from drug cartels plagued online reporters, resulting in three murders during the coverage period. State-sponsored smear campaigns against crime reporters and unannounced surveillance of private citizens came to light, marring the landscape of digital freedom. Although positive legislation to safeguard journalists and NGOs was passed, weak rule of law protections at the state level have impeded implementation.

The Mexican Constitution guarantees freedom of speech, freedom of the press, and privacy of personal communications, however, recent reports concerning a ubiquitous state surveillance apparatus call such protections into question. While there are no legal ramifications for online activity other than defamation or libel, criminal defamation statutes still exist in 13 of Mexico’s 32 states.\(^5\)\(^3\) The upper echelons of the judiciary are viewed as independent; however, state level legal bodies have been accused of ineffectual conduct and biased behavior.

In June 2012, the Law for the Protection of Human Rights Defenders and Journalists was passed in Mexico, effectively establishing mechanisms for the protection of media workers and NGOs.\(^5\)\(^4\) Among the law’s provisions is a requirement that state governments work in conjunction with

---


federal authorities to ensure that protection is effectively extended to those under threat; as of April 2013, 27 of Mexico’s 32 states had signed agreements to this effect.\textsuperscript{55} While the legislation is promising in that it establishes a legal basis for protection and suggests an end to impunity for attackers, to date, capacity to actualize the law has been lacking. As of March 2013, PEN International noted that since 2006, Mexican authorities have “failed to successfully prosecute 90 percent of cases.”\textsuperscript{56} Media and human rights advocates are hopeful that the new legislation will shift this troubling dynamic. A separate amendment, predicated on protecting freedom of expression, was passed in the Senate in April 2013. If signed by the president, the amendment will grant authority for prosecution of crimes against journalists to the federal government, marking another positive step in the fight to protect reporters and bloggers.\textsuperscript{57}

In January 2013, a coalition of seventeen civil society organizations began mobilizing online to gather the 125,000 signatures required to present new legislation to the government. Following the success of its online initiative, the coalition, know as Internet para Todos (internet for all) began lobbying for the inclusion of a universal digital policy guaranteeing access to internet for all Mexicans. The campaign, which was spearheaded by Senator Armando Rios Piter of the Party of the Democratic Revolution (PRD), was intended to extend opportunities for education, information, and work to all Mexicans, while also ensuring the integration of communities previously excluded from the digital sphere due to economic hardship. The government took notice of the coalition’s efforts and in April 2013, Article 6 of the constitution was amended to include language that guarantees access to the internet as a civic right. While secondary legislation will be necessary to define precisely how the government will ensure this right, the constitutional amendment is a vital first step in Mexico’s digital inclusion policy.\textsuperscript{58}

Online tools have gained prominence as crucial sources of public information concerning drug-related violence, which has led local authorities to increase attempts to punish false reports that cause public alarm. In August 2011, amidst a surge of violence in Veracruz, a schoolteacher and a journalist tweeted about an attack on a school. In response to the resulting panic, local authorities arrested the pair on allegations of terrorism and sabotage, which can yield punishments of up to 30 years in prison.\textsuperscript{59} A public outcry ensued over due process shortcomings and disproportionate charges for citizens who may have been negligent in publishing unconfirmed reports but

\textsuperscript{56} PEN International, “A Year On, PEN International Renews its Call for an End to the War on Mexico’s Journalists, Writers, and Bloggers,” PEN International, March 11, 2013, \texttt{http://www.pen-international.org/newsitems/a-year-on-pen-international-renews-its-call-for-an-end-to-the-war-on-mexico%E2%80%99s-journalists-writers-and-bloggers/}.
\textsuperscript{58} Ruben Vasquez, “La Propuesta Internet para Todos” [Proposed Internet for All], \textit{Forbes Mexico}, August 1, 2013, \texttt{http://www.forbes.com.mx/sites/la-propuesta-internet-para-todos/}.
demonstrated no malicious intent.\footnote{Local media reported that the pair was subject to psychological pressure to plead guilty. According to Amnesty International, they were also denied access to a lawyer for 60 hours. See: Javier Duarte Ochoa, “Personas en Riesgo de Prisión en México tras Publicaciones en Twitter y Facebook” [People at Risk of Prison in Mexico after Publications on Twitter and Facebook], Amnesty International, August 31, 2011, http://amnistia.org.mx/nuevo/2011/09/01/personas-en-riesgo-de-prision-en-mexico-tras-publicaciones-en-twitter-y-facebook/.} In the midst of such controversy, the prosecutor’s office subsequently dropped the charges and the two were released.

During the same month, several state congresses made changes to laws pertaining to “public order disturbances.”\footnote{Reporters Without Borders, “After Wasted Month in Prison, Two Social Network Users Freed, Charges Dropped,” September 22, 2011, http://en.rsf.org/mexico-two-social-network-users-held-on-02-09-2011,40907.html.} In Veracruz, the approval of Ley de Perturbación (“The Disturbance Act”) has criminalized the spreading of false alarms via mobile phones or social media such that the offense may now carry criminal charges ranging from prison terms of six months to four years and fines equivalent to 1,000 days of wages.\footnote{H. Congreso del Estado de Tabasco, “Constitución de la Estado de Tabasco” [Constitution of the State of Tabasco], http://www.congresotabasco.gob.mx/60legislatura/trabajo_legislativo/pdfs/decretos/Decreto%20125.pdf; See also: Leobardo Perez Marin, “Aprueban Ley Contra ‘Rumor’; Coartara Libertades” [Law Approved Against ‘Rumor’; Freedoms Abridged], Tabasco Hoy, August 31, 2011, http://www.tabascohoy.com/noticia.php?id_nota=220149 (account suspended).} Although local attorneys raised concerns that such provisions could be used to unnecessarily restrict freedom of expression, as of May 2013, there were no known instances of such an occurrence.

In late 2012 and early 2013, several state governments either planned or initiated legal proceedings against journalists and bloggers who had written critical statements about state officials. In one case, a list was leaked to the press of journalists that were likely to be sued by the governor of Puebla; in another instance, several online journalists were arrested for defamation. The first instance occurred in October 2012, when a document was publicized naming nineteen journalists and bloggers that Governor Moreno Valle’s administration planned to sue. Of the nineteen named reporters allegedly guilty of “engaging in an excess of freedom of expression” which resulted in “moral damage” to government officials, seven were online writers.\footnote{Alvaro Delgado, “Gobernador de Puebla Presenta Doce de 19 Denuncias contra Periodistas” [Governor of Puebla Presents Two of Nineteen Lawsuits against Journalists], Proceso, October 23, 2013, http://www.proceso.com.mx/?p=323287.}

Although he was released hours after being detained, Ruiz will stand trial for the charges leveled against him, which include emotional and psychological damage, at a future date.66

Four other journalists and managers of e-consulta have also been charged with defamation by state cabinet officials in Tlaxcala: Ruiz’ brother, Rodolfo, Roberto Nava Briones, Gerardo Santillan, and Arturo Tecuatl. As of May 2013, it was unclear whether criminal proceedings would be upheld or whether the charges would be dropped.67 A few days after Ruiz’ arrest, Aurora Aguilar Rodriguez, deputy general of the National Action Party (PAN), publicly denounced the efforts of the Tlaxcala state government to censor criticism by filing criminal charges against journalists. It remains to be seen whether Aguilar’s comments will influence the state government.68

This is not the first time that contributors to e-consulta have been harassed. In October 2012, Gerardo Rojas and Jesse Brena, journalists with the digital newspaper were kidnapped by state police in Puebla and held captive in the trunk of a police car for three hours. After taking all of their personal belongings, including the cash they carried, they were abandoned in an empty lot in Ciudad Judicial.69 Although such intimidation was presumably meant to inspire fear in e-consulta reporters, the digital news outlet continued operations unabated.

Apart from a 2008 requirement that cell phone users register with the government (revoked in 2012) there are no official provisions regarding anonymity. The only regulation currently in practice is unofficial and pertains to the safety of informants writing online about drug cartel activity. Moderators of forums disseminating user-generated safety updates on local websites urge writers to publish their comments anonymously in order to ensure their safety.

Despite a constitutional requirement that any interception of personal communications be accompanied by a judicial warrant—a well as the 2010 passage of a law expanding the oversight powers of the data protection authority70—reports published in 2012 allege that secret surveillance of private citizens is widespread in Mexico.71 In July 2012, evidence was leaked (and later


confirmed by the Mexican army,\textsuperscript{72} pertaining to the secret purchase of approximately $4.6 billion pesos ($355 million) of “spyware” engineered to intercept online and mobile phone communications. Such technology, which has been funded in large part by the U.S. State Department’s Bureau of International Narcotics and Law Enforcement Affairs, facilitates the real-time geolocation of callers, the storage of up to 25,000 hours of conversation, and the real-time monitoring of packet data.\textsuperscript{73} In addition to recording conversations and gathering text messages, email, internet navigation history, contact lists, and background sound, the surveillance software is also capable of activating the microphone on a user’s cell phone in order to eavesdrop on the surrounding environment.\textsuperscript{74}

The website of the Mexican Access to Information agency (IFAI) makes no mention of this expenditure — or of the U.S. State Department’s alleged assistance in the tripling of Mexico’s surveillance capacity.\textsuperscript{75} In March 2012, the Geolocalization Law, which allows the government “warrantless access to real time user location data,” was passed nearly unanimously with 315 votes in favor, 6 opposed, and 7 abstentions.\textsuperscript{76} Such opacity, which renders Mexicans unaware of the extent to which they are being surveilled and unable to contribute to discussions concerning the legality of using such technology on private citizens, is deeply concerning. Critics of the law warn that it is unconstitutional and sets a worrisome precedent of warrantless surveillance.\textsuperscript{77} Corruption and weak rule of law among state governments—including the infiltration of law enforcement agencies by organized crime—also leave room for abuse should private communications fall into the wrong hands.

Mexico continues to be one of the most dangerous countries in the world for journalists, who are subject to violence (often from drug cartels) for investigating a range of issues, notably those involving the drug trade, from trafficking to corruption. This phenomenon has been exacerbated by widespread impunity for those carrying out such attacks.\textsuperscript{78} While such violence has historically been targeted at traditional, rather than online media, in 2011, bloggers and journalists posting information about sensitive topics online became victims of cartel-related violence for the first time, a worrisome trend that has continued to plague online writers.

Although online writers have attempted to protect themselves, they continued to be the target of intimidation and violence in 2012 and 2013. In September 2012, Ruy Salgado aka “El Santo”

(@5anto), a prominent blogger reporting on corruption and electoral fraud, went missing.\textsuperscript{79} Forty-two days later, Salgado resurfaced to announce that despite multiple death threats, he was alive. In a video post, Salgado explained that he had been subject to a forced disappearance, the details of which he was afraid to reveal. Citing fear for the safety of his family, Salgado announced that he would no longer be writing, but urged others to be brave—and careful—in their reporting.\textsuperscript{80}

Although widely reported in international media, conflicting reports have emerged about a February 2013 campaign by an organized crime group to identify the administrator of Valor por Tamaulipas, a site issuing reports on security risks in the cartel-dominated state. Although the crime group allegedly offered a reward of 600,000 pesos ($47,000) for information leading to the identification of the site’s owner or his family,\textsuperscript{81} residents of the area say they never saw flyers with such an offer.\textsuperscript{82} Following reports of additional threats in April 2013, the site announced the shutdown of both its Twitter and Facebook accounts.\textsuperscript{83} As of May, 2013, however, the Facebook and Twitter pages associated with Valor por Tamaulipas—which have nearly 215,0000 likes and 33,800 followers, respectively—were back up and running. Conflicting reports alternately claim that the sites are clones or that the administrator changed his mind about closing the sites.\textsuperscript{84}

In February 2013, death threats were issued against members of an informal network of Twitter users sharing information about drug violence in Mante, Tamaulipas under the hashtag #vigilantesmante. The threats, which were transmitted from accounts using the name #ManteZeta (the Zeta cartel is active in the area) via YouTube and Twitter, linked to a video depicting the murder of three people. Accompanying the link to the video, which was originally published by Blog del Narco, a site reporting on cartel-related violence, were threats stating that the same fate would befall those tweeting about security risks in Tamaulipas.\textsuperscript{85}

Murders of online journalists are no longer rare in Mexico. Between September and November 2011, four people were brutally murdered in connection with their online writings. In each case, the bodies, often bearing signs of torture, were displayed publicly and accompanied by notes

explicitly stating that the murders were retribution for the victims’ posts on popular websites and narcoblogs. At least one of the messages was signed “Z” for Zeta. ⁸⁶

Echoing the fears of website moderators, who have implored contributors to continue reporting but to do so anonymously, such targeted killings of website contributors were also carried out in 2012 and 2013. ⁸⁷ In June 2012, Victor Manuel Baez Chino, a journalist who reported on crime for the digital edition of weekly newspaper Mileno and also edited the crime reporters’ website Reporteros Policiaos, was kidnapped and murdered. In a note accompanying his body, the Zeta drug cartel claimed responsibility for Chino’s killing. ⁸⁸ In November 2012, Adrián Silva Moreno, a journalist in Tehuacán Puebla working for the online newspaper Glob@J México, was shot to death while covering an army raid on a warehouse filled with stolen fuel. ⁸⁹ Having been warned to leave by a soldier, Silva was in the process of driving away when trucks arrived and began firing on his car, killing him and his companion, Misray López González, a former policeman.

In March 2013, journalist Jaime Guadalupe González Domínguez, editor of the online news portal Ojinaga Noticias, was murdered in broad daylight in Chihuahua, a state reportedly run by organized crime. A group of men shot González 18 times before absconding with his camera. González’s murder, which was foreshadowed by written threats warning him to avoid covering certain topics, led to the closure of his online news portal, Ojinaga Noticias, which reported on local news, crime, sports, and politics. ⁹⁰

Hate campaigns against journalists also marred Mexican reporting in 2012 and 2013, bringing attacks against traditional journalists into the domain of the internet. The state Social Communication General Coordination Office in San Luis Potosi made use of both Twitter and Wordpress blogs in December 2012 and February 2013 to denigrate several journalists writing for daily newspaper Pulso. After a video was leaked of the Office’s director, Juan Antonio Hernandez Varela, ordering subordinates to create fake social networking accounts for the sole purpose of discrediting government critics, Hernandez Varela resigned without explanation. It remains to be seen whether such attacks will continue under the new director. ⁹¹

Cyberattacks have become an issue in Mexico in recent years, and pose a growing threat to critical news sites. In September 2011, three online outlets known for critical coverage of state government—Expediente Quintana Roo, Noticaribe, and Cuarto Poder—were temporarily disabled by cyberattacks. Personal information and reporters’ notes were also stolen from their servers.\(^92\) In November 2011, weekly newspaper *Riodoce* was informed by its host provider that the website had been the target of a large distributed denial of service (DDoS) attack. Widely suspected to be a reprisal for the publication’s aggressive reporting on crime and drug trafficking, the cyberattack resulted in the website being inaccessible for several days.\(^93\) Sporadic cyberattacks continued to be reported in 2012 and early 2013. Vincente Carrera, director of online newspaper Noticaribe, which was temporarily paralyzed by DDoS attacks in late 2011 and early 2013, stated that recent attacks, which disabled the site for weeks, were likely government retaliation for the outlet’s coverage of electoral violations and state debt.\(^94\)

One notable case of repeated DDoS attacks targeted romperviento.tv, an independent, left-leaning internet television site intended to present the public with an alternate perspective on news. Romperviento, which counts an audience of 600,000 visitors per month, was disabled by continuous cyberattacks after it aired contentious political content.\(^95\) During the broadcast of a debate organized by YoSoy132, Romperviento lost broadband access and its webpage subsequently vanished. Despite multiple attempts to recover content, the original website appears to have been deleted permanently. Administrators of the host platform, mydomain, were unable to provide explanation or assistance with the issue. As of May 2013, however, the new romperviento.tv website was accessible both from within Mexico and from outside the country.


\(^{95}\) In a recent interview, Ernesto Ledesma, Director General of Romperviento (www.romperviento.tv) stated that the company has identified a pattern of disruptions. Although the signal is steady for cultural programs, when the company attempts to broadcast critical political programs, the signal is lost. While Romperviento cannot prove government interference, a pattern has emerged in which disruptions seem to be tied to the airing of political content.
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INTERNET FREEDOM STATUS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>2012</th>
<th>2013</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Obstacles to Access</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Limits on Content</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Violations of User Rights</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total (0-100)</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* 0=most free, 100=least free

KEY DEVELOPMENTS: MAY 2012 – APRIL 2013

- Blocking orders on numerous websites and online tools were lifted as the government introduced a series of liberalizing measures to counter rising discontent heightened by the events of the Arab Spring (see LIMITS ON CONTENT).
- Despite constitutional reforms introduced in 2011, restrictive press and national security laws continued to plague the online media landscape and induce a spirit of self-censorship (see VIOLATIONS OF USER RIGHTS).
- Several online users were arrested under these laws for comments and videos they posted to Facebook, YouTube, and blogs (see VIOLATIONS OF USER RIGHTS).

POPULATION: 32.6 million
INTERNET PENETRATION 2012: 55 percent
SOCIAL MEDIA/ICT APPS BLOCKED: No
POLITICAL/SOCIAL CONTENT BLOCKED: No
BLOGGERS/ICT USERS ARRESTED: Yes
PRESS FREEDOM 2013 STATUS: Not Free
Research universities led the development of the internet in Morocco from the early 1990s, with internet access extended to the general public in 1996. Initially, the internet’s diffusion was slow in Morocco due primarily to the high cost of computers and poor infrastructure.¹ Under the combined impact of the liberalization, deregulation, and privatization of the telecommunications sector, as well as the legal and technological modernization of Moroccan broadcasting media, a growing and dynamic digital media market has emerged. This phenomenon has been furthered by the recent opening of the political system.

Social media has triggered a revival of the media’s traditional function as a watchdog, acting as a check on the misconduct of the political regime. It has also been used as a tool for nascent political movements to organize and mobilize supporters across the country, particularly in the context of the Arab Spring. The February 20th Movement, which started on Facebook and relies heavily on digital media for communication, has held rallies throughout the country demanding democratic reforms, a parliamentary monarchy, social justice, greater economic opportunities, and more effective anticorruption measures. Two weeks after the first demonstrations, King Mohamed VI responded by announcing new constitutional reforms in which he promised to devolve limited aspects of his wide-ranging powers to the elected head of government and the parliament. Included in this reform package were provisions to grant greater independence to the judiciary and an expansion of civil liberties. The king’s proposals were approved by 98.5 percent of Moroccan voters in a popular referendum held on July 1, 2011, for which voter turnout was 84 percent. The measures resulted in a lifting of all politically-motivated filtering.

The most remarkable change in internet use among Moroccans is the growing interest in social media and user-generated content, as well as domestic news portals. In 2010, the top ten most visited websites did not include any Moroccan news website.² By 2012, the sixth most visited site was Hespress.com, the most popular online news and information website in Morocco with estimated 400,000 unique visitors per day. Besides Hespress, the sports website Koora.com is the only other Arabic-language site in the Top 10.³ Before the Arab Spring, government intervention to block and delete online content was relatively common. Today, the state no longer engages in technical filtering; it uses the existing laws to limit freedom of speech for online users. As a result, several online users were arrested over the past year.

Internet access in Morocco has increased steadily in recent years, although obstacles remain in place in certain areas of the country. The internet penetration rate grew from just over 21 percent of the population in 2007 to 55 percent in 2012, according to the International Telecommunication Union (ITU).\(^4\) By end of 2012, roughly 2 in 100 inhabitants possessed a fixed-broad subscription, or around 17.8 percent of all subscribers.\(^5\) The remaining 82.2 percent of all subscriptions are through 3G devices, including both data-only and voice-and-data connections.\(^6\) By December 2012, mobile phone penetration reached a rate of 119.7 percent, a rise of almost 20 percentage points compared to 2010.\(^7\)

Internet access is currently limited to educated and urban segments of Morocco’s population. There is a major discrepancy in terms of network coverage between urban and rural areas. Telecommunications companies do not abide by the ITU principle of telecommunications as a public service, instead preferring to invest in more lucrative urban areas. Rural inhabitants constitute 37.1 percent of the overall population and while many have access to electricity, television, and radio, most do not have access to phone lines and high speed internet. The high rate of illiteracy is another obstacle (43 percent of Moroccans aged 10 and above are illiterate). Most Moroccan households are not prepared to access content provided by digital media, but recent developments in the telecoms sector show that this situation is likely to change in the near future.

The Moroccan government has undertaken several programs aimed at improving the country’s ICT sector. Launched in March 2005, the GENIE project (the French acronym for “Generalization of ICTs in Education”) aims to extend the use of ICTs throughout the public education system.\(^8\) Owing to positive results, another round of implementation was launched for the period of 2009-2013 to improve the training and professional development of teachers and encourage the adoption of ICTs by public school students. PACTE (French for “Program of Generalized Access to Telecommunications”) was launched in 2008 to provide 9,263 communities, or 2 million Moroccans, with telecoms services by 2010.\(^9\) Financing for the project came from Morocco’s Universal Service Fund for Telecommunications. The fund was created in 2005 using contributions from the three major telecoms operators: Maroc Telecom, Medi Telecom, and INWI. More recently, in 2009, authorities established the national strategy “Maroc Numérique 2013” (Digital Morocco 2013).\(^10\) The strategy aims to achieve nationwide access to high-speed internet by 2013.

---


\(^10\) “HM the King chairs presentation ceremony of national strategy ‘Maroc Numeric 2013’,” available at...
and to develop e-government programs to bring the administration closer to its citizens, while encouraging small and medium-sized enterprises to adopt ICTs into their business practices. It has a budget of MAD 5.2 billion (around $520 million).

Perhaps as a result of these efforts, internet use remains relatively affordable. For a 3G prepaid connection of up to 7.2 Mbps, customers pay MAD 223 ($26) for initial connectivity fees and then MAD 10 per day ($0.82) or MAD 200 per month ($23.6). Internet users pay on average MAD 3 ($0.35) for one hour of connection in cybercafés.

In the post-Arab Spring era, the government no longer blocks Web 2.0 applications, anonymous proxy tools, and Voice over Internet Protocol (VoIP) services. However, in February 2012 there was a report that Maroc Telecom briefly disrupted VoIP services such as Skype, TeamSpeak, and Viber in order to tamper with the quality of the calls. Some speculated that the actions were motivated by financial concerns over competition to traditional fixed-line services provided by the telecommunications company.11

Service providers such as ISPs, cybercafes, and mobile phone companies do not face any major legal, regulatory, or economic obstacles.12 The allocation of digital resources, such as domain names or IP addresses, is carried out by organizations in a non-discriminatory manner.13 According to the Network Information Centre, which manages the “.ma” domain, there were 43,354 registered Moroccan domain names in 2012.14

The National Agency for the Regulation of Telecommunications (ANRT) is an independent government body created in 1998 to regulate and liberalize the telecommunications sector. The founding law of the ANRT considers the telecommunications sector as a driving force for Morocco’s social and economic development and the agency is meant to create an efficient and transparent regulatory framework that favors competition among operators.15 A liberalization of the telecoms sector aims to achieve the long-term goals of increasing GDP, creating jobs, supporting the private sector, and encouraging internet-based businesses, among others. While Maroc Telecom, the oldest telecoms provider, effectively controls the telephone cable infrastructure, the ANRT is tasked to settle the prices at which the company’s rivals (such as Medi-

---

12 Interviews conducted on 20 February 2013, with Dr. Hamid Harroud and Dr. Tajjedine Rachdi, respectively director and former director of Information Technologies services of Al Akhawayn University in Ifrane.
13 Network Information Centre, the service that manages the domain .ma, is owned by Maroc Telecom. There are calls for domain.ma to be managed by an independent entity, not a commercial telecoms company.
Telecom and INWI) can access those cables. Thus the ANRT makes sure competition in the telecoms market is fair and leads to affordable services for Moroccan consumers.16

Some journalists argue that the ANRT is a politicized body lacking independence, citing the fact that its director and administrative board are appointed by a Dahir (Royal Decree). However, international organizations such as the World Bank and the ITU have not expressed any major criticism about the ANRT’s neutrality.17

As mentioned, Maroc Telecom, Medi Telecom, and INWI are the three ISPs and mobile phone companies in Morocco. Maroc Telecom (Ittissalat Al Maghrib, IAM) is a former state company that held a monopoly over the telecoms sector until 1999.18 That year, the ANRT granted licenses for Medi Telecom and INWI. Medi Telecom is a private consortium led by Spain’s Telefonica, while INWI (formerly WANA, Maroc Connect) is a subsidiary of Ominum North Africa (ONA), the leading Moroccan industrial conglomerate also owned by the royal family.

### LIMITS ON CONTENT

Given the high rate of illiteracy and the many obstacles to access in parts of the country, online media do not enjoy the same popularity and influence as television and radio. For this reason, there are fewer instances of government intervention in the online sphere, even if much more controversial statements are made on the web. The state does not appear to currently block or filter internet sites.19 Nonetheless, fears over intermediary liability and the prosecution of users have underscored an environment of continued self-censorship, particularly regarding so-called “sacred” issues such as the monarchy and Islam.

Before the Arab Spring, government intervention to block or delete online content was relatively common. While ISPs rarely, if ever, blocked Web 2.0 applications such as YouTube, Facebook, or Twitter,20 websites advocating controversial views or minority causes were systematically blocked.21 However, owing to the post-Arab Spring environment, the government has made a concerted effort to show that it is implementing democratic reforms, rather than restricting access

---

16 ANRT, Lois régissant la poste et les télécommunications.
18 The State owns 30% of Maroc Telecom shares, 53% owned by the French telecoms company Vivendi, and 17% is public, available online at http://www.iam.ma/Groupe/Institutionnel/Qui-Sommes-nous/Pages/StructureDuCapital.aspx.
19 Interviews with Hisham Almiraat on February 13, 2013, with Aboubakr Jamai on February 11, 2013, and two other interviews conducted during February 2013 with online activists who want to remain anonymous. Hereafter, Interviews with digital activists and online journalists.
20 RSF reported one incident where Maroc Telecom blocked YouTube on 25 May 2007 for a few hours. Maroc Telecom reportedly said that it was a “technical problem.” RSF speculated that Maroc Telecom may have blocked access to YouTube after videos “were posted on it of pro-independence Saharan demonstrations.” Other Moroccan users of the other two ISPs, Medi Telecom and Wana, continued having access to YouTube during that day.
to information. As such, sites related to the disputed territory of Western Sahara, the Amazigh minority, or Islamist groups are no longer blocked.²² In addition, YouTube, Facebook, Twitter, and international blog-hosting services are freely available. Despite numerous reports to the contrary, Google Earth was found to be accessible in tests conducted by Freedom House in several cities and on a range of different devices by mid-2013. The service had been reportedly blocked in August 2009.²³

Although technical methods to filter websites are no longer utilized, the government still controls the online information landscape through a series of restrictive laws that can be manipulated to serve political purposes. Under the 2002 Press Law, the government has the right to shut down any publication “prejudicial to Islam, the monarchy, territorial integrity, or public order,” and it maintains prison sentences and heavy fines for the publication of offensive content (see “Violations of User Rights”).

The Anti-Terrorism Bill, passed in 2003 after the May 16, 2003 terrorist attacks in Casablanca,²⁴ gives the government sweeping legal powers to filter and delete content that is deemed to “disrupt public order by intimidation, force, violence, fear or terror.”²⁵ According to this law, legal liability rests jointly with the author, the site owner, and ISPs. Intermediaries must block or delete infringing content when made aware of it or upon receipt of a court order. While the law was ostensibly designed to combat terrorism, the authorities retain the right to define vague terms such as “national security” and “public order” as they please, thus opening the door for abuse. Although ISPs have not conducted any significant blocking since 2011, many opposition news websites are hosted on servers outside of the country for security reasons, such as Lakome.com, Mamfakinsh.com, and Febrayer.com.

Given the history of media repression in Morocco, many internet users and cyber activists engage in self-censorship. Although activists and journalists face little constraints in voicing their opinions, harsh legal consequences for online speech ultimately deter freedom of expression.²⁶ According to Aboubakr Jamai, a prominent Moroccan journalist, many website owners continue to censor comments related to the royal family in order to avoid legal problems.²⁷ In a state that punishes investigative reporting and whistleblowing, people with sensitive information tend to stay quiet to avoid possible retribution.

²² For example, sites such as arso.org, spsrasd.info, cahiersdusahara.com, wsahara.net, and even LiveJournal were blocked for promoting the independence of Western Sahara.
²⁴ On 16 May 2003, Morocco was subject to the deadliest terrorist attacks in the country’s history. Five explosions occurred within thirty minutes of each other, killing 43 people and injuring more than 100 in suicide bomb attacks in Morocco’s largest city, Casablanca. Morocco has been a staunch ally of the U.S. The 14 suicide bombers all originated from a poor suburban neighborhood in the outskirts of Casablanca.
²⁶ Interviews with digital activists and online journalists.
²⁷ Interview with Aboubakr Jamai conducted on 11 February 2013. Jamai is a Moroccan Journalist who founded some of the most progressive magazines such as Le Journal Hebdomadaire and Assahifa al-Dusbouiya. In 2003, he was awarded the International Press Freedom Award of the Committee to Protect Journalists.
In addition to state-run and opposition news outlets, the Moroccan media contains a variety of “shadow publications,” nominally-independent but editorially-supportive of the state.\(^{28}\) The news outlets exist primarily to divert airtime from serious and more engaging news portals and to compete over online advertising money and audience share. There is no evidence to link these publications to a larger state strategy to counter the growth of voices of dissent. However, it is important to note that these shadow publications receive large amounts of advertising, possibly in return for their progovernment bias.

The government also uses financial pressure to push the most outspoken print media publications into closure or bankruptcy. Advertising revenue provided by the government or government-linked companies is not split fairly between independent and progovernment publications.\(^{29}\) Powerful business entities, such as the three telecommunication companies, are known to adhere to state pressure to withdraw advertising money from news outlets that run counter to the state-owned media narrative.\(^{30}\) The state, however, does not limit the ability of online media to accept advertising or investment from foreign sources, crucial to maintaining a profitable business and ensuring that citizens can access a range of different opinions and news sources. In addition, webhosting and free blogging services are freely accessible. ISPs are not known to employ bandwidth availability to discriminate on the basis of content.

Internet users take advantage of various social media tools to educate, organize, and mobilize people around a wide variety of issues. Facebook and mobile phones were used very effectively during the 2011 street protests. Facebook users grew by 490 percent from 860,000 to more than 5 million over the period of 2009 to 2012 and the social network is the most visited website in the country.\(^{31}\) Bloggers were instrumental in disseminating their political views and managed to reach out to large numbers of protesters. Activists used mobile phones and cameras to present their versions of street events in a bid to counter the censored news coverage of state-controlled broadcasting.

The first widely-covered instance of online activism occurred in the summer of 2008, when an amateur cameraman in the northern Morocco area of Targuiot filmed traffic police officers taking bribes from drivers. The “Targuiot Sniper” video circulated widely on YouTube and Facebook, resulting in a police investigation that led to the arrest of the several police officers. The video served as a model of cyber-activism against daily and mundane corruption in other Moroccan cities. Nevertheless, the effects on corruption and accountability remained short-term as the government eventually stopped responding to such videos.

\(^{28}\) Interview with Aboubakr Jamai conducted on February 11, 2013.
\(^{29}\) Interview with Aboubakr Jamai conducted on February 11, 2013.
More recently, online activism led to a national debate on Article 475 of the Moroccan penal code, which allows rapists to avoid prosecution if they agree to marry their victims. Events were sparked in March 2012, when a 16-year-old girl committed suicide after a seven month ordeal in which she was forced to wed her alleged rapist. Women’s rights activists successfully used social media and online news platforms to counter arguments made by state-controlled radio and television outlets, rallying popular support for changes to the law. In January 2013, the government officially announced plans to revise the controversial article.32

### VIOLATIONS OF USER RIGHTS

The Moroccan constitution of 2011 recognizes all Moroccan citizens as equals before the law.33 Article 25 provides that the constitution guarantees all citizens “freedom of opinion and expression in all its forms.” However, prior to the 2011 constitution, the Moroccan legislature adopted an array of laws that limited freedom of expression, such as the 2002 Press Code and the 2003 Anti-Terrorism Law. These provided legal sanctions against any criticism of “sacred” issues such as the monarchy, Islam, and territorial integrity. Crucially, these laws continue to be applied to online activity, resulting in the prosecution of several users for content posted online.

Article 27 of the 2011 constitution states that Moroccan citizens have the right to access information held by the government, elected institutions, and all public service institutions, except in cases in which doing so would violate national security, the privacy of individuals, or constitutional freedoms. For this constitutional right to become reality, a series of public policy debates are taking place to devise policies that would guarantee citizens access to information. However, given the authoritarian nature of the state, many activists are pessimistic and believe the end result will most likely lead to a stifling of internet freedom under the guise of privacy, national security, and counterterrorism.

Although the 2011 constitution strengthened the judiciary as a separate branch of government, the judiciary system in Morocco is far from independent. The king chairs the High Council of Judicial Power and appoints its members. As such, the courts often fail to produce fair and balanced rulings, frequently basing their decisions on recommendations from security forces.34

Articles 45, 46, and 47 of the 2002 Press Code stipulate that defamation against the courts, the military, public administrations, members of the government, and any public person are punishable by a prison term of one month to one year. Similarly, Article 52 outlaws criticism of foreign heads of state, foreign ministers, and diplomatic envoys residing in Morocco by stipulating punishments of one month to one year imprisonment and a fine of MAD 10,000 to MAD 100,000 ($800 to

---


When prosecuting online activists, the state strategically avoids arresting the sort of high-profile leaders that would lead to significant media coverage. For instance, members of the February 20th Movement that were arrested did not possess leadership roles, but were well-respected local actors key to mobilizing support in their communities. Meanwhile, prominent online public figures such as Aboubakr Jamai or Ali Lamrabet remain free from prosecution, even if they are harassed or intimidated through more extralegal means.

In one of the most well-documented cases related to online freedom of expression, rap artist Mouad Belghouat (known as al-Haqed or “the spiteful”) was sentenced to one year in jail on May 11, 2012 for “insulting the police” in a music video that denounced police corruption and brutality. The title of the song was “Kilab ed-Dowla” (Dogs of the State). His defense lawyer had argued that there was no evidence to link Belghouat to the uploading of the video. In another case, Walid Bahomane, an 18-year-old student, was sentenced to 18 months in prison for "attacking the nation's sacred values" after he allegedly ridiculed the king in a post he published on Facebook. The 25-year-old activist Abdelsamad Haydour was also sentenced to three years in prison in February 2012 over a YouTube video in which he allegedly criticized the king.

The blogger Mohamed Sokrate was controversially sentenced to three years in jail and a fine of MAD 5,000 ($590) by a Marrakech court in June 2012. The charges were drug-related, which his defense adamantly denied. Reporters Without Borders argued that his conviction was instead based on his online activism, in which he promoted secularism, defended civil liberties, and criticized the government.

Ali Lamrabet, the well-known progressive journalist, has been the target of constant violent and nonviolent harassment by the security and intelligence services in the northern city of Tetouan. Lamrabet runs the website Demainonline, which is openly critical of the monarchy and politicians in Morocco. However, in 2005 he was banned from publishing in Morocco for a period of 10 years, and some believe the state has not arrested him given the negative media coverage it may generate.

---

36 Reporters without Borders, “Hazards mount for freedom of information in Morocco.”
39 Reporters without Borders, “Appeal court extends online critic’s sentence.”
Following street protests in January and February 2012 in the northeast city of Taza, Mohamed El Boukili, Abdul-Samad and Essam Morsi, and 18 other activists from the February 20th Movement were sentenced to jail terms and steep fines on various charges ranging from "insulting to the sanctities of the state," "disobedience," "insulting public officials while performing their duties," and "insulting to the sanctities of the King." These online activists participated in street protests and posted content on YouTube that criticized the government and called for political reform.

While users are punished for content they post online, Moroccan citizens can create websites and write for blogs without any registration requirements imposed by the government. Mobile phones and SIM cards may also be purchased anonymously. In addition, customers do not need to register or provide any kind of identification at cybercafés. There are no indications that the purchase and use of encryption software by private citizens or companies is restricted.

Nonetheless, activists who openly criticize government policies, particularly online opinion makers, receive personal attacks and derogatory comments from other users on their Facebook walls and Twitter accounts. New accounts are created every day for the sole purpose of attacking digital activists. There is no clear indication regarding the identity behind the accounts and whether they are state-sponsored or simply overzealous private individuals. However, due to the amount of time and energy needed to engage in such activity, there are serious doubts that these are private citizens acting on their own personal resolve.

Some activists have voiced their suspicion that, given their docile nature, telecommunication companies may be cooperating with government authorities by passing on swaths of user data to security forces to conduct widespread surveillance. For example, there are suspicions that Maroc Telecom, through its subsidiary in Mali, performed intelligence gathering for French authorities prior to the recent military intervention in that country by French troops. Many activists have questioned whether the company performs similar actions in Morocco.

In December 2011, Reflets.info, a French news site, published an investigation on the purchase of spyware from the French company Amesys. The article refers to an investigation carried out by journalists from the Wall Street Journal who found that Amesys sold spyware to the former Qadhafi regime in Libya. Reflets.info argues that the same spyware was sold to the Moroccan government and that engineers from Amesys spent time in the country training government

43 Interviews conducted on 29 March 2013 with Dr. Fouad Abbou, full professor of computer Science and Telecommunications and Dr. Hamid Harroud, director of the Information Technologies Services of Al Akhawayn University in Ifrane.
44 Interviews with digital activists and online journalists.
personnel for the use of such sophisticated spyware. The software, called Pop Corn, is used to monitor emails, Skype conversations, and other kinds of encrypted materials.

In addition to surveillance and malware attacks, online news portals that express dissenting voices are subject to continuous cyberattacks. Activists have admitted that, in order to maintain a functional news website, they must pay a substantial amount of money to maintain guards against cyberattacks. For example, Hisham Almiraat, the co-founder of Mamfakinsh.com and one of the leaders of the February 20th Movement, stated that in July 2011 his website was subjected to a cyberattack by a sophisticated computer virus. The site administrator had received an e-mail through the page’s contact form that seemed to contain promising journalistic leads, such as videos of police scandals. An investigation into the source and nature of the virus revealed that it was a Trojan Horse developed by a company in Milan, Italy. The virus downloads itself and hides among files, reading keystrokes and taking control of the keyboard and webcam at will.

The company refused to disclose its list of clients and there is no direct evidence that can link the state to such a purchase. However, prices for this type of software range in the hundreds of thousands of dollars, thereby ruling out private individuals. “There is only circumstantial evidence,” Almiraat said in an interview, “but it leads to one and only one conclusion; the state is the only entity that has the financial power and the political motivation to target websites who publish dissenting content.”

---

48 Interview with Hisham Almiraat, conducted February 13, 2013. Almiraat, a medical doctor by profession, is the advocacy director for Global Voices, and a prominent digital activist in Morocco and abroad.
Access to ICTs improved notably thanks to increasing investments in ICT infrastructure and growing competition between telecom service providers (see OBSTACLES TO ACCESS).

Stakeholders regarded recent GSM license auctions as fair, transparent, and uninfluenced by political interference (see OBSTACLES TO ACCESS).

Online self-censorship declined markedly after January 2012 Occupy Nigeria protests, and criticism of the government on social media increased (see LIMITS ON CONTENT).

A draft Lawful Interception of Communications Regulation, introduced in February 2013, was criticized for potentially infringing on citizens’ constitutional right to privacy and lacking safeguards or redress in case of abuse (see VIOLATIONS OF USER RIGHTS).

An early 2013 news report said the federal government had contracted an Israeli company to help monitor internet communications; the 2013 budget also contained provisions to purchase monitoring and surveillance systems (see VIOLATIONS OF USER RIGHTS).
Access to the internet and other digital technologies is still limited for many Nigerians, though information communication technologies (ICTs) and internet penetration have continued to spread across the country due to the growth of mobile phone usage and data services over the past few years. Greater private sector and government investments in ICT infrastructure and increased competition between service providers have also played a key role, while stakeholders regarded recent GSM license auctions as fair, transparent, and uninfluenced by political cronyism. In 2012, the Ministry of Communication Technology set up a presidential committee tasked with the development of a National Broadband Plan that seeks to increase Nigeria’s broadband penetration five-fold by 2018.¹

Compared to the traditional media sphere in Nigeria, online media is relatively free from restrictions, and there were no known incidents of government filtering or interference with online content in the past year. Self-censorship has notably reduced since the January 2012 Occupy Nigeria protests, and people now freely discuss issues that were previously unpopular or taboo, such as gay rights. However, in January 2013, the Blue Coat PacketShaper appliance—a device that can help control undesirable traffic—was discovered on several private ISP’s in Nigeria, though the details of why the technology is being deployed and by whom are unknown.

Nigerian users became increasingly suspicious of online censorship and surveillance during the coverage period, even as the government continued its push to make ICT tools more available to citizens. Suspicions of government intentions to monitor ICTs were confirmed in April 2013 when the online newspaper, Premium Times, published a news report revealing that the federal government had awarded a secret contract to Israel-based Elbit Systems to help monitor internet communications in Nigeria.² Citizen Lab research also found a FinFisher command and server, which communicates with malware that can be used for surveillance, located on a private ISP in April 2013.

During the coverage period, the government increased its criticism of published materials online and social media discourse through dedicated staff monitors and commentators. Legislative discussions on cybercrime also expanded in 2012 to reflect the country’s heightened security threats, and a draft law now focuses on cyber security. Proposed legislation with possible clauses that may affect internet freedom in Nigeria—such as the draft 2011 Cybersecurity Bill and a new Draft Lawful Interception of Communications Regulation introduced in February 2013—were still under discussion at the National Assembly as of mid-2013.

Internet access in Nigeria has grown exponentially in recent years, particularly after the introduction of mobile phone data and Fixed Wireless Access (FWA) services in July 2007.\footnote{Fixed Wire Access (FWA) is a type of high-speed internet access that uses radio signals as a connection to service providers instead of cables, enabling areas that lack fiber optic cables or DSL to access broadband internet.} In 2012, internet penetration stood at 33 percent, up from 28 percent in 2011, according to the International Telecommunications Union (ITU).\footnote{International Telecommunication Union, “Percentage of Individuals Using the Internet, 2000-2012,” \url{http://www.itu.int/en/ITU-D/Statistics/Pages/stat/default.aspx}.} The number of active mobile phone subscribers also increased from almost zero in 2000 to over 117 million subscribers or 84 percent penetration in March 2013, as reported by the Nigerian Communications Commission (NCC).\footnote{“Subscriber Data – Monthly Subscriber Data,” Nigerian Communications Commission, accessed June 13, 2013, \url{http://www.ncc.gov.ng/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=125&Itemid=73}.} The latest ITU data notes nearly 113 million mobile phone subscriptions and a mobile phone penetration rate of 68 percent in 2012, up from 57 percent in 2011.\footnote{International Telecommunication Union,”Mobile-cellular Telephone Subscriptions, 2000-2012.”}

Mobile internet subscriptions have also steadily increased in the past few years, reaching a penetration rate of 26 percent in 2012, according to an October 2012 report published by iHub Research.\footnote{“An Analysis Mobile Technology in West Africa: The Case of Nigeria, Ghana and Cote D’Ivoire,” iHub Research, October 2012, \url{http://www.research.ihub.co.ke/uploads/2012/october/1351001605_819_249.pdf}.} This growth has been enabled by specific handsets such as Nokia’s range of smartphones and BlackBerry devices that provide bundled data services to mobile subscribers. The number of BlackBerry users appears to be growing, particularly among young Nigerians, as service prices have dropped to about US$17 a month as of January 2013. Competition, helped by the Mobile Number Portability initiative launched in April 2013, has forced service providers to offer cheaper plans based on time (daily, weekly, or monthly) or use (social media-focused or messaging). Nevertheless, the quality of service remains poor, with users frequently complaining about their inability to enjoy data services.

Although many providers use the word “broadband” in their promotional materials, in practice there is limited broadband service available in Nigeria. The latest statistics reported by the Ministry of Communication Technology cite a broadband penetration rate of 6 percent as of December 2012,\footnote{Emma Okonji, “Nigeria Targets 20% Broadband Penetration in 2013,” \textit{This Day Live}, December 17, 2012, \url{http://www.thisdaylive.com/articles/nigeria-targets-20-broadband-penetration-in-2013/133769/}.} with average broadband download speeds of 2.26 Mbps and upload speeds of 1.57 Mbps.\footnote{“Nigeria,” Net Index, accessed February 16, 2013, \url{http://www.netindex.com/download/2.59/Nigeria}.} Recognizing the importance of ICTs for economic development, the communication ministry set up a presidential committee in September 2012 tasked with the creation of a national ICT policy and broadband plan that aims to increase Nigeria’s broadband penetration five-fold by 2018.\footnote{Olubunmi Adeniyi, “Nigeria to Yield Dividends of Broadband ‘Within Shortest Possible Time’,” Co-Chair of Presidential Broadband Team Assures,” \textit{Technology Times}, December 18, 2012, \url{http://bit.ly/18Gnjl4}.}
Nevertheless, access to ICTs is characterized by a large urban-rural divide. According to a Gallup poll published in August 2012, 39 percent of urban Nigerians said they had used the internet in the last week, compared to 16 percent of those living in rural areas. Low literacy rates are also an obstacle to access, with 28 percent of the population illiterate in English, the main language used by Nigerian online news outlets and blogs.

High costs are another major impediment to internet access. While increased competition among service providers has made the cost of access more affordable for many Nigerians, the country’s average minimum wage still stands at about US$115 per month. FWA services cost an average of $65 per month (a decrease from $80 in 2010), and only about 9 percent of the Nigerian population reported having a computer in the household. As of January 2013, the price for internet use in a cybercafe cost about $0.64 per hour, down from $1 in 2011, though cybercafes have seen a sharp decline in patronage in recent years due to expanding mobile internet usage enabled by the decreasing cost of data plans on GSM network. In 2012, the average cost of a GSM plan dropped from $1 per megabyte of data in 2011 to $0.30, and 26 percent of individuals surveyed in a 2012 Gallup poll who had used a mobile phone in the week prior had used it to access the internet.

In addition to cost, power cuts continue to disrupt service and access, with many users reporting the need to use private generators to stay online during outages. While the country’s electricity supply improved notably in 2012, it saw a huge decline in 2013 and Nigeria is still reportedly the largest importer of private power generators in Africa, despite the country’s status as an oil-rich country. Telecommunication companies also depend on diesel-powered generators to maintain consistent service amid sporadic power cuts, spending an estimated NGN 177 billion ($1.14 billion) annually on fuel for the generators needed to provide back-up power for the country’s 22,000 base stations. Moreover, the need to pay for expensive backup power generators has accelerated the closure of cybercafes that were already struggling with competition against the growing popularity of internet access via mobile devices.

In March 2007, the government established the Nigerian Internet Exchange Point as a means of connecting internet service providers (ISPs) to one another; it had 38 members as of December 2012. Several telecommunications companies have also migrated to private fiber-optic cable projects, such as Glo-1 and MainOne, the latter of which provides connectivity for 21 ISPs.

---

14 Broadcasting Board of Governors, “New BBG Gallup Data Shows Dramatic Rise In Mobile Use In Nigeria .”
15 Broadcasting Board of Governors, “New BBG Gallup Data Shows Dramatic Rise In Mobile Use In Nigeria .”
The ICT market in Nigeria has expanded considerably over the past decade, with the number of licensed ISPs rising from 18 in 2000 to 139 (28 of which have licenses in need of renewal) by the end of 2012. There are also 11 FWA providers, and four GSM mobile phone operators that provide internet access to their subscribers. Nevertheless, the growth of ISPs and FWA providers has slowed in recent years with the rise in mobile access. As of March 2013, the four privately-owned GSM companies had a total of 114 million subscribers between them, MTN with 51 million, compared to Glo’s 24 million, Airtel’s 24 million, and Etisalat’s 15 million. Furthermore, the process of issuing GSM licenses has been very transparent. Unlike similar auctions that have been subject to political interference, most stakeholders regarded the first and subsequent GSM license auctions as fair, and friends of prominent politicians, who are usually recipients of such licenses, lost out in the process.

The only government-owned firm in the market, NITEL, is now inactive, with 58,750 landlines and 258,520 mobile lines. It has remained on the government’s privatization list for several years following multiple attempts to sell it. In February 2009, Transcorp, a local conglomerate with strong ties to the government, relinquished the 51 percent stake that it had acquired in 2006, and in February 2010, New Generation Telecoms, a consortium that includes China Unicom, won a controversial bid to purchase the company. The president initiated an investigation in response to allegations of corruption surrounding the purchase, but the findings have not yet been published. As of 2013, NITEL remained on the government’s list of to-be-sold companies.

Internet services are governed by the Nigerian Telecommunications Act, which vests regulatory responsibilities in the NCC. All ISPs must obtain a license from the NCC to operate, and there have been no reports of any ISP being denied a license or registration renewal. However, new ISPs

20 All 11 FWA providers have expired licenses according to the NCC website, which could mean that renewed license details have yet to be uploaded to the website, or that the regulator is in the process of renewing licenses. See: Nigerian Communications Commission, “Internet Services,” accessed December 31, 2012, http://www.ncc.gov.ng/index.php?option=com_docman&task=doc_download&gid=326&Itemid=.
seeking to enter the market have faced challenges in their operations due to competition from larger ISPs and investor focus on the mobile sector.

Although the government nominates the NCC’s nine-member board of commissioners, the regulator’s decisions have been viewed as relatively independent. Nevertheless, in November 2012, the NCC executive commissioner Dr. Bashir Gwandu was removed from the board under controversial circumstances after he revealed the details of an alleged frequency racketeering scheme that involved the sale of a frequency slot belonging to the Nigeria Police to a private firm. The federal government commissioned a joint NCC board and Ministry of Communication Technology investigation, which declared Gwandu’s claims as unfounded. According to the government, the executive commissioner was removed from his post for “insubordination to the current leadership of the nation’s telecoms regulatory agency.”

No blocking or filtering of online content was reported during the coverage period, though evidence surfaced in the government’s proposed 2013 budget indicated its potential desire to manipulate the online communications landscape. Calls to clampdown on the use of social media made by government officials in mid-2012 also increased fears of impending internet censorship.

Online media has been relatively free from restrictions in Nigeria, and to date, the authorities have not carried out any blocking or filtering of content, mainly due to the complex nature of Nigeria’s internet framework, which makes it difficult to carry out systematic filtering or censorship. Nevertheless, in January 2013, the Citizen Lab internet research group discovered evidence of the Blue Coat PacketShaper appliance—a device that can help control undesirable traffic sent via online applications by filtering according to content category—in Nigeria alongside 18 other countries around the world, including China, Bahrain, and Russia. While the device was traced to a private suburban network, its discovery in Nigeria is disconcerting given recent revelations of the government’s intent to install a monitoring and surveillance system (see “Violations of User Rights”).

Otherwise, the last report of ICT disruption occurred on May 29, 2011, when residents of the capital city, Abuja, reported that telecommunication services were inaccessible in certain areas.

---

30 Discussion between a Freedom House consultant and Citizen Lab.
31 While the incident was not confirmed or reported by the mainstream media, various blogs covered the story, with a blog post by IT News Africa reporting quotes from NCC representatives and the Visaphone service provider that cited security reasons behind the isolated telecom shutdown. The reported shutdown coincided with the inauguration of the president, and there
Some ISPs have been known to block access when users infringe on laws by downloading copyrighted content, but this has often been done to manage network traffic rather than to protect intellectual property.

The video-sharing website YouTube, social-networking site Facebook, microblogging application Twitter, and various international blog-hosting services are freely available and among the most popular websites in the country. According to the website rating company Alexa, the ten most popular websites in Nigeria in 2012 were Facebook, Google Nigeria, Google, Yahoo, YouTube, Twitter, Blogspot, Twitter, Nairaland, an online discussion forum, the 302 Found web search service, and the Vanguard. Three other Nigerian websites were cited in the top 20—Punch newspaper at number 13, GTBank at number 15, and Lindalkeji, (a gossip news site) at number 20.

Government manipulation of online content has not been a huge issue in Nigeria, though in June 2009, reports emerged that the Nigerian government planned to invest in sponsoring pro-government websites and blogs. In practice, it has been difficult to confirm whether the plan has been implemented; however, a sharp increase in the volume of government responses to citizen comments, participation in debates, and opinion pieces on government positions through online media was observed in 2012. In addition, the government seems intent on creating its own social media tools, as indicated by Nigeria’s 2013 budget proposal, in which the information ministry had made provisions to spend 100 million naira ($623,000) for “developing social media platforms and networking with other platforms.”

Meanwhile, websites, blogs, and commentators are generally divided among those with antigovernment, progovernment, and neutral leanings. Web commentary appeared to tilt against the government in January 2012 during the Occupy Nigeria demonstrations, but there has been a more balanced set of discussions since then, with many online commentators moving the conversation towards socioeconomic issues in place of polarized debates. Furthermore, online self-censorship has reduced notably since the January 2012 protests, and people now freely discuss issues that were previously unpopular or taboo, such as gay rights. Criticism of the government on social media has also increased, as have responses from government representatives.

Nevertheless, there is some indication that the government is beginning to feel threatened by critical online commentary. On July 26, 2012, the President of the Senate of the Federal Republic of Nigeria launched the $5 million Online War, to fight against what he called online attacks against Nigeria. The launch of the Online War coincided with the anniversary of Nigeria’s independence and was part of a series of events to celebrate the country’s independence. The government launched the Online War in response to the growing use of social media in the country, which had become a platform for critical commentary and opposition to government policies. Despite the launch of the Online War, social media continued to be a source of information and discussion among Nigerians, with some arguing that the government’s actions were a violation of freedom of expression.


of Nigeria, third in command after the president and vice president, called for a clampdown on the use of social media in Nigeria while speaking at a media retreat. Government representatives from the Oyo State House of Assembly made similar declarations in 2012. These statements drew reactions from citizens who viewed these statements as signs of impending online censorship, leading the director general of Nigeria’s National Orientation Agency to publicly announce in January 2013 that the government would not restrict social media.

There has also been some government interference in the economic aspects of online news publishing. For example, in 2011, the leading critical online newspaper, 234Next, folded in part due to a refusal to provide advertising by government or progovernment businesses. In 2013, government patronage is still evident and is reputed to be the largest source of business contracts that companies depend for financial sustainability.

Nigeria is home to a diverse blogosphere, with entertainment blogs drawing the most readers and a growing number of Nigerians blogging about their personal lives or social issues. Blogs have gradually emerged as an important platform for discussion and a source of reliable news for many users, providing a space for lengthy debate among online commentators. Readers often leave comments on popular news-oriented blogs to express frustration with societal issues. The Nigerian blogosphere includes both expatriates and locally-based writers, and the popular platforms on which Nigerian bloggers interact and learn from one another include Global Voices, Blogger, Afrigator, and WordPress. The president’s Facebook page has also become a major avenue through which citizens comment on public issues, and Twitter plays a prominent role in debates around events as they happen, with government ministers often hosting Twitter chats with the public.

In addition, ICTs are playing an increasingly important role in mobilizing people for real life protests and providing updates on unfolding events. Online citizen activism in Nigeria was particularly evident in December 2012 when the Nigerian Youth Climate Action Network and Human Rights Watch released a joint statement announcing that the “Nigerian government’s failure to produce promised funding to address the worst lead poisoning outbreak in modern history is leaving thousands of children to die or face lifelong disability.” The statement was intended to hold the government accountable to its May 2012 pledge of $4 million to clean up locations in Zamfara state that had been contaminated with lead during gold mining operations. The groups initiated a social media campaign, asking Nigerians to sign a petition and leave comments on the president’s Facebook page, while also using Twitter to demand that the government release the


promised funds. These campaigns caught the attention of the Senate Committee Chair on Ecology and Environment who visited the contaminated community himself and used his Twitter platform to add further pressure on the government to take action. The government released the funds two days after the campaign was launched, demonstrating the potential power of social media in Nigeria.

**VIOLATIONS OF USER RIGHTS**

Legislative discussions on cybercrime were expanded in 2012 to reflect the country’s heightened security threats, and proposals were drafted to deal with cybersecurity and lawful interception. Still under discussion as of mid-2013, the draft laws have elicited concerns over how they may limit internet freedom in Nigeria. The most concerning development in the past year involved revelations in April 2013 that the government had invested in monitoring and surveillance technology and the discovery of a FinFisher command server located on a private ISP.

Nigeria’s 1999 constitution guarantees freedom of expression and of the press, and the lack of internet-specific legislation has generally fostered an open environment for online activities. Nonetheless, the country’s legal framework was revised in 2011 to reflect the use of new media technologies through Section 84(1) of the 2011 Evidence Act, which provides for the admission of statements in documents produced by computers and electronic signatures as evidence in court.

Libel also remains a criminal offense in Nigeria, with the burden of proof resting on the defendant. Journalists covering sensitive issues such as official corruption, the president’s health, and communal violence are regularly subjected to criminal prosecution, though such cases have yet to arise for online expression. Furthermore, the implementation of Sharia or Islamic law in 12 northern states has not affected internet freedom to date.

In November 2011, the office of the National Security Advisor and the Attorney General drafted the Cybersecurity Bill, revising the earlier Cyber Security and Information Protection Agency Bill, which had provisions that could restrict users’ rights to free expression and privacy by allowing security officials to apprehend and prosecute users based on suspicion and without a court order. Taking into account feedback from citizens and stakeholders in the Nigerian ICT sector, the revised bill reduced the powers granted to security officers by requiring a court order for the seizure of any equipment and for arrests based on suspicion. The draft bill passed a second reading in the House of Representatives in November 2012.

---

Meanwhile, many fear that the draft 2010 Lawful Interception of Information Bill, which was still being deliberated in the National Assembly as of May 2013, may include provisions that will allow voice and data monitoring. In February 2013, the NCC introduced a new draft Lawful Interception of Communications Regulation, which seeks to accomplish through secondary legislation what the 2010 bill has been slow to achieve. Still under discussion in May 2013, the regulation was criticized for potentially infringing on the constitutional right to privacy, in addition to a lack of safeguards against abuse or opportunities for redress, and unclear supervisory and reporting provisions.

There are no restrictions on anonymous communication online in Nigeria, though SIM card registration with service providers has been required since June 2009. The process of registering existing SIM cards extended through mid-2012, after which point service providers were required to cut off unregistered users. Cybercafes, on the other hand, do not require customers to register or present any form of identification to go online, and monitoring software installed on their computers is used only for billing purposes.

Thus far, the Nigerian security services have not appeared to proactively monitor internet and mobile phone communications, but many online journalists have long suspected that they are being monitored by the state. Suspicions of government intentions to monitor ICT communications were confirmed in April 2013 when the online newspaper, Premium Times, published a news report revealing that the federal government had awarded a secret contract to Israel-based Elbit Systems to help monitor internet communications in Nigeria. This finding was further corroborated by publicly available details of Nigeria’s 2013 budget, in which the Office of the National Security Adviser requested $61 million for a “wise intelligence network harvest analyzer system, open source internet monitoring system, personal internet surveillance system” and “encrypted communication equipment.” Citizen Lab research also found a FinFisher “Command and Control” server, which communicates with malware that can be used for surveillance, located on a private ISP in April 2013. Nevertheless, the extent to which such surveillance systems have been implemented have yet to be established in May 2013.
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Meanwhile, according to the “Guidelines for the Provision of Internet Service” published by the NCC, ISPs are required to cooperate with law enforcement and regulatory agencies in providing “any service related information… including information regarding particular users and the content of their communications” during investigations of cybercrime or other illegal activity.\(^53\) No details are provided in the guidelines regarding the oversight mechanisms required to prevent government authorities from acquiring free access to user information. The guidelines also stipulate that ISPs must retain user data and “the content of user messages or routing data” for at least 12 months.\(^54\) There are no clear provisions on what the NCC expects of mobile phone companies.

While the constitution protects freedom of expression and of the press, the state often uses arbitrary and extralegal measures to suppress political criticism in the traditional media. The Nigerian authorities have a history of arresting and intimidating traditional media workers, and at least ten journalists have been killed in connection with their work since 1998.\(^55\) In addition, there is a culture of impunity for crimes against media workers, though there have been no reports of individuals being sentenced to prison or physically attacked for their online activities.

Cyberattacks have increased in Nigeria, though most of the attacks have been against government websites and carried out by the Naija Cyber Hacktivists,\(^56\) a group that has claimed responsibility for almost all cyberattacks to date. In 2012, cyberattacks against government websites reportedly increased by 60 percent, up from 10 percent in 2010,\(^57\) with a total of 38 websites defaced by hackers.\(^58\) Private sector websites such as those of an airline, a sugar processing company, and the Labour Union were also hacked in 2012,\(^59\) with most of the messages left on the defaced websites aligning with citizen protests.

In response to growing instances of cybercrime in Nigeria, the government has increased its measures to crackdown against criminal activity online. A 2011 Ernst & Young report found that the country’s unchecked cybercrime imposes costs on the Nigerian economy to the tune of $200 million per year from cyberattacks alone.\(^60\) In February 2013, the Nigerian House of Representatives put forth a proposal to amend the 2004 criminal and penal codes to place strict penalties on cybercrime, prescribing fines ranging from 5 to 25 million naira for offenders and jail


\(^{54}\) “Guidelines for the Provision of Internet Service Published by the Nigerian Communications Commission,” 3.


terms between 2 and 15 years.\textsuperscript{61} The Ministry of Justice resisted the proposed amendments, advising that a “comprehensive executive bill on cybercrimes” would be a better approach than amending the criminal and penal codes.\textsuperscript{62} Meanwhile, broader conversations on issues of cybersecurity have also focused on how to protect internet freedom.

Nevertheless, at the ITU’s World Conference on International Communications in Dubai in December 2012, Nigeria joined countries such as Russia, China, and the United Arab Emirates in signing a proposal that sought to extend the International Telecommunication Regulations to give national governments regulatory jurisdiction over the internet.\textsuperscript{63} The proposal was not adopted due to opposition from countries such as the United States, United Kingdom, Egypt, and Kenya out of concern that that the regulations would threaten internet freedom.\textsuperscript{64}

\begin{footnotesize}
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PAKISTAN

In 2013, officials sought to systematize nationwide online content filtering, an effort that was supposedly quashed in March 2012 (see LIMITS ON CONTENT).

Information authorities blocked YouTube and 20,000 other websites for anti-Islamic content in 2012 (see LIMITS ON CONTENT).

The Pakistani Taliban claimed responsibility for critically wounding 15-year-old blogger and activist Malala Yousufzai in October 2012 (see VIOLATIONS OF USER RIGHTS).

Islamist activists bombed at least three cybercafés or mobile phone stores on moral grounds in 2013 (see VIOLATIONS OF USER RIGHTS).

INTERNET FREEDOM STATUS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>2012</th>
<th>2013</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Obstacles to Access (0-25)</strong></td>
<td>19</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Limits on Content (0-35)</strong></td>
<td>18</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Violations of User Rights (0-40)</strong></td>
<td>26</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total (0-100)</strong></td>
<td>63</td>
<td>67</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* 0=most free, 100=least free

KEY DEVELOPMENTS: MAY 2012 – APRIL 2013

- In 2013, officials sought to systematize nationwide online content filtering, an effort that was supposedly quashed in March 2012 (see LIMITS ON CONTENT).
- Information authorities blocked YouTube and 20,000 other websites for anti-Islamic content in 2012 (see LIMITS ON CONTENT).
- The Pakistani Taliban claimed responsibility for critically wounding 15-year-old blogger and activist Malala Yousufzai in October 2012 (see VIOLATIONS OF USER RIGHTS).
- Islamist activists bombed at least three cybercafés or mobile phone stores on moral grounds in 2013 (see VIOLATIONS OF USER RIGHTS).
Pakistan has seen an increase in citizen journalism and online activism in recent years, despite numerous social and political obstacles to internet access. Successive military and civilian governments have adopted various measures to control the internet in Pakistan, which they frame as necessary for combating terrorism and the preservation of Islam. However, censorship decisions often reflect political motives—as coverage of political independence movements are consistently censored—or the influence of religious extremists who believe information and communications technologies (ICTs) spread obscenity. While internet penetration continued to improve in 2012 and early 2013, internet freedom in Pakistan looks increasingly precarious, a trend that could have significant consequences for the country’s socioeconomic development.

Long-awaited general elections to the country’s national assembly took place just outside the coverage period of this report on May 11, 2013, unseating the coalition led by the Pakistan People's Party and its co-chair, President Zardari, who will remain in office until his term expires in September 2013. The Pakistan Muslim League under Nawaz Sharif, a former prime minister, formed the next government in June.

In the run-up to the polls, information restrictions were focused on maintaining security. An anti-Islamic video on YouTube that sparked unrest around the Muslim world caused the government to block access to the entire site in September 2012, followed by an additional 20,000 websites deemed to contain offensive content. Authorities also blocked mobile phone networks throughout major urban centers during many religious or national holidays. These supposed security measures, while restricting ICT usage for hundreds of thousands of users, failed to curb the rate of violent, often fatal attacks on journalists and internet users. Islamic militant groups targeted internet cafés and mobile phone stores with explosive devices, and the Pakistani Taliban claimed responsibility for the shooting of 15-year-old blogger and rights activist Malala Yousufzai in Swat, launching a worldwide social media campaign of support for the teenager, who survived skull surgery and now lives in the United Kingdom.

Legal measures also threatened digital rights, particularly over sensitive religious issues. At least two of the 23 criminal investigations launched in 2012 under Pakistan’s strict blasphemy laws—which carry the death penalty—involved content sent by mobile phone. A Twitter spat escalated into a defamation suit after a political website accused a religious leader of inciting hatred. And in January 2013, the regulatory authority chairman Farooq Ahmed Khan announced that a blocking mechanism to filter un-Islamic, pornographic, and blasphemous material from websites would be activated in Pakistan within 60 days. Whether such technology is now in place, however, and how closely it relates to a 2012 proposal by the National ICT Research and Development Fund for a national internet firewall which was ostensibly scrapped due to public opposition, is unclear—as are the surveillance implications of the mechanism for private communications sent via ICTs.

February 2013, the upper house of parliament passed the counter-terrorist Fair Trial Act 2012, which allows security agencies to monitor electronic communications; though the surveillance requires a judicial warrant, some fear the Act’s broad wording leaves it open to abuse.

Despite a proactive defense of internet freedom by engaged civil society groups and their embrace of online tools to promote electoral transparency, recent developments indicate a worrisome movement from ad hoc censorship towards systematized filtering and monitoring that the authorities preferred not to acknowledge before the international community. Subsequent to a Universal Periodic Review of its human rights practices in late 2012, Pakistan was elected a member of the United Nations Human Rights Council for 2013-2015. While its pledge to the council supporting its candidacy referenced Pakistan’s “free media” and “vibrant civil society,” the country’s UN mission made no mention of the internet at all, or its recent moves to curtail citizens’ digital rights.

Internet penetration in Pakistan stood at 10 percent in 2012, according to the International Telecommunications Union. A local report put the figure at 16 percent in mid-2013. Mobile penetration was at 67 percent. Low literacy, difficult economic conditions, and cultural resistance have limited the proliferation of ICTs in Pakistan. Poor copper wire infrastructure and inadequate monitoring of service quality by the Pakistan Telecommunication Authority (PTA) have historically stymied the expansion of broadband internet. While the cost of internet use has fallen considerably in the last few years, access remains out of reach for the majority of people in Pakistan, and most users go online at their workplace or school. Cybercafes are largely limited to major cities, and recent news reports about employees stealing data to harass female clients online have contributed to public perceptions that they are unsafe.

Better quality broadband services remain concentrated in urban areas like Karachi, Lahore, Peshawar, Hyderabad, Faisalabad, and Islamabad. According to 2012 data, there are 50 operational internet service providers (ISPs) throughout Pakistan, along with ten broadband service providers
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5 International Telecommunication Union, “Percentage of Individuals Using the Internet, 2000-2012,” http://www.itu.int/en/ITU-D/Statistics/Pages/stat/default.aspx. In 2010, the ITU indicated an internet penetration rate of 17 percent based on estimates by the PTA; they subsequently revised it to 8 percent.
7 International Telecommunication Union, “Mobile-Cellular Telephone Subscriptions, 2000-2012.”
and five hybrid fiber-coaxial operators providing broadband internet. All ISPs are controlled by the government through the PTA. For its backbone, the country is connected via the government-controlled Pakistan Internet Exchange with the SEA-ME-WE 3 and 4 cables, along with backup bandwidth provided by TransWorld Associates. Local media reported under-sea fiber optic cables sustaining damage in two separate incidents in March 2013, disrupting to up to 50 percent of the country’s connections.

Most remote areas lack broadband, while slow, intermittent connections render any meaningful online activities—such as multimedia training for students and entrepreneurs—challenging. Conflict-stricken areas like Khyber Pakhtunkhwa (formerly North West Frontier Province) and the Federally Administered Tribal Areas (FATA) have significantly reduced internet access. Pakistan faced frequent electricity shortfalls throughout 2012, resulting in outages lasting several hours across the country. The situation was particularly grim in rural areas where rolling blackouts extended to as many as 20 hours a day.

In 2006, the government of Pakistan initiated the Universal Service Fund to promote access to ICT services and broadband across the country. One of its core projects is the establishment of universal telecenters in rural areas with populations above 5,000 that offer access to health, education, and employment opportunities. However, contracts for building the centers were cancelled without public explanation in 2012 and now are being re-auctioned, a sign that bureaucracy is further slowing the rate of development.

Bureaucratic hurdles have also slowed the development of 3G or 4G networks, and wireless service providers using the high-capacity data network WiMax or high-speed broadband technology EVDO, along with mobile operators Mobilink, Ufone, Telenor, Warid, and Zong have struggled to attract consumers due to high prices and poor coverage. In late 2012, a National Assembly standing committee declared the PTA had violated rules in auctioning 3G licenses. The prime minister approved a new 3G policy for Pakistan and began auctioning contracts to service providers in January 2013.

The PTA is responsible for issuing licenses to telecommunications companies and internet and mobile service providers through a bureaucratic process that includes hefty licensing fees.

---

12 SEA-ME-WE is the “South-East Asia – Middle East – Western Europe” fiber-optic submarine telecommunications cable connects those regions. SEA-ME-WE 4 was completed in 2005; SEA-ME-WE 3 in 2000.
Pakistani authorities often deliberately obstruct ICT access in the southern province of Balochistan, where a conflict between Baloch nationalists and state security forces or anti-separatist militias has persisted since 1948. During the national March 25 Pakistan Day celebrations in 2012, mobile service was cut in the entire province based on Interior Minister Rehman Malik’s “order to implement national security policy,” according to the chairman of the PTA. At least one local official denied security concerns and characterized the shutdown as routine maintenance, but many Baloch people saw the move as discriminatory.

The same tactic was used throughout the year in cities facing possible security threats. PTA and security officials partially suspended mobile networks in urban areas around the country for a religious holiday in November 2012, during a religious procession in January 2013, to thwart attacks on a political march on Pakistan’s capital city led by a reformist cleric, and on New Year’s Eve and Eid-ul-Fitr. Civil society groups consider these actions an attack on citizens’ freedom of expression, and an international service provider is seeking damages from the PTA and the information ministry for loss of revenue.

The prime minister appoints the chair and members of the PTA, which reports to the ministry of information technology and telecommunication. International free expression groups and experts have serious reservations about the PTA’s openness and independence as a regulatory body.

The government’s efforts to systematize website blocking by creating and installing new equipment for nationwide content filtering were among the most concerning developments of 2012 and 2013. While the first attempt was supposedly quashed in March 2012, PTA officials were still voicing their intent to implement new blocking technology in 2013. They received an unexpected boost by the battle over YouTube, which was unilaterally blocked in Pakistan in the wake of an offensive, anti-Islamic upload. Since Google declined to remove the video, the government refused to restore access to its video-sharing platform until it could block the unwanted content directly. In May 2013, the status of the new firewall remained unclear.

Since January 2003, the government of Pakistan has taken steps to censor some online content, and the system for doing so has become increasingly sophisticated. A wide variety of government agencies are involved in the censorship of online content, but the PTA is the main one. Authorities can block URLs at the internet exchange point through the PIE, and individual ISPs are required to carry out content-related directives issued by the PTA or have their license suspended. Individuals or groups also play a role, petitioning courts to order the ministry to enact moral bans on online or traditional media content. Presumably, the PTA maintains the list of sites to filter, but the details are not known. There are no published guidelines outlining how or why content is blocked or what mechanisms are available to challenge it. Error messages seen by users trying to access blocked websites usually refer to the censored content as “blasphemous” or state that the “site is restricted.”

Censorship targets some content, such as pornography, on moral grounds and can be inconsistent across ISPs, according to an August 2012 OpenNet Initiative report. A range of provisions in the 1996 Pakistan Telecommunications Act support censorship for the protection of national security and Islam. Authorities also cite Section 99 of the penal code, which allows the government to restrict information that might be prejudicial to the national interest, to justify filtering anti-military, blasphemous, or anti-state content. Critics believe these issues can serve as a cover for politically motivated censorship of dissenting voices. Information disseminated by Balochi and Sindhi political dissidents, for example, is among the nation’s most systematically censored content. In 2010, authorities blocked the region’s first English-language news website The Baloch Hal a year after its launch.

Information perceived as damaging to the image of the military or top politicians is also targeted, such as a satirical music video about military generals, which was replaced on video-sharing site

---
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Since website blocking was first observed in Pakistan, much of it has targeted social media and communication apps. In 2006, the PTA—responding to widespread public pressure—instructed ISPs to block websites displaying controversial cartoon images of the prophet Mohammed, many on Google’s blog hosting platform Blogger. In 2010, over 10,500 websites were blocked, including many on Facebook, YouTube, Flickr and Wikipedia, after the Lahore High Court ruled in favor of a legal appeal made by the Islamic Lawyers Movement over the Facebook page, “Everybody Draw Mohammed Day.” Mobile phone providers also completely halted Blackberry services; functionality was only gradually restored, though web-browsing functions remained restricted for longer. While most social-networking and blog-hosting platforms were available and widely used throughout 2012 and early 2013, there were several temporary disruptions of Facebook and Twitter services, and different religious groups persistently exerted pressure on the Pakistani courts to ban Facebook completely. Groups and individuals affiliated with political and religious parties have also filed court petitions against YouTube.

The most wide-reaching ban in 2012 was imposed after a Californian internet user uploaded a 14-minute video to YouTube ostensibly promoting a movie he had created to denounce Islam titled “The Innocence of Muslims.” In September, the clip was dubbed into other languages, garnering hundreds of thousands of views and sparking violent anti-American protests in several Muslim countries.

Vimeo by a page telling viewers it was “prohibited” within Pakistan in mid-2013. The website of the Lal-Masjid mosque in Islamabad has been blocked since 2007 when it became the center of a government stand-off with conservative clerics. In July 2011, the website of the popular American music magazine Rolling Stone was blocked by at least 13 ISPs after the site published a blog post discussing Pakistan’s “insane military spending.” Rollingstone.com remains blocked as of February 2013 along with the website of the Toronto Sun newspaper, supposedly because it published articles by Canada-based secularist and journalist Tarek Fateh criticizing the Pakistani generals.

countries. In Pakistan, they resulted in at least 19 deaths.\(^{54}\) Google, which owns YouTube, temporarily blocked versions of the video in some countries but declined to remove it altogether, and it remained accessible in Pakistan, despite Prime Minister Raja Pervez Ashraf’s request that it be taken down.\(^{55}\) News reports in Pakistan attributed this to the lack of a Mutual Legal Assistance Treaty with the U.S.—a legal agreement through with countries can negotiate over companies’ compliance with local laws\(^{56}\)—but how far this affected Google’s decision is unclear. In response, the information ministry instituted a site-wide block on YouTube on September 17, 2012.\(^{57}\) By October 9, another 20,000 websites were blocked, not just for featuring the anti-Islamic movie, but also for hosting material that the PTA characterized as “objectionable.”\(^{58}\)

Prior to this incident, many blocks were implemented on a temporary basis to calm protests against online content. In 2012, however, civil society groups protested against the ban—which affected more than seven million users of the service in Pakistan—\(^{59}\) to no avail, and it continued almost uninterrupted through May 2013. The civil society organization Bytes for All filed a petition against the block in the Lahore High Court in January; hearings are ongoing.\(^{60}\) Students who frequently refer to YouTube online lectures were particularly affected, and one institution, Pakistan’s Virtual University, moved all educational material formerly hosted on YouTube to its own servers. In early 2013, Pakistani officials stated that the ban would stay in place until Google removed the content or until a nationwide filtering mechanism was in place, allowing them to control what YouTube content is available for themselves.\(^{61}\)

The government set out to acquire such a mechanism in February 2012 on grounds that ISPs and backbone providers were unable to manage the volume of blacklisted sites manually.\(^{62}\) The National ICT Research and Development Fund invited ICT companies to submit proposals to develop and operate a “national level URL Filtering and Blocking System,”\(^{63}\) preferably one able to “handle a block list of up to 50 million URLs with a processing delay of not more than 1 millisecond.”\(^{64}\) Websites with “blasphemous, un-Islamic, offensive, objectionable, unethical, and immoral material” would be targeted, according to the notice.\(^{65}\) After widespread protest from civil society,
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the request for proposals was apparently shelved, although that change was announced in the media rather than an official press release. In January 2013, PTA Chairman Farooq Ahmed Khan announced that an apparently unrelated “new mechanism” for blocking un-Islamic, pornographic, and blasphemous material from websites would be activated in Pakistan within 60 days, according to the Pakistan Today newspaper. Other news reports were less clear about the timing for implementing new filtering devices, possibly reflecting internal disputes between the PTA and the information ministry over costs and responsibility for the project.

Authorities also target users seeking to access blocked content. In August 2011, the PTA sent a legal notice to all ISPs in the country urging them to report customers using encryption and virtual private networks (VPNs)—technology that allows internet users to go online undetected, access blocked websites, and conceal communications from government monitoring—on grounds of curbing communication between terrorists. International and civil society organizations in Pakistan raised effective voice against this repressive development; however, the order still stands as of early 2013.

Despite existing limitations on online content—and looming new ones—Pakistanis have relatively open access to international news organizations and other independent media, as well as a range of websites representing Pakistani political parties, local civil society groups, and international human rights organizations. ICTs, particularly mobile phones, promote social mobilization, including on free expression issues. The 2010 floods in Pakistan, for example, inspired many Pakistani citizens and members of the diaspora to mobilize and raise funds online. Nevertheless, most online commentators exercise a degree of self-censorship when writing on topics such as religion, blasphemy, separatist movements, and women’s and LGBT rights.

The relationship between citizen journalism and traditional media in Pakistan is mutually reinforcing. In 2013, reports of election rigging spread via Facebook and Twitter, prompting traditional media coverage. Social media advocacy also advanced a police investigation into the shooting murder of 20-year old uptown Karachi resident Shahzeb Khan in December 2012. The mainstream media and police initially responded with apathy to news of the attack, perhaps because
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one of his alleged assailants was well-connected. However, a cameraman uploaded footage of the incident to YouTube for users still accessing the banned service via proxy servers. Thousands subsequently expressed concern for Shahzeb on Twitter and Facebook until the chief justice of the Supreme Court directed Karachi police to expedite the investigation. A court sentenced two perpetrators to death and their accomplices to life imprisonment in June.78

In February 2013, the upper house of parliament granted security agencies permission to monitor private e-mails and mobile phone communications collect evidence of terrorist activity when they passed a piece of 2012 legislation governing trials. Other legal challenges faced by ICT users included a defamation suit stemming from comments made via Twitter, and of the 23-odd blasphemy cases reported in 2012, at least two involved text messages, causing one family to flee their home and one arrest. Though attacks on journalists from traditional media far outstripped those on bloggers and internet users, both groups received threats. In a case which resounded around the world, insurgents shot and seriously injured Malala Yousufzai for creating online content for the BBC about her life as a school-girl in a Taliban-controlled region of Pakistan.

Article 19 of the Pakistani constitution establishes freedom of speech as a fundamental right, although it is subject to several restrictions. Pakistan also became a signatory to the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights in 2010. In 2011, Pakistan People’s Party lawmaker Sherry Rehman, now ambassador to the United States, introduced the Right to Information Bill in the National Assembly, a law that would prevent all public bodies from blocking a requester’s access to public records. A Senate sub-committee reviewed the draft in June 2013 in preparation for tabling it for parliament to pass.

Section 124 of the Pakistan penal code on sedition “by words” or “visible representation” is broadly worded, though it has been used infrequently to punish journalists and online speech. However, Section 295(c), which covers blasphemy, has been invoked to limit freedom of expression and has featured in most recent cases concerning internet speech. In 2010, police initiated legal proceedings against Facebook founder Mark Zuckerberg over the page titled, “Everyone Draw Mohammad Day.” The maximum punishment for blasphemy is life imprisonment or the death
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penalty, though the charges against Zuckerberg appear to have been quietly dropped after they were ridiculed in the press.

At least 23 blasphemy cases involving 27 defendants were reported in 2012, according to the Human Rights Commission of Pakistan. Some of these involved electronic media. In October 2012, for example, neighbors filed a police complaint against a 16-year-old Christian boy in Karachi for allegedly sending them a blasphemous text message. Reflecting the difficulty of proving intent in such cases, media reports published conflicting accounts of the message, some reporting that the unnamed boy acknowledged forwarding a message but denied creating it, and others saying the message was sent when his mobile phone was commandeered by friends. His family fled the area and neighbors ransacked their house. A second text message resulted in the arrest of the sender, even though he claimed to have circulated the blasphemous content to resolve a dispute with a customer.

Accusing someone of blasphemy leaves them vulnerable to attack, regardless of whether it has foundation, while attempts to reform the punitive laws leave even politicians vulnerable. In January 2013, the Supreme Court ordered an investigation into Ambassador Sherry Rehman after a businessman accused her of blaspheming the Prophet during an October 2010 television talk show appearance to defend proposed changes to the blasphemy laws; police and lower courts had refused to consider the case. Three months after that TV appearance, Salman Taseer, the governor of Punjab, was murdered by his own bodyguard for criticizing the same laws.

The 2004 Defamation Act allows for imprisonment of up to five years, and observers fear a chilling effect if it is used to launch court cases for online expression, particularly since internet users are already seeking to prosecute their rivals. In January 2013, a Twitter feud escalated into a defamation suit when Tahir Ashrafi, head of the Pakistan Ulema Council of Muslim clerics and scholars, announced that he would initiate civil proceedings against Let Us Build Pakistan, a political website, for allegedly inciting sectarian violence. A writer on the site—which critics censure for spreading hate speech—had accused Ashrafi of forming alliances with banned extremist groups.

Government surveillance is a concern for activists, bloggers, and media representatives in Balochistan, as well as ordinary internet users wishing to comment openly on the state or religion, notably atheist groups. Pakistani authorities, particularly intelligence agencies, appear to have been expanding their monitoring activities in recent years, while provincial officials have been exerting pressure on the central government to grant local police forces greater surveillance powers and location tracking abilities, ostensibly to curb terrorism and violent crimes. ISPs,

telecommunications companies, and SIM card vendors are required to authenticate the National Identity Card details of prospective customers with the National Database Registration Authority before providing service. Furthermore, under the Prevention of Electronic Crimes Ordinance—a 2007 bill that required ISPs to retain traffic data for a minimum of 90 days, among other regulations—telecommunications companies were required to keep logs of customer communications and pass them to security agencies when directed by the PTA. While the bill officially expired in 2009, the practice is reportedly still active.

In February 2013, the upper house of parliament passed the Fair Trial Act 2012, which had been approved by the National Assembly in December. The legislation allows security agencies to seek a judicial warrant to monitor private communications “to neutralize and prevent [a] threat or any attempt to carry out scheduled offenses;” and covers information sent from or received in Pakistan or between Pakistani citizens whether they are resident in the country or not. The bill was proposed by Law Minister Farooq Hamid Naek to thwart terrorism, but its critics counter that the act’s wording leaves it open to abuse, and that it grants powers to a broad range of agencies. Under the law, service providers face a one-year jail term or a fine of up to PKR 10 million ($103,000) for failing to cooperate with the warrant.

In 2013, a report by Citizen Lab indicated that Pakistani citizens may be vulnerable to oversight through a software tool present in the country. The “Governmental IT Intrusion and Remote Monitoring Solutions” known as FinFisher Suite described in the report includes the FinSpy tool, which attacks the victim’s machine with malware to collect data including Skype audio, key logs, and screenshots. The analysis found FinFisher’s command and control servers in 36 countries globally, including Pakistan, on the PTCL network. This does not confirm that actors in Pakistan are knowingly taking advantage of its capabilities. Nevertheless, civil society organizations called on PTCL to investigate and disable FinFisher tools.

Pakistan is also reported to be a long-time customer of Narus, a U.S.-based firm known for designing technology that allows for monitoring of traffic flows and deep-packet inspection of internet communications, and some media reports say Pakistani authorities have also acquired
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surveillance technology from China. In 2013, when news reports described the possible introduction of new filtering software to address the YouTube crisis, some said the information ministry objected to its additional capacities for monitoring communications. PTA chief Farooq Ahmed Khan denied any intent to use it for surveillance.99

Pakistan is one of the world’s most dangerous countries for traditional journalists, with seven killed in 2012 alone, either on the job or in reprisal for published reports.100 Violence has yet to affect online journalists in the same way, though they are equally vulnerable to some attacks, such as double-bombings that target first responders at the scene of one blast with a second, delayed detonation. In January 2013, twin blasts hit a Shia Muslim community in Quetta, the provincial capital of Balochistan, killing over 100 people, including three media professionals and Irfan Ali, a blogger and human rights activist who was helping survivors at the scene.101

In a particularly high-profile case, an unknown gunman shot 15-year-old Malala Yousufzai in the head while she was traveling in a school van in the Taliban-controlled Swat region of Pakistan in October 2012; she had received threats for writing an online diary for the BBC in 2009.102 Though she used a pseudonym, the diary included personal details about her family; she also appeared in an online video series for The New York Times,103 among other local media appearances, and became an informal spokesperson promoting education for women, which the Taliban had recently banned. The Pakistani Taliban claimed responsibility for the shooting, saying she had “divulged secrets of the mujahideen and Taliban through BBC [sic].”104 Yousufzai survived the shooting and was flown to the United Kingdom where she was treated for a severe head wound.

Pakistan was shocked by the attack, and social media played a significant role in driving public debate over the case,105 which criticized military and intelligence leaders for failing to check the Taliban,106 and prompted a retaliatory online smear campaign accusing Yousufzai of being a U.S. spy.107 Local journalists reported Taliban spokesmen contacting them by e-mail and text to defend the action and warn against negative coverage.108

Several other free expression activists and bloggers have also reported receiving death threats. Many publicize them—and sometimes attract more—on Twitter. Most are sent via text message from untraceable, unregistered mobile phone connections, often originating from the tribal areas of the country, and several include specific details from the recipient’s social media profiles or other

online activity. In addition, some militant Islamic groups in Khyber Pakhtunkhwa and FATA attack cybercafés, which they consider sites of moral degradation. In January 2012, an explosion outside an internet cafe in Peshawar, provincial capital of Khyber Pakhtunkhwa, killed two people; at least three more attacks on cybercafés or mobile phone stores were reported in different areas of the country in the first half of 2013.

Technical attacks against the websites of NGO’s, opposition groups, and activists are common in Pakistan but typically go unreported due to self-censorship. Minority organizations such as the Catholic-run human rights advocacy group National Commission for Justice and Peace have also been subject to technical attacks. The websites of government agencies are also commonly attacked, often by ideological hackers attempting to make a political statement. In March 2013, an unidentified hacker defaced the electoral commission’s website in advance of elections. Hackers defaced websites belonging to the Supreme Court and the PTA in October 2011 demanding stricter controls for online pornography. Hackers have also infiltrated Pakistan’s internet registry PKNIC, which manages the country’s top level domains, including major news websites and Microsoft and Google regional homepages. The first attack came on November 24, 2012 and resulted in several sites being defaced, including Google’s search engine, which was replaced with an image of penguins and a Turkish-language message reading “Pakistan Downed.” The PKNIC failed to adjust its security and was infiltrated again on February 4, 2013, apparently to highlight ongoing vulnerabilities.
THE PHILIPPINES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Internet Freedom Status</th>
<th>2012</th>
<th>2013</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Obstacles to Access (0-25)</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Limits on Content (0-35)</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Violations of User Rights (0-40)</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total (0-100)</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* 0=most free, 100=least free

**Key Developments: May 2012 – April 2013**

- The Cybercrime Prevention Act of 2012, currently suspended by the Supreme Court, would allow authorities to block online content without a warrant, facilitate government surveillance, and punish online libel with up to 12 years’ imprisonment (see Limits on Content and Violations of User Rights);
- Civil society activism fuelled 15 petitions to the Supreme Court to suspend the new Cybercrime law; its status going forward is unclear (see Limits on Content).
- As of March 2013, there were eight proposed bills in the Senate calling for regulation of online child pornography, gambling, and phishing, which could add to overbroad restrictions on cybercrime (see Limits on Content).

**Population:** 96 million
**Internet Penetration 2012:** 36 percent
**Social Media/ICT Apps Blocked:** No
**Political/Social Content Blocked:** No
**Bloggers/ICT Users Arrested:** No
**Press Freedom 2013 Status:** Free
People in the Philippines enjoy nearly unrestricted access to the internet. There have not been any reports of the government systematically blocking access to online content. This excellent record was marred in September 2012 by the passage of an anti-cybercrime law boosting official powers to censor and monitor internet users without judicial oversight.

The Philippines first connected to the internet almost twenty years ago via the Philippine Internet Foundation, but experienced very low penetration until the government deregulated the industry in the 1990s, allowing new players to compete with the dominant Philippine Long Distance Telephone Company (PLDT). Recent mergers and acquisitions, however, mean PLDT controls 70 percent of the market and still lacks the kind of competition that would spur it to innovate or become more efficient for the end user. In addition to this the de facto monopoly, lack of infrastructure and bureaucratic government regulation continue to slow penetration. Mobile phone use is more widespread, though this has yet to result in higher mobile internet use.

During the coverage period for this report, the senate approved the notorious Cybercrime Prevention Act, which President Benigno Aquino Jr. signed into law in September. Civil society groups and lawyers immediately petitioned the Supreme Court to issue a restraining order against it, particularly provisions that allow the government to block content without a court order, monitor online activities with the help of service providers, and classify libel—already criminalized under the penal code to the detriment of free expression—as a cybercrime punishable by harsher jail terms than the same offence committed offline. The court, under newly-appointed Chief Justice Maria Sereno, suspended the law’s implementation indefinitely on grounds that it may be unconstitutional. Sereno’s predecessor was unseated in an impeachment trial related to corruption allegations in May 2012.

This suspension, while positive, left the status of the law ambiguous, and drew attention to its creators’ intent in ways that are already chilling online expression. In oral arguments defending it, a government lawyer warned that “liking” a defamatory Facebook post is tantamount to committing libel. A libel complaint over a YouTube video is pending, since the investigation cannot continue until the status of the law is clarified. Meanwhile, the Philippine National Police formed an Anti-Cybercrime Group based on one of the act’s provisions in early 2013; it is unclear how the law’s suspension will affect the group’s activities.
OBSTACLES TO ACCESS

Internet penetration in the Philippines stood at 36 percent in 2012. Usage is concentrated in urban areas, with rural areas largely underserved. A significant number of users still rely on dial-up connections, as just two percent of the population had fixed broadband subscriptions in 2012.

Mobile phone subscriptions, on the other hand, have increased significantly in recent years, with penetration reaching 107 percent in 2012, indicating that some users have more than one device. SMS has been hugely popular for 2G cell phone users since the mid-2000s. Penetration of 3G networks remained between $7 and $19 a month. An industry monopoly has contributed to these inflated costs. In the 1990s, government legislation allowed competitors a foothold in the market, previously dominated by the PLDT, a company that acquired the cellular division of a government-owned telecommunications company.

The government does not place any known restrictions on internet connectivity. Indeed, bridging the digital divide through development of ICT infrastructure is one of the goals of the government’s Philippine Digital Strategy for 2011 to 2016. As a result, it is now testing TV White Space Technology in Rural Areas, which tap previously unused frequencies and overcome physical obstacles like concrete or dense foliage—to increase connectivity in poor rural areas. However, steep broadband subscription fees still stand in the way of higher penetration in a country where 42 percent of the population lives on US$2 a day. In 2013, even as legislators urged telecoms to cut rates by 50 percent in order to promote universal access, the average cost of broadband subscriptions remained between $7 and $19 a month.

An industry monopoly has contributed to these inflated costs. In the 1990s, government legislation allowed competitors a foothold in the market, previously dominated by the PLDT, a company that

---

8 Tam Noda, “Phil to Test TV White Space Technology in Rural Areas.”
11 Based on current rates published by the three biggest providers: Sun Broadband (owned by Digitel and acquired by PLDT in October 2011), PLDT, and Globe Telecom as of March, 2013.
had been US-owned and Philippine government-owned before its current incarnation as a private entity. However, in the absence of antitrust laws to promote healthy competition between businesses, the PLDT has retained its dominance though a series of mergers and acquisitions. After acquiring majority shares in rival Digitel Telecommunications in 2011, it now controls 70 percent of the country’s ICT sector.

Although the industry appears to have diversified, some of these changes are superficial: The most recent government statistics reported 304 registered internet service providers (ISPs) as of 2010, yet most connect to the international internet through the PLDT. The company still owns the majority of fixed-line connections—and consequently the most stable backbone—as well as the 10,000-kilometer domestic fiber optic network that connects to several international networks. It also owns or manages several international cable landings, and offers the highest total bandwidth capacity of 250 Gbps.

By the end of 2012, the only remaining challenger to PLDT’s Smart was Globe Telecommunications, which purchased debts amounting to billions of Philippine pesos from struggling competitor Bayan Telecommunications in 2013 with a view to acquiring the company. The rivalry has not resulted in the kind of competition which reduces costs and increases efficiency for the end user. Instead, Smart and Globe have been mired in negotiations over interconnecting their networks for several years, which has also delayed the development of broadband services in many areas. Interconnection allows customers to communicate with users on rival networks without incurring extra costs.

Companies entering the market go through a two-stage process. First, they must obtain a congressional license that involves parliamentary hearings and the approval of both the upper and lower houses. Second, they need to apply for certification from the National Telecommunications Commission, which has regulated the industry with quasi-judicial powers and developed tariff and technical regulations, licensing conditions, and competition and interconnection requirements since its creation in 1979. The constitution limits foreign entities to only 40 percent ownership of a business to be established in the country. Internet service is currently classified as a value-added service and is therefore subject to fewer regulatory requirements than mobile and fixed phone services.

---

Institutions governing the ICT sector are highly bureaucratic, often with ambiguous or overlapping responsibilities which slow the pace of development. Successive government administrations have modified the structure of official ICT bodies, including President Benigno Aquino. His Executive Order 47 of 2011 established an Information and Communications Technology Office under the Department of Science and Technology (DOST) tasked with conducting research, development, and capacity-building in the ICT industry. However, the division of labor between this office and the Department of Transportation and Communications, which also deals with ICT-related communications, as well as the National Computer Center and the Telecommunications Office, was hard to perceive.

A streamlining process is anticipated. In 2012, Senate Bill No. 50 was passed to create a separate and specialized Department of Information and Communications Technology. The bill is pending before a bicameral conference committee before being transmitted to the president for approval. If authorized, all other ICT-related agencies will be abolished and their powers and personnel transferred to the new department. Some DOST officials challenged the necessity of creating the new department.

All relevant government bodies are headed by presidential appointees. Critics believe this creates a dependence on the incumbent administration and Congress, which determines their budget.

## Limits on Content

In the year’s most significant development, the 2012 Cybercrime Prevention Act was passed into law in September, threatening to infringe on the Philippines’ otherwise open online environment by introducing content restrictions that even a government lawyer admitted are unconstitutional. Under the now-suspended act, the Department of Justice can block online information without a warrant.

While the new anti-cybercrime act remains on hold, there is no systematic government censorship of online content, and internet users in the Philippines enjoy unrestricted access to both domestic and international sources of information. A wide range of Web 2.0 applications, including YouTube, Facebook, Twitter, and international blog-hosting services, are freely accessible. No incidents of politically-motivated website blocking have been reported. The OpenNet Initiative

---

22 Erwin A. Alampay, “ICT Sector Performance Review for Philippines.”
found no evidence of national filtering, though several organizations reported monitoring and filtering activities in the workplace.

The Cybercrime Prevention Act, signed into law on September 12, 2012, allows the Department of Justice to “restrict or block” content without a court order, including some overly-broad categories like “cybersex,” which fails to differentiate between consensual and illegal acts. The law’s most troubling provisions introduce punitive jail terms for online libel, outlined in Violations of User Rights.

The reaction to the passing of this punitive piece of legislation was encouraging, if full of apparent contradictions. Before it took effect, the act’s own sponsor, Senator Edgardo Angara, stated that he would amend it to require a court order in support of content restrictions: “I’m trying to trace in the record who introduced this kind of provision,” he told local journalists. Activists moved quickly to prevent the act’s implementation, and different groups and stakeholders had filed petitions with the Supreme Court to question its constitutionality by January 2013. In response, the justices issued a 120-day restraining order to prevent the law from being acted upon, which the court extended indefinitely in February 2013; in oral arguments, the government’s lawyer acknowledged that the clauses relating to content restrictions were unconstitutional. Meanwhile, Senator Miriam Defensor Santiago filed a rival bill with congress that, if passed, would repeal the act. Santiago told journalists her Magna Carta for Philippine Internet Freedom bill “provides for court proceedings in cases where websites or networks are to be taken down and prohibits censorship of content without a court order.” It is not clear how much support Santiago’s bill may attract, and passing a bill in the Philippines can take months or even years.

As of March 2013, there are eight other proposed bills in the Senate calling for regulation of online content pertaining to child pornography, gambling, and phishing, some of which would require ISPs, web hosting services and educational institutions to monitor users and disable access to banned content. The Anti-Child Pornography Act of 2009 also requires ISPs to install unspecified “available technology, program or software” to filter content prohibited by the act.

---

There have been no reports of officials putting pressure on online journalists or bloggers to delete content when it is critical of the authorities. However, many news websites are online versions of traditional media which self-censor due to the level of violence against journalists in the Philippines. While it is fair to surmise that the same attitude is reflected in their online output, the degree is difficult to establish. Notably, however, one of the Senate’s main proponents of the libel clause in the Anti-Cybercrime Act argued that it would instill self-censorship in internet users—the actual phrase was “think before you click,” according to local blogger Raïssa Robles.33

More generally, the Philippine blogosphere is rich and thriving. Both state and non-state actors actively use the internet as a platform to discuss politics, especially during elections. Online protests against the Cybercrime Prevention Act were common for several months before and after the law was passed, with individuals blacking out their profile pictures on social networks. Many dubbed it Cyber Martial Law after the era of military rule in the 1970s when freedom of expression was seriously threatened.34 While encouraging, these protests can only be called successful inasmuch as they spurred the filing of the 15 petitions with the Supreme Court, which are to be credited with ultimately suspending the law’s implementation.

The Cybercrime Prevention Act, which passed in 2012 after more than a decade of deliberations,35 uncritically adopted archaic libel provisions from the penal code—long challenged by local and international human rights groups36—and increased the minimum penalty for online violations from six months to a staggering six years in jail, apparently at the last minute and without public discussion.37 Other provisions require service providers to cooperate with law enforcement in monitoring users suspected of cybercrime, and potentially allow police to monitor online traffic in real time. Despite the Supreme Court’s restraining order on the law’s implementation, it has already created a chilling effect among internet users. Violence against traditional journalists exerts a negative effect on freedom of expression in the Philippines, but as of 2013, had relatively little impact on online communication.38
The Bill of Rights of the 1987 Constitution protects freedom of expression (Section 4) and privacy of communication (Section 1). However, some laws undermine those protections. Libel is punishable by fines and imprisonment under the Revised Penal Code. This has historically been challenging to prove in online cases which lack a physical place of publication—one of the requirements for an offline prosecution—and in 2007, a Department of Justice resolution established that Articles 353 and 360 of the Revised Penal Code covering libel do not apply to statements posted on websites. This may have discouraged, but did not stop, attempts to prosecute online libel. In 2011, a doctor filed a complaint over an allegedly defamatory statement about him posted in the comments section of their website. In January 2013, the prosecutor dismissed the complaint against the website staffers on the basis that they are not responsible for content they neither edited nor approved. However, charges are still pending against the third respondent who left the comment.

The 2012 cybercrime law not only adopted the penal code’s definition of libel, but further classified it as a cybercrime punishable by six to twelve years in prison or a fine determined by the Department of Justice. The identical offense perpetrated offline carries a lesser sentence of six months to four years and two months imprisonment under the Revised Penal Code. A government lawyer warned that liking or sharing a libelous post on Facebook or Twitter could result in imprisonment. Others pointed out that the law could imprison the living for libeling the dead, and that the author of alleged libel could be sued for something written years before the law was passed if the content is still available online. One lawyer reposted content that had sparked a libel suit against him in 2010 to his Facebook page in an attempt to create the kind of judicial controversy that would spur the Supreme Court to intervene over the law.

While the legal challenges to the law have left its future in doubt, a private citizen used it to sue a neighbor for uploading a video to YouTube under an allegedly libelous title in October 2012; the preliminary investigation into the complaint was suspended due to the restraining order issued by
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40 Department of Justice, Resolution No. 05-1-11895 on Malayan Insurance vs. Philip Piccio, et al., June 20, 2007. Article 353 states that, “libel is committed by means of writing, printing, lithography, engraving, radio, phonograph, painting, theatrical exhibition, cinematographic exhibition, or any similar means.” The Department also stated that the accused are not culpable because they cannot be considered as authors, editors, or publishers as provided for in Article 360. Critics have further noted that the Revised Penal Code, which dates from 1932, long predates digital technology, and therefore shouldn’t be applied to digital content.
the Supreme Court against the cybercrime law.\textsuperscript{46} Another prominent case did not involve a criminal prosecution. In 2012, a group of nurses said their hospital had fired them for ‘liking’ a Facebook post criticizing the management.\textsuperscript{47} Though the state-run hospital denied Facebook was a factor in the termination, the case evoked the same fear—of authorities taking arbitrary action over ICT content—as the anti-cybercrime law itself.

The cybercrime act would also facilitate government surveillance of online communication, allowing the authorities to monitor online activities, and requiring service providers to assist the government in collecting and storing user data pertaining to acts classified as cybercrimes, including spam and file-sharing.\textsuperscript{48} The extent to which they already conduct surveillance is not clear. The government acted on Section 10 of the law to create an anti-cybercrime group within the Philippine police force in March 2013.\textsuperscript{49} It is not known whether the team has begun collecting real-time traffic data based on the law’s contested section 12.\textsuperscript{50}

A Data Privacy Act introduced into law on August 15, 2012 establishes parameters for the collection of personal information and an independent privacy regulator, but only pertaining to data voluntarily provided in private or official transactions, such as credit card information or social security details.\textsuperscript{51} While many clauses are ICT-specific, requiring those who control information voluntarily provided in private or official transactions, such as credit card information or social security details,\textsuperscript{51} while many clauses are ICT-specific, requiring those who control information online to take steps such as assessing reasonably foreseeable vulnerabilities in computer networks, it does not redress the provisions in the Cybercrime Prevention Act that would allow monitoring or collection of personal data in criminal cases with neither the user nor the court’s consent.\textsuperscript{52}

Other laws with privacy implications include the Anti-Child Pornography Act of 2009 which explicitly states that its section on ISPs may not be “construed to require an ISP to engage in the monitoring of any user,”\textsuperscript{53} though it does require them to “obtain” and “preserve” evidence of violations, and threatens to revoke their license for non-compliance; section 12 of the law also authorizes local government units to monitor and regulate commercial establishments that provide internet services. Under the Human Security Act of 2007, law enforcement officials must obtain a

\begin{itemize}
\end{itemize}
court order to intercept communications or conduct surveillance activities against individuals or organizations suspected of terrorist activity. To date, no abuse of this law has been reported. Other bills pending in Congress as of March 2013 would potentially add to privacy concerns by requiring ISPs, web-hosts, and educational institutions to monitor users trying to access child pornography, gambling sites, or performing illegal hacking.

Violence against journalists is a significant problem in the Philippines. As of April 30, 2013, the Committee to Protect Journalists reported at least 73 Philippine journalists had been killed in relation to their work—most covering political beats—since the organization started compiling records in 1992. Not one of these murders has been fully prosecuted—meaning that everyone responsible for both ordering and executing the killing have been tried and convicted—creating an entrenched culture of impunity that sends the message that individuals exercising free speech can be attacked at will. This trend has yet to make itself felt among internet users: There have been no prominent cases reported of attacks on bloggers for online expression, though some fear that may change as internet penetration grows and more people turn to web-based news sources.

There are no restrictions on anonymous communication in the Philippines. The government does not require the registration of user information prior to logging online or subscribing to internet and mobile phone services, especially since prepaid services are widely available, even in small neighborhood stores.

There have been no reports of politically-motivated incidents of technical violence or cyberattacks perpetrated by the government towards private individuals. However, in October 2012, the Philippine chapter of the group Anonymous perpetrated a series of cyberattacks against government- and privately-owned websites.

---

56 The organization documented an additional 37 journalist murders in which the motive was not confirmed. Committee to Protect Journalists, “73 Journalists Murdered in Philippines since 1992,” accessed May 2013, http://cpj.org/killed/asia/philippines/.
RUSSIA

The number of websites classified as extremist material and blocked by the Ministry of Justice increased approximately 60 percent from January 2012 to February 2013 (see LIMITS ON CONTENT).

In July 2012, the State Duma passed Federal Law #139-FZ which allows the government to create a list of websites that ISPs must block without any mechanism for judicial oversight. This law is intended to restrict access to sites with illegal content, such as child pornography, drug-related material, or extremist content; however, sites with legitimate content have also been blocked under this law (see LIMITS ON CONTENT).

Internet use continued to be a significant tool for mobilization and communication among civil society and opposition groups (see LIMITS ON CONTENT).

In July 2012, the Russian criminal code was amended to recriminalize defamation in traditional and online media (see VIOLATIONS OF USER RIGHTS).

Cases of criminal prosecution for online activities increased from 38 in 2011 to 103 in 2012 (see VIOLATIONS OF USER RIGHTS).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>INTERNET FREEDOM STATUS</th>
<th>2012</th>
<th>2013</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Obstacles to Access (0-25)</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Limits on Content (0-35)</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Violations of User Rights (0-40)</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total (0-100)</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>54</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* 0=most free, 100=least free

KEY DEVELOPMENTS: MAY 2012 – APRIL 2013

- The number of websites classified as extremist material and blocked by the Ministry of Justice increased approximately 60 percent from January 2012 to February 2013 (see LIMITS ON CONTENT).
- In July 2012, the State Duma passed Federal Law #139-FZ which allows the government to create a list of websites that ISPs must block without any mechanism for judicial oversight. This law is intended to restrict access to sites with illegal content, such as child pornography, drug-related material, or extremist content; however, sites with legitimate content have also been blocked under this law (see LIMITS ON CONTENT).
- Internet use continued to be a significant tool for mobilization and communication among civil society and opposition groups (see LIMITS ON CONTENT).
- In July 2012, the Russian criminal code was amended to recriminalize defamation in traditional and online media (see VIOLATIONS OF USER RIGHTS).
- Cases of criminal prosecution for online activities increased from 38 in 2011 to 103 in 2012 (see VIOLATIONS OF USER RIGHTS).
Since Vladimir Putin’s return to the presidency in May 2012, issues related to internet freedom in Russia have continued to move toward the forefront of social and political concerns. Activists demonstrated the internet’s wide-ranging potential for political mobilization and, in so doing, have attracted the close attention of the authorities. Increasingly, the internet is regarded by the Russian state as a realm that requires tighter regulation and restrictions.1

The number of active online users continues to grow, particularly in small towns and among older generations.2 There was a notable increase in the number of websites on the three Russian top-level domains (.ru, .su and .рф), and by the end of 2012, a total of 5,156,504 domain names were registered by 25 accredited registrars.3 At the same time, many website owners have begun to choose foreign jurisdictions to host their sites; last year showed a rapid growth in Russian demand for renting server equipment outside of the country.4

In July 2012, the government passed Federal Law #139-FZ, which allows for the creation of a “blacklist” of websites that internet service providers (ISPs) within Russia are required to block. The law is intended to block access to illegal or otherwise harmful material on the internet, such as child pornography, material related to drug abuse, and so forth. However, there is no judicial approval required to place a website on the blacklist, and many websites with legitimate content have also been blocked in the process. Critics warn that the law is difficult to implement without negatively impacting otherwise legal online activities, and that it could be used to directly censor online content.

The number of legal restrictions against online users also increased over the past year, including an increase in the number of criminal prosecutions against online users, and the recriminalization of defamation through legislation passed by the State Duma. Moreover, well-known bloggers like Aleksei Navalny and Rustem Adagamov,5 as well as regular users and activists, were subjected to harassment and prosecution. For the first time, internet activists began to flee Russia, seeking asylum in other countries.6
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1 Elena Milashina, “Russia steps up crackdown on rights groups, Internet,” Committee to Protect Journalists, March 26, 2013, http://www.cpj.org/blog/2013/03/russia-steps-up-crackdown-on-rights-groups-interne.php#more.
The internet penetration rate in Russia has continued to grow over the past few years. In 2012, the internet penetration rate stood at 53 percent, up from 25 percent in 2007, according to the International Telecommunication Union (ITU). Survey data from the Public Opinion Foundation indicates that the estimated number of people who use the internet on a daily basis increased from 44.3 million users (38 percent of the population) at the end of 2011 to 50.1 million users (43 percent of the population) at the end of 2012. During this time period, the greatest growth in internet use occurred in villages and towns with less than 100,000 inhabitants. The mobile phone penetration rate at the end of 2012 was 161 percent, with approximately 230 million mobile phone subscribers among the top seven Russian mobile service providers.

In early 2013, Prime Minister Dmitry Medvedev commissioned the Ministry of Communications and several other government bodies to develop a series of measures by April 1, 2013 that would reduce the cost of broadband internet access for households. The average monthly cost of a broadband connection with a speed of 1 Mbps is $1.80. Currently, however, it costs service providers RUB 12,000 (approximately US$365) to connect one household to a broadband network. This cost may be one of the determining factors in the persisting gap in internet penetration between large cities and rural areas, and among different regions of the country. For instance, the penetration rate in the Northwestern Federal District reached 62 percent in 2012, whereas in the Volga and North Caucasus regions it did not exceed 49 percent.

In part, this gap in internet access is counteracted by the explosive growth of mobile internet access. By the end of 2012, there were approximately 22.5 million mobile internet subscribers, an increase of 88 percent from 2011.

Internet access in schools also varies according to region, with many Russian schools still lacking an internet connection. According to a survey conducted by the National Training Foundation,

---

percent of schools in cities with more than 1 million inhabitants are connected to the internet, whereas in rural areas, less than 45 percent of schools have internet access.\(^{17}\)

In May 2012, several Russian ISPs (VimpelCom, Megafon, Mobile TeleSystems and the state-controlled company Rostelecom) announced plans to develop an underwater fiber-optic cable connecting towns on the island of Sakhalin to the Far East regions of Kamchatka and Magadan.\(^{18}\)

The project, which would significantly lower prices of internet access on the island, is expected to take about two years to complete.\(^{19}\) It should be noted, however, that there have been multiple failed attempts to construct an undersea cable to Sakhalin in the past.\(^{20}\)

As of May 2013, this proposal had not been acted upon and the use of these tools is still legal, although in August 2013 the FSB director revived this debate by announcing that his agency would begin working with other Russian law enforcement and security bodies to draft such legislation.\(^{22}\)

There are no specific legal restrictions on ICT connectivity or limitations on social media and communication apps. However, in September 2012, members of the State Duma issued a proposal that would outlaw the use of anonymizers and circumvention tools that enable users to send and receive encrypted data, access blocked websites, or make their online activities less conspicuous.\(^{21}\)

As of May 2013, this proposal had not been acted upon and the use of these tools is still legal, although in August 2013 the FSB director revived this debate by announcing that his agency would begin working with other Russian law enforcement and security bodies to draft such legislation.\(^{22}\)

The broadband market in Russia is still highly concentrated. State-owned provider Rostelecom controls 39 percent of the broadband market, while the other five main providers (VimpelCom, ER-Telecom, Mobile TeleSystems, TransTelecom, and AKADO) together control approximately 40 percent.\(^{23}\) The remaining 21 percent of the market is controlled by smaller ISPs. This data reflects the overall market distribution throughout the country; however, competition is much lower in small towns and regions where only a few service providers operate.\(^{24}\)

Similarly, the Russian mobile communications market is dominated by three leading companies—Mobile TeleSystems, VimpelCom, and Megafon—which together control 82 percent of the market.\(^{25}\)

---


The ICT and media sector is regulated by the Federal Service for Supervision in the Sphere of Telecom, Information Technologies, and Mass Communications (Roskomnadzor) under the control of the Ministry of Communications and Mass Media and the Government of the Russian Federation. With the new internet blacklist law (Federal Law #139-FZ) going into effect in November 2012, Roskomnadzor now has the authority to determine if a website should be blocked based on whether or not the site contains material that is restricted by the law; these decisions do not require prior court approval. As a result, Roskomnadzor has become a primary player in the field of controlling and filtering information on the internet. Concerning the technical aspects of access to the internet, the regulatory bodies generally operate fairly. However, their efforts to overcome the digital gap and open up the ICT market to greater competition have been insufficient.

In 2012–2013, the Russian government ramped up its practice of restricting online content through the blocking of websites. In addition to a 60 percent increase in the number of websites placed on the federal list of extremist materials from January 2012 to February 2013, with the enactment of Federal Law #139-FZ in November 2012, the regulatory authority can now place websites deemed “harmful to the health and development of children” on an internal blacklist of sites that ISPs are required to block, without prior decisions or approval by a court.

Blocking access to information on entire websites, IP addresses, and particular webpages has become the most common means in Russia to restrict user activity on the internet. This control over online content expanded after Federal Law #139-FZ was passed on July 28, 2012. Commonly known as “the internet blacklist law,” this law, for the first time in Russian history, legalised the blocking of access to websites without requiring a court ruling. Since the law took effect on November 1, 2012, websites on which experts find pornographic images of minors, information about suicide techniques, or information on preparing or taking drugs can be placed on a special register within two days, and access to these sites can be blocked on the basis of a decision by Roskomnadzor. In addition to the material targeted in the legislation, blocked websites have included Ri-online.ru (the website of Ingushetia Online, a local news site), a Jehovah’s Witnesses site,26 websites of Caucasian separatists, blogs on LiveJournal, and an analytical article by the public figure and academic Yuri Afanasyev.27

During the first four months of the enforcement of Federal Law #139-FZ (November 1, 2012–February 28, 2013), 309 domain names were banned and 197 IP addresses were blocked, causing approximately 4,000 blockings of those resources that shared IP addresses with banned sites.28 In November 2012, during the first weeks of the implementation of the new law, dozens of websites
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28 “The Register Monitoring” [in Russian], February 27, 2013, [http://rublacklist.net/4445/#more-4445](http://rublacklist.net/4445/#more-4445).
were blocked for seemingly arbitrary reasons. Among those sites were popular resources such as Lurkmore.to (a wiki-based ironic online encyclopedia for internet subcultures), RuTracker.org (a popular torrent tracker), and Lib.rus.ec (an open library).

In the period from July to December 2012, Google reported that there were 114 requests by the Russian authorities to remove content from various Google platforms, compared to 4 requests during the same period in 2011. These included 111 requests issued by police or executive authorities and 3 court orders. Material related to suicide promotion and drug abuse accounted for the majority of the removal requests (56 requests and 51 requests, respectively), followed by 3 cases related to defamation, 3 related to privacy and security, and 1 related to hate speech. In response to these requests, Google removed content for violating their own product policies in more than half of the cases, and restricted content from local view in about one third of the cases.

In September 2012, there were widespread demands from prosecutors’ offices and from Roskomnadzor to block access to sites hosting fragments of the “Innocence of Muslims” video. According to Google’s Transparency Report, the company decided to restrict in-country access to the video in eight countries, including Russia. However, prior to this restriction, demands from the General Prosecutor went out to ISPs across the country, instructing the service providers to block access to the content prior to any court decisions. Given the varying nature of each request, some ISPs opted to block the entire YouTube platform, rendering it temporarily inaccessible for users in certain regions, while other ISPs also blocked access to the social network Vkontakte for containing pages with links to the video. In each case, the service providers complied with the request before the court identified the video as containing extremist material.

In late 2011, Roskomnadzor announced that it had installed online software to detect “extremist” material. Under the new system, websites flagged by the software are given three days to take down the allegedly offending content. If a site does not comply, two additional warnings are sent followed by a complete shutdown. The test mode version of the software was to begin operating in December 2011, though its full deployment was indefinitely postponed as of mid-2012. The Ministry of Justice, on the other hand, has invited bids to create its own internet monitoring system, apparently for the purposes of examining content related to the Russian government and justice systems, and to any European Union statement concerning Russia.

The practice of identifying online materials as extremist, which was widespread and used to block websites after the adoption of anti-extremist legislation in 2002, expanded in 2012 when dozens of webpages were added to a federal list of extremist materials, operated by the Ministry of Justice.
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The federal list contains details of court decisions that identify any online information materials as extremist. As of February 2013, the list included 1,704 items, compared to 1,066 as of January 2012.34 According to the law, anyone who disseminates these materials, either offline or online, may be administratively or criminally prosecuted and receive a penalty ranging from a fine of RUB 1,000 (approximately $30) to up to 5 years imprisonment, depending upon the legal treatment.

In total, no less than 608 decisions were made during 2012 to block access to websites, either through court judgments or by service providers, compared to 231 decisions in 2011.35 This number does not include blockings made under the new “blacklist law.” At the end of 2012, Roskomnadzor officials reported that 1206 entries were made on the Unified Register at the site Zapret-info.gov.ru, which means either that the information on these sites was deleted or that the website was blocked completely.36

At the end of 2011, new rules for the registration of domain names for the domains “.ru” and “.РФ” were adopted by the Coordination Center for TLD RU/РФ.37 These rules have given registrars the right to terminate the domain name delegation of a website based on a decision in writing by the head of an agency which exercises operational search actions, such as the police, the Federal Security Service, the drug police, or the customs agency. In accordance to these rules, in February 2012 the domain name registrar Masterhost discontinued its delegation of the Andrei Rylkov Foundation for Health and Social Justice’s domain—Rylkov-fond.ru—based on a report by the head of the directorate of the Moscow branch of the Federal Service for Drug Control, which stated that “the office received information that the domain [...] contained materials that propagated (advertised) the use of narcotics.” In reality, the foundation’s site contained official documents on replacement therapy from the World Health Organisation and the United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime.38

Some actions taken by local prosecutors and regional courts regarding the blocking of online content have been questionable. In August 2012, for example, the Perm City Court forced an ISP to block a free listings website, stating that a search for the phrase “buy marijuana in Perm” using the Yandex search engine provided a link to that website. According to a representative from the company that ran the site, an advertisement for a smoking blend had indeed been placed on the site. However, the government bodies had not contacted the site owner, and instead went straight to court. Although the moderator subsequently deleted the advertisement, the ruling to force the service provider to block the site’s IP address had already taken legal effect.

In October 2012, the Prosecutor’s Office in the Orel region demanded that the court ban the website Orlec.ru, a local “free encyclopedia,” based on the claim that the website hosted extremist material. The reason stated by the prosecutor—that the material “undermined the public image of local self-governments and the [Russian Federation] authorities in general”—indicates the political nature of the request. Additionally, there were questions as to whether the material was actually planted on the website for the purpose of such an investigation. In the end, the court ruled that the particular material, which had already been removed, was extremist, but that the website itself was not.

The practice of putting pressure on service providers and content producers by telephone has become increasingly common. Police and representatives of the Prosecutor’s Office often call the owners and editors of websites to remove unwanted material. Most providers do not wait for court orders to remove targeted materials, and such pressure encourages self-censorship. As a result, there has been a massive exodus of opposition websites to foreign site-hosting providers, as well as a trend toward greater use of social-networking sites. Additionally, as the blacklist law allows the government to quickly block access to websites that contain information considered to be prohibited, and the evaluation criteria for these decisions is unclear, users and administrators of web resources are forced to practice self-censorship in order to avoid responsibility.

Government attempts to influence the blogosphere and other online sources of information continued from 2012–2013. The Kremlin allegedly influences the blogosphere through media organizations as well as the progovernment youth movements Nashi (“Ours”) and Molodaya Gvardiya (“Young Guard”). The emergence of competing propaganda websites has led to the creation of a vast amount of content that collectively dominates search results, among other effects. Leaked e-mails allegedly belonging to Nashi leaders revealed that the pro-Kremlin movement had been widely engaging in all kinds of digital activities, including paying commentators to post content, disseminating DDoS attacks, and hijacking blog ratings. Propagandist commentators simultaneously react to discussions of “taboo” topics, including the historical role of Soviet leader Joseph Stalin, political opposition, dissidents like Mikhail Khodorkovsky, murdered journalists, and cases of international conflict or rivalry (with countries such as Estonia, Georgia, and Ukraine, but also with the foreign policies of the United States and the European Union). Furthermore, minority languages are underrepresented in Russia’s blogosphere.

There are few specific economic constraints that negatively impact the financial stability of online media. The most common sources of news and information—the federal TV channels—are owned
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or controlled by the government. In this way, access to opposition and independent sources of information depends on one’s access to the internet. On July 23, 2012, amendments to the law “On advertising” entered into force, outlawing the advertisement of alcohol-based products on the internet. This law has had a considerable financial impact on independent internet resources, as advertising is their main source of income.

During 2012 and 2013, the internet, particularly social networks like Twitter, Facebook, and Vkontakte, continued to be a significant tool for mobilization and communication between citizens and activists. In 2011, opposition activists in Moscow used Facebook to organize street protests in reaction to the December 2011 State Duma elections, although local platforms like Vkontakte are more popular tools for political mobilization in other regions. Organizers of subsequent protests, such as those related to Putin’s inauguration in May 2012 and the January 2013 “March Against Scoundrels” protesting the bill banning Americans’ adoption of Russian children, have also made use of social-networking platforms to call attention to events. Additionally, crowdfunding websites such as RosUznik.org, which raises money for and coordinates the legal defenses of civil activists charged in the Bolotnaya Case, have emerged as a way for opposition activists to organize support efforts online.

### Violations of User Rights

During 2012 and early 2013, government pressure against online users continued to escalate through the use of lawsuits, administrative prosecutions, unlawful criminal prosecution using anti-extremist legislation, and charges for offending government officials. In July 2012, the State Duma introduced legislation that recriminalizes defamation for both online and offline speech. Additionally, the Russian government continues to employ surveillance methods that circumvent proper judicial oversight requirements and which threaten the civil liberties of online users.

Although the constitution grants the right to free speech, this right is routinely violated, and there are no special laws protecting online modes of expression. Online journalists do not possess the same rights as traditional journalists unless they register their websites as mass media. Recently, police have been suppressing online expression through the use of Article 282 of the criminal code, which restricts “extremism.” The term is vaguely defined and includes “xenophobia” and “incitement of hatred toward a social group.” The phrase “social group” is particularly problematic as the criminal code does not clearly describe what a social group entails, and several extremism cases in 2012 involved broad definitions of the term “social groups” to include the United Russia political party and law enforcement officers.
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Despite claims that the State Duma is planning to adopt special legislation establishing criminal and civil liability for internet activities and offenses, existing laws do not differentiate between online and offline activities. In the case of some crimes, such as defamation, slander, or extremism, use of the internet can be considered an aggravating factor.

In July 2012, the State Duma passed amendments to the criminal code that recriminalized defamation, after having just decriminalized it less than a year earlier. The revision of Article 128.1 of the code makes it easier to use this provision arbitrarily with the aim of pursuing those who criticize government policy. Revisions to Article 129 of the code officially make defamation a criminal offense, with applicable punishment including a fine of up to RUB 5 million (approximately $170,000). Previously, when prosecuted for defamation, one could typically expect a suspended sentence, especially as a first offender. Now the maximum possible fine allowed under the criminal law can be applied under section 5, Article 128.1, with no reduction in other negative legal consequences for the person convicted.

A draft law concerning the introduction of criminal liability for publicly insulting the feelings of religious believers was introduced in the State Duma in September 2012. The law, which came into effect on July 1, 2013, establishes fines up to RUB 300,000 (approximately $10,000) or 1 year imprisonment. Critics point out that the law is too vaguely worded and that key terms, such as “worship” or “religious traditions,” are not properly defined, making it difficult to predict the ways in which the law will be implemented. It is also unclear in what ways online activities might be prosecuted under this new law.

The practice of criminal prosecution has expanded over the past year: in 2012 there were 103 cases of criminal prosecution against online users, compared to 38 cases in 2011. The majority of these cases were related to incitement of hatred against national and social groups or calls for extremism published on social networks. A few charges for insulting government representatives and inciting riots have been registered as well. In April 2012, blogger Dmitry Shipilov was sentenced to 11 months of correctional labor for his brusque article addressed to the governor of the Kemerovo region, Aman Tuleev. The Investigative Committee of the Russian Federation opened a criminal case in March 2012 against journalist and blogger Arkadiy Babchenko for writing a blog post encouraging an unauthorized protest, with references to using force against police authorities. Additionally, on May 14, 2012, State Duma deputy Aleksandr Khinshtein sent a request to the
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General Prosecutor's Office to open a criminal case against users of Twitter and Facebook who called for participation in public protests in Moscow on May 6, 2012, though it appears that the General Prosecutor has not acted on the request.52

Various forms of administrative and legal pressure against online bloggers and activists continued in 2012–2013. In August 2012, Maksim Efimov, the chair of the Karelia Youth Human Rights Group, sought asylum in Estonia after prosecutors requested that he be committed to a psychiatric ward. In April 2012, Efimov was charged with insulting the feelings of Orthodox believers for his critical article entitled “Karelia is tired of priests,” which described the close cooperation between the Karelian regional government and representatives of the Russian Orthodox Church.53 Efimov has been granted political asylum in Estonia, while the criminal case against him remains under investigation by the Karelian Investigative Committee.54

In May 2012, a civil activist from Tuymen, Nikolay Lyambin, was arrested on suspicion of drug possession. Lyambin claims that the drugs were planted and relates his detention and prosecution to his activities online, as he was one of the creators of an opposition group on the social network Vkontakte.55 In February 2013, Pavel Khotulev, who criticized regional standards of education in Tatarstan in his blog post, was sentenced to pay a fine of $3,300 for incitement of hatred against Tatars.56

Privacy and anonymity are key concerns for many online users in Russia. There are currently no restrictions on the use of circumvention tools or anonymizers, although such tools may be banned in the near future. Presently, identification is needed for signing a contract for internet access or cellular services. Additionally, owners of public Wi-Fi spots are required to use content filters to protect children from potentially accessing “harmful” information (Article 6.17 of the code of administrative offenses). This requirement may force owners to implement age checks for users. In October 2012, State Duma members from the Liberal Democratic Party of Russia revived the idea of forcing social network users to enter their passport details when registering on these websites.57 However, later that month the State Duma decided that this proposal was unnecessary.58

The extent to which internet users in Russia are subject to extralegal surveillance of their online activities remains unclear; however, recent evidence suggests that the Russian government has significantly increased its surveillance capabilities over the past few years. Since 2000, all ISPs have


been required to install the “system for operational investigative measures,” or SORM-2, which gives the FSB and police access to internet traffic. The system is analogous to the Carnivore/DCS1000 software used by the U.S. Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI), and operates as a packet-sniffer that can analyze and log data passing through a digital network. ISPs that do not comply with SORM system requirements are promptly fined, and may have their license revoked if problems persist. Russian authorities are technically required to obtain a court order before accessing an individual’s electronic communications data; however, the authorities are not required to show the warrant to ISPs or telecom providers, and FSB officers have direct access to operators’ servers through local control centers.

There is increasing evidence that Russian surveillance technology is being used for political purposes, including the targeting of opposition leaders. In a Supreme Court case in November 2012 involving Maxim Petlin, an opposition leader in the city of Yekaterinburg, the court upheld the government’s right to eavesdrop on Petlin’s phone conversations because he had taken part in so-called “extremist activities,” namely antigovernment protests. Online surveillance represents somewhat less of a threat in the major cities of Moscow and Saint Petersburg than in the regions, where almost every significant blog or forum is monitored by the local police and Prosecutor’s Office. Most of the harassment suffered by critical bloggers and other online activists in Russia occurs in the regions.

Extralegal intimidation is also used to limit users’ abilities to interact and mobilize on the internet. For example, in the fall of 2012, Yuliya Bashinova, a journalist at the internet publication Grani.ru, was summoned for questioning by the Investigative Committee to explain why she had signed a petition on the website of Amnesty International in support of human rights defender Igor Kalyapin. It has been reported that investigators have held talks with citizens who signed the petition in several Russian cities.

Despite the reduction in the severity of violence over the past year, implicit impunity for those who commit violence against bloggers, online journalists, and other online users is common. Information on investigations into crimes committed in previous years is usually not available to citizens. Between 2008 and 2011 there were three internet-related murders and one attempted murder, according to research conducted by the AGORA Association. Only one of these resulted in a prosecution: according to the verdict, the murder of Magomed Evloev, the owner of the
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website Ingushetia.ru, was the result of a police officer’s careless handling of a gun. There has been no prosecution dealing with the attempted murder of journalist and blogger Oleg Kashin, and there were dozens of other assaults and beatings for which no individual has been brought to justice. Critics blame the Russian Federal Security Service for failing to provide the necessary operational support to solve such cases.

From 2012–2013, the threat of cyberattacks continued, including DDoS attacks on websites and hacking into the private accounts of users. The police and Investigative Committee have consistently failed to investigate these attacks, including dozens of cyberattacks on online media and opposition websites. During 2012, at least 47 episodes of DDoS attacks were registered, but only 2 of them (against the official websites of the government and the prime minister) were investigated. Most of the attacks occurred during important events such as the presidential election or mass protests. There were also significant attacks launched against independent media outlets. In May 2012, a botnet of 182,000 computers was used to attack the website of the television channel Dozhd. On June 12, 2012, a single botnet made up of 133,000 computers attacked four online media outlets, including the websites of Novaya Gazeta, the radio station Echo of Moscow, Slon.ru, and the website for Dozhd.

In January 2013, President Vladimir Putin signed Decree #31c “On the formation of a state system for detecting, preventing and mitigating the effects of computer attacks on the information resources of the Russian Federation.” Under this decree, the FSB has been vested with the task of developing a method for preventing and investigating attacks by hackers on Russia’s internet resources, and with promoting international cooperation in the fight against cybercrime; however, no further steps have been taken toward the prevention of cybercrime.
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ICT development continued to spread, expanding access. Rwandan internet users became more active on social media and vocal in criticizing the government (see Obstacles to Access and Limits on Content).

A number of independent online news outlets and opposition blogs were intermittently inaccessible in Rwanda, though it is uncertain whether the disruptions were due to deliberate government interference, as was the case in past years, or to technical issues (see Limits on Content).

An amended media law expanded the rights of journalists and recognized freedom for online communications; however, it retained provisions that may increase government control over internet content (see Violations of User Rights).

A new law on interception authorized high-ranking security officials to monitor e-mail and telephone conversations of individuals considered potential threats to “public security” (see Violations of User Rights).

SIM card registration requirements were launched in 2013 (see Violations of User Rights).
In recent years, the government of Rwanda under President Paul Kagame has embarked on an ambitious economic development strategy that aims, among other things, to create a vibrant industry for information and communication technologies (ICTs) and position Rwanda as a regional ICT hub. Although internet penetration remains low—hampered primarily by poverty and lack of appropriate infrastructure, especially in rural areas—access is continually expanding with public and private investments in broadband technology across the country, and mobile internet access is increasing at an impressive rate. Meanwhile, the proliferation of ICTs has contributed to progress in the country’s governance, health, education, agriculture, and finance sectors.  

While ICT development has been among the top priorities for the Rwandan government, the country’s tenuous political environment and sensitive ethnic relations since the 1994 genocide has led the government to exert some controls over online content and expression. A few critical news websites that were previously blocked in 2010-2011 were intermittently inaccessible in Rwanda throughout 2012 and early 2013, though a number of critical blogs were unavailable altogether. In addition, worries remain that the government’s firm restrictions on print and broadcast media—particularly on contentious content concerning the ruling party and the 1994 genocide—will cross over into the internet sphere, as occurred when the authorities blocked the online version of an independent newspaper in the lead-up to the 2010 presidential election. Nevertheless, there were no reported cases of imprisonment or violence against online journalists or internet users in 2012-2013.

Progressive amendments to the 2009 Media Law were adopted in March 2013, providing journalists with the “right to seek, receive, give and broadcast information and ideas through media;” the amendments also explicitly recognize freedom for online communications. Nevertheless, the passage of the new law has led to some fears of increasing government control over the establishment of online outlets. The government-run Media High Council systematically monitors all print and broadcast media coverage during the country’s annual genocide mourning period every April, and the monitoring of online media was incorporated for the first time during Rwanda’s 18th commemoration period in April 2012. Legislative initiatives in 2012 also expanded the surveillance and interception capabilities of security authorities, and there are increasing indications that the government may be systematically monitoring and intercepting e-mail and other private communications.

Poverty continues to be the primary impediment barring Rwandans from accessing new ICT tools, especially the internet. Over 90 percent of the population lives in rural areas, with the majority
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Meanwhile, official government statistics cite a penetration rate of 26 percent in 2012. In addition, access is still limited mostly to Kigali, the capital city, and remains beyond the economic capacity of most citizens, particularly those in rural areas who are limited by low disposable incomes and who do not have high levels of ICT awareness or digital literacy. Between 70 and 90 percent of the population speaks only Kinyarwanda, making internet content in English unavailable to the majority of Rwandans.

In the face of such challenges, the Rwandan government has made ICT development a high priority. Recent government initiatives include the “National ICT Literacy and Awareness Campaign” launched in early 2013 that aims to familiarize at least 200,000 Rwandans with ICT tools within six months. The government has also invested in a project to enhance digital literacy among women as part of an effort to bridge Rwanda’s gender gap and encourage women entrepreneurs. In addition, MTN Rwanda has launched a portable solar energy system known as the “Comeka ReadySet,” which is a multifunctional energy system that can charge mobile phones as well as power lights, radios, tablets and other devices, enabling ICT use among citizens living in rural areas with little to no electricity. Accordingly, Rwanda was ranked by the ITU as the most dynamic African country in the field of ICTs in its “Measuring the Information Society 2012” ICT Development Index.

The expansion of broadband internet services across the country is further facilitating access to new media tools and technologies. A 2013 analysis of worldwide broadband download performance ranked Rwanda in first place in Africa for download speeds and 62nd place globally with an internet speed of 7.88 Mbps as of February 2013. In partnership with the private sector, the country is
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aiming to deploy a much wider National Last Mile broadband network in 2013 to expand internet penetration countrywide, complementing the 1,380 mile fiber-optic telecommunications network built in 2011 that links Rwanda to the undersea cables running along the East African coast.\(^\text{12}\)

As a result of these infrastructural developments, internet prices are decreasing. In 2012, the Broadband Systems Corporation, a local service provider, charged monthly fees of about US$30 for single users and $46 for multiple users, while the cost of using the internet in a cybercafe is approximately $1.28 for 30 minutes.\(^\text{13}\)

Mobile phone penetration in Rwanda is significantly higher than that for internet access, growing from 40 percent in 2011 to over 50 percent in 2012, according to the ITU, while government figures noted a penetration rate of 57 percent in May 2013.\(^\text{14}\) This growth has been largely a result of increasing competition between the three main mobile phone operators—MTN, TIGO and AIRTEL\(^\text{15}\)—whose respective market share is 64 percent, 34 percent, and 2 percent.\(^\text{16}\) Rural populations have a comparatively high mobile phone usage rate compared to rural internet access rates,\(^\text{17}\) as access has been made easier by a well-developed mobile phone network that covers nearly 98 percent of the population.\(^\text{18}\) Innovative initiatives targeting rural populations have further encouraged increased mobile phone and internet usage, such as the e-Soko (“e-market”) program created by the Rwanda Development Board that provides farmers with real-time information about market prices for their agricultural produce on their mobile devices.\(^\text{19}\)

Internet access via mobile phones has been available since 2007, but the high cost of data-enabled handsets and limited bandwidth restrained its popularity in the first few years. With the government-sponsored fiber-optic cable expansion project completed in early 2011, internet services throughout the country have improved, facilitating increased mobile phone internet access.\(^\text{20}\) As of September 2012, mobile internet tariffs range from 20 Rwfr/Mb to 50 Rwfr/Mb (US$0.03/Mb to $0.08/Mb), and the three mobile internet companies—MTN, TIGO and AIRTEL—offer their customers daily bundles at 1,000 Rwfr, 800 Rwfr and 650 Rwfr (US$1.52,
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\(^{17}\) The fiber-optic project is meant to boost access to various broadband services, increase electronic commerce, and attract foreign direct investment through business process outsourcing. “Rwanda Completes $95 Mln Fibre Optic Network,” Reuters Africa, March 16, 2011, [http://af.reuters.com/article/investingNews/idAFJOE71F07D20110316](http://af.reuters.com/article/investingNews/idAFJOE71F07D20110316).


\(^{15}\) Airtel and Tigo have the same tariffs for on-net (RWF20 or US$0.03) and East Africa mobile (RWF120 or US$0.18) telephone tariffs. TIGO remains with the highest off-net (RWF90 or US$0.13) and international (RWF240 or US$0.36) tariffs. MTN charges RWF60 per minute both for off-net and EAC tariffs. MTN dominates the outgoing voice traffic with 53 percent of on-net traffic; 49 percent of off-net traffic and 89 percent of international voice traffic. See, RURA, “Statistics and Tariff Information in Telecom Sector as of September 2012,” Republic of Rwanda, [http://bit.ly/GzwT9p](http://bit.ly/GzwT9p).

\(^{16}\) RURA, “Statistics and Tariff Information in Telecom Sector as of September 2012.”

\(^{18}\) As illustrated by an August 2011 report from MTN Rwanda, one of the largest telecom operators in the country, which stated that the majority (60 percent) of its mobile voice users resides outside of Kigali. See, Saul Butera, “Rwanda: High Costs Affecting Rural Internet Penetration,” New Times, August 15, 2011, [http://bit.ly/1aFj4aU](http://bit.ly/1aFj4aU).

\(^{19}\) RURA, “Statistics and Tariff Information in Telecom Sector as of September 2012.”


$1.21, and $1.00), respectively. In addition, MTN Rwanda offers low-cost data-enabled mobile phones ranging from 18,500 to 20,000 RWF (US$28 to $32) to further expand internet access, especially in rural areas, though in late 2012, RURA announced plans to switch off unregistered counterfeit phones.

Following the country’s market liberalization policies implemented in 2001, the number of companies providing telephone and internet services increased from one—the state-run Rwandatel—to 10 in 2012. These providers are all privately owned, with the exception of the state-owned Rwandatel, which has the largest market share of fixed broadband subscriptions as of September 2012.

Two government-appointed regulatory bodies—the Rwanda Information Technology Authority under the Rwanda Development Board, and the Rwanda Utilities Regulatory Agency (RURA)—supervise the regulatory frameworks and implementation of the country’s policies and strategies in the telecommunications sector. Although these bodies were created by the government, they seem to be working freely, and no known complaint has been leveled against them by investors in the ICT sector. Officially, RURA is a national body with autonomy in its administrative and financial management. However, its seven board members, supervisory board, and the managing director are nominated by and work under full control of the government. Despite this, RURA has taken some independent decisions, such as measures to penalize MTN Rwanda for lack of compliance with license obligations in 2012.

In 2009, RURA set up the Rwanda Internet Exchange (RINEX) to connect ISPs and enable the routing of local internet communications through a central exchange point without having to pass through international networks. ISPs can also opt to connect via RINEX to the international
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25 These include fixed-line providers (Rwandatel, MTN Rwandacell, and Airtel International), mobile phone providers (Rwandatel, MTN Rwandacell, TIGO and AIRTEL), and internet service providers (ISPA, Rwandatel, MTN Rwandacell, New Airtel, Altech Stream Rwanda, 4G Rwanda, BSC, and 4G Networks). See, RURA, “Statistics and Tariff Information in Telecom Sector as of September 2012.”
26 Rwandatel was partially privatized in 2010 when it sold 80 percent of the company to the Libyan firm, LAP Green. Due to the political turmoil in Libya in 2011 and the subsequent freeze on Libya’s investments and assets, however, LAP Green was forced to terminate its business in Rwanda. In 2012, Rwandatel was liquidated; its assets were purchased by Tigo and Airtel, and the company was taken over by the Government of Rwanda. See, Shyaka Kanuma, “Bye Bye Rwandatel,” Rwanda Focus, February 20, 2012, http://focus.rw/wp/2012/02/bye-bye-rwandatel/.
internet. The aim, ostensibly, is to make intra-Rwandan internet communications cheaper and faster, though such control over internet traffic has the potential to facilitate efforts to systematically censor or monitor domestic online communications. As of the end of 2013, only five ISPs exchange internet traffic via RINEX, and the price for national access remained the same as for international access.32

**LIMITS ON CONTENT**

In 2012 and early 2013, a number of independent online news outlets and opposition blogs were intermittently inaccessible in Rwanda, though it is uncertain whether the disruptions were due to deliberate government interference, as was the case in past years, or to technical issues. Nevertheless, users increased their engagement with social media tools in the past year and have become more vocal in criticizing the government.

While the government of Rwanda has been committed to expanding access to ICTs across the country, it has also simultaneously endeavored to restrict the types of content that users can access, particularly news content of oppositional nature. For example, in June 2010 the Media High Council ordered the website of the online version of the independent paper *Umuvugizi* to be blocked after its print version was suspended in April 2010, arguing that the ban on the newspaper applied to the online version as well.33 *Umuvugizi* was unblocked after its six-month suspension period had expired, though it has reportedly experienced periodic blocking in the years since, including in 2012 and early 2013.34 Some opposition sites continue to be blocked on some ISPs as of early 2013, including *Umusingi* and *Inyenyeri News*,36 which were both first blocked in 2011. *Umusingi*’s content can still be accessed on its Facebook page,37 and other news sites that have been sporadically blocked can still be accessed through their associated blogs.

Meanwhile, social-networking sites such as YouTube, Facebook, Twitter, and international blog-hosting services are freely available. The websites of international human rights organizations such as Freedom House, Amnesty International, and Human Rights Watch, as well as the online versions of media outlets like the BBC, *Le Monde*, Radio France Internationale, the *New York Times*, and many others are freely accessible. Websites of national news outlets are also easily accessible. These include the web versions of state-run media and pro-government outlets as well as independent

outlets such as The Rwanda Focus, Rushyashya, The Chronicles, Umusanu and Rwanda Dispatch. Most radio stations are accessible online, either through their own websites and blogs, or through social media.

As a result of the more limited space for press freedom in the traditional media sphere, Rwandan media outlets are increasingly going online to avoid government control or suspension as well as heavy production costs. Nonetheless, the economic environment for online news websites remains a challenge for independent outlets, particularly in comparison to their state-run counterparts that receive income from government advertisements and direct subsidies.

According to a 2010 law relating to electronic messages, signatures and transactions, intermediaries and service providers are not held liable for the content transmitted through their networks. Nevertheless, Media High Council reportedly operates an online monitoring department to screen web content, and has been known to contact websites to request the removal of certain information. Two online news websites, Umusingi and Umurabyo, have experienced such requests to delete content related to local political affairs and ethnic relations in recent years. In mid-2013, an independent test conducted by Freedom House found a number of opposition blogs inaccessible altogether; however, it is uncertain whether those sites were taken down out of the owners’ own accord or due to external pressure to do so. Appeals can be made through the Media High Council, though they are not often successful, according to journalists.

Online journalists based in Rwanda are joining their print and broadcast colleagues in exercising self-censorship, particularly on topics that can be construed as disruptive to national unity and reconciliation. According to some journalists, self-censorship is viewed as a legitimate practice given the country’s sensitive social and political environment. Nevertheless, the spread of social media tools has empowered Rwandans to discuss issues that were formerly taboo and not open to public discussion due to fears of persecution. For example, President Kagame’s succession following the end of his current term in 2017 has been debated in various media with diverging views. A number of citizens support Kagame’s reelection, which would require a constitutional amendment to increase presidential term limits, while others oppose Kagame’s efforts to prolong his tenure and suggest a peaceful transition to a new leadership.

The expansion of internet access has enabled the Rwandan blogosphere to evolve into a vibrant platform for expression, even though the websites and blogs of opposition activists both within and outside Rwanda are inconsistently available. While opposition supporters living outside Rwanda,
mainly in Europe and the United States, are responsible for most of the criticism against the government on forums, websites, and blogs, local dissenting voices are increasingly heard in online news portals such as Igihe.

Facebook and Twitter are also emerging as popular platforms for online interaction, in part as a result of the increasing use of internet-enabled phones.44 MTN Rwanda introduced a “SMS to Twitter” tool to facilitate the social media platform’s use for people who do not have easy access to the internet on computers.45 The president is an active supporter of these social networks, occasionally using the platforms to engage in discussions with users and openly respond to issues concerning the current state of governance in the country. By the end of 2012, Kagame emerged as one of the most popular African presidents on Twitter with nearly 95,000 followers.46

Twitter has also offered Rwandans a new platform for protest. For example, netizens flocked to Twitter in 2012 to reject a decision by the Kigali City Council to close a local entertainment venue.47 In another instance, Rwandans came together on Twitter to denounce a controversial United Nations report on Rwanda’s involvement in the conflict taking place in the Democratic Republic of Congo. Citizens also used the social media platform to circulate a petition against the United Kingdom’s cuts in development aid that came in response to the UN report’s findings.48

With mobile phones more widely accessible than the internet, text messages have become another important channel for citizens to voice discontent with the authorities and expose abuses of power. For example, the live radio programs, “Good Morning Rwanda” and “Good Evening Rwanda,” have become a significant venue for citizens to criticize government malpractices via SMS messages, which are broadcast on the radio. Most recently, citizens challenged the education ministry over the country’s quality of education. Nevertheless, the ability of citizens to use digital media for organizing large-scale street protests remains limited due to broader restrictions on freedom of assembly, particularly regarding politically sensitive topics.

### VIOLATIONS OF USER RIGHTS

Legislative initiatives in 2012 and early 2013 had both positive and negative effects on freedom of expression and internet freedom in Rwanda, including amendments to the 2009 Media Law, an Access to Information Law, and a revised law on the interception of communications. SIM card registration requirements were also launched in 2013.

Article 34 of the Rwandan constitution, adopted in May 2003, provides for freedom of the press and freedom of information, but in practice, the government maintains tight control over the
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47 Allan Brian Ssenyonga, “Twitter: 2012 was a Very Interesting Year for ‘RwOT.’”
media. In March 2013, the state adopted progressive amendments to the 2009 Media Law, granting journalists the “right to seek, receive, give and broadcast information and ideas through media” and explicitly providing for freedom of online communications in Section 3, Article 19.† Nevertheless, the passage of the new law has led to some fears of increasing government control over the internet, with the freedom of expression organization Article 19 criticizing the law for containing “too many provisions which pose a threat to journalists and the independence of the media, including online media.”‡ In particular, the new law gives the minister of ICTs unlimited powers to establish the conditions for both local and foreign media companies to operate in Rwanda.

A revised Access to Information Law was passed in December 2012 and is expected to allow journalists to conduct investigative journalism with more official and credible sources of information. Nevertheless, the extent to which the media should have the unchecked right to free expression is often a matter of public debate in Rwanda, with some commentators suggesting that Rwanda’s media practitioners should be cautious in their speech as long as the history of genocide continues to haunt the country.

While there are no laws that specifically restrict internet content or criminalize online expression, Rwanda’s generally restrictive legal provisions governing the traditional media could be applied to the internet, particularly given the lack of a fully independent judiciary. For example, the decision to ban the online version of Umuvugizi in 2011 was based on charges of publishing “divisive language,” a category of expression that is criminalized by the 2001 Law on Discrimination and Sectarianism.

A vague 2008 law against “genocide ideology” similarly threatens freedom of expression both online and off, prescribing heavy prison sentences and fines for any offender “…who disseminates genocide ideology in public through documents, speeches, pictures, media or any other means.”§ In response to criticisms of the law’s overly broad nature, the minister of justice proposed
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amendments in November 2012 that aim to make the law more definitive and easier to interpret. Awaiting consideration by the senate after its passage in the lower house in July 2013, the amended law reduces prison sentences from 25 years to a maximum of nine and requires proof of criminal intent behind an offending act that must be “characterized by thoughts based on ethnicity, religion, nationality or race to foment genocide [or] support genocide.” Nevertheless, the law still restricts freedom of expression by retaining the notion of “genocide ideology” as a criminal offense and by excluding a clear distinction between a private conversation and public speech.

Penalties for criminal defamation may also be applicable to the internet, with defamation of the president or other public officials carrying a penalty of up to five years in prison. Only one prosecution for online activity was reported in December 2012 concerning the entertainment journalist John Kalisa of the website kigalihits, who was arrested on allegations of defamation after he had posted a picture of a young girl on a drinking spree on his Facebook wall. The same journalist had been arrested and warned by authorities in 2011 for similar professional offenses.

Although many traditional journalists view the threat of imprisonment as a key constraint on their work, detentions have been less common for online expression with the last case of imprisonment for online activities occurring in 2007. There were also no reported cases of extralegal intimidation or violence against online journalists or users in 2012 and early 2013, but intimidation tactics against journalists still generally limit freedom of expression in Rwanda, which ranks among the top 10 countries from which journalists seek exile, according to the Committee to Protect Journalists.

There are no restrictions on anonymous communication online in Rwanda, though RURA initiated SIM card registration requirements in early 2013 to “decrease mobile phone related crimes across the country.” SIM card owners were given the deadline of July 31, 2013 to register their cards with service providers, after which point unregistered cards would be disconnected.

Up until 2012, government monitoring of online communications did not appear to be widespread, though there had been instances in past years of e-mails, phone calls, and text messages belonging

to opposition activists being produced as evidence in trials. Worryingly in December 2012, the Rwandan parliament’s lower house adopted amendments to the 2008 Law Relating to the Interception of Communications that authorize high-ranking security officials to monitor e-mail and telephone conversations of individuals considered potential threats to “public security.” Under the amended law, communications service providers are required to ensure that their systems have the technical capability to intercept communications upon demand and, according to a report from Privacy International, such interception technology may include the use of keyword scanning to identify certain topics of discussion. While the law requires government officials to apply for an interception warrant, it also includes a provision that allows for a warrant to be issued verbally in urgent security matters, to be followed by a written warrant within 24 hours. The amended law is awaiting senate approval as of April 2013.

Meanwhile, the Media High Council systematically monitors all print and broadcast media coverage during the country’s annual genocide mourning period every April with the aim of “highlighting the civic contribution of the media during the commemoration period and discerning the extent to which media abide by legal and professional standards while covering genocide related issues.” The monitoring of online media was incorporated for the first time during Rwanda’s 18th commemoration period in April 2012, which has led to a growing sense that the authorities may be monitoring other online communications as well.

There have been no reported cases of serious cyberattacks in the country, though the Rwandan police recently noted an increasing threat of cybercrime associated with expanding internet penetration across the country. In 2010, RIIRA initiated a strategy to increase awareness of such threats among business owners and ordinary users.
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65 This was the case in the trial of opposition leader, Victoire Ingabire, during which e-mails and proof of money transfer to FDLR (French acronym for the Democratic Forces for the Liberation of Rwanda) rebels were used as evidence. These were mostly obtained via low-tech methods of confiscating suspects’ mobile phones and computers rather than via service providers. See: Didas Gasana and Ann Garrison, “Ingabire trial: Rwanda prosecution fails ‘evidence test,’” Rwandinfo_ENG (blog), accessed February 10, 2012, http://rwandinfo.com/eng/ingabire-trial-rwanda-prosecution-fails-evidence-test/.
The past year saw an increase in the use of Twitter and other social media to debate national issues and criticize government officials, contributing to the overall increase in activism and diversity of online content. Nonetheless, expressing negative views toward the royal family and Islam remained off limits (see Limits on Content).

Harsh laws on libel and defamation have been consolidated through a series of government warnings directed at online speech (see Violations of User Rights).

While the number of people arrested for their online activities has continued to grow, instances of physical attacks against users have decreased overall (see Violations of User Rights).
In the wake of popular uprisings throughout the Arab world, the government of Saudi Arabia held tightly to power through the enforcement of strict limits on free speech and organized protest. The vulnerability of the country’s existing social order has been most visible in the Eastern Province (Ash-Sharqiyah), where a continued crackdown on protesters belonging to the underrepresented Shi’a minority has led to over a dozen deaths. Facebook groups calling for the release of prisoners of conscience list the names of hundreds of detained activists, though detailed figures for those arrested are not available. While the Ministry of Interior (MOI) has ostensibly claimed that only 2,221 Saudis were being held in prison as of March 2013, others estimate the number at around 30,000, including hundreds of prisoners of conscience listed on Facebook groups. While the recent wave of demonstrations has not changed the political landscape of Saudi Arabia as it has in other countries of the region, a notable rise in online activism throughout 2012 and early 2013 suggests that an increasing—though still limited—number of Saudis are no longer afraid to challenge the status quo.

Having first gained access to the internet in 1998, Saudis now go online from their home, place of employment, data-enabled mobile phones, and internet cafes. All forms of internet and mobile phone access are available in the country, including fiber-optic networks (FTTx), third-generation (3G) and fourth-generation (4G) mobile networks, internet via satellite, and High-Speed Packet Access (HSPA) technologies. Similarly, while Saudi Arabia is a regional leader in providing e-government services, authorities have looked to exploit technology to more disturbing ends as well. For instance, in line with restrictions to Saudi women’s freedom of movement imposed in November 2012, a woman’s male “guardian” is alerted by text message when she presents herself at the airport to ensure that she has gained permission to leave the country. While the government is keen to use ICTs to enforce strict social norms and monitor its users, public figures and religious authorities continue to warn citizens against the “evils” of social media and other online tools. In March 2013, uproar over numerous defamation cases led the Grand Mufti to criticize Twitter as a “council of clowns” made up of users who “unleash unjust, incorrect and wrong tweets.”

Social media has come to play an increasingly crucial role in the country. Saudis have employed online tools to highlight corruption, discuss sensitive issues of national relevance, and demand the release of prisoners of conscience. However, as the use of Twitter has skyrocketed, so have
government efforts to monitor and in some cases detain users for tweeting about sensitive aspects of Islam or the Saudi monarchy. Although the government has spoken of the difficulties of monitoring Twitter,\(^7\) in early 2013 it conducted an experiment in which it temporarily blocked millions of Twitter pages.\(^8\) There is no doubt that these measures have been very effective in quelling any movements that could potentially challenge the monarchy’s absolute grip on political power and the overriding social order.

**Obstacles to Access**

Saudis have enjoyed a rapid growth of internet and communications technologies in recent years. Access had increased to 54.1 percent of the population, or 15.8 million users, by the end of 2012, up from 20 percent in 2006.\(^9\) Fixed broadband use stands at 40.8 percent of all connections, while less than 20 percent of subscribers still use a slower dial-up service.\(^10\) WiMAX, a prepaid technology that allows users to access broadband internet wirelessly from any location through a USB modem, is widely used in Saudi Arabia due to its affordability.

Similarly, standard mobile phone subscriptions have almost tripled since 2006, rising to 53.1 million subscriptions in use as of February 2013.\(^11\) This represents a penetration rate of 181.6 percent\(^12\) or an estimated average of 4.6 mobile lines per household.\(^13\) Finally, 86 percent of mobile subscriptions are prepaid, while 42.1 percent are mobile broadband connections.\(^14\)

Connection speeds for broadband users generally vary between 724 Kbps and 1.22 Mbps, depending on the service package. According to a recent survey, a majority of those questioned were not satisfied with their connection speeds or with prices.\(^15\) Monthly expenditure on broadband service ranges from between SAR 42 ($11) and SAR 334 ($89),\(^16\) representing a sharp drop from the 2003 price of SAR 700 ($187) per month.\(^17\) One Gigabyte (GB) of prepaid broadband starts at SAR 100 ($26) per month, while an unlimited internet connection for three months costs SAR 333 ($89).\(^18\)
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\(^8\) “Saudi Authorities performs an experiment to block millions of Twitter links” [in Arabic], Anhri.net, March 6, 2013, [http://www.anhri.net/?p=72079](http://www.anhri.net/?p=72079).
\(^12\) CITC, “ICT Indicators Report – 2012.”
\(^16\) CITC, “The State of ICT Market Development in Saudi Arabia.” Those surveyed were predominantly male (95 percent) and between the ages of 20 and 39 (83 percent).
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**Saudi Arabia**
Overall, infrastructure is not considered a major barrier to access except in remote and sparsely populated areas. Internet penetration is highest in major cities such as Riyadh and Jeddah, as well as in the oil-rich Eastern Province. Residents of provinces such as Jizan in the south and Ha'il in the north are the least likely to use the internet, while young Saudis make up the majority of the user population throughout the country. Arabic content is widely available, as are Arabic versions of applications such as chat rooms, discussion forums, and social media sites.

Saudi Arabia is connected to the internet through two country-level data services providers, the Integrated Telecom Company and Bayanat al-Oula for Network Services, up from a single gateway in years past. These servers, which contain long lists of blocked sites, are placed between the state-owned internet backbone and global servers. All user requests that arrive via Saudi internet service providers (ISPs) travel through these servers, where they can be filtered and possibly blocked. The authorities blocked the Voice over Internet Protocol (VoIP) application Viber three months after warning that VoIP and internet messaging services may be blocked if they do not meet regulatory standards (for more on internet censorship, see “Limits on Content”).

The two country-level service providers offer services to licensed ISPs, which in turn sell connections to dial-up and leased-line clients. The number of ISPs in the country has risen from 23 in 2005 to 36 in 2011. Broadband and mobile phone services are provided by the three largest telecommunications companies in the Middle East: Saudi Telecom Company (Saudi Arabia), Etisalat (United Arab Emirates), and Zain (Kuwait).

Internet cafes, once prevalent in the country, have become less popular in recent years due to the broad availability and affordability of home broadband access. With the departure of many power users, internet cafes are now mainly used by youth from lower socio-economic backgrounds to congregate and socialize. Due to a mandate issued by the Ministry of Interior (MOI) on April 16, 2009, all internet cafes must close by midnight, compliance of which is ensured by the police. These measures were ostensibly designed to crack down on internet use by extremists, but in practice they allow the police to deter any activity that the government may find objectionable. Conversely, coffee shops have grown in popularity among business people, young adults, and single males, who enjoy free Wi-Fi access with their paid beverages.

Previously, all internet governance fell under the purview of the Internet Services Unit (ISU), a department of the King Abdulaziz City for Science & Technology (KACST). Established in 1998 and reporting directly to the Vice President for Scientific Research Support of KACST, the ISU now only provides internet access to government departments, as well as Saudi research and
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22 For more information on this mandate, please refer to [Arabic] [http://www.okaz.com.sa/okaz/osf/20090416/Con20090416271112.htm](http://www.okaz.com.sa/okaz/osf/20090416/Con20090416271112.htm).
academic institutions. In 2003, the Communication and Information Technology Commission (CITC) became responsible for providing internet access to the private sector.

The CITC establishes policies and enforces the regulations on the country’s information and communication technology (ICT) services, including duties such as managing tariffs, performing content filtering, and licensing providers. Under the 2007 Anti-Cyber Crime Law, the CITC also assists the Ministry of Interior (MOI) in monitoring extremists and political activists. While both the CITC and KACST claim to enjoy administrative and financial independence, there is no evidence to support this. On the contrary, the CITC chairman is also the Minister of Communications and Information Technology, while the KACST President reports directly to the Prime Minister and is appointed by the King. Board members consist of government officials, appointed to these roles on the basis of their position within the government.

## Limits on Content

The Saudi government continued to employ strict filtering over internet content throughout 2012 and early 2013. Sites that are judged to contain “harmful,” “illegal,” “anti-Islamic,” or “offensive” material are routinely blocked, including pages related to pornography, gambling, and drugs. While part of the government’s blocking policy is designed to disrupt terrorist networks and the dissemination of extremist ideology, the government also blocks any content that it deems harmful to society or challenging to the royal family. Criticism of Saudi Arabia, the royal family, or other Gulf Arab States is not tolerated, in addition to sites that organize political opposition or question the ruling family’s strict conception of Islam. The extensive list of sites blocked under these policies is supplemented by an additional list formulated from recommendations of the public. In early 2013, the government also temporarily blocked millions of Twitter pages in an experiment to test its capabilities.

Websites and social media pages belonging to human rights or political organizations, such as the Saudi Civil and Political Rights Organization (ACPRA) and the Arab Network for Human Rights Information (ANHRI), are blocked. Sites belonging to several Saudi religious scholars and dissidents are blocked, as well as those related to the Shi’a religious minority, such as
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30 According to the Alkasir.com, which provides information on blocked websites, the URLs acpra6.org and anhri.net are blocked in Saudi Arabia. See https://alkasir.com/map, accessed March 2, 2013.
Rasid.com, Yahosein.org, and Awamia.net. Authorities also block the website of the Islamic Umma Party, the country’s only underground (and illegal) political party, which has called for the royal family to step down in return for a safe exit.

The CITC also censors individual social media pages that demand political reforms or basic civil rights. These include the Facebook pages of Abdullah al-Hamid and Mohamed Saleh al-Bejadi, well-known Saudi human rights activists and co-founders of the ACPRA, as well as the Twitter accounts of the Saudi journalist and blogger Hassan Almustafa, Saudi human rights activist and blogger Nouf Abdulaziz, Saudi journalist and political activist Muhana al-Hubail, and the head of the organization “Monitor of Human Rights in Saudi Arabia” Waleed Abo al-Khair.

Authorities have also occasionally moved to block entire online products and services for breaching the country’s strict laws. In September 2012, the government threatened to block all of YouTube if Google did not restrict access to the controversial “Innocence of Muslims” video containing an offensive depiction of the Prophet Mohamed. Google later blocked the video in Saudi Arabia. The CITC also has an aggressive stance toward VoIP services that circumvent the country’s regulatory environment and, by some indication, the surveillance apparatus. So far only Viber has been blocked, though authorities have threatened to institute further restrictions. BlackBerry services were temporarily stopped on June 30, 2012 following glitches experienced by the BlackBerry maker Research in Motion, according to Saudi Telecom Company (STC). There was no evidence to suggest that the government was behind the short suspension.

In 2011, legislation was passed requiring that the owners of online news sites obtain a license from the Ministry of Culture and Information. While not all blogs and websites have complied with this legislation, those that did not register with the ministry risk the possibility of closure at any time. Numerous sites have been closed for copyright violations or for featuring advertisements for drugs. In addition, several political opposition websites such as Humanf.org, Saudihr.org, Hummum.net, and Alwaqa.com have ceased operations over the past year, presumably because of pressure from the MOI. Reacting to a court verdict, in December 2012 the Ministry of Culture and Information

33 https://alkasir.com/map viewed March 2, 2013
36 See http://nofah.com/wordpress/.
37 See https://twitter.com/abualkhair.
42 “CITC closed down Haraj site after advertising half kilo Hashish”, [in Arabic], AlSharq Newspaper, March 30, 2013, http://www.alsharq.net.sa/2013/03/783097
Information also closed down an online discussion forum, “the Global Club,” after a sports journalist who rooted for al-Nassr soccer team complained that forum members had been verbally abusing him and his family.44

There were several incidents in which pressure from social media users and online newspapers led to users deleting “controversial” tweets, disassociating themselves from their accounts, or even deleting their accounts. For instance, Twitter user Hesaah al-Sheikh disassociated herself from her account after public anger erupted over her tweet in which she equated listening to the singer Mohamed Abdo as listening to Allah.45 Disassociating oneself from a Twitter account is common in Saudi Arabia, particularly when simply deleting a controversial tweet is not enough to calm public anger. Users who are deemed to have acted inappropriately often publicly declare that the account does not belong to them and that another user is using their name to impersonate them, a common occurrence in Saudi Arabia.46

Similarly, the government also responds to take-down notices from members of the public, who can use a web-based form to submit a complaint regarding undesirable material.47 Sites can also be unblocked through a similar process.48 Once an individual completes such a request, a team of CITC employees determines whether the request is justified. The manager of public relations at the CITC said the commission receives about 200 requests each day, though he would not comment on how often the CITC unblocks a site based on such an appeal.49 In one example, the CITC unblocked the website “Mustamel” after the owners obeyed a request from the CITC to remove illegal advertisements.50

The government is somewhat transparent about what content it blocks. Users who attempt to access a banned site are redirected to a page displaying the message, “Access to the requested URL is not allowed!” Still, a full list of banned sites is not publicly available. The country’s two data service providers must block all sites banned by the CITC,51 and failure to abide by these bans may result in a fine of up to SAR 5 million ($1.33 million), according to Article 38 of the Telecommunication Act.52 It should be noted, however, that many Saudi internet users have become savvy at using circumvention tools such as Hotspot Shield, which allows users to access a virtual private network (VPN) to bypass censorship.53
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46 “Saudi Minister of Culture and Information criticizes impersonation of intellectuals” [in Arabic], AlArabiya.net, March 2, 2013, http://www.alarabiya.net/articles/2012/11/20/250707.html
48 The CITC unblock request form is available at http://www.internet.gov.sa/resources/block-unblock-request/unblock/.
53 Saudis refer to this circumvention tool as a “proxy breaker.”
In addition to government censorship, self-censorship by online journalists, commentators, and social media users is widespread. For example, the owner of the popular “3al6ayer” YouTube channel admitted that he avoids crossing certain “red-linelines” over fears of “getting into trouble with the authorities.” Online commentators who express support for extremism, liberal ideals, minority rights, or political reforms, in addition to those who expose human rights violations, are closely monitored and often targeted by the government. Questioning religious doctrine is strictly taboo, particularly content related to the Prophet Mohamed.

These limitations are compounded by the self-censorship that online news moderators and site owners must exercise. Gatekeepers frequently delete user-generated content that could be deemed inappropriate or inconsistent with the norms of society, as they can be held legally liable for content posted on their platforms. In one case that highlights the degree to which moderators pre-censor, user comments on the news site Sabq.org were full of praise for the poem “al-Haboob,” written by Prince Khalid al-Faisal, even though it was clear from Twitter that the majority of Saudis were making fun of him.

The recent amount of controversial tweets that have been reported may reflect a decrease in Saudis’ willingness to censor themselves over Twitter. Indeed, many readily take to social networks to criticize problems in the country or government ministers so long as no references are made to the king or to religion. Users often employ hashtags to inspire a national debate on a certain political issue, including the tags “Breaking the fences” and “elected Consultative Council” to expose corruption by public officials or call for reforms. Prominent religious scholars, such as al-Awdah, have even contributed to these debates on Twitter.

With so much activity occurring on social networks, the Saudi government maintains an active presence online as a means of manufacturing consent for its policies. It is believed the government employs an “electronic army” to constantly post progovernment views, particularly on social media. Progovernment trolls have taken to “hashtag poisoning,” a method of spamming a popular hashtag in order to disrupt criticism or other unwanted conversations through a flood of unrelated or opposing tweets. Through the use of a “bot,” such as those provided by Yoono.com, one individual can send thousands of tweets to a hashtag at the same time. While the tweet may contain the same message, the bot sends the tweet on behalf of numerous fabricated accounts, created by combining random photos of faces with names searched from the internet. The
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55 “Raif Badawi’s wife provides “Anhaa” with the list of charges against her husband and calls for his release [in Arabic], Anhaa, April 25, 2013, http://www.an7a.com/102662.
56 “‘Al‐Haboob’by Khalid Al‐Faisal received high praise and harsh criticism on Twitter” [in Arabic], Sabq.org, January 1, 2013, http://sabq.org/IWtfde.
57 #تحطيم_الشبوك
58 #منتخب_شورى_مجلس
government also influences online news reporting by offering financial support to news sites such as Sabq.org and Elaph.com in return for coordination between site editors and the authorities.61

Whereas the authorities provide monetary support to progovernment websites, the owners of opposition websites can come under strong financial pressures as a result of the country’s environment of censorship. Revenue from third-party advertisers can be heavily impacted by a government decision to block a website. The government can also request advertisers to cancel their ads on a particular website in order to pressure the website to close. Restrictions on foreign funding further inhibit the sustainability of websites that are critical to the ruling system.

Whereas opposition blogs and online forums were once the main instrument for discussing political and social matters, most Saudis now use social media to share information and express opinions. According to Abdul Rahman Tarabzouni, the Head of Emerging Arabia at Google, Saudis collectively watch 190 million YouTube videos per day, the highest amount of views per capita of any country in the world.62 There are now dozens of comedic channels on YouTube, the most popular being “Eysh Elly,” “La Yekthar,” and “3al6ayer,” which respectively have around 126 million, 51 million, and 39 million total views.63 One reason for the success of these videos is their engagement in cautious rather than harsh criticism and their restraint against pushing the limits too far.

Similarly, Twitter continued to grow as a platform for expressing sensitive issues. Indeed, when interviewed, one Saudi described the country’s Twitter environment as a sort of virtual parliament “where people from all political sides meet and speak freely.”64 Saudis are the largest adopters of Twitter in the Arab world, with the number of users reaching 2.9 million, or slightly over 10 percent of the population, as of October 2012.65 Facebook is the third most visited site in the country66 with 5.9 million local users, or 23 percent of the population.67 A myriad of Facebook groups have been recently active in organizing low-level demonstrations in cities throughout the country.68 The banned Islamic Umma Party also uses its official website to call for sit-ins and protests. While disparate protests do occur, these demonstrations generally have low attendance and do not lead to substantial political or social changes.
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However, more recently, the robustness of security forces in dismantling demonstrations has forced many Saudis to devise more creative forms of organized protest. Facebook is commonly used to specify the date, time, and place a protest or sit-in will take place, while YouTube has been instrumental in documenting the demonstrations and attracting media attention.69 Videos documented a protest on June 6, 2012, in which a group of detainees’ families carried out a demonstration inside a shopping mall after initially pretending to be regular customers.70 Later that summer, demonstrators “marched” together in their cars on a highway.71 In March 2013, 182 family members, including 15 women and 6 children, participated in a 12-hour sit-in in the central city of Buraidah. Police arrested 161 of the protestors72 and blamed social media for stirring up the protests (for more on the arrests of users, see “Violations of User Rights”).73

In addition to documenting protests, users secretly film officials engaging in inappropriate behavior at work. Footage is uploaded to YouTube and then disseminated via Twitter. In a recent case from December 2012, Abdullah al-Sheri (@Abdula73), a Saudi doctoral student in the United States, tweeted out the names of dozens of high-profile Saudi citizens who had obtained fake post-graduate university degrees. By matching information in the public domain against a Ministry of Higher Education list of universities that offer fictitious qualifications, al-Sheri was able to back up his claims with evidence.74 His tweets caused a huge uproar, attracting media attention and putting pressure on the Consultative Council (Majlis al-Shura) to enact laws that would deter businesses from dealing with fictitious universities and punish those who obtained fake degrees.75 Significantly, no complaint has been lodged against al-Sheri for his actions thus far.

Similarly, the anonymous Twitter user “@Mujtahidd” continues to criticize high profile members of the royal family76 and to provide detailed descriptions of state corruption.77 The popularity of the account has more than doubled over a short period, increasing from around 410,000 Twitter followers in June 2012 to over 960,000 as of March 2013.78 More recently in 2013, he shared the tweets of dozens of users who defended the government using the exact same wording, thus evidencing the presence of an MOI Twitter army.79 Due to his insider knowledge, the person(s) behind the Mujtahidd account is believed to be a disgruntled member of the Saudi royal family.

71 e3teqal YouTube Channel (http://www.youtube.com/user/e3teqal/videos), August 1, 2012, http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VKF0MPbiRxY
79 https://twitter.com/assaflovh@hotmail/status/307325546847694848/photo/1.
The legal environment surrounding online expression remains a significant impediment to internet freedom in Saudi Arabia. While there have been no reported instances of users being physically attacked for online posts over the past year, authorities have become more proactive in prosecuting citizens using the country’s restrictive laws. The MOI has introduced a new method for users to report offensive comments made toward them by other users, opening the door for an upsurge in defamation lawsuits that may ultimately have repercussions for freedom of expression. Overall, the MOI continues to enjoy relative impunity over its abuses of online users. Some have reported that authorities have confiscated their cars, computers, and other personal items indefinitely. Online commentators are often detained without specific charges and denied the right to an attorney. New registration requirements have also harmed the safety of using ICT tools anonymously and free from government interference.

The Basic Law of Saudi Arabia contains language that calls for freedom of speech and freedom of the press, but only within certain boundaries. The 2000 Law of Print and Press also addresses freedom of expression issues, though it largely consists of restrictions rather than protections. Online journalists employed at newspapers and other formal news outlets maintain the same rights and protections as print and broadcast journalists, and like their counterparts, are also subject to close government supervision. Similarly, laws designed to protect users from cybercrimes also contain clauses that limit freedom of expression. The 2007 Anti-Cyber Crime Law assigns jail sentences and fines for defamation; the unauthorized interception of private e-mail messages; the hacking of a website to deface, destroy, modify, or deny access to it; or simply the publishing or accessing of data that is “contrary to the state or its system.”

In late 2012, after an upsurge in defamation cases stemming from Twitter and the popular messaging service WhatsApp, the CITC deployed a large-scale media campaign to remind Saudis that “anyone who re-sends messages (via mobile phones and smart phone applications) that violate the sanctity of the private lives of citizens through insult, mockery, and violation of the sanctity of public morals, religious values and public order, will be sentenced to five years in jail, in addition to a fine of SAR 3 million ($800,000).” On August 8, 2012, the MOI also introduced a new web-based form on its official website allowing internet users to complain about offensive comments made online about them.

Many online commentators have been imprisoned for publicly defaming other citizens. For example, a 25-year-old man was sentenced to four months and fined SAR 10,000 ($2,666) by a court in the Eastern city of al-Qatif for publicly vilifying and defaming another man on Twitter after...
a dispute erupted between the two.83 Significantly, laws regarding libel and defamation are not equally applied when it comes to the country’s Shi’a minority. For example, after a prominent Saudi lawyer insulted Shi’as on Twitter by claiming that they are the “children of adultery and of unknown descents,” authorities did not act to arrest him. Over ten thousand citizens in the Eastern province had signed a petition to call for a lawsuit against him.84

Twitter users who expose the misdeeds of government officials or public sector employees are often targeted by authorities. While there were no charges issued against al-Sheri for exposing the fake university qualifications of government officials (see “Limits on Content,” above), authorities arrested an undisclosed Twitter user in late 2012 for frequently criticizing known public figures.85 While the government stated that the user is a former public official, Twitter users believed that the user in question was @Saryat_Aljibal and discussed the user’s arrest using a Twitter hashtag. The account—well-known for frequently criticizing the President of the Royal Court—disappeared from followers’ lists around the same time as the news of the arrest.86

In September 2012, Bader Thawab (@Bader Thawab) was arrested after tweeting “down with the House of Saud.” He was put on trial in early 2013 for using social media to disturb “national unity,” among other charges.87 Prominent writer Turki al-Hamad was also arrested in December 2012 after tweeting “…we need someone to rectify [the Prophet] Mohamed bin Abdullah’s doctrine.”88 Any discussion that questions an aspect of how Islam is practiced in society commonly leads to arrest. The incident inspired its own hashtag on Twitter and drew large amounts of both support and criticism. After five months in detention, al-Hamad was finally released on June 5, 2013.89

Following the latest wave of low-level demonstrations in the country, the number of online political activists that have been arrested has increased significantly. On March 9, 2013, a court in Riyadh disbanded the human rights organization ACPRA and sentenced two of its members, Abdullah al-Hamid and Mohammed al-Qahtani, to 11 years and 10 years of jail time respectively, in addition to a travel ban equal in length to their jail sentences.90 Five years of their sentences were based on Article 6 of the Anti-Cyber Crime Law, relating to the creation of a website that could disturb social order.91 Five founding members of ACPRA are also currently in detention.92 Two founding members of the Islamic Umma Party’, al-Wahiby and al-Gamidi,93 have been in prison

86 http://bit.ly/1azm6NT.
92 Those members are Sulaiman al-Rushoody, Mansour Al-Awth, Moussa Al-Garni, Mohamed Al-Bijadi and Saleh Al-Ashwan.
since February 2011. Both the ACPRA and the Islamic Umma Party base many of their operations online.

In the most high-profile cases from the past, Hamza Kashgari and Raif Badawi continue to be held on charges related to their online activities. Kashgari, a young Saudi writer, published three tweets detailing an imaginary conversation with the Prophet Mohammed on February 4, 2012, causing tens of thousands of Twitter and Facebook users to call for his execution. King Abdullah reportedly ordered his arrest on charges of “disrespecting Allah” and “insulting the Prophet.” After fleeing the country, he was immediately extradited from Malaysia despite pressure from international human rights groups. The decision was heavily shrouded in controversy, as Malaysian authorities denied him access to his lawyers and refused requests from the United Nations Refugee Agency (UNHCR) to interview him.

In the case of Raif Badawi, authorities have targeted the “Free Saudi Liberals” website co-founder repeatedly since March 2008, when he established the forum for discussing political and religious topics. He was arrested on June 17, 2012 and initially faced up to five years in prison and a hefty fine for “insulting Islam through electronic channels” and “going beyond the realm of obedience.” However, in December 2012 a court elevated the charge to apostasy, which is punishable by death. While the apostasy charge has since been dropped, Badawi is still in prison facing other charges.

As previously mentioned, the Ministry of Culture and Information requires that all blogs, forums, chat rooms, and other sites obtain a license from the Ministry to operate online, thus putting more pressure on online writers to self-regulate their content. While the law has not yet been widely enforced, it is a serious threat to anonymity online. Users are also legally required to use their real names and register with the government when purchasing mobile phones. In 2012, the CITC introduced a new law making it mandatory to enter a user’s ID number to recharge a prepaid mobile card, rendering it virtually impossible to use prepaid mobile phones anonymously. Nevertheless, a black market has since emerged in which vendors sell new SIM cards and prepaid refill cards with pre-existing ID numbers. To stop this lucrative practice, the government is now considering linking these cards to fingerprints.

---

Even anonymous users and writers who employ pseudonyms when making controversial remarks face special scrutiny from the authorities, who attempt to identify and detain them. Surveillance is rampant in Saudi Arabia; anyone who uses communication technology is subject to government monitoring, which is officially justified under the pretense of protecting national security and maintaining social order. The authorities regularly monitor websites, blogs, chat rooms, social media sites, e-mails, mobile phone text messages, and messages sent through the very popular service WhatsApp. Evidencing the government’s determination to monitor its citizens, the American security expert Moxie Marlinspike published e-mail correspondence with an employee at Mobily who sought to recruit him to help the telecommunications firm with intercepting encrypted data from mobile applications such as Twitter, Viber, Vine, and WhatsApp.104

In addition to direct government monitoring, access providers are required to monitor their own customers and supply the authorities with information about their online activities, often without legal process. Since 2009, the MOI has made it mandatory for internet cafes to install hidden cameras and provide identity records of their customers. The security regulations also bar entrance to anyone under the age of 18.

As ICT use has grown across the country, the threat of cyberattacks has also escalated. Several websites and portals were subject to attacks in 2012 and early 2013, including Saudi Aramco, the world’s largest oil company,105 and the official website of the Directorate General of the Ministry of Education in Riyadh.106 Smart phones and tablets are banned at security organizations out of fears of being targeted by hackers.107 As part of a protest for the release of political detainees, a group of hackers also attacked the websites of the Ministry of Petroleum and Mineral Resources and the Saudi television station “Channel One.”108

The hijacking of Facebook and Twitter accounts or impersonating public figures on Facebook and Twitter also remained widespread. The Saudi Human Rights Organization site was hacked on December 31, 2012109 and, four days later, the Twitter account of the Saudi television show Al Raeis came under attack.110 Al-Raeis, which appears on the channel “Line Sport”, was apparently targeted for allowing harsh criticisms of prominent Saudi government officials and departments to be aired.

---

## SOUTH AFRICA

**INTERNET FREEDOM STATUS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>2012</th>
<th>2013</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Obstacles to Access (0-25)</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Limits on Content (0-35)</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Violations of User Rights (0-40)</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total (0-100)</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*0=most free, 100=least free*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>POPULATION: 51.1 million</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>INTERNET PENETRATION 2012: 41 percent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOCIAL MEDIA/ICT APPS BLOCKED: No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POLITICAL/SOCIAL CONTENT BLOCKED: No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BLOGGERS/ICT USERS ARRESTED: No</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**PRESS FREEDOM 2013 STATUS:** Free

### KEY DEVELOPMENTS: MAY 2012 – APRIL 2013

- In May 2012, President Jacob Zuma sought to ban the display of a painting of himself known as “The Spear” from appearing online. Though he failed to win an injunction, the City Press newspaper removed a reproduction from its website (see **LIMITS ON CONTENT**).

- The Constitutional Court upheld a 2011 high court judgment ruling controversial 2009 amendments to the Films and Publications Act of 1996 unconstitutional, concluding that prescreening publications, including those online, is an unjustifiable limitation on freedom of expression (see **LIMITS ON CONTENT**).

- The Protection of State Information Bill, which parliament passed in 2013, will criminalize reporting on classified state information and intentionally accessing leaked information online if signed into law (see **VIOLATIONS OF USER RIGHTS**).

- The General Intelligence Laws Amendment Bill, enacted in 2013, authorized state security agencies to intercept “foreign signals intelligence” without a warrant (see **VIOLATIONS OF USER RIGHTS**).

- FinFisher command and control servers were discovered on the Telkom network in April 2013, though the extent to which the spyware has been deployed is unknown (see **VIOLATIONS OF USER RIGHTS**).
Digital media freedom is generally respected in South Africa. Political content is not censored, and neither bloggers nor content creators are targeted for their online activities. Access to the internet continued to expand in the past year, facilitated in part by falling costs due to the arrival of the Seacom and the East African Submarine System (EASSy) undersea cables and new fiber-optic cables, though most South Africans access the internet from their mobile phones.

In 2012 and early 2013, internet freedom in South Africa was threatened by two pieces of legislation: the General Intelligence Laws Amendment Bill (GILAB), which aimed to legalize the bulk monitoring of communications known as “foreign signals intelligence” without judicial oversight in its original 2011 version; and the Protection of State Information Bill (POSIB), which makes it illegal to publish and access certain state information, affecting whistleblowers in both traditional and digital media, bloggers, and internet users. In a positive development, the Constitutional Court found the 2009 amendments to the Films and Publications Act of 1996 unconstitutional, concluding that the requirement to prescreen and classify publications, including those online, is an unjustifiable limitation on freedom of expression.

Prior to the Constitutional Court ruling, an art gallery successfully appealed the classification of a controversial painting of President Jacob Zuma known as “The Spear.” Zuma and the ANC ruling party had also sought a court injunction to ban the painting and its digital representations from public display and dissemination online, though their failed efforts only led to more widespread circulation of and greater attention paid to the artwork.

The internet is steadily spreading across South Africa, with 41 percent of the South African population having access by the end of 2012, up from 34 percent in 2011, according to the International Telecommunications Union (ITU). Nevertheless, access to the internet is unequal across income lines. A 2012 household and individual survey by Research ICT Africa found that internet users comprise a little over 18 percent of the population at the bottom of the economic pyramid and about 40 percent of the rest of the pyramid.

---


The majority of users access the internet from mobile phones due to the high cost of access, infrastructural limitations, and waiting periods for fixed-line ADSL broadband installation in some areas. Accordingly, mobile phone access in South Africa is much higher than internet access, with an estimated 83 percent of the population identified as mobile phone users and about 74 percent of the population using prepaid mobile services as of July 2012, according to the South African Advertising Research Foundation. The latest ITU data notes over 68 million mobile phone subscriptions in 2012, amounting to a penetration rate of nearly 135 percent. Moreover, access to and usage of mobile phones is more equal across economic strata than internet access, as reported by the 2012 Research ICT Africa study, which found that 75 percent of individuals at the bottom of the economic pyramid own a mobile phone, a rate that is only 14 percent lower than mobile phone ownership in the rest of the pyramid.

South Africa has five mobile phone companies—Vodacom, MTN, Cell-C, Virgin Mobile and 8ta—all of which are privately owned except for 8ta, which is owned by Telkom, a partly state-owned company of which the government has a 39.8 percent share and an additional 10.5 percent share through the state-owned Public Investment corporation. The state previously owned a stake in Vodacom through Telkom, but its shares were relinquished in 2008. The costs of mobile telecommunication services are expensive, with South Africa’s mobile affordability ranked 33rd out of 44 African countries surveyed by Research ICT Africa in 2012 for the cheapest price available from dominant operators.

Fixed-line broadband is also expensive, as documented in a report by the telecom research firm Ovum in 2012 that sampled 20 emerging market countries and found South Africa to have the most expensive broadband tariffs. One gigabyte (GB) of data per month at a speed of 512-1024 Kbps is available for 313 rand ($36), while the cheapest unlimited 1 Mbps connection costs 492 rand ($56) per month. Some mobile broadband packages offering small amounts of data are cheaper than the fixed-line alternatives. The cheapest prepaid mobile data packages are 40 rand ($5) for 100 MB, 120 rand ($13.50) for 500 MB, and 266 rand ($30) for 2 GB. Consequently, there were only 2.2 fixed-line broadband connections per 100 inhabitants in 2012, up from 1.8 connections in 2011, and those with access are generally concentrated in urban areas. South Africa also lags behind other countries in terms of broadband speed, ranking 122 out of 180 countries for download speeds in a test conducted by Ookla.

---

8 This package includes ADSL line rental as well as mandatory fixed-line voice rental. For prices see, “1GB ADSL Accounts,” Hellkom, accessed February 27, 2013, http://hellkom.co.za/1gb-telkom-adsl/.
10 These prepaid data bundles are from the mobile operator 8ta, which is owned by the fixed-line incumbent Telkom. Prices are from http://www.8ta.com/plans/prepaid-data/, accessed February 27, 2013.
There are hundreds of internet access providers (IAPs) in South Africa, with Telkom retaining a monopoly on fixed-line broadband access via ADSL. Although there is competition in the ADSL market and users can choose from hundreds of providers, ADSL lines are only available through Telkom due to its control over the “local loop” or “last mile” of connectivity, which is the copper (or fiber) line that connects to internet users’ homes. While other operators and IAPs have been allowed to build their own last mile connectivity since 2008, they have yet to do so, leaving Telkom as the de facto consumer choice. It was hoped that the second national operator, Neotel, would enter the broadband market to increase competition, but the telecom has instead chosen to focus on providing wireless internet and telecom services, which has had minimal impact on last mile connectivity and the associated price of broadband.

Currently, subscribers cannot enjoy ADSL without also paying for additional voice service, while IAPs selling ADSL access need to pay Telkom for its IPConnect (IPC) service for access to Telkom’s local loop. As such, Telkom has been accused of charging twice for the same product by making both Telkom consumers and providers pay for access to the same ADSL network.\(^{13}\) In February 2013, the Internet Service Providers Association stated that the IPC service fee still comprised up to 70 percent of the total costs for IAPs to provide ADSL internet access. In response, the Independent Communications Authority of South Africa (ICASA) regulatory body acknowledged that the high cost of IPC could be a barrier to competition in the fixed-line sector and announced plans to conduct a study of electronic communications costs in South Africa.\(^{14}\)

In 2007 the Department of Communications mandated ICASA to implement local loop unbundling by 2011 to open up the local loop between IAPs and their customers to competition. The only measure towards implementing local loop unbundling that has taken place thus far is the reduction in the IPC service price, which is regarded as more of a palliative measure rather than a solution. In April 2012, ICASA promised to implement Bitstream access—a key tool in local loop unbundling—by November 2012, but as of mid-2013, Telkom has not offered any Bitstream products to the local loop, which it still completely controls.\(^{15}\)

In addition to the market challenges faced by telecom service providers, cybercafes face regulatory controls that impact their economic viability. Pursuant to Section 27(A)1 of the Electronic Communications Act, internet service providers (ISPs) and internet cafes are required to register with the Film and Publications Board (FPB), which falls under the Department of Home Affairs and is a relic, albeit a reformed one, of the Apartheid publication censorship regime. The registration requirements are not unreasonably onerous,\(^{16}\) though failing to register is an offence that may be subject to a fine, six months of prison, or both. Although many internet cafes do register with the board, there is little public evidence of enforcement.

16 The applicant needs to provide his or her name, business name, national identification number, address and contact details, and nature of his or her business. The cost of registration is ZAR 462 (US$47). See, Internet Service Providers Association, “ISPA ISPs/Internet Cafés Training Course,” January 2011, http://bit.ly/1bmQTPS.
Access providers and other internet-related groups are self-organized and quite active in lobbying the government for better legislation and regulations. The autonomy of the regulatory body, ICASA, is protected by the South African constitution, although several incidents involving ministerial policy directives sent to the regulator have called into question the extent of its independence. In addition, the Ministry of Communications has on two different attempts in recent years proposed amendments—one to the Independent Communications Authority Act and another to the Electronic Communications Amendment Act—that would have limited ICASA’s independence in various ways. A cabinet reshuffle in June 2012, which saw the replacement of the minister of communications, resulted in the removal of the problematic clauses in both bills.

**LIMITS ON CONTENT**

Internet content and social media platforms remain free from government censorship and interference in South Africa. In September 2012, the Constitutional Court upheld a 2011 Gauteng High Court judgment ruling the controversial 2009 amendments to the Films and Publications Act of 1996 unconstitutional, based on the conclusion that the prescreening of publications (including internet content) would affect the value of news and be an unjustifiable limitation on freedom of expression. Before the Constitutional Court ruling, an art gallery successfully appealed the classification of a controversial painting of President Jacob Zuma known as “The Spear,” which the ruling party tried to ban from public display and dissemination online.

When the 2009 amendments to the Films and Publications Act were passed—ostensibly to regulate child pornography and hate speech—they raised concerns that certain types of controversial content could be subject to prepublication censorship. The amendments required every print and online publication not recognized by the press ombudsman to submit potentially “pornographic” or “violence-inciting” materials to the government’s Film and Publications Board (FPB) for approval and imposed criminal penalties for noncompliance. Exemptions were provided for artistic and scientific speech, but the FPB had the discretion to grant or deny these exemptions. Movies and games were classified before their release, though the FPB could not classify publications or websites until it first received a complaint from the public. Before the amendments were overturned in September 2012, appeals could be made to the FPB’s Appeals Tribunal, which had been known to rule in favor of freedom of expression online in a few cases.

The most notable case presented to the FBP in 2012 involved a controversial painting by artist Brett Murray known as “The Spear,” which depicted President Jacob Zuma in Soviet attire with his

---


20 The Film and Publications Board is part of the Ministry of Home Affairs. According to the Film and Publications Amendment Act of 2003, all ISPs are required to register with the board.

genitals exposed. Upset by the painting’s display in Johannesburg’s Goodman Gallery, the African National Congress (ANC) ruling party, Jacob Zuma and his family tried to obtain a high court injunction to ban the display of the painting, arguing that the artwork infringed upon Zuma’s dignity both as an individual and as president. The aggrieved parties also sought to have an image of the painting taken down from the website of City Press newspaper, in addition to calling for a boycott of the newspaper and pressuring advertisers to withdraw business from the publication.

While the May 2012 court case was postponed indefinitely, the Goodman Gallery came to a private agreement with the ANC to remove the painting from display in exchange for dropping charges; the City Press newspaper also voluntarily removed the painting’s image from its website.

In response to complaints over the artwork’s supposedly pornographic nature, the FPB classified the uncensored version of the painting as “16N” in June 2012, effectively proscribing the artwork and its digital reproductions from being exhibited publically or online where it could be viewed by youth under the age of 16. The Goodman Gallery appealed the classification to the FPB’s Appeals Tribunal in July 2012, which ultimately overruled it, concluding that the painting was neither pornographic nor harmful to children. The tribunal’s decision stripped the artwork’s classification, thereby removing all restrictions on access to the painting and its publication online or elsewhere.

Under the Electronic Communications and Transactions Act of 2002 (ECTA), ISPs are required to respond to and implement take-down notices regarding illegal content such as child pornography, defamatory material, or copyright violations. Members of the Internet Service Providers Association are not held liable for third-party content that they do not create or select, though they can lose their protection from liability if they do not respond to take-down requests. As a result, ISPs often err on the side of caution by taking down content upon receipt of a notice to avoid litigation, and there is no incentive for providers to defend the rights of the original content creator if they believe the take-down notice was requested in bad faith.

Meanwhile, any member of the public can submit a take-down notice, and there are no existing or proposed appeals mechanisms for content creators or providers. The Department of

---

29 The Ministry of Communications has recognized the association as an industry representative body under the act. The association acts as an agent on behalf of its 160 members and provides the ministry with annual information about the total number of take-down notices issued, the actions taken in response, and the final results. Most of the complaints lodged are resolved amicably, with ISPs’ clients agreeing to take down the offending content.
Communications has suggested improving this with a new ECTA provision that would allow a service provider to respond to the grounds of the complaint before acting upon the notice. The complainant could then reconsider and decide to withdraw the notice or send a final take-down request that would obligate the service provider to act or lose its protection from liability.\(^{31}\) This proposed mechanism, however, still falls short of an actual appeals process.

The government does not restrict material on contentious topics such as corruption and human rights. Citizens are able to access a wide range of viewpoints, and there are no disproportionate government efforts to limit or manipulate online discussions. Online content, however, does not match the diverse interests of South Africa’s society, especially with respect to the country’s 10 other official languages besides English. Radio and television continue to be the main sources of news and information for most South Africans, but there are increasing efforts to extend mainstream news outlets to online platforms. All major media groups now have an online presence.

There are a number of political and consumer-activist websites, though the internet is not yet a key space or tool for social or political mobilization. Nevertheless, individuals and groups openly express their views via e-mail, instant messaging, chat rooms, and social media, while the South African blogosphere has become highly active in discussing issues such as HIV and AIDS, and the environment. The internet and mobile phones are increasingly used for political organization, as seen during the protests and activism against the controversial Protection of State Information Bill throughout 2011 and 2012, though they were unsuccessful in preventing the passage of the controversial bill. Meanwhile, the main political parties have developed online campaigns to attract young voters and are very active in social media.

**Violations of User Rights**

The Protection of State Information Bill (POSIB) was passed by parliament in 2013 and, if signed into law, will impose criminal penalties on journalists who report on classified state information and on individuals who intentionally access leaked information, including internet users. Meanwhile, a revised version of the 2011 General Intelligence Laws Amendment Bill (GILAB) was enacted in 2013 that tacitly authorizes the interception of electronic communications known as “foreign signals intelligence” without a warrant. FinFisher command and control servers were discovered on the Telkom network in April 2013, though the extent to which the spyware has been deployed is unknown.

The South African constitution guarantees freedom of the press and other media, freedom of information, and freedom of expression, among other guarantees. However, it also includes constraints, and freedom does not extend to “propaganda for war; incitement of imminent violence; or advocacy of hatred that is based on race, ethnicity, gender, or religion and that

---

The judiciary in South Africa is independent and has issued a few rulings protecting freedom of expression online in recent years. Libel is not a criminal offense, though civil laws can be applied to online content, and criminal law has been invoked on at least one occasion to prosecute against injurious material.

Current threats to the traditional media in South Africa may have an impact on the internet sphere. Most notably, the Protection of State Information Bill (POSIB)—passed by the lower house of parliament in late 2011 and the upper house in November 2012—imposes sentences on journalists of up to 25 years for reporting on classified information. An amended version that marginally narrowed the definition of “national security” was approved by the National Assembly in April 2013 and was awaiting the president’s signature in May 2013. Once signed into law, the bill is expected to have a chilling effect on the media as well as on internet users who could face sentences of up to ten years in prison for intentionally accessing classified South African state information on whistleblower websites. Opponents vowed to challenge the bill at the Constitutional Court before it is signed into law.

Concerning restrictions on anonymous communication, another piece of legislation—the Regulation of Interception of Communications and Provision of Communication-Related Information Act of 2002 (RICA), in force since 2005—requires mobile subscribers to provide national identification numbers, copies of national identification documents, and proof of a physical address to service providers. An identification number is legally required for any SIM card purchase, and those in possession of an unregistered SIM card are required to register with proof of residence and an identity document. As many people in South Africa do not live in formal housing, this can be an obstacle to mobile phone usage. RICA also requires ISPs to retain customer data for an undetermined period of time and bans any internet system that cannot be monitored, though under the Electronic Communications and Transactions Act of 2002 (ECTA), ISPs do not have an obligation to monitor communications on their network.

While RICA obligates ISPs to send questionable communications to a designated interception center, it also explicitly prohibits the interception of communications, except with permission from a judge designated to rule on the practice. This is based on the Criminal Procedures Act, which allows law enforcement agencies to apply to a high court judge or regional court magistrate for mobile phone records or the location of a cell phone. RICA also requires judicial oversight and

---


includes guidelines for judges to establish whether the interception is justified in terms of proportionality and narrowly defined standards.

Despite explicit legislative provisions, an investigative report by the Mail and Guardian in 2011 found that “[s]tate intelligence agencies can—and do—access citizens’ private communications illegally,” and that “it is a common occurrence, especially in police crime intelligence.”\(^{38}\) According to the news report, the government conducts bulk surveillance of mobile phone conversations, SMS messages, and e-mails through the National Communications Center (NCC)—a government agency that houses interception facilities and operates outside the boundaries of the law because it targets “foreign signals intelligence,”\(^{39}\) which is not considered under the purview of RICA.\(^{40}\) According to other reports, the NCC has the technical capability and staffing to monitor both SMS and voice traffic originating outside South Africa.\(^{41}\) Calls from foreign countries to recipients in South Africa can ostensibly be monitored for certain keywords; the NCC then intercepts and records flagged conversations. While most interceptions involve reasonable national security concerns, such as terrorism or assassination plots, the system also allows the NCC to record South African citizens’ conversations without a warrant and is subject to abuse without sufficient oversight mechanisms.\(^{42}\)

To address the concern that the NCC operates without a legislative mandate, the South African government proposed the General Intelligence Laws Amendment Bill (GILAB) in 2011 with the aim of regulating the NCC’s activities and legalizing the monitoring and interception of foreign signals intelligence.\(^{43}\) Known as the so-called “Spy Bill,” the 2011 version of GILAB allowed for any electronic communications originating from or passing through a foreign server—such as e-mails on international platforms, Facebook, Twitter, and Voice over IP applications—to be tapped without a warrant.\(^{44}\) Civil society groups voiced deep concern over the bill’s “vast unchecked powers” and its infringement on constitutional rights.\(^{45}\) Signed into law in July 2013,\(^{46}\) a revised version of GILAB avoided concerns over the interception of foreign signals intelligence by excluding mention of it altogether, thus leaving its legalization open to vague interpretation.

---


\(^{39}\) “Foreign signals intelligence” is defined as: “Intelligence derived from the interception of electromagnetic, acoustic and other signals, including the equipment that produces such signals, and includes any communication that emanates from outside the borders of the Republic, or passes through or ends in the Republic.” General Intelligence Laws Amendment Bill, Government Gazette No. 34747 of 11 November 2011, http://www.info.gov.za/view/DownloadFileAction?id=156569.


\(^{42}\) Mosheshoe Monare, “Every Call You Take.”.


Nevertheless, concerns over the authorities’ ability to illegally intercept private communications were further heightened in April 2013 when research conducted by Citizen Lab revealed that two FinFisher command and control servers were discovered on the partially state-owned Telkom network in South Africa. Such servers are used to harvest data and user information such as “screenshots, keylogger data, audio from Skype calls, passwords and more” collected by the spyware suite. While Citizen Lab also found evidence of FinFisher being deployed by the authorities in Ethiopia and used against political dissidents in Bahrain, the extent to which FinFisher has been implemented in South Africa and by what entities was unknown as of mid-2013. Neither Telkom nor government agencies responded to inquiries regarding the Citizen Lab findings when approached by reporters in May 2013.

Meanwhile, ECTA provides for the creation of “cyber inspectors” who are given the responsibility of monitoring and inspecting websites and information systems in the public domain for unlawful activities. No inspectors have been appointed since ECTA’s enactment over a decade ago, though in November 2012, the Department of Communications announced that it would soon begin implementing the ECTA provision and appointing cyber inspectors to crackdown against cybercrime. The inspectors are to be trained to “inspect and confiscate computers, determine whether individuals have met the relevant registration provisions, as well as search the internet for evidence of ‘criminal actions.” In addition, the inspectors are not required to have any particular qualifications, and some analysts worry about the potential infringement on individuals’ or companies’ rights to privacy, though any search and seizure activities do require a warrant.

There have been no reports of extralegal intimidation targeting online journalists, bloggers, or other digital technology users by state authorities or any other actor. In addition, politically-motivated hacking attacks are not significant; however, South African government websites, including the police website, have been hacked from actors outside South Africa a number of times this past year, and some remain unfixed. Meanwhile, spam and malware remain a significant problem in South Africa.

---

49 Morgan Marquis-Boire et al., “For Their Eyes Only.”
The Constitutional Court dismantled the infamous “Internet real-name system,” preventing most websites from collecting ID numbers, though mobile providers still require them (see Violations of User Rights).

Political campaigns effectively used ICTs in 2012 after restrictions on online electioneering were lifted in 2011 (see Limits on Content).

Positive developments were offset when prosecutors said intelligence agents manipulated online content under false IDs to influence the presidential election, a first for South Korea (see Limits on Content).

In January 2013, outgoing President Lee Myung-bak pardoned a former head media regulator convicted of accepting KRW 800 million in bribes (see Obstacles to Access).

Lawmaker Roh Hoe-chan lost his National Assembly seat after the Supreme Court convicted him of posting official secrets online, though the “secrets,” which exposed political corruption, were already in the public domain (see Violations of User Rights).

**Key Developments: May 2012 – April 2013**

- The Constitutional Court dismantled the infamous “Internet real-name system,” preventing most websites from collecting ID numbers, though mobile providers still require them (see Violations of User Rights).
- Political campaigns effectively used ICTs in 2012 after restrictions on online electioneering were lifted in 2011 (see Limits on Content).
- Positive developments were offset when prosecutors said intelligence agents manipulated online content under false IDs to influence the presidential election, a first for South Korea (see Limits on Content).
- In January 2013, outgoing President Lee Myung-bak pardoned a former head media regulator convicted of accepting KRW 800 million in bribes (see Obstacles to Access).
- Lawmaker Roh Hoe-chan lost his National Assembly seat after the Supreme Court convicted him of posting official secrets online, though the “secrets,” which exposed political corruption, were already in the public domain (see Violations of User Rights).
INTRODUCTION

South Korea is one of the most wired countries in the world, as well as a vibrant fledgling democracy. However, recent years have been marked by sophisticated policing of the online environment. The UN Special Rapporteur on Freedom of Expression, international journalists, and human rights groups voiced concerns that the space for free expression in the country has diminished since 2008, after the government sought to contain public demonstrations.1

Developments in 2012 and 2013, nevertheless, showcased a range of democratic checks and balances partially offsetting the negative trend. In August 2012, the Constitutional Court declared 44(5) of the Information and Communications Network Act—requiring users to verify their real names before posting comments on major domestic websites—unconstitutional, although other laws mandating real-name registration in specific circumstances remain in place.2 Both parliamentary and presidential elections took place in 2012, in April and December, respectively. In past years, online campaigning was restricted in advance of polls, but another landmark Constitutional Court ruling in December 2011 re-interpreted election laws to allow online and social media campaigns throughout the year.3 Nevertheless, these positive developments have a possible flip-side. A scandal broke out a week before the presidential race involving intelligence agents and their alleged manipulation of online content during the campaign period.4

At the end of his term in office, outgoing President Lee Myung-bak issued dozens of pardons to political allies charged with corruption, including the former chairman of the regulatory Korea Communications Commission (KCC). Park Geun-hye replaced Lee as head of state in February 2013, having led Lee’s conservative Grand National (Hannara) Party to win a majority of seats in the April 2012 National Assembly election under a new name, the New Frontier (Saenuri) Party. Park appointed a close aide as the new KCC chairman, perpetuating the impression that the supposedly independent regulator is under the president’s direct control.5

---


3 The National Election Commission formerly applied legal provisions banning the display and election-related paraphernalia for 180 days before elections to online content, with penalties of up to 2 years’ imprisonment or a fine of up to KRW 4 million (US$3,500). See, Yeon-Ok Lee & Han Woo Park, “E-Campaigning Versus the Public Official Election Act in South Korea: Causes, Consequences and Implications of Cyber-Exile,” Aslib Proceedings 65(4), 2013, 388–405.


In another negative development, opposition lawmaker Roh Hoe-chan lost his seat in the National Assembly after the Supreme Court convicted him of publishing online the full names of seven prosecutors implicated in wiretapped conversations exposing political corruption in August 2005, although the content was already in the public domain. Roh discussed the names in public before posting them on his blog, but the sanction was only for their online publication.6

Political tensions with North Korea are a significant motivation for online restrictions, and the government said it had traced a series of high-profile March 2013 cyber-attacks on major institutions to Pyongyang, the capital of the communist North. A handful of prosecutions against users who post pro-North Korean content online are ongoing.7 One Twitter user, for example, is appealing a November 2012 suspended 10 month prison term for reposting tweets from North Korea in 2011.

### OBSTACLES TO ACCESS

South Korea is one of the most wired countries in the world, for both usage and connection speed. Approximately 84 percent of South Koreans used the internet in 2012.8 Counting access via mobile phones, televisions, and game consoles, an estimated 97 percent of households had access as of June 2012.9

Several factors have contributed to the country’s high degree of connectivity. First, high-speed access is relatively affordable. Most residences have connections capable of reaching 100 Mbps for under KRW 30,000 ($26) per month.10 Second, the population is densely concentrated in urban areas. Roughly 70 percent of South Koreans live in cities dominated by high-rise apartment buildings that can easily be connected to fiber-optic cables.11 Finally, the government has implemented programs to expand internet access, including subsidies for low-income groups.12 A series of state-led initiatives have been implemented since the 1990s, including Cyber Korea 21

---
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(1999–2002), the e-Korea Vision 2006 (2002–2006), and the U-Korea Master Plan (2006–2010). Cyber Korea 21 was well received by the Korean public, partly because a foundation of computer-mediated communications had already been laid with a pre-internet, text-based online communication known as PC tongshin (“communication”).

Mobile phone penetration was at 110 percent in 2012—a sign that many users have more than one device. Smartphone users represented 62 percent of all mobile subscribers as of 2012. Wi-Fi coverage has also increased rapidly to accommodate smartphones and tablet computers. Free Wi-Fi services are offered in over 1,000 public spaces across the country, including train stations, airports, libraries, national public hospitals, community centers, and selected tourist spots.

Omnipresent and affordable cybercafés have helped prevent a digital divide in South Korea. Known as PC bang (“rooms”), many offer broadband access for approximately $1 per hour, and also serve as venues for social interaction and online gaming. There is no significant gap in access to ICTs with respect to gender or income level, although differences in computer literacy across generational and professional lines persist.

The telecommunications sector in South Korea is relatively diverse and open to competition, with 118 internet service providers (ISPs) operating as of February 2013. Nevertheless, the market remains dominated by three companies: Korea Telecom (44 percent), SK Telecom (24 percent), and LG Telecom (15 percent). The same firms control equivalent shares of the country’s mobile phone service market, at 31 percent, 50 percent, and 19 percent respectively. All three companies are publicly traded (Korea Telecom was state-owned until privatization in 2002), but they are part of the country’s chaebol—large, family-controlled conglomerates connected to the political elite, often by marriage ties. This has given rise to speculation that favoritism was at play in the privatization process and in the selection of bidders for mobile phone licenses.

The conservative Lee Myung-bak government, which was in power from February 2008 to February 2013, restructured regulatory institutions dealing with ICTs. The ministry of information and communication and the Korean Broadcasting Commission merged to create the KCC in February 2008, tasked with overseeing both telecommunications and broadcasting to improve...
policy coherence. The KCC consists of five commissioners, with the president appointing two (including the chairman) and the National Assembly choosing the remainder. The KCC struggled to earn credibility, as its first chairman Choi See-joong was a close associate of then-President Lee, causing some observers to view the restructuring as a government effort to tighten control over the media and ICT sectors. Lee reappointed Choi as chairman in March 2011 over the objections of opposition lawmakers, who said that Choi’s personnel choices politicized the agency and that his licensing decisions favored conservative-leaning media outlets. In January 2012, Choi resigned after prosecutors began investigating him in connection with several bribery scandals, including allegations that his former aide received nearly KRW 200 million ($175,400) in bribes from the Korea Broadcasting and Art School in return for business favors. Choi was arrested in April 2012 on charges of accepting KRW 800 million ($701,700) from a real estate developer in return for influence peddling. He was sentenced to two and a half years in prison and a fine of KRW 600 million ($526,300) in September 2012. However, Lee issued 55 pardons marking the end of his term in January 2013, including Choi and other political allies.

In March 2013, the new president Park Geun-hye missed an opportunity to distance herself from this history of cronyism, naming her close aide and former four-term lawmaker Lee Kyeong-jae to head the KCC. Park also transferred the KCC’s policy and strategy-related responsibilities to the new Ministry of Science, ICT & Future Planning. The KCC retains its regulatory remit.

South Korean censors blocked or deleted more than 57,000 sites or web pages in 2012, according to official figures. Law professor Park Kyung Sin, himself a member of the commission responsible for censorship, saw his own conviction and fine for re-posting censored content on his personal blog overturned in July 2012, while a Twitter user who criticized the ruling party in 2011 also saw his fine overturned under a revised interpretation of election laws. During the coverage period, these looser rules allowed online campaigning, diversifying discourse and encouraging the growth of online platforms ranging from independent, not-for-profit news outlets to far-right political forums. In a first for South Korea, however, intelligence agents are currently under investigation
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for manipulating political discussion online under false IDs in advance of the December 2012 presidential election.

Although South Korean cyberspace is vibrant and creative, there are a number of restrictions on the free circulation of information and opinions. Technical filtering of websites and social media accounts and the administrative deletion of content are particularly evident. Technical filtering of blacklisted URLs focuses on content produced by, or otherwise sympathetic to, the North Korean regime. A series of tests conducted in 2008 and 2010 by the OpenNet Initiative found that a significant number of websites containing North Korean propaganda or writings promoting reunification of the two Koreas were explicitly and consistently blocked in South Korea.28 The justification provided is that these violate the 1948 National Security Act, which classifies content that “praises, promotes, and glorifies North Korea” as “illegal information.”

Censorship is carried out on the orders of the Korea Communications Standards Commission (KCSC), which was established in 2008 to maintain ethical standards in broadcasting and internet communications. Technically an independent statutory organization, its nine members are appointed by the president.29 Observers criticize its vaguely defined standards and wide discretionary power to determine what information should be censored.30

A KCSC member outlined the censorship process for Freedom House.31 A team of 20 to 30 monitoring officers flag possible offenses, including obscenity, defamation, and threats to national security. Citizens can also submit individual petitions against content they believe has violated their privacy or harmed their reputation, or directly request service providers to temporarily remove the content in question for 30 days, effective immediately, under Article 44(2) of the Information and Communications Network Act. Commissioners meet every two weeks to deliberate over flagged cases—the minutes of which are available on the KCSC website32—and then make recommendations to bulletin board operators or ISPs to implement corrective measures such as deletion or blocking designated URLs. Such recommendations are not legally binding, but noncompliant service providers face potential sanctions under Comprehensive Measures on Internet Information Protection issued by the KCC in 2008, so practically all providers conform. Some service providers and websites institute their own registration or content monitoring policies so as to preempt KCSC intervention, though no comprehensive data about the extent of these voluntary practices is available.

31 Author’s interview with Park Kyung Sin, one of the nine members of the KCSC, April 4, 2013.
32 Available at http://www.kocsc.or.kr/02_infoCenter/Records_List.php [in Korean].
The KCSC publishes quarterly statistics of content filtered or deleted. These figures have shot up since 2008, its first year of operation, when it reported blocking 4,731 websites or pages, and deleting another 6,442. In 2012, it blocked 39,296 websites or pages and deleted 17,827. The trend continued in the first quarter of 2013, when 11,396 items were blocked and 5,717 items were deleted. Offenses cited for the censorship included “encouraging gambling,” “illegitimate food and medicine,” “prostitution and obscenity,” “violating others’ rights,” and “violating other laws and regulations,” the category that encompasses North Korean sympathies.

In 2011, law professor Park Kyung Sin, one of the KCSC’s nine members, challenged the institution’s criteria by posting some censored content—such as non-sexual images of human genitalia—on his personal blog for public discussion. Fellow KCSC members began evaluating his blog for deletion and Park subsequently took the pictures down, but prosecutors indicted him for possible violation of obscenity laws in February 2012. The court fined Park KRW 3 million ($2,630) in July, but a higher court cleared him on appeal in October. The prosecution has appealed to the Supreme Court and the case is currently being heard. Park’s blog is still available, and he continues to advocate publicly for freedom of expression.

Park told Freedom House a major cause for concern is that authors of blocked or deleted content are never notified of the commission’s decision, nor given an opportunity to defend their right to publish. While they can challenge the commission directly if they learn about a ruling, there is no independent avenue for appeal. This allows the KCSC to make politically, socially, and culturally motivated judgments, often lacking legal grounds. In many cases, the KCSC blocks entire blogs, though only a small portion of posts are considered to be problematic. All this has contributed to an atmosphere of self-censorship, particularly on topics related to North Korea.
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33 Available at http://www.kosco.or.kr/02_infoCenter/info_Communication_List.php [in Korean].
34 3,816 for “encouraging gambling,” 549 for “disturbing social order,” and 366 for “obscenity.”
35 3,238 for “disturbing social order,” 1,460 for “obscenity,” 1,201 for “violating others’ rights,” 424 for “violence, cruelty and hatred,” and 119 for “encouraging gambling.”
36 Among those blocked, 18,971 were for “encouraging gambling,” 13,065 for “illegitimate food and medicine,” 5,600 for “prostitution and obscenity,” 962 for “violating others’ rights,” and 698 for “violating other laws and regulations.” Among those deleted, 6,908 were for “illegitimate food and medicine,” 5,481 for “prostitution and obscenity,” 3,910 for “violating other laws and regulations,” 920 for “encouraging gambling,” and 608 for “violating others’ rights.”
37 Among those blocked, 6,621 were for “encouraging gambling,” 2,875 for “illegitimate food and medicine,” 1,179 for “prostitution and obscenity,” 412 for “violating other laws and regulations,” and 309 for “violating others’ rights.” Among those deleted, 2,464 were for “violating other laws and regulations,” 1,665 for “illegitimate food and medicine,” 902 for “prostitution and obscenity,” 377 for “violating others’ rights,” and 309 for “encouraging gambling.”
41 K.S. Park’s Writings (blog), http://blog.naver.com/kyungsinpark.
In 2011, the KCSC sought to expand the scope of censorship to social networking sites, mobile phone applications, and podcasts. The commission created a team to systematically monitor social media and communication apps, such as Twitter and Facebook, for violations. Since selectively deleting posts is more challenging on social media than from static websites and blogs, the KCSC warns users to voluntarily delete posts containing false or harmful information. If they refuse, the commission can ask ISPs to block other users from accessing the disputed account altogether.

They sometimes lack tolerance for government criticism. In May 2011, the KCSC ordered the blocking of Twitter account “@2MB18nomA,” consisting of former President Lee’s nickname “2MB” and a phonetic reference to a common Korean curse word. After the KCSC rejected an appeal challenging the block, the user turned to the Seoul Administrative Court, but lost his case in May 2012. He was also fined KRW one million ($877) for violating the election law through tweets posted in May 2011 criticizing the ruling party. That decision was overturned, however, when he successfully appealed in March 2012.

That success was the result of a change in restrictions on online expression surrounding elections in South Korea, which observers have criticized as more stringent than in other democracies. Article 93(1) of the Public Official Election Act, adopted to ensure fair electoral competition, prohibits individual voters from distributing or displaying “an advertisement, letter of greeting, poster, photograph, document, drawing, printed matter, audio tape, video tape, or the like” during the 180 days prior to election day if it contains an endorsement of or opposition to a candidate or a political party. The National Election Commission (NEC) has historically applied this to blog posts, user comments on news websites, and user-generated content in social media, and could demand that websites or blog-hosting services remove such postings. However, the Constitutional Court ruled that interpretation was unconstitutional in December 2011. The NEC allowed online campaigning as of January 13, 2012.

---


47 Lee and Park, “E-Campaigning Versus the Public Official Election Act.”


Perhaps the most troubling development stemming from this change came the following year when lawmakers revealed a National Intelligence Service (NIS) agent had published online comments under some 40 different IDs in an effort to influence the December 2012 presidential election. In March 2013, the main opposition party claimed that this manipulation extended to many more NIS agents and implicated NIS Director Won Sei-hoon. In June 2013, Won was indicted on charges of interfering in the election. The prosecution said he also attempted to influence earlier elections in favor of the ruling conservative party.

While the overall media environment is partly restricted, South Koreans continue to enthusiastically embrace online technology for civic engagement and political mobilization. In early 2012, journalists launched a series of strikes against government interference and censorship for the first time since the country’s transition to democratic rule in 1987. Born out of this was a variety of alternative and activist media outlets on the internet. The most thriving example is Newstapa, a user-funded investigative journalism platform, which reported over 28,000 regular donors and almost six million views of its YouTube content in April 2013. Filmmakers have also successfully solicited funding via social media for socially conscious films, such as “26 Years,” about the military crackdown on a democratic uprising in the southwestern city of Gwangju in 1980—which topped the box office in November 2012—and “Another Family,” which documents poor working conditions in Samsung semiconductor factories, and is due for release in late 2013.

The year’s most positive development for ICT users came in August 2012, when the Constitutional Court ruled South Korea’s historically stringent internet real-name registration requirements violated the constitution. Website administrators are now banned from collecting national identification numbers, except where doing so is mandated by another law such as the Public Official Election Act and the Children and Youth Protection Act. It is not clear whether the court’s ruling will also apply to mobile service providers, who still register customers and provided personal information to law enforcement agencies on 395,061 occasions in the first half of 2012, according to official statistics. As in past years, internet users were prosecuted for online activity. Twitter user Park Jung-geun is appealing a November 2012 suspended sentence for re-posting

VIOLATIONS OF USER RIGHTS

The year’s most positive development for ICT users came in August 2012, when the Constitutional Court ruled South Korea’s historically stringent internet real-name registration requirements violated the constitution. Website administrators are now banned from collecting national identification numbers, except where doing so is mandated by another law such as the Public Official Election Act and the Children and Youth Protection Act. It is not clear whether the court’s ruling will also apply to mobile service providers, who still register customers and provided personal information to law enforcement agencies on 395,061 occasions in the first half of 2012, according to official statistics. As in past years, internet users were prosecuted for online activity. Twitter user Park Jung-geun is appealing a November 2012 suspended sentence for re-posting
content from a North Korean Twitter account, and lawmaker Roh Hoe-chan was ousted in 2013 following a criminal conviction for exposing political corruption online. Another continuing trend was extensive cyber-attacks that crippled broadcast agencies and financial institutions, exposing millions of subscribers to possible fraud.

The South Korean constitution guarantees freedom of speech, the press, assembly, and association to all citizens, but it also enables restrictions by stating that “neither speech nor the press may violate the honor or rights of other persons nor undermine public morale or social ethics.” South Korea has an independent judiciary and a national human rights commission that have made decisions upholding freedom of expression. Nonetheless, the continued prosecution of internet users for online activities has generated a chilling effect and international criticism.56

Several laws restrict freedom of expression in traditional media, as well as online. The 1948 National Security Act allows prison sentences of up to seven years for praising or expressing sympathy with the North Korean regime. In April 2010, the Ministry of Unification issued a notice reminding citizens that the 1990 Act on Exchanges and Collaboration Between South and North Korea applies to online communications as well as offline,57 and that any visit to websites or pages maintained by people of North Korea must be reported to the government in advance.58 Anyone failing to do so faces a fine of up to KRW 1 million ($878).

National security prosecutions against individuals expressing North Korean sympathies increased while the previous conservative government was in power. Those stemming from online communications rose from 5 in 2008 to 82 in 2010, a trend which looks set to continue.59 In September 2011, police raided the studio of photographer Park Jung-geun after he retweeted posts from a North Korean Twitter account (@uriminzok).60 Park said his reposts made fun of the regime. Nevertheless, police interrogated him five times and in January 2012, jailed him for one month before releasing him on bail. A court sentenced him to a suspended 10-month prison term in November 2012, and he is currently appealing his conviction in a higher court.61

56 La Rue, “Full Text of Press Statement.”
58 Such reports are to be made through an online system at http://www.tongtong.go.kr/.
More prosecutions could result from a cyber-attack allegedly orchestrated by the transnational hacking collective Anonymous, who released details of over 15,000 subscribers of North Korean government websites and social media accounts in April 2013. South Korean law enforcement agencies used the data to investigate citizens violating South Korean law, but many of the subscribers used false names, news reports said.\(^6^2\)

Within South Korea, such pseudonymous registration has been compromised by the infamous “internet real-name system” adopted in 2004 as part of an amendment to the Public Official Election Act.\(^6^3\) Users were required to verify their identities by submitting their Resident Registration Numbers (RRNs) to join and contribute to web portals and other major sites. An RRN is a 13-digit number uniquely assigned to a Korean citizen at birth. In 2007, the real-name system was expanded to apply to any website with more than 100,000 visitors per day under Article 44(5) of the Information and Communications Network Act.

Beyond its chilling effect for online expression, the risk of such widespread real-name registration became evident in July 2011 when a cyberattack, allegedly originating from China, targeted the popular portal Nate and its social networking service Cyworld. The hackers reportedly stole the personal details of 35 million users, equivalent to 70 percent of the country’s total population. The stolen data included users’ real names, passwords, RRNs, mobile phone numbers, and e-mail addresses. The portal’s parent company, SK Communications, said RRNs and passwords were encrypted,\(^6^4\) but the incident renewed public concern about internet users’ right to privacy.\(^6^5\)

In August 2012 the Constitutional Court ruled against the internet real-name system, citing vulnerability to cyberattacks, among other factors.\(^6^6\) As of February 18, 2013, website administrators are prohibited from collecting users’ RRNs, and required to destroy those already on record by 2014.\(^6^7\) Although much welcomed, this ruling does not entirely abolish real-name registration. The recently amended Children and Youth Protection Act, for example, enhanced the requirements for online identity verification from September 2012 to protect young people online (RRNs contain digits from the user’s birth date that reveal their age).\(^6^8\) Some companies use other methods for linking users’ identities to their online profiles, and the KCC is also exploring registration options beyond RRNs, such as Internet Personal Identification Numbers (i-PINs),
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\(^{63}\) The amendment became Article 82, Provision 6.


authenticated certificates, and SMS verification. In the meantime, mobile service providers still require users to provide their RRNs.

Service providers are expected to make individual users’ personal information available on request to investigative agencies, including police, prosecutors, and the National Intelligence Service, under Article 83(3) of the Telecommunications Business Act. According to KCC statistics, mobile phone operators fulfilled 395,061 such requests in the first half of 2012, a 21 percent increase over the number they executed during the same period in 2011. The KCC has not published more recent data.

Defamation, including written libel and spoken slander, is a criminal offense in South Korea punishable by up to five years’ imprisonment or a fine of up to KRW 10 million ($8,800), whether the contested statement is true or not; insults are punishable by a maximum KRW 2 million ($1,751) fine or a prison sentence of up to one year. Defamation committed via ICTs draws even heavier penalties—seven years in prison or fines of up to KRW 50 million ($43,900)—under the 2005 Information and Communications Network Act, which cites the faster speed and wider audience of online communication as a basis for the harsher sentencing.

In February 2013, Roh Hoe-chan, a lawmaker from a minor opposition party, lost his seat in the National Assembly after being convicted in the Supreme Court for publishing wiretapped conversations online in 2005 in violation of the 1993 Protection of Communications Secrets Act. The conversations, illegally recorded by intelligence agents in the 1990s, documented representatives of The Samsung Group paying regular bribes to prosecutors, politicians, and presidential candidates. The Supreme Court explained its ruling against Roh by stating, “the internet delivers unfiltered information to the public, while the media select what to publish with responsibility.” Observers noted that the conviction appeared to have been pushed through in advance of pending revisions to the 1993 Act, which may have led to a different outcome.

A copyright law that restricts file sharing was passed in May 2009 and came into effect two months later. Often referred to as the “three strikes rule,” it allows the Minister of Culture, Sports and Tourism, acting through the Korean Copyright Commission, to shut down an entire online bulletin board after a third warning to take down pirated content. Within a year, the ministry had issued
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over 450 warnings and disabled 11 accounts for sharing copyrighted materials. Internet companies and civil liberties advocates say the law threatens fair use and free expression.

There have been no reports of physical violence against online users. Technical violence is more common. A notable increase in such technical disruptions in the past two years has highlighted vulnerabilities in the country’s ICT infrastructure. Reported violations of electronic data tripled between 2010 and 2012 from 54,832 incidents to 166,801, according to official figures. Whether politically or financially motivated, these breaches affect a significant proportion of the population, yet ordinary users are barely protected or compensated.

Major incidents during the coverage period include a massive cyberattack against three major South Korean banks and the country’s two largest broadcasters on March 20, 2013. The government announced on April 10 that it had traced the attacks to six computers in North Korea, concluding that the military intelligence agency in Pyongyang was responsible. In May 2012, the state-run educational TV station EBS, reported hackers had accessed personal data belonging to more than four million of its website subscribers, and one of the three telecommunication companies, KT, estimated 8.8 million of its customers’ personal information was stolen between February and July.

---

SRI LANKA

The cabinet expanded the application of the Press Council Act to digital media, introducing operation fees and the threat of prosecution for website owners (see **LIMITS ON CONTENT**).

Police briefly detained nine staff from two news websites; one of their colleagues survived an apparent abduction attempt (see **VIOLATIONS OF USER RIGHTS**).

Select ISPs blocked three domestic Tamil-language news sites that documented anti-land grab protests (see **LIMITS ON CONTENT**).

The exile-run *TamilNet* news website—blocked since 2007—withstanding cyberattacks that tried to force it offline (see **VIOLATIONS OF USER RIGHTS**).

Social media sites spreading anti-Muslim rumors and hate speech attracted thousands of supporters, including top officials (see **LIMITS ON CONTENT**).

### Key Developments: May 2012 – April 2013

- The cabinet expanded the application of the Press Council Act to digital media, introducing operation fees and the threat of prosecution for website owners (see **LIMITS ON CONTENT**).
- Police briefly detained nine staff from two news websites; one of their colleagues survived an apparent abduction attempt (see **VIOLATIONS OF USER RIGHTS**).
- Select ISPs blocked three domestic Tamil-language news sites that documented anti-land grab protests (see **LIMITS ON CONTENT**).
- The exile-run *TamilNet* news website—blocked since 2007—withstanding cyberattacks that tried to force it offline (see **VIOLATIONS OF USER RIGHTS**).
- Social media sites spreading anti-Muslim rumors and hate speech attracted thousands of supporters, including top officials (see **LIMITS ON CONTENT**).
Increasing internet penetration in Sri Lanka has encouraged the development of news websites, and more users are leveraging social media for socioeconomic and political activism. Yet the government’s efforts to regulate and punish dissenting views have undermined the internet’s empowering impact.

Since coming into power in 2005, the ruling United People’s Freedom Alliance (UPFA) has pursued an ambitious ICT policy to improve internet access and digital literacy through developments like the e-Sri Lanka project initiated in 2002. However, civil conflict with the Liberation Tigers of Tamil Eelam (LTTE)—which ended in May 2009—hindered investment in the information and communication technology (ICT) sector and expansion of the internet across the country. In January 2007, the government made its first attempt to clamp down on internet freedom in response to reportage on the military campaign against the LTTE and civilian casualties.

Content restrictions continued post-war. In 2012, a handful of Tamil news websites were blocked and the administration extended a draconian act governing traditional news outlets to online media, undercutting the government’s own recognition of the role of ICTs in promoting access to information. Website owners can challenge censorship at the Supreme Court, but one such petition was rejected out of hand in May 2012. Meanwhile, officials from the highest ranks of government openly harassed their critics. Nine website staffers were detained on charges that proved to be spurious, while a journalist working for one of the same platforms narrowly avoided an apparent abduction attempt. He had reason for concern. Another web journalist, Prageeth Ekneligoda, has been missing since 2010, when colleagues believe he was abducted by government agents.

Suppressing opposition is a hallmark of the UPFA government’s offline policies, too. In 2013, parliament defied the Supreme Court to dismiss Chief Justice Shirani Bandaranayake for alleged financial misconduct after she blocked passage of an economic development bill involving one of President Mahinda Rajapaksa’s brothers. Sri Lanka rejected 98 out of 210 recommendations from states participating in the United Nations Human Rights Council’s Universal Periodic Review of its human rights practices in November 2012, breaking a record for belligerence—no other participating country has rejected more than 95. Disregarded recommendations included ensuring a climate in which “all citizens are able to freely express their opinions and beliefs, without fear of reprisal or retribution;” undertaking measures to allow “access to public information, in particular on alleged violations of human rights;” and one to “refrain from restricting access to and banning websites.”

---

Eighteen percent of the population had internet access in 2012, as an expanding economic sector and growing youth population drove demand for online services. Government expenditure and private investment in ICTs have led to the implementation of several projects for the development of an island-wide telecommunications infrastructure. In July 2011, the Telecommunications Regulatory Commission (TRC) announced plans to establish Wi-Fi zones in schools, government buildings and public transport areas to expand access. A few reports in 2012 indicate some Wi-Fi zones are now available at railway stations and other public areas.

Internet connectivity has become more affordable in the past two years with the cheapest broadband connections priced at just under $5 a month. Internet service providers (ISPs) lowered monthly rates in 2011 to combat the high market price and low computer ownership that has limited Sri Lanka’s broadband penetration. In January 2013, telecom operators welcomed a move by the TRC to reduce a tax on broadband internet access by 50 percent. This has resulted in lower monthly bills for internet subscribers and an increased customer base.

The two largest ISPs are Dialog Axiata and Sri Lanka Telecom (SLT). SLT commands more than 50 percent of the market, and a majority of its shares is owned by the state; it also has the largest fiber-optic national backbone. While the broadband market is competitive, there is no legal requirement for SLT to sell backbone access to its competitors. In contrast, Dialog Axiata has allowed wholesale access to its backbone network.

Sri Lanka’s mobile penetration was nearly 96 percent in 2012. Mobile broadband connections are increasingly popular, with monthly subscriptions as low as $3 a month, and the availability of pre-hotspots.
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paid one-time access packages. However, the high cost of internet-capable handsets hinders mobile broadband penetration.\textsuperscript{15}

With over 7.5 million subscribers,\textsuperscript{16} Dialog Axiata is also the largest mobile service provider. Etisalat is the second largest, with 4.2 million customers,\textsuperscript{17} followed by SLT subsidiary Mobitel with 3.8 million and Airtel-Bharti Lanka with 1.8 million.\textsuperscript{18} Hutchison Telecommunications’ client base is under one million.\textsuperscript{19} In January 2013, Dialog Axiata introduced the country’s first commercial 4G LTE broadband service.\textsuperscript{20} Other than Mobitel, which announced the launch of its 4G LTE network immediately after Dialog,\textsuperscript{21} other providers have yet to introduce 4G LTE services.\textsuperscript{22}

Low digital literacy represents a major barrier to ICT use. Although Sri Lanka’s literacy rate is approximately 91 percent,\textsuperscript{23} only 20 percent of the population knows how to use a computer on their own.\textsuperscript{24} Digital literacy is lower in rural areas where the high cost of personal computers limits access for lower-income families, schools with digital facilities lack corresponding literacy programs, and software is often incompatible with the Sinhala and Tamil languages. As part of the e-Sri Lanka project, the government’s Information Communication Technology Agency has sought to address this imbalance, establishing rural community centers to promote ICT access and services.\textsuperscript{25} The government also reported computer acquisition rates increasing faster in rural than in urban areas between 2005 and 2009.\textsuperscript{26} Notwithstanding significant progress in building infrastructure and implementing important e-governance projects like the Government Information Centre, local journalists have criticized certain aspects of the development, saying high-value contracts were awarded based on cronyism, while some facilities complained of faulty equipment.\textsuperscript{27}

There were no recent reports of large-scale interruptions to connectivity during the coverage period of this report, although they have occurred in the past. SLT temporarily severed internet and 8,000 mobile phone connections in the predominantly Tamil-speaking north and east in 2007.

\textsuperscript{21} “Sri Lanka Mobitel Launches 4G-LTE.”
then center of the conflict with the LTTE, and still a militarized zone.\textsuperscript{28} The war also caused severe lags in infrastructure development for the northern and eastern provinces. Since its conclusion, the government has made up some of this ground, thereby boosting the regions’ economic growth. The process of development, however, has been criticized for causing issues with respect to land ownership that threaten to further marginalize the local Tamil community.\textsuperscript{29}

As a national regulatory body, the TRC’s actions lack transparency and independence.\textsuperscript{30} Under the Eighteenth Amendment of the Constitution ratified in 2011—which removed term limits to the executive presidency—the president can appoint the heads and members of all commissions, subverting legislative guarantees for the independence of the TRC and other statutory institutions.\textsuperscript{31} Rajapaksa cemented control of the TRC by appointing his permanent secretary as its chairman.\textsuperscript{32} The TRC’s interventions to restrict online content and pronouncements on strengthening online regulation have been partisan, extralegal, and repressive.\textsuperscript{33}

### LIMITS ON CONTENT

In 2012, the government restricted content supporting its political opposition, instructing ISPs to block a handful of Tamil news websites. Broader online news reporting also came under heightened limitations. The cabinet amended a punitive Press Council Act to regulate online as well as traditional news media, imposing costly registration and maintenance fees on website owners and leaving them liable to prosecution for content violations. Anti-Muslim hate speech spread on social media, apparently with the backing of top leaders, and has prompted violent attacks.

Local and international freedom of expression groups have documented dozens of websites blocked at different times in Sri Lanka since 2007, though the interventions lack a legal framework or judicial oversight.\textsuperscript{34} Implementation is not properly coordinated or comprehensive, with some targeted websites available at times on one or more ISPs and at other times completely inaccessible. Officials cite ill-defined national security measures to legitimize these measures, though websites have been blacklisted for content including human rights issues, government accountability, corruption and political violence. Censors have targeted the political opposition and independent news, including Tamil websites, sites run by Sri Lankans in exile, and citizen journalism platforms, though usually without acknowledging a political motive. The government also restricts access to

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{itemize}
  \item \textsuperscript{30} Under the Telecommunications Act No. 21 of 1994, the Minister of Telecommunications and Information Technology has sole discretion in issuing licenses and imposition of license conditions based on the recommendations of the TRC.
  \item \textsuperscript{31} “Eighteenth Amendment to the Constitution,” October 2010, \url{http://www.priu.gov.lk/Consl1978Constitution/18th%20Amendment%20To%20Sri%20Lanka%20Constitution%20[2].pdf}.
  \item \textsuperscript{32} Democratic Socialist Republic of Sri Lanka, “Statutory Institutions and Ministries under the Executive President,” accessed July 2013, \url{http://www.president.gov.lk/about_presidency.php}.
  \item \textsuperscript{34} Centre for Policy Alternatives, “Chapter 4: Restriction of Content on the Internet” in \textit{Freedom of Expression on the Internet}, (November 2011), \url{http://www.scribd.com/doc/73393066/Freedom-of-Expression-on-the-Internet-in-Sri-Lanka}.
\end{itemize}
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pornographic websites, and police sought to ban access to pornography on mobile phones in 2009.35

In 2011, the government announced plans to introduce more comprehensive legislation to control internet use, including the use of Facebook, ostensibly to crackdown on child abuse online.36 As of mid-2013, none had been put forward, and officials rely on vague directives to control content. In 2011, for example, the ministry of mass media and information introduced a registration policy for websites carrying ill-defined “content relating to Sri Lanka or the people of Sri Lanka,”37 a move unsupported by law which could potentially be used to hold owners responsible for information posted by users. Local news outlets reported in early 2012 that the ministry had rejected over 50 registrations due to “false and incomplete” registration details, though how they assessed the veracity and which websites were affected remains unclear.38 And in March 2012, the defense ministry’s Media Centre for National Security directed news organizations to submit SMS news alerts containing content related to “national security and security forces” for prior approval,39 shortly after coverage of the killing of three soldiers in the northern province.40 The Centre did not outline a legal basis for the directive; SMS news alerts continue to be disseminated by news operators, but there has been a noticeable lack of coverage of military issues.

Under the current system, state officials monitor websites for sensitive political content and direct the TRC to blacklist them, which in turn requests ISPs to block access. They are compelled to comply: Under the country’s telecommunications act, ISPs must apply to the ministry for mass media and information for a license, according to specifications laid out by the TRC, who can make recommendations regarding whether or not a license is granted; the ministry can also impose conditions on a license, requiring the provider to address any matter considered “requisite or expedient to achieving” TRC objectives.41 It is not clear if the TRC can impose other financial or legal penalties on telecommunications companies. To date, however, no company is known to have challenged its requests or sought judicial oversight.

It is not clear whether the government has resources to implement deep-packet inspection (DPI) that would enable real time filtering and other, more sophisticated censorship methods. In 2010, local news reports said IT military intelligence experts from China—where such methods are well-established—were assisting the government in blocking “offensive” websites.42 Despite anecdotal
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reports that some Sri Lankan telecoms have DPI capabilities to enhance mobile data services, however, there is no evidence they have been used to censor content.

ISPs periodically blocked sites hosted both in and outside the country in 2012. In June, Dialog and SLT blocked at least three domestic Tamil-language news websites without advance warning or justification. The sites had reported on protests organized by the Tamil National Alliance, a coalition of Tamil political parties, against alleged government-orchestrated land grabs in the north and east. Without official notification of the reason for the blocks, it was not possible to confirm whether they came in reprisal for those reports. The exile-run news website TamilNet has been blocked since 2007 for its support of Tamil rebels. Local internet users reported it was patchily accessible through some fixed-line and mobile broadband networks during that time.

In July 2012, the ministry of mass media announced that it would “close down” all websites “engaged in mudslinging campaigns targeting politicians and other individuals.” Rather than acting against individual sites, however, the ministry directed the cabinet to amend the notorious Press Council Act No.5 of 1973, making news websites subject to the same draconian content regulation as traditional media. The act prohibits the publication of profanity, obscenity, “false” information about the government or fiscal policy, and official secrets. It also allows the president-appointed Council to impose punitive measures on the violators of its provisions, including possible prosecution. The legislation had lain dormant under previous administrations until President Rajapaksa reactivated it after the end of the war in June 2009. Strenuous objections from the international freedom of expression community failed to prevent the government extending the restrictions to digital media. The amendment instituted a hefty registration fee of LKR 100,000 ($790), plus an annual renewal fee of LKR 50,000 ($395), costs which threaten to inhibit the emergence of new websites and force existing ones out of operation. It failed to define what constitutes “news,” providing leeway for authorities to scrutinize a wider range of online platforms like blogs or social media.

There is no independent body in Sri Lanka content providers can turn to if they are censored. Instead, they must file a fundamental rights application with the Supreme Court to challenge blocking or other restrictions. Lack of trust in the country’s politicized judiciary and fear of
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retaliatory measures represent significant obstacles for the petitioner. In December 2011, one settled out of court, agreeing to several TRC conditions—such as removing links to blocked content—in return for restored access.

The absence of clear laws and conflicting official statements also complicate the process of launching legal challenges. In November 2011, officials acknowledged blocking at least five locally-hosted news websites, including the Sri Lanka Mirror and Lanka-E-News, citing concerns about defamation in the wake of stories about corruption and human rights violations that implicated high-ranking officials. One official accused the sites of publishing “character assassinations” of the president, while another said they were blocked for failing to register with the media ministry. Members of the local Free Media Movement brought a fundamental rights petition challenging the ministry’s grounds for blocking unregistered sites—which has no legal basis—but the Supreme Court rejected it in May 2012.

The government actively encourages self-censorship “on matters that would damage the integrity of the island,” and many mainstream news websites comply, increasing the importance of citizen journalism and exile-run sites to the media landscape. Online platforms of the main state-run newspaper and broadcasting network support the UPFA government. These and official government websites have waged smear campaigns against government critics in the past.

In early 2013, hate speech against the Muslim community spread online when a Sinhala Buddhist extremist group gained a considerable following on social media. Although most of the webpages supporting these groups have since been removed, they were critical of many Muslim practices, some based on unfounded rumor. The group’s violent rhetoric led to the attack of mosques and Muslim-owned businesses, as well as isolated incidents of assault. No legal action was taken
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against the group’s members, and prominent public officials—including the president’s brother, Defense Secretary Gotabhaya Rajapaksa—openly supported them.\(^{59}\)

Despite the restrictions, there are still diverse, accessible sources of information online in English, Sinhala, and Tamil, including on socioeconomic and political issues. Some previously blocked content was available in 2013, including *Colombo Telegraph*, a news and commentary website run by exiled Sri Lankan journalists, which ISPs censored in 2011.\(^{60}\) Citizen media site *Groundviews* and its sister site *Vikalpa* were also operating freely, despite SLT temporarily blocking them for a day in 2011.\(^{61}\) The platforms report on topics that would otherwise not be covered by the mainstream media, provide links to circumvention tools that can be used, and lobbied the United Nations Human Rights Council to address abuses during Sri Lanka’s 2012 Universal Periodic Review.\(^{62}\)

Although online content by Human Rights Watch and Transparency International has been blocked in Sri Lanka in the past when the groups criticized the Rajapaksa administration,\(^ {63}\) websites belonging to international media and human rights groups were freely accessible in 2013. A handful of popular blogs publish political content and dissenting narratives. Authorities have temporarily blocked website domains on blog platforms in the past,\(^ {64}\) but YouTube, Facebook, Twitter and international blog-hosting services were accessible and widely-used for the anonymous or pseudonymous critique of governance, development, and human rights abuses in 2013.

### VIOLATIONS OF USER RIGHTS

Sri Lankan authorities have a poor record of abusing vaguely worded laws to imprison or harass legitimate content producers, and arrested nine website staff in 2012 on charges that did not stand up to investigation. Physical attacks and threats against journalists, including many linked to government actors, have decreased since the war and its immediate aftermath. But the failure to investigate past incidents cast a long shadow, perpetuating fear and self-censorship, and significant rights violations persist. In 2013, one web journalist fought off an abduction attempt; another, Prageeth Ekneligoda, remained missing for a third year since his colleagues accused government security forces of abducting him in reprisal for supporting the political opposition in 2010 elections. High-profile leaders publicly threatened individual internet users and journalists with impunity, and obstructed opposition efforts to improve transparency through right to information legislation recommended by a post-war reconciliation commission.
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While the right to freedom of speech, expression, and publishing is guaranteed under Article 14 (1)(a) of Sri Lanka’s constitution, it is subject to numerous restrictions for the protection of national security, public order, racial and religious harmony as well as morality. There is no constitutional provision recognizing internet access as a fundamental right or guaranteeing online freedom of expression. A culture of impunity, circumvention of the judicial process through arbitrary action, and a lack of adequate protection for individuals and their privacy, compound the poor enforcement of freedom of expression guarantees.

The Supreme Court has called freedom of expression from “diverse and antagonistic sources” indispensable to democracy. In 2012, however, it rejected a fundamental rights petition brought by members of the local Free Media Movement questioning the media ministry’s right to block websites for failure to register. By doing so, it missed a critical opportunity to check the government’s use of vague directives to control online content.

Several laws with overly broad scope lack detailed definitions and can be abused to prosecute or restrict legitimate forms of online expression. Computer crimes and intellectual property rights laws allow information contained within computers to be admissible in civil and criminal proceedings. Publishing official secrets, information about parliament that may undermine its work, or “malicious” content that incites violence or disharmony could result in criminal charges. In 2011, the ministry of justice mooted a new obscenity publications act to extend anti-pornography laws to electronic media, but did not correct the existing act’s failure to define “obscene.” Thus far, the ministry has made no announcements regarding the legislation’s implementation.

As in past years, the government obstructed right to information legislation which would promote citizens’ access to documents held by government agencies and ministries. The Lessons Learnt and Reconciliation Commission—a post-war commission of inquiry appointed by President Rajapaksa in May 2010—recommended RTI legislation as a necessary step towards addressing past and ongoing rights violations. Yet the government left it to the cabinet to establish a time frame for completing a draft, and UPFA parliamentarians rejected an opposition-backed bill in 2011 on grounds that the government would table its own version. In July 2012, Secretary to the ministry of mass media and information, Charitha Herath, said national security concerns would continue to
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delay the bill. Freedom of expression experts noted those concerns were disingenuous, since international RTI legislation routinely prevents documents that would jeopardize national security being released into the public domain.72

In mid-2012, police arrested nine staff from two news websites. Criminal Investigations Department (CID) officials raided the offices of the Sri Lanka Mirror and Sri Lanka X News in June on grounds of “propagating false and unethical news on Sri Lanka.”73 The action had scant foundation in law. The CID obtained a search warrant and arrested the employees citing violation of Articles 115, 118 and 120 of Sri Lanka’s penal code. Articles 118 and 120 broadly deal with defamation and the incitement of contempt and hatred, although Article 118 was repealed in 2002, and Article 115 covers conspiracy to overthrow government by coercion.74 The journalists were released on bail the day after their arrest, though investigators later said their computers contained further grounds for prosecution, including content that violated the Obscene Publications Act—although the alleged obscenity was unpublished75—failure to register the website, ridiculing the president, and evidence of an attempted coup.76 While the case was finally set aside due to the CID failing to conclude investigations,77 the journalists filed a fundamental rights petition with the Supreme Court citing illegal arrest, violation of their right to free expression and legal occupation. Hearings are ongoing. Media activists, rights organizations, and diplomatic missions viewed the arrests as intimidation stemming from the websites’ pro-opposition reporting.78 External Affairs Minister G.L. Peiris’ defense of the raid compounded that view when he accused the sites of turning “deaf ears to repeated warnings to tone down their coverage.”79

Extrajudicial surveillance of personal communications is prohibited under the Telecommunications Act No.27 of 1996. However, a telecommunications officer can intercept communications under the direction of a minister, a court, or in connection with the investigation of a criminal offence. There is no provision under the legislation that requires officials to notify users who are targets of surveillance, and journalists and civil society activists believe their phone and internet communications are monitored.
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Sri Lanka lacks substantive laws for the protection of individual privacy and data. Official statements lauding state surveillance make this absence a particular concern for internet users, as do policies like website registration, which civil society groups fear could be used to hold registered site owners responsible for content posted by users, or to prevent government critics writing anonymously. Digital activists in Sri Lanka also believe Chinese telecoms ZTE and Huawei, who collaborated in the development and maintenance of Sri Lanka’s ICT infrastructure, may have inserted backdoor espionage and surveillance capabilities.

There were no new reports of arrests made for information shared by e-mail or text message. Sri Lankan police have made such arrests in the past, though whether the content was obtained through extrajudicial surveillance is not clear. Following the 2010 presidential election, a Media Centre for Lankan police have made such arrests in the past, though whether the content was obtained through

A ministry of defense program to register mobile phone users for the purpose of “curbing negative incidents” was introduced in 2008 and revisited in 2010 after service providers failed to ensure that subscribers registered. Real-name subscriptions are already normal procedure, but the call for registration in 2010 required further information, including photo identification and up-to-date residential details. Unregistered users risk disconnection if they failed to comply, though no cases have been reported.

Online reporters, like their counterparts in traditional media, were attacked by forces on both sides during Sri Lanka’s civil conflict. Unsolved cases include the 2005 murder of TamilNet co-founder Dharmeratnam Sivaram, who was found dead in a high-security area outside parliament. The UN Human Rights Council adopted a resolution urging the government to investigate war crimes in March 2012, but the trend of violence against traditional journalists and an overarching culture of impunity continues, exacerbating self-censorship and chilling freedom of expression online.

Disappearances continue to be a problem in post-war Sri Lanka: Local English-language media documented 57 incidents between January 1 and July 9, 2012. International news reports and rights groups say government soldiers are responsible for the notorious “white van” abductions—named after the vehicle often used to carry them out—a claim the administration denies. Shantha Wijesooriya, an investigative journalist for the news website Sri Lanka X News, avoided an apparent abduction attempt in the capital, Colombo, on July 5, fighting off unidentified men in plain clothes when they tried to bundle him into a white vehicle. Lanka-E-News journalist and cartoonist Prageeth Ekneligoda has been missing since January 24, 2010, after the website backed the political opposition in elections. His wife and colleagues believe government agents abducted him, and police have made no effort to investigate his disappearance, despite widespread international pressure. Officials have denied Ekneligoda is even missing, saying he sought asylum overseas. The inaction on his case, combined with other methods of intimidation including arson attacks and legal harassment, forced Lanka-E-News and its editor out of the country.

Officials harassed and threatened freedom of expression advocates and journalists with impunity in 2012. In March, Minister for Public Affairs, Mervyn Silva, threatened to break the limbs of four individuals—some with a prominent online presence—for criticizing the government at the UN, acknowledging he had driven veteran journalist Poddala Jayantha out of the country to support the government. Frederica Jansz, editor of the Sunday Leader newspaper, fled Sri Lanka in November after Gotabhaya Rajapaksa threatened her during a telephone conversation.

Cybercrime is a growing problem in Sri Lanka, with illegal breaches of social media and e-mail accounts becoming more common.\(^{96}\) Networks associated with the LTTE have been reported attempting to hack into national security networks and carry out web defacement attacks.\(^{97}\) The government has recognized the need to strengthen its defensive capability, yet critics fear technology bought for this purpose could be used to restrict legitimate expression.\(^{98}\)

Cyberattacks have also targeted government critics. Twice in 2012, in February and September, TamilNet reported it had been hit with distributed denial of service (DDoS) attacks, which force a website to crash by bombarding its host server with requests for information.\(^{99}\) These attacks cannot be definitively attributed to the government agents. However, Media Minister Keheliya Rambukwella openly publicized his intent to incapacitate the site as early as June 2007. “We are looking for hackers to disable…TamilNet but could not find anyone yet,” he told journalists.\(^{100}\)
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Large-scale antigovernment protests known as “Sudan Revolts” erupted in Khartoum in June 2012 and spread throughout the country. The protests led to the government’s first crackdown on internet users (see LIMITS ON CONTENT).

The intelligence service’s Cyber Jihadist Unit ramped up its efforts to censor antigovernment content, target cyber-dissidents, and manipulate online information during and following the protests (see LIMITS ON CONTENT).

Numerous bloggers and online journalists were arrested or harassed for their involvement with the June 2012 protests (see VIOLATIONS OF USER RIGHTS).

In December 2012, a new draft press law was presented to the national assembly that is likely to include provisions regulating online media (see VIOLATIONS OF USER RIGHTS).
On September 25, 2013, Sudan experienced a complete internet blackout following the outbreak of antigovernment protests in Khartoum over the suspension of fuel subsidies. According to research conducted by the internet intelligence company, Renesys, no networks were available in Sudan around 1:00pm local time as a result of either a catastrophic technical problem or a centrally coordinated effort to disable all access to the internet. While the government’s hand behind the shutdown could not be confirmed at the time of writing, its timing strongly supports suspicions of government involvement, particularly since Renesys reported a similar—albeit a smaller-scale and shorter—outage on the Sudatel network in June 2013 ahead of another large protest.

Much of Sudan’s history since 1955 has been preoccupied by civil war and persistent conflict, resulting in the displacement of millions of Sudanese and a situation of economic disfranchisement for the majority of the country. As a result, 46.5 percent of the population lives below the official United Nations poverty line as of the end of 2012. Nevertheless, the discovery of oil in South Sudan prior to the region’s independence from the north in July 2011 has led to an economic boom for the country’s elite and ruling party over the last 10 years, which has in turn translated into gains for a number of sectors, particularly the telecommunications sector.

Increasingly affordable and reliable internet service has enabled Sudanese citizens to use digital media tools to share information, communicate with the international community, document news not covered in the heavily censored traditional media, and organize protest movements against government repression. This online engagement and activism, however, has led the Sudanese government under President Omar al-Bashir to increasingly crackdown against internet freedom through various tactics that include: growing censorship of opposition news outlets and forums online; the deployment of a Cyber Jihadist Unit to monitor social media websites and hack into activists’ accounts; and the harassment and arrest of digital media activists and online journalists; among other tactics.

6 Interview with a press freedom advocate and journalist in Khartoum, Sudan, January 16, 2012.
Internet restrictions and government repression against online users intensified during and following widespread antigovernment protests known as “Sudan Revolts” that erupted in June 2012 and were fueled in large part by digital media tools. In a country where traditional media journalists have for decades faced routine censorship, detention, and violence, the events in 2012 led the government to target bloggers and cyber-dissidents for the first time, with some facing detentions for up to two months and one case of torture reported. Others fled Sudan for fear of their lives after being subjected to threats, sexual assault, or torture.

**OBSTACLES TO ACCESS**

The internet in Sudan is affordable and widely accessible in big cities and towns. According to the International Telecommunications Union (ITU), internet penetration grew from 19 percent in 2011 to 21 percent in 2012, representing 7.5 million users in a country of 34.2 million. However, the number of users could be somewhat higher as internet-enabled mobile phones have become widespread and cheaper in recent years. The National Telecommunications Corporation (NTC), the government regulatory body, reported over 27 million cell phone subscriptions in Sudan as of December 2012, in addition to a telecom network coverage of 88 percent of the population that extends to at least 800 cities and towns, including remote parts of the war-torn region of Darfur. The ITU noted a mobile phone penetration of over 60 percent at the end of 2012.

Following the 2005 Comprehensive Peace Agreement (CPA) signed between the government of Sudan and the South Sudanese rebels, the Sudan People's Liberation Movement (SPLM), the telecommunications industry expanded at an unprecedented rate as thousands of Sudanese expatriates returned from the diaspora. During this time, prices for pre- and post-paid services were cut in half, and companies began offering wireless connections to serve the growing number of cafes and hotels.

By regional and international standards, Sudan’s telecommunications infrastructure is among the most developed and affordable, with Sudan recording the lowest average post-paid rate per minute in the Middle East and North Africa in 2012. There are four licensed telecommunications operators in Sudan: Zain, MTN, Sudatel—which provide both internet and mobile phone
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services—and Canar, which provides fixed phone lines and home internet. MTN and Sudatel both offer broadband internet, with Sudatel being the first to introduce 3.75G technology. Zain also offers fast internet through its USB and mobile phone internet services, though along with MTN, it leases its access to the international internet from Sudatel and Canar. Zain, MTN, and Canar are foreign-owned companies, while Sudatel has 22 percent of its shares owned by the government.

Telecommunication companies began providing affordable mobile phone internet services in 2010, which allowed a growing number of citizens, especially students, to browse the internet from their mobile devices and led to a marked increase in the use of social media websites such as Facebook. As of January 2013, a monthly subscription on the Sudani network costs SDG 9 ($1.50) for 1 GB, while unlimited monthly internet costs SDG 15 ($2.50) and SDG 21 ($3.50) on MTN and Zain, respectively. The three companies also offer daily unlimited internet for rates that do not exceed SDG 1 ($0.16).

Aside from mobile internet, users also access the internet from personal desktops that cost between $71 and $100, or from laptop computers that start at $110 for a brand-new device. Second-hand laptops and computers are widely available, and users can make payments towards a computer in weekly or monthly installments. Internet access is enabled through a high-speed internet USB modem, which costs $11 on the Zain network, while 5 GB of data per month costs $4.50. The Sudani network gives its subscribers free internet USB sticks upon the purchase of internet packages ranging from three months (at $21) to one year (at $78). Nevertheless, there were less than 25,000 fixed broadband subscriptions at the end of 2012, representing 0.05 percent of the population, according to the ITU.

Cybercafes, which are concentrated in market areas, charge an average of $0.30 per hour, though the number of cybercafes in Khartoum state has decreased noticeably since the early 2000s as the internet has become cheaper and more accessible to the public.

The availability of fast internet in Sudan is largely a result of competition between the four main telecommunications companies. Under normal circumstances, the internet is relatively fast, operating at advertised speeds of up to 21Mbps on the Zain network in Khartoum and at 7.2Mbps in other areas. However, during the antigovernment protests in June and July 2012, there were reports of extremely slow internet speeds before it became completely inaccessible to users on the Zain and Sudani networks for a number of hours before the June 29th protests, according to some
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independent reports.24 It remains unconfirmed whether the service disruptions were due to intentional government interference or technical issues, though the disruptions prompted immediate fears among activists that the authorities would follow Mubarak’s lead in Egypt and shut down the internet altogether.25 Most recently in June 2013, and again in September 2013 (after this report’s coverage period), the internet intelligence corporation Renesys confirmed two separate internet blackouts that were reportedly directed by the government in advance of large protests (see “Editor’s Note on Recent Developments”).26

While access to the internet is gradually expanding in Sudan, comprehensive economic sanctions imposed by the U.S. government against the al-Bashir regime since 1997 have been a hindrance to the free access of various ICTs and new media tools.27 In 2010, the sanctions were amended to authorize the export of certain communications technologies to boost the free-flow of information,28 though as of 2013, the amended sanctions remain ineffective for most Sudanese in many respects. For example, important software such as anti-virus suites, e-document readers, and rich-content multimedia applications are blocked and inaccessible for users to download. Additionally, software security updates are unavailable, forcing users to rely on outdated versions that make their computers and devices vulnerable to malware and other technical attacks. Smartphones and tablets are also affected, as online stores where users can download and update applications are inaccessible in Sudan. Savvy users use circumvention tools such as proxies and virtual private networks (VPNs) to access these blocked services, but ordinary users likely miss out on these key ICT tools. This problem of accessibility poses a serious security threat to activists and human rights defenders, making them unable to use these technologies in their work and potentially exposing them to state surveillance and censorship (see “Violations of User Rights”).

The NTC regulates the ICT sector in Sudan. Founded in 1996 and housed under the Ministry of Telecommunications, the government body produces telecommunications statistics, monitors the use of the internet, introduces new technology into the country, and seeks to develop the country’s telecommunications and IT industry. Although it is a state body, the NTC receives grants from international organizations such as the Intergovernmental Authority on Development and the World Bank, and its website describes the body as “self-financing.”29
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In response to the nationwide “Sudan Revolts” protests in June 2012, the government blocked three news websites and amped up its use of the Cyber Jihadist Unit to target key protest participants and manipulate the online information landscape. YouTube was unilaterally blocked for a period following the viral spread of an offensive anti-Islam video in September 2012.

The 2001 National Strategy for Building the Information Industry explicitly acknowledges the blocking and filtering of internet content considered “immoral” and “blasphemous.” The NTC is relatively transparent about the content it blocks, reporting that 95 percent of blocked material is related to pornography. Tests last conducted by the OpenNet Initiative in 2009 confirmed that websites with “sexually explicit” content were blocked, in addition to some dating and hacking websites and those that facilitated anonymous browsing or circumvention.

Social media websites such as Facebook and Twitter are not blocked, though Sudan has blocked YouTube and the popular Sudanese forum and news website Sudanese Online for various periods since 2008 in response to content deemed too sensitive by the regime, such as articles on the war in Darfur. The blocks typically range from a few days to a few weeks, and when a website becomes accessible again, it can take some time for content to be fully restored. The most sustained and long-term blocking of websites followed the June-July 2012 “Sudan Revolts” protest movement. On June 25, 2012, the NTC blocked the online newspapers Sudanese Online, Al-Rakoba, and Hurriyat, the latter two of which are known to be anti-government. Hurriyat is based in Kampala, Uganda and its editorial staff is comprised of prominent journalists who left Sudan after enduring numerous court trials for their writings. Al-Rakoba, on the other hand, has a number of anonymous journalists inside Sudan but is managed by a group based in the Gulf region. As of April 2013, only Al-Rakoba has been unblocked, while Hurriyat and Sudanese Online remain blocked and accessible only through anonymous browsing programs such as Tor. From some connections, adding an “s” to the “http” component of a blocked URL to access it via the secure https protocol can open the website.

In mid-September 2012, the NTC blocked the entire YouTube platform following the viral spread of the “Innocence of Muslims” video that instigated protests in Sudan and across the Muslim world, though the website was still accessible using https. Two days before YouTube was banned, protests against the film took place in front of the U.S. and German embassies in Khartoum.
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leading to the deaths of two protesters following clashes with the police. The platform was unblocked in November 2012 and remains so as of May 2013.

The Internet Service Control Unit within the NTC manages the filtering of online content, and users can submit requests through the NTC website to either block or unblock websites “that are deemed not containing pornography.” Nevertheless, the NTC does not specify whether the requests to block or unblock extend to political websites. Users attempting to access a blocked site are met with a black page that explicitly states, “This site has been blocked,” by the NTC and includes a contact e-mail address at filtering@ntc.gov.sd.

As a result of growing online censorship, some opposition news outlets have begun to move their servers outside the country to avoid blocking. For example, Sudanese Online currently operates from the United States, while Sudan Tribune is based out of France and Al Taghyeer (“Change”), a new online newspaper launched on May 3, 2013 on World Press Freedom Day, is based in the United Kingdom. This trend will likely continue if a draft media law with implications for digital news is passed (see “Violations of User Rights”).

Despite increasing instances of internet censorship in 2012, online newspapers have had more freedom than traditional media outlets, which are frequently subject to pre-publication censorship, confiscations of entire press runs of newspapers, and warnings from National Intelligence and Security Service (NISS) agents against reporting on certain taboo topics. Restrictions on traditional news outlets increased following the National Security Act of 2010, which gives the NISS permission to arrest journalists and censor newspapers under the pretext of “national security.” As such, many print newspapers have begun to circulate censored or banned material on their websites and social media pages. For example, Al-Midan newspaper, the mouthpiece of the communist party, has used Facebook and its website to publish articles since May 2012. Al-Jareeda also uses its Facebook page to publish censored material. Nevertheless, the authorities have begun to crackdown against such forms of online journalism. At the end of 2012, one Al-Jareeda journalist reported that he was threatened by the NISS to prevent him from publishing an interview with a young politician on the newspaper’s Facebook page after it was censored from the print version.

In response to the Arab Spring events and the proliferation of anti-government protest movements organized on social media sites in early 2011, the ruling National Congress Party launched a Cyber
Jihadist Unit to conduct “online defense operations” and “crush online dissent.” While the cyber jihadists existed on a smaller scale before 2011, the government began expanding the unit when it realized the powerful capacity of social media and online journalism to disseminate information, communicate events to the international community, and mobilize protests.

In 2011, a leaked document revealed that the Cyber Jihadist Unit employed over 200 individuals divided across different locations and who worked three shifts to ensure around the clock coverage, particularly during timeframes when internet traffic is highest, such as late at night and during the weekend. More recent research found that the number of recruits increased in 2012, with the NISS recruiting heavily at government universities, especially at the police-owned Al-Ribat University. The Unit seems to have adequate funding for training, and stipends are given to the young recruits who are mostly students or unemployed youth. According to private interviews, the cyber-jihadists have also received training courses in hacking and online monitoring in India and Malaysia, among other countries.

Based at the NISS, the Cyber Jihadist Unit proactively monitors content posted on blogs, social media websites, and online newspaper forums. The Unit also infiltrates online discussions in an effort to ascertain information about cyber-dissidents as well as spread misinformation. This strategy has been employed most prominently on the news forum, Sudanese Online, which is known for its popularity among antigovernment intellectuals, journalists, politicians and activists. When the government took notice of the website’s influence in the mid-2000s, it planted contributors to spread misinformation, instigate problems between users, and discredit information written by members of the forum.

In August 2012, a few weeks after a massive security crackdown subdued the wave of protests across the country, an exiled activist started a thread on Sudanese Online titled, “Accounts Targeted and Monitored by the Cyber-Jihad Unit,” that included a list of 274 names, Facebook pages and groups and described the expanded technical capacities of the unit. Leaked to the exiled activist by “a trusted source,” the list made evident that the unit’s primary targets were online activists, particularly young people, whose social media accounts publish timely information about the protests and news about human rights violations. Also included on the list were Facebook groups of university protest and social movements, such as the “University is Free and the Soldiers should Leave” group, and of youth movements such as Girifna (“We are fed up”), Sharara, and Sudan Change Now. One of the individuals targeted was Mohamed Hassan Alem (known as Boshi), who became popular after a video of him mocking a ruling party official went viral on YouTube in late

46 Interview with a press freedom advocate and journalist in Khartoum, Sudan, January 16, 2012.
48 For example, the first name mentioned in the list was Amani Al-Agab, a well-known online activist who is very active on Sudanese forums as well as Facebook. There is little information available on Amani Al-Agab; however, it is known that she is outside Sudan. http://www.change.org/users/7806131670
2011, leading to his arrest. Najla Al-Sheikh, a popular Sudanese video-blogger and human rights documentarian whose YouTube page has nearly one million views, and Wail Taha, a former editor of the online newspaper, Hurriyat, were also listed.

In 2012, the authorities began to employ social media tools to discredit and spread misinformation about the opposition, launching smear campaigns against activists such as Rudwan Dawod, a Darfurian humanitarian aid worker who was arrested in July 2012 during a non-violent demonstration. Two days after his arrest, a Facebook page was created accusing Dawod of being a part of a terrorist circle that was preparing to bomb Khartoum.

With the growing popularity of forums such as Sudanese Online in the mid-2000s, citizens, especially young people, began creating their own blogs to voice their opinions, leading to considerable growth of the blogosphere over the past couple of years. The more active Sudanese bloggers write in the English language. As of early 2013, there were about 300 Sudanese blogs registered in the newly established Sudanese Bloggers Network, compared to approximately 70 blogs in October 2011.

Blogging has also become an important platform for journalists and writers who use it to publish commentary that is free from the restrictions leveled on newspapers, and to publicize their books. For example, the well-known Sudanese writer Abdul-Aziz Baraka Sakin uses his blog to publish sections of his books for preview by the public and to distribute his books that are currently banned.

Blogs have also given ethnic, gender, and religious minorities a venue to express themselves. In 2007, a blogger known as “Black-Gay-Arab” appeared in the Sudanese blogosphere, taking many by surprise in a country where homosexuality is punished by the death penalty. Documenting his life as a gay man in a conservative society and chronicling his family’s attitude toward his sexuality, the blog eventually enabled its author and other Sudanese LGBT people to establish a website that became an association for the Sudanese LGBT community called Freedom Sudan. Another blogger, Osman Naway from the Nuba minority ethnic group, uses his blog to spread awareness
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about the persecution of citizens from the Nuba Mountains and to document the recently reignited war in the region.57

During the summer 2012 student protests against the government’s harsh economic austerity plan, social media and e-mail became the primary tools used to mobilize, share information, and communicate as mobile phones became increasingly unsafe to use. According to youth activists, most communications between the protesters during that time were conducted through WhatsApp, a free mobile messaging application that can be accessed via mobile internet. The mobile app was considered a much safer mode of communication than phone calls or text messages, which the authorities could tap or track.58 Nevertheless, an overwhelming number of activists interviewed for this report revealed a low awareness of digital security and limited knowledge of ways to stay digitally safe, such as how to delete a Skype conversation.

Meanwhile, digital media activism enabled the protests to spread from its starting point in Khartoum to numerous cities around the country,59 gathering between hundreds and thousands of demonstrators to voice opposition against growing economic hardships in Sudan. Despite the effective use of digital media tools in mobilizing the widespread demonstrations, the government was ultimately successful in suppressing the movement through its violent crackdown against the protesters, journalists, and online activists. Consequently, the protest movement resulted in no concrete changes to the government’s austerity plans.

Nevertheless, the internet continues to grow as a powerful tool for activists to fight for social, political, and economic change. In one prominent case, an online campaign helped lead to the eventual release of Jalila Khamis, an activist who spent nine months in detention without charge until December 13, 2012, when an online campaign mobilized a silent protest in front of the Women’s Prison in Omdurman where she was being held, and she was produced in court. The campaign also informed many individuals, both inside and outside Sudan, of Khamis’ case and made her trials a public event, with dozens of attendees waiting outside the courtroom at each trial and posting real-time updates of the trial proceedings on social media.60 Khamis was finally released and acquitted of all charges on January 20, 2013 (see “Violations of User Rights”).61

Another significant case of digital media activism erupted in early 2011 and continued through 2012 following the arrest and sexual assault of Girifna activist, Safia Ishaq, in January 2011. After her release, Girifna circulated a YouTube video in which Ishaq detailed the gang-rape she endured at the hands of three NISS agents while in detention, making her the first Sudanese woman to speak

57 Osman Naway is a human rights activist and blogger from the Nuba Mountains in Southern Kordofan state. He is affiliated with Arry Organization for Human rights (http://arry.org/), which was closed by the Sudanese government in December 2012.
58 Interviews with youth activists.
60 Interview with cyber-activist in Khartoum, Sudan, January 20, 2013.

Nevertheless, the NISS took numerous journalists to trial for writing about the Ishaq case in local newspapers under charges of “publishing false information” and “jeopardizing the trust between the public and security forces.” Nahid Mohamed Al-Hassan, trial report by Girifna (not published), October 6, 2011, Khartoum, Sudan.

The trials of those journalists also received significant public attention, and activists used Facebook and Twitter to mobilize a public presence at the court hearings. As of April 2013, Ishaq’s case is still being heard at a regional African court, though the government maintains its denial of the incident. Ishaq eventually fled Sudan due to increasing harassment.

VIOLATIONS OF USER RIGHTS

A draft media law was proposed in December 2012 that aims to further restrict media freedom in Sudan; it is also likely to include provisions to regulate online media. Numerous bloggers and online journalists were arrested or harassed for their involvement with the June 2012 protests, while a number of activists were prosecuted for their coverage of the conflict areas in Southern Kordofan and the Nuba Mountains. An online journalist was also tortured in 2012 for her social activism.

Freedom of speech, expression and association are nominally protected under the 2005 Interim National Constitution that was adopted as part of the 2005 Comprehensive Peace Agreement (CPA) between the government of Sudan and the Southern rebel group, though the constitution officially expired following the independence of South Sudan in July 2011. A permanent constitution is currently being drafted as of May 2013.

In 2007, Sudan enacted the Informatic Offences (Combating) Act (known as the IT Crime Act), which does not guarantee free speech and criminalizes the establishment of websites that criticize the government, in addition to websites that publish defamatory material and content that disturbs public morality or public order. Violations of the IT Crime Act involve fines and prison sentences between two to five years. While only one case of defamation has been filed under the IT Crime
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Act since its enactment in 2007, the Act inherently contradicts Sudan’s constitutional protection of freedom of expression and fundamentally undermines internet freedom in the country.

For bloggers and online activists, the press and criminal laws have been more dangerous. In 2009, the government revised the highly restrictive 2004 Press and Printed Press Materials Law, which continued to allow for restrictions on the press in the interests of national security and public order and holds editors-in-chief liable for all content published in their newspapers. There is no specific reference to online media, though the press law’s broad wording allows for its application to online content. In December 2012, a new draft press law was presented to the national assembly that aims to further restrict media freedom in Sudan. While the draft law has yet to be publicly released, a member of the Sudanese National Council revealed in an interview with the Doha Centre for Media Freedom in April 2013 that the new law would include regulations on online media. Meanwhile, the authorities also restrict media freedom through the 2010 National Security Act, which gives the NISS immunity from persecution and the permission to arrest, detain and censor newspapers under the pretext of national security. Furthermore, Sudan’s judiciary is not independent and has taken peremptory actions in cases of freedom of expression.

Since the Arab Spring events in 2011, journalists in Sudan have faced increasing harassment and repression, with at least 20 journalists and editors subjected to fines, interrogations, detentions, jail sentences, or trials for charges ranging from defamation, publishing false information, or undermining the constitution in 2012. According to the Sudanese Bloggers Network, bloggers and citizen journalists have also been increasingly harassed or detained in recent years, particularly during times of protest.

In one notable case, the popular blogger and Twitter-user Usamah Mohamed was arrested on June 22, 2012 while covering protests in the Burri neighborhood of Khartoum. As one of the most prominent bloggers using the Twitter hashtag #SudanRevolts to live-tweet the events of the protest, Usamah was detained along with his brother for documenting the arrest of other protestors on Twitter and for posting a video on Al-Jazeera of himself explaining his reasons for taking part in
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the demonstrations.\textsuperscript{75} His brother, Asaad Mohamed, who is also popular on Twitter, was released a few hours after his arrest, while Usamah was transported to NISS offices where he was beaten for five hours after he refused to unlock his iPhone. Described by an NISS officer to other detainees as “the first to speak about the protests to the international community,”\textsuperscript{76} Usamah was held for two months, during which he was subjected to long interrogations about his e-mail, Facebook, and other accounts on the opposition forums, \textit{Al-Rakoba} and \textit{Sudanese Online}.\textsuperscript{77} NISS officers further accused Usamah of posting his video as part of a coordinated effort to take the Sudanese government to the International Criminal Court. He was released in early August 2012 without charges, along with scores of other detainees arrested during the protests.

The same allegation about the International Criminal Court was leveled against the prominent video-blogger Nagla Sid-Ahmed for her documentary work on Southern Kordofan—where rebels have fought against the government since June 2011 following rigged local elections—and the humanitarian situation in the Nuba Mountains. In the past few years, Sid-Ahmed had recorded over 5,000 videos on human rights abuses, detentions, and political events, leading her to become a target of NISS harassment and attack throughout 2012.\textsuperscript{78} In January, NISS agents raided Sid-Ahmed’s home and confiscated her laptop and cameras. In the following months, she was summoned for interrogation numerous times, particularly during the protests in June, and was often forced to stay in the NISS office for over 12 hours without food. Her home was also monitored, and she received messages on Facebook that threatened to harm her children. After months of harassment amid the deteriorating state of her health, Sid-Ahmed and her family left Sudan in July 2012.\textsuperscript{79} In October, the NISS lodged a formal case against her in absentia, charging her with conspiracy against the state and inciting hatred, among other charges, under the Sudanese criminal law of 1991, which prescribe a minimum of three years in jail and a maximum of the death penalty if she returns to Sudan.\textsuperscript{80}

In March 2012, teacher and activist Jalila Khamis was arrested from her home in the middle of the night after appearing in a YouTube video filmed by Nagla Sid-Ahmed in which she discussed the humanitarian situation in Southern Kordofan.\textsuperscript{81} In May 2012, Sid-Ahmed was summoned for interrogation about Khamis’s video and accused of spreading false information.\textsuperscript{82} Meanwhile, Khamis remained in detention without charge until December 2012, when she was formally charged under six different articles of the 1991 criminal law, including Article 21 for “participation in the execution of a criminal conspiracy,” Article 51 for “waging war against the state,” and Article

\textsuperscript{76} Reem Abbas, “Media and Bloggers Censored as Protests Spread Across Sudan.”
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64 for “inciting hatred against sects or between them,” among others. The YouTube video was used as the main evidence against Khamis.

Following a month-long trial, international pressure, and a local campaign calling for her freedom, Khamis was finally released on January 20, 2013 after the prosecutor dropped five of the six charges due to insufficient evidence. While she was ultimately charged under Article 66 for the “publication of false news,” which carries a maximum sentence of six months, the ten months that Khamis had already spent in prison was deemed sufficient for her punishment. Nevertheless, Khamis’ case sets a dangerous precedent for digital activism and will likely lead to increasing self-censorship and the disempowerment of bloggers and netizens who use social media to advocate for human rights in Sudan.

During the antigovernment demonstrations of 2012, hundreds of activists, journalists, and bloggers were arrested for their participation and coverage of the protest events, including the prominent blogger, Maha El-Sanosi. Although El-Sanosi was released the same day of her arrest on June 21, she was detained again a few days later during a house raid by 12 NISS officers in the middle of the night. She was later released on bail. In a private interview, El-Sanosi expressed concern over the NISS’s ability to find her home given the precautions she had taken to keep her whereabouts hidden.

The government actively monitors internet communications, and the NISS regularly intercepts private e-mail messages. The Sudan Police Department also monitors internet cafes to make sure that users do not access websites deemed immoral by the authorities. Government monitoring and surveillance of online activists and journalists became particularly pronounced in 2012 during the “Sudan Revolts” protests. Mobile phones became an especially dangerous tool for activists, with one youth activist describing how the authorities “have the technology not only to tap your phone calls, but to figure out your location if you use your phone.” In one notable instance, the activist Mohamed Ahmed switched off his phone for a few days in early July 2012 to avoid arrest while in hiding from the NISS. When he turned his phone back on as he was walking home to see his family, NISS officials roaming his neighborhood managed to track his location based on the nearest telecommunications tower and arrested him later that night.

Mobile phone tapping and tracking was made more feasible in 2008 when a law was enacted requiring subscribers to register their SIM cards. MTN was ordered to disconnect prepaid subscribers who did not register their personal information by the deadline, resulting in the
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telecom losing 1.1 million of its 2.2 million subscribers. Nevertheless, it was still relatively easy to purchase a SIM card without providing personal information for activation until the June 2012 protests when the policy became more strictly enforced, particularly within the partially government-owned telecom, Sudani.

Facebook has become increasingly monitored and used to track and incriminate activists for arrest. During the June 2012 protests, the social media website was the first account detainees were asked to open while in detention, and private messages as well as the pages that activists “like” were checked to see if they were affiliated with a certain political party or social movement. Consequently, many young people stopped posting personal pictures on their profiles and began changing their Facebook names to pseudonyms to avoid being tracked. Detained activists were also pressured to provide the passwords to their e-mail accounts, leading the friends and family members of detainees to change passwords or delete accounts for activists while they were in detention.

Despite the pervasive efforts to monitor and intercept internet and mobile communications, the government’s technological capacity and expertise is seemingly low. Testimonies from released detainees reveal that security agents still document information manually and that security offices seem to lack computer technology. Testimonies also noted that NISS agents and the Cyber Jihadist Unit have very low levels of English-language competency. This allows citizen journalists working in English to have slightly more freedom, since the authorities have thus far focused mainly on monitoring Arabic-language online content. As such, incidents of arrest and harassment of online journalists and bloggers writing in English have been uncommon.

Nevertheless, telecommunications providers are required to comply with government demands to proactively monitor communications and hand over user information. In 2009, for example, a leaked letter from the ruling party’s secretary of political affairs to National Congress Party leaders was published on Sudanese Online, detailing a directive made to the four telecom operators in Sudan to “monitor and follow up on any call that harms the interests of the homeland” and to gather the phone numbers of SPLM leaders so they could be placed under surveillance.

Journalists and activists in Sudan often face harassment, extralegal intimidation, and even torture at the hands of security agents. One egregious case of torture occurred in October 2012, when the online journalist and activist, Somia Hundusa, was kidnapped from the street as she left her house to buy food for her sick son. While in detention, she was interrogated about her Facebook activity
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and shown printed copies of her articles. Hundusa’s family found her on November 2, 2012 in the suburbs of Khartoum North in terrible physical condition with a shaved head and burned and bruised body.100

Another strategy employed by the Sudanese government to repress internet freedom is through technical attacks against opposition websites. For example, the websites Al-Rakoba, SudaneseOnline, Sudanile, and Hurriyat have all been frequently hacked between 2010 and 2012, likely by the Cyber-Jihad Unit.101 Websites such as Sudanese Online have struggled to retrieve archives after the numerous technical attacks throughout the years. The e-mail and social media accounts of activists have also been subject to widespread hacking.102
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Syria

Telecommunications infrastructure has deteriorated as a result of the armed conflict and authorities periodically shut down internet service to thwart citizen journalism and communications among rebel fighters (see Obstacles to Access).

Several users remained in prison for expressing anti-regime views or documenting human rights violations online (see Violations of User Rights).

Extralegal attacks have escalated, as several online activists and citizen journalists were attacked or killed by military units (see Violations of User Rights).

Several users were targeted with surveillance malware, and hacktivism against human rights organizations, particularly by the Syrian Electronic Army, was prominent (see Violations of User Rights).

INTERNET FREEDOM STATUS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>2012</th>
<th>2013</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Obstacles to Access</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Limits on Content</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Violations of User Rights</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>85</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* 0=most free, 100=least free

KEY DEVELOPMENTS: MAY 2012 – APRIL 2013

- Telecommunications infrastructure has deteriorated as a result of the armed conflict and authorities periodically shut down internet service to thwart citizen journalism and communications among rebel fighters (see Obstacles to Access).
- Several users remained in prison for expressing anti-regime views or documenting human rights violations online (see Violations of User Rights).
- Extralegal attacks have escalated, as several online activists and citizen journalists were attacked or killed by military units (see Violations of User Rights).
- Several users were targeted with surveillance malware, and hacktivism against human rights organizations, particularly by the Syrian Electronic Army, was prominent (see Violations of User Rights).
The regime of President Bashar al-Assad has maintained tight control over information and communication technologies (ICTs) in Syria for many years, dominating key networks via government-linked service providers and engaging in extensive blocking of websites. The internet was first introduced to Syria in 2000, reaching only 30,000 users that year. By the end of 2010, more than one-fifth of the population was online. It is in the context of such growing access that the internet and social media have played an important role in a civic protest movement, which began in February 2011, calling for the end of President Bashar al-Assad’s undemocratic rule and which, by early 2012, had turned into a fully-fledged armed conflict.

Amidst deadly repression and barred entry to foreign correspondents, citizen journalists using mobile phone devices and video-sharing websites have been a critical channel for informing Syrians and the international community about events in the country. In response, government censorship and retaliation against internet users dramatically intensified. Among the tactics employed have been periodic shutdowns of the internet and mobile phone networks, intensified filtering of websites, and various sophisticated means of monitoring and tracking internet users’ online activities. In addition, Syria has emerged as one of the most dangerous countries in the world for citizen journalists and bloggers, with an untold number arrested and several killed.

The role of citizen journalists has lessened, however, as the popular uprising has deteriorated into an armed conflict. The infrastructure in at least seven major cities and provinces has been badly damaged, with many lacking internet access and power. Traditional journalists and human rights groups have slowly returned to northern areas of the country, which are now controlled by rebel groups, although disparate attacks against by radical fighters have been documented. Still, areas controlled by the opposition do enjoy a greater degree of freedom than those controlled by the Syrian government, even if a lack of working infrastructure has limited many individuals to using more expensive options, such as satellite internet. As the country’s internet capacity has dwindled over the past year, the situation has become even more difficult for activists and bloggers.

Syria’s telecommunications infrastructure is one of the least developed in the Middle East, with broadband connections among the most difficult and expensive to acquire. This dynamic only worsened after 2011, as inflation and electricity outages increased dramatically following public protests and the government’s corresponding crackdown. Damage to the country’s communications infrastructure has been particularly bad in the cities of Homs, Daraa, and Aleppo, as they were subject to severe shelling by the Syrian armed forces. By the end of 2012, the International Telecommunications Union (ITU) estimated that 24 percent of the population had
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access to the internet. However, the number of broadband subscribers tripled from last year, reaching 378,000. Mobile phone penetration was notably higher, at about 61 percent of the population at the end of 2012.

In 2009, mobile phone companies began providing 3G services in Syria, though the number of subscribers had reached only 80,000 by late 2010 due to the relatively high prices of almost $25 for 4 MB and $200 for unlimited data usage. In addition, the service is primarily only offered in large cities. Most users connect to the internet through a fixed dial-up connection at speeds of only 256 Kbps, which severely limits their ability to download or view multimedia content. During peak times, the speed is even slower. Broadband ADSL service remains limited due to the inadequate infrastructure in rural areas and relatively high prices, which remain beyond the reach of most Syrians. For example, according to a price list published by the Syrian Computer Society, the monthly cost for a connection speed of 1 Mbps was SYP 1650 (approximately $30) as of May 2012, in a country where gross domestic product per capita, when taken on a monthly basis, is only $274.

The country’s connection to the international internet remains centralized and tightly controlled by the government. This is done under the purview of the Syrian Information Organization (SIO) and the state-owned Syrian Telecommunications Establishment (STE), which owns all fixed-line infrastructures. The STE is a government body established in 1975 as part of the Ministry of Telecommunications and Technology. This centralization has also contributed to connectivity problems, as the weak and overburdened infrastructure often results in slow speeds and periodic outages. In addition to its regulatory role, the STE also serves as an ISP. Private ISPs like Aya, as well as mobile phone internet providers, are required to sign a memorandum of understanding to connect via the gateways controlled by the SIO.

At least 11 internet service providers (ISPs) have entered the market since the end of 2005, raising the total number of ISPs to 14. Independent satellite connections are prohibited. ISPs and
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cybercafés must obtain approval from the STE and pass security vetting by the Ministry of Interior and other security services. Moreover, cybercafé owners are required to monitor visitors and record their activities. There are two main mobile phone providers in Syria: Syriatel—owned by Rami Makhlouf, a cousin of President Bashar al-Assad—and MTN Syria, a subsidiary of the South African company.

During 2012 and early 2013, the Syrian government has continued to obstruct connectivity through its control of key infrastructure, at times shutting down the internet and mobile phone networks entirely or at particularly sites of unrest. A nationwide shutdown was imposed on November 29, 2012, lasting two and a half days. Another nationwide shutdown was imposed in December 11, 2012. More localized, but longer lasting cut-offs were reported in seven provinces all across the country. This includes, for example, a full shutdown in Aleppo on August 11, 2012. According to activists, broadband is often throttled and 3G services shut off as pro-regime forces prepare to besiege a city. In other instances—such as in Daraa in March 2012—the entire electrical grid has been shut down for hours at a time. The government’s deliberate use of such measures was evident from a leaked document issued by the General Head of the National Security Office in May 2011 explicitly ordering that “the internet is to be completely disconnected in Daraa, Homs, and the eastern provinces starting on Wednesday at 14:00.”

The Syrian government engages in extensive filtering of websites related to politics, minorities, human rights, and foreign affairs. In recent years, censorship has expanded; the blocking of websites related to government opposition, human rights groups, the Muslim Brotherhood, and activism on behalf of the Kurdish minority is very common. The Syrian government is suspected of possessing sophisticated technologies for filtering and surveillance, and self-censorship is highly prevalent, particularly in areas under government control. Despite these limitations, citizen journalists continue to make use of video-uploading sites and social networks to spread information about human rights abuses and atrocities of war. Their role has become particularly important at a time when traditional journalists operate in highly unsafe conditions and foreign press visas are difficult to obtain.

18 Interviews with several activists in Syria wishing to remain anonymous, August 2011 to March 2012.
A range of websites related to regional politics are also inaccessible, including the prominent London-based news outlets *Al-Quds al-Arabi* and *Asharq al-Awsat*, as well as several Lebanese online newspapers and other websites campaigning to end Syrian influence in Lebanon. Access to the entire Israeli top-level domain “.il” was also restricted. However, the websites of most international news sources and human rights groups have remained accessible.

Censorship is implemented by the STE with the use of various commercially available software programs. Independent reports in recent years pointed to the use of ThunderCache software, which is capable of “monitoring and controlling a user’s dynamic web-based activities as well as conducting deep packet inspection.” In 2011, evidence emerged that the Syrian authorities were also using censorship and surveillance software manufactured by the U.S. firm Blue Coat Systems. Blue Coat had reportedly sold 14 devices to an intermediary in Dubai, believing the equipment would be given to the Iraqi government, but logs obtained by the hacktivist group Telecomix in August 2011 revealed evidence of their use in Syria instead. In October of that year, Blue Coat acknowledged that 13 of the above 14 devices had been redirected to the Syrian government, an inadvertent violation of a U.S. trade embargo, and that the company was cooperating with the relevant investigations. Analysis of the exposed Blue Coat logs revealed that censorship and surveillance were particularly focused on social-networking and video-sharing websites. The Wall Street Journal identified efforts to block or monitor tens of thousands of opposition websites or online forums covering the uprising. Out of a sample of 2,500 attempts to visit Facebook, the logs revealed that three-fifths were blocked and two-fifths were permitted but recorded.

The Syrian government also engages in filtering of mobile phone text messages. Beginning in February 2011, such censorship was periodically reported around dates of planned protests. In February 2012, the news service Bloomberg reported that a series of interviews and leaked documents revealed that a special government unit known as Branch 225 had ordered Syriatel and MTN Syria to block text messages containing key words like “revolution” or “demonstration.” Blue Coat had reportedly sold 14 devices to an intermediary in Dubai, believing the equipment would be given to the Iraqi government, but logs obtained by the hacktivist group Telecomix in August 2011 revealed evidence of their use in Syria instead. In October of that year, Blue Coat acknowledged that 13 of the above 14 devices had been redirected to the Syrian government, an inadvertent violation of a U.S. trade embargo, and that the company was cooperating with the relevant investigations. Analysis of the exposed Blue Coat logs revealed that censorship and surveillance were particularly focused on social-networking and video-sharing websites. The Wall Street Journal identified efforts to block or monitor tens of thousands of opposition websites or online forums covering the uprising. Out of a sample of 2,500 attempts to visit Facebook, the logs revealed that three-fifths were blocked and two-fifths were permitted but recorded.

The government continues to block circumvention tools, internet security software, and applications that enable anonymous communications. Websites used to mobilize people for protests
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or resistance against the regime, including pages linked to the network of Local Coordination Committees (LCCs) that have emerged, continued to be blocked as of May 2013. An online initiative to gather information and raise public awareness, the Mondaseh website, also remains blocked.

Facebook remained accessible in Syria after the government lifted a four-year block on the social-networking site in February 2011. The video-sharing website YouTube was also unblocked, although it was not usable from mobile phone devices due to limits on data speeds. As of March 2012, both were within the top-five most visited websites in the country (more recent data is not available). Some activists suspected, however, that rather than a sign of openness, the regime’s motive for unblocking the sites was to track citizens’ online activities and identities. Other social media platforms like Twitter are freely available, although the presence of Syrian users on them is minimal.

Despite the free access to Facebook and YouTube, a range of other Web 2.0 applications remain inaccessible in Syria, including the blog-hosting platform Blogger and the VoIP service Skype. In February 2012, the government also began restricting access to certain applications for mobile phone devices that activists had been using to circumvent other blocks. Additionally, other applications reportedly blocked were the live video-streaming service Bambuser and WhatsApp, an application that allows users to send mobile phone text messages via the internet. Instant messenger services such as eBuddy, Nimbuzz, and mig33 have been blocked as well. In other cases, certain online services—such as Google Maps or the photo-sharing tool Picasa—have been rendered inaccessible from Syria by their U.S.-based service providers due to restrictions related to economic sanctions against the country.

Decisions surrounding online censorship lack transparency and ISPs do not publicize the details of how blocking is implemented or which websites are banned, though government officials have publicly admitted engaging in internet censorship. When a user seeks to access a blocked website, an error message appears implying a technical problem rather than deliberate government restriction. Decisions on which websites or keywords should be censored are made by parts of the security apparatus, including the abovementioned Branch 225, or by the executive branch.

In an environment of extreme violence and arbitrary “red lines,” self-censorship is widespread. Sensitive topics include criticizing President Assad, his late father, the military, or the ruling Baath

27 LCCs website: http://www.lccsyria.org/en/
28 The Syrian, the English page is available at: http://english.thesyrian.com/
29 Interview with activist in Syria wishing to remain anonymous, December 2011.
party. Publicizing problems faced by religious and ethnic minorities or corruption allegations related to the ruling family, such as those of Assad’s cousin Rami Makhlouf, are also off limits. Most Syrian users are careful not only to avoid such sensitive topics when writing online, but also to avoid visiting blocked websites. However, the period of May 2012 to April 2013 witnessed a large number of local Syrian users expressing opposition to Assad, his father, Makhlouf, the Baath party, and certain ethnic or sectarian groups.

Pro-regime forces have employed a range of tactics to manipulate online content and discredit news reports or those posting them, though it is often difficult to directly link those who are carrying out these activities with the government. Most notable has been the emergence of the Syrian Electronic Army (SEA) since April 2011, a pro-government hacktivist group that targets the websites of opposition forces and human rights websites, often shutting them down (see “Violations of User Rights”). For news websites and other online forums based in the country, it is common for writers to receive phone calls from government officials offering “directions” for how to cover particular events. The Syrian government also pursues a policy of supporting and promoting websites that publish pro-government materials in an attempt to popularize the state’s version of events. These sites typically cite the reporting of the official state news agency SANA, with the same exact wording often evident across multiple websites. Since early 2011, this approach has also been used to promote the government’s perspective about the uprising and subsequent military campaign.

Social media has played a crucial role in the Syrian uprising, though its primary utility has been information sharing rather than planning street protests. The “Syrian Revolution 2011” Facebook page, which by March 2013 had over 750,000 members from both inside and outside the country, has been a vital source of information for dissidents. As the Syrian government shifted to the use of heavy arms and missiles against opposition fighters, the role of citizen journalists has shifted from live event coverage to documenting the bloody aftermath of an attack. Several YouTube channels belong to armed rebels, particularly Islamist groups. Both Facebook and YouTube have removed content related to the Syrian uprising, mainly due to content that promotes violence or contains graphic content, such as videos of torture or killing. Hundreds of thousands of videos have been posted to YouTube by citizen journalists, mostly documenting attacks. A Syrian group working on categorizing YouTube videos and sharing them via a platform called “OnSyria” had posted almost 200,000 videos as of April 2013.

Syria’s constitution provides for freedom of opinion and expression, but these are severely restricted in practice, both online and offline. Furthermore, a handful of laws are used to prosecute
online users who express their opposition to the government. Citizen journalists and YouTube users are detained and often tortured by both government forces and, at times, rebel fighters. Surveillance tools are used to identify and harass those who oppose the Assad government, often through targeted malware attacks against their computer systems and online accounts. Finally, the websites of opposition groups and human rights organizations are consistently targeted with cyberattacks from hackers linked to the government.

Laws such as the penal code, the 1963 State of Emergency Law, and the 2001 Press Law are used to control traditional media and arrest journalists or internet users based on vaguely worded terms such as threatening “national unity” or “publishing false news that may weaken national sentiment.” Defamation offenses are punishable by up to one year in prison if comments target the president and up to six months in prison for libel against other government officials, including judges, the military, or civil servants. The judiciary lacks independence and its decisions are often arbitrary. Furthermore, some civilians have been tried before military courts.

Since anti-government protests broke out in February 2011, the authorities have detained hundreds of internet users, including several well-known bloggers and citizen journalists. However, many of those targeted are not known for their political activism, making the reasons behind their arrest often unclear. This arbitrariness has raised fears that users could be arrested at any time for even the simplest online activities—posting on a blog, tweeting, commenting on Facebook, sharing a photo, or uploading a video—if it is perceived to threaten the regime’s control. Veteran blogger Ahmad Abu al-Khair was taken into custody in February 2011 while traveling from Damascus to Banias and was later released, though he has remained in hiding. More recently, in an effort to pressure al-Khair to turn himself in, security forces have twice detained his brother, once for a period of 60 days. Bassel Khartabil, an open source activist and recipient of the 2013 Index on Censorship Digital Freedom Award, remains in prison after he was taken by authorities without explanation in March 2012.

Human rights activists who work online are also targeted by the government. Authorities raided the offices of the Syrian Center for Media and Freedom of Expression (SCM) in February 2012, arresting 14 employees. SCM member and civil rights blogger Razan Ghazzawi was released after 22 days in detention and fled to Sweden. Five members remain in prison and face up to 15 years for “publicizing terrorist acts” over their role in documenting human rights violations by the government. Authorities also raided the offices of the Syrian Center for Media and Freedom of Expression (SCM) in February 2012, arresting 14 employees. SCM member and civil rights blogger Razan Ghazzawi was released after 22 days in detention and fled to Sweden. Five members remain in prison and face up to 15 years for “publicizing terrorist acts” over their role in documenting human rights violations by the government.
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40 Articles 285, 286, 287 of the Syrian Penal Code.
41 Article 378 of the Syrian Penal Code.
43 Email communication with activist in Syria who wished to remain anonymous, April 2012.
47 An interview with Syrian blogger via Skype. February 2013, name is hidden.
Syrian regime.\textsuperscript{48} The organization’s founder and director, Mazen Darwich, remained in incommunicado detention as of March 2013.\textsuperscript{49}

Once in custody, citizen journalists, bloggers, and other detainees reportedly suffered severe torture on behalf of government authorities. Although the precise number is unknown, it is estimated that dozens of individuals have been tortured to death for filming protests or abuses and then uploading them to YouTube.\textsuperscript{50} In some cases, the Syrian army appeared to deliberately target online activists and photographers all across the country. In one high-profile case from February 2012, Anas al-Tarsha, a videographer who documented unrest in the besieged city of Homs, was killed by a mortar round while filming the bombardment of the city’s Qarabees District.\textsuperscript{51} At least five of the citizen journalists who worked for the Damascus-based Shaam News Network, whose videos have been used extensively by international news organizations, were killed during 2012 and early 2013. Among them were Ghaith Abd al-Jawad and Amr Badir al-Deen Junaid, both from Qaboun Media Center, a group of opposition citizen journalists who film clashes in the neighborhood of Qaboun and publish the unattributed videos online.\textsuperscript{52} In response to such brutality, hundreds of activists have gone into hiding and dozens have fled the country, fearing that arrest may not only mean prison, but also death under torture.\textsuperscript{53}

Attacks on activists and citizen journalists were not limited to Syrian government forces. The Free Syrian Army (FSA), the opposition armed movement, have committed many attacks on videographers and citizen journalists, mainly in the suburbs of Aleppo. Since the “liberation” of Aleppo province, activists and photographers were targeted by FSA fighters more than they were targeted by the Syrian government.\textsuperscript{54} Further, “Al Nusra Front” (Jabhat al Nusra), a group of armed extremists, have arrested tens of young citizen journalists for weeks, and in one incident, opened fire on them for filming a protest in Bostan al Qaser in Aleppo.\textsuperscript{55}

Competition among activists has also led to violations against each other. In one case, a citizen journalist used armed thugs to kidnap the administrator of a competing Facebook page for media groups, aiming to shut it down. The victim sought help from another armed group, who, in turn, abducted the first individual. Both of the kidnapped group administrators were beaten to provide passwords of their Facebook accounts. Eventually, both men were released.\textsuperscript{56}

Anonymous communication is possible online but increasingly restricted. Registration is required upon purchasing a cell phone, though over the past year, activists have begun using the SIM cards of

\textsuperscript{48} “Syrian free speech advocates face terrorism charges,” Index on Censorship, May 17, 2013, \url{http://www.indexoncensorship.org/2013/05/syria-there-are-not-enough-prisons-for-the-free-word/}.

\textsuperscript{49} Skype interview with Syrian activist, March 2013. The name is hidden.

\textsuperscript{50} Interview via Skype with A.A, Human Rights Lawyer in Damascus, December 12, 2011. Name is hidden.


\textsuperscript{53} Interviews with two photographers who have taken refuge in Turkey, December 2011.

\textsuperscript{54} Interview with activist from Aleppo, via Skype, January 2013. Name is hidden.

\textsuperscript{55} Interview with lawyer from Aleppo. Istanbul, Turkey. January 2013. Name is hidden.

\textsuperscript{56} The author helped mediate this case, which occurred in the Damascus suburban area in February 2013. Names are hidden.
friends and colleagues killed in clashes with security forces in order to shield their identities. Cell phones of neighboring countries like Turkey and Lebanon have been widely used during 2012 and 2013, notably by Free Syrian Army fighters. Meanwhile, activists and bloggers released from custody reported being pressured by security agents to provide the passwords of their Facebook, Gmail, Skype, and other online accounts.  

The “Law for the Regulation of Network Communication against Cyber Crime,” passed in February 2012, requires websites to clearly publish the names and details of the owners and administrators. The owner of a website or online platform is also required “to save a copy of their content and traffic data to allow verification of the identity of persons who contribute content on the network” for a period of time to be determined by the government. Failure to comply may cause the website to be blocked and is punishable by a fine of between SYP 100,000 and 500,000 ($1,700 to $8,600). If the violation is found to have been deliberate, the website owner or administrator may face punishment of three months to two years imprisonment as well as a fine of SYP 200,000 to 1 million ($3,400 to $17,000). As of April 2013, however, the authorities were not vigorously enforcing these regulations.

Surveillance is widespread in Syria, as the government capitalizes on the centralized internet connection to intercept user communications. In early November 2011, Bloomberg reported that in 2009 the Syrian government had contracted Area SpA, an Italian surveillance company, to equip them with an upgraded system that would enable interception, scanning, and cataloging of all e-mail, internet, and mobile phone communication flowing in and out of the country. According to the report, throughout 2011, employees of Area SpA had visited Syria and began setting up the system to monitor user communications in near real-time, alongside graphics mapping users’ contacts. The exposé sparked protests in Italy and, a few weeks after the revelations, Area SpA announced that it would not be completing the project. No update is available on the project’s status or whether any of the equipment is now operational.

In a potential indication that the Syrian authorities were seeking an alternative to the incomplete Italian-made surveillance system, in March 2012 reports emerged of sophisticated phishing and malware attacks targeting online activists. The U.S.-based Electronic Frontier Foundation (EFF) reported that malware called “Darkcomet RAT” and “Xtreme RAT” had been found on activists’ computers and were capable of capturing webcam activity, logging keystrokes, stealing passwords, tying passwords, and exfiltrating data.

57 Interviews with released bloggers, names were hidden.
and more. Both applications sent the data back to the same IP address in Syria and were circulated via e-mail and instant messaging programs. Later, EFF reported the appearance of a fake YouTube channel carrying Syrian opposition videos that requested users’ login information and urged them to download an update to Adobe Flash, which was in fact a malware program that enabled the stealing of data from their computer. Upon its discovery, the fake site was taken down.

Cyberattacks have become increasingly common in Syria since February 2011, responding to the growing circulation of anti-Assad videos and other content online. Most notable has been the Syrian Electronic Army (SEA), a hacktivist group that emerged in April 2011. Though the group’s precise relationship to the regime is unclear, evidence exists of government links or at least tacit support. These include the SEA registering its domain in May 2011 on servers maintained by the Assad-linked Syrian Computer Society, a June 2011 speech in which the president explicitly praised the SEA and its members, and positive coverage of the group’s actions in state-run media.

The SEA’s key activities include hacking and defacing Syrian opposition websites and Facebook accounts, as well as targeting Western or other news websites perceived as hostile to the regime. However, some foreign websites from the academic, tourism, or online marketing sectors have also been targeted. On March 17, 2013, the SEA hacked the website and Twitter feed of Human Rights Watch, redirecting to the SEA homepage. The Mondaseh website was also hacked by the SEA in early January 2012. The SEA is known to post private information, such as the phone numbers and addresses of anti-government activists, onto its Facebook pages. Most of these pages have subsequently been closed by Facebook for violating its terms of use. However, pro-government media outlets continued to publish hacked e-mails from opposition figures.
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71 See YouTube video by SEA celebrating the hacking: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=48q34HlIBOk.
THAILAND

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>2012</th>
<th>2013</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Obstacles to Access (0-25)</strong></td>
<td>11</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Limits on Content (0-35)</strong></td>
<td>21</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Violations of User Rights (0-40)</strong></td>
<td>29</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total (0-100)</strong></td>
<td>61</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* 0=most free, 100=least free

**KEY DEVELOPMENTS: MAY 2012 – APRIL 2013**

- Thai courts issued 161 orders to block 21,000 URLs in 2012, many for criticizing the monarchy (see LIMITS ON CONTENT).
- A court fined Chiranuch Premchaiporn and gave her a suspended jail term for failing to delete anti-royal user comments from her news website Prachatai (see VIOLATIONS OF USER RIGHTS).
- Sexagenarian Ampol Tangnopakul died in May 2012 while jailed for anti-royal texting after a court denied medical parole (see VIOLATIONS OF USER RIGHTS).
- A cabinet directive implemented in mid-2012 put Computer-related Crimes Act cases under the jurisdiction of the Department of Special Investigation, which can intercept electronic communications without a court order (see VIOLATIONS OF USER RIGHTS).
- Activists petitioned lawmakers to reform lèse-majesté laws via social media, sparking unprecedented public debate (see LIMITS ON CONTENT).
- Free government-sponsored Wi-Fi hotspots helped improve access nationwide (see OBSTACLES TO ACCESS).

**INTERNET FREEDOM STATUS**

- **NOT FREE**
- **PARTLY FREE**

**POPULATION:** 70 million

**INTERNET PENETRATION 2012:** 27 percent

**SOCIAL MEDIA/ICT APPS BLOCKED:** No

**POLITICAL/SOCIAL CONTENT BLOCKED:** Yes

**BLOGGERS/ICT USERS ARRESTED:** No

**PRESS FREEDOM 2013 STATUS:** Not Free
Thai citizens have been posting online commentary since the internet was commercialized in 1995, but digital communication took on a particularly significant role after the 2006 military coup. Since then, both the red-shirt supporters of former Prime Minister Thaksin Shinawatra and their royalist, yellow-shirt opponents have utilized online resources to mobilize constituents, contributing to the democratic election of the Pheu Thai Party and Thaksin’s sister, Yingluck Shinawatra, as prime minister in July 2011.

Thailand’s worst limitations on content and violations of user rights occur under computer crimes laws enacted after the coup, and oppressive lèse-majesté provisions in the penal code, which criminalize criticism of the nation’s revered monarchy. The state has blocked tens of thousands of individual websites and social media pages, and imprisoned several people for disseminating information and opinion online or via mobile phone under these laws. Anyone can lodge a lèse-majesté complaint against anyone else in Thailand, opening the door for various actors to use the charges against political opponents or to curb civic advocacy in a highly polarized political environment.

Those expecting that Shinawatra would loosen internet restrictions have been disappointed. Censorship has continued and even become more institutionalized since she took office. Vaguely-worded legislation and lax adherence to due process has led to disproportionately harsh punishments given to ordinary users based on questionable evidence. In May 2012, news website administrator Chiranuch Premchaiporn was fined and given a suspended jail term for failing to delete comments left by readers in a verdict even the judge called unfair. She was luckier than Ampol Tangnopakul, who died in prison the same month. A court imprisoned him for 20 years in 2011 for sending anti-royal text messages from his mobile phone—though the 61-year-old denied knowing how to use SMS.

While content restrictions and legal harassment—particularly in these two widely-reported cases—increase self-censorship in online discussions, they also serve to further politicize the monarchy in the eyes of many Thais, and sparked serious civic efforts to promote lèse-majesté reform in 2012 and 2013. They have also inspired a burgeoning movement of politically conscious internet users, who favor greater protections for internet freedom.

Declining prices, increased demand for alternative sources of information, and social networking tools are enticing Thais to spend more time online, and internet penetration was at 27 percent in
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2012. Mobile telephony is more widespread, with penetration topping 120 percent, indicating some citizens own more than one device.

In households with internet access, 56 percent used fixed broadband connections while 15 percent relied on a modem in 2012, official figures show. Thailand suffers from an urban-rural connectivity divide: nearly 40 percent of internet users are based in major cities, twice the percentage of users based in rural areas.

The government has been slow to improve the fixed-line infrastructure and boost the development of ICTs, even though lessening the digital divide was a notable part of the Pheu Thai party’s platform ahead of the July 2011 elections. This was due in part to the extensive flooding that struck Thailand in October 2011, the worst in decades. Internet penetration rose by only 2 percent in 2011 and 3 percent in 2012. This is expected to change in 2013 under the government’s “Smart Network” policy, which aims to expand access to 95 percent of the population by 2020. The National Broadcasting and Telecommunications Commission (NBTC) has approved a THB 950 million ($31,980,000) budget for a Ministry of Information and Communication Technology (MICT) project, “ICT Free Wi-Fi,” to add 300,000 internet access points across Thailand in 2013 in cooperation with service providers. Northern Chiang Mai province is undergoing a similar pilot scheme sponsored by telecommunications giant TRUE. The government also plans to implement free hi-speed internet access in public places such as schools and hospitals. Internet users can get online for free at many public access points by registering for an account through a website run by government agencies in cooperation with telecommunications companies.

Partly as a result of efforts like this, official 2012 figures state 44 percent of Thai internet users paid nothing for access, and another 25 percent paid less than THB 200 ($6.73) a month. These figures counted individuals using free public access; in households paying for monthly service, most paid THB 600-799 ($19-26). Connections reportedly function at speeds around 12 Mbps, most reliably in the greater Bangkok area. In past years, users complained that connections were slower


than advertised. However, in late 2012 and early 2013, there was no official information about user complaints, and anecdotally, speeds appeared to have improved.

Mobile phone ownership is also more common in municipalities, with penetration higher in Bangkok and other cities than in rural areas. The NBTC regulated maximum service rates for inland voice service via mobile phone in 2011. As of April 2012, service providers are not allowed to charge more than an average THB 0.99 ($0.03) per minute; existing contracts had to be adjusted to match these rates by January 1, 2013. While SMS messaging is popular, the percentage of people accessing the internet via mobile phone is less than 10 percent.

Smartphone use is expected to change this. By late 2011, sales of smartphones surpassed those of feature phones for the first time and an estimated four million people subscribed to internet-capable third-generation (3G) services. Declining costs—smartphones averaged THB 3,000 ($100) each in early 2012—are accelerating this trend. While political and legal disputes have repeatedly delayed the licensing process for 3G mobile phone service and wireless broadband, the NBTC granted three corporations, Advanced Info Service, DTAC Network and Real Future, 15-year licenses to provide users with 2.1GHz and 3G service in December 2012, which is expected to drive mobile phone penetration to 130 percent in 2016. The licenses are conditional on providers reducing service costs by 15 percent, increasing geographical coverage to 80 percent in 4 years, maintaining connection speeds specified by the NBTC, and protecting the rights of consumers.

The government has also tried to improve access to devices and hardware through projects like the MICT’s “One Tablet per Child,” which aims to distribute free tablets loaded with education software to all first-year primary school students. Critics argue the program distracted public attention away from other factors affecting education, such as poor teacher performance.

In recent years, the Thai telecommunications market has liberalized and diversified. Out of nine National Internet Exchanges that connect to the international internet, the government-run Communication Authority of Thailand (CAT) Telecom operates two, including the country’s

12 National Statistical Office, “Information and Communication Technology Survey.”
14 National Statistical Office, “Information and Communication Technology Survey.”
largest. As of mid-2012, there were over 100 ISPs with active licenses, though 10 provided most of the connection services for individual consumers and households. Among them, True Internet—a subsidiary of the communications conglomerate True Corporation, which also controls Thailand’s third-largest mobile phone operator True Move—had a 40 percent share of the high-speed internet market by March 2013, the state-owned Telephone Organization of Thailand controlled 33 percent in late 2012, while the private 3BB controlled 28 percent. The three main mobile phone service providers are the Singaporean-owned Advanced Info Service, the Norwegian-controlled DTAC, and True Corporation’s True Move. The first two operate under concessions from TOT and CAT, an allocation system that does not entirely enable free-market competition.

Legislation creating a single regulatory body for both the broadcast and telecommunications sectors passed parliament in late 2010. After a long and dispute-filled selection process, the senate appointed the members of the new NBTC in September 2011. From among the 11 commissioners, 5 are from the military, reflecting the army’s deep interests in the communications sector. The remaining members are three former bureaucrats, two civil society representatives, and one police officer. Some observers have complained that the NBTC lacks commissioners with industry experience that the regulatory structure is incapable of dealing with converging communications platforms, and that coordination across different parts of the commission is weak. Despite these shortcomings, the NBTC’s decisions and proposed plans regarding the telecommunications sector thus far are largely viewed as fair.

**LIMITS ON CONTENT**

In 2012, Thai courts blocked almost 21,000 URLs, including thousands for anti-royal content. Just 5,000 URLs had been blocked the previous year. In a new development, however, activists effectively used digital tools to drive public debate on lèse-majesté. While petitions demanding reform have yet to see concrete results, the support and media coverage they attracted were unprecedented. Manipulation of online debate by paid commentators declined, a sign that the activity observed in 2011 was probably tied to the election campaigns.

Restrictions on content have expanded in recent years in both scale and scope, although the Thai government has been blocking some internet content since 2003, when it implemented controls on
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24 Both CAT Telecom and TOT are supervised by the MICT.
pornography and gaming, among other topics.\textsuperscript{29} The new administration has maintained vigilant monitoring of anti-royal content and extended censorship to popular social media platforms.\textsuperscript{30}

Government bodies monitor online content and enforce censorship through court orders under the 2007 Computer-related Crime Act (CCA),\textsuperscript{31} and extrajudicial blocking decisions by the executive branch. Online censorship is also conducted through preemptive action by ISPs and content hosts, whose cooperation is ensured because they can be held legally responsible for comments posted by third parties.\textsuperscript{32} The 2012 conviction of the director and administrator of the Prachatai news website for failing to delete user comments in 2008 (see “Violations of User Rights”) is expected to increase intermediary compliance with official censorship orders, though this is difficult to measure in practice. Court orders are almost always granted with minimal deliberation and little indication of which content was deemed to violate the law. As a result, website blocking lacks transparency, since the precise list of inaccessible sites is not available to the public. In addition, officials may inflate the figures for political purposes, according to one MICT source.\textsuperscript{33}

Shinawatra’s government has bolstered its monitoring capabilities in relation to lèse-majesté crimes. An MICT committee in charge of official website censorship established in 2010 is now chaired by one of her former deputy prime ministers, Chalerm Yoobamrung.\textsuperscript{34} In 2011, local news reports criticized Chalerm for seeking a THB 400 million ($13.46 million) budget for the purchase of internet content filtering and monitoring equipment capable of censoring overseas websites without cooperation from foreign ICTs to help enforce lèse-majesté content restrictions.\textsuperscript{35} The status of that budget is not known. The Technology Crime Suppression Division under the Royal Thai Police\textsuperscript{36} and the MICT Cyber-Security Operation Center (CSOC) established under Shinawatra in December 2011 are also tasked with monitoring and curbing the circulation of lèse-majesté content.\textsuperscript{37} Media reports describe the police body as several dozen computer technicians scouring thousands of websites, manually and with automated crawlers, for insults to the royal family.\textsuperscript{38} The CSOC is an upgrade of a 2010 entity called the Internet Security Operation Center, but its precise mandate and activities remain unclear.\textsuperscript{39}


\textsuperscript{31} Media reports sometimes refer to it as the “Computer Crime Act.”

\textsuperscript{32} ISPs do not publicly acknowledge such cooperation, but it is widely accepted by freedom of expression advocates.

\textsuperscript{33} Some counted duplications, so that a single article shared by ten internet users would be counted eleven times. Interview with mid-ranking MICT employee who requested anonymity, December 2011.

\textsuperscript{34} Ministry of Information and Communication Technology, “ICT Policy Committee for Inappropriate Site Management” [in Thai], accessed February 2013, \url{http://www.mict.go.th/ewt_news.php?nid=1683}.

\textsuperscript{35} “Chalerm Set to Crack Down on Websites”, Prachatai, accessed February 12, 2013, \url{http://bit.ly/1bRxExF}.

\textsuperscript{36} Also called Office of Prevention and Suppression of Information Technology Crimes and referred to as a ‘war room’ for stopping lèse-majesté content. See, Thomas Fuller, “A High-Tech War Against Slights to a Centuries-Old Monarchy,” New York Times, October 2, 2011, \url{http://www.nytimes.com/2011/10/03/world/asia/03iht-thailand03.html?pagewanted=all}.


\textsuperscript{38} Martin Petty and Natnicha Chuwiruch, “Thais Test Taboos as War on Royal Slurs Heats Up,” Reuters, December 6, 2011, \url{http://www.reuters.com/article/2011/12/06/us-thailand-monarchy-idUSTRE786059201111207}.

Blocking tactics have evolved over time. Most of the websites filtered prior to 2007 involved pornography, online gambling, or circumvention tools, although some politically oriented websites were also found to be inaccessible. Blocking increased exponentially under the 2007 CCA, particularly in relation to anti-royal content. One academic study shows that between 2007 and 2011, there were 156 court orders issued to block access to nearly 82,000 URLs, an average of 980 URLs a day. All told, five years after the enforcement of the act, criminal courts have authorized a total 317 orders preventing access to 102,191 URLs.

Thousands of these were blacklisted under the emergency declaration in effect from April to December 2010, when an extrajudicial mechanism granted top security officials unilateral powers to block websites. While international news websites and human rights groups remained accessible, a number of domestic websites supporting the opposition red-shirt movement were blocked, as were less partisan online news outlets or human rights groups, such as Freedom Against Censorship Thailand, the online newspaper Prachatai, the Political Prisoners in Thailand blog, and Asia Sentinel. Although this extrajudicial procedure was abolished with the end of the state of emergency, the censorship system in Thailand continues to lack transparency and accountability.

Hopes that the Shinawatra would loosen restrictions were dashed when Chalerm Yoobamrung vowed to curb lèse-majesté content a month after taking office, demonstrating the deeply-entrenched political resistance to reforming the law, even under a new administration.

While some sites blocked in 2010 are now accessible again, others—including Prachatai and Asia Sentinel—remain at least partially blocked. However, more are being added to the blacklist. The number of court orders authorizing website blocks rose in 2012, when courts granted 161 orders to block almost 21,000 URLs. These included 5,000 URLs blocked between December and March for containing content critical of the royal family, according to police. This represents a

46 iLaw researchers collecting details of blocked websites found many government agencies unable or unwilling to provide data.
48 FACT and the Political Prisoners in Thailand websites are now available, as are websites related to the red-shirt movement as a key constituency of the ruling Pheu Thai party.
49 Freedom House tests on Prachatai and Asia Sentinel indicated that the sites loaded more slowly than others and that some pages were inaccessible, with the user redirected to a message stating that it had been blocked by the MICT, though other pages were available.
50 iLaw, “Statistics of Website Censorship.”
marked increase over 2011, when a mere 33 orders relating to 5,000 URLs were approved, and was more than the sum of court orders authorized in 2009 and 2010 together, which amounted to 142.\textsuperscript{52} Despite this frenzy of activity, the number of individual sites affected by each order has actually declined, since the total 26,000 URLs censored in 2011 and 2012 under Prime Minister Shinawatra are considerably fewer than the number affected by orders placed during 2009 and 2010 under former Prime Minister Abhisit Vejjajiva, which was a period of significant political upheaval (28,705 and 45,357 URLs respectively).\textsuperscript{53}

Thai courts are now much more likely to censor political opinion than pornography or other illegal content. Since 2007 criminal courts have authorized 219 orders preventing access to 77,491 URLs containing pictures and contents against lèse-majesté law or article 112 of the criminal code,\textsuperscript{54} compared to 76 orders censoring 23,456 URLs for pornographic content.\textsuperscript{55}

Website blocks are frequently excessive. A criminal court blocked the URL for legal website Nitirat based on the national-security related CCA article 20 for publishing the “First Declaration of the People’s Party”—a historical treatise advocating a constitutional monarchy in Thailand\textsuperscript{56}—even though it was available on several other uncensored websites.

In addition to blocking, the government employs administrative measures and political pressure to limit the spread of online information, especially on social media. Anecdotally, internet freedom activists report that before the 2007 Computer-related Crime Act, the government would approach service providers to cooperate in website censorship. Even after that process was formalized, the spirit of collaboration lingers, and some content is restricted without the need for a court order. The citizen journalist website Thaiflood—which hundreds of thousands of Thais were following for updates after 2011 floods—complained that the official relief agency sought the right to screen and potentially censor its content before publication.\textsuperscript{57}

Censors also request assistance from international providers. In 2011, journalists reported the MICT had asked Facebook to censor over 90,000 URLs suspected of violating lèse-majesté laws,\textsuperscript{58} and that the company had removed 10,000 URLs and 50 user accounts. Facebook did not confirm this account in published reports.\textsuperscript{59} Google reported that the Thai government—under two prime

\textsuperscript{52} iLaw, “Statistics of Website Censorship.”
\textsuperscript{53} iLaw, “Statistics of Website Censorship.”
\textsuperscript{54} Section 112: “Whoever, defames, insults or threatens the King, the Queen, the Heir-apparent or the Regent, shall be punished with imprisonment of three to fifteen years.”
\textsuperscript{55} iLaw, “Statistics of Website Censorship.”
ministers—sent six requests between January and December 2011 to remove a total of 374 clips from its YouTube video-sharing platform for allegedly insulting the monarchy—all without a court order. Google largely complied, restricting Thai users from accessing 80 percent of them.60 Google reported no requests between June and December 2012, though it complied with two to delete 14 items on YouTube for criticizing the government in the first half of the year.61 And the Thai government was quick to welcome the microblogging service Twitter’s new feature enabling country-specific censorship of tweets in 2012, though it is not clear if the feature has been implemented.62

Proactive state manipulation of online discussion happens occasionally but has not had a significant impact on online discourse. More prevalent is the use of volunteers to scrutinize suspicious websites and report their findings to the MICT. Ministry hotlines inviting users to report offensive websites were established in 2010, along with an equivalent Facebook group.63 A joint MICT and ministry of justice “cyber scout” project to train students as web monitors was inaugurated the same year;64 by 2011, several dozen were patrolling forums and social networks—without identifying themselves as working with the government—to warn users posting lèse-majesté content report them if they refused to delete it.65 Such manipulation was less noticeable in 2012 and 2013, suggesting the 2011 spike may have been tied to the elections.

Not all such measures are government-sponsored. A network of users calling themselves the “Social Sanction” group has launched online campaigns to vilify individuals who express views deemed disrespectful of the monarchy, sometimes sparking official investigations of the targeted user.66 Other internet users have launched their own countermeasures against “Social Sanction” and similar groups, posting online the personal information of individuals they believe belong to such communities.67

These measures, along with prosecutions and other violations of internet users’ rights in recent years, has a chilling effect, and many people engage in self-censorship when communicating online, even among friends within a closed network. Official statements have encouraged this trend. In

63 Reporting Association of Thailand Facebook page, https://www.facebook.com/reportthailand. As of August 2013, the page had over 25,000 “likes.”
2011, the ICT minister warned users that “liking” lèse-majesté content on Facebook could result in prosecution for “indirectly distributing inappropriate content” under the CCA.68

Online activists have proved resilient and creative in countering limits on content. Circumvention software to access blocked sites is readily available online, and content producers often republish information on alternate sites. The Thai Netizen Network advocacy group, which defends users’ rights to access, free expression, and privacy, was founded in 2009.69

Despite constraints surrounding royal institutions, many political, social, and human rights issues are freely and passionately debated online in Thailand. Political parties mobilize supporters via ICT platforms, like a November 2012 ice-cream eating flash mob organized a red-shirt activist in protest against royalist Boonlert Kaewprasit. News reports had quoted Boonlert, a former general, advocating a five-year political “freeze,” substituting military leadership for democratic rule.70 Both red- and yellow-shirt movements used social media to organize offline actions in the run-up to 2011 elections, contributing to an opposition victory which observers considered free and fair. Since then, media experts say government or corporate advertisements are distributed to online news outlets across the political spectrum, where before the partisan allocation of resources threatened their financial stability and the diversity of views available to internet users; some red-shirt supporters created their own advertising market.

Meanwhile, advanced web applications such as YouTube, Facebook, Twitter, and international blog-hosting services like Blogger are popular and freely available, though individual pages or videos may be blocked. One 2011 study reported a huge 85 percent of Thai internet users visiting a social media website at least once a week.71 Such sites have become important spaces for political expression and key channels for disseminating news, information, and demands for accountability. In December 2012, Facebook users prompted an airline to investigate one of its stewardesses who vented on her personal account about a passenger’s political affiliation.72

Social media has even facilitated public discussion of lèse-majesté provisions. In the past year, a “Free Somyot” campaign was carried out on behalf of an editor imprisoned under the law,73 and a Facebook group organized by academic Suda Rangkupan inspired some politicians to draft a bill to pardon political prisoners, including some convicted of lèse-majesté.74 The Campaign Committee

for the Amendment of Article 112, a coalition of academics and civil society groups, attracted
30,000 signatures to a petition demanding lèse-majesté reforms, such as reducing punishments for
violations and enabling only the king’s private secretary to initiate charges.\textsuperscript{75} Parliament rejected
the petition on technical grounds, but the effort prompted an unprecedented level of coverage in
the traditional media.

The government is also embracing social networks to promote policy. Top leaders update the
public frequently on Facebook, especially during election campaigns. In March 2013 during the
election of the governor of Bangkok, candidates used Facebook and Twitter alongside billboards
and speeches, though digital tools do not yet have the reach of traditional media, particularly in
rural areas.\textsuperscript{76}

\section*{Violations of User Rights}

Under Yingluck Shinawatra, legal harassment of internet users under lèse-majesté provisions and
the CCA has continued at the same rate as before the 2011 election, if not worsened. The most
notorious conviction of 2012 involved Chiranuch Premchaiporn, the director and administrator of
\textit{Prachatai}, who was given a suspended jail term for failing to delete user comments in 2008. A tragic
death highlighted the use of these charges to imprison citizens without known political connections,
often following questionable legal proceedings. Ampol Tangnopakul died in May, just months into
a 20-year sentence he was serving for allegedly sending anti-royal SMS messages. The court had
rejected the elderly cancer-sufferer’s defense that he couldn’t use a mobile phone, along with
multiple applications for bail and a medical appeal. Since a cabinet directive was implemented in
May 2012, CCA investigations fall under the purview of the Department of Special Investigations
who can intercept electronic communications without a court order.

The Constitution of the Kingdom of Thailand 2007, which replaced an interim charter imposed by
the military government after the 2006 coup, guarantees freedom of expression in chapter three,
section 45. However, other laws have been used to curtail free expression, including the Internal
Security Act of 2007, the Emergency Decree on Public Administration in Emergency Situations
2005, and especially the 2007 CCA, which groups broad content violations with criminal activities
like hacking, e-mail phishing, uploading personal content without consent, and posting obscene
material. A range of civil society groups and scholars oppose the CCA for infringing on users’ rights
to privacy, information, and freedom of expression,\textsuperscript{77} and allowing the prosecution of content
providers or intermediaries—such as webmasters, administrators, and managers—accused of

\textsuperscript{75} Under the constitution, lawmakers must consider citizen-initiated legislative changes if they receive at least 10,000
signatures. “Campaign Committee for the Amendment of Article 112” [in Thai], accessed July 2013, \url{http://www.ccaa112.org/};
Campaign Committee for the Amendment of Article 112 Facebook page, accessed July 2013, \url{https://www.facebook.com/cca112}.

\textsuperscript{76} Jon Russell, “How Influential is Social Media in Thailand’s Election?,” \textit{Asian Correspondent}, June 10, 2011,
\url{http://asiancorrespondent.com/56997/how-influential-is-social-media-in-thailands-election/}.

\textsuperscript{77} Sarinee Achavanuntakul, “Danger! Computer Crimes Act” [in Thai], \textit{Fringer Blog}, July 18, 2007,
\url{http://www.fringer.org/?p=259}; “Freedom of Expression (Still) Under Attack,” \textit{Political Prisoners of Thailand} (blog), June 12,
2012, \url{https://politicalprisonersofthailand.wordpress.com/2012/06/12/freedom-of-expression-still-under-attack/}.\pagebreak
posting or allowing the dissemination of content considered harmful to national security or public order.\(^7\) The executive authorities are left to decide what amounts to a violation under these vaguely defined terms, and criminal courts make the final judgments.\(^8\) In addition, harsh defamation and lèse-majesté provisions in the penal code that are generally applied to online expression, as well as traditional media, assign penalties of up to 15 years in prison for criticism of the king, the royal family, or Buddhism.\(^9\) In 2010, 478 lèse-majesté cases were filed under Article 1467.

Thai authorities persistently pursue criminal prosecutions relating to online activity. A total of 325 defendants were charged under the CCA between 2007 and 2011.\(^1\) Among those, only 19 percent involved data and computer crimes; 66 percent stemmed from content violations under articles 14-16 of the act. The nature of the charges in a remaining 48 cases is unclear.\(^2\) Of the cases involving content, 100 were defamation charges and 46 lèse-majesté violations; only 31 were for pornography.\(^3\) These prosecutions have drawn local and international condemnation because of the harsh pre-trial treatment of detainees, the punishments imposed, and the judges’ reliance on questionable evidence. Yingluck Shinawatra’s administration, instead of checking this trend, has returned guilty verdicts in cases inherited from the previous government.

On May 31, 2012, a court sentenced Prachatai’s Chiranuch Premchaiporn to eight months in jail and a THB 20,000 ($673) fine for failing to delete reader comments in one of the most high-profile of these verdicts. While Thai authorities have prosecuted intermediaries for failing to delete content before,\(^4\) Chiranuch—who the media sometimes refer to by her nickname, Jiew—was among first defendants prosecuted for computer crimes, the first accused solely on the basis of third-party content, and, as a 44-year-old journalist and human rights activist, represented a largely apolitical target.\(^5\) First arrested in a raid on the site’s premises in March 2009, Chiranuch was charged because the site’s moderators—who, like administrators around the world, rely on the community to report offensive content posted to their dynamic discussion forums—were delinquent in deleting ten10 anti-royal remarks, although they removed them all within 20 days.\(^6\)

---

\(^7\) Sections 14(1), 14(3), and 14(5) and Article 15 of the 2007 Computer Crimes Act pertain to crimes that “involve import to a computer system of forged computer data, either in whole or in part, or false computer data, in a manner that is likely to cause damage to a third party or the public; that involve import to a computer system of any computer data related to an offense against the kingdom’s security under the criminal code; that involve the dissemination or forwarding of computer data already known to be computer data [which are illegal].” The act states that “any service provider intentionally supporting or consenting to an offense...within a computer system under their control shall be subject to the same penalty as that imposed upon a person committing an offense.” See, “An unofficial translation of the Computer Crime Act,” Prataphai, July 24, 2007, http://www.prachatai.com/english/node/117.

\(^8\) Sukri et al, Impact of the Computer-related Crime Act, 520.


Police arrested her again in September 2010 on fresh counts of “defaming the royal family,” violating Articles 14 and 15 of the CCA, and Article 112 of the penal code, in relation to the same handful of comments. Perhaps because of local and international attention to the case, Chiranuch, unlike many defendants in lèse-majesté cases, was granted bail of THB 200,000 ($6,730), 88 and her suspended sentence was far less than the maximum, which would not have been allowed to exceed 20 years even if she had been convicted on all counts, though some of her supporters mistakenly believed she was facing as many as 80 years behind bars. 89 In an ironic acknowledgement that Chiranuch herself had not committed a crime, the sentence was suspended, and she did not serve time.90 The judge described the system he was perpetuating as “unfair.”91

CCA Article 15 states that administrators who fail to stop internet users from posting banned content are “supporting or consenting to” the post and face the same penalties as if they had created it themselves.92 This serves as a discouragement to service providers, since the constant monitoring it demands from website owners is time consuming and inefficient. Moreover, the law fails to establish time frame for service providers to delete offending content. The court’s failure to clarify this omission in its interpretation of the law in Chiranuch’s case is particularly problematic, and many observers in the legal, IT, and free expression sectors fear the sentence, though suspended, could increase self-censorship by media outlets and service providers in Thailand for years to come. That fear was compounded by the January 2013 sentencing of Somyot Prueksakasemsuk, editor of the Voice of Taksin print magazine, to 10 years imprisonment for lèse-majesté involving two articles he published, but did not author;93 the conviction followed 20 months in detention—despite 13 attempts to obtain bail—since Somyot’s 2010 arrest while campaigning to overturn lèse-majesté laws.94

Other recent CCA and lèse-majesté prosecutions reveal further concerning implications about the wording of the laws, and the courts’ harsh interpretation of them.

- Though records compiled by lawyers and free expression groups are incomplete, most of the defendants appear to be ordinary Thais like Abhinya Sawatvarakorn, a 19-year-old university student nicknamed Kantoop, rather than well-known activists or government opponents. In February 2012, Kantoop became the youngest person to appear before a

---

92 Section 15: “Any service provider intentionally supporting or consenting to an offence under Section 14 within a computer system under their control shall be subject to the same penalty as that imposed upon a person committing an offence under Section 14.”
judge on lèse-majesté charges for a comment she had posted to Facebook in 2009.95 She had yet to be prosecuted in May 2013, but at least one news report said she was forced to change universities after one institution refused admission in connection with the allegations.96

- Judges hearing the cases often display a limited understanding of the technical dimensions of digital communication, and convict users even when the evidence against them is inconclusive. Website designer Thanthawut Thaweewarodomkul was sentenced to 13 years in prison in 2011 despite discrepancies in the electronic evidence tying him to the offending content.97

- Convictions for lèse-majesté carry significant social stigma that affects their treatment in prison. Thanthawut and others report guards and fellow prisoners targeting them for abuse in jail.98

- Professional lawyers and IT experts can be reluctant to contribute to the defense of lèse-majesté and CCA crimes on grounds that it might hurt their careers. In November 2011, 61-year-old Ampol Tangnopakul was sentenced to 20 years in prison for allegedly sending text messages insulting the monarchy to a high-ranking government official. 99 The prosecutor failed to prove he had sent the offending content, and Ampol—who traditional media dubbed “Uncle SMS” 100—said he did not even know how to text. Yet his legal team could not find an expert willing to testify that IMEI numbers, which identify mobile handsets, can be counterfeited. The court denied eight separate applications for bail running up to Ampol’s trial,101 and he died in jail of liver cancer on May 8, 2012, three days after his application for appeal on medical grounds was rejected.102

- Companies and individuals have also used the CCA and penal code provisions from personal motives.103 Police interrogated two suspects reported collecting or disseminating

---


98 “Nor Por Chor USA Web Designer Sentenced to 13 Years in Jail,” Prachatai.


101 Ampol’s case received more traditional media coverage than most lese majeste trials. iLaw, “Case 21” [in Thai], accessed July 2013, http://freedom.ilaw.or.th/case/21.


information detrimental to the monarchy in 2011. Another 2011 case resulted in charges of defamation and importing “false computer data” against labor union activist Songkram Chimcherd over e-mails regarding a dispute with a company over unpaid worker compensation; a court dismissed the case in May 2012 because the prosecutor could not prove who sent the e-mail.

• So strong is the law’s emphasis on proof of innocence that only two computer crimes cases involving lèse-majesté law have been dismissed on these grounds since the 2006 coup. One involved Surapak Phuchaisaeng, who was arrested in September 2010 for allegedly creating a Facebook page parodying a 1950 speech by King Bhumiphol Adulyadej. The court dismissed the case on October 31, 2012, yet Surapak was offered no compensation or redress for the two years he was held without bail.

• In February 2012, Human Rights Watch voiced concerns over Thai courts’ “politically motivated” refusal to grant bail to lèse-majesté defendants, particularly those affiliated with the red-shirt movement.

• Lengthy pre-trial detentions without bail also deplete defendants’ resources to fight unfair convictions. Joe Gordon (also known as Lerpong Wichaikhammat), a dual Thai-U.S. citizen, was sentenced in December 2011 to two and a half years in prison for posting excerpts from the banned book *The King Never Smiles* on his blog while in the United States. He pled guilty after bail was denied nine times over 84 days of pretrial detention, and was eventually pardoned and released in July 2012. Legal experts believe he lacked effective legal counsel and confessed in hopes of early release, but the verdict cannot be overturned, and Gordon now lives permanently in the United States.

• Prosecutors, aware of international condemnation of Thai lèse-majesté laws, can prosecute cases under other charges, though the impetus for the investigation clearly stems from anti-royal content. On December 25, 2012, internet user Katha Pachariyaphong was sentenced to four years in prison for translating a Bloomberg news agency article about the health of

---

King Bhumiphol Adulyadej and posting it to a web forum.\(^{113}\) He was charged with spreading rumors under CCA article 14(2). Bloomberg, the original publisher, was not mentioned by the plaintiff.

The scale of ICT surveillance in lèse-majesté and other cases in Thailand is unclear, although the CCA requires ISPs and webmasters to retain data logs for up to 90 days and turn data over to investigators upon request. One police officer reported needing up to three days to trace the source of offensive online comments in 2009.\(^{114}\) Since then, the government has strengthened its capacity to intercept private communications. A cabinet directive effective since its publication in the Royal Gazette in May 2012 placed several types of cases, including violations of the CCA, under the jurisdiction of the Department of Special Investigation (DSI).\(^{115}\) Under rules regulating DSI operations, intercepting internet communications and collecting personal data in CCA cases no longer needs a court order.\(^{116}\) Even in cases where court orders are still required, Thai judges—as with censorship decisions—typically approve such requests without serious deliberation. And Chalerm Yoobamrung’s THB 400 million ($13.46 million) “lawful interception” system proposed in December 2011, which would have monitoring and content filtering applications, could potentially bypass the need to go through ISP staff altogether, with or without the court’s sanction, by allowing law enforcement agencies direct access to user data files.\(^{117}\) Aware of this trend, some internet users and political activists already exercise caution when communicating online, and employ additional security and privacy tools to evade surveillance.

Customers at cybercafes must present identification cards, though smaller businesses do not always comply with this rule. Mobile phone users are required to register their real names and national ID with their carrier upon purchasing a SIM card, whether prepaid or for a long-term subscription. Although the rule is less strictly enforced for prepaid SIM cards, those who do not register are unable to receive certain services, including roaming or mobile phone reception, in the southern provinces of Pattani, Yala, and Narathiwat.\(^{118}\)

Internet users who post controversial content can face harassment outside the legal system, including physical violence. In February 2012, two unidentified men on motorbikes assaulted Worachet Pakeerut, one of several academics leading a petition campaign to amend lèse-majesté provisions. The Asian Human Rights Commission advocacy group said the attack represented an “ominous escalation of the dangers” faced by those promoting critical discussion of Article 112.\(^{119}\)


\(^{114}\) Freedom House interview with a senior police officer specializing in ICT crimes who requested anonymity, March, 2009.


There have been sporadic reports of hacking attacks on online news outlets. Prachatai repeatedly faced denial-of-service (DoS) attacks during periods of political turmoil in 2009 and 2010 before being blocked by the authorities. The attacks forced the outlet to change servers and set aside large sums to pay for extra bandwidth. A web administrator for the news outlet reported in February 2012 that the site continued to face attacks but was able to stay online thanks to the bandwidth upgrade.

Hackers are also increasingly targeting government websites, which have developed a reputation for inadequate security. In September 2012, police arrested a 16-year-old for hacking the ministry of education website and altering content in protest against strict school regulations. Attackers accessed a Thai navy web forum and published user names and passwords online in December 2012. In January 2013, hackers added links to a gambling platform to the ministry of culture’s website in order to boost traffic and search engine optimization for the illegal site; a day later, an apparently separate attack on the same website added an image from a controversial political television drama which broadcasters pulled off the air due to inappropriate content, stimulating public debate about whether authorities had pressured them to censor the show.

Tunisia

**INTERNET FREEDOM STATUS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>2012</th>
<th>2013</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Obstacles to Access (0-25)</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Limits on Content (0-35)</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Violations of User Rights (0-40)</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total (0-100)</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>41</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* 0=most free, 100=least free

**Populations:** 10.8 million

**Internet Penetration 2012:** 42 percent

**Social Media/ICT Apps Blocked:** No

**Political/Social Content Blocked:** No

**Bloggers/ICT Users Arrested:** Yes

**Press Freedom 2013 Status:** Partly Free

**Key Developments: May 2012 – April 2013**

- State control over the internet backbone has weakened as ISPs may now bypass the Tunisian Internet Agency to access international networks directly (see **Obstacles to Access**).

- Online journalists received new protections through the implementation of Decree-law 115 that provides them with many of the same rights afforded to traditional journalists, although the remaining presence of laws from the Ben Ali era and delays over a new constitution continued to threaten freedom of expression online (see **Violations of User Rights**).

- One user had his 7.5 year prison sentence confirmed for online posts deemed offensive to Islam, while an online investigative journalist faced harsh criminal defamation charges related to a story in which she exposed government corruption (see **Violations of User Rights**).
The internet was first launched for public use in Tunisia in 1996, and the first broadband connections were made available by the end of 2003. Despite a relatively advanced internet infrastructure and a developed telecommunications market, extensive internet filtering had hindered free web access. Former autocratic President Zine El Abidine Ben Ali’s internet censorship and surveillance systems had earned Tunisia the title of “internet enemy” in 2009 and 2010 alongside Burma, China, Saudi Arabia, and Iran. Numerous websites and Web 2.0 tools such as the photo-sharing site Flickr and video-sharing site YouTube were blocked in order to deny citizens access to content critical of the ruling region. Nonetheless, internet usage continued to grow and an increasing number of netizens started employing encryption techniques and proxy servers to circumvent government censorship and surveillance.

The Tunisian internet landscape changed dramatically with the ouster of Ben Ali on January 14, 2011. His repressive censorship apparatus largely dissipated and internet users have started to enjoy an unprecedented level of web access. However, old habits die hard; fears of the comeback of Ammar404 (the nickname Tunisian netizens gave to internet censorship during the Ben Ali era, based on the 404 “file not found” message) reemerged in May 2011 with attempts to filter adult content and the blocking of five Facebook pages critical of the military institution. From May 2012 to April 2013, authorities took significant steps to open up the country’s control over internet and communication technologies (ICTs). Speaking at a press conference held on September 6, 2012, ICT Minister Mongi Marzoug officially announced the “death of Ammar404.” That same month, Tunisia joined the Freedom Online Coalition, a group of governments “committed to collaborating to advance internet freedom.” In another positive development, internet service providers (ISPs) can now directly access international data traffic lines, thereby decentralizing the ICT infrastructure out of the hands of a powerful few.

Despite of these commendable steps, Tunisia’s fragile internet freedom is still threatened by a number of laws dating from the Ben Ali era, including the Telecommunications Decree and the Internet Regulations. The judiciary continues to restrict free speech through the prosecution of users over content posted online, mainly regarding defamation, religion, or insults to state bodies. Finally, over the past year, bloggers, activists, and civil society groups who criticize the country’s political figures or offend cultural sensitivities faced cyberattacks and personal threats from a diverse range of nonstate actors.

---

Internet usage in Tunisia has grown rapidly in recent years, even as access remained restrictive under the Ben Ali regime. According to the International Telecommunication Union (ITU), internet penetration in the country stood at 42 percent in 2012, up from 17 percent in 2007.\(^5\) Although the government has actively sought to improve the country’s ICT sector, access is still hindered by high prices and underdeveloped infrastructure.

The Ben Ali regime attempted to increase access to ICTs through investments in infrastructure and greater competition among ISPs. In 2004, the government set up a “Family PC” initiative to encourage widespread computer use by removing customs fees, setting a price ceiling for computer hardware, arranging low interest rate loans for families to purchase ICT tools, and including an internet subscription with every computer sold. As a result, the number of computers per 100 inhabitants rose from approximately 12 in 2009 to 16 as of November 2012,\(^6\) while the number of total internet subscriptions is estimated to have exceeded 1 million in 2012.\(^7\)

The popularity of mobile phones is also on the rise, with over 12.8 million mobile phone subscriptions and a penetration rate of 118.6 percent as of December 2012.\(^8\) Less common, however, is the use of mobile internet connections due to costs which remain beyond the reach of many Tunisians.

State-controlled Tunisie Télécom and mobile phone company Orange Tunisie provide 3G internet services through a plug-in USB key that enables laptops to connect to the mobile network. The device costs at least TND 59 (approximately $38), while the service costs TND 30 ($18.50) per month. Tunicell and Tunisiana also launched 3G mobile service in August 2011\(^9\) and 2012, respectively, with the latter covering an estimated 87 percent of the population as of early 2013.\(^10\) In early 2013, Tunisie Télécom announced plans to set up 18 new mobile 3G base stations in several regions of the country, including rural areas, and to install 500 kilometers of fiber optic


cables in the governorate of Béja in northwestern Tunisia. These developments signal greater competition in the broadband market, extended coverage of the 3G network to rural regions of the country, and a more open internet ecosystem. The number of 3G internet subscriptions continued to increase, reaching more than 557,000 subscriptions in December 2012 compared to 254,000 subscriptions in December 2011.

Most Tunisians access the internet at their workplace or at privately-owned cybercafés known as “publinets,” where one hour of connection costs up to TND 1 ($0.62). Before 2011, wireless access in cafés and restaurants was not permitted by law, which allowed only licensed ISPs to offer access to the network. Nonetheless, after the revolution it has become common for cafés and restaurants in major cities to offer free internet access without any registration requirements, attracting mainly young social network users. At the same time, the law restricting the provision of wireless internet “publinets,” where one hour of connection costs up to TND 1 ($0.62). Before 2011, wireless access in cafés and restaurants was not permitted by law, which allowed only licensed ISPs to offer access to the network. Nonetheless, after the revolution it has become common for cafés and restaurants in major cities to offer free internet access without any registration requirements, attracting mainly young social network users. At the same time, the law restricting the provision of wireless internet remains on the books as of mid-2013, putting those businesses that provide wireless access at risk of violating the law if the law is later enforced by regulators.

Fixed-line internet subscribers must first buy a landline package from Tunisie Télécom, which manages the country’s 82.5 Gbps bandwidth capacity, before choosing an ISP. Prices range from TND 10 (approximately $6) a month for a connection speed of 1 Mbps to TND 50 ($31) for a connection speed of 20 Mbps. On top of this cost, subscribers must also pay for a separate ISP package, ranging from 10 to 25 dinars ($6-$15). Although there are no legal limits on the data capacity that ISPs can supply, the bandwidth remains very low and connectivity is highly dependent on physical proximity to the existing infrastructure. Tunisian internet users often complain of slow internet speeds hindering their ability to upload or download certain types of content, particularly videos. In September 2012, Ookla, a broadband testing company, ranked Tunisia 142nd in download speeds and 151st in upload speeds. Despite these slow speeds, today Tunisian users enjoy access to various internet services and applications.

Tunisia has one of the more developed telecommunications markets in the region, with 11 ISPs supported by a nationwide fiber-optic backbone network operated by the state-controlled Tunisie Télécom. There are no laws that prevent ISPs from installing their own infrastructure, but huge

---

costs have prevented this so far. Nevertheless, Orange Tunisie and Tunisiana are scheduled to deploy the country’s first private undersea cable in 2014.17

In the past, the ICT market consisted of five privately-owned ISPs: Planet Tunisie, 3S Globalnet, Hexabyte, Topnet, and Tunet. However, in recent years Topnet, Tunet, and Planet Tunisie were acquired by Tunisie Télécom,18 Tunisiana,19 and Orange Tunisie Internet (OTI), respectively.20 In addition, after the fall of Ben Ali, the new government confiscated 25 percent of Tunisiana shares previously owned by Ben Ali’s son-in-law, Sakher El Materi. In early January 2013, 15 percent of this stake was sold to Qtel,21 raising the Qatari group’s shares in Tunisiana to 90 percent. Tunisia’s interim authorities also seized a 51 percent share of Orange Tunisie that was formerly held by another son-in-law of Ben Ali, Marwan Ben Mabrouk.22

The Ministry of Communication Technologies is the main government body responsible for the ICT sector. Under Article 7 of the Telecommunications Decree and Article 5 of the Telecommunication Code, ISPs must obtain a license from the Ministry of Communication Technologies in order to deliver internet services.23 The National Instance of Telecommunication (INT) is the regulator for all telecom and internet-related activities and has the responsibility of resolving technical issues and disputes between actors. The INT governance body and its president are made up of mainly government officials nominated by the ICT Minister, which activists argue leads to a lack of regulatory independence. Nevertheless, the INT has initiated some positive changes in internet policy, namely through the introduction of a more liberal domain name chart and the invitation, sent to independent arbitrators from civil society, to develop a new Alternative Domain Name Dispute Resolution Process.24

Internet policy is decided by the INT and executed by the Tunisian Internet Agency (ATI), a state agency governed by a board of trustees comprised of representatives from the main shareholder, Tunisie Télécom. The latter controls 37 percent of ATI shares and the state owns a further 18 percent, while the remaining 45 percent is divided among private banks.25 Under the agency’s new

---


chairman and CEO, Moez Chakcouk, the ATI has taken steps to become a more transparent and accountable body and, most significantly, no longer practices filtering. Indeed, the ATI won an award for “best public institution in Tunisia” as presented by OpenGovTN, a civil society group seeking to promote transparency and open government in the country.26

Among its responsibilities, the ATI now manages the internet exchange point (IXP) between national ISPs that buy connectivity from Tunisie Télécom, the allocation of internet protocol (IP) addresses, and together with the INT, the “.tn” country domain.27 The agency provides direct internet access to public institutions. Under the former regime, all ISPs were obliged to route their traffic via the ATI to facilitate internet filtering and surveillance. As of early 2013, however, a decision by the ICT Ministry to amend regulatory provisions resulted in Tunisiana and Orange Tunisie now being able to bypass the ATI for incoming and outgoing international internet traffic.28

Amendments to the 2011 Telecommunication Code, passed in early April 2013,29 improved the legal and regulatory environment for ICTs.30 The amended law has, for instance, put an end to the legal vacuum under which virtual mobile networks and ISPs had to operate. The text further defines an IXP as “an exchange point of national internet traffic, which also manages international traffic.” The definition of an IXP did not exist in the law before. However, no amendments were proposed to Articles 14 and 30, which oblige telecom operators to make a list of their subscribers available to the public.

Censorship has drastically reduced since the overthrow of the Ben Ali regime, which employed one of most repressive internet censorship apparatuses in the world. Over the past year, there was no evidence of politically-motivated filtering. Popular social media tools such as Facebook, YouTube, Twitter, and international blog-hosting services are freely available in the country. Crucially, the judiciary did not issue any further verdicts in favor of blocking, despite dozens of complaints lodged against the ATI to filter “defamatory” Facebook pages.31

Indeed, since the revolution, the judiciary has quickly found itself at the center of many censorship debates, in great deal due to its role of enforcing many of the country’s not-yet-reformed laws. For
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example, in May 2011, the Tunis Permanent Military Tribunal ordered the blocking of five Facebook pages on charges of defamation against the military and its leaders.\textsuperscript{32} The ATI could only implement the verdict for a short period of time, citing “technical issues” that occurred as a result of a 15 GB increase in internet traffic and a breakdown of filtering machinery.\textsuperscript{33} That same month, a Tunis-based primary court ordered filtering of X-rated content based on a complaint lodged by three lawyers, who argued that the sites were a threat to minors and the country’s Muslim values.\textsuperscript{34} After the ATI lost an appeal, the verdict was eventually overturned by Tunisia’s highest appeal court, the Cassation Court, in February 2012 on the grounds that the ATI lacked the technical capacity to implement the mandated filtering.\textsuperscript{35} Explaining the reasoning behind the ATI’s move to appeal the court verdicts, ATI president Moez Chakchouk stated, “This is not about pornography; it’s a matter of principle. In post-revolutionary Tunisia, we are determined to break with the former regime’s censorship practices.” Interestingly, although the ATI was obliged to practice filtering during the former regime, there is no law that formally requires this filtering.\textsuperscript{36}

Although the government no longer advocates censorship, several laws from the Ben Ali era continue to pose a significant threat to internet freedom, even if they are sporadically enforced. Under Article 1 of the 1997 Telecommunications Decree, ISPs remain legally liable for third-party content. Furthermore, Article 9 of the 1997 Internet Regulations\textsuperscript{38} requires ISPs to actively monitor and take down objectionable online content.\textsuperscript{39} Laws continue to allow the government to censor internet content that is deemed obscene or threatening to public order, or is defined as “incitement to hate, violence, terrorism, and all forms of discrimination and bigoted behavior that violate the integrity and dignity of the human person, or are prejudicial to children and adolescents.”\textsuperscript{40}\textsuperscript{41} In the absence of any judiciary action, these provisions have not led to any major issues over the coverage period.

Although the pervasive environment of self-censorship dissipated rapidly with the fall of Ben Ali, some online activists avoid crossing “red lines” over fears that Ammar\textsuperscript{40}4 could be reinstated.\textsuperscript{41} For instance, political cartoonist “\_Z\_” still prefers to stay anonymous because he fears that the


\textsuperscript{36} Index on Censorship Magazine, “On the Ground : Moez Chakchouk on Tunisia,” [Volume 41 Number 4 2012], December 2012, http://loc.sagepub.com/content/41/4/60.extract


\textsuperscript{38} Available in Arabic at: http://www.mincom.tn/fileadmin/templates/PDF/juridiques/A22-03-1997_ar.pdf

\textsuperscript{39} “Tunisia: Background paper on Internet regulation,” Article 19, legal analysis, March 2011.


surveillance equipment “could still be in place today, waiting for a reactivation signal.” Similarly, on June 10, 2012, the organizers of the contemporary art fair “Printemps des Arts” temporarily shut down the exposition’s website after ultra-conservative protesters attacked the fair’s closing ceremony for exhibiting “blasphemous” artwork. Still, users are more open to discussing religion, the army, and other sensitive issues on the web compared to traditional media platforms. For instance, while traditional media remained silent regarding the case of Jabeur Mejri, who received a seven-and-half year prison sentence for publishing cartoons of the prophet Muhammad on Facebook, it was covered extensively by online media outlets (for more on Mejri’s case, please see “Violations of User Rights”).

Since the revolution, numerous online sources of information have been launched alongside new newspapers, radio stations, and television channels, enriching the information landscape through the addition of viewpoints from a diverse range of social actors. This has been helped by the fact that there are few restrictions when it comes to online advertising or foreign investment. The abundance of online news sources has led to some cases in which partisan interests have manipulated information. There is strong suspicion that Ennahda, the ruling Islamist party, maintains a digital army of young activists and bloggers tasked with managing Facebook communities and disseminating partisan content as part of an “info war.” The Ennahda apparatus was particularly active during the party’s ninth congress, which took place in July 2012. Nevertheless, the unprecedented openness of the Tunisian internet sphere in the post-Ben Ali era has greatly diluted the influence of such content, and there have been positive online initiatives to counter rumors that have the potential to spark riots. For instance, the Tunisian Association for Digital Liberties (ATLN) created ch9alek.org, a crowd-sourcing platform to combat rumors spread online.

Tunisian youth and civil society organizations have continued to use digital media for initiatives relating to political and social issues. In April 2013, the anti-corruption organization I Watch launched Billkamcha.com, a crowd-sourced map that permits netizens to report on corruption cases. In another case, the civil society organization al-Bawsala continues to track the National Constituent Assembly’s progress in drafting the constitution for the second consecutive year. The group live-tweets the assembly’s sessions and publishes law projects and voting records on the platform Marsad.tn.

---

45 http://www.ch9alek.org/
47 http://www.marsad.tn/
In May 2012, the collective blog Nawaat launched a campaign to criticize the military after an army general confiscated two cameras belonging to Ramzi Bettibi, an investigative journalist working for the blog. Bettibi was covering a military court hearing regarding protesters killed during the revolution. Nawaat criticized the military’s lack of transparency and the slow pace of the investigation. The blog also reported that some army units might have been involved in the repression of protesters during the uprising, signaling a strong willingness to take on this powerful institution in Tunisian society.48

While Tunisia has taken significant steps to promote internet access and halt online censorship, the country’s legal framework remains a significant threat to internet freedom. Delays in drafting a new constitution and establishing a new legal framework based on international norms continue to hold Tunisia back. Under laws from the Ben Ali era, the judiciary has continued to prosecute users over online expression.

The National Constituent Assembly (NCA), elected in October 2011, is scheduled to adopt a new constitution over the summer of 2013. According to a draft released in April 2013, free speech is protected and “prior censorship” is prohibited. However, there is no explicit mention of the right to access the internet, despite numerous calls from activists and organizations.49 Following negotiations with its coalition partners, Ennahda agreed to drop a clause criminalizing blasphemy in the constitution.50 Concerns remain, however, over the possible insertion of clauses relating to the protection of religion or “the sacred.” If adopted, such a clause could act as a constitutional restriction to freedom on the internet, where religious issues are currently debated more openly than in the mainstream media or on the streets.

In a move that consolidated freedom of expression online, the Tunisian government finally moved to implement Decree-law 115 on Press, Printing and Publishing of 2011,51 following a nationwide strike by journalists in October 2012.52 The law recognizes web journalists as “professional journalists” and entitles them to the same rights and legal protections granted to print and broadcast journalists.53 When it comes to libel, the law abolished prison sentences for criminal defamation.

---

51 http://www.inric.tn/D%C3%A9cret‐loi2011_115Arabe.pdf
places the burden of proof on the plaintiff, and excludes “statements of public interest.”\(^{54}\) However, journalists and free speech advocates have criticized the implementation of the decree as incomplete. In some cases, such as that of Olfa Riahi discussed below, judges and prosecutors have ignored decree 115 and instead used the 1975 press law and provisions of the penal code to prosecute bloggers and online journalists lacking formal press qualifications.

The repressive laws of the Ben Ali regime still remain the greatest threat to internet freedom. For example, Article 86 of the Telecommunications Code states that anyone found guilty of “using public communication networks to insult or disturb others” could spend up to two years in prison and may be liable to pay a fine. Articles 128 and 245 of the penal code also punish slander with two to five years imprisonment.\(^{55}\) In addition, there has been no push on the part of the authorities to hold former regime members accountable for widespread offenses committed during the Ben Ali era.\(^{56}\) While censorship is no longer a significant issue, these laws continued to be employed to prosecute internet users throughout late 2012 and early 2013.

In the gravest violation of user rights over the past year, on April 25, 2013, the Court of Cassation upheld Jabeur Mejri’s seven and half year prison sentence for publishing cartoons depicting the prophet Mohammad on his Facebook page. He was convicted of “insulting others through public communication networks” under Article 86 of the Telecommunications Code through a post deemed as offensive to Islam and “liable to cause harm to public order or public morals” under Article 121 (3) of the Tunisian Penal Code.\(^{57}\) Having previously lost another appeal in June 2012,\(^{58}\) Mejri’s defense team will now seek a presidential pardon for their client. Ghazi Beji, a friend of Mejri, was also sentenced after publishing an essay that satirized the Prophet Muhammad’s biography on Scribd.com, a free social publishing website, in July 2011. Beji, however, was convicted in absentia since he has since fled the country.\(^{59}\)

In another disturbing case, in early January 2013, an investigative judge imposed a travel ban on blogger Olfa Riahi over a blog post she published in December 2012. In the post, Riahi claimed that then-foreign minister Rafik Abdessalam misused public money by spending several nights at the luxurious Sheraton hotel in downtown Tunis and implied that he might have been involved in an extra-marital affair. On March 9, 2013, a judge lifted the travel ban. Since Riahi has not benefitted from traditional protections allotted to journalists, the blogger still faces fines and up to five years

imprisonment for criminal defamation, offending others through public communication networks, publishing false news that could disturb public order, and violating privacy.

On March 21, 2013, a Tunisian court sentenced rapper Ala Yacoubi (also known as “Weld El 15”) to two years in prison in absentia over an anti-police video clip he published on YouTube. In the song, Yacoubi describes police officers as “dogs” and says “he would like to slaughter a police officer instead of sheep at Eid al-Adha.” Actress Sabrine Klibi, who appears in the video, and cameraman Mohamed Hedi Belgueyed both received six-month suspended jail sentences. In a bid to reduce his sentence, Yacoubi turned himself in on June 13. Although the original verdict was initially confirmed, he was subsequently freed on July 4 and given a reduced six-month suspended sentence.

In addition to government action, users must also be weary of extralegal attempts to silence online activists. Two days before the assassination of leftist opposition leader, Chokri Belaid, on February 6, 2013, a list of activists and politicians to be “slaughtered” was published on an extremist Facebook page. The list included names of opposition politicians, activists, and journalists, including blogger Olfa Riahi. In March 2013, FEMEN activist Amina Tyler was threatened for posting topless pictures of herself on Facebook. Adel Almi, founder of Tunisia’s Commission for the Promotion of Virtue and Prevention of Vice, said the young woman “deserves to be stoned to death.”

Laws that limit online anonymity also remain a concern in the post-Ben Ali era. In particular, Article 11 of the Telecommunications Decree prohibits ISPs from transmitting encrypted information without prior approval from the Minister of Communications. Furthermore, under Articles 8 and 9 of the Internet Regulations, ISPs are required to submit lists of their subscribers to the ATI and to retain archives of content for up to one year. While there have been no reports of these laws being enforced, their continuing existence underscores the precarious nature of Tunisia’s newfound and relatively open internet environment.

There were no reports of extralegal government surveillance of online activity in the post-Ben Ali period. However, the deep-packet inspection (DPI) technology once employed to monitor the

---


61 Under Articles 128 and 245 of the Tunisian Penal Code, this charge carries two years imprisonment.

62 Article 86 of the Telecommunications code, up to two years imprisonment.

63 Article 121 (3) of the penal code, up to five years imprisonment and, under the new press law, a fine of up to 5000 dinars.

64 Law 63-2004 on the Protection of Personal Data, up to two years imprisonment.

65 See [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6owW_jvSng4](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6owW_jvSng4)


70 “Tunisia: Background paper on Internet regulation,” Article 19, legal analysis, March 2011.
internet and intercept communications is still in place, sparking worries that the technology can be reinstated if desired. Confusion reigns over how surveillance is conducted in contemporary Tunisia, particularly in the absence of a new constitution and legal reforms that would protect citizens from mass surveillance. ICT minister Mongi Marzoug has, on several occasions, tried to reassure netizens that surveillance is being implemented “legally” and with court orders. Tunisia’s Data Protection Authority (known by its French acronym INPDP) is set to amend the country’s 2004 privacy law in order to ensure the body’s independence from any government interference. As it stands, the law exempts public authorities from obtaining the consent of the INPDP to access and process personal data.

Since Ben Ali’s fall, there have been no reported incidents of cyberattacks perpetrated by the government to silence ICT users. However, other groups have been employing these methods to intimidate activists and organizations with whom they do not agree. In October 2012, the award-winning collective blog Nawaat.org suffered distributed denial-of-service (DDoS) attacks after it leaked a private conversation between then-Prime Minister Hamadi Jebali and his predecessor, Beji Caid Sebsi. On December 11, 2012, the website of Tunisia’s largest labor union, the UGTT, suffered a DDoS attack. The attacks were allegedly perpetrated by a Tunisian hacking group called Fallega, believed to be a supporter of the Islamist party Ennahda, in protest of the union’s vow to stage a nationwide strike.

---


Turkey

Key Developments: May 2012 – April 2013

- Turkish authorities added several thousand websites to its blocking list, increasing the total to almost 30,000 (see Limits on Content).
- Ruling in favor of a Turkish user, the European Court of Human Rights found Turkey in violation of Article 10 of the European Convention on Human Rights for blocking access to the hosting platform Google Sites (see Limits on Content).
- Several users received fines, prison time, or suspended sentences for comments made on social media, including renowned pianist Fazil Say. Say was handed a 10-month suspended sentence for insulting religious values on Twitter and will appeal. Meanwhile, a Turkish-Armenian linguist and columnist was handed a 10-month sentence on similar charges related to a blog post (see Violations of User Rights).

INTERNET FREEDOM STATUS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Obstacles to Access (0-25)</th>
<th>2012</th>
<th>2013</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Limits on Content (0-35)</th>
<th>2012</th>
<th>2013</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>17</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Violations of User Rights (0-40)</th>
<th>2012</th>
<th>2013</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>17</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Total (0-100)</th>
<th>2012</th>
<th>2013</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>46</td>
<td>49</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* 0=most free, 100=least free

Population: 74.9 million
Internet Penetration 2012: 45 percent
Social Media/ICT Apps Blocked: Yes
Political/Social Content Blocked: Yes
Bloggers/ICT Users Arrested: Yes
Press Freedom 2013 Status: Partly Free

Turkish authorities added several thousand websites to its blocking list, increasing the total to almost 30,000 (See Limits on Content).

Ruling in favor of a Turkish user, the European Court of Human Rights found Turkey in violation of Article 10 of the European Convention on Human Rights for blocking access to the hosting platform Google Sites (see Limits on Content).

Several users received fines, prison time, or suspended sentences for comments made on social media, including renowned pianist Fazil Say. Say was handed a 10-month suspended sentence for insulting religious values on Twitter and will appeal. Meanwhile, a Turkish-Armenian linguist and columnist was handed a 10-month sentence on similar charges related to a blog post (see Violations of User Rights).
EDITOR’S NOTE ON RECENT DEVELOPMENTS

This report covers events between May 1, 2012 and April 30, 2013. In late May 2013, what started as a relatively small and peaceful protest at Gezi Park in the Taksim district of central Istanbul rapidly snowballed into the largest anti-government protests that Turkey has seen in years. Demonstrations spread from Istanbul to Ankara, Izmir, Adana, and other cities across the country. While the original protest called for the halt of a plan to transform Gezi Park into a shopping mall, public outrage grew over the disproportionate police response in which water cannons and tear gas were used in an excessive display of force. The dramatic events exposed the complicity of mainstream Turkish media, which largely failed to report the massive anti-government protests that ensued. Instead, sites such as YouTube, Facebook, and Twitter arose as some of the few outlets for reliable coverage on the protests, leading Prime Minister Recep Tayyip Erdoğan to describe social media as “the worst menace to society.” Dozens of people were arrested for their social media posts, and criminal investigations are expected under the use of Articles 214 and 217 of the Turkish Penal Code concerning incitement to commit a crime and disobey the law. The government also hinted that it may introduce further measures to exercise greater control over social media, with ministers calling for companies to assist law enforcement agencies in identifying anonymous users so that they may be prosecuted for allegedly violating the country’s laws.

INTRODUCTION

Internet and mobile telephone use in Turkey has grown significantly in recent years, though access remains a challenge in some parts of the country, particularly in the southeast. Until 2001, the government pursued a hands-off approach to internet regulation but has since taken considerable legal steps to limit access to certain information, including some political content. In February 2011, the Information and Communications Technologies Authority (BTK) announced plans to establish a countrywide mandatory filtering system with the aim of protecting citizens from so-called “harmful content,” which included but was not limited to sexually-explicit content and terrorist propaganda. Subsequent to strong opposition from the public, street demonstrations, and a legal challenge, the policy was made optional for subscribers. Nonetheless, civil society organizations have continued to criticize the system since it became operational in November 2011, and a legal challenge is ongoing at the Council of State level.

According to Engelliweb, there were over 29,000 blocked websites as of April 2013, almost 10,000 more compared to February 2012. Several domestic news websites and online streaming services, such as Last.fm and Metacafe, continue to be blocked in Turkey. Over the last three years, citizens have filed five separate applications to the European Court of Human Rights (ECHR) to challenge the government’s blocking of YouTube, music streaming site Last.fm, and the webpage

---

3 Engelliweb.com is a website that documents information about blocked websites from Turkey. Site accessed April 30, 2013,
creation tool Google Sites, after appeals before the local courts were rejected. YouTube was unblocked in 2010. In December 2012, ruling in the case of Ahmet Yildirim v. Turkey, the ECHR unanimously held that there had been a violation of Article 10 of the European Convention of Human Rights in the case of the Turkish court’s blocking of the hosting platform Google Sites. The verdict, however, did not result in any shift in government policy related to the problematic Law No. 5651, used often to block websites. In its 2012 Progress Report for Turkey’s Accession to the European Union (EU), the European Commission stated that “frequent website bans are a cause for serious concern and there is a need to revise the law on the internet.”

Over the past year, several social media users were prosecuted on charges related to terrorism, blasphemy, obscene content, and criticism of the state or its officials. In the most widely-covered case, the pianist and composer Fazil Say was given a suspended sentence of 10 months imprisonment for insulting religious values in a series of tweets he had posted to Twitter. A linguist and former columnist was handed 13 months for a similar offense related to a blog entry he had written on the offensive “Innocence of Muslims” video. Finally, a user was sentenced to nine years and seven months imprisonment for allegedly disseminating terrorist propaganda over Facebook. Many others received suspended sentences and fines.

**OBSTACLES TO ACCESS**

Despite an increasing penetration rate in the last few years, obstacles to internet access in Turkey remain. According to the International Telecommunication Union (ITU), internet penetration stood at 45 percent in 2012, up from 29 percent in 2007. Total broadband subscriptions stood at over 20 million at the end of 2012, of which over 10 million were mobile broadband subscriptions. In total, mobile penetration was at 91 percent in 2012 and all mobile phone operators offer third-generation (3G) data connections.

Most users access the internet from workplaces, universities, and internet cafes. Poor infrastructure and a lack of electricity in certain areas, especially in the eastern and southeastern regions, have had a detrimental effect on citizens’ ability to connect to the internet, particularly from home. While prices have decreased, they do remain high. Bandwidth capping has become standard practice and a part of the broadband services offered by major providers since 2011. A lack of technical literacy, particularly among older Turks, also inhibits wider internet use.

---

4 The YouTube block was lifted in November 2010 only after disputed videos were made inaccessible from the country.
5 Application no.3111/10.
6 See further Turkish block on Google site breached Article 10 rights, rules Strasbourg at http://ukhumanrightsblog.com/2013/01/16/turkish-block-on-google-site-breached-article-10-rights-rules-strasbourg/
There are around 150 internet service providers (ISPs) in Turkey, though the majority act as resellers for the dominant, partly state-owned Turk Telekom, which provides more than 81 percent of broadband access in the country through its subsidiary TTNET. Turkcell is the leading mobile phone provider, with 51.9 percent of subscribers, followed by Vodafone and Avea. Overall, delays in the liberalization of local telephony continue to undermine competition in the fixed-line and broadband markets. ISPs are required by law to submit an application for an “activity certificate” from the Telecommunications Communication Presidency (TIB), a regulatory body, before they can offer services. Internet cafes are also subject to regulation. Those operating without an activity certificate from a local municipality may face fines of TRY 3,000 to 15,000 ($1,900 to $9,600). Mobile phone service providers are subject to licensing through the Information and Communications Technologies Authority (BTK).

The Computer Center of Middle East Technical University has been responsible for managing domain names since 1991. Furthermore, the Information and Communication Technologies Authority (BTK) oversees and establishes the domain name operation policy and its bylaws. Unlike in many other countries, individuals in Turkey are not permitted to register and own “.com.tr” and “.org.tr” domain names unless they own a company or civil society organization with the same name as the requested domain. A new set of rules on domain names registration was published in the Official Gazette on November 7, 2010.

The BTK and the TIB, which it oversees, act as the regulators for ICTs and are well staffed and self-financed. However, the fact that board members are government appointees is a potential threat to the authority’s independence, and its decision-making process is not transparent. Nonetheless, there have been no reported instances of certificates or licenses being denied. The TIB also oversees the application of the country’s website blocking law and is often criticized by pressure groups for a lack of transparency.

**LIMITS ON CONTENT**

Government censorship of the internet is relatively common and has increased steadily over recent years. Blocking orders related to intellectual property infringement continued in 2012 and in early 2013, particularly for file-sharing and streaming websites. In total, another several thousand websites were blocked over the past 12 months alone, including many sites that were blocked for political or social reasons. The prosecution of users for online posts has had a chilling effect on self-censorship, which remains extensive in online media as in traditional media. Finally, it is becoming increasingly difficult to find alternative sources of information, particularly related to LGBT and minority issues.

YouTube, Facebook, Twitter, and international blog-hosting services are freely available, although the government has routinely blocked access to these and other social media sites in the past.

---

Currently, access to the following services is blocked: Last.fm, Metacafe, Dailymotion, Google groups, and the photo-sharing website Slide. Access to the popular digital documents sharing website Scribd was also blocked in March 2013 by an Istanbul Court. In most instances, large-scale shutdowns of these websites have been blunt efforts to halt the circulation of specific content that is deemed undesirable or illegal by the government. YouTube, for example, was intermittently blocked multiple times in recent years to prevent users from accessing videos critical of Turkey’s founding father Mustafa Kemal Atatürk, although it has remained accessible since October 2010. Since October 2012, YouTube operates in the country under a local “com.tr” domain which, the authorities claim, makes it easier for them to ask Google to remove objectionable content.

The responsibilities of content providers, hosting companies, mass-use providers, and ISPs are delineated in Law No. 5651, enacted in May 2007 and titled “Regulation of Publications on the Internet and Suppression of Crimes Committed by Means of Such Publication.” The law’s most important provision calls for the blocking of websites that contain certain types of content, including material that shows or promotes the sexual exploitation and abuse of children, obscenity, prostitution, or gambling. Also targeted for blocking are websites deemed to insult Mustafa Kemal Atatürk, the founding father of modern Turkey. Domestically hosted websites with proscribed content can be taken down, while websites based abroad can be blocked and filtered through ISPs. In April 2011, the TIB sent a letter to hosting companies based in Turkey with a list of 138 potentially provocative words that may not be used in domain names and websites. This raised strong national and international criticism, to which the TIB responded that the list of words was intended to help hosting companies identify and remove allegedly illegal web content. According to Engelliweb.com, there were over 29,000 blocked websites as of May 2013.

Although Law No. 5651 was designed to protect children from illegal and harmful internet content, its broad application to date has effectively restricted adults’ access to some legal content. In some instances, the courts have also made politically motivated judgments to block websites using other laws. For example, the courts have indefinitely blocked access to the websites of several alternative news sources that report news on southeastern Turkey and Kurdish issues, such as Atılım, Özgür Gündem, Azadiya Welat, Keditör, Günlük Gazetesi, and Firat News Agency. Access to the website of Richard Dawkins, a British etiologist, evolutionary biologist and popular science writer, was blocked in September 2008 after a pro-creationist Islamist claimed that the website

14 Istanbul 12th Criminal Court of Peace, Decision No 2013/209 D., 08.03.2013.
15 See further Reuters, “YouTube opens Turkish site, giving government more control,” 02 October, 2012 at http://www.reuters.com/article/2012/10/02/net-us-turkey-youtube-idUSBRE8910T4201312002
16 Law No 5651 was published on the Turkish Official Gazette on 23.05.2007, No. 26030. A copy of the law can be found (in Turkish) at http://www.wipo.int/wipolex/en/details.jsp?id=11035.
17 Several “controversial words” appeared on the list of “banned words” including: Adrienne (no one knows who she is), Haydar (no one knows who he is), aayvan (animal), baldız (sister-in-law), buyutucu (enlarger), ciplak (nude), cifter (crispy), etek (skirt), free, girl, atesil (passionate), frikik (freekik), gay, gizli (confidential), gogus (breast), hikaye (story), homemade, hot, iltiraf (confession), liseli (high school student), nefes (breath), partner, sarisin (blond), sicak (hot), isman (overweight), yasak (forbidden), yerli (local), yetiskin (adult), and so on.
19 Engelliweb.com is a website that documents information about blocked websites from Turkey. Accessed May 8, 2013.
contents had insulted him, his work, and his religion. An Istanbul Court later lifted the blocking order and rejected the defamation claims in July 2011. As of January 2013, the case is on appeal at the Court of Appeal, but the website is currently accessible from Turkey.  

Access to several Redhack-related websites has also been blocked over the past year. The Marxist-Socialist group is known for conducting cyberattacks on government websites in order to obtain and release sensitive and damaging information. In July 2012, there were also calls by the Ministry of Foreign Affairs to block access to the cloud-storage service Dropbox, which Redhack had used for disclosing the identities of hundreds of Turkish bureaucrats and diplomats working outside Turkey.

In the past, there have been attempts to block websites that allegedly defame individuals. On September 28, 2010, the Ankara Third Criminal Court of Peace ordered the blocking of BugunKilicdaroglu.com, a website that assesses the policies and strategies of Kemal Kılıçdaroğlu, the leader of the Republican People’s Party (CHP), Turkey’s main opposition party. The injunction to block access to the website was requested by Mr. Kılıçdaroğlu’s lawyers for reasons of defamation. The Ankara 11th Criminal Court of First Instance overturned the blocking decision in January 2011.

Despite the fact that it is not illegal, sexually-explicit content is often blocked by the authorities under the guise of protecting minors. Access to 5Posta.org, a Turkish-language website which features writings of a sexual nature, was blocked by two different decisions, and an appeal is ongoing. Similarly, as of early 2013, an appeal is ongoing at the Council of State level with regards to the blocking of Playboy.com in Turkey. The user-based appeal was lodged by two university professors.

The Turkish government has come under criticism from a number of European bodies for its blocking practices. Thomas Hammarberg, the Council of Europe’s Commissioner for Human Rights, stressed the need to review Law No. 5651 to align the grounds for restricting access to a website with those accepted in the case law of the European Court of Human Rights. Similarly, the European Commission, in its 2012 Progress Report for Turkey’s Accession to the European Union, stated that "frequent website bans are a cause for serious concern and there is a need to revise the law on the internet.”

---

21 Note the decision of the Ankara High Criminal Court No. 11, decision no 2012/1039 with regards to kizilhack.org, redhack.deviantart.com, redhackers.org and kizilhack.blogspot.com.
Five separate applications were made to the European Court of Human Rights (ECHR) between April 2010 and January 2011, after Turkish courts denied appeal to several cases regarding the blocking of YouTube, Google Sites, and Last.fm. In February 2011, the ECHR published the statement of facts for the appeals applications involving Google Sites and Last.fm and asked the government of Turkey to respond to a number of questions by June 2011. The application related to Last.fm has yet to be decided and the YouTube applications are yet to be processed by the European court.

In December 2012, the ECHR published its decision in the case of Ahmet Yildirim v. Turkey concerning a criminal court’s decision in Denizli, a city in southwestern Turkey, to block access to a webpage hosted by Google Sites for allegedly insulting the memory of Atatürk. Yildirim was the owner of a separate website hosted by Google Sites and, after the entire hosting platform was blocked, complained access had been restricted to his own site as an unwanted consequence. The European Court of Human Rights, finding a violation of Article 10 of the European Convention on Human Rights, held that a restriction on access to a source of information is only compatible with the Convention if a strict legal framework is in place regulating the scope of a ban and affording the guarantee of judicial review to prevent possible abuses. The ECHR ruled that by preventing access to information and preventing the means of disseminating it, the Turkish court’s decision had infringed upon the right to free speech. Furthermore, the ECHR stated that local courts should have had regard for the fact that such a broad blocking measure would render large amounts of information inaccessible, thus directly affecting the rights of other internet users. After the government did not appeal, the verdict became final in March 2013. Despite this, Google Sites remains blocked within Turkey. A decision by the European Court on the Turkish government’s blocking of Last.fm is expected later in 2013.

In an attempt to further increase control over the internet in Turkey, the BTK announced in February 2011 a decision to implement a mandatory countrywide filtering system with the aim of protecting families from harmful content online, such as pornography. In response, the IPS Communication Foundation, which owns the alternative media website Bianet, initiated a legal challenge against the BTK in April 2011 at the Council of State, the highest administrative court in Turkey. The pressure of legal action against the proposal eventually led the BTK to modify the policy in August 2011, annulling the original decision and making the adoption of the filtering system optional instead of compulsory.
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27 Application No. 3111/10 by Ahmet YILDIRIM against Turkey (Google Sites) introduced January 12, 2010 and Application No. 20877/10 by Yaman Akdeniz against Turkey (Last.fm) introduced April 6, 2010. Assessment of these two cases is currently ongoing as of early 2012.


30 On September 27, 2011, the Council of State rejected the “stay of execution” request by Bianet referring to the annulment of the February 22, 2011. The case between Bianet and BTK is currently on-going as of early 2012.
Under the new rules, ISPs are compelled to offer two filtering profiles to subscribers, the “child” and “family” options. However, the filtering criteria have been criticized as arbitrary and discriminatory. For example, the child filter blocks access to several websites advocating the theory of evolution as well as the website of Richard Dawkins, while some anti-evolution websites remain accessible through the same filter. The filter also blocks access to Facebook and the online video-sharing website YouTube, in addition to Yasam Radyo (Radio Life) and the Armenian minorities’ newspaper Agos. While no detailed information is provided on the filtering process or criteria, the BTK claimed in November 2012 that over one million home subscribers were using its voluntary filtering system.

On November 4, 2011, a legal challenge was launched by Alternatif Bilişim Derneği (the Alternative Information Technologies Association), which asked the Council of State to annul the modified BTK filtering policy on the grounds that it lacked legal basis. The Association further argued that the BTK system discourages diversity by imposing a single type of family and moral values. The case continued at the Council of State level during 2012 and a decision is expected during 2013.

During 2012, in response to a number of parliamentary written questions, the Ministry of Education acknowledged that it uses the Fortiguard web filtering software at primary education institutions. The Ministry also received public criticism for blocking access to a number of minority news websites in January 2012. Furthermore, in December 2012, the administrators of the Turkish parliament rejected claims from members of parliament (MPs) that, within the parliament, access to websites pertaining to the Alevi Islamic minority was blocked. In an earlier written response dated February 27, 2012 to MP Ibrahim Binici, officials from the parliament admitted that internet access from the parliament was filtered and that access to gambling, pornographic, gaming, and terrorist websites is blocked.

In addition to widespread filtering, state authorities are proactive in requesting the deletion or removal of content online. Google’s Transparency Report revealed that the number of content removal requests the company received from Turkey between January and June 2012 increased by 1,013 percent compared to the previous six-month reporting period. In relation to YouTube,
Google received 148 requests from the TIB to remove 426 videos, all due to alleged criticism of Atatürk, the government, or national identity and values. Google took down 63 percent of those videos. The amount of requests decreased between July and December 2012. Turkish authorities had requested to remove 17 YouTube videos and 22 Blogger posts. Google cooperated in 52 percent of cases related to YouTube, but did not remove any content on its Blogger service. In addition, the company removed 6,851 out of 8,119 search results based on an order from a Turkish court to remove copyright infringing material.

The procedures surrounding decisions to block websites, whether by the courts or the TIB, are nontransparent, creating significant challenges for those seeking to appeal. Judges can issue blocking orders during preliminary investigations as well as during trials. The reasoning behind court decisions is not provided in blocking notices and the relevant rulings are not easily accessible. As a result, it is often difficult for site owners to determine why their site has been blocked and which court has issued the order. The TIB’s mandate includes executing judicial blocking orders, but it can also issue administrative orders under its own authority for certain content. Moreover, in some cases it has successfully asked content and hosting providers to remove offending items from their servers, allowing it to avoid issuing a blocking order that would affect an entire website. This occurs despite the fact that intermediaries are not responsible for third party content on their sites.

According to TIB statistics as of May 2009, the courts are responsible for 21 percent of blocked websites, while 79 percent are blocked administratively by the TIB. The regulator has refused to publish blocking statistics since then. In December 2011, an administrative court in Ankara rejected an appeal to obtain the official blocking statistics under Turkey’s freedom of information law. A subsequent appeal to the Council of State, the highest administrative court in Turkey, was lodged in January 2012 to obtain the statistics.

Furthermore, the database and user profiles of the BTK’s voluntary filtering system are controlled and maintained by the government. The “Child and Family Profiles Criteria Working Committee” was introduced in January 2012—almost three months after the new filtering system became operational—to address concerns about the establishment of filtering criteria. However, the formation of the committee itself raised concerns about its independence and impartiality: 7 of the 11 members of the committee are either from the BTK, the Family and Social Policies Ministry, or the Internet Board, and 3 experts are selected and appointed by the BTK. Moreover, the principles on which the committee will work remain unclear and there is no indication to suggest that the Child and Family Profiles Criteria Working Committee conducts meetings or performs any work.

Despite the large number of websites blocked, circumvention tools are widely available, enabling even inexperienced users to avoid filters and blocking mechanisms. Each time a new order is issued and a popular website is blocked, a large number of articles are published to instruct users on how to access the banned websites. As a demonstration of the extent of this phenomenon, during the
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39 Google, “Turkey.”
40 Google, “Turkey.”
two and a half year block of YouTube, the video-sharing website remained the eighth most-accessed site in Turkey.42

Turkish users increasingly rely on internet-based publications as a primary source of news, and despite the country’s restrictive legal environment, the Turkish blogosphere is surprisingly vibrant and diverse. There are a wide range of blogs and websites through which citizens question and criticize Turkish politics and leaders, including issues that are generally viewed as politically sensitive. The majority of civil society groups maintain an online presence and social-networking sites such as Facebook, FriendFeed, and especially the microblogging platform Twitter are used for social and political campaigns.

In May 2011, internet users organized a major protest against the introduction of the proposed country-wide filtering system. The protest gathered approximately 50,000 people in Istanbul to demand freedom from filtering and the abolishment of Law No. 5651.43 Arguably, the protest and its associated media coverage had a significant impact on the modification of the mandatory filtering system into a voluntary one.

Shortly after it was discovered that Turkey’s largest ISP, TTNET, had installed the behavioral advertising service Phorm on its networks in July 2012,44 the Alternative Informatics Association launched an online campaign to demand that TTNET end its relationship with the controversial company.45 The association also submitted an official complaint with a public prosecutor’s office on October 17, 2012.46 Phorm has come under consistent criticism from governments, internet companies, and privacy experts around the world. The company collects information on users’ online behavior without their knowledge, performing deep-packet inspection (DPI) to essentially monitor a user’s connection line and create a profile of the individual’s online activities to then sell to advertisers.47 The campaign resulted in a decision by the BTK to investigate TTNET’s use of the Phorm system in December 2012.48

VIOLATIONS OF USER RIGHTS

The Turkish constitution includes broad protections for freedom of expression. Article 26 states that “everyone has the right to express and disseminate his thought and opinion by speech, in writing or in pictures or through other media, individually or collectively.”49 Turkish law and court
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45 For the online campaign, please see “EmpHormAsyon,” Accessed April 23, 2013 http://enphormasyon.org/english.html.
48 BTK decision to investigate is available in Turkish: http://bit.ly/19ci58R.
judgments are subject to the European Convention on Human Rights and bound by the decisions of the European Court of Human Rights. The constitution also seeks to guarantee the right to privacy, although there are limitations on the use of encryption devices, and surveillance by security agencies is highly prevalent. There are no laws that specifically criminalize online activities like posting one’s opinions, downloading information, sending e-mail, or transmitting text messages. Instead, many provisions of the criminal code and other laws, such as the Anti-Terrorism Law, are applicable to both online and offline activity. Over the past year, only one user was sentenced to prison, while many others received suspended sentences and fines.

Several recent court cases have illuminated how the existing laws are being used to prosecute online activity. For example, in October 2011, the Anti-Terrorism Law was used to prosecute journalist Recep Okuyucu for allegedly advocating terrorist propaganda by downloading Kurdish music files and accessing the blocked Kurdish Firat News Agency website. A Diyarbakir court found him not guilty. More recently, Adana High Criminal Court No. 8 sentenced Metin Öztürk to nine years and seven months imprisonment for sharing and disseminating terrorist propaganda through Facebook in January 2013. Ten people, including three university students, were arrested in relation to the Redhack movement and face terrorism related charges, including membership in a terrorist organization. They have denied all charges and any association with Redhack, stating they do not possess the technical knowledge required to hack into government servers. Redhack has reiterated that the accused individuals have no ties with the group. Indeed, speaking through social networks, Redhack stated that the terrorism allegations are simply part of the government’s ongoing targeting of its domestic opponents.

Users are also prosecuted for posts that can be deemed as insulting state authorities. A 17-year-old from northwest Turkey received a suspended sentence of 11 months and 20 days for insulting the Prime Minister on Facebook in July 2012 after a five-month trial at the Balıkesir Juvenile Court. In November 2012, a senior post office official named İbrahim Davutoğlu was sentenced by the Zonguldak Penal Court of First Instance No. 2 to a fine of TRY 6,080 ($3,368) on charges of “insulting a public officer due to the performance of his public duty” under Article 125 of the Turkish Penal Code. The sentence was later reduced to five years of court supervision. According to the court, Davutoğlu shared politically offensive news articles and caricatures on his Facebook wall and insulted the prime minister. A previous administrative investigation by the Turkish Post and Telegraph Organization (PTT) found Davutoğlu guilty of "insulting state officers," which resulted in his forced assignment to Ordu and Bartin provinces. The house of Irem Aksoy was searched by the police subsequent to a tweet in which she criticized the Mayor of Ankara for his

---


52 See [http://english.alarabiya.net/articles/2012/11/26/251896.html](http://english.alarabiya.net/articles/2012/11/26/251896.html).


comments on the issue of abortion. The 17-year-old student was detained by the police and a criminal investigation was subsequently initiated. In March 2013, it was reported that she was called to provide her statement by the office of the public prosecutor, which is investigating the allegation.56

Even Turkish citizens living outside of the country can be targeted by state authorities. The owner of the șposta.org website, mentioned above, was prosecuted for publishing obscene materials online. Among other topics, the author writes about issues of sexuality, the sex industry, and internet censorship from his residence in Sweden. An Ankara court acquitted him of the charges in January 2013.57

The case that received the most media attention over the last year relates to the composer and pianist Fazil Say. In June 2012, Say was charged with offending Muslims over posts he made on Twitter, including an April 2012 tweet in which he joked about a call to prayer lasting only 22 seconds. Say was charged in June 2012 with inciting hatred and public enmity, as well as insulting "religious values" under Section 216(3) of the criminal code.58 He received a suspended sentence of 10 months in prison, meaning that his sentence will not come into force unless he commits another offense within five years.59 However, subsequent to an appeal by his lawyers to annul the sentence, a retrial was ordered in April 2013.60 Furthermore, in January 2013, the office of Istanbul’s Public Prosecutor initiated a criminal investigation against the board of PEN Turkey, a division of the global writers association PEN International, related to a June 2012 article on its website in which it protested against Say’s prosecution.61 The board members were charged with insulting state authorities under the controversial Article 301 of the Turkish Penal Code.62

In another case related to blasphemy, Turkish-Armenian linguist and former columnist Sevan Nişanyan was sentenced to 13 months imprisonment in April 2013 for "publicly insulting the religious values of part of the population." The allegations related to a blog entry he authored in 2012 about the "Innocence of Muslims" video which sparked protests across the Arab world.63

57 Ankara 7th Criminal Court of First Instance, Decision no 2013/7, 21.02.2013
58 The Guardian, Turkish pianist Fazil Say on trial for 'insulting Islam' on Twitter, 18 October 2012 at http://www.guardian.co.uk/world/2012/oct/18/turkish-pianist-fazil-say-islam.
61 The article in question refers to “fascist developments” in Turkey. See PEN International condemns investigation against PEN Turkey for criticising the State, at http://www.pen-international.org/newsitems/pen-international-condemns-investigation-against-pen-turkey-for-criticising-the-state/.
The constitution states that “secrecy of communication is fundamental,” and users are allowed to post anonymously online. However, the anonymous purchase of mobile phones is not allowed and buyers need to provide official identification. Turkey has yet to adopt a data protection law, though the September 2010 amendments to the Turkish Constitution included data protection provisions. In 2011, the use of encryption hardware and software became subjected to regulations introduced by the BTK. Suppliers are now required to provide encryption keys to state authorities before they can offer their products or services to individuals or companies within Turkey. Failure to comply can result in administrative fines and, in cases related to national security, prison sentences.

The constitution specifies that any action that could potentially interfere with freedom of communication or the right to privacy must be authorized by the judiciary. For example, judicial permission is required for technical surveillance under the Penal Procedural Law. Despite constitutional guarantees, most forms of telecommunication continue to be tapped and intercepted. Between 2008 and 2009, several surveillance scandals received widespread media attention, and it is suspected that all communications are subject to interception by various law enforcement and security agencies, including the Gendarmerie (military police). Some reports indicate that every day, up to 50,000 phones—both mobile and land-line—are legally tapped, and 150,000 to 200,000 interception requests are made each year. During 2012, bugging related stories continued to hit the headlines and even the Prime Minister claimed that bugging devices were found in his home.

These surveillance practices have been challenged in court on at least one occasion. In 2008, responding to complaints lodged by the TIB, the Supreme Court of Appeals overruled a lower court’s decision to grant both the Gendarmerie and the National Intelligence Agency (MIT) the authority to view countrywide data traffic retained by service providers. Nonetheless, similar powers to access and monitor data traffic have been granted to the MIT and the National Police Department. Faced with criticism on the issue, in 2008 the parliament launched a major inquiry into illegal surveillance and interception of communications, though the inquiry concluded in January 2009 without finding any “legal deficiencies” in the interception regime. In January 2013, a new parliamentary commission was set up with a similar goal and, during its initial investigation, revealed that the Turkish Gendarmerie had intercepted the communications of 470,102 people subject to 75,478 court orders during the last 10 years. The commission is expected to conclude its work later in 2013.

While government surveillance is an issue in Turkey, ISPs are not required to monitor the information that goes through their networks, nor do they have a general obligation to seek out

66 See the Bianet article (in Turkish) at http://www.bianet.org/bianet/insan-haklari/145087-jandarma-10-yilda-470-bin-kisily-dinledi.
illegal activity. However, all access providers, including cybercafe operators, are required to retain all communications (traffic) data for one year. Administrative fines of TRY 10,000 to 50,000 ($6,400 to $32,200) can be imposed on access providers if they fail to comply, but no ISP or other provider has been prosecuted to date.

Although physical attacks in retribution for online posts are generally rare, technical attacks are becoming increasingly common, particularly those targeting government websites. During 2011 and in early 2012, the international hacktivist collective known as Anonymous launched a successful distributed denial-of-service (DDoS) attack against the Turkish government, taking down several official government websites, including those of the TIB\(^\text{67}\) and Turkish Social Security Institution (SGK).\(^\text{68}\) Furthermore, Anonymous hacked a consumer complaints website run by the BTK in February 2012 and data relating to a considerable number of users was circulated through numerous websites.\(^\text{69}\) During 2012, the Marxist-Socialist Redhack group infiltrated several government websites and leaked confidential information. The group has over 675,000 followers on Twitter and hacked into the servers of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Ministry of Finance, and the Turkish Higher Education Authority, among others, during 2012 and early 2013.\(^\text{70}\)

---

\(^{67}\) [www.tib.gov.tr](http://www.tib.gov.tr)

\(^{68}\) [www.sgk.gov.tr](http://www.sgk.gov.tr)


UGANDA

There were no reports of internet content being blocked or filtered during the coverage period, though various government officials publicly expressed the “need” to police online discussions (see LIMITS ON CONTENT).

The Uganda Communications Act 2012 was passed in September, creating a new media regulatory body that has been criticized for its lack of independence from the government (see LIMITS ON CONTENT).

SIM card and mobile internet registrations continued through early 2013 amid concerns that the registration requirements infringe on the right to privacy given the lack of a necessary data protection law (see VIOLATIONS OF USER RIGHTS).

Government harassment for online writing was documented, while suspicions of proactive government surveillance of online communications increased in the past year (see VIOLATIONS OF USER RIGHTS).

**INTERNET FREEDOM STATUS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Obstacles to Access (0-25)</th>
<th>2012</th>
<th>2013</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>11</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Limits on Content (0-35)</th>
<th>2012</th>
<th>2013</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Violations of User Rights (0-40)</th>
<th>2012</th>
<th>2013</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>15</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Total (0-100)</th>
<th>2012</th>
<th>2013</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>34</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* 0=most free, 100=least free

**KEY DEVELOPMENTS: MAY 2012 – APRIL 2013**

- There were no reports of internet content being blocked or filtered during the coverage period, though various government officials publicly expressed the “need” to police online discussions (see LIMITS ON CONTENT).
- The Uganda Communications Act 2012 was passed in September, creating a new media regulatory body that has been criticized for its lack of independence from the government (see LIMITS ON CONTENT).
- SIM card and mobile internet registrations continued through early 2013 amid concerns that the registration requirements infringe on the right to privacy given the lack of a necessary data protection law (see VIOLATIONS OF USER RIGHTS).
- Government harassment for online writing was documented, while suspicions of proactive government surveillance of online communications increased in the past year (see VIOLATIONS OF USER RIGHTS).
Internet penetration has continued to grow in Uganda, and access is now estimated at 15 percent of the population, with a growing number of Ugandans accessing the internet from their mobile phones. Nevertheless, accessibility is still hindered by poor infrastructure, prohibitive costs, and poor quality of service. Moreover, recent measures have exacerbated the rural-urban divide in access to information and communication technologies (ICTs), such as a ban on counterfeit mobile phones and compulsory SIM card registration. Overall, however, freedom to access the internet via computer-based applications and mobile devices remains generally unfettered.

There were no reported incidents of government interference with ICTs in 2012 or early 2013, though there have been increasing indications that the government intends to monitor online discussions, as demonstrated by various statements made by government officials in 2012 calling for the policing of social media platforms. The main threat to Uganda’s internet freedom in 2012 involved the passage of the Uganda Communications Act 2012 in September, which created a new regulatory body for all print, broadcast, and electronic media in Uganda—the Uganda Communications Regulatory Authority. Awaiting presidential assent as of mid-2013, the new law vests an undue amount of power in the ICT minister to determine the regulatory body’s membership, budget, and policy guidelines.

ICTs continued to expand across Uganda over the past year, resulting in increasing access to both internet and mobile phone services. By the end of 2012, there were an estimated five million internet users in the country for a penetration rate of nearly 15 percent, up from 13 percent in 2011 and just 4 percent in 2007, according to the International Telecommunications Union.¹ Broadband internet is available mostly in urban areas, with only 0.11 percent of the population estimated to have fixed-line broadband subscriptions in 2012.² As such, many Ugandans access the internet at cybercafés where it costs less than $1 for an hour of browsing. Meanwhile, mobile phone penetration stood at 46 percent at the end of 2012³ with a reported 17 million subscribers, up from 4.2 million in 2007, though multiple SIM card ownership remains common.

Internet access via mobile devices is becoming increasingly popular due to the growing availability of cheap mobile internet bundles, with mobile broadband penetration estimated at 7.6 percent at the end of 2012.⁴ An hour of mobile web browsing (equating to approximately 20Mb of data) costs KGX 500 ($0.20), while a limited monthly bundle of 1Gb costs between KGX 30,000 and 41,000

³ International Telecommunication Union, “Mobile-Cellular Telephone Subscriptions, 2000-2012.”
($12-16). Meanwhile, an unlimited mobile broadband connection can cost KGX 299,000 ($115) for one month and over $600 for six months. Two service providers offer their subscribers free access to Facebook, and to promote local content, Airtel Uganda began offering its customers in early 2013 free access to Uganda Goes Online—an online portal that provides information and local content ranging from news, entertainment, sports, technology and much more.

The number of industry players has grown over the years, and many now offer comparable prices and technologies. Currently, there are 34 telecommunications service providers that offer both voice and data services. Aside from the state-owned Uganda Electricity Transmission Company Ltd, which is a licensed public infrastructure provider that has part ownership of Uganda Telecom, all the licensed service providers are privately-owned entities.

There are no known obstacles or licensing restrictions placed by the government on entry into the ICT sector, and new players continued to enter the market in 2012 and 2013. For example, YahClick, a satellite broadband services provider was launched in February 2013, while K2 mobile was launched only a monthly earlier. The two joined a competitive market dominated by bigger, well-established telecommunications brands, such as MTN Uganda, Airtel and Warid Telecom. Three 4G LTE network licenses were issued in mid-2012, though the firms have yet to deploy the high-speed data transmission technology as of mid-2013. Meanwhile, the quality of both voice and data services remains very low.

While increasing market competition has continued to drive down internet access rates, particularly on mobile phones, the cost of internet-enabled devices is still high for the majority of Ugandans who make an average monthly income of $117, according to the latest data from the Uganda Bureau of Statistics. Prohibitive tax regimes remain in place despite successful moves by

---

5 On the Orange Uganda network.
Uganda’s neighbors to remove duties on the importation of hardware and software. Most recently in 2013, the government launched an effort to curb the importation of counterfeit mobile phones, which may further limit access to mobile technologies. All inactive counterfeit phones were rendered unusable as of January 31, 2013, while fake phones with preexisting subscriptions were to be disconnected beginning July 1, 2013. 15 There are no figures to indicate how many users have been and will be affected by this initiative, but it is conceivable that the number may be in the millions. In addition, a 2009 government ban on the importation of used computers remains in place.

Another impediment to increased internet usage is limited access to electricity. The national electricity distributor reports a customer base of just 458,000, most of whom are located in urban areas,16 and alternative power sources, such as fuel-powered generators and solar energy, are very costly. Furthermore, with only about 15 percent of Ugandans living in urban areas,17 the divide between rural and urban access to the internet is very high due to low literacy rates, including computer literacy.18

Uganda’s national fiber backbone is connected to the EASSy international submarine fiber optic cable system that runs along the east and southern coasts of Africa. Telecommunications providers are also hooked to the TEAMs (The East African Marine System) and SEACOM marine fibers through Kenya. Connection to these fibers has led to an exponential growth in Uganda’s international bandwidth, which has decreased the costs of internet access alongside an increasing demand for data services and high speed internet. Service disruptions and slow internet speeds are common, however, due to frequent repairs.19

Over the past few years, the government has embarked on initiatives to improve rural connectivity, and a national ICT policy was finalized in 2010 to facilitate the proliferation of ICTs across the country in both rural and urban areas.20 Nonetheless, the national ICT sector budget allocation comprises less than one percent of the national budget.21 Since 2007, Uganda’s ICT ministry has

---

been developing the National Data Transmission Backbone Infrastructure, which aims to ensure the availability of high bandwidth data connection in all major towns at reasonable prices.\textsuperscript{22} The project, now under the provision of the National Information Technology Authority (NITA-U), involves the installation of over 1,500km of fiber optic cable and related equipment.\textsuperscript{23} However, the $106 million project has been dogged by contractual problems, government red tape, delayed funds, and unverified allegations of inferior equipment and work as of mid-2012.\textsuperscript{24} The Chinese company, Huawei Technologies, contracted for the installation has been accused of using substandard cables, and in some cases, the wrong cables.\textsuperscript{25}

The government has also embarked on a project to establish computer centers in all of its educational institutions across the country, with a plan to cover at least 1,000 institutions by the end of 2012.\textsuperscript{26} In addition, the Rural Communications Development Fund was established in 2001 with the aim of providing access to basic communications services within a reasonable distance to all Ugandans, leveraging investments for rural communications, and promoting overall ICT usage.\textsuperscript{27} The fund further supports the establishment of internet cafes, internet points of presence (rural wireless connectivity networks with a 5-10km radius with costs, speeds and types of services comparable to those in the capital city, Kampala), ICT training centers, and web portals for local government districts.

The Uganda Communications Commission (UCC), Uganda’s telecommunications sector regulator, is mandated to independently coordinate, facilitate and promote the sustainable growth and development of ICTs in the country. The UCC also provides information about the regulatory process and quality of service, and it issues licenses for ICT infrastructure and service providers.\textsuperscript{28} The commission’s funds come mainly from operator license fees and a 1 percent annual levy on operator profits. There is a general perception, however, that comprehensive and coherent information about the commission’s operations is not always accessible, and that the body is not entirely independent from the executive arm of the government. In addition, the UCC’s current

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textsuperscript{28} Uganda Communications Commission, “UCC Licensing Regime,” accessed July 31, 2013, http://www.ucc.co.ug/data/qmenu/11/Licensing.html; Pursuant to the telecommunications (licensing) regulations 2005, UCC issues two types of licences: Public Service Provider (PSP) and Public Infrastructure Provider (PIP). The application fee for both license types is $2,500 dollars (a PSP license requires a one-off initial fee of $100,000), and annual fees range from $3,000-$10,000. These licenses allow holders to either set up telecommunications infrastructure or provide telecommunications services. The UCC levies a 1 percent charge on providers’ annual revenue.
The personal character of the regulatory authority’s leadership can in large measure determine its activities and regulations.

In September 2012, the Ugandan parliament passed the Uganda Communications Act 2012 (introduced by the ICT ministry in March 2012 as the Uganda Communications Regulatory Authority Bill), which consolidated the provisions of the 1996 Electronic Media Act and 2000 Uganda Communications Act and merged the UCC and Uganda Broadcasting Council into a new body, the Uganda Communications Regulatory Authority. Awaiting presidential assent as of mid-2013, the new regulatory body has been criticized for its lack of independence from the government. In particular, the law places disproportionate power in the hands of the ICT minister, who will have the authority to approve the new regulator’s budget and appoint members of its board with the approval from the Cabinet. There are no independent mechanisms in place to hold the regulator accountable to the public. While the new law provides for the creation of the Uganda Communications Tribunal, which is an appeals body with powers of the High Court, its membership and advisors are appointed by the president and ICT minister.

There have been no reported incidents of government interference with the internet since the 2011 elections, during which the national regulator issued a directive to ISPs to temporarily block citizens’ access to Facebook and Twitter. The order came in response to the mobilization of activists and opposition groups, which were largely organized through the two social media platforms. That same year, in the wake of demonstrations inspired by the Arab Spring events in North Africa, there were unconfirmed allegations that the Ugandan government had ordered telecoms to block and regulate the use of some keywords such as “bullet,” “Mubarak,” and “Ben Ali” in SMS texting services.

There have also been no known instances of take-down notices issued for the removal of online content, and there are no issues of intermediary liability for service or content providers. In the meantime, social media and blogging platforms are freely available in Uganda, with Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn and Blogger ranking among the top 15 websites in the country, according to Alexa. The government has also begun to embrace social media platforms as a channel for public engagement, as illustrated by Uganda’s Prime Minister, Amama Mbabazi, who interacts with citizens on Twitter using the hashtag #AskthePM.
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30 Hosni Mubarak was the embattled president of Egypt at the time, while Ben Ali was the deposed Tunisian leader.
While there is no evidence of government efforts to influence or manipulate online content, previous shut downs of media houses seen as too critical of the government, in addition to reports of attacks on journalists by the national police, and other routine threats by the government have engendered a culture of self-censorship among journalists both off and online. Taboo topics include the military, the president’s family, issues of oil, land-grabbing, and presidential terms. In addition, there have been increasing indications that the government intends to monitor online discussions, as demonstrated in October 2012 when the Ugandan police chief called for the policing of social media networks to ensure that the platforms are not spreading “dangerous” information or are “misused for crime, worse still terrorism.”

The Google Uganda domain is available in five local languages, making the popular browser available to about five million Ugandans. Nevertheless, Ugandans can only access news websites in three local languages (out of 40 languages and 56 native dialects) provided by the Vision Group, a media company that is partly owned by the government. The web versions of the newspapers include Bukedde, Etop and Orumuri. Other news sites of major privately-owned newspapers are only accessible in English, which is not widely spoken in Uganda. Moreover, the diversity of online content and the economic viability of independent outlets is constrained by advertising revenue from both government and private sources, which is generally withheld from news outlets that publish critical content.

In recent years, government critics and opposition political parties have taken to the internet as a platform for political debate and an informal means of disseminating information to society. Crowdsourcing and crowd-mapping tools have given citizens the ability to monitor elections, and a diversity of civil society groups are increasingly using SMS platforms and social media for advocacy and to call for protests. In addition, blogging is on the rise among young Ugandans who are less fearful in their use of the internet as an open space to push the boundaries and comment on controversial issues such as good governance and corruption.

VIOLATIONS OF USER RIGHTS

SIM card and mobile internet registrations continued through early 2013 amid concerns that the registration requirements infringe on the right to privacy given the lack of a necessary data protection law. Government harassment for online writing was documented, while suspicions of proactive government surveillance of online communications increased in the past year, with one unconfirmed case involving the interception of a private e-mail reported by an LGBT rights group in early 2013.

---

The Ugandan Constitution provides for freedom of expression and speech, in addition to the right to access information. However, several laws—including the Press and Journalist Act, the Anti-Terrorism Act, and sections of the penal code—appear to negate these constitutional guarantees for freedom of expression. For example, the Press and Journalist Act of 2000 requires journalists to register with the statutory Media Council, whose independence is believed to be compromised by the government’s hand in its composition. Meanwhile, the Anti-Terrorism Act criminalizes the publication and dissemination of content that promotes terrorism, vaguely defined, and guilty convictions can carry up to the death sentence. In addition, the penal code contains provisions on criminal libel and the promotion of sectarianism, imposing penalties that entail lengthy jail terms. While none of these laws contain specific provisions on online modes of expression, they could arguably be invoked for online communications and generally create a “chilling effect” on freedom of expression.

In the meantime, the Ugandan judiciary has been known to rule progressively in cases involving press freedom and freedom of expression. In 2004, for example, the Supreme Court struck down a penal code provision that criminalized the publication of false news, while the Constitutional Court quashed the law on sedition in 2010. Nevertheless, judicial rulings protecting constitutional guarantees for free expression have not stopped the government from taking action against fundamental rights, though prosecutions against journalists and citizens for online expression remain rare.

While there are no website registration requirements in Uganda, registration for mobile phone SIM cards and mobile internet subscriptions was instituted in March 2012 and involves the collection of personal data, including photographs and address details. The deadline to register existing SIM cards was extended through March 2013, after which point unregistered cards were deactivated. Civil society groups criticized the program for infringing on the right to privacy given the lack of a necessary data protection law, and an injunction filed by the Human Rights Network for Journalists-Uganda to stop the registration exercise was thrown out by the High Court on February 25, 2013.

Government monitoring and surveillance of electronic communications has become a worrisome issue in Uganda since 2010, when parliament hurriedly passed the Regulation of Interception of Communications (RIC) Act following the terrorist attacks by Al Shabab militants in Kampala in July 2010. Allowing for the interception of communications, the RIC act requires telecommunication companies to install equipment that enables the real-time electronic surveillance of suspected terrorists and gives the government permission to tap into personal communications based on

---

38 The Access to Information Act provides for the right to access information pursuant to Article 41 of the constitution, the right to prescribe the classes of information referred to in that article, the procedure for obtaining access to that information, and for related matters.


national security concerns. This action can be requested by the security minister and granted after an order by a High Court judge. Telecommunications service providers are further required to disclose the personal information of individuals suspected of terrorism to the authorities upon issue of a court warrant or notice from the minister on matters related to national security, national economic interests, and public safety. Failure to comply with the provisions in the RIC act can entail penalties of up to five years in prison for intermediaries, in addition to license revocations. Meanwhile, clauses in the Anti-Terrorism Act also give security officers the power to intercept the communications of individuals suspected of terrorism and to keep them under surveillance. This includes journalists who are suspected to have been in touch with individuals designated as terrorists by the state.

As of April 2013, it is not clear the extent to which the provisions of the 2010 RIC act have been implemented or operationalized. For instance, it is unknown whether service providers have installed monitoring equipment as required by law. It is also unclear whether the government has asked service providers to monitor communications without a court warrant. Meanwhile, telecom industry observers argue that competition between service providers makes it harder for them to readily hand over information to the government without going through legal channels, though the observers also do not rule out the possibility that some companies may cooperate quietly with government requests.

Nevertheless, a private interview conducted by Freedom House with an LBGT rights group in early 2013 uncovered a case in which an e-mail attachment sent among a private group of individuals was possibly intercepted by an unknown actor. According to a member of the LGBT group, the attachment, which included information about different groups in Uganda’s LGBT community, was later published in a local tabloid, outing certain organizations involved in LGBT activism in Uganda. While details of this account could not be corroborated, the incident falls in line with Uganda’s history of discrimination against the country’s LGBT community that has manifested in similar cases of public naming and shaming campaigns against LGBT individuals and groups.

Journalists in the traditional media face harassment and occasional violence for their reporting in print outlets, and these types of violations are slowly beginning to seep into the online sphere. One young blogger, Racey Carlton Mujuni, reportedly received warnings from the government about his blogging activities in 2012, particularly after he wrote about the civil conflict in the ethnic Acholi region of the country.

Meanwhile, politically-motivated hacking attacks are not significant in Uganda, though there was one case reported in early 2013 involving a hacking and vandalism attack against the website of the same LGBT rights group discussed above. The perpetrator behind the attack remains unknown.

---

42 Ashnah Kalemera et al., “Intermediary Liability in Uganda.”
43 Ashnah Kalemera et al., “Intermediary Liability in Uganda.”
44 Joseph Elunya, “Controversial Ugandan Blogger Won’t Budge.”
Ugandan government websites have also been hacked from actors outside the country a number of times this past year. For example, the international hacker group “Anonymous” hacked into the office of the prime minister’s website in protest against the Anti-Homosexuality Bill in August 2012.45

While there was an increase in pressure on mainstream journalists toward self-censorship on political topics, there was also an increase in the use of ICTs for political mobilization (see Limits on Content).

Online journalist and activist Mustafa Nayyem was reportedly beat up by the guards of a member of the Party of Regions in August 2012 (see Violations of User Rights).

DDoS attacks occurred against election monitoring websites and opposition websites on the day of parliamentary elections (see Violations of User Rights).

### Key Developments: May 2012 – April 2013

- Population: 45.6 million
- Internet penetration 2012: 34 percent
- Social Media/ICT apps blocked: No
- Political/social content blocked: No
- Bloggers/ICT users arrested: Yes
- Press freedom 2013 status: Partly Free

### Ukraine

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Internet Freedom Status</th>
<th>2012</th>
<th>2013</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Obstacles to Access (0-25)</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Limits on Content (0-35)</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Violations of User Rights (0-40)</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total (0-100)</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* 0 = most free, 100 = least free
Although Ukraine has not made notable progress in using internet and digital technology to strengthen its civil society over the past few years, the citizens of Ukraine enjoy largely unhindered access to the internet. With internet infrastructure rapidly developing since the early 1990s, information and communication technologies (ICTs) have some influence over the political process, with diverse and generally independent online media and social networks playing a key role with minimal pushback from the authorities. This comes in part as a result of the 2004–2005 Orange Revolution, in which ICTs played a significant role.1

Though Ukraine has relatively liberal legislation governing the internet and access to information, a number of state initiatives were introduced in 2011 that aimed to control electronic media, exercise surveillance over internet content on ethical grounds, and limit other forms of “undesirable” content. These efforts have the potential for direct and indirect controls over political and social content online. Direct action against online piracy websites and distributed denial-of-service (DDoS) attacks against civic initiatives online, although sparse, reveal the potential of Ukrainian authorities to engage in further limiting activities. In March 2013, the National Expert Commission on the Protection of Public Morals (NECPPM) issued a statement saying they had found immoral and discriminatory content hosted on YouTube and that the Internet Association of Ukraine should avoid “violating Ukrainian internet legislation.” Nonetheless, no further action was specified.

Social media platforms are popular and increasingly used by activists for organizing and promoting ideas such as election monitoring, rights campaigning, and reporting bribery and corruption. Political parties and the government also use the internet as a tool for political competition, engaging in legitimate forms of communication such as social media profiles and blogging, as well as more manipulative techniques such as trolling and “astroturfing,” or making partisan content seem independent. Social media and crowdsourcing platforms were used to monitor the parliamentary elections in 2012; many of these websites were also victims of DDoS attacks.

Internet penetration in Ukraine continues to grow steadily, due in part to diminishing costs and the increasing ease of access, particularly to mobile internet. According to the International Telecommunication Union (ITU), Ukraine had an internet penetration rate of 33.7 percent in 2012,2 a major increase from 6.6 percent in 2007.3 At the same time, statistics from InMind show

---

2 Differing from ITU statistics, the research company, InMind, found that there were 14.3 million Ukrainians ages 15 and up who used the internet at least once a month in September 2011, comprising 36 percent of the total population. InMind, “Pocr
that 19.7 million Ukrainians over the age of 15 use the internet regularly, which is close to 50 percent of all adult Ukrainians. For fixed-broadband subscriptions, the penetration rate was approximately 7 percent in 2012, while mobile broadband had a penetration rate of 4.4 percent. Meanwhile, Ukraine ranks eighth in the world for download speeds, with an average download speed of 1190 Kbps, and access to broadband internet in Ukraine is fairly affordable. A monthly unlimited data plan with a 1 Mb broadband channel costs UAH 80–120 ($10–15), while the average monthly wage in the country was UAH 3,377 ($414) in December 2012.

Of current internet users, 56 percent live in urban areas, while internet penetration in smaller towns and rural areas is currently below 20 percent. The level of infrastructure differs between urban and rural areas, contributing to the gap in number of users. Most people access the internet from home or work, though many middle- and higher-end cafes and restaurants often provide free Wi-Fi access. Access is also common in public libraries and schools. Internet cafes still exist, but are gradually losing popularity.

Mobile phone penetration has also continued to grow, reaching 132 percent in 2012. Use of mobile internet is gaining in popularity, and an estimated 14 percent of Ukrainian mobile subscribers own smartphones. Cost continues to be the main barrier to higher mobile internet use. Mobile operators are still waiting for access to third-generation (3G) mobile phone frequencies, which the Ministry of Defense had promised to convert for use by mobile operators in 2012, but failed to do so. The only commercial 3G license was previously owned by formerly state-run Ukrtelecom, which was privatized in March 2011, and its 3G division is a separate company currently reported to be looking for a buyer, so the issue of frequency conversion remains stalled.

10 Ольга Карпенко, “Смартфоны есть у 14% украинских абонентов, устройств Android втрие больше, чем iPhone” [14% of Ukrainian subscribers own smartphones, Android’s share three times that of iPhone], AIN.UA, February 20, 2013, http://ain.ua/2013/02/20/113303.
There are no known instances of the authorities requiring internet service providers (ISPs) to block any Web 2.0 applications, protocols, or instant messaging tools. The backbone connection of UA-IX (Ukrainian internet exchange, a mechanism of traffic exchange and connection to the wider internet for Ukrainian ISPs) to the international internet is not centralized, and major ISPs each have their own channels that are managed independently.

The Ukrainian telecommunications market is fairly liberal and currently undergoing gradual development. The state previously owned 93 percent of the largest telecom company and top-tier ISP, Ukrtelecom, but in March 2011 the company was privatized. Though no longer state-owned, Ukrtelecom is still the largest ISP in the country and possesses Ukraine’s primary network, trunk, and zone telecom lines. Other telecommunications providers are dependent on leased lines, since Ukrtelecom owns the majority of the infrastructure, and many alternative providers do not have sufficient resources to build their own networks. However, Ukrtelecom does not exert any pressure or regulatory control over these other ISPs.

Among the major private ISPs in Ukraine are Volia, Triolan, Vega, and Datagroup; however, major mobile service providers, like Kyivstar and MTS, are also starting to provide broadband internet access. There are about 400 ISPs in Ukraine, according to the State Commission on Communications and Informatization. Regional ISPs are usually smaller local businesses, and regional dominance largely depends on business and other connections in a specific region, making the market prone to corruption.

Ukrchastotnagliad, the Ukrainian frequencies supervisory center, reports that 86 operators have licenses to provide satellite communications services in Ukraine. Companies providing internet access using satellite technologies in Ukraine include Ukrsat, Infocom-SK, Spacegate, Adamant, LuckyNet, Ukernet, and Itelsat. With the exception of Infocom-SK, all these companies are private. The three major players in the mobile communications market are Kyivstar (owned by Dutch VimpelCom Ltd.), MTS Ukraine (owned by Russian AFK Sistema), and “life:)” (owned by Astelit, whose main shareholders are the Turkish company Turkcell and Ukrainian System Capital Management). Together, these players hold 94.6 percent of the mobile communications market.

There are no obvious restrictions or barriers to entry into the ICT market, but any new business venture, be it an ISP or an internet cafe, faces the usual bureaucracy and corruption, as well as the
legal and tax hurdles common to the Ukrainian business environment. In particular, the Ukrainian ICT market has been criticized for its difficult licensing procedures for operators, and under the 2003 Law on Communications, operators are required to have a license before beginning their activities.

The ICT sector is regulated by the National Commission on Communications and Informatization (NCCIR). Members of the NCCIR are appointed by the president of Ukraine. Due to widespread corruption in the political system and the lucrative nature of business in the ICT sector, appointments to the commission often lack transparency. The NCCIR’s work has often been obstructed by claims of non-transparent decisions and operations. For instance, in July 2011 the NCCIR (then the NCCR) refused to prolong the operating license of mobile provider Kyivstar for GSM 900/1800 frequencies. Furthermore, the 2003 Law on Communications does not guarantee the independence of the NCCIR.

A new parliamentary committee on informatization and information technologies was created in December 2012, ostensibly to promote the president’s promise of further development of the Ukrainian ICT market. So far, the committee has not made any significant decisions relating to the ICT industry.

**LIMITS ON CONTENT**

There is no practice of institutionalized blocking or filtering, or a regulatory framework for censorship of content online, although there have been attempts at creating legislation which could censor or limit content. Many of these initiatives present indirect threats to freedom of information online. For example, in September 2012, members of parliament introduced a draft bill which suggested implementing jail sentences of three to five years for cybercrimes such as hacking, cyberscams, and information espionage. Additionally, there were calls to create a national cybersecurity system as part of the strategic law “On the main foundations of development of


21 “НКРС отказалась продлевать «Киевстар» лицензию на мобильную связь” [NCCR Refused to Prolong Kyivstar’s mobile communications license], ITC.ua, July 8, 2011, http://bit.ly/19KAAt3. The NCCR said Kyivstar first acquired their license in 1996 for 15 years under the acting Law on Telecommunications, while in 2004 a new Law on Telecommunications came into power, thus making the old Law (and any agreements under it) void. NCCR believed Kyivstar was not entitled to simply pay 30 percent of the license price to prolong said license, but ought instead to pay 200 percent of the license price to acquire two new licenses for GSM 900 and GSM 1800 each. This would cost Kyivstar around 19 million UAH. As a result, in September 2011 Kyivstar had to pay the full price for two new licenses in order to continue their activities in the market. See also, “Киевстару выдали новые лицензии на мобильную связь” [Kyivstar Given New Mobile Communications Licenses], LigaNet, September 8, 2011, http://bit.ly/164BamS.


24 Olga Karpenko, “За компьютерные преступления депутаты предлагают сажать на 3 года” [MPs suggest jail sentences for up to 3 years for cybercrimes], AIN.UA, September 19, 2012, http://ain.ua/2012/09/19/95861.
information society in Ukraine for 2007–2015.”25 In some cases, such laws obligate ISPs to remove or block the offensive or illegal content within 24 hours or, if such content is found to be hosted outside of Ukraine, ISPs would have to limit Ukrainian users’ access to such content, effectively introducing a practice of filtering content.

The law “On Protection of Public Morals” deals with pornography, eroticism, hate speech, violence, and explicit language, and was amended in October 2011. However, these amendments have been criticized for being overly vague, since they fail to narrowly define what is considered erotic, hateful, or explicit. Critics have argued that the amended law is in violation of Article 10 of the European Convention of Human Rights and the Declaration of Human Rights, both ratified by Ukraine.26

Aside from the vague definitions, experts are worried that the law gives extraordinary powers to the National Expert Commission on the Protection of Public Morals (NECPPM), allowing it to issue orders to block websites and online content within 24 hours, without a court order or any means for website owners or content authors to appeal. At the moment, access providers and content hosts are not responsible for the content transmitted or hosted, and may block or require a user to remove content only when provided with a court order. The NECPPM, which has been slated for dissolution since January 2013,27 is known for outlandish requests and recommendations, such as its letter to the Internet Association of Ukraine (INAU) in March 2013, which stated that the Commission had analyzed the website YouTube.com and discovered content which was immoral and discriminatory. The letter asked INAU to “consider avoiding [the] violation of Ukrainian Internet legislation,” but did not specify further action.28

In one of the more notable cases of website closure, on August 6, 2012, Ukrainian authorities shut down Demonoid, one of the world’s largest bittorrent tracker websites hosted in Ukraine, which was violating Ukraine’s copyright laws.29 Previously, all IP addresses within Ukraine were merely blocked from accessing the site, although the site was still available to outside users and those with circumvention tools. Many media outlets connected the shutdown to First Deputy Prime Minister Valery Khoroshkovsky’s visit to the United States,30 and portrayed it as an attempt to demonstrate


Ukraine’s tough stance on copyright infringement. In response to Demonoid’s closure, the hacktivist group Anonymous launched a series of DDoS attacks on Ukrainian government websites, including the National TV and Radio Broadcasting Council, the Agency for Copyright, and the Anti-Piracy Association.

In February 2013, the weekly news magazine and website Focus suddenly removed its latest issue from the website and stalls. Journalists and observers claimed that the issue was removed because of several articles critical of the presidential administration. The four articles in question were dedicated to the third anniversary of the election of President Viktor Yanukovych and contained revealing infographics about the administration’s expenses. Focus’s editor-in-chief, Yana Moiseenkova, disputed claims of self-censorship, claiming that the removals were due to technical reasons and that the articles would be back online later, although the articles were never returned to the website. Other explanations of why the stories were removed from the website included a speculation that Focus was engaging in a self-promotion campaign.

Attempts to manipulate the online news landscape are not numerous, but there are some examples of online media which support certain political figures or political ideas, in addition to progovernment news websites. Some online news websites belong to media holdings owned by oligarchs close to the ruling Party of Regions and other political forces. By and large, though, online media are varied and represent many opinions on the political spectrum, with a key cluster of independent media playing the role of watchdogs and conducting investigative journalism. Political and social issues are discussed freely on internet forums and in the comments on news sites like Ukrainska Pravda and Korrespondent. Access to international media websites is also unfettered. Prior instances of politically affiliated paid commentators trolling on news websites and social networks did not occur as frequently in 2012–2013.

YouTube, Facebook, Twitter, and international blog-hosting services such as Wordpress and LiveJournal are freely available. Increasingly, Ukrainian politicians are realizing the value of social media, and many have accounts on social media platforms in the hopes of engaging their voters.

During the 2012 parliamentary elections, many politicians engaged with voters on their social media platforms.

The Ukrainian blogosphere is fairly active, although less so than the Russian LiveJournal community, which houses many more politically active citizens. Around 60 percent of Ukrainian online users regularly went online in 2012 to use social networks. According to Yandex, in 2011 there were 1.1 million Ukrainian blogs, up from 700,000 in 2010, and blogs are increasingly
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31 Jon Partridge, “Pirate Bay Competitor Demonoid Taken Out as a Present For the US,” Gizmodo, August 7, 2012, http://www.gizmodo.co.uk/2012/08/pirate‐bay‐competitor‐demonoid‐taken‐out‐as‐a‐present‐for‐the‐us/.
Ukrainian bloggers, journalists, NGOs, and citizen activists have been joining forces and creating online projects aimed at scrutinizing government policies, monitoring elections, and uncovering corruption in the higher ranks of power. During the recent parliamentary elections in October 2012, a number of NGOs and civic organizations used online tools to keep the election process transparent and accountable, providing tools for citizens to help monitor the elections. Some of these networks sprung out of the Orange Revolution, but activists are now exploring new tools to fight election corruption. The OPORA civic network, for example, created an interactive map with all 33,000 polling stations, and its 3,800 professional observers documented violations on the map. Regular citizens could also submit reports of violations through an online form.

Another project called “Maidan-monitoring,” launched by the online citizen-activism hub Maidan, used crowd-mapping and the Ushahidi platform to create a map of violations with textual and visual evidence supporting the reports. Maidan-monitoring activists made it a point to verify all incoming information, also calling on election commission members and voters to join the People’s Central Election Commission (CEC) and post digital photographs of the final voting protocols that were later posted online in order to prevent any manipulations of the election results.

ElectUA, a nonpartisan crowdsourced election monitoring project by Internews Ukraine, grew out of the practice of using Twitter hashtags to report possible voting violations during previous elections in 2009 and 2010. Voters were able to submit messages to ElectUA in 2012 via e-mail, SMS, and phone, as well as through the project's website, Facebook or Twitter. All three election monitoring websites experienced DDoS attacks on the day of the elections, October 28, 2012.

39 Examples include the New Citizen partnership’s initiative ЧЕСНО (Honestly, a movement for transparent and fair parliamentary elections), and ПРИВАМА ДИЯ (Direct Action, a movement of student unions organizing street protests on relevant issues).
The attacks lasted for several hours, and the sites were inaccessible for a period of time, but activists were not able to provide direct proof that these were intentional DDoS attacks.47

VIOLATIONS OF USER RIGHTS

The security situation for journalists and online users further declined in 2012–2013. Traditional journalists continue to face regular intimidation and threats of physical violence, although this trend has not been seen as frequently in regard to online journalists. However, in August 2012, a well-known online journalist for the internet publication Ukrayinska Pravda was reportedly beaten up by the guards of a member of the Party of Regions. Additionally, during the parliamentary elections in October 2012, there was an increase in the number of DDoS attacks against election monitoring and opposition websites.

The right to free speech is granted to all citizens of Ukraine in Article 34 of the constitution, although the article also specifies that the state may restrict this right in the interest of national security or public order. In practice, this right has been frequently violated. Part three of Article 15 of the constitution forbids censorship, though this norm is routinely violated, with especially grave violations observed during the time of President Leonid Kuchma, who served before the 2004–2005 Orange Revolution. In addition, Article 171 of the criminal code provides fines and detention sentences for obstructing journalists’ activity. The Ukrainian judiciary, however, is prone to the same level of corruption evident in other branches of power. Many businesses, including media companies, often resort to bribes to influence the consideration of their affairs in the courts.48

In 2011, online journalists achieved similar status and privileges as traditional journalists, such as being able to obtain accreditation for parliamentary sessions and other official meetings frequented by the press. Nevertheless, there has been an ongoing discussion about the need for online media to register, with some suggesting that registration would provide additional mechanisms for protecting journalists, while others refute this idea, considering any form of registration to be an impediment to press freedom and internet freedom.49

On September 18, 2012, a draft bill calling for up to five years of jail time for defamation (both offline and online) passed the first reading in the parliament.50 The bill caused a wave of indignation from Ukrainian journalists and activists, and international organizations such as Reporters Without Borders appealed to the parliament to reconsider adopting the bill that would recriminalize

---

defamation. A number of online media outlets and active online users launched a wide-reaching campaign against the defamation bill, creating a Facebook group with over 7,700 members, placing stark banners on the front pages of many media outlets, and posting calls to “Say ‘No’ to Defamation Law” throughout social networks. As a result of the campaign pressure, the bill was rejected at its final reading on October 2, 2012. However, some pointed out that Vitaly Zhuravsky, a member of parliament (MP), might have agreed to recall the draft bill to improve his chances in the coming parliamentary elections.

In June 2012, a criminal investigation was initiated against the news website Levy Bereg (Left Bank), reportedly upon request of MP Volodymyr Landyk, who claimed the website published his private text messages without his consent. Sonya Koshkina, the editor-in-chief of Levy Bereg, temporarily left the country, citing pressure and fears for her life. Koshkina claimed she would not return until the criminal investigation was dropped. The Kyiv Prosecutor’s Office later dropped the case, citing that “there was no significant harm done by the publication to the claimant.”

There is no obligatory registration for either internet users or mobile phone subscribers. Nevertheless, the pervasiveness of extralegal surveillance of Ukrainians users’ activities is unclear. From 2002 to 2006, mechanisms for internet monitoring were in place under the State Committee on Communications’ Order No. 122, which required ISPs to install so-called “black-box” monitoring systems that would provide access to state institutions. This was mainly done to monitor the unsanctioned transmission of state secrets. Caving to pressures from public protests and complaints raised by the Internet Association of Ukraine and the Ukrainian Helsinki Human Rights Union, the Ministry of Justice abolished this order in August 2006. Since then, the Security Service has seemingly acted within the limits of the Law on Operative Investigative Activity, and must obtain a court order to carry out surveillance. At the same time, some human rights groups are concerned that the Security Service is still keeping intercepted messages and carrying out internet surveillance on a large scale.

Physical attacks against online journalists and activists are rare; however, the intimidation and harassment of traditional journalists is a regular occurrence. In August 2012, the activist Mustafa
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52 “Скажи нам закону про наклеп. Це стосується кожного” [Say ‘No’ to Defamation Law. This is Everyone’s Business], Facebook group, accessed on February 27, 2013, https://www.facebook.com/groups/naklep/members/.
Nayyem, who is a well-known TV and online journalist, was on his way to a Party of Regions congress when he was attacked by the guards of a party member. The Prosecutor’s Office in Kyiv has started an investigation into the attack, in which Nayyem was beaten and had his phone stolen.

In March 2013, Andriy Dzindzya, a journalist with Road Control, an online crowdsourcing website documenting road police corruption, was arrested on charges of hooliganism—a common charge for activists in Ukraine. Earlier, in February 2012, journalists from Road Control had an altercation with police. After other journalists and NGO activists arrived at the police station, Dzindzya was released on bail. Observers claimed his arrest was unwarranted, as were the hooliganism charges.

On March 22, 2013, police officers arrived at the offices of the website Censor.net and claimed they had a warrant, based on a preliminary investigation, to obtain information about the website’s users. They were unable to present any proof or documentation, but threatened to remove the servers from the office. Further comments from the local cybercrime division officials indicated that police had acted due to a post on an online forum and comments on Censor.net criticizing a local judge for parking her car illegally in the backyard of her apartment complex. The judge then instigated criminal proceedings to determine who was criticizing her on the website. Censor.net reported the actions and alleged motivations of the police on its website, after which the police dropped the matter.

Cyberattacks are not very common in Ukraine, although some recent cases were recorded during the parliamentary elections of October 2012. Several crowdsourced election monitoring websites were attacked, as well as the websites of opposition parties.

In March 2013, several regional news websites reported that they had been the victims of DDoS attacks. Three outlets based in Cherkasy—Procherk, Provintsiya and Dzvin—were taken down on March 6, 2013 during President Yanukovich’s visit to the region. According to Procherk editor Nazariy Vivcharyk, their website was also subject to cyberattacks during most of the day.

---

The state continued to block certain political and social websites, as well as pornography, gambling sites, and other content deemed offensive to public order, religion, or morality (see LIMITS ON CONTENT).

The new cybercrime law introduced in 2012 outlined harsh punishments for users who post content that is critical of the state, is offensive to religion, or violates another’s right to privacy (see VIOLATIONS OF USER RIGHTS).

Scores of users were detained and given 7 to 15 year sentences for their online activity, including several belonging to the so-called “UAE 94” group of political detainees (see VIOLATIONS OF USER RIGHTS).
The government of the United Arab Emirates (UAE) has embraced information and communications technology (ICT) as a means of developing a competitive economy and improving citizen services. The internet was introduced to the country in 1995 and internet penetration has quickly risen. The UAE is ranked 25th in the World Economic Forum’s 2013 Networked Readiness Index and scored 28th in the United Nations 2012 E-Governance Survey. However, while remaining open to receiving large amounts of foreign investment and expatriate workers, the government has actively fought to deter political discussions, demands for reforms, and criticism of public officials online.

The wealthy Gulf state has taken several moves to restrict access to online tools that challenge the government’s authoritarian grip on both politics and telecommunications. Numerous websites are blocked and search results are filtered in order to prevent access to local and international voices that differ from the state line, particularly on political, religious, and sexual matters. Responding to the growing use of social media to call for political reforms and document government abuses, a new cybercrime law was issued in 2012. The law provides harsh punishments for a wide range of vague offenses, such as criticizing the country’s rulers and religion. These laws, combined with a judiciary that fundamentally lacks independence, create a highly problematic legal environment where users cannot be guaranteed that their constitutional and internationally recognized rights will be upheld.

The first reported instance of law enforcement bodies targeting ICT use for political motives occurred in July 2010, when an 18-year-old named Badr al-Dhohri was held in Abu Dhabi for using his Blackberry to pass along a message that called for a protest against increases to the price of gasoline. Later, a man named “Saud” was arrested for organizing the unsuccessful protest, while five other citizens were summoned for investigation. As for online users, two members of the online discussion forum UAE Hewar were arrested in April 2011 in one of the first documented cases in the country. One of those detained was the prominent blogger and activist Ahmed Mansoor, whose arrest sparked online campaigns calling for his release. A third user was arrested for criticizing the authoritarian practices of Gulf governments.

More recently, dozens have been detained for their political discussions on online forums and social media. Many have indicated that they were held without charge, denied the right to an attorney,
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and tortured. Mobile phones must be registered and—for most of the coverage period—Voice-over-Internet-Protocol (VoIP) applications were banned to facilitate government monitoring and protect the state’s monopoly on phone services. The country’s two mobile phone and internet service providers are either directly or indirectly owned by the state, reflecting a lack of checks and balances in government requests for surveillance data. Numerous crackdowns on users have increased self-censorship on social media and online news outlets, of which the most prominent are government-owned.

Some Emiratis have continued to push back against government repression and intimidation by channeling their strong digital literacy into online activism, writing blogs and calling for political reform on social networks. In the face of prosecution, activists still use online tools to highlight human rights violations and pass on messages from relatives in prison. Nonetheless, the online environment in the UAE is not free, and users face many challenges to freedom of expression online.

**OBSTACLES TO ACCESS**

Similarly to other Gulf States, Emirati users enjoy a robust information and communications technology (ICT) infrastructure and high connection speeds. In the International Telecommunication Union’s (ITU) 2012 ICT Development Index, the UAE ranked 45th in the world and among the top five in the region. The number of internet users has risen rapidly from a penetration rate of 61 percent in 2007 to 85 percent in 2012. As of April 2013, there were 997,675 internet subscribers, 99 percent of which had broadband connections.

While the use of broadband is widespread, prices are extraordinarily high; the UAE has one of the most expensive broadband rates in the world, with high-end subscriptions costing more than AED 8,000 ($2,178) a year. However, the UAE ranks 29th in the ITU’s 2012 ICT Price Basket Index, in which local broadband prices are measured against gross national income (GNI) per capita. This reflects a sense that despite the high prices, the internet remains affordable for most Emiratis, though not necessarily to all migrant workers. Prices have been steadily dropping in recent years and, in May 2012, the telecommunications company Etisalat announced a further 50 percent cut in broadband subscription costs.
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The UAE has one of the highest mobile phone penetration rates in the region with nearly 170 percent or 11.7 million subscribers in 2012. Out of 26 countries that participated in a Google survey of smartphone penetration, the UAE was ranked first, with 61 percent of mobile phone users reporting that they own smartphones.

According to UNICEF, literacy in the Emirates was reported at 94 percent among males and 97 percent among females, thereby not constituting a strong obstacle to internet use. In 2006, the UAE launched their own carrier-neutral international internet exchange points, Smarthub and Datamena, respectively. Cuts to undersea cables have disrupted internet access for Emirati users on several occasions, though government-instituted outages are not known. In March 2013, Etisalat warned that users would face slower speeds due to the cutting of a fiber-optic cable off of the Mediterranean coast of Egypt. Du suffered similar disruptions in April 2010 and March 2011 due to cuts to the SEA-ME-WE 4 cable. In 2008, 1.7 million users in the UAE were affected by cuts to the SEA-ME-WE 4 cable. 18 In 2006, the UAE launched their own carrier-neutral international internet exchange points, Smarthub and Datamena, respectively. Cuts to undersea cables have disrupted internet access for Emirati users on several occasions, though government-instituted outages are not known. In March 2013, Etisalat warned that users would face slower speeds due to the cutting of a fiber-optic cable off of the Mediterranean coast of Egypt. Du suffered similar disruptions in April 2010 and March 2011 due to cuts to the SEA-ME-WE 4 cable. In 2008, 1.7 million users in the UAE were affected by cuts to the SEA-ME-WE 4 cable.

Both telecommunications companies are, directly or indirectly, owned by the state. The UAE government maintains a 60 percent stake in Etisalat through its ownership in the Emirates Investment Company, while a majority of du is owned by various state companies. Etisalat used to dominate the telecommunication market until 2006, when du was granted a working license. Since 2006, no new providers have been licensed, though there is no information on whether new applications were submitted. The two companies are also the major mobile phone operators. Providers fall under the laws and regulations set by the TRA, which has been headed by Mohamed Nasser Al Ghanim since its establishment in 2004. Its tasks include licensing, conducting surveys, promoting investment, and assigning websites to the “.ae” top-level country domain.
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Online censorship has increased in the UAE following the Arab uprisings of 2011. The authorities have blocked numerous websites and web forums where users openly call for political reforms or criticize the government. While self-censorship is pervasive, the ongoing crackdown against online dissent points to the fact that a limited number of users continue to use their real names when addressing sensitive issues. The families of political detainees use social media to highlight human rights abuses and communicate on behalf of their loved ones. Twitter, for example, is highly important in an online media landscape that is dominated by state-run news sites that refuse to cover controversial trials or stray too far from the state’s overall narrative. These factors contribute to a highly-controlled online environment in which freedom of expression and the right to information is not respected.

The availability of VoIP services in the UAE is shrouded in doubt and disputes between the country’s two telecommunications companies, Etisalat and du, and the TRA. In the past, many aspects of VoIP applications were blocked by both providers and Skype was classified by the TRA as an “unlicensed VoIP.” When users landed on the Skype website, a notice appeared stating, “Access to this site is currently blocked. The site falls under the Prohibited Content Categories of the UAE’s Internet Access Management Policy.” Similar products such as Viber or Apple’s Facetime were also banned; in fact, Apple agreed to sell its iPhone4 products to UAE mobile phone companies without the Facetime application preinstalled. However, on numerous occasions the TRA has emphasized that it is up to the mobile phone providers to license these products. Etisalat and du currently offer their own prepaid VoIP cards, although their prices are higher than those listed by Skype.

Changes arrived on March 19, 2013, when du subscribers suddenly reported no obstacles in accessing the Skype website or in making Skype-to-phone calls. Etisalat announced that it would follow suit one month later. After initial reports from the TRA indicated that Skype users could still face fines of AED 1 million ($272,000) or two years imprisonment, the regulatory denied that it had made these statements and reiterated that the availability of Skype is a matter for the two telecommunications companies. BlackBerry services have been restricted since 2010, when the government introduced a regulation allowing only companies with more than 20 BlackBerry

accounts to access the encrypted BlackBerry Messenger service. Despite these limitations, circumvention software and proxies are commonly used by Emiratis to access blocked content and VoIP services.

While the TRA has claimed that it is not chiefly responsible for the unavailability of VoIP, the regulator does instruct ISPs to block content related to terrorism, pornography, and gambling, as well as websites that contain political speech threatening to the ruling order. According to a recent report from CitizenLab, ISPs in the UAE have used tools such as SmartFilter and NetSweeper to censor content. CitizenLab also found five installations of Blue Coat ProxySG in the country’s network linked to Etisalat. Although YouTube, Facebook, Twitter, and international blog-hosting services are freely available, controversial terms are often filtered from search results within these sites.

The TRA, working with the Ministry of Communications, has also blocked five hundred search terms. For example, a Twitter user reported that a web forum on atheism, offered on the popular site Reddit, is blocked in the UAE. Specific searches on the photo-sharing website Flickr are also filtered. In December 2012, searches for the Egyptian comedian and television host Bassem Youssef resulted in a generic error message, leading Twitter users to speculate that this was a result of the letters “a-s-s” appearing in the comedian’s first name. Etisalat responded to the criticism by tweeting that users can submit a request for the content to be unblocked and provided a link to the “Contact Us” page of the Etisalat website. The videos have since been unblocked. In September 2012, the controversial “Innocence of Muslim” film trailer was made inaccessible on YouTube. A BBC report on detained Emirati activists was also blocked in July 2012, though access to other parts of the BBC website was not affected.

According to Herdict, the crowdsourcing tool that lets users report blocked content, internet users from the UAE have reported several social, political, LGBTQ, and proxy sites blocked in their country. For example, the Lebanese queer and feminist e-magazine Bekhsoos and the U.S.-based Arab Lesbian e-magazine Bint El Nas are both blocked. Many websites displaying religious content
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are blocked, including the famous blog of atheist Emirati blogger Ben Kerishan\(^{40}\) and an Arab Christian online forum named The Church Network.\(^{41}\)

In the past two years, political content has been the focus of state censorship. Examples include the Arab-American News website *Arab Times*,\(^{42}\) the secular pan-Arab online forum “Modern Discussion,”\(^{43}\) and the California-based Arabic online newspaper *Watan*, all blocked in September 2012.\(^{44}\) A website disseminating news of the trial of 94 Emirati political detainees was also blocked in 2013.\(^{45}\) The anonymous website “UAE University Watch”\(^{46}\) and “UAE Prison,” which exposes violations against jailed expatriates, have both been blocked.\(^{47}\) “Emaraty Bedoon,” the blog of the stateless individual Ahmed Abdulkhaleq who was deported to Thailand in July 2012 for his political activism, is also blocked.\(^{48}\)

Authorities continue to ban inactive sites such as the political forum “UAE Hewar” and the blogs “Secret Dubai Diary”\(^{49}\) and “UAE Torture.”\(^{50}\) The latter posted a torture video taken in 2004 in which a member of the ruling family was shown to have tortured an Afghan man. The suspect was acquitted in 2010 in a case that was widely believed to be a show trial.\(^{51}\) A request to unblock UAE Hewar was rejected by the Federal Supreme Court in July 2012,\(^{52}\) and its Facebook page is also blocked due to its criticism of the regime and state corruption.\(^{53}\) As part of a verdict, in which five users were sentenced 7 to 15 years for violating the constitution and cooperating with foreign political organizations (see “Violations of User Rights”), a court also ordered the blocking of five websites that are already inaccessible in the country. These included the Emirates Media and Studies Center (EMASC); The Seven Emirates, which focuses on the seven activists who had their citizenship revoked for their political activities; the Watan news website; the Islah political group website; and the Yanabeea.net educational network.\(^{54}\)

Under the 2012 cybercrime law, website owners and employees “may be held liable” for any violations occurring on their sites, including defamation charges.\(^{55}\) In May 2012, Dubai police
succeeded in shutting down 15 accounts on Facebook and Twitter for “defamation and abuse” by sending letters to both companies outlining the offenses committed under the UAE law. In a case dating from July 2009, a court suspended the website and newspaper Al Emarat Al Youm for 20 days for running a story about the doping of a race horse owned by two sons of the country’s president.

Decisions to block or remove online content often lack procedural transparency or judicial oversight. The telecommunications company du details what criteria it used to block websites in a document available on its website. Prohibited content includes information related to circumvention tools, the promotion of criminal activities, the sale or promotion of illegal drugs, dating networks, pornography, homosexuality, gambling, phishing, spyware, unlicensed VoIP services, terrorism, and material that is offensive to religion.

No similar list was made available by Etisalat, although the company does have a space on its website where users can request that a website be blocked or unblocked. In 2005, an Etisalat spokesman stated that the company is not responsible for internet blocking and revealed that all complaints and requests are passed on to the Ministry of Information. He also claimed that a list of websites to be blocked is compiled by an American company and then implemented through a proxy server. Apart from the previously mentioned unblocking of Bassem Youssef’s videos, incidents of users successfully unblocking a website are not known. Indeed, writing in an online forum, users have noted that their requests to have websites unblocked did not receive any response from companies.

Local news websites, many of which are owned by the state, employ a large degree of self-censorship in accordance with government regulations and unofficial “red lines.” Gulf News, The National, and Emirates 24/7 are among the different online media outlets suffering such restrictions. Nonetheless, since the regional uprisings of 2011, Emiratis have begun to tackle sensitive issues more boldly over the internet, particularly on social media. Users express their opinions, share information on arrests and trials, and even attempt to organize protests. However, most users remain anonymous when criticizing state officials or religion out of fears of legal action or harassment. While there is no available evidence to prove the government’s involvement in hiring public relations firms or bloggers to spread propaganda, a large number of anonymous Twitter users appear dedicated to harass and intimidate political dissidents and their families online.
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In addition to the threat of harassment and prosecution, Emirati authorities also use financial means to limit the ability of antigovernment websites to produce content online. For example, the government reportedly pressured Dubai-based advertising agency “Echo” to end its advertising contract with the U.S.-based news outlet Watan. A complaint was also allegedly submitted to the FBI against the website, claiming it calls for the assassination of UAE rulers. Nonetheless, users have access to a variety of local and international news outlets, even if there are disparate reports of blocking specific UAE-related articles from these sites.

Social media use has increased in recent years, in line with regional trends. Facebook recently hit 3.4 million users in the UAE, representing a penetration of 68 percent, while in 2013, 34 percent of all users possessed a Twitter account. While the UAE did not witness protests on a scale similar to its Arab neighbors, Emiratis created petitions calling for reforms and conducted online activism to expose corruption and demand change. Currently, families of political prisoners rely on Twitter to speak on behalf of detainees, explaining their cases, spreading information about violations to their rights, and calling for their release. There are several examples of relatives who are active online, including Mariam al-Mansouri, the wife of detained blogger Rashid al-Shamsi, and Aysha al-Thufiri, the daughter of detainee Salih al-Thufiri. Social media networks have also proven useful in non-political campaigns, such as fundraising attempts to provide support to Syrian refugees.

**VIOLATIONS OF USER RIGHTS**

The rights of online users in the UAE are not protected by law, nor are they respected in practice. Several laws, including the penal code, publishing law, and cybercrime law, are commonly exploited to deter free expression and violate the rights of users. There is a general feeling among those who reside in the UAE that online tools are monitored and that surveillance is widely practiced with little judicial oversight. Several prominent online activists and ordinary citizens were detained in late 2012 and early 2013. In addition, this year saw numerous cases of torture, solitary confinement, and physical harassment registered against users.

Article 30 of the country’s constitution states that “Freedom of opinion and expressing it verbally, in writing or by other means of expression shall be guaranteed within the limits of law.” However, the judicial system in the Emirates lacks independence and prosecutions are often
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pursued for political reasons. In 2012, the president of the UAE appointed himself as head of the judiciary, overtaking the position of the minister of justice. Human rights groups have continuously criticized the UAE for violating the human rights of political detainees and failing to provide them with fair and transparent trials. Instead, many are denied access to a lawyer, held without cause for extended periods of time, or tortured. Furthermore, former detainees who have since been pardoned are continually harassed and do not enjoy their full rights as citizens.

Articles 8 and 176 of the penal code are used to punish public “insults” of the country’s top officials, although these are widely used to prosecute any users that express a desire for political reform. Articles 70 and 71 of the 1980 publishing law prohibit criticism of the head of the state and of Islam or any other religion. Defamation laws have been criticized by lawyers as “all-encompassing” and clouded with many grey areas. The burden of proof is also upon the defendant. Penalties can be as high as two years imprisonment or a fine of AED 20,000 ($5,444). In January 2011, the editor of Al Ittihad was fined and his website was blocked for a month after a court upheld a defamation suit brought by the Abu Dhabi Media Company over defamatory and offensive user comments on the website. In July 2011, Abu Dhabi police warned that spreading rumors through text messages constitutes libel and can be punishable by up to three years in jail.

A new cybercrime law was issued in November 2012, replacing an earlier decree from 2006 that was criticized for being too vague. While the introduction of the law was fundamental in providing a sounder legal basis to combat online fraud, money laundering, hacking, and other serious cybercrimes, the law also criminalizes a wide range of online activity commonly accepted within international norms. For example, hefty fines and jail sentences await users who engage in online gambling, disseminate pornographic material, or violate another person’s privacy through posting their photograph or making statements about them online, regardless of the accuracy of the accusations. Intermediaries, such as domain hosts or administrators, are also liable if their websites are used to “prompt riot, hatred, racism, sectarianism, or damage the national unity or social peace

or prejudice the public order and public morals.” The cybercrime law also contains punishments for offending the state, its rulers, and its symbols, or for insulting Islam and other religions. Calls to change the ruling system are punishable by life imprisonment. Authorities have repeatedly warned foreign nationals that they must also follow the country’s restrictive laws.

Authorities regularly make use of these laws to prosecute Emirati citizens and residents for their online activities. In July 2012, stateless blogger Ahmed Abdulkhaleq was forcibly deported from the UAE to Thailand. Abdulkhaleq was one of the five detainees (“the UAE 5”) held in prison from April to November 2011 for demanding reforms through writings on the blocked online forum UAE Hewar. In May 2012, the UAE-born stateless man was given a Comoros passport, only to be arrested the following day and given the choice to go into exile or remain in jail.

In July 2012, five users were held for their online posts on Twitter and blogs. The detainees faced charges of violating the constitution and cooperating with foreign political organizations. The blogger Khalifa al-Nuaimi had previously written about “the UAE 5” and had been consistently threatened prior to his arrest. Rashid al-Shamsi had tweeted news of arrests and written blog posts related to politics and free speech. Twitter user Musabeh al-Rumaithy was arrested for his online writings in which he expressed support for the Islamist Islah party. He had been handed a travel ban one month before his arrest. Similarly, Omran al-Radhwan had tweeted about “the UAE 5” detainees and wrote several posts promoting Islah and criticizing state violations of Shariah law. Finally, Abdullah al-Hajri was arrested over the contents of his blog, in which he called for more government action to combat public immorality. Al-Nuaimi, al-Shamsi, and al-Rumaithy were sentenced to 10 years imprisonment in July 2013 for being a member of a banned organization, while al-Radhwan and al-Hajri received 7 year sentences. The sentenced users were part of a group of 68 activists set to serve 7 to 15 years in jail for the same charges.

In December 2012, 18-year-old blogger Mohammed Salem al-Zumer was arrested in the Emirate of Sharjah. His online activities were found supportive of political detainees, including his uncle,
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Khaled al-Nuaimi, who has come under torture since being held in July 2012. Al-Zumer faces charges for editing and uploading videos supportive of political detainees and has yet to be tried. According to his mother, the blogger has been held in solitary confinement, tortured, and pressured into making a confession stating that Khalifa al-Nuaimi, another UAE94 defendant, had encouraged him to edit and upload the videos. For his part, in September 2012 Khalifa al-Nuaimi had embarked on a hunger strike to protest against psychological and physical torture by police officers.

Saeed al-Shamsi was detained on December 14, 2012 over suspicions that he ran the anonymous Twitter account “Sout al-Haq” (@weldbudhabi). The account was targeted over allegations that it received leaked documents from the Interior Ministry, although the documents were never published. After al-Shamsi’s arrest, the Sout al-Haq account sent a tweet in which he claimed the authorities had arrested the wrong person. Al-Shamsi’s lawyer said that his defendant appeared distressed and disoriented in court with signs of intimidation and torture. He was reportedly released in March 2013. Two other users were also arrested for having messaged South al-Haq after authorities reportedly hacked into the account. Only days after, five more Twitter users were arrested for expressing political criticism and support for detainees.

On April 8, 2013, Abdulhamid al-Hadidi was sentenced to ten months in jail for allegedly “spreading false information” about the trial of the so-called UAE94, of which his father, Abdulrahman al-Hadidi, is a member. Al-Hadidi had been active on social media by sharing news from detainees and the details of their trials. He was also pushing detainees’ families to work together to demand fair and transparent trials for the accused, as well as an end to state violations against their rights to prison visits. He was charged under Article 46 of the cybercrime law and Article 265 of the penal code.

By mid-2013, this had brought the total of number of political detainees to 94, including the 68 mentioned above. Many of the detainees are members of the Reform and Social Guidance Association, better known as al-Islah, which seeks political reform and a greater adherence to Islam in society. As mentioned, Islah members often engage in political debates online and seek to
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document and disseminate information on human rights violations on social media. These detainees face up to 15 years in jail for being part of an organization with intent to overthrow the government and with ties to Egypt’s Muslim Brotherhood. Reacting to Egypt’s 2011 parliamentary elections, in which the Muslim Brotherhood gained the most seats out of any other political party, Dubai’s chief of police tweeted that “since Muslim Brotherhood has ‘become a state,’ anyone advocating its cause [in the UAE] is considered a foreign agent.”

Aside from arbitrary detentions, unfair prosecutions, and torture, online activists also face a range of extralegal attacks in the UAE. In October 2012, blogger Ahmed Mansour faced media harassment and physical beatings. The actions were taken in response to a pre-recorded speech he made that was later broadcast at a side event to the United Nations Human Rights Council regarding violations in the UAE, Oman, and Saudi Arabia.

The high amount of prosecutions and physical harassment of users in the UAE is, in part, due to the several obstacles they face in using ICT tools anonymously. In January 2013, the country’s two mobile phone providers gave a last warning to their users to register their SIM cards or have their lines cut for failing to comply. The government had required every mobile user to re-register their information as part of the TRA’s “My Number, My Identity” campaign launched in June 2012. Cybercafe customers are also required to provide their ID and personal information in order to surf the net.

Internet and mobile providers are not transparent in discussing the procedures taken by authorities to access their data and users’ information. Warnings from both the Abu Dhabi and Dubai police against spreading rumors through mobile messages may indicate the government’s overall surveillance on users. Further proving this, as previously mentioned, Twitter users were arrested.
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for exchanging private messages with a controversial account in December 2012.\(^{110}\) Incidents of providers demanding warrants or legal permissions for security bodies to gain access to user data are not known. In 2009, the makers of BlackBerry devices alleged that a software update issued by the UAE telecommunications company Etisalat was actually spyware used to “enable unauthorized access to private or confidential information stored on the user's smartphone.”\(^{111}\)

The UAE remains one of the top countries facing hacking attempts worldwide. The country’s spam rate was recorded at 73 percent, and 46 percent of the country’s social networking users fell victim to cybercrimes, compared to the global average of 39 percent.\(^{112}\) In July 2012, the TRA denied claims of the hacktivist group Anonymous to “have penetrated the country's proxy server and extracted a list of blocked website addresses.”\(^{113}\) Anonymous has posted a list of over 24,000 words and links blocked in the UAE.\(^{114}\) Also that month, a group of UAE-based hackers defaced a website of the Human Rights Commission of Pakistan (HRCP), apparently to warn Pakistani hackers against engaging in cyberattacks against the UAE and other Gulf countries.\(^{115}\)

Emirati activists have also reported spyware and malware attacks against their computers. In one case from January 2013, a user received an e-mail purportedly containing a link to a video of the Dubai police chief. Instead, the link contained spyware that could monitor the victim’s screen, enable the computer’s webcam, steal passwords, and conduct keylogging. It was believed the Emirati government was behind the attack.\(^{116}\)
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In an effort to protect children from harmful content, filtering on mobile phones is enabled by default and has resulted in instances of over-blocking. In contrast, ISPs did not block politically orientated content on household connections (see Limits on Content).

Revisions to the Defamation Act provided greater legal protections for intermediaries and reduced the scope for “libel tourism” (see Limits on Content and Violations of User Rights).

The Protection of Freedoms Act of 2012 created new requirements to obtain judicial approval prior to accessing online surveillance data, although revelations surrounding the GCHQ’s Tempora program have since brought many of these protections into doubt (see Violations of User Rights).

Several web users were prosecuted or fined for breaking court injunctions, violating the privacy of crime victims, and committing libel using social networks (see Violations of User Rights).
The following chapter covers developments in the United Kingdom from May 1, 2012 to April 30, 2013. However, beginning in June 2013, British daily newspaper the Guardian published a series of revelations on secret surveillance practices by the British General Communications Headquarters (GCHQ) and American National Security Agency (NSA). Under the GCHQ’s “Tempora” program, British authorities had entered into secret agreements with telecoms giants to install intercept probes on undersea cables landing on British shores. The content of this data was then filtered and stored, typically for three days, in order for GCHQ agents to comb through it for counterterrorism and law enforcement. User “metadata” was stored in a GCHQ facility for 30 days. Furthermore, details emerged surrounding close collaboration between the NSA and the GCHQ, including payments of at least £100 million ($155 million) from the former to the latter. Since UK and U.S. laws place protections on the monitoring of citizens, UK agencies were able to pass on information related to American citizens—and vice versa—thereby bypassing legal restrictions.

Given that this surveillance has been ongoing for a number of years—including during the period covered by this report—Freedom House has decided to include it in this edition of Freedom on the Net (see Violations of User Rights).

**EDITOR’S NOTE ON RECENT DEVELOPMENTS**

The United Kingdom was an early adopter of new information and communication technologies (ICTs). The University of London was one of the first international nodes of the ARPAnet, the world’s introductory operational packet switching network that later came to compose the global internet, and the Queen sent her first ceremonial e-mail in 1976. Academic institutions began connecting to the network in the mid-1980s. By the beginning of the next decade, internet service providers (ISPs) emerged as more general commercial access became available.

The United Kingdom has high levels of internet penetration and online freedom of expression is generally respected. During the past year, however, there has been an attempt by ministers to introduce a new framework for monitoring and collecting online communications as part of the Draft Communications Data Bill. In addition, there has been widespread concern that government proposals to improve journalism co-regulation would result in new liability risks applying to blogs.

While ongoing concerns about web filtering and blocking have continued, particularly on mobile platforms, greater public concern has focused on surveillance of communications, particularly after the June 2013 revelations of mass surveillance of web use, e-mail, and mobile traffic data. The Communications Capabilities Development Programme was reintroduced in May 2012, which, if implemented, would require providers to retain data on phone calls, e-mails, text messages and
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communications on social-networking sites, in addition to expanding the real time surveillance capabilities of the security services in order to combat terrorism and organized crime. However, following the recent leaks by former NSA contractor Edward Snowden, it appeared that the existing surveillance operations were already testing the boundaries of what was permissible.

In a positive development, the government passed a bill to revise the Defamation Act, which provides greater protections for ISPs through limiting their liability for user-generated content, as well as reducing “libel tourism.” Additionally, the Protection of Freedoms Act of 2012 sets forth a requirement for local authorities to obtain a magistrate’s approval for access to communications data, thereby placing limits on their surveillance powers. The draft Communications Data Bill keeps this requirement.

**OBSTACLES TO ACCESS**

Access to the internet has become essential to citizenship and social inclusion in the United Kingdom. The share of homes with connected devices has increased from 53 percent in 2002 to 82 percent in 2012, and internet penetration grew from 70 in 2007 to 87 percent in 2012. In December 2010, the government committed to promoting universal access to basic broadband, but progress to that goal remains stalled. The government set a further objective of ensuring “superfast” broadband for 90 percent of households by 2015. The Broadband Delivery UK program has made available £830 million ($1.32 billion) in funding for the project. Although there remain significant numbers of people who for financial or literacy reasons are unable or disinclined to subscribe, broadband is widely available, with nearly 100 percent of all households within range of ADSL connections and 45 percent within reach of fiber optic cable. Superfast connections are, for the most part, only available in major urban centers and not in rural areas.

Even where access is available, use and participation does not necessarily follow. In 2012, 22 percent of the UK adult population did not use the internet at home. Research by the British
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Communications Consumer Panel found that citizens with internet access may choose not to participate if they lack technical understanding, lack adequate equipment, or are reluctant to submit personal data.\(^{14}\) Those in the lowest income groups are significantly less likely to have home internet subscriptions, and the gap has remained the same for the past several years. The share of people over 65 with broadband access is significantly lower than that of all other age groups, but the gap has been narrowing rapidly.\(^{15}\)

Mobile telephone penetration is also universal, with a penetration rate of over 130 percent in 2012.\(^{16}\) Second-generation (2G) and third-generation (3G) networks are available in over 99 percent of all households. Overall household use of mobile broadband decreased from 17 percent to 12 percent in 2012, and 6 percent of households use mobile broadband as their main internet connection. From 2011 to 2012, the average cost of all mobile service packages increased 7 percent to just over £9 pounds ($14) per month for a basic package and £43 for ($66) for an advanced package that includes internet.\(^{17}\) The price of broadband declined 13 percent in the past four years to about £16 ($24) per month\(^{18}\) while increasing in speed from 3.6 Mbps to an average of 12.0 Mbps.\(^{19}\)

The government does not place limits on the amount of bandwidth ISPs can supply, and the use of internet infrastructure is not subject to government control. ISPs regularly engage in traffic shaping or slowdowns of certain services, such as peer-to-peer (P2P) file sharing and television streaming, while mobile providers have cut back on previously unlimited access packages for smart phones, reportedly because of concerns about network congestion. The Office of Communications (Ofcom), the country’s telecommunications regulator, adopted a voluntary code of practice on broadband speeds in 2008, which it updated in 2010.\(^{20}\) After holding a consultation on the subject,\(^{21}\) Ofcom released a report in 2011 that called for a self-regulatory approach to network neutrality focusing on information disclosure rather than enforceable rules.\(^{22}\) It described blocking of services and sites by ISPs as “highly undesirable” but said that market forces will address possible problems. In July 2012, the major ISPs published a “Voluntary code of practice in support of the open internet.”\(^{23}\) The code commits ISPs to transparency and confirms that traffic management practices will not be used to target and degrade the services of a competitor.

Nominet, the domain registrar in the United Kingdom that manages access to newly introduced

\(^{14}\) Ibid.


\(^{18}\) Ibid.


.uk, .wales, and .cymru domains, consulted on a new policy regarding the suspension of web domains at the request of law enforcement bodies. The registrar had suspended thousands of domains without a court order after receiving complaints from the police and other bodies for alleged criminal and civil violations. Nominet was told that failure to remove the domains may result in them being found criminally liable. Civil rights groups and ISPs expressed concerned about a lack of due process and have demanded that court orders be required under any new policy.

The UK provides a competitive market for internet access, and prices for communications services compare favorably with those in other countries. Through local loop unbundling, a large number of companies provide internet access on infrastructure provided mainly by British Telecom (BT) and Virgin. BT, as the sole choice for many consumers, is dominant in the provision of wholesale access. This is likely to continue with the rise of “fiber to the cabinet” and “fiber to the home” services, which currently amount to around 40 percent of subscriptions. Four major ISPs—BT, Virgin, TalkTalk, and Sky—control around 87 percent of the total market. ISPs are not subject to licensing but must comply with the general conditions set by Ofcom, such as having a recognized code of practice and being a member of an alternative dispute-resolution scheme. Ofcom’s duties include regulating competition among communications industries, including telecommunications and wireless communications services. It is generally viewed as fair and independent in its oversight.

**LIMITS ON CONTENT**

There is no general law authorizing internet censorship in the UK. At the same time, the UK does operate a filtering system to block unlawful content, such as child pornography. Additionally, laws such as the Protection of Children Act are used to prosecute individuals suspected of accessing or circulating content relating to child abuse. Over the past years, these filtering tools have expanded to include the blocking of content related to intellectual property violations and sites that promote extremism and terrorism. Most recently, there have also been new developments to strengthen parental controls in order to prevent children from viewing adult-oriented sites. These measures
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25 According to Open Rights Group, Nominet has said that the takedowns are for “counterfeit goods sites (83%), phishing (9.6%), drugs (6.3%) and fraud (0.8%)”; Jim Killock, “Domain seizures,” Open Rights Group (blog), May 20, 2011, [http://www.openrightsgroup.org/blog/2011/domain-seizures](http://www.openrightsgroup.org/blog/2011/domain-seizures).


have been most controversial in the realm of mobile devices, where filtering criteria can be subjective and often result in the blocking of content that poses little threat to those under the age of 18. Since these child filters are turned on by default, many mobile users navigate a web in which some legitimate websites, such as those belonging to political groups or civil society organizations, are blocked.

Under a voluntary code of practice adopted by the Internet Services Providers’ Association (ISPA) in January 1999, British ISPs block sites flagged as harmful by the Internet Watch Foundation (IWF), a British charity funded by ISPs and the European Union (EU). The IWF generates a blacklist of unlawful content through a citizen hotline and investigations into allegedly criminal content. Previously, the IWF also received reports on materials inciting hatred, but that has since been moved to TrueVision, a new police-run website. The CleanFeed filtering system, developed by BT and the IWF, blocks access to any images or websites listed in the IWF database. While ISPs are not required to implement the IWF blocking list, the overwhelming majority of ISPs do so. Furthermore, in 2010 the Home Office adopted rules that prohibit government bodies from procuring services from ISPs that do not use the list. Consumer awareness of CleanFeed remains very low and the list of blocked sites remains secret in order to deter access to unlawful materials.

In addition to child pornography and hate sites, the government has also taken a proactive approach in limiting access to websites that have been found in violation of copyright protections. There have been a number of cases in which courts have ordered websites, such as Newzbin and the Pirate Bay, to be blocked for copyright infringement and to have their domain names seized based on the Copyright, Designs and Patents Act and other laws. The CleanFeed system has been adapted to enable ISPs to enforce the blocks and the list of URLs is steadily growing. The Digital Economy Act (DEA) of 2010 stipulates that websites found to have “substantial” violations of copyright can be blocked for copyright infringement and to have their domain names seized based on the Copyright, Designs and Patents Act (Ch) (October 26, 2011). In addition to child pornography and hate sites, the government has also taken a proactive approach in limiting access to websites that have been found in violation of copyright protections. There have been a number of cases in which courts have ordered websites, such as Newzbin and the Pirate Bay, to be blocked for copyright infringement and to have their domain names seized based on the Copyright, Designs and Patents Act and other laws. The CleanFeed system has been adapted to enable ISPs to enforce the blocks and the list of URLs is steadily growing. The Digital Economy Act (DEA) of 2010 stipulates that websites found to have “substantial” violations of copyright can be blocked for copyright infringement and to have their domain names seized based on the Copyright, Designs and Patents Act (Ch) (October 26, 2011).

32 The Internet Watch Foundation (IWF) website is located at http://www.iwf.org.uk/.
38 The UK’s High Court has also ordered ISPs to block Kickass Torrents, H33T, and Fenopy, http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/technology-21601609.
A new initiative to revise the Communications Act of 2003 is expected to be announced later in 2013, which may result in substantial changes to these and other provisions that were adopted through the DEA. The government also initiated a review of intellectual property law in 2011, releasing a report which recommended significant changes to the law, including an explicit exemption for parody, which only partially exists in case law now.40 The government endorsed the review’s conclusions and has consulted on and passed laws to implement its recommendations.41 In March 2013, the Intellectual Property Office also launched a mediation service to assist in resolving intellectual property disputes.42 (See “Violation of User Rights” for more information on laws related to the prosecution of users).

In addition, the government has increased its efforts to limit access to “extremist” materials on the internet.43 The Terrorism Act of 2006 allows for the takedown of terrorist material hosted in the United Kingdom if it “glorifies or praises” terrorism, is information that could be useful to conducting terrorism, or urges people to commit or help with terrorism.44 ISPs reportedly take down material when contacted by the authorities, though statistics released by ISPs appear to be unverifiable and informal.45 A new Counter Terrorism Internet Referral Unit (CTIRU) was set up in 2010 to investigate internet materials, and as of March 2013, the unit reported that it had successfully taken down 4,000 URLs that breach UK terrorism legislation.46 The government released a revised Prevent Anti-Terrorism Strategy in 2011, which calls for limiting access to “extremist” materials in schools and public libraries and more efforts to remove “harmful content” from the internet.47 The strategy also involves “sharing unlawful websites for inclusion in commercial filtering products.”48

There has also been increased public debate about imposing measures that would more effectively prevent children from accessing adult-oriented material on the internet. The four largest ISPs announced in 2011 that they were offering systems allowing users to filter “adult” materials at the
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ISP level and issued a code of practice aimed at educating consumers about parental controls.49 In June 2011, the Department of Education sponsored a review, which recommended that ISPs provide an “active choice” to parents to limit children’s access to adult materials.50 While the government opposed the use of default filtering, it asked ISPs to encourage their subscribers to make an active choice to switch on parental controls if children are in the household.51 By the end of 2013, the four major ISPs will also implement a system that automatically e-mails account holders when those parental controls are changed.52 Regulators also launched the ParentPort website in October 2011 to receive complaints about materials “unsuitable for children” across all forms of media and to provide a resource for parents for tips on house to use parental controls.53

With the rapid rise of mobile access to the internet, the issue of mobile filtering has become increasingly controversial. Due to concerns over the unsupervised use of data-enabled mobile phones by children under the age of 18, mobile internet subscriptions are sold to customers with child filters enabled by default and, depending on the provider, require either the disabling of the filters or a deliberate “opt-in” to adult content. Customers can verify their age and remove the filters by contacting their provider with proof of age such as payment details. Blocked content includes pornography, so-called “hate sites,” and in some cases, web forums that could potentially allow minors to interact with older users.54 The practice is conducted in accordance with a 2004 code of conduct established by the Mobile Broadband Group (MBG), consisting of the providers Vodafone, Three, EE, and O2.55 In turn, the Independent Mobile Classification Body (IMCB), appointed by the MBG, sets the criteria for which websites are deemed to be unsuitable for children under the age of 18. However, the process has been criticized by the Open Rights Group (ORG) as subjective, insufficiently transparent, and generally problematic.

The ORG, in collaboration with the London School of Economics (LSE) Media Policy Project, created the website “Blocked.org.uk” to allow users to report cases of “over-blocking,” in which mobile phone providers blocked access to content that poses little or no threat to child welfare, including civil society and political websites. The ORG-LSE report found that websites as diverse as Tor, eHow.com, the French digital rights advocacy group “La Quadrature du Net,” a website critical of alleged BBC bias, and a community website for the town of St. Margarets in Middlesex were all blocked. The website of the British National Party, an extreme right-wing political organization, was also blocked. It was classified as a “hate site” by O2, the only provider that


53 Homepage: http://www.parentport.org.uk/.


operates a “URL checker” page to look-up how a given website is classified.56 The owners and operators of websites are not notified that they have been blocked and it is not clear from mobile providers what process they must go through to request to be unblocked.57

Similarly, the filtering system for fixed-line connections has encountered its own faults. On several occasions, due to technical difficulties at the ISP level, blocking decisions designed to prevent access to harmful content also temporarily disabled users from accessing popular sites such as Wikipedia.58 In 2011, the IWF identified a single URL at the popular cloud server site Fileserve to be blocked; however, due to technical problems, BT and Virgin subscribers were prevented from using the entire service for several days.59

Finally, under the EU 2002 E-Commerce Directive, hosts can be held liable if they are found to have had knowledge of illicit material, including defamatory content, but have failed to remove it.60 This caused hosting companies to quickly take down material when asked, with little inquiry as to the legitimacy of the demand.61 In April 2013, the government updated the Defamation Act, which now provides greater protections for ISPs by limiting their liability for user-generated content.62 (For more on UK libel law and the issue of libel tourism, please see “Violation of User Rights.”)

Following the revelation of phone hacking practices by journalists and news organizations, the government launched an inquiry into press ethics.63 The government is currently seeking to promote a stronger scheme for self-regulation that encompasses traditional news platforms as well as news websites. To encourage participation, publishers that join a self-regulatory body receive greater protection from punitive damages.64 Publishers that decline to join, including news blogs, remain exposed to punitive damages if the publication features multiple authors and is subject to editorial control. There are exceptions to punitive damages exposure for certain types of publishers, including broadcasters, personal blogs, and special interest publications. While barriers to entry in news markets remain theoretically very low, the reality is that recent years have seen a consolidation of online news into a smaller number of providers, with large providers such as News
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59 “UK ISP Block of Fileserve Site Blamed on Internet Watch Foundation Filter,” ISPreview, November 19, 2011.
62 See, Parliamentary Joint Select Committee on Draft Defamation Bill, Defamation Bill 2012-13 (HC Bill 51), http://services.parliament.uk/bills/2012-13/defamation.html.
International and Associated Newspapers, as well as the publicly-owned BBC, garnering more control over online news markets. Evidence taken from the Leveson Inquiry revealed that there were close links between these news providers and government actors.

Users in the United Kingdom continue to enjoy wide access to free or low-cost blogging services, allowing them to express their views on the internet. Users and nongovernmental organizations also employ various forms of online communication to organize political activities, protests, and campaigns. Civil society organizations maintain a significant presence online and have used internet platforms to promote various causes. For example, organizations such as Avaaz and 38 Degrees have millions of members who use social media to campaign successfully on issues. An online petition against UK libel laws received over 60,000 signatures, including support from numerous high profile public figures. “The Libel Reform Campaign,” the joint project by the Index on Censorship, English PEN, and Sense About Science, successfully campaigned for changes in the libel laws that were introduced in April 2013.

However, there have been discussions about whether it is appropriate to limit access to social media if necessary to prevent violence. Following the London riots in 2011, Prime Minister David Cameron and other public officials suggested a need to prevent individuals from using social media sites such as Twitter and Facebook for the purposes of organizing public disorder. The government backed away from the statement after public and industry protests, and no specific steps were ever taken that would restrict use of social media.

VIOLATIONS OF USER RIGHTS

The United Kingdom has no written constitution or comprehensive bill of rights. The European Convention on Human Rights is incorporated into UK law through the Human Rights Act of 1998, and British courts have increasingly recognized freedom of expression and other human rights. Over the past year, a new graduated response scheme was introduced by Ofcom in a bid to combat online piracy. Changes to the Defamation Act have also resulted in more protections for intermediaries and defendants, while seeking to reduce libel tourism. Despite these increasing protections, several users were fined for a range of posts on social media, an issue which the public prosecutor has looked to re-examine. In total, there were 653 criminal charges filed against Twitter and Facebook users in England and Wales during 2012. Finally, leaked documents concerning the Tempora program and UK collaboration with U.S. intelligence agencies have brought new
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66 See, [http://www.avaaz.org/].


After much controversy, the Digital Economy Act (DEA) was adopted in April 2010.71 The DEA grants the government the power to impose rules on ISPs, such as monitoring and notifying their users after they receive information or reports containing evidence of infringement, even if these allegations are not proven in a court or independent hearing. If surveys and data indicate that this does not result in an overall reduction of infringement in the UK, the DEA provides for a second phase that allows the government to authorize “technical measures,” such as limiting access speeds and cutting off access altogether. The ISPs BT and TalkTalk, together with free expression and consumer groups, filed a legal challenge to the DEA in 2010.72 However, the High Court rejected most of the challenge in April 201173 and the decision was upheld by the Court of Appeal in March 2012.74

In June 2012, communications regulator Ofcom published an Obligations Code, which specifies when and how ISPs will issue warning notices to their customers who are thought to be illegally accessing copyright-protected material.75 The code provides for a graduated response, where ISPs must monitor IP addresses and send notifications to users of possible copyright infringement. After a user receives three notifications in a year, copyright owners may request users’ personal details and initiate legal action against them. The code allows customers to appeal any such allegation for a £20 ($31) fee. The cost has been criticized as unjust,76 particularly given the courts’ skepticism about the reliability of identifying infringers using IP addresses.77

Ofcom clarified in June 2012 that only those ISPs providing service to over 400,000 broadband-enabled lines are required to implement the graduated response scheme explained above.78 Therefore, most libraries and providers of wireless hotspots would not be obligated to monitor and notify users. Additionally, the “technical measures” phase of the DEA cannot be initiated until the
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74 British Telecommunications Plc, R (on the application of) v. BPI (British Recorded Music Industry) Ltd & Ors [2012] EWCA Civ 232 (March 6, 2012).


78 Ofcom, “Online Infringement of Copyright and the Digital Economy Act 2010.”
Obligations Code is in force for 12 months. Delays in implementation of the Code have made it unlikely that ISPs will be required to take these measures earlier than 2015.

In recent years, threats of libel suits were causing significant chilling effects on both content producers and ISPs, particularly due to the heavy financial and evidentiary burden on defendants. This worsened due to an increase in “libel tourism,” a practice in which foreign litigants with little or no connection to the country exploit the ubiquity of online content to invoke plaintiff-friendly English libel laws against their critics. In a positive sign, updates to the Defamation Act passed in April 2013 place restrictions on libel tourism by requiring claimants to show that, of all the places in which the statement has been published, England and Wales are clearly the most appropriate places in which to bring legal action. The act also codifies defenses of “truth,” “honest opinion,” and “publication on matters of public interest.”

Nonetheless, there has also been an increased use of libel law for offending Twitter posts, with some cases resulting in substantial damages. In April 2013, it was reported that a British woman was being sued by a Qatari company for defamatory tweets. The dispute arose after the woman took to Twitter to complain of an outstanding payment of £146 ($226), and later £25 ($39), for services rendered. If found guilty, the woman could be ordered to pay up to £120,000 ($186,000) in libel damages.

In addition to questions surrounding intellectual property enforcement and libel, the government has taken strong measures against users who post or download information perceived as a security threat. General laws such as the Public Order Act and the 2003 Communications Act are increasingly being used to charge individuals with crimes for posting threatening or harassing materials on the internet. For example, Paul Chambers had been convicted in 2010 under Section 127 of the Communications Act of 2003, which prohibits sending “by means of a public electronic communications network a message or other matter that is grossly offensive or of an indecent, obscene or menacing character.” Chambers had used Twitter to express dismay at the closing of the local airport, jokingly writing that he would blow up the airport if it did not reopen within a week. The High Court overruled his conviction in July 2012, finding that the statement was not one of a menacing character.
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79 The Digital Economy Act 2010 (c. 24), section 10(2).
83 See, Parliamentary Joint Select Committee on Draft Defamation Bill, Defamation Bill 2012-13 (HC Bill 51), http://services.parliament.uk/bills/2012-13/defamation.html.
84 Defamation Act 2013 (c. 26).
In December 2012, the Director of Public Prosecutions launched a three-month consultation on guidelines for prosecuting cases involving communications sent via social media. The proposed guidelines include robust prosecution of communications that may be perceived as credible threats, specifically target an individual or individuals, or amount to a breach of a court order. Article 19, a human rights organization that focuses on promoting freedom of expression, welcomed the guidelines but cautioned that they could still leave room for abuse of prosecutorial discretion.

Speaking in June 2011, the Attorney General stated that social media users who violate court injunctions, such as those that aim to prevent the publication of information about pending court cases in which one of the parties is not named, could face criminal charges for contempt of court. For example, legal proceedings were reportedly launched in February 2013 against several online users for publishing photos of a convicted killer, despite a court injunction to ban the publication of anything which could reveal the killer’s identity. In a similar case from late 2012, nine users were each ordered to pay a fine of £624 ($967) for revealing the identity of a rape victim over social networks. According to the 1992 Sexual Offences Act, victims and alleged victims of rape have a right to anonymity. Social media users can also face punishments from their employers for statements made online. A police officer was forced to resign after posting a series of tweets celebrating the death of the late prime minister Margaret Thatcher.

There is continued concern about surveillance as authorities have increasingly used or misused the powers granted under the Regulation of Investigatory Powers Act (RIPA). The law covers the interception of communications; the acquisition of communications data, including billing data; intrusive surveillance, such as on residential premises or in private vehicles; covert surveillance in the course of specific operations; the use of covert human intelligence sources like agents, informants, and undercover officers; and access to encrypted data. A Secretary of State may also require that communications providers maintain interception capabilities, including systems to record internet traffic on a large scale. Under current rules, RIPA allows national government agencies and over 400 local bodies to access communication records for a variety of reasons, from national security to tax collection. Orders for interception and access to the content of
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communications require approval from a Secretary of State, such as the Home Secretary or Foreign Secretary. In 2011, there were 494,078 requests for communications data from telephone companies (including mobile phone service providers) and ISPs—a decrease of 11 percent from the previous year.97 According to the Interception Commissioner, there were nearly 900 instances where records were incorrectly obtained by authorities and two persons were incorrectly detained based on mistakes in the communications data.98

According to amendments to RIPA that were introduced through the Protection of Freedoms Act, local authorities must acquire the approval of a magistrate in order to access communications data.99 The act, approved on May 1, 2012, seemingly imposed important limits on surveillance powers. However, from June 2013 onwards, details have emerged over the secret surveillance practices of the Government Communications Headquarters (GCHQ), often in collaboration with the National Security Agency (NSA) of the United States. These revelations indicate that a significant amount of surveillance is currently taking place outside of this particular legal framework.

Through a series of leaks obtained by the *Guardian* newspaper, it was revealed that the GCHQ has been conducting a secret surveillance project, codenamed “Tempora,” since the fall of 2011. A part of the GCHQ’s larger “Mastering the Internet” program, Tempora was launched to create an “internet buffer” consisting of massive amounts of user data obtained from undersea fiber-optic cables landing in the UK. Under Tempora, the content of communications—phone calls, e-mails, social networking posts, private messages, and more—can be stored for three days while it is processed by intelligence agents; metadata is stored for 30 days. The intercept probes—referred to in GCHQ documents as “special source exploitation”—reportedly gave the agency access to 200 fiber-optic cables by 2012, each carrying a load of 10 Gbps of data. An obscure clause within RIPA served as the legal basis for this practice. Under the provision, this sort of broad surveillance may be signed off by the foreign secretary or home secretary if communications data is arriving from or departing to foreign soil.100 However, since the UK’s fiber-optic network often provides for domestic traffic to be routed through international cables before returning to the island, the provision allows for the GCHQ to conduct widespread surveillance over most, if not all of UK citizens.101

Furthermore, by collaborating with their U.S. government partners, the GCHQ is able to bypass legal protections coded in RIPA in order to obtain information on British citizens from the NSA’s PRISM program, which gave the NSA access to the private communications of foreign nationals

through secret information sharing agreements with major U.S. internet companies. At the same time, the arrangement allowed the GCHQ to pass on information to the NSA regarding U.S. citizens, thereby bypassing American restrictions on domestic surveillance. Indeed, according to leaked internal documents, the GCHQ facility in Cheltenham reportedly “produces larger amounts of metadata collection than the NSA.” 104 In another internal document, the GCHQ praised its intelligence collecting and information sharing efforts, stating that the NSA was “delighted by our unique contributions against the [unsuccessful] Times Square and Detroit bombers.” 105 Documents also revealed that the U.S. government has provided at least £100 million ($155 million) in funding to the GCHQ over the past few years, leading some observers to conclude that the U.S. government was essentially paying to use information obtained by the UK government. 104 Privacy advocates, such as Privacy International, have criticized the programs as “blanket surveillance,” lacking judicial oversight and disproportionately affecting the rights guaranteed in Article 8 of the European Convention of Human Rights. 105

In 2009, regulations to implement the EU Data Retention Directive were adopted. 106 Under the directive, providers must retain communications data on all users for 12 months, including mobile phone location and e-mail logs, but excluding the content of the communications. ISPs can also continue to “voluntarily” store web-access logs and government agencies may access this information through the procedures in RIPA. 107 In May 2012, the government announced the Communications Capabilities Development Programme (CCDP), a proposal to require ICT service providers to retain data on phone calls, e-mails, text messages, and communications on social-networking sites in order to combat terrorism and organized crime. 108 This was incorporated into a draft Communications Data Bill, which if passed would also expand the real-time surveillance capabilities of the security services and require ISPs to monitor users. 109 Progress on the bill has stalled, however, and on April 25, 2013, Deputy Prime Minister Nick Clegg announced that the bill was unlikely to be implemented during the current government. 110 According to the Guardian, British telecommunications giants BT and Vodafone Cable, as well as several other international companies, have been collaborating with the GCHQ under secret agreements to tap into
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transatlantic cables. The companies have responded to the allegations by stating that they are obliged to hand over user data under UK and European Union law.\footnote{111}

There are no public restrictions on the use of encryption technologies. However, under Part 3 of RIPA, it is a crime not to disclose an encryption key upon an order from a senior policeman or a High Court judge. The Court of Appeal held in 2008 that such disclosure would not necessarily violate the privilege against self-incrimination.\footnote{112} There has been increasing use of the provision to obtain court orders to force disclosure of keys. Between April 2011 and March 2012, there were 33 court orders for decryption, 14 people charged with refusing to disclose their keys, and 2 convictions for refusal to disclose.\footnote{113}

There have been numerous cyber-hacking incidents in the UK in the previous year. Apart from intrusions for fraud and other criminal purposes, activist hacking groups have targeted both commercial\footnote{114} and government bodies\footnote{115}. In addition, police have launched two major investigations—Operation Tuleta and Operation Kalmyk—into whether News International illegally hacked the e-mails of various persons, resulting in a number of arrests.\footnote{116}

\footnote{112}S & Anor, R v [2008] EWCA Crim 2177 (October 09, 2008).
\footnote{114}Rupert Steiner, “City Focus: Hacking Britain – Cyber crime costs UK up to £27bn a year,” This is Money, February 19, 2013, \url{http://www.thisismoney.co.uk/money/news/article-2280777/CITY-FOCUS-Hacking-Britain-Cyber-crime-costs-UK-27bn-year.html/}.
Leaked documents revealed widespread surveillance by the U.S. National Security Agency (see Violations of User Rights).

The U.S. House of Representatives voted in favor of the Cyber Information Sharing and Protection Act (CISPA), a piece of proposed legislation that threatened to undermine user privacy. The bill was subsequently shelved by the Senate (see Violations of User Rights).

Aggressive prosecution of Aaron Swartz, who committed suicide before receiving a sentence, fueled calls to reform the Computer Fraud and Abuse Act (CFAA) (see Violations of User Rights).
The following chapter covers developments in the United States until April 30, 2013. However, in June and July 2013, the British newspaper The Guardian and the American Washington Post reported a series of leaks from a former contractor for the U.S. National Security Agency (NSA), which revealed that the extent of government surveillance of telephone records and internet activity is greater than had previously been acknowledged. Given that this surveillance has been ongoing for a number of years—including during the period covered by this report—Freedom House has decided to include it in this edition of Freedom on the Net (see Violations of User Rights).

Access to the internet in the United States remains relatively free compared with the rest of the world. Users face few restrictions on their ability to access and publish content online. The courts have consistently held that federal and state constitutional prohibitions against government regulation of speech apply to material published on the internet. The law also protects online service providers from liability for infractions committed by their users, a policy that fosters business models that permit open discourse and the free exchange of information.

Several recent developments, however, have placed the government and internet freedom advocates at odds over aspects of internet policy, especially with respect to online surveillance and privacy. In June and July 2013, a series of secret documents leaked to The Guardian and the Washington Post revealed that the National Security Agency (NSA) is conducting widespread surveillance on phone records and internet activities of American citizens and people around the world. In addition, in April 2013 the House of Representatives voted in favor of the Cyber Information Sharing and Protection Act (CISPA), which is intended to increase information sharing between companies and the government for the purpose of cybersecurity. Critics argued that the House bill was overly broad and could threaten user privacy if it were to become law;¹ the bill was subsequently shelved by the Senate.²

Prosecutions under the Computer Fraud and Abuse Act (CFAA) continued to raise concerns about the application of the law to prosecute crimes committed by online users, particularly in the case of Aaron Swartz, who was prosecuted under the CFAA for using the Massachusetts Institute of Technology’s network to download nearly 5 million academic articles. This case reignited calls for amending the legislation, which critics argue is too broadly worded, particularly in regard to the meaning of the offense of accessing a computer “without authorization.” In recent years, the CFAA has been used to prosecute crimes that fall outside of traditional concepts of cybercrime.

Social networks and microblogging sites have been prominent targets for government demands to disclose data about users. The microblogging site Twitter received subpoenas requesting data identifying users, including individuals affiliated with the anti-secrecy organization WikiLeaks and the Occupy Wall Street movement. Twitter challenged a subpoena requesting records on an Occupy Wall Street protestor, but in September 2012 a court ruled that the company had to turn over the information, and Twitter complied.

**OBSTACLES TO ACCESS**

Access to the internet in the United States is largely unregulated. It is provided and controlled in practice by a small group of private cable television and telephone companies that own and manage the network infrastructure. This model has been questioned by observers who have warned that insufficient competition in the ISP market could lead to some increases in the cost of access, thus adversely affecting the economy and individuals’ participation in civic life, which increasingly occurs online. Observers have cautioned that if “network neutrality” regulations (discussed in greater detail below) prove too weak or are rejected by the courts, the dominant companies may decide not to continue to carry internet traffic in a content-neutral fashion.

Although the United States is one of the most connected countries in the world, it has fallen behind several other developed countries in terms of internet speed, cost, and broadband availability. According to a study by the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD), as of June 2012 the United States was ranked 8th among the OECD member countries in terms of mobile wireless broadband subscriptions per 100 inhabitants, and was ranked even lower, at 15th, on fixed-line broadband penetration. See, OECD Broadband Statistics, “OECD Fixed (Wired) Broadband Subscriptions per 100 Inhabitants, by Technology, June 2012,” and “OECD Terrestrial Mobile Wireless Broadband Subscriptions per 100 Inhabitants, by Technology, June 2012,” accessed April 10, 2013, http://www.oecd.org/sti/broadband/1d-OECD-WiredWirelessBB-2012-6.xls.


United States lack access to fixed broadband. However, mobile broadband is becoming an option for an increasing number of people.8 Senior citizens, Spanish-speakers, adults with less than a high school education, and those living in households earning less than $30,000 annually are the groups least likely to use the internet, though internet penetration has been growing at significantly higher rates among minorities than it has within the general population. In a survey conducted by the Pew Internet and American Life Project, when asked why they do not use the internet, many nonusers said they did not see the internet’s relevance in their lives. They also cited factors such as usability and price as key deterrents. Approximately one in five nonusers said they know enough about technology that they could use the internet on their own.9

Mobile devices have become ubiquitous in the United States, with 98 mobile phone subscriptions per 100 residents.10 As of mid-2012, about 63 percent of adult mobile phone users reported accessing the internet on their phones. Young adults, minorities, those with less than a college education, and those with lower household income are the most likely to say that a phone is their primary source of internet access.11 A growing number of people use their phones to check e-mail, visit social-networking sites such as Facebook, and engage in online commerce. This has prompted many companies to develop special applications and versions of their websites that are designed for mobile phone viewing.

No single agency governs the internet in the United States. The Federal Communications Commission (FCC), an independent agency of the executive branch, is charged with regulating radio and television broadcasting, all interstate communications, and all international telecommunications that originate or terminate in the United States. Although the FCC is not specifically tasked with regulating the internet or ISPs, it has claimed jurisdiction over some internet-related issues. Other government agencies, such as the National Telecommunications and Information Administration (NTIA), also play advisory or executive roles with respect to telecommunications, economic, and technological policies and regulations. It is the role of the U.S. Congress to create laws that govern the internet and delegate regulatory authority. Government agencies such as the FCC and the NTIA must act within the bounds of congressional legislation.

Recognizing that internet penetration and connection speeds in the United States have been outpaced by those in several other developed countries, Congress devoted funding to improving the nation’s broadband infrastructure and instructed the FCC to create a National Broadband Plan that promotes broadband availability for all U.S. residents. After issuing a notice of inquiry in April
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2009 and weighing input from a wide variety of business, government, and civil society organizations,¹² the FCC issued its National Broadband Plan in March 2010. First among the goals was to provide at least 100 million U.S. homes with “affordable access to actual download speeds of at least 100 megabits per second and actual upload speeds of at least 50 megabits per second.”¹³ Three years after its implementation, the results of the National Broadband Plan are mixed. According to a 2013 report by the Congressional Research Office, the country is much closer to reaching its broadband availability goals than its broadband adoption goals. While it seems likely that 100 million U.S. homes will soon have access to the target download speeds, cost of service is still a major issue.¹⁴

Despite the economic recession, the United States is home to a thriving communications start-up community where innovators and entrepreneurs regularly offer new technological tools at no monetary cost to the public. Popular web applications such as Twitter, the video-sharing site YouTube, the social-networking site Facebook, and international blog-hosting services such as WordPress are all freely available.

Between 3,000 and 4,000 ISPs currently operate in the United States, although 15 of them control approximately 80 percent of the market, and four—AT&T, Comcast, Time Warner, and Verizon—control approximately 50 percent and own the majority of network cables and other infrastructure.¹⁵ Until 2005, U.S. telephone companies were required to grant “nondiscriminatory” access to their wire networks to other ISPs to ensure open retail-level competition and optimal service for consumers. However, in 2005, the FCC embraced an aggressive deregulation agenda and freed the network owners from any obligation to lease their lines to competing ISPs. The proponents of deregulation claimed that this step would provide more incentive for large cable and telephone companies to further develop and upgrade their networks, while opponents claimed that it would lead to higher prices, fewer options for consumers, and worse service. Broadband speeds have increased, but a majority of Americans remain limited to three or fewer options when choosing a broadband provider offering at least 3 Mbps for downstream speeds and 768 Kbps for upstream speeds.¹⁶

Over the last decade, policymakers in the United States have engaged in deep debates over the concept of “network neutrality,” according to which network providers must treat all content, websites, and platforms equally when managing data traffic.¹⁷ Supporters of the principle argue that without it, ISPs would be able to block certain content and applications, or give preferential
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treatment to some content providers for a fee, a practice that could place limitations on citizen access to information and online services.

Although concerns about net neutrality began emerging in the early 2000s, the issue did not gain widespread attention until 2007 when FCC investigators found that Comcast, a cable-television company and major ISP, had begun slowing down and blocking certain types of peer-to-peer file-sharing traffic.18 After a long court battle on the issue, a federal appeals court sided with Comcast in April 2010 and overturned the FCC’s ruling against the company. The decision, which came shortly after the release of the National Broadband Plan, also found that the FCC did not have the authority to regulate ISPs under the legal framework the agency had cited, challenging its ability to protect consumers on the internet.19

In December 2010, the FCC issued a compromise ruling on net neutrality that instructs fixed-line service providers not to block access to, or unreasonably discriminate against, lawful websites, applications, devices, or services. The rules for wireless broadband providers are much more limited, however, restricting only some types of blocking and saying nothing about discrimination. Under separate FCC licensing rules covering the operation of a particular range of radio communication frequencies, some wireless carriers are barred from discriminating among devices and applications, but these rules are not universally applied.20 In 2011, some advocates filed a complaint with the FCC alleging that Verizon had violated these licensing rules by demanding that certain applications (specifically, applications that enable a mobile device to create a wireless “hotspot,” essentially sharing its connection with other devices) be removed from Google’s application store. In 2012, Verizon settled this complaint with the FCC, agreeing that the company would not restrict the availability of such applications.21

Under the rules for fixed-line internet service, referred to sometimes as the “Open Internet Rules,” ISPs are allowed to offer tiered services at different prices.22 Some civil society organizations, though they agreed that the FCC adopted the rules in a free, fair, and independent manner,23 expressed disappointment that the Commission did not take a stronger stance on net neutrality that would have applied the Communications Act’s “common carrier” provisions. The FCC’s rules officially took effect in November 2011.

20 U.S. Code of Federal Regulations, Title 47, sec. 27.16, http://ecfr.gpoaccess.gov/cgi/t/text/text-idx?c=ecfr&amp;id=82f1f40e36bb119c316bb99029b2b254&amp;rgn=div8&amp;view=text&amp;node=47:2.0.1.5.2.49.7&amp;idno=47.
Verizon v. FCC, a case challenging these rules, is pending before the Court of Appeals in Washington, D.C., the same appellate court that overturned the FCC’s ruling in the Comcast case.24 The telecommunications company Verizon argues that the FCC lacks the statutory authority to adopt the Open Internet Rules. The company further argues that it has a First Amendment right to exercise “editorial discretion” over the content it transmits, a right it argues renders unconstitutional the FCC’s requirement that it not block or interfere with its customers’ access to lawful internet content. Civil society groups filed a series of “friend of the court” briefs countering Verizon’s claims, some of which focused specifically on critiquing the company’s First Amendment arguments.25 The court of appeals has scheduled the oral argument in the case for September 2013.

Access to information on the internet is generally free from government interference in the United States. There is no government-run filtering mechanism affecting content passing over the internet or mobile phone networks. Users with opposing viewpoints engage in vibrant online political discourse and face almost no legal or technical restrictions on their expressive activities online.

Although the government does not restrict any political or social content, legal rules that apply to other spheres of life have been extended to the internet. For example, concerns over copyright violations, child pornography, protection of minors from harmful or indecent content, harassing or defamatory comments, publication of confidential information, gambling, and financial crime have presented a strong impetus for aggressive legislative and executive action.

Advertisement, production, distribution, and possession of child pornography—on the internet and in all other media—is prohibited under federal law and can carry a sentence of up to 30 years in prison. According to the Child Protection and Obscenity Enforcement Act of 1988, all producers of sexually explicit material must keep records proving that their models and actors are over 18 years old. In addition to prosecuting individual offenders, the Department of Justice, the Department of Homeland Security, and other law enforcement agencies have asserted their authority to seize the domain name of a website allegedly hosting child abuse images after obtaining a court order.26

Congress has passed several laws designed to restrict adult pornography and shield children from harmful or indecent content, such as the Child Online Protection Act of 1998 (COPA), but they have been overturned by courts due to their ambiguity and potential infringements on the First Amendment of the U.S. Constitution, which protects freedoms of speech and the press. One law
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24 Joint Brief for Verizon and MetroPCS, Verizon v. FCC, 11-1355, DC Circuit.
26 Treating domain names as property subject to criminal forfeiture, 18 U.S.C. 2253.
currently in force is the Children’s Internet Protection Act of 2000 (CIPA), which requires public libraries that receive certain federal government subsidies to install filtering software that prevents users from accessing child pornography or visual depictions that are obscene or harmful to minors. Libraries that do not receive the specified subsidies from the federal government are not obliged to comply with CIPA, but following the economic downturn, more public libraries have begun to seek federal aid in order to mitigate budget shortfalls.  

Under the U.S. Supreme Court’s interpretation of the law, adult users can request that the filtering be removed without having to provide a justification. However, not all libraries allow this option, arguing that the decisions about the use of filters should be left to the discretion of individual libraries.

In addition to restricting access to universally illegal content such as child pornography, the government has in recent years started more aggressively pursuing alleged infringements of intellectual property rights on the internet. Since 2010, the Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE) division of the Department of Homeland Security has engaged in several rounds of domain-name seizures, with targets including blogs and file-sharing sites that allegedly link to illegal copies of music and films and sites that sell counterfeit goods. These seizures have been criticized as extreme and overly secretive; for example, ICE seized the domain name of a legitimate hip-hop music site in November of 2010 and refused to return it for an entire year. The decision to withhold the domain was based on sealed court proceedings to which the owners of the domain were not allowed access. In August 2012, three members of Congress wrote a letter to the U.S. Attorney General raising concerns about whether ICE procedures give websites meaningful due process. However, ICE continues to pursue the project, which is known as “Operation in Our Sights.” In January 2013, ICE launched a new “Operation in Our Sights” initiative called “Operation Red Zone,” seizing 313 websites allegedly selling counterfeit goods that violate National Football League (NFL) copyrights.

In 2011, the PROTECT IP Act (PIPA) and the Stop Online Piracy Act (SOPA), both of which sought to target websites outside of the United States that host material allegedly infringing on U.S. copyrights, were introduced with bipartisan support in the Senate and House of Representatives, respectively. These bills would have permitted the Attorney General, with little judicial review, to
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seek orders directing ISPs to block access to domain names of sites allegedly dedicated to infringing activity, even if sites also contained lawful content.

The bills, if passed, would have suppressed legitimate, unquestionably legal speech and posed a threat to the infrastructure of the internet. In recognition of these concerns, technologists, digital rights advocates, companies such as Google and Mozilla, and the internet community at large voiced resounding opposition to the bills. Some estimates of user involvement in this effort include over 10 million signatures to petitions, four million e-mails to legislators, and 115,000 sites blacking out or going dim in protest. In response to these efforts and internal concerns, members of Congress withdrew the bills from consideration. The bills remained shelved as of mid-2013.

The activities of WikiLeaks, which in 2010 published several tranches of U.S. government material that was leaked by U.S. Army intelligence analyst Bradley Manning, triggered a serious debate about the use of the internet to publicize sensitive or classified government documents. WikiLeaks faced the cut-off of service by non-government entities, including Amazon’s data storage service and EveryDNS, Wikileaks’ domain name service provider. While these and other companies that severed ties with WikiLeaks claimed to be acting independently and without government influence, their decisions came amid fierce public criticism of WikiLeaks by executive branch officials and prominent members of Congress. Bradley Manning pleaded guilty to some charges, was convicted of others and received a lengthy sentence. A federal grand jury investigation of Wikileaks is ongoing, but as of mid-2013, the U.S. government had not filed charges against WikiLeaks or any of the press outlets that republished the documents.

The legality of online gambling is another topic of debate in the United States. Online gambling is governed by a patchwork of laws that have continued to shift over the last year. Currently, 37 states allow betting on games that require some degree of skill, but under U.S. law, certain popular online card games like poker and blackjack are not generally included under the “games of skill” designation. In 2011, the Justice Department delivered a legal opinion clarifying the scope of the Wire Act of 1961 and opening the door for states to legalize many additional forms of gambling.
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34 This information included video footage of a 2007 incident in which journalists and Iraqi civilians were killed by U.S. forces, documents on the wars in Afghanistan and Iraq, diplomatic cables from the U.S. State Department, and reports on prisoners held in Guantanamo Bay military prison, all of which number in the tens and (in the case of the Iraq war) hundreds of thousands.
including online poker and other “games of chance.” Following the opinion, Nevada, New Jersey, and Delaware legalized online gambling within their borders. Other states are considering similar legislation. The first legal online poker website opened for business in June 2013, although the site is technically only legal for residents of Nevada.

The internet plays a significant role in civic activism in the United States, and the growth of the blogosphere and citizen journalism has changed the ways in which many people receive news. Blogs and electronic media outlets reporting from various points on the political spectrum now have greater readership than most printed periodicals. Nearly all nongovernmental organizations and causes have a presence on the internet and use it for advocacy and social mobilization. E-mail campaigns, online petitions, and YouTube videos have been instrumental in organizing protests, lobbying government bodies, and putting a spotlight on issues ranging from environmental degradation to hate crimes.

Political activity is increasingly moving online. According to a survey by the Pew Center’s Internet and American Life Project, 66 percent of social media users have engaged in some form of political or civic activity using these tools. This represents nearly 40 percent of the adult American population. More than one third of social media users have used the tools to encourage others to donate money to candidates. Approximately half of the people who donated to a presidential candidate made at least one contribution online or via e-mail. One in ten donors made a contribution via text message or mobile phone app. In addition, politicians at the local, state, and federal level increasingly use e-mail, mobile apps, and online content to garner support and keep their constituents engaged.

**VIOLATIONS OF USER RIGHTS**

The United States has a robust legal framework that supports free expression rights both online and offline, and the U.S. does not typically prosecute individuals for online speech. The broader picture of user rights in America, however, has become increasingly complex as a series of U.S.
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43 See for example the Credo “Stop the Tar Sands Pipeline” petition at http://www.credoaction.com/campaign/keystone_obama/index2.html. See also: Steve Williams, “President Obama Signs Hate Crimes Bill—Thank You to the 25,000 Care2 Members That Helped It Reach His Desk!” Care2, October 28, 2009; http://www.care2.com/causes/civil-rights/blog/25-000-care2-members-help-secure-presidents-signature-on-hate-crimes-bill/.


government practices, policies, and laws touch on, and in some cases appear to violate, the rights of individuals both inside the U.S. and abroad. Government access to phone and internet records is a major concern, especially following newly revealed information about NSA surveillance practices. Aggressive prosecution under the Computer Fraud and Abuse Act (CFAA) has also been criticized. In addition, the privacy of NGOs, companies, and individual users is threatened by a growing number of cyberattacks initiated by both domestic and international actors.

The U.S. Constitution includes strong protections for free speech and freedom of the press. In 1997, the U.S. Supreme Court held that internet speech was entitled to the highest form of protection under the Constitution, and lower courts have consistently struck down attempts to regulate online content. Two federal laws also provide significant protections for online speech: Section 230 of the Communications Act of 1934 (as amended by the Telecommunications Act of 1996) provides immunity for ISPs and online platforms such as YouTube and Facebook that carry content created by third parties. The Digital Millennium Copyright Act (DMCA) of 1998 provides a safe harbor to intermediaries that take down allegedly infringing material after notice from the copyright owner. These statutes enable companies to develop internet applications and websites without fear that they will be held liable for content posted by users.46

The U.S. government generally does not prosecute individuals for posting information on the internet, with the notable exceptions of child pornography and content that infringes on copyright. As of mid-2013, the government had taken no decisive action against either WikiLeaks or site founder Julian Assange, but this may change in the wake of the Bradley Manning trial. Manning’s own statements or other testimony may help prosecutors establish whether WikiLeaks played a conspiratorial role in the unauthorized downloading of classified documents from U.S. military computers or in the subsequent transmission of the material to WikiLeaks.47

In 2012, federal authorities issued a subpoena to the microblogging service Twitter, requesting information from the Twitter accounts of Manning, Assange, and others associated with WikiLeaks. With the subpoena came a gag order compelling Twitter not to disclose this information to anyone, including the users in question. Twitter attorneys successfully challenged the gag order in court and were able to notify users before disclosing their information to government officials.48 A similar case arose in May 2012 when New York City’s district attorney issued a subpoena to Twitter, requesting tweets and account information of an Occupy Wall Street protester. Twitter asked a state judge to throw out the request, arguing that the protester merited protection under the Fourth Amendment, given that prosecutors had failed to show probable cause necessary to obtain a warrant for the information.49 Twitter’s efforts in court were unsuccessful, and in September 2012

the company complied with a court order to produce the user’s posts. The defendant pled guilty to disorderly conduct charges in late 2012.\textsuperscript{50}

Aggressive prosecution under the Computer Fraud and Abuse Act (CFAA) has fueled growing criticism of that law’s scope and application. Under CFAA, it is illegal to access a computer without authorization, but the law fails to define the term “without authorization,” leaving the provision open to interpretation in the courts.\textsuperscript{51} In one prominent case, programmer and internet activist Aaron Swartz secretly used Massachusetts Institute of Technology servers to download millions of files from a service providing academic articles. Prosecutors sought harsh penalties for Swartz under CFAA, which could have resulted in up to 35 years imprisonment.\textsuperscript{52} Swartz committed suicide in early 2013. Shortly after his death, a bipartisan group of lawmakers introduced “Aaron’s Law,” draft legislation that would prevent the government from using CFAA to prosecute terms of service violations and stop prosecutors from bringing multiple redundant charges for a single crime.\textsuperscript{53}

In another case of prosecution under CFAA, online activist Andrew Auernheimer was convicted and sentenced to three and a half years in prison in March 2013. In 2010, Auernheimer found a security breach in AT&T’s website that allowed him to access thousands of customers’ e-mail addresses, which he claims he then turned over to a journalist at Gawker in order to expose the company’s security flaws.\textsuperscript{54} Prosecutors used CFAA to convict Auernheimer of identity fraud and conspiracy to access a computer without authorization. In addition to the prison sentence, Auernheimer was ordered to pay over $73,000 in damages to AT&T.

In August 2011, public transit authorities in San Francisco suspended cell phone service in several underground stations of the Bay Area Rapid Transit (BART) system in an effort to impede planned demonstrations regarding the fatal shooting of a man by BART police the month prior. Numerous digital rights advocates and First Amendment scholars called the decision a violation of BART passengers’ First Amendment rights and pointed to the international implications of BART’s actions.\textsuperscript{55} Following the incident, various civil liberties groups filed an emergency petition with the FCC requesting that the agency declare the BART shutdown a violation of the Communications


\textsuperscript{51} “Computer Fraud and Abuse Act Reform,” Electronic Frontier Foundation, accessed August 8, 2013, \url{https://www.eff.org/issues/cfaa}.


Act. In early 2012, the FCC issued a call for public comment on the issue, but as of mid-2013 the agency had not yet taken further action on the subject. In December 2011, BART adopted a policy outlining the circumstances under which it could shut down service; the policy did not require prior judicial approval but, had it been in place, it would not have allowed for the August 2011 shutdown. In 2012, the California State Assembly and Senate approved a bill that would require a court order before allowing for cell network interruption. Governor Jerry Brown vetoed the bill in September 2012, citing concerns that requiring law enforcement to make certain decisions within six hours of interrupting service could divert attention away from resolving the emergency situation.

Although some of the most popular social media platforms in the United States require users to register and create accounts using their real names through Terms of Service or other contracts, there are no legal restrictions on user anonymity on the internet. Constitutional precedents protect the right to anonymous speech in many contexts. There are also state laws that stipulate journalists’ right to withhold the identities of anonymous sources, and at least one such law has been found to apply to bloggers. In April 2011, the Obama administration launched the National Strategy for Trusted Identities in Cyberspace (NSTIC). The stated goal of the effort is to ensure the creation of an “identity ecosystem” in which internet users and organizations can more completely trust one another’s identities and systems when carrying out online transactions requiring assurance of identity. The plan specifically endorses anonymous online speech.

Laws that protect internet communications from government monitoring are complex. While in transit, the contents of internet communications are generally protected from government intrusion by constitutional rules against unreasonable searches and seizures, although there is more legal ambiguity with data stored in “the cloud.” The courts, however, have held that transactional data about communications—data showing who is communicating with whom and

when—is not protected by the Constitution. Under a set of complex statutes, law enforcement and intelligence agencies can monitor communications and access stored information under varying degrees of oversight as part of criminal or national security investigations. In criminal probes, law enforcement authorities can monitor the content of internet communications in real time only if they have obtained an order, issued by a judge, under a standard that is actually a little higher than the one established by the Constitution for searches of physical places. The order must reflect a finding that there is probable cause to believe that a crime has been, is being, or is about to be committed.

The status of stored communications is more uncertain. One federal appeals court has ruled that the Constitution applies to stored communications, so that a judicial warrant is required for government access. Currently, the Electronic Communications Privacy Act states that the government can obtain access to e-mail or other documents stored in the cloud with a mere subpoena issued by a prosecutor or investigator without judicial approval. As of mid-2013, Congress was considering a proposed reform to ECPA that would require government officials to obtain a warrant before accessing any private communications through online service providers. The requirement would cover e-mail and documents stored using cloud services. The Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC), a civil regulatory agency, has complicated the issue by attempting to amend the bill to secure the authority to obtain stored e-mail and other documents directly from service providers.

Following the terrorist attacks of September 11, 2001, Congress passed the USA PATRIOT Act, which expanded some of the government’s surveillance and investigative powers in cases involving terrorism as well as in ordinary criminal investigations. Three expiring provisions of the PATRIOT Act—including the government’s broad authority to conduct roving wiretaps of unidentified or “John Doe” targets, to wiretap “lone wolf” suspects who have no known connections to terrorist networks, and to secretly access a wide range of private business records with court orders issued on a broad standard (Section 215)—were renewed for an additional four years in May 2011.

In mid-2013, The Guardian and the Washington Post revealed a series of secret documents leaked by a former National Security Agency (NSA) contractor that provide new information (and raise many new questions) about surveillance activities conducted by the United States government.
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66 United States v. Warshak, 09-3176, United States Court of Appeals for the Sixth Circuit.
67 Ibid.
Leaked documents indicate that the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Court (FISA Court) has interpreted Section 215 of the PATRIOT Act to permit the FBI to obtain orders that compel the largest telephone carriers in the U.S. (Verizon, AT&T, Sprint, and presumably others) to provide the NSA with records of all phone calls made to, from, and within the U.S. on an ongoing basis. These billions of call records include numbers dialed, length of call, and other “metadata.” Data are gathered in bulk, without any particularized suspicion about an individual, phone number, or device. NSA analysts may conduct queries on this data without approval from the FISA Court or an independent magistrate.

Leaks also reveal that under a program code-named “PRISM” the NSA has been compelling at least nine large U.S. companies, including Google, Facebook, Microsoft and Apple, to disclose content and metadata relating to e-mails, web chats, videos, images, and documents. PRISM activities occur under Section 702 of the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act, which permits the NSA to target the communications of non-U.S. persons who are reasonably believed to be located outside the United States in order to collect “foreign intelligence information.” Although the program is targeted at persons abroad, the NSA is able to retain and use information “incidentally” collected about U.S. persons.

Critics have raised concern that the secret NSA programs may violate the 4th Amendment of the United States Constitution, which protects people inside the U.S. (citizens and non-citizens alike) from unreasonable search and seizure, as well as human rights enshrined in international agreements. In June 2013, a diverse coalition of prominent NGOs and companies submitted a letter to Congress urging lawmakers to explicitly prohibit the blanket collection of metadata, investigate actions of the NSA, and hold public officials accountable for unconstitutional surveillance. Legislators have introduced proposals to narrow the scope of NSA activities.

In another concerning case regarding government access to information, the Associated Press reported in May 2013 that, as part of a national security leak investigation, the U.S. Justice Department subpoenaed and gained access to two months of phone records for several reporters following AP coverage of a failed bomb plot in Yemen. Justice Department guidelines specify that, in the course of an investigation, requests for journalists’ records should be “as narrowly drawn as possible,” and that investigators should attempt to obtain records directly from journalists.
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on a voluntary basis, when possible. The Associated Press has since reported that the government’s actions have had a chilling effect on sources, discouraging even long-standing informants from speaking with the AP. In July 2013, the Attorney General tightened the rules on getting reporters’ data, but did not prohibit the practice entirely.

The Communications Assistance for Law Enforcement Act (CALEA) requires telephone companies, broadband carriers, and interconnected Voice over Internet Protocol (VoIP) providers to design their systems so that communications can be easily intercepted when government agencies have the legal authority to do so. The FBI suggested in late 2010 that the law should be expanded to impose design requirements on online communications tools such as Gmail, Skype, and Facebook, and while the FBI continued to push the issue, no legislation has yet been proposed in Congress.

In April 2013, the House of Representatives voted in favor of the Cyber Intelligence Sharing and Protection Act (CISPA), a proposed law that would allow ISPs and other corporations to share cyber threat information with one another and the government. Civil liberties advocates warn that the bill, in its current form, would allow companies to share citizens’ private information with the government, including internet records and e-mail content, without first taking reasonable steps to remove material not related to the threat. The Senate has since shelved the bill and President Obama has pledged to veto the legislation if it reaches his desk as written, citing concerns about privacy and civil liberties of internet users.

Law enforcement agencies have also begun to use open, public websites and social media to monitor different groups for suspected criminal activity. One notable example that stoked controversy in February 2012 was an initiative by the New York Police Department (NYPD) to monitor Muslim student groups at various universities in the northeastern United States. The Associated Press reported that, from 2006 onward, the NYPD Cyber Intelligence unit had monitored different groups for suspected criminal activity. One notable example that stoked controversy in February 2012 was an initiative by the New York Police Department (NYPD) to monitor Muslim student groups at various universities in the northeastern United States. The Associated Press reported that, from 2006 onward, the NYPD Cyber Intelligence unit had monitored Muslim student groups at various universities in the northeastern United States. The Associated Press reported that, from 2006 onward, the NYPD Cyber Intelligence unit had monitored Muslim student groups at various universities in the northeastern United States.
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the frequency of prayer by the groups. The New York City mayor defended the practice by stating that the NYPD did not break any laws by monitoring websites and online activity that was already publicly available, although others pointed to the religious-profiling nature of the activity. Muslim students from across the nation have expressed concern about this type of surveillance and in late 2012 told Freedom House that they often self-censor when conducting online activities.

Like most other countries, the United States faces the growing challenge of addressing cyberattacks conducted by both international and domestic actors. China is one focal point of the cybersecurity discussion, especially following a report by computer security firm Mandiant which stated that many attacks against U.S. organizations, companies, and government agencies appear to have originated in an office of the Chinese People’s Liberation Army in Beijing. The purpose of these attacks is presumably to gain information, but the United States faces other types of cybersecurity threats as well. For example, the Department of Homeland Security reported a wave of attacks in mid-2013 that sought to reveal vulnerabilities in infrastructure managed by private energy companies. The attacks seem to have originated in the Middle East, but the exact source is unknown. In response to growing concern about cybersecurity threats, President Obama produced an executive order in February 2013 recognizing the need for improved cybersecurity measures and calling for a new “Cybersecurity Framework” to address security threats. At the same time the U.S. military admitted that it is developing the ability to carry out offensive cyberattacks. The documents leaked by Edward Snowden included a Presidential Policy Directive describing U.S. “Offensive Cyber Effects Operations (OCEO).”
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UZBEKISTAN

The government established a new telecommunications regulator with consolidated powers to control the internet and other information and communications technologies (ICTs) (see Obstacles to Access).

Judges declared the leading mobile phone operator, Uzdunrobita (partially owned by Russian telecoms company MTS), bankrupt, in a case involving potential bribes from the ruling family and confirming the hostility of the environment for foreign investment in the telecommunications sector (see Limits on Content).

Criminal investigations using trumped-up charges were opened against a popular news site, Olam.uz, which had been reporting on the corruption allegations surrounding the Uzdunrobita case (see Violations of User Rights).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Internet Freedom Status</th>
<th>2012</th>
<th>2013</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Obstacles to Access (0-25)</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Limits on Content (0-35)</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Violations of User Rights (0-40)</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total (0-100)</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>78</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* 0=most free, 100=least free

**Key Developments: May 2012 – April 2013**

- The government established a new telecommunications regulator with consolidated powers to control the internet and other information and communications technologies (ICTs) (see Obstacles to Access).
- Judges declared the leading mobile phone operator, Uzdunrobita (partially owned by Russian telecoms company MTS), bankrupt, in a case involving potential bribes from the ruling family and confirming the hostility of the environment for foreign investment in the telecommunications sector (see Limits on Content).
- Criminal investigations using trumped-up charges were opened against a popular news site, Olam.uz, which had been reporting on the corruption allegations surrounding the Uzdunrobita case (see Violations of User Rights).

**Population:** 29.8 million  
**Internet Penetration 2012:** 37 percent  
**Social Media/ICT Apps Blocked:** Yes  
**Political/Social Content Blocked:** Yes  
**Bloggers/ICT Users Arrested:** No  
**Press Freedom 2013 Status:** Not Free
FREEDOM ON THE NET 2013

UZBEKISTAN

In the period of May 2012 to April 2013, internet regulation in Uzbekistan did not improve and the country remains one of the most restrictive in Central Asia. The Uzbek government has adopted several programs aimed at stimulating the development of the telecommunications infrastructure and raising awareness about computer technologies, especially among rural populations. However, as reported by the International Telecommunications Union (ITU) in 2011, Uzbekistan is on the verge of being excluded from the global information society due to the still prohibitively high prices for broadband internet access.\(^1\)

In the fall of 2012, the government consolidated regulatory authority over the ICT industry in Uzbekistan through the establishment of a new telecommunications regulator. The action was taken after the former telecom regulator, UzACI, was involved in the unlawful termination of the leading GSM operator, Uzdunrobita (MTS-Uzbekistan) beginning in July 2012. All media regulatory bodies were integrated into the structure of the new telecommunications regulator.

In 2012–2013, the state-owned telecommunications carrier Uztelecom retained centralized control over the country’s connection to the international internet, facilitating nationwide censorship and surveillance. The Uzbek authorities block access to a wide range of international news websites, human rights groups, and exile publications, while at educational and cultural institutions, access is strictly limited to the national intranet system, or ZiyoNet. A popular online news site, Olam.uz, which reported extensively about the Uzdunrobita case, was shut down in January 2013 due to the politically motivated charges against its owner and editor-in-chief. Additionally, two journalists reporting for online media are serving long sentences on trumped-up charges.

Direct access to the internet backbone via the Trans Asia Europe fiber-optic cable became operational in Uzbekistan in 1998.\(^2\) Despite extensive state investments in telecommunications infrastructure and internet connectivity since 1999, internet penetration reached a mere 9 percent of the population by 2009.\(^3\) In January 2013, according to the government, the number of internet users reached 9.8 million, comprising 33 percent of the population—a small increase from 31
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percent in April 2012.4 Estimates by the International Telecommunication Union calculated the internet penetration rate slightly higher at 37 percent for 2012.5

Digital divides are found across urban, rural, and remote areas of the country, where factors such as computer literacy and income affect the likelihood that individuals have access to the internet. Problems with the electrical grid limit the usefulness of the telecommunications infrastructure, especially in rural and remote areas.6 A digital divide also exists between the capital, Tashkent, and the country’s 12 regions (viloyati), with the lowest internet penetration rate registered in the semi-autonomous republic of Karakalpakstan—a home to the Karakalpak, Kazakh, and Uzbek ethnic groups.7

Only 8 percent of households were connected to the internet in Uzbekistan by the end of 2011, the second lowest estimate in the region of the Commonwealth of Independent States (CIS) after Turkmenistan.8 Though work seems to be a primary place to access the internet, "collective" or public access points such as internet cafes remain popular as well. Since December 2010, minors are officially prohibited from visiting internet cafes without parents or adults between 10:00 p.m. and 6:00 a.m.9 Reportedly, since 2011, students are also not allowed to visit internet cafes between 8:30 a.m. and 7:00 p.m.10

Public libraries, museums, nearly all of the country’s educational, scientific and cultural institutions, and youth organizations connect to the internet exclusively via the “unified information network ZiyoNet,” or intranet, initiated by the government in September 2005.11 ZiyoNet requires user identification and employs software protecting against “aggressive internet content.”12 Given the role of those institutions in Uzbek society,13 online resources on the intranet consist mainly of government sources of information, including state educational but also ideological materials.14 As

---

12 Ibid., at Art. 5.
of January 2013, there were 41,541 of these “approved” online information resources, some of which are knock-offs of popular social media platforms such as Utube.uz.

Internet connectivity is available via dial-up, ADSL broadband, and WiMax, but no longer via satellite. Dial-up connections are more common in rural areas than urban areas. In 2011, the government made a commitment to expand the number of users with a dial-up connection from 3 million to 3.5 million. By 2012, 147,760 users had a fixed-broadband subscription in the country, which is significantly higher than the national target of 100,000 set by President Karimov to be achieved by the end of 2011. Given this target, Uztelecom and the Chinese telecommunications equipment supplier ZTE launched the mass production of ADSL modems and DSLAM network devices in August 2011. As of February 2013, Uztelecom offered FTTB broadband internet to 837 buildings in Tashkent. WiMAX broadband is available only in Tashkent and six regions since it was first introduced on the Uzbek market by a private operator in 2008.

As described below, the ban on private ISPs to access the internet via satellite has been in force since February 2011.

The state-owned JSC Uzbektelecom, established in 2000 and re-branded as “national operator Uztelecom” in 2011, operates Uzbekistan’s telecommunications infrastructure under a state license renewable every 15 years. In August 2005, Uztelecom took over the internet connectivity functions from the state data transfer network company, “UzPAK,” which later became its subsidiary. The latter is claimed to have been only partially successful in maintaining a monopoly and centralized state control over international internet connectivity since its establishment in 1999. By contrast, due to a favorable regulatory environment, Uztelecom has succeeded in becoming a pure monopoly over the country’s connection to the internet and an upstream ISP, with private ISPs required to have their international internet traffic routed and transmitted through a single Uztelecom network gateway (the International Centre for Packet Switching, abbreviated as MZPK in Russian).
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20 See UzACI and UNDP Uzbekistan, note 9 above.
21 Decree of the President RU "On measures for development of data transfer services and preparation for privatization of JSC "Uzbektelecom"", No. PP-149, August 8, 2005.
In March 2011, the former telecommunications regulator, UzACI, amended its 2004 regulatory provisions in ways that further established Uztelecom’s control over the traffic of other ISPs. Firstly, the amendments specified that ISPs have "the right to access international telecommunications networks solely through technical means of JSC Uzbektelecom." Consequently, on December 30, 2011, the Uzbek parliament amended the 1999 Law on Communications to impose more general legal obligation upon ISPs to "provide interconnections of their networks according to technical specifications of the operator of the connecting telecommunications networks." Secondly, UzACI revoked the norm guaranteeing the right of private ISPs to install and maintain their own satellite stations in order to enable internet connectivity.

As a government-sanctioned monopoly, Uztelecom sets the price for use of its internet gateway by downstream ISPs. In February 2013, this price reached approximately $384 per 1 Mbps per month for private ISPs—a reduction from $495 in February 2012. There are no statistics demonstrating whether private ISPs systematically pass down Uztelecom’s price reductions to their subscribers. In April 2013, private ISPs offered household internet access at a minimum download speed of 256 Kbps for a monthly subscription of $30 (with free traffic up to 2,000 Mb) and a maximum download speed of 2,048 Kbps for $44 per month (with free traffic up to 12,000 Mb). Similar prices were reported for ADSL broadband packages offered by Uztelecom in January 2012. As reported by the ITU, such prices are prohibitively high and exceed the monthly GNI per capita level at the rate of approximately 188 percent. As of May 2012, neither Uztelecom nor other ISPs offer a monthly internet access package with unlimited usage.

While prices for international internet access remain prohibitively high for most citizens in Uzbekistan, by contrast, Uzbek ISPs offer low cost access without traffic limitations to websites domestically hosted in Uzbekistan within the TAS-IX network. Registered in February 2004 by the five largest domestic ISPs at the time, TAS-IX is a nongovernmental organization with ISPs regulating their relationship by an agreement and annually selecting a network administrator among its members. By March 2013, the TAS-IX peering center had a membership of 37 ISPs interconnecting their networks in order to enable traffic conveyance and exchange at no mutual charge and without the need to establish international internet connections via Uztelecom. Membership of Uztelecom may, however, complicate the presumably self-regulating structure of
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26 See, e.g., a tariff list from the leading ISP provider TPS, at http://www.tps.uz/tariffs/section/jet (last accessed on April 26, 2013).
TAS-IX. Presently, the relationship between Uztelecom and all other TAS-IX participating ISPs is not clear and is at the stage of negotiations.\(^{30}\) TAS-IX has evolved to become a conduit for domestically hosted content. TAS-IX also filters and blocks content or applications to the same extent as Uztelecom.\(^{31}\) At the same time, as some have pointed out, TAS-IX ISPs are challenged to find the income streams for the investments needed to meet the capacity requirements of their customers.\(^{32}\)

According to the latest ITU data, over 20 million Uzbeks had a mobile phone subscription by the end of 2012, with a mobile phone penetration rate of approximately 72 percent.\(^{33}\) Mobile phone connectivity via 3G technology is widely available, though as of October 2011, only 23 percent of mobile phone subscribers were using mobile broadband services.\(^{34}\) As of December 2011, mobile broadband based on 4G/LTE technology was limited only to some parts of the capital Tashkent.\(^{35}\) WiMax mobile broadband is said to be available only in Tashkent and the other five major cities of the country.\(^{36}\) Still, there are general complaints about the poor quality of mobile phone connections and broadband internet access, which are related, among other things, to such regulatory obstacles as intricate customs procedures for the import of ICT equipment, unduly complicated tender conditions, and various bureaucratic obstacles at the local level.\(^{37}\)

As of May 2013, four out of five operators were left to share the Uzbek market for mobile phone services. The smallest numbers of subscribers reportedly belonged to two CDMA operators—Uzmobile (a brand of the state-owned Uztelecom) and Perfectum Mobile (owned by the Uzbek company Rubicon Wireless Communication).\(^{38}\) Two GSM operators—Beeline (owned by the Russian VimpelCom Ltd) and Ucell (owned by the Swedish-Finnish company TeliaSonera)—shared the largest portions of the market.\(^{39}\) Recently, the Uzbek antitrust authorities accused and fined the
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\(^{31}\) Fonte participando ISP mantém um serviço para encontrar se o site está no fluxo de redenças. Consulte, por exemplo, ISP TPS, http://www.tps.uz/tasix/.


\(^{34}\) However, it is not clear whether this official data also includes statistics of internet access provided by private mobile phone companies. See, UzACI, "Коллегия УзАСИ подвела итоги деятельности 9 месяцев" [The UzACI Board Summed up 9 Months of Its Activity], October 25, 2011, http://www.aci.uz/ru/news/uzaci/article/1407.


latter two companies for price fixing that allegedly took place in 2012 and 2013. Still, Beeline and Ucell have been able to increase their customer base after the Uzbek government terminated the operations of a leading competitor and GSM operator, Uzdunrobita (a wholly owned subsidiary of the Russian company MTS).

On July 17, 2012, Uzdunrobita's mobile phone services and internet broadband access became permanently inaccessible to more than 9.5 million subscribers.40 From August 2012 to April 2013, the company struggled to challenge official charges of violations of tax, antimonopoly, and consumer protection laws, including the award of $587 million worth of compensatory damages for the state by domestic courts.41 After Uzdunrobita's petition for voluntary bankruptcy, the company was declared bankrupt by order of the Tashkent Commercial Court on April 22, 2013. The Uzdunrobita case is the first case of unlawful expropriation of foreign businesses providing access to digital technologies in Uzbekistan.

The reported period was characterized by disclosures of vast bribery in the domestic telecommunications business from as far back as 2007. According to allegations, the president's daughter, Gulnara Karimova, had systematically solicited bribes from MTS (Uzdunrobita) and TeliaSonera (Ucell). Karimova is believed to have sold outstanding shares of Uzdunrobita to MTS for $250 million in cash in June 2007.42 Her middleman, Uzdunrobita's general director, fled the country in June 2012 and, as of May 2013, remains one of the suspects in pending investigations into money-laundering and aggravated bribery in Switzerland and Sweden. Reportedly, the Sweden-based TeliaSonera allegedly paid bribes worth millions of dollars to Karimova over a five-year span between 2007 and 2012, starting with the acquisition of a 3G telecom license for $314.6 million.43 As of May 2013, Gulnara Karimova held the post of Ambassador, Permanent Representative of the Republic of Uzbekistan to the United Nations and other international organizations in Geneva; however, Karimova lost her post in July 2013.44

The government's control over the internet infrastructure and its influence on mobile phone operators enables it to limit or block connectivity to Web 2.0 applications at will, which it appears to have done on several occasions in recent years. In August 2011, individual users and independent news websites reported that the Google search engine and its Russian equivalent, Rambler, were blocked for several days amidst a broader increase in blocked websites.45 Government officials and service providers denied that the disruptions were intentional, but observers suspected that the restrictions were related to the upcoming 20th anniversary of the end of the Soviet era in September
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2011 and the government’s fear that it might trigger social media-inspired protests in Uzbekistan.\(^{46}\)

On May 21, 2012, the government adopted a resolution establishing unified rules for the use of mobile phones in all educational institutions of the country.\(^{47}\) The resolution completely bans the use of mobile phones in the buildings of educational institutions, not only for students but also for teachers and other personnel. According to the resolution, the aim of such measures is to prevent “negative aspects” of the use of mobile phones in educational settings, such as cheating; digital gaming; and the dissemination of materials undermining morals and ethics, promoting a culture of violence, cruelty and pornography, or promoting “reactionary sectarian, pseudo-religious ideology.” Another stated aim, however, is to enable the “education of the youth in the spirit of love to its motherland, respect for national values and those of the humanity, [and] ideas of national independence.” In the past, the government has sporadically ordered the shutdown of text messaging and internet services by mobile operators, particularly during examinations.\(^{48}\)

Apart from these sporadic restrictions, YouTube, Facebook, Twitter, and LiveJournal remained generally available in 2012–2013, though some individual pages were blocked. In March 2012, however, reports emerged that the Uzbek authorities had blocked LiveJournal out of concern that potential protests could erupt over the results of the Russian presidential elections.\(^{49}\) The blog-hosting platform Wordpress remained blocked in its entirety during the reported period.\(^{50}\)

Service providers are required to have a license to operate, and in 2005, the Cabinet of Ministers adopted Resolution No. 155, which stipulates that telecommunications providers must first register as a legal entity before being issued a license. Thereafter, the licensing procedure is fairly straightforward but in practice is often encumbered by political interests, with applicants from outside the government’s inner circle regularly denied licenses for unjustifiable reasons.\(^{51}\)

The Uzbek Agency for Communications and Information (UzACI) ceased to exist in October 2012, when President Karimov issued a decree\(^ {52}\) establishing a new telecommunications regulator, the State Committee for Communications, Information and Telecommunications Technologies (State
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\(^{47}\) Resolution of the Cabinet of Ministers RU, “О мерах по упорядочению пользования мобильными телефонами в образовательных учреждениях Республики Узбекистан,” No. 139, May 21, 2012, SZ RU (2013 No. 21 (521), item. 229.

\(^{48}\) “Uzbekistan ’halts mobile Internet, SMS’ for exam day,” AFP, August 2, 2011, http://www.google.com/hostednews/afp/article/ALeqM5iAt_J3V1eR_Homyu0Osp2K3mqMdQ.


\(^{51}\) IREX, “Uzbekistan.”

\(^{52}\) Decree of the President RU "О создании Государственного комитета связи, информатизации и телекоммуникационных технологий Республики Узбекистан" [On the Establishment of the State Committee for Communications, Information and Telecommunications Technologies], УП-4475.
Similarly to its predecessor, the new governmental body lacks independence and is accountable to the Cabinet of Ministers in the executive branch. The president appoints and dismisses the committee chairman and first deputy, who are also members of the Executive Board of the national operator Uztelecom, where the committee has the right to manage 51 percent of state shareholdings. Moreover, the Cabinet of Ministers approves members of a committee's collegium selected from the committee's top bureaucrats. The collegium coordinates the planning and implementation of the committee's main activities and appoints the committee's nomenklatura. These appointment processes lack transparency. In addition, the composition of the committee is not representative of different stakeholders' interests. With the establishment of the State Committee for CITT, the government has consolidated its regulatory authority over the ICT industry.

The government maintains direct control over the administration, registration, and use of domain names with the “.uz” top-level domain, which was established in April 1995 and re-delegated to the government in April 2003. Current rules for the assignment, registration, and use of the country's top-level domain create an obstacle to internet access. The Computerization and Information Technologies Developing Center (Uzinfocom) manages the “.uz” top-level domain. There are seven private ISPs officially authorized to provide registry services in the “.uz” domain zone. Uzinfocom is also the largest provider of web hosting services, including for the e-government project, government-backed intranet, national search engine, and social-networking sites.

The Uzbek government engages in pervasive and systematic blocking of independent news and any content expressing critical opinions and views about Uzbekistan's government, the country's foreign and domestic affairs—including the human rights situation—and other issues of general public interest in Uzbekistan. Access to online information was relatively open until 2001 when the authorities began filtering politically sensitive websites and reportedly intercepting e-mail.
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60 Uzinfocom Data Centre, “Услуги веб-хостинга” [Web Hosting Services], http://dc.uz/rus/hosting/.
communication. However, state internet censorship and surveillance have significantly intensified since May 2005, following the government’s violent crackdown on peaceful antigovernment protests in Andijan and the subsequent news blackout on this event in the traditional media. In 2012–2013, the Uzbek government continued to apply pressure on online content providers in order to force the removal of political content from certain sites.

Since the government officially banned the operation of such international broadcasters as the BBC and the U.S. government-funded Radio Free Europe/Radio Liberty (RFE/FL) in Uzbekistan in 2005, their websites (Bbc.co.uk/uzbek, Ozodlik.org) have remained permanently inaccessible. The websites of two international broadcasters, Deutsche Welle (Dw.de) and Voice of America (Voanews.com/uzbek), are also blocked. Permanent blocking also applies to independent online news media, such as Uznews.net, Ferghananews.com, Harakat.net, Mediauz.ucoz.ru, and Uzmetronom.com, as well as the websites of Uzbek opposition groups in exile. In addition to being blocked, none of these websites appear in the results of the national search engine www.uz, which is regulated by the government and primarily catalogues sites with “.uz” domain names.

In February 2013, assumedly under pressure of the Uzbek government, administrators of the Russian social-networking site Odnoklassniki.ru removed a web page of the National Movement of Uzbekistan "without the possibility of being restored." At the time of removal, the Uzbek dissident group that had been established in 2011 had 26,000 "friends" on Odnoklassniki. In January 2013, the official website of the movement, Uzxalqharakati.com, had already come under a distributed denial-of-service (DDoS) attack, the third since its registration in May 2011. The attack paralyzed the website for several days.

The Uzbek authorities appear to have fairly sophisticated censorship technology at their disposal that enables them to not only block entire domains, but also restrict access to individual pages that contain politically sensitive content while retaining access to other parts of a particular site. For example, in February 2011, after people started discussing the protests that were erupting in the Middle East, including expressing solidarity with demonstrators and sharing news links about what was happening, users began reporting that certain pages and discussions on Facebook, LiveJournal,
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and Twitter were being blocked, though the social media tools as a whole remained available. Similarly, in February 2012, the media reported that the Uzbek-language pages of Wikipedia were blocked, while their Russian counterparts remained available, although the latter typically contain more information on often-censored topics like human rights abuses. Analysts speculated that the block was more related to the government’s nationalistic wish to monopolize Uzbek-language content than because of concerns that users would access politically sensitive information.

Most censorship takes place at the country’s international internet connection, operated by Uztelecom, which aggregates the private ISPs’ traffic at a single node within its infrastructure. There is a widespread suspicion of involvement of foreign firms providing networking equipment to Uztelecom for the purpose of state censorship over the internet. The architecture of Uztelecom’s network UzNet, which provides internet transit for private ISPs and internet access in governmental institutions, is based on network routers and switches produced by Cisco Systems, Inc. Moreover, in its daily operations, Uztelecom widely employs the equipment of the Chinese company ZTE. ZTE opened its Uzbek office in 2003 and became a leading supplier of USB modems, mobile phones, and routers to all mobile phone operators and Uztelecom. Furthermore, the government grants ISPs and mobile phone operators import duty and sales tax exemptions on surveillance equipment, which they are then required to install on their networks at their own expense. Reportedly, the government has abolished some of its import tax exemptions on telecommunications equipment in 2013.

Under the 1999 Law on Telecommunications and several other government resolutions, the license of lower tier ISPs may be withheld or denied if the company fails to take measures to prevent their computer networks from being used for exchanging information deemed to violate national laws, including ones that restrict political speech. Under Order No. 216 passed in 2004, ISPs and operators “cannot disseminate information that, inter alia, calls for the violent overthrow of the constitutional order of Uzbekistan, instigates war and violence, contains pornography, or degrades and defames human dignity.” Given these broad restrictions, many individuals and organizations prefer to host their websites outside the country.
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75 According to government figures, only about 30 percent of websites with “.uz” domain names were hosted on servers based in Uzbekistan as of December 2011. See Uzinfocom, “Только цифры” [Only Numbers], January 5, 2012, http://bit.ly/1hbO2sN.
The government has also placed political pressure on mobile phone operators. In March 2011, amid growing unrest in the Middle East, regulators demanded that operators notify the government of any attempts to circulate mass text messages with “suspicious content” and reportedly warned that the providers would be required to shut down internet connections provided to mobile users at the authorities’ request.76

Several government-linked entities monitor and control online communications, though the opaque system offers few details on how decisions are made or what websites are blocked at any given time. The Center for the Monitoring of the Mass Communications Sphere, which is integrated into the structure of the State Committee on CITT, takes various measures to maintain compliance with national legislation that restricts free expression.77 Its key objectives are “to analyze the content of information disseminated online and ensure its consistency with existing laws and regulations.”78 Based on its systematic monitoring of online content, the center has contributed to the takedown of independent websites.79

In August 2011, the government created a new secretive body—the Expert Commission on Information and Mass Communications—to oversee online controls, including the work of the Monitoring Center.80 The commission is not independent and must submit quarterly reports to the Cabinet of Ministers.81 Furthermore, its membership is not made public,82 although the body is reportedly comprised exclusively of government employees.83 The new commission is mandated to evaluate online publications and determine if they (1) have a “destructive and negative informational-psychological influence on the public consciousness of citizens;” (2) fail to “maintain and ensure continuity of national and cultural traditions and heritage;” or (3) aim to “destabilize the public and political situation,” or commit other potential content violations.84

The commission also assesses publications referred to it by the Monitoring Center or other state bodies, including the courts and law enforcement, drawing on a designated pool of government-
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80 Resolution of the Cabinet of Ministers RU, “О дополнительных мерах по совершенствованию системы мониторинга в сфере массовых коммуникаций” [On Supplementary Measures for the Improvement of the Monitoring System for the Sphere of Mass Communications], No. 228, 5 August 2011, SZ RU (2011) No. 32-33, item 336.
81 Ibid., at Annex II, Art. 31.
82 Ibid., Annex I, containing a list of the Commission’s members, is not made public.
84 Resolution of the Cabinet of Ministers RU, No. 228, at Art. 1 and Annex II, Art. 5. See note 50 above.
approved experts. The experts submit reports to the commission, whose members then vote on whether or not a violation has been committed. If a violation is found, the decision becomes the basis for action to be taken by state bodies, including courts, and by “other organizations,” presumably private ISPs. There are no procedures in place that require notification of those whose content is affected by the decision or that grant them an opportunity to defend the speech in question, nor is there a clear avenue to appeal the decision after it is made. As of April 2013, the Commission appeared to be functioning but little information on its activities is available. The broadly defined violations and wide discretion granted to the commission raised concerns of how it could be used to suppress or punish free speech—including ordering ISPs to delete content or encouraging the arbitrary imprisonment of bloggers—particularly given the Uzbek government’s track record of politically motivated censorship.

Self-censorship is pervasive, given the government’s tight controls over the media and harsh punishment of those who report on topics deemed “taboo,” including criticism of the president, revelations about corruption, or health education. Given the government’s history of harassing traditional journalists, as well as their families, many online writers are cautious about what they post.

The editorial direction of the online versions of state-run news outlets is often determined by unofficial guidelines from the government. In an apparent effort to develop the country’s media and information society, President Karimov signed a decree in December 2011 that extends tax preferences to media outlets. Taking effect on January 1, 2012, the decree exempts media services from the value added tax (VAT) and decreases the single tax payment required of media organizations from six to five percent, among other changes. While the decree purportedly aims to strengthen “public control over the activities of state power and control,” observers have noted that without an overall change in the regime’s attitude to independent media, the new benefits will unlikely have a meaningful effect on freedom of speech in the country.

According to the website rating firm Alexa, international social media websites like Facebook, YouTube, and Twitter, as well their Russian equivalents, are among the most visited websites in Uzbekistan. The most popular social-networking site in Uzbekistan is the Russian Odnoklassniki.ru, which became available in the Uzbek language in December 2012. Facebook is
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86 Ibid., at Annex II, Arts. 26 and 29.
91 IREX, “Uzbekistan.”
ranked second with over 120,000 members from Uzbekistan by April 2012, a notable increase from the year before.93

As social-networking sites and blogging platforms have grown in popularity, the government has adopted a new approach to influence the information circulated on them by creating and promoting Uzbek alternatives to popular global or regional brands. In 2010, the state-run Uzinfoom Center began creating a “social media zone” specifically geared toward users of the ZiyoNet intranet in Uzbekistan. The zone includes a range of Web 2.0 applications, including Id.uz (a social-networking site), Fikr.uz (a blog-hosting platform), Utube.uz (a video-sharing platform), Smsg.uz (an instant messenger service), and Desk.uz (a site for personal widgets). Access to these applications requires users to register either as an anonymous user or with their passport details. Although for the moment the zone’s applications remain less popular than international brands, as of April 2013, 35,792 people had registered at Id.uz. 94 Uzinfoom Center’s close relationship to the government has also raised concerns over the pressure the applications may receive from the authorities to censor and monitor users.

Besides the social media zone aimed at ZiyoNet users, two other social-networking websites were created in recent years with government support.95 The more popular of the two, Muloqot.uz (meaning “dialogue”), was launched in September 2011 in an apparent effort to offset the growing influence of Facebook.96 It is open only to Uzbek citizens residing in Uzbekistan, and at least one incident of censorship has been reported.97 On the first day the social network was launched, staff of the Uzbek service of RFE/RL reportedly registered accounts and posted RFE/RL content, which is usually blocked, to a general “wall.” According to their reports, within 15 minutes, their profiles were deleted.98

The blogosphere in Uzbekistan is weak, largely of entertainment character, and, due to the repressive environment, unable to significantly facilitate public discourse on political and social issues.99 A handful of blogs critical of the regime are run by Uzbek dissidents (for example: Jahonnoma.com, Turonzamin.org, Fromuz.com) or are affiliated with independent online news sites like Uznews.net or Fergananews.com. Since its establishment in January 2012, a forum at Choyxon.a.com has become somewhat popular, with around 1,400 threads, 55,000 posts, and 620 members as of May 2013. It is run by the former editors of Arbuz.com, a forum site that was suspended in 2011 after Uzbek authorities arrested several of its users.

98 Luke Allnutt, “Uzbekistan Launches Its Own Facebook, Except It’s Not For Everyone.”
Although there were no significant cases of political mobilization via social media, these tools have been important for exposing and disseminating information related to human rights abuses. In May 2005, for example, videos documenting Uzbek security forces opening fire on unarmed protesters in Andijan were uploaded to YouTube and regular updates were posted on Arbuz.com, contributing to international condemnation of the incident.

VIOLATIONS OF USER RIGHTS

The environment for internet users’ rights in Uzbekistan is already one of the most restrictive in the region, with the government employing extensive surveillance measures to monitor online activity, as well as frequently using trumped-up charges to target individuals who publish material online that is deemed counter to the government’s interests. In September 2012, Uztelecom began systematically blocking access to proxy servers. In January 2013, the editors of Olam.uz, a popular news website, chose to take the site offline after Uzbek authorizes charged them with various crimes, reflecting the degree to which the government continues to exert control over outlets that report on sensitive topics.

The constitution of Uzbekistan guarantees the right to freedom of expression (Article 29) and freedom of the mass media (Article 62). It also prohibits censorship (Article 62). In practice, however, these constitutional rights are not fulfilled and severely restricted by laws and governmental regulations. Judges lack the independence and impartiality needed to ensure the constitutional protection of speech.100

The 1997 law “On Mass Media” was amended in 2007 with the purpose of altering the definition of “the press” to include “websites in generally accessible telecommunication networks.”101 This law neither defines nor establishes clear criteria for what is a news-oriented website; a website is described as an electronic means of disseminating information to the general public not less frequently than once a period of six months.102 In order to be regarded as part of news media, websites are required to obtain an official registration certificate in a procedure similar to that required for traditional news media outlets.103 This procedure is generally known to be content-based, arbitrary, and inhibits editors and readers from exercising their freedom of expression.104 Applications for press certificates are supposed to include details such as the website’s digital media title, founder(s), language, aims and purposes, content specialization, domain name, sources of

---

100 Joint Resolution of the Plenums of the Supreme Court and Higher Economic Court RU “О судебной власти” [On the Judicial Branch of Power] No. 1, 20 Dec. 1996, as amended on December 22, 2006 (No. 14/151), at para. 3 (justifying the rule that all judges are appointed by the President of Uzbekistan).
102 Ibid.
financing, editor(s), address of an editorial office, as well as affiliation of the founder(s) or editor(s) with other mass media outlets. Journalists or non-media professionals affiliated with registered online news media outlets are awarded certain rights and must abide by statutory conditions that are applicable to professional journalists, arguably creating, in practice, an environment where journalists’ key responsibility is "loyalty to the regime." As of December 2011, there were about 160 private websites registered as mass media in Uzbekistan.

The legislation regulating the exercise of freedom of expression applies equally to traditional news media outlets and the internet. Due to the 2007 amendments, the law "On the Mass Media" is applicable to overseas news media outlets whose content is accessible from within the territory of Uzbekistan. No cases of this law being invoked by Uzbek courts against foreign websites have been reported so far. In addition, some laws have been used to punish individuals for posting or accessing content deemed to violate vague information security rules. Under the criminal code, slander (Article 139) and insult (Article 140)—including of the president (Article 158)—are criminal offenses that also apply to online content, as do provisions that punish activities such as “dissemination of materials posing a threat to public safety.” Both slander and insult are punishable with fines ranging from 50 to 100 times the minimum monthly wage, correctional labor of two to three years, arrest of up to six months, or detention for up to six years.

Beginning in 2010, online journalists have been prosecuted under charges of libel, defamation, and insult as well as for the production, storage, and propagation of materials inciting national, racial, or religious animosity. However, no such incidents took place in the reported period.

On January 19, 2013, Olam.uz, which at the time was Uzbekistan’s second most-visited news site, chose to go offline for "technical reasons," according to its Facebook page. However, as independent sources report, the Uzbek authorities had opened up proceedings against its editor-in-chief and the website owner, the Tashkent-based LLC Mobile Mass Media. Charges included such offenses as the infringement of copyright and patent law, high treason, encroachment upon the constitutional order, espionage, subversive act, loss of documents containing state or military secrets, and robbery. At the time of its disconnection, Olam.uz was reporting extensively about the Uzdunrobita (MTS-Uzbekistan) case and was allowing readers to leave comments on every article published.

---

105 Resolution of the Cabinet of Ministers RU No. 214, note 109 above, at Annex II.
111 For the cases of Vladimir Berezovsky, Abdulmalik Boboyev, and Viktor Krymzalov, see Freedom of the Net 2012: Uzbekistan.
112 For the case of Elena Bondar, see Freedom of the Net 2012: Uzbekistan. Elena Bondar was given refugee status in Kyrgyzstan in May 2013.
As of April 2013, two Uzbek online journalists remained in jail, ostensibly on fabricated criminal charges. Solidzhon Abdurakhmanov, a reporter for the independent news website Uznews.net, continues to serve a 10-year sentence imposed in October 2008 for allegedly selling drugs. Prior to his arrest, he had reported on human rights and economic and social issues, including corruption in the Nukus traffic police office, which fueled suspicions that the drug charges were trumped-up and in retaliation for his reporting.\textsuperscript{114} Dilmurod Saiid, a freelance journalist and human rights activist, is serving a 12.5 year sentence imposed in July 2009 on extortion charges. Before his detention, he had reported on government corruption in Uzbekistan’s agricultural sector for local media and independent news websites.\textsuperscript{115} No new cases of prison sentences were documented between January 2011 and April 2013.

The authorities have also used various forms of arbitrary detention and intimidation to silence online critics. In November 2011, the government released Jamshid Karimov, an independent journalist and nephew of the president, from a psychiatric hospital where he had been kept against his will since September 2006. Prior to his detention, he regularly published articles on online websites, including about human rights abuses in Uzbekistan. He is widely believed to have been detained in retaliation for his journalistic activity. In January 2012, he suddenly disappeared again and his whereabouts remain unknown as of April 2013.\textsuperscript{116}

While there have been no reports of government agents physically attacking bloggers or online activists, the National Security Service (NSS) has been known to employ various intimidation tactics to restrict freedom of expression online. For example, in June 2011, there were reports of NSS officers confiscating electronic media devices at the airport, checking browsing histories on travelers’ laptops, and interrogating individuals with a record of visiting websites critical of the government.\textsuperscript{117}

The use of proxy servers and anonymizers remains a very important tool and the only way to access content blocked in Uzbekistan. However, in September 2012, Uztelem started a centralized and permanent blocking of proxy servers and websites enlisting free proxies without a web interface.\textsuperscript{118} At the same time, the use of both proxies and anonymizers require computer skills beyond the capacity of many ordinary users in Uzbekistan.


\textsuperscript{117} “Farg’ona aeroportida yo’lovchilar noutbuki tekshirilmoqda” [At the Fergana Airport, the Laptop Computers of Passengers Are Being Checked], Ozodlik.org, June 2, 2011, http://www.ozodlik.org/content/fargona_aeroportida_yolovichlar_noutbuki_tekshirilmoqda/24212860.html.

The space for anonymous online communication in Uzbekistan is steadily shrinking. As mentioned above, the year 2011 saw the closure of Arbuz.com, one of the country’s most important online forums for anonymous discussion, after the arrest of several users. The site’s founder told media that several people who had been active contributors to a forum about Kyrgyz-Uzbek ethnic clashes in 2010 had been detained.119 According to some reports, the NSS had tracked them through their internet protocol (IP) addresses.120 Increasingly, few options remain for posting anonymous comments on other online forums—such as Uforum.uz,121 which is administered by the state-run Uzinfocom Center—as individuals are increasingly encouraged to register with their real names to participate in such discussions.122 Individuals must also provide a passport to buy a SIM card.123 There are no explicit limitations on encryption, though in practice, the government strictly regulates the use of such technologies.124

Although Article 27 of the constitution guarantees the secrecy of “written communications and telephone conversations,” there is no data protection legislation in Uzbekistan. The government employs systematic surveillance of internet and ICT activities, including the e-mail correspondence of Uzbek political activists and comments in online forums. A 2006 Resolution of the President authorizes the NSS to conduct electronic surveillance of the national telecommunications network by employing a “system for operational investigative measures” (SORM), including for the purposes of preventing terrorism and extremism.125 The state-owned telecommunications carrier Uztelecom, private ISPs, and mobile phone companies are required to aid the NSS in intercepting citizens’ communications and accessing user data. This includes a requirement to install SORM equipment in order to obtain an ISP license.126 ISPs face possible financial sanctions or license revocation if they fail to design their networks to accommodate electronic interception.

The scope of violations against digital media users’ privacy is difficult to evaluate amid government secrecy and a provision in the Law on Telecommunications that prohibits service providers from disclosing details on surveillance methods.127 Moreover, there is no independent oversight to guard against abusive surveillance, leaving the NSS wide discretion in its activities.128

---

126 Ibid., at Art. 5.8. Infra., note 110. Also, tax and custom exemptions apply for import of the SORM equipment by domestic ISPs, see Tax Code of RU, at Arts. 208, 211, 230 part 2, and 269.
December 26, 2012, a long-awaited law on "Operational and Investigative Activity" failed to give more guarantees against abusive state surveillance of telecommunications networks. According to Articles 16 and 19 of this law, content intercepted via surveillance of telecommunications networks is admissible as evidence in court.

Since July 2004, cybercafes and other providers of public internet access have been required to monitor their users and cooperate with state bodies, an obligation that is generally enforced. Uzbek security agents stepped up surveillance of cybercafes after violent clashes between ethnic Kyrgyz and Uzbeks took place in Kyrgyzstan during the summer of 2010.

In March 2012, the president signed a resolution “On measures for the further implementation and development of modern information-communication technologies,” which outlines a stage-by-stage plan for the establishment of a national information system integrating the information systems of state bodies as well as individuals between 2012 and 2014. The announcement raised concerns that the integrated system might enable greater state surveillance of user activities.

A few distributed denial-of-service (DDoS) attacks were reported in January 2013. First, the official website of the National Movement of Uzbekistan, Uzxalqharakati.com, was attacked for the third time since its registration in May 2011. The attack paralyzed the website for several days. Second, there were two DDoS attacks against the website of the Uzbek national radio and television company, Mtrk.uz. The hacker group Clone-Security claimed to be behind the DDoS attacks for politically motivated reasons, and launched the attacks from within Uzbekistan.

In 2005, the government established the Computer Emergency Readiness Team (UZ-CERT) as an operational arm of the State Committee on the CITT dealing with cybercrime. UZ-CERT cooperates with law enforcement bodies to prosecute cybercriminals, and the criminal code contains several provisions addressing these issues in a section dedicated to information technology crimes.

---

131 Resolution of the President RU "О мерах по дальнейшему внедрению и развитию современных информационно-коммуникационных технологий" [On Measures on the Further Implementation and Development of Modern Information and Communication Technologies], No. ПП-1730, 21 March 2010, SŽRU (2012), 13 (513), item 139, at Annex II.
VENEZUELA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>2012</th>
<th>2013</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>INTERNET FREEDOM STATUS</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Obstacles to Access (0-25)</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Limits on Content (0-35)</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Violations of User Rights (0-40)</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total (0-100)</strong></td>
<td>48</td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*0=most free, 100=least free

POPULATION: 29.7 million
INTERNET PENETRATION 2012: 44 percent
SOCIAL MEDIA/ICT APPS BLOCKED: No
POLITICAL/SOCIAL CONTENT BLOCKED: Yes
BLOGGERS/ICT USERS ARRESTED: Yes
PRESS FREEDOM 2013 STATUS: Not Free

KEY DEVELOPMENTS: MAY 2012 – APRIL 2013

- Disruptions of internet service occurred at crucial times in Venezuela during 2012 and 2013, most notably during the April 14th presidential election and the subsequent count of electoral votes (see LIMITS ON CONTENT).
- The websites of key opposition candidate Henrique Capriles Radonsky and independent news sites were blocked during the October 7th presidential election (see LIMITS ON CONTENT).
- In 2012 and 2013, the Venezuelan government increased its efforts to identify social media users who had posted objectionable information online, especially concerning social and political issues (see VIOLATIONS OF USER RIGHTS).
- Bloggers and journalists writing about President Chavez’s health—or subsequent death—were subject to increasing harassment and intimidation by government supporters in 2012 and 2013 (see VIOLATIONS OF USER RIGHTS).
- Politically-motivated cyberattacks and hijackings of social media accounts increased in 2012 and 2013 (see VIOLATIONS OF USER RIGHTS).
INTRODUCTION

In a country where all government branches act in compliance with the interests of the ruling party, ensuring a hegemonic ICT system characterized by informational opacity, the Venezuelan people widely use the internet to participate in social networks. Recent tensions regarding the death of President Hugo Chávez and the opposition’s contestation of newly elected President Nicolas Maduro have resulted in increased use of digital media in Venezuela. In response to the popularity of such technology among the general population as well as the political opposition, the government has begun to expand its control of the internet.

As government opponents have made their opinions known via global platforms, Chávez’s ruling United Socialist Party of Venezuela (PSUV) has increased its efforts to influence online discussions and to restrict online content. In 2012 and early 2013, harassment increased, targeting those critical of government. Sporadic blocking of opposition and independent news websites, as well as cyberattacks and hackings that temporarily disabled such sites, became a problematic trend. Such actions witnessed a surge at times of heightened political sensitivity and were particularly pronounced surrounding presidential elections and speculation over the health of President Chavez.

Among the most disturbing developments of 2012 and 2013 were incidents of cyberattacks focused on critical media, the usurpation of the Twitter profiles of political activists, and the rise of anonymous Twitter accounts. Such accounts have emerged as a new tool by which to pursue legal action against government critics. Although there is often no evidence that members of the opposition are, in fact, the authors of such sites, objectionable content posted online is attributed to them and used to justify their arbitrary detention.

The internet arrived in Venezuela in 1992. The first commercial internet service providers (ISPs) were granted licenses by the National Telecommunications Committee (CONATEL) in 1996. While the 1999 constitution obligates the State to provide the public with access to new information and communication technologies (ICTs), the Organic Law of Telecommunications

---

1 Information regarding President Chávez’s health has been sporadic and has come only from Vice President Maduro and Minister of Communication Ernesto Villegas rather than from an independent team of physicians. See: Access to Health Information from the Heads of State (Regional Alliance for Free Expression and Information), http://transparencia.org.ve/wp-content/uploads/2013/01/Salud-y-Presidentes-Alianza-Regional-LDE.pdf. In the days between his return to Venezuela and his death, the only evidence that President Chavez was alive consisted of an official report and three tweets allegedly sent by Chavez on the day he returned to his country. See: Ultimas Noticias, “Chávez Tuitea,” [Chávez Tweets], Últimas Noticias online, Feb 18, 2013, http://www.ultimasnoticias.com.ve/noticias/actualidad/politica/chavez-ya-tuitea.aspx.


(reformed in December 2010) declares ICT an area of state interest.8 Although privately owned companies do exist, the state dominates the internet market through the National Telephone Company of Venezuela (CANTV). Investment in and expansion of the private ICT sector are complicated by disadvantageous competition with CANTV, foreign currency exchange control, and the difficulty private companies face when they attempt to repatriate their earnings.9

**OBSTACLES TO ACCESS**

By the end of 2012, internet penetration in Venezuela had reached 44 percent.10 This figure excludes internet connections mediated by mobile phones, for which there are no official numbers, indicating that penetration may be even higher.11 Over 95 percent of the approximately 3.7 million internet subscriptions in Venezuela were broadband, evidence of a substantial shift from dial-up to broadband technology.12 According to data provided by the consultancy firm Tendencias Digitales (Digital Tendencies), more than 50 percent of internet users in Venezuela are under 25 years old.13 Venezuelans use the internet primarily to visit social networks—there are nearly 10 million Venezuelan Facebook users and over 3 million Twitter users14—to read the news, and to search for information. Key topics disseminated and debated through this medium include politics and news.15 There are no special restrictions on the opening of cybercafés in Venezuela.

The most substantial obstacles to internet access in Venezuela are lack of service availability, slow connection speed, geographic isolation in rural areas, low computer literacy, and the expense of necessary equipment. The cost of access itself is likely a less significant obstacle, however service remains poor. The regional divide in internet access in Venezuela is noteworthy. Penetration exceeds 90 percent in the Capital District and Miranda State, while in poorer states such as

---

8 In July 2008, a plan to reform the law was met with great opposition. As a result, the measure was not introduced or approved in the National Assembly until December 2010.
9 The repatriation of capital is subject to authorization by the Currency Administration Commission (Cadivi), which in most cases either does not process it or does so with significant delay.
Amazonas, Yaracuy, and Apure, penetration hovers around 15 percent.16 Connectivity in rural areas has been further compromised by a severe electricity crisis that has led to rationing in every city but the capital, Caracas. Regional disparities are also evident in the expansion plans of telecommunications companies, which typically focus new investments on the capital and surrounding areas.17

By the end of 2012, mobile phone penetration in Venezuela had exceeded 100 percent.18 This figure does not necessarily reflect a population saturated with mobile technology, however. Some Venezuelans have as many as three phones, each associated with a different mobile provider, in order to ensure countrywide coverage. Over one third of Venezuela’s mobile subscribers use CDMA technology. Although the number of users with smart phones and data plans is growing, currency exchange control and the devaluation of the Venezuelan bolivar have resulted in high prices and a limited supply of advanced mobile phones.19 Those who do have smartphones typically live in urban areas and have higher than average income levels.

Following its 2007 re-nationalization, a move that benefited CANTV significantly in regard to currency controls, the company increased the country’s fiber-optic backbone infrastructure by 48 percent.20 While this figure reflects significant growth in broadband internet access, quality of service remains poor. Venezuela’s fixed broadband penetration and speed are lower than the regional average and less than would be expected based on GDP per capita, which is higher in Venezuela than in Latin America as a whole.21

Despite growth in internet and mobile phone use in recent years, development in the ICT sector has slowed overall, and in some respects has slid backward since CANTV’s re-nationalization. Instead of being reinvested to improve ICT services, the earnings obtained by CANTV are reserved for social programs in the health and education sectors.22 With 51.92 percent of internet subscribers and a monopoly on ADSL service, CANTV dominates the fixed, mobile, and broadband markets.23 The company’s dominant position stifles competition, some of which comes from cable

---

17 Inside Telecom, Vol. III No. 95, December 19, 2012 [Excerpted from company newsletter; not available online].
23 According to a Google Analytics study, in South America, only Paraguay and Bolivia have slower connection speeds than Venezuela. See: Google Analytics, Global Site Speed Overview, April 2012, http://analytics.blogspot.com.es/2012/04/global-site-speed-overview-how-fast-are.html; See also: (1) International Telecommunications Union (ITU), Measuring the Internet
modems, mobile broadband, and satellite connections.\textsuperscript{24} Inter, the company that places a distant second in the market, offers a triple pack that includes cable television, cable modem, and telephony.\textsuperscript{25}

Although CANTV’s connections are slow, its relatively low prices have given the company an edge in the market. Private providers have had difficulty competing with CANTV’s rates, a reality that accounts in large part for the decline of the ICT sector’s contribution to GDP.\textsuperscript{26} The lack of competition has also reduced incentives for providers to retain high quality service or to expand their offerings.\textsuperscript{27} In several recent cross-country studies assessing ICT trends over the past five years, Venezuela is among the countries that have fallen farthest in the rankings relative to its peers.\textsuperscript{28}

While more people are now connected to the internet, the majority of the population has access only to narrowband service.\textsuperscript{29} Nationally, CANTV offers a prepaid plan with a minimum connection speed of 512 Kbps at a cost of about $10.50 per month, compared to a minimum wage of about $324.\textsuperscript{30} The most popular plan, called “ABA Para Todos” (broadband for everyone) offers a connection speed of 1.5 Mbps at a cost of $22.81 per month.\textsuperscript{31} In April, the president of CANTV announced a new 4 Mbps plan at a cost of $79.20 per month, which represents nearly a quarter of the minimum wage. In a May 2013 announcement, President Maduro announced that connection speed would increase to 6Mbps, but this advancement has not yet come to fruition.\textsuperscript{32}

The policies developed by CANTV to massively increase subscription rates have been detrimental to quality of service, a development that has generated online campaigns from users.\textsuperscript{33} In early May


Inside Telecom, Volume 7 No. 86 (2011): In late 2012, after 14 months of request, Movistar was given the authority to increase its rates from 9%-17% for annual inflation. Movilnet, for its part, increased 32.6% (excerpt from newsletter; not available online).


2013, on Internet Day, a group of activists launched a petition entitled “For a Better Internet for Everyone in Venezuela” through Change.org. To date the document has been signed by approximately 1,200 people.\(^{34}\)

Substantial interruptions of telecommunication services, such as the fall of the entire .ve internet domain, have begun to occur, however, Venezuelan authorities have not been forthcoming regarding the root of the problem.\(^{35}\) CANTV’s slow progress increasing Mbps (and consequently internet speed) for fixed lines has elevated mobile internet to the point that it is now poised to take half the market,\(^{36}\) yet while there are approximately 30 telecommunications operators in the country, only three provide mobile phone services. Movistar, the Venezuelan unit of Spain’s Telefónica, has nearly 10 million subscribers; Digitel, a locally owned private company, has approximately 4 million subscribers; and CANTV’s Movilnet, which leads the market, has 15.5 million subscribers out of a total of 29 million.\(^{37}\) A recent CANTV initiative, “Buy Made in Venezuela,” which aims to give preference to locally produced cell phones manufactured by Vtelca and Orinoquia in partnership with the Chinese firms ZTE and Huawei, has resulted in decreased availability.\(^{38}\) Local manufacturers cannot satisfy national demand, and the state’s blocking of foreign currency has made it difficult to import mobile phones from foreign manufacturers.\(^{39}\) Local manufacturers cannot satisfy national demand, and the state’s blocking of foreign currency has made it difficult to import mobile phones from foreign manufacturers.\(^{40}\) These two factors have resulted in price speculation as well as a shortage of cell phones within the country.\(^{41}\)

The networks run by private mobile phone service providers suffer from severe congestion and require further development. Discriminatory currency controls, however, have forced these providers to ration their services and to decrease investment in infrastructure.\(^{42}\) Digitel, Movistar, and MovilMax (a WiMAX provider only available in the nation’s capital city) plan to deploy 4G/LTE networks in 2013 and 2014.\(^{43}\) Public universities, such as the Universidad de Los Andes, which were once leaders in the telecommunications field, have witnessed the deterioration of their

---


\(^{40}\) Rojas, Ingrid, “Falta de Divisas Limitó Importación de Celulares en el Año 2012.”

\(^{41}\) Inside Telecom, Vol. XIII No. 41, November 10, 2012 (newsletter; not available online).

\(^{42}\) In 2013, most Internet plans were not available for new activations. Inter, which offers a 10MB navigation plan, is also closed for new activations at high speed and currently offers only 1MB. Websites of the three companies, accessed January 10, 2013: http://bit.ly/19NUJEl; http://bit.ly/qlCVIQ; http://www.digitel.com.ve/Personas/Internet/Prepago.aspx#1.

service platforms due to lack of state resources. In May 2013, the Ministry of Higher Education announced it would reduce broadband service provided to universities due to alleged underutilization.

In addition to acting as the dominant service provider through CANTV, the state also administers ICT regulation and licensing through the state regulatory body CONATEL. Although incidents of CANTV engaging in censorship and monitoring have been isolated and have not suggested more systematic controls, the lack of independent oversight has raised concerns about the ease with which systematic content filtering and surveillance could be implemented in the future. Article 35 of the Organic Law of Telecommunications provides for CONATEL’s operational and administrative autonomy, however, the president has the power to appoint and remove the agency’s director and the four members of its Directive Council. A series of presidential decrees over the past decade has shifted oversight of the commission to various ministries and finally to the vice president, a progression to centralized control that has increased the agency’s politicization. In 2012, CONATEL continued to demonstrate progovernment bias in decisions related to broadcast media, although it has not yet made comparable judgments affecting internet or mobile phone service.

**LIMITS ON CONTENT**

Although Venezuelan authorities do not engage in systematic filtering of online content, they have sporadically used blocking, service disruptions, and other censorship tactics to restrict information at sensitive times. In 2012 and 2013, this was particularly evident in advance of presidential elections and as Chavez’s health worsened, when several independent websites were either blocked or experienced disabling cyberattacks. During the April 2013 Presidential election, CANTV shut down broadband service for approximately 30 minutes, leaving 95 percent of Venezuelans disconnected from the internet at a crucial time. Pro-opposition and independent news websites were also temporarily blocked or disabled in Venezuela, and the website of the country’s National Electoral Council was temporarily unavailable from both inside and outside of the country. Such restriction of information during pivotal times is a concerning development.

The sites of international news sources and human rights organizations such as Freedom House, Reporters Without Borders, and Amnesty International are freely available in Venezuela. Social media applications such as Facebook, Twitter, and YouTube are also freely accessible and are

---

Despite the availability of human rights websites and social media networks, however, Venezuela’s history of blocking key sites and interrupting internet service during times of heightened political sensitivity has continued over the past year. During the 2012 presidential campaign, for example, CANTV blocked the official website of the main opposition candidate, Henrique Capriles Radonsky. On the day of the election, weekly newspaper 6to poder (Sixth Power) also reported the blocking of its website during the final count of votes.

Continuous cyberattacks and hackings, which rendered websites temporarily inaccessible, also plagued a number of independent news sites during both the 2012 and 2013 elections. Problems accessing the website of Noticiero Digital (Digital News) were reported during the 2012 election. In the same period, the news channel Globovisión registered a general failure of its servers without explanation and the informational website La Patilla (The Watermelon), the thirteenth most visited site in the country, suffered continuous cyberattacks, which made it difficult, if not impossible, to access.

The government has not offered any explanation for these attacks, blockings, and site disruptions, a problem compounded by the political situation in Venezuela in which there are no established checks and balances between the different branches of the state. Although the judiciary lacks independence, there have been no reports of judicially imposed censorship; instead, suppression comes from sporadic blocking and disruptions. In this context, there is no transparent process or independent institution through which website owners and content producers can pursue complaints.

Despite such continuing opacity regarding the availability of independent websites, the government has recently been forthcoming about two particular disruptions. During the highly contested presidential election of April 2013 (which would mark the country’s first new leader in 14 years), broadband service offered by the national telephone company CANTV, the largest operator in the country, was shut down for approximately 30 minutes. Access to the webpage of the National Electoral Council was likewise unavailable to all CANTV subscribers, leaving 95 percent of those with internet access unable to track election results. Vice President Jorge Arreaza, who also held the post of Minister of Science and Technology until April 2013, informed the public that the service disruption was orchestrated by the government as part of an operation to identify those responsible for hacking into the Twitter accounts of interim and current president, Nicolas Maduro, as well as Chief of Press of the Government Palace, Teresa Maniglia. Arreaza also announced that the website of the National Electoral Council would remain inaccessible from outside the country to prevent further attack. Such a move also prevented the international

53 Alba Ciudad Radio, “Jorge Arreaza: Suspensión Momentánea de Internet se Hizo para Proteger a la Página Web del CNE de Ataques” [Jorge Arreaza: Momentary Internet Suspension was Made to Protect CNE Website Attacks], in video format, April 14, 2013, http://bit.ly/ZUXcIK.
community from attaining a real-time perspective on the election, which was of great international interest.

In December 2010, the National Assembly adopted a reform of the 2004 Law of Social Responsibility in Radio and Television (The Resorte Law), extending regulation to online and electronic media, a move that has laid the groundwork for censorship of transmitted content by websites and service providers. According to the Committee to Protect Journalists, under the amended law, online media outlets are expected to establish mechanisms to restrict content that violates the law. Websites found in violation may be fined up to VEF 13,000 ($3,000). Service providers who do not respond to government inquiries risk high fines and temporary suspension of operations. Despite these increasing restrictions, authorities have not vigorously enforced the law, and online content providers do not appear to be engaging in politically motivated deletions of user comments.

Venezuelans are avid users of digital media, which has emerged as an important platform for circulating information and expressing opinions at a time when independent television and radio stations have come under increased pressure. Venezuela has approximately three million registered Twitter users, occupying the thirteenth place in the world and the fourth place in Latin America. Rather than engaging in significant censorship, the government is making substantial use of social media platforms to propagate its point of view and counter political opposition. The Socialist Party proactively disseminates its views and counters opponents through pro-Chávez platforms, such as the website Apporrea.org, launched in 2002, and the Twitter feed “@RedVergataria,” launched in 2011 with the support of CANTV’s Movilnet and the Ministry of Popular Power for Science and Technology.

This trend has intensified over the past year as a consequence of the president’s prolonged illness and absence from the country, and his subsequent death. During the first weeks of 2013, in the absence of independent medical reports on the president’s health, use of Twitter was particularly intense. Although there have not yet been notable instances of the opposition utilizing social media for mobilization—even during the January 2013 swearing in of President Hugo Chavez in absentia,

an occurrence which the opposition described as a coup—Voluntad Popular and other emerging political parties have begun to use social media to disseminate party news and to mobilize their supporters. Online campaigning by the opposition appears to be effective: in presidential elections, states with high internet penetration rates showed a higher proportion of votes in favor of the opposition, while in areas with low internet penetration, there was a higher proportion of votes in favor of the government candidate.

Chávez and his supporters have sought to gain the upper hand in a variety of ways, sometimes acting openly and fairly, but at times also resorting to opaque, manipulative tactics. Vice President Nicolás Maduro has clearly stated the government’s assertive position, saying: “If lies come through Twitter we are going to strike back through Twitter.” The most recent Twitter controversy occurred after the disputed April 2013 presidential election. National Assembly deputy Pedro Carreño blamed ensuing violence on posts published to Twitter, and subsequently announced a bill to regulate social networking. It remains to be seen exactly what sort of regulations would be contained in such a bill, and whether it would, indeed, be passed.

In April 2010, President Chávez opened his own Twitter account, @Chavezcandanga, which allowed him to connect to the Venezuelan people (and according to one opposition candidate, to make a mockery of the nation by ruling via Twitter) after beginning treatment for cancer in Cuba in mid-2011. By November 2012, Chávez had nearly four million followers, the largest number for any Venezuelan; his popularity places him at the top of the list of most influential politicians on Twitter, second only to Barack Obama. Following the creation of a presidential Twitter page, the government began an official campaign to increase Chavez’s following, rewarding the 4 millionth follower with a house.

In order to counter rumors about Chávez’s health, which gained momentum in the absence of an independent medical report, progovernment digital communications specialists created an information vacuum that was filled with official updates from a single source. Real-name and anonymous tweeters with high numbers of followers then propagated rumors to contrast official updates.

---

In light of the government’s increased use of social media, members of the public have occasionally complained of the ruling party using state resources and programs to promote a partisan ideology via ICTs. On Christmas Eve 2011, a text message in Chávez’s name was sent to more than 27 million mobile phone subscribers, encouraging people to celebrate “our unstoppable march towards a Good and Pretty Country.” Although there are no laws restricting such communications, critics complained that forcing mobile phone companies to disseminate partisan propaganda was an abuse of power.69 In another case, the Canaima Education project, under which the government agreed to supply over two million laptops to elementary school children, came under criticism with allegations that the computers contained content for parents that blatantly promoted Chávez’s political ideology.70

Manipulation of online content by the ruling party and its supporters has compromised the atmosphere of free online debate of sociopolitical issues. Such careful management of content has included steering conversations along progovernment lines, hacking, discrediting opposition voices via Twitter impersonations, and encouraging self-censorship. In addition to suspicions that paid government commentators have been directing the trajectory of online discussions, allegations have surfaced of the government attempting to influence online news coverage by manipulating the allocation of advertising. Progovernment media have also reported that the government allocates advertising to digital outlets run by figures of the opposition in order to influence the editorial line of critical media.71

VIOLATIONS OF USER RIGHTS

In Venezuela, there are many avenues by which bloggers, journalists, and private citizens can be punished for content posted online. The Venezuelan Constitution prohibits anonymity, and vague language in the penal code encourages self-censorship. Despite these provisions, however, government opposition and independent bloggers are active on social media platforms. In 2012 and 2013, such expression was met with increased physical and technical violence extending to harassment, intimidation, detentions, and cyberattacks. Digital impersonations are also on the rise, and have compromised the integrity of a number of websites and digital identities.

Freedom of speech and freedom of the press are constitutionally guaranteed in Venezuela, and a 1999 provision requires the State to provide public access to ICTs.72 Despite these positive commitments, however, various laws and decrees have been used to undermine online freedom

---

and to restrict media. When coupled with CANTV’s market dominance, the lack of institutional checks and balances in Venezuela makes it possible for the government to monitor and harass political opponents with impunity. Since 2001, the Supreme Court of Justice has passed down no fewer than 10 judgments curbing freedom of expression, evidence of the Court’s susceptibility to influence from the executive branch, particularly in regard to cases of political importance. A 2005 reform included significant restrictions on expression, especially in cases involving contempt or disrespect.

The 2001 Special Law against Information Crimes and the 1991 Communications Privacy Protection Law, safeguard the privacy, confidentiality, inviolability and secrecy of communications and impose prison terms of up to six years on those who illegally intercept others’ communications. In 2012 and early 2013, however, there were numerous incidents of government opponents’ communications being hacked, recorded, and manipulated with little response from the authorities on the part of the victims. Information obtained via such privacy breaches has been published in state-run media, indicating possible government involvement.

During its tenure, the Chavez government was highly proactive in its pursuit of greater media control. In December 2010, the National Assembly was due to be replaced with a newly elected chamber containing a substantial opposition presence. In its final days, the outgoing Assembly passed 16 legal decrees that increased regulation of media. The Resorte Law was extended from print to online and electronic media; and the Law of Telecommunications that deemed ICTs to be of public rather than general interest, was amended, rendering ICTs subject to greater state control. The Assembly also delegated its powers to the president for 18 months, granting him the authority to legislate by decree in multiple areas, including ICTs. When freedom of expression advocates demanded to participate in the lawmakers’ deliberations, they were harassed and assaulted by government supporters at the doors of the chamber.

The vague language used in the penal code also lays the groundwork for self-censorship both online and offline, criminalizing the dissemination of “false information,” with punishments of two to five

75 For the full law on Protection of Communications Privacy, see Biblioteca Susuerte: http://bit.ly/15Ck5Nv.
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years in prison. Article 147 of the penal code stipulates that defamation of the president is punishable by 6 to 30 months in prison, while Article 148 stipulates that offenses against lower-ranking officials carry lighter punishments. Given that the internet is classified as a channel of mass distribution of information, some violations of the penal code (such as defamation or incitement of hatred or rebellion) may be considered more severe online than in other media forms.

Detentions of Twitter users and citizen journalists have not been uncommon in past years, however, one particularly notable case made headlines in late 2012 and early 2013. In response to the emergence of anonymous Twitter profiles with supposedly confidential information regarding President Chávez’s health, Mario Silva (@LaHojillaTV), a popular pro-government newscaster from state-run VTV, began a campaign to uncover the identities of those responsible for the posts. Silva’s investigation resulted in a raid on the house of Federico Medina Ravell, cousin of Alberto Federico Ravell (of pro-opposition news site La Patilla). In response to allegations that he had authored posts questioning the president’s health (@LucioQuincioC), Venezuelan intelligence officers confiscated several of Federico Medina Ravell’s computers and reportedly detained, interrogated, beat, and threatened his family. Following the public prosecutor’s allegations that he had “instigated terrorism through social networks,” Ravell was fired by his employer, Mercedes Benz, reportedly under intense pressure from the Chávez regime. Activist groups have interpreted these actions as a clear attempt to curb freedom of expression. Ravell is now seeking political asylum in the United States.

The Venezuelan constitution explicitly prohibits anonymity, a rule that applies to all media. While there are few safeguards in place to limit security agencies’ access to user data and private communications, National Assembly deputies from the ruling party have reported complaints from law enforcement agencies that only state-owned Movilnet provides information with immediacy.

Despite the provision against anonymity, customers at cybercafes are not required to present

identification to gain internet access, nor are there any known cases in which cybercafe users’ activities have been tracked.

The full scale of surveillance of users’ communications applications in Venezuela remains unclear. According to one report, however, Venezuelan security agencies tapped more than one hundred phones over the course of one year, including those of opposition figures Maria Corina Machado, Henrique Capriles, Alberto Ravell, Aixa Lopez, Guillermo Zuloaga and Julio Borges. Given that extralegal wiretapping of phones is common, many Venezuelans suspect that such surveillance extends to the online sphere as well. State representatives have also suggested that the government is capable of tracking down users of Twitter and other social media. In February 2011, when official news agencies were slow to release information about a fire on the premises of the Compañía Anonima Venezolana Military Industries (Cavim), details of the incident began to appear on Twitter and other social networks. A military commander subsequently warned that it was “technologically feasible” for the state to track down the origin of those messages and take action against those who had committed the crime of generating public anxiety; no arrests were made at the time, however.

In February 2013, Venezuela’s social media tracking campaign experienced renewed vigor after Nestor Reverol, Minister of Interior and Justice, reported that intelligence services would “follow” instigators of an alleged “destabilization plan” seeking to cause panic and chaos among users of social media. Following this announcement, two suspected hackers were arrested for “attempting to undermine the institutional order of Venezuela.” The suspects, who were arrested after illegally accessing government webpages and revealing vulnerabilities in the security of state governmental systems, were members of the group Venezuelan Hackers (@ VenezuelanH). In April and May 2013, Venezuelan Hackers published accounts of its recent activities—including infiltrating the websites of Venezuelan State Airline Conviasa, state-owned CANTV, and additional government sites, such as the National Institute of Hygiene—on its Twitter account. The arrests, which were highly publicized, underscored the media tracking campaign and served as a warning to others who might be considering subversive activities online.

In early March, after Chávez’s death, Lourdes Alicia Ortega Perez was arrested for “spreading false information” via Twitter. She was released one week later, but is required to make monthly court...

---

appearances until further notice. Perez’s arrest echoes a spate of cases in 2010, when a number of Twitter users with few followers were arrested for “spreading false information” and “plotting to destabilize the government” under a measure that seems designed to generate self-censorship and fear.

Since 2005, CONATEL has required mobile phone operators to collect copies of their subscribers’ identity documents, addresses, fingerprints, and signatures. According to the Computer Crimes Act, this information must be delivered to state security agencies upon presentation of a judicial warrant. Service providers are also obligated to keep detailed logs of all calls, including the phone number and location of both the caller and the recipient. The Law Against Kidnapping and Extortion also necessitates that ICT providers and financial institutions supply data to prosecutors upon presentation of a judicial warrant.

Journalists and online activists have been subject to physical intimidation and attacks in recent years. The offices of civil society group Espacio Publico, which advocates for freedom of expression online, were burglarized twice in November 2011. Although there was no evidence of government responsibility, the authorities’ slow investigation, despite the availability of security camera footage, raised suspicions that these were not random acts of violence.

Espacio Publico has repeatedly been the target of defamation campaigns in state-run media. Several days after the second attack, Luis Carlos Díaz, a respected journalist known for teaching cyberactivism workshops throughout the country, began receiving anonymous threats by phone and Twitter. Leonardo León, journalist and press coordinator of Universidad de Los Andes’ radio station, and Alonso Moleiro, journalist and Unión Radio announcer, have also been victim to intimidation and threats via Twitter. Moleiro received death threats from another Twitter user after mentioning the severity of President Chávez’s illness. In May 2012, the headquarters of Qué

---


In March 2013, a group of renowned journalists, writers, and humorists, such as Milagros Socorro, Rayma Supriani, Leonardo Padrón, and Laureano Márquez—all of whom had recently been attacked on social networks—began experiencing harassment and threats over their cell phones, via press publications, and on national television programs. 107 Naibet Soto and Luis Carlos Díaz, two bloggers who are well known in the cybersphere for their creation of Google pages dedicated to discussing the political situation in Venezuela, have also suffered harassment by government supporters following Chavez’s death.108

In recent years, journalists and opposition figures have been subject to periodic waves of hacking and impersonation attacks. In August 2011, the blogs and Twitter accounts of at least two-dozen government critics and other prominent figures were hacked, hijacked, and used to disseminate progovernment messages. Among those targeted in the waves of cyberattacks occurring in late 2011 and 2012 were journalists, artists, economists, activists, and opposition politicians, including the Miranda State governor and presidential candidate Henrique Capriles Radonsky. 109 In some cases, the pro-government nature of the messages was palpable and immediately raised suspicions that a particular account had been compromised. But in other instances, the hackers’ approach was more cunning.

Examples included a statement by the usually critical economist Jose Guerra suddenly praising the president’s price control policy; supposed criticism by the opposition-linked pollster Luis Vicente Leon regarding one of the opposition’s own presidential candidates; and threatening comments towards other users wrongfully attributed to political activist Luis Trincado and journalist Marianela Balbi, Executive Director of the Press and Society Institute of Venezuela. Email accounts associated with activists’ Twitter feeds or blogs have also been compromised, and the contents of several blogs have been erased.110 In February 2013, the Twitter account @radaremergencia and the blog “Radar de los Barrios,” both of which belong to Venezuelan journalist Jesús Torrealba, were hacked for the second time. The accounts were commandeered to issue tweets with a strong political bent and to insult Torrealba.111

---


In February 2012, online activists took matters into their own hands in response to the Twitter hackings, launching what they called Operation BAS (short for Operation Block and Spam). Complaints to Twitter resulted in the suspension of several dozen allegedly compromised accounts. Observers noted, however, that accounts belonging to genuine Chávez supporters, not paid commentators, were among those targeted, and that the campaign thus posed a restriction to freedom of expression.

It remains unclear whether the government is directly behind Twitter usurpations and other forms of cyberattack. Although a group of hackers calling itself N33 has taken responsibility for the attacks, some also suspect government involvement. N33, which has been given air time on state-run TV, claims that it supports the president but does not act at the behest of the government. Editor of opposition news site Codigo Venezuela (and recent victim of hacking) Milagros Socorros, however, received an e-mail from an anonymous sympathizer who claimed otherwise. The informant, who claimed to work at the Ministry of Science and Technology, reported that an entire floor of the ministry is devoted to following and hacking opposition activists’ online communications. To date, the allegation remains unconfirmed and prosecutors have ignored requests from victims to launch an investigation.

Several web pages of governmental organizations also suffered cyberattacks in 2012 and 2013. Ernesto Villegas, Minister of Communication and Information, denounced the creation of fake accounts on the social network Twitter, one allegedly belonging to him and others created by hackers impersonating president Chávez’s daughter, President of the Central Bank Nelson Merentes, and popular progovernment TV star Winston Vallenilla. Villegas called on his followers to block the accounts and report them as spam.

In May 2012, the N33 hacking group named Alberto Federico Ravell, editor of popular news portal La Patilla, as an important future target. A few weeks later, La Patilla reported that it had
Cyberattacks, impersonations, and blocking all intensified on the day of the presidential election. The Twitter accounts of political activists Ricardo Ríos and Carlos Valero, as well as that of Humberto Prado (director of NGO Observatorio Venezolano de Prisiones), were all compromised on election day, as was the account of Ricardo Koesling, general secretary of political opposition party *Piedra*. The account of well-known singer Oscar De León was also appropriated and used to comment on voting abstention. Problems accessing news sites such as *Noticiero Digital* (Digital News) and *Globovisión* (which registered a general failure of its servers) were also reported on the day of the election. Weekly newspaper *6to poder* (Sixth Power) reported the blocking of its website by CANTV during the count of electoral votes; Ismael García, a well-known opposition deputy who runs a political show, also noted the disabling of his personal website.

Cyberattacks and blockings also gained vigor surrounding questions of President Chavez’s health. After his return to the country in February 2013, a group identifying itself as "Anonymous Venezuela" and demanding to know the truth about the president’s health attacked the websites of several military branches. In early 2013, Venezuelans accused state telecom CANTV of blocking access to *Cuba Diary* and *Apporea* in order to maintain secrecy surrounding the president’s health.

Several victims of cyberattacks and digital identity theft have filed complaints with the authorities, yet as of May 2013 state bodies have neither launched an official investigation nor condemned the attacks. The lack of response has led prominent civil society figures to take matters into their own hands, holding a press conference and publishing an open letter denouncing the attacks as part of a government-endorsed policy of “computer terrorism.” Among the group’s complaints is that although the Committee for Scientific, Penal and Criminal Investigations (CICPC) had successfully identified several perpetrators, the investigation was halted and the lead investigator was relieved of his duties.

Illegal intrusion into computer systems is classified as a criminal offense according to the Special Law Against Cybercrime, which condemns the access, interception, destruction, sabotage, modification, alteration, espionage and disclosure of any private information found in information systems. A citizens’ initiative, "Venezuelan Victims of Cybercrime" (Venezolanas Víctimas de Cybercrimen) seeks to inform the public about these attacks and their consequences.

---


121 Reference was collected by personal interview with a La Patilla source on condition of anonymity.


123 “Ataques Informáticos Sacuden las Redes Sociales en el País” [Hacking Attacks Shake Social Networks in the Country].


technology systems. Although the law specifies severe punishment for such crimes, extending to imprisonment and fines, no penalties have yet been imposed.\textsuperscript{128} Taken together, these circumstances have led many observers to believe that the president or other top officials are either directly or implicitly supporting the attackers.\textsuperscript{129}

\textsuperscript{128} “Espacio Público Exige al Estado Venezolano que Investigue y Sancione a los Responsables de los Ataques a Cuentas de Correo y Usurpación de Identidad en Redes Sociales,” [Espacio Público Demands that the Venezuelan State Investigate and Punish those Responsible for Attacks on Email Accounts and Identity Theft on Social Networks], \textit{Espacio Público} online, February 1, 2012, \url{http://bit.ly/1bRp5F2}.

\textsuperscript{129} Natalia Mazzote, “Ataques Digitales Contra Periodistas se Convierten en una Nueva Forma de Censura en Venezuela” (Entrevista a Luis Carlos Díaz) [Digital attacks against journalists become a new form of censorship in Venezuela (Interview with Luis Carlos Díaz)] Knight Center for Journalism in the Americas, January 2012.
Vietnam

Vietnam overtook Iran as the world’s second worst jailer of netizens after China in 2013, with more than 30 behind bars, according to Reporters Without Borders (see Violations of User Rights).

A court sentenced blogger Nguyen Van Hai—already jailed since 2008—to another 12 years imprisonment on anti-state charges (see Violations of User Rights).

Decree 72, passed in July 2013, sought to compel international service providers to comply with government censorship and surveillance (see Limits on Content).

Anti-corruption blogger Le Anh Hung was committed to a mental institution without an exam for 12 days in 2013 (see Violations of User Rights).

In 2013, propaganda officials acknowledged employing 1000 “public opinion shapers” to manipulate online content (see Limits on Content).

**Key Developments: May 2012 – April 2013**

- Population: 89 million
- Internet penetration 2012: 39 percent
- Social media/ICT apps blocked: No
- Political/social content blocked: Yes
- Bloggers/ICT users arrested: Yes
- Press freedom 2013 status: Not Free

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Internet Freedom Status</th>
<th>2012</th>
<th>2013</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Obstacles to Access (0-25)</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Limits on Content (0-35)</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Violations of User Rights (0-40)</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total (0-100)</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* 0 = most free, 100 = least free
EDITOR’S NOTE ON RECENT DEVELOPMENTS

Decree 72 governing the management, provision, and use of internet services and information online was pending on April 30, 2013 when the coverage period for this report ended. Prime Minister Nguyen Tan Dung signed the decree on July 15, 2013, which subsequently took effect on September 1. The decree stipulated that all service providers operating in the country—including news websites, social networks, mobile service providers, and game service providers—must have at least one domestic server for the purposes of “inspection, storage, and provision of information at the request of competent authorities.” This appears to demand intermediaries to cooperate with any authority in Vietnam conducting censorship or monitoring, though how it might be enforced is not clear; penalties for refusing to comply have not been specified.

Other features of the decree were confusing, including sections that appeared to limit social media platforms from sharing externally-generated content, such as news reports. Vietnamese authorities have tried to ban political commentary from personal websites in the past, with mixed success, and debate on homegrown social networks leans towards non-controversial subjects like entertainment, so this far-reaching interpretation is not outside the realm of possibility. However, some experts noted that this section was geared towards businesses complaining about copyright violations.

The decree maintained other vaguely-worded bans on content “opposing Vietnam.” As many internet users know to their cost, however, this is not a dramatic departure from the status quo.

INTRODUCTION

The ruling Vietnamese Communist Party’s concern that the internet could be used to challenge its political monopoly has resulted in contradictory policies. While investing in information and communication technologies (ICTs) through programs like its “Taking-Off Strategy 2011–2020,” the government has intensified monitoring and censorship of online content. After a relative easing from 2004 to 2006 while Vietnam hosted an Asia-Pacific Economic Cooperation summit and joined the World Trade Organization, internet freedom deteriorated, and a growing number of online activists face harassment and imprisonment.

Reporters Without Borders counted more than 30 bloggers imprisoned in Vietnam on April 30, 2013, making the country the second worst in the world among nations that jail internet users after China. Many were political activists, and in some cases, it was difficult to assess to what extent their arrests were related to online, as opposed to offline, action and expression. Either way, the number of blogger imprisonments has dramatically increased over the past two years, and penalties are getting heavier. Several recent trials have resulted in sentences longer than a decade.

While the effects of the oppressive Decree 72 on internet management passed in 2013 are yet to be seen, the decree’s drafting process was revealing. No timeframe for passing the decree was made public, and there was no open consultation with civil society, technology companies, or other stakeholders about the many contested provisions. However, both local and international service providers, as well as the international free expression community, objected to the drafts, and the final version contained fewer explicit demands on international service providers than many had feared—a possible sign that the state was willing to compromise to sustain foreign support for the developing ICT sector. Unfortunately, the implications for the Vietnamese people remain grave. The decree’s provisions on both content and rights are vague enough to allow free interpretation by a seemingly limitless number of “relevant organizations and individuals.” Though it did not impact the coverage period of this report, it bodes ill for internet freedom in the years to come.

**OBSTACLES TO ACCESS**

Internet penetration slowed in 2012 after years of phenomenal growth fuelled by decreasing costs and improving infrastructure since the internet was introduced in 1997. Some areas reached saturation; others suffered from an economic downturn. Available bandwidth grew a modest 10 percent from 2011 to 2012, after a 250 percent increase between 2010 and 2011, according to official figures. Even so, by the end of 2012, internet penetration was above the global average at 39 percent, and Vietnam ranked 81 on the 2012 International Telecommunication Union’s index of ICT development, higher than neighboring countries with larger GDPs like Thailand, Indonesia, and the Philippines.

Vietnam does not report figures for computer literacy, but the 93 percent overall literacy rate has helped equip the adult population to use computers. In large cities, the internet has surpassed newspapers as the most popular source for information. Wi-Fi connections are free in many urban spaces such as airports, cafes, restaurants, and hotels. Cybercafés, though affordable for most urban dwellers, provide access for just 36 percent of internet users, and almost 90 percent of citizens can access the internet in their homes and workplaces, 2012 research shows. While access is more limited for the 70 percent of the population living in rural areas, with ethnic minorities and remote, impoverished communities especially disadvantaged, the research documented a remarkable 95 percent of citizens aged 15 to 24 with internet access nationwide. In a country where 54 percent of the population is under 30 and 75 percent of all internet users are under 35, this is a promising trend.

---

3 Vietnam Internet Network Information Center, “Statistics on Internet Development.”
Mobile phone penetration was almost 150 percent in 2012, indicating that some subscribers have more than one device.\textsuperscript{10} Fifty-six percent of users accessed the internet via a mobile device in 2012, almost double the number in 2011.\textsuperscript{11} A third-generation (3G) network, which enables internet access via mobile phones, has been operating since the end of 2009, and the number of users is slowly expanding. By the first quarter of 2012, 3G users were estimated to account for 11 percent of the overall market.\textsuperscript{12}

The three biggest internet service providers (ISPs) are the state-owned Vietnam Post and Telecommunications (VNPT), which dominates 63 percent of the market; the military-owned Viettel (9 percent), and the privately owned FPT (22 percent).\textsuperscript{13} VNPT and Viettel also own the three largest mobile phone service providers in the country (MobiFone, VinaPhone, and Viettel), which serve 93 percent of the country’s subscriber base, while three privately owned companies share the remainder.\textsuperscript{14} While there is no legally-imposed monopoly for access providers, informal barriers still prevent new companies without political ties or economic clout from entering the market. Similarly, there is a concentration of internet-exchange providers, which serve as gateways to the international internet: Four out of six are state or military-owned.\textsuperscript{15}

The Vietnam Internet Center (VNNIC) allocates internet resources, such as domain names, under the Ministry of Information and Telecommunication. Three additional ministries—information and culture (MIC), public security (MPS), and culture, sport, and tourism (MCST)—manage the provision and usage of internet services. On paper, the MCST regulates sexually explicit and violent content, while the MPS oversees political censorship. In practice, however, all such guidelines are issued to relevant bodies by the ruling Vietnamese Communist Party in a largely nontransparent manner. In 2008, the MIC created the Administrative Agency for Radio, Television, and Electronic Information. Among other duties, the agency is tasked with regulating online content, which includes drafting guidelines for blogs and managing licenses for online media.\textsuperscript{16}

**LIMITS ON CONTENT**

The impact of the 2013 internet management decree, which introduced vaguely-worded content restrictions and sought to increase companies’ liability for implementing them, has yet to be seen. While its implications are potentially far-reaching, however, it was just the latest in a series of decrees that heavily restrict political commentary and instill self-censorship in an otherwise diverse


\textsuperscript{12} GSMA Intelligence, “3G growth stalls in Vietnam”, April 2012, \url{http://bit.ly/1azUNmE}.

\textsuperscript{13} “\textit{Thị trường Internet cũng sẽ có những vụ sạt nhầm?”} [Will the Internet Market see Mergers?], ICTNews, September 21, 2012, \url{http://ictnews.vn/home/Internet/77/Thi-truong%20Internet-cung-se-co-nhung-vu-sat-nham/105064/index.ict}.

\textsuperscript{14} GSMA Intelligence, “3G growth stalls in Vietnam.”

\textsuperscript{15} The four are: VNPT, Viettel, Hanoi Telecom, and VTC.

and lively blogging community. What’s more, while content limits are nothing new in Vietnam, online content was increasingly subject to manipulation in the past year, and officials acknowledged paying commentators for the first time, a sign that information authorities are diversifying their tactics for controlling popular discourse.

While the Vietnamese government has fewer resources to devote to online content control than its counterpart in China, the authorities have nonetheless established an effective and increasingly sophisticated content-filtering system. Censorship is implemented by ISPs rather than at the backbone or international gateway level. No real-time filtering based on keywords or deep-packet inspection has been documented. Instead, specific URLs are identified in advance as targets for censorship and placed on blacklists; ISPs are legally required to block them or lose their license. Some users report being notified that a censored site has been deliberately blocked, while others receive a vague error message saying the browser was unable to locate the website’s server.

Censorship ostensibly limits sexually explicit content. In practice, however, it primarily targets topics with the potential to threaten the VCP’s political power, including political dissent, human rights and democracy. Websites criticizing the government’s reaction to border and sea disputes between China and Vietnam are subject to blocking. Content promoting organized Buddhism, Roman Catholicism, and the Cao Dai religious group is blocked to a lesser but still significant degree.17 Vietnamese sites critical of the government are generally inaccessible, whether they are hosted overseas, such as Talawas, Dan Luan, and Dan Chim Viet, or domestically, like Dan Lam Bao and Anh Ba Sam.

Censors largely focus on Vietnamese-language content, so the New York Times and Human Rights Watch websites are accessible, while the U.S.-funded Radio Free Asia’s Vietnamese-language site is not; BBC websites are accessible in English but not Vietnamese. Blocking is not consistent across ISPs. A 2012 OpenNet Initiative test of 1,446 sites found Viettel blocked 160 URLs, while FPT blocked 121, and VNPT only 77.18 There is no avenue for managers of blocked websites to appeal censorship decisions.

The unpredictable and nontransparent ways in which topics become forbidden make it difficult for users to know where exactly the “red lines” lie, and many self-censor. Bloggers and forum administrators commonly disable commenting functions to prevent controversial discussions.

Online media outlets and internet portals are state-owned and subject to VCP censorship. The party’s Department for Culture and Ideology and the MPS regularly instruct online newspapers or portals to remove content they perceive as critical of the government. Editors and journalists who post such content risk disciplinary warnings, job loss, or imprisonment.

Since 2008, a series of regulations have extended controls on traditional media content to the online sphere. In December of that year, the state passed Decree 97 and MIC Circular 7 ordering blogs to refrain from political or social commentary and barred internet users from disseminating press articles, literary works, or other publications prohibited by the Press Law.19 Blogging platforms were instructed to remove this “harmful” content, report to the government every six months, and provide information about individual bloggers upon request.20 Censorship of antigovernment content increased, though blogs hosted overseas were unaffected. A decree followed in 2011, giving authorities power to penalize journalists and bloggers for a series of ill-defined infractions, including publishing under a pseudonym. The decree differentiated sharply between journalists accredited by the government and independent bloggers, who are allowed far fewer rights and protections.21

The Decree on the Management, Provision, Use of Internet Services and Internet Content Online, introduced by the MIC in May 2012 and passed just over a year later, extends this repressive trajectory by further regulating domestic internet use and replacing “blogs” with a broader definition of “social networks” to encompassing a range of online platforms.22 Article 5 limited overbroad categories of online activity including “opposing the Socialist Republic of Vietnam,” inciting violence, revealing state secrets, and providing false information.

The decree sought to force intermediaries—including those based overseas—to regulate third-party contributors in cooperation with the state. Vietnamese authorities have acknowledged this goal in the past. The deputy minister of information and communications said he would request Google and Yahoo cooperate with censors as early as 2008;23 yet the new decree asks all social network operators to “eliminate or prevent information” prohibited under Article 5. It also mandated that companies maintain at least one domestic server “serving the inspection, storage, and provision of information at the request of competent authorities.” Social networks were further instructed to “provide personal information of the users related to terrorism, crimes, and violations of law” on request. It did not specify what penalties non-compliant companies could face, and how the decree might be enforced remains unclear. It came into effect after the coverage period of this report.

---


Tools for circumventing censorship, such as proxy servers, are relatively well-known among younger, technology-savvy internet users in Vietnam, and many can be found with a simple Google search. The authorities are not known to have instituted restrictions on content transmitted via e-mail or mobile phone text messages.

Besides expanding censorship, the government has adopted new measures to manipulate public opinion online, acknowledging their deployment of up to 1000 “public opinion shapers” to produce and spread progovernment content in early 2013. Hanoi’s Propaganda and Education Department revealed that it runs at least 400 online accounts—what kind was not specified—and 20 microblogs to fight “online hostile forces,” according to international news reports. Also in 2012, some blogs, such as Quan Lam Nao, established themselves as populist voices criticizing high-profile members of the party. Their critics counter that these platforms reflect the party’s internal power struggles and are not objective measures of increasing freedom online.

Despite government restrictions, Vietnam’s internet is vibrant and offers a diversity of content in the Vietnamese language. The Vietnamese blogosphere started around 2006 with Yahoo! 360 attracting about 15 million Vietnamese users at the height of its popularity. Since Yahoo terminated the service in mid-2009, some stayed with its replacement 360Plus, while others migrated to Blogger, WordPress, or local networks such as YuMe, which are popular for entertainment content.

You Tube, Twitter, and international blog-hosting services are freely available and growing in popularity. Facebook, which faced sporadic—and officially unacknowledged—blocks in 2010 and 2011, was generally accessible on all types of devices in early 2013. Users of the service surged from 4 million in 2011 to 8.5 million by Oct 2012, overtaking local competitor Zing—with 8.2 million subscribers—as the top social network in Vietnam. In 2010, the MIC launched a government-backed social network called Go.VN, which requires users to register with their real name and government-issued identity number when creating an account. The initial response to the new initiative was limited. By early 2013, Go.VN had morphed into a mere entertainment portal.

Although most blogs address personal and nonpolitical topics, citizen journalism has emerged as an important source of information for many Vietnamese, particularly given the tightly controlled traditional media. People now recognize the parallel existence of official media and alternative counterparts operating exclusively online. Websites such as Anh Ba Sam, Que Choa or Bauxite Vietnam react quickly to socio-political events and have established themselves as influential opinion makers that were influential in mobilizing demonstrations on the streets of Hanoi and Ho Chi Minh City to protest China’s claim on the Paracel and Spratly Islands in 2011; the protests lasted several months
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before the authorities shut them down and sent one of the organizers to an education camp. In 2012, blogs played an important role in rallying public opinion and providing evidence against the local government of some provinces such as Hai Phong and Hung Yen, after local authorities controversially seized agricultural land from farmers, whose violent resistance shocked the country.

### VIOLATIONS OF USER RIGHTS

Over the last five years, Vietnam has subjected bloggers and online writers to extended interrogations, imprisonment, and physical abuse, a repressive trend that intensified in 2012 and 2013. Vietnam was the world’s second biggest prison for netizens after China in 2013, with more than 30 bloggers and cyber-dissidents detained, according to Reporters Without Borders. Sentences handed down in cursory trials, which are often closed to the press, are getting longer. Blogger Nguyen Van Hai, already jailed since 2008, was sentenced to an additional 12 years in prison on anti-state charges in 2012, while at least three activists—who may have come to police attention in part because of their online activity—were sentenced to 13 years each.

The constitution affirms the right to freedom of expression, but in practice, the VCP has strict control over the media. Legislation, including internet-related decrees, the penal code, the Publishing Law, and the State Secrets Protection Ordinance, can be used to imprison journalists and bloggers. The penal code’s notorious Articles 79 and 88 are commonly used to prosecute and imprison bloggers and online activists for subversion and propaganda against the state. The judiciary is not independent but follows the party’s command, especially in trials related to free expression, which often last only a few hours. When detaining bloggers and online activists, the police routinely flout due process, arresting individuals without a warrant or retaining them in custody beyond the maximum period allowed by law.

Reporters Without Borders counted 32 netizens imprisoned in Vietnam as of April 30, 2013, a figure which climbed to 35 in June. The same group had documented 17 bloggers jailed in mid-2011. This significant jump—which took Vietnam past Iran’s mid-2013 total of 25 bloggers behind bars—was fuelled by a January 2013 court ruling that found 14 Catholic students, bloggers, and human rights activists guilty of subversion under Article 79. The activists, who were mostly in their twenties and thirty, had been arrested after returning from training in Bangkok on non-violent struggle organized by the U.S.-based anti-communist party Viet Tan in 2011. At least five were regular contributors to the Catholic website Vietnam Redemptorist News; other online activity was
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less well-documented, but may well have contributed to the charges against the group, which included participating in “propaganda against the Socialist Republic of Vietnam.” The shortest sentence given was 3 years prison followed by 2 years house arrest, while at least three were jailed for 13 years with 3 years house arrest.

Arrests continued to be reported during the coverage period. In October 2012, police detained two students, Nguyen Phuong Uyen, 21, and Dinh Nguyen Kha, 25, for disseminating anti-governmental materials in public places and online; they were jailed for 6 and 10 years respectively in May 2013. Respected lawyer and blogger Le Quoc Quan was also arrested in December 2012, shortly after the BBC Vietnamese service published one of his articles on its website; his trial remains pending.

The longest-serving blogger in prison in 2013 was Nguyen Van Hai, a vocal critic of the government’s human rights record and an advocate for Vietnamese sovereignty over the Spratly Islands, also known by the title of his blog, Dieu Cay. He was sentenced in late 2008 to two and a half years in prison on tax evasion charges that observers viewed as politically motivated. After completing that term, authorities kept him in detention until September 2012, when a new trial court sentenced him to an additional 12 years in prison and 5 years under house arrest for “activities against the government.” Two others were sentenced at the same trial: Phan Thanh Hai, who blogged as Anh Ba Sai Gon and was arrested in late 2010 on the charge of distributing false information on his website, was sentenced to three years, while Ta Phong Tan, a former female police officer turned social justice blogger arrested in September 2011 for blog posts that allegedly “denigrated the state,” was jailed for ten. Ta Phong Tan’s mother committed suicide by setting herself on fire outside of the local People’s Committee building to protest against her daughter’s trial. Others serving long term sentences in 2013 include one of Vietnam’s most vocal online dissidents, Cu Ha Huy Vu, who is serving a sentence of seven years in prison and three years house arrest handed down in a 2011 trial that barred access to the public and media.

In addition to imprisonment, bloggers and online activists have been subjected to physical attacks, job loss, termination of personal internet services, travel restrictions, and other violations of their
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Vietnamese authorities monitor online communications and dissident activity on the web and in real time. Cybercafé owners are required to install special software to track and store information about their clients’ online activities, and the 2013 internet management decree holds cybercafé owners responsible if their customers are caught surfing “bad” websites. Citizens must also provide ISPs with government-issued documents when purchasing a home internet connection. In late 2009, the MIC announced that all prepaid mobile phone subscribers would be required to register their ID details with the operator, and individuals are allowed to register only up to three numbers per carrier. As of early 2013, however, the registration process is not linked to any central database and could be easily circumvented using fake ID numbers. Real-name registration is not required to blog or post online comments, and many Vietnamese do so anonymously.

Decree 72 may change that, and its privacy implications attracted concern throughout the year before it took effect. As outlined above, all providers and social networks in particular, are ordered to provide user information to “competent authorities” on request, but with no real procedures or oversight to discourage intrusive registration or data collection. Users themselves were given the ambiguous right to “have their personal information kept confidential in accordance with law.” Other sections gestured in the direction of improved information security by encouraging providers of online information to “deploy technical systems and techniques.” Unfortunately, implementation of these nebulous provisions is left to the discretion of “ministers, heads of ministerial agencies, heads of governmental agencies, the presidents of people’s committees of central-affiliated cities and provinces, relevant organizations and individuals” under the guidance of the minister of information and communications, leaving anonymous and private communication subject to invasion from almost any authority in Vietnam in the coming years.

Blogger harassment has coincided with systematic cyberattacks targeting individual blogs as well as websites run by other activists in Vietnam and abroad that were first documented in September 2009. The worst of these occurred in 2010 and involved dozens of sites, including those operated by blogger Nguyen Hoang Vi reported that the police forcibly stripped and sexually assaulted her after she tried to attend Dieu Cay and his co-defendants’ December 2012 appeal hearing. In February, Le Anh Hung, whose blog accused high-ranking Vietnamese leaders of corruption, was detained in a mental institution for 12 days, without a medical examination.

42 Nguyen Hoang Vi, “What happened on the day of the Appeal Hearing for the members of The Free Journalist Network,” Dan Lam Bao, January 2013, http://danlambaovn.blogspot.com/2013/01/what-happened-on-day-of-appeal-hearing.html#.UgEGCJK1EwD.
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by Catholics who criticize government confiscation of church property, forums featuring political
discussions, and a website raising environmental concerns about bauxite mining. The attackers
infected computers with malicious software disguised as a popular keyboard program allowing
Microsoft Windows to support the Vietnamese language. Once infected, computers became part of
a “botnet,” or network whose command-and-control servers were primarily accessed from internet
protocol (IP) addresses inside Vietnam. Hackers manipulated that network to carry out denial-of-
service (DoS) attacks, according to independent investigations by the internet security firm McAfee
and Google. Google’s report estimated that “potentially tens of thousands of computers” were
affected, most belonging to Vietnamese speakers. McAfee stated that “the perpetrators may have
political motivations, and may have some allegiance to the government of the Socialist Republic of
Vietnam.” The Vietnamese authorities—who have proudly advertised their ability to destroy
“bad” websites and blogs—took no steps to find or punish the attackers.

In 2012 and 2013, hackers continued to target a handful important alternative blogs, including Anh
Ba Sam and Que Choa. It is now common practice for sites to post a list of alternative URLs in case
the current one is hacked.
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ZIMBABWE

There were no reports of internet content being blocked or filtered during the coverage period, though various ruling party officials publicly expressed the desire to increase control over ICTs, particularly in the lead-up to the July 2013 general elections (see LIMITS ON CONTENT).

An anonymous Facebook user with the pseudonym “Baba Jukwa” became a social media sensation for his posts exposing supposed secrets from within the ZANU-PF ruling party, in addition to his naming and shaming campaign against corrupt party officials (see LIMITS ON CONTENT).

Two mobile phone users were arrested for allegedly sending text messages that insulted the president (see VIOLATIONS OF USER RIGHTS).

An investigative report in early 2013 uncovered evidence of a “massive” cyber training program for Zimbabwean security agents facilitated by Iranian intelligence organizations (see VIOLATIONS OF USER RIGHTS).
Zimbabwe’s 2013 internet freedom status reflects developments in the country from May 1, 2012 to April 31, 2013, which are covered in this report. However, the July 2013 general elections entailed a number of events that directly impacted the country’s internet freedom landscape.

The 2013 political contestations in Zimbabwe were likely the most internet-fueled elections to date, as various parties took to social media to campaign and promote their platforms in advance of the general elections that occurred on July 31, 2013. All major political parties had a presence on Facebook and Twitter, and leading political figures used the internet to engage with citizens both in Zimbabwe and the diaspora on a daily basis. Social media was also widely used to encourage citizens to vote and counter electoral corruption, among other issues, while numerous websites were launched to monitor election irregularities.

At the time of writing in August 2013, there were no reports of internet content being blocked, or of online users arrested for their activities related to the elections, though the sensational popularity of the anonymous Facebook user, Baba Jukwa, elicited a desire by the ruling party to crackdown against individuals using social media to express criticism against the government (see “Limits on Content”).

Despite the lack of internet censorship, in the week leading up to the July 31 elections, the telecommunications regulator POTRAZ reportedly issued a directive to the private mobile phone provider, Econet, to block the dissemination of bulk SMS messages sent through its international gateway. Meanwhile, the independent community radio station, Radio Dialogue, reported frequent internet disconnections in its office, and internet café owners reported slow internet connectivity. While the government’s hand behind the disruptions could not be confirmed, state control over two of the country’s five international gateways, as well as the state’s ability to issue directives to private telecom providers, increase the likelihood of deliberate government interference.

Zimbabwe has witnessed an upsurge in internet use, and despite the country’s recent history of political instability and economic volatility, the past two years have seen a sizeable investment in the ICT sector, which had largely been stagnant over the previous decade. In 2012 and early 2013, access to ICTs remained nominally free from direct government interference with the exception of
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the July 2013 elections period, though the relative openness is more likely due to a lack of resources to affect control than a lack of intention.

As Zimbabwe’s internet community, both local and in the diaspora, has become more assertive in discussing socioeconomic and political issues online, the Zimbabwean African National Union–Patriotic Front (ZANU-PF) ruling party under President Robert Mugabe has become increasingly concerned about the internet’s ability to mobilize political opposition, particularly the Movement for Democratic Change (MDC) under Morgan Tsvangirai. Accordingly, ZANU-PF officials made several public demands to stop what it calls the “abuse” of information and communication technologies (ICTs) in 2012. Meanwhile, two citizens were arrested in the past year for sending text messages on their mobile phones that allegedly insulted the president.

Zimbabwe’s new constitution was enacted in May 2013, giving freedom of expression a boost both on and offline through its provisions on freedom of the press, access to government information, as well as protection for sources of information. Such guarantees, however, are likely to be nominal, given the ruling party’s trend of taking extralegal actions against Zimbabwean citizens. Further, state security officials continue to have the authority to monitor and intercept ICT communications at will, and an investigative report revealed in early 2013 that Zimbabwean security agencies have been receiving cyber training assistance from Iranian intelligence organizations since 2007.

### Obstacles to Access

Internet access has continued to expand in Zimbabwe, growing from a penetration rate of nearly 16 percent in 2011 to over 17 percent in 2012, according to the International Telecommunications Union (ITU). This figure, however, may not reflect the growing number of users who are accessing the web on their mobile devices. Research from June 2012 indicated that about 70 percent of Zimbabwean internet users are logging online via mobile phones, which likely accounts for the rapid spike in mobile phone penetration from 72 percent in 2011 to nearly 97 percent in 2012.

Similar to most countries in Africa, Zimbabwe benefits from low-cost, internet-enabled imitation mobile phones from Asia. Internet access on mobile phones has been further facilitated by the introduction of 3G, 4G and EDGE technology in the past few years. The decreasing price of mobile internet access—which dropped from $1.50 per megabyte (MB) in 2011 to $1 per MB as of May 2013—has also facilitated increased access. Subscription fees for 3G services have gone down
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10 EDGE is a faster version of the globally used GSM mobile standard.
to $30 per month for 10 GB, and other services providers are offering 3G services on a pay-as-you-go basis for as little as $0.10 per MB.

While mobile access to the internet has become increasingly affordable, fixed-line internet subscriptions cost $30-$40 per month (including installation fees) and remain expensive for many Zimbabweans who earn an average monthly wage of approximately $180. Nevertheless, market competition among service providers is slowly bringing down prices. For example, the cost of wireless 3G modems has decreased from $60 to $30 and is accessible on prepaid wireless access devices. Computer prices have also declined from an average of $600 in 2011 to between $350 and $450 in 2012.

Although competition has decreased the cost of broadband internet access, effective broadband for home and individual users has not been realized due to the poor infrastructure of the state-owned fixed-line operator, TelOne. Nonetheless, both the public and private sectors have invested in expanding coverage to other parts of the country. Presenting the 2013 budget in late 2012, Finance Minister Tendai Biti stated that $26 million had been spent on Zimbabwe’s fiber-optic cable system since 2009, which included the Harare-Bulawayo fiber-optic link that was completed in 2012. TelOne was also connected to Namibia Telcom’s fiber cable near the border towns of Victoria Falls and Katima Mulilo in 2012. Meanwhile, other licensed data carriers are continually rolling out fiber-optic networks across the country and establishing links to international undersea cables, leading to expanding penetration. By the end of 2012, Zimbabwe’s largest private telecoms provider, Econet, reported that it had expanded its broadband customer base by 75 percent, with its GSM and WiMAX (voice and data) services covering nearly 80 percent of the country.

Most Zimbabweans access the internet in cybercafes, which have experienced a resurgence since 2010 when the country’s economic situation began to improve. Recent ICT investments have also encouraged the reopening of cybercafes in the country’s urban centers, in addition to the rising demand for cheaper communication tools such as Voice over Internet Protocol (VoIP) applications, which has been fueled by the growing expatriate population of Zimbabweans seeking to stay in touch with friends and family back home.

Despite the expanding penetration of ICTs across the country, there remains a significant urban-rural divide in access to both internet and mobile technologies, particularly as a result of major infrastructural limitations in rural areas, such as poor roads and electricity distribution. A Zimbabwe All Media Products and Services Survey released in September 2012 found that 41
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percent of adults living in urban centers are using the internet,\textsuperscript{16} with 83 percent of users accessing the web at least once a month. By contrast, an official government report estimates rural internet penetration to be 22 percent, though this figure is likely inflated given the national penetration rate of 17 percent according to the latest ITU data.

The government has endeavored to transform rural postal centers into ICT access points where internet services would be provided, but this initiative has yet to be fully realized. Even in urban areas, electricity is regularly rationed for six to seven hours a day, leading to uneven access to the internet and mobile phone service. Power outages affect not only households but also business entities such as cybercafes, while prolonged power blackouts often affect mobile telephony signal transmission equipment, resulting in cut-offs of both mobile networks and internet connections.

Zimbabwe currently has 28 licensed internet access providers (IAPs) and 128 internet service providers (ISPs),\textsuperscript{17} the former of which offer only internet access while ISPs may provide additional services. However, ISP connections are constrained by the limited infrastructure of IAPs through which they must connect. As set by the telecoms regulator, the Postal and Telecommunications Regulatory Authority of Zimbabwe (POTRAZ), the license fees for IAPs and ISPs range from $2-4 million, depending on the type of service to be provided, and must be vetted and approved by the regulator prior to installation.\textsuperscript{18} Providers must also pay 3.5 percent of their annual gross income to POTRAZ. Application fees for operating a mobile phone service in Zimbabwe are also steep, and in 2013, the regulator increased the license fees for mobile networks from $100 million to $180 million.\textsuperscript{19} There are no stringent fees or regulations that hinder the establishment of cybercafés.

While POTRAZ handles the official licensing process for telecoms, insider reports have revealed that the Zimbabwean military may be involved in screening and approving license applications, demonstrating that ICTs are regarded as a security matter for the state. There nevertheless have been no reports of harassment or license denials on the basis of political affiliation. Otherwise, internet access prices in Zimbabwe are set by ISPs and cybercafe owners and have thus far been free from state intervention. Individual ISPs submit tariff proposals to POTRAZ, which approves proposals on a per case basis.

Zimbabwe currently has five international gateways for internet and voice traffic, two of which are operated by the state-owned fixed network, TelOne, and mobile network, NetOne. The private mobile operators—Econet, TeleCel and Africom—operate the other three international

\textsuperscript{16}Zimbabwe All Media Products Survey, Research International Bureau, Harare September, Third Quarter Report, 2012.
\textsuperscript{17}Zimbabwe Internet Service Providers Association membership list, \url{http://www.zispa.org.zw/members.html}.
\textsuperscript{18}L.S.M Kabweza, “Zimbabwe Raises Telecoms Licence Fees, Migrates to Converged Licensing,” TechZim, March 12, 2013, \url{http://www.techzim.co.zw/2013/03/zimbabwe-raises-telecoms-licence-fees-migrates-to-converged-licensing/}.
\textsuperscript{19}M. Kadzere, “Mobile License Fees Raised,” The Herald via AllAfrica, March 12, 2013, \url{http://allafrica.com/stories/201303130892.html}. 
ISPs and mobile phone companies are regulated by the telecommunications regulatory body, POTRAZ, whose leaders are appointed by the president in consultation with the minister of transport and communication. POTRAZ has been widely accused of partisanship and politicized decision-making, such as demanding Econet to reconnect the state-owned mobile phone service provider NetOne after Econet had cut NetOne’s service in August 2012 for defaulting on its interconnection fee payments.23

Several incidents in previous years hint at the extent to which the authorities are capable of filtering web content and their intent to do so. The most recent instance of online censorship was reported in 2006, when the Zimbabwean Reserve Bank had installed an e-mail content filtering system that blocked e-mails containing the words “Morgan Tsvangirai” or “MDC” and other political content.24 It is uncertain whether this practice is still ongoing. There was also a case reported in 2005 in which the authorities had traced anti-government e-mail content and arrested its suspected senders.25

In 2012 and early 2013, there were no reports of internet content being blocked or filtered, though various ruling party officials publicly expressed a desire and intent to increase control over ICTs. Civic engagement on social media platforms increased in the last year, fueled in large part by debates and discussions surrounding the general elections that took place in July 2013, during which bulk SMS text messaging via the international gateway was blocked while internet connections were reportedly slow. An anonymous Facebook user with the pseudonym Baba Jukwa became a social media sensation for its frequent posts that exposed alleged secrets from within the ZANU-PF ruling party, in addition to its naming and shaming campaign against corrupt party officials.

21 A “trunk switch” is a system that provides network access to many clients by sharing a set of lines or frequencies instead of providing them individually. A “mobile switching center” (MSC) connects calls by switching the digital voice data packets from one network path to another (also called routing). The MSC also provides information that is needed to support mobile service subscribers, such as user registration and authentication information.
The last attempt by the authorities to implement a more systematic internet censorship regime occurred in 2004 when the government proposed a contract for all ISPs requiring them to block “objectionable” content and communications that were “inconsistent with the laws of Zimbabwe” as well as report “malicious messages” to the authorities. Some ISPs agreed to comply with the proposed contract before it was declared unconstitutional by the Supreme Court a few months later. No other such attempts to impose systematic restrictions on ICTs have been reported since.

Nevertheless, the government has routinely exhibited a desire to control digital communications, particularly during times of high political tension, such as elections or other potentially volatile situations. These efforts have been made primarily through intimidation and threats. Around the time of ZANU-PF’s December 2009 party congress, for example, the authorities issued a warning to operators against allowing subscribers to use their networks for political purposes, which came in response to a mass circulation of text messages that had castigated the ruling party. The private telecom provider, Econet, in turn warned its subscribers that their service would be cut off if they sent political messages.

Similarly in 2010, after the MDC announced that it would be using an Econet line to send bulk SMSs to keep in contact with its supporters, a column appeared in the government-controlled Herald newspaper that threatened to cancel Econet’s operating license. In response, Econet openly complained about the MDC’s use of the network for political purposes and announced that it was installing software to identify and block problematic messages. These threat tactics from the authorities remain to this day and serve as a constant reminder to service providers of the need to remain in government favor. Mass SMS texting of apolitical nature is largely approved, but mobile service providers often refrain from carrying bulk messages sent by the MDC. To bypass such restrictions, the civic organization Kubatana, an online community of Zimbabwean activists and NGOs, uses an international gateway to send bulk text messages in the country, though this strategy failed in July 2013 when the regulator POTRAZ blocked international gateway bulk messaging in advance of the general elections.

State employees, including those working for state-owned media, exercise self-censorship when sharing politically sensitive information. The pronounced lack of anonymity on social media platforms coupled with the attendant fear of repercussions tends to limit politically oriented statements, since they can be traced back to their authors. Although many journalists contribute to
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29 The column was written under the pseudonym “Nathaniel Manheru,” who is believed to be President Mugabe’s spokesperson. See, Beth Jones, “Zimbabwe - ZANU-PF Threatens to Close Econet for Carrying a Political Campaign,” Zimbio, June 19, 2010, http://www.zimbio.com/Zimbabwe/articles/r4ouXmtsT5e/Zimbabwe+ZANU+PF+threatens+close+Econet+carrying.
online news platforms, quite a number use pseudonyms when writing about sensitive issues for fear of harassment, and citizens are increasingly using pseudonyms online to discuss political topics. Debates on the country’s political and socioeconomic issues as well as reactions to online articles about Zimbabwe are mostly confined to chat rooms and feedback sections of online news sites. Concerns over state surveillance has also led to increasing self-censorship, and journalists and human rights defenders who feel threatened often resort to secure e-mail platforms such as Hush-Mail for correspondence out of concern that the Zimbabwe domain name .co.zw is an open book for state security.

There is a sense that the dominant political elite are losing the online battle. With the growing use of digital and social media tools, the ruling party has identified ICT-based communication platforms as a threat to its hold on power and has accordingly grown more intent on regulating and influencing online content. For example, at its December 2012 party conference, a ZANU-PF official expressed the broad intention to invest at least $5 million in ICT and social media development to “fight cyber warfare.” Also in December 2012, during a meeting with the Chinese deputy minister of the State Counsel Information Office who was visiting Zimbabwe at the time, a ZANU-PF cabinet minister was quoted as stating that “there should be some form of control of the internet and other social media platforms because they [have] the potential to cause strife.”

Meanwhile, Facebook, Google, Yahoo, and YouTube, are among the most popular websites among Zimbabwean internet users. Media surveys indicate a declining readership of newspapers coinciding with the rising use of ICT-based platforms for news and other information. In keeping with this shift, traditional media outlets are increasingly resorting to Facebook, Twitter, and other social media platforms to enhance their engagement with readers and listeners, receive feedback, and crowd-source news on various issues. Due to the restrictive communications space in the country, blogs have become an important alternative platform for community organizations, minorities, individuals and online journalists to express their views. New blogs hosted by Blogspot and WordPress are on the rise, though as with journalists, some bloggers use pseudonyms out of fears of reprisal.
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Independent news websites and other digital media outlets based overseas have emerged as an important source of alternative information for those able to access them. The websites of outlets such as *New Zimbabwe* and Nehanda Radio publish information often obtained from stringers or other contacts based inside Zimbabwe, at times generating news that is later picked up by mainstream media outlets. There is no concrete evidence of government manipulation of online content, though there is some concern over the quality of the news in online publications that often re-publish content from state-owned sources.

Civil society groups use social media platforms to support imprisoned political activists and human rights defenders by providing instant updates on the country’s human rights situation and other political developments. Radio stations such as Star and ZiFM are also increasingly using social media as a tool to facilitate listener feedback and participation in their programs. Meanwhile, Zimbabwean journalists, long divided across state-owned and independent media lines, have found space on social media platforms to discuss current affairs and share information, contacts, and tips on story ideas. Nevertheless, the growing use of social media platforms has yet to manifest in concrete social, political, or economic change in Zimbabwe.

In March 2013, a self-proclaimed disaffected ZANU-PF member created a Facebook page under the moniker Baba Jukwa, which had drawn a following of over 300,000 Facebook users (compared to the 100,000 followers both Mugabe and Tsvangirai have each) by July 2013. Characterizing himself as a “Concerned father, fighting nepotism and directly linking community with their Leaders, Government, MPs, and Ministers,” Baba Jukwa quickly became a social media sensation for daily posts that named and shamed politicians for alleged corruption and informed on the ruling party’s supposed secrets. Most notably, the anonymous informant was credited with predicting the death of a ZANU-PF member of parliament, Edward Chindori Chininga, who died in a suspicious car accident in June 2013, nine days after Chininga had released a report on widespread corruption in the country’s diamond mines. Threatened by the Facebook page’s growing influence, Mugabe reportedly offered a $300,000 reward for Baba Jukwa’s identity. While the whistleblower’s efforts on Facebook have yet to affect concrete change on the country’s political and social reality, Baba Jukwa’s popularity has been described as representing “the Zimbabwean people’s growing appetite for information and transparency, which will only be fuelled by increasing access to information technology.”
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38 Newsroom Lingo’s Facebook page that brings Zimbabwe journalists from state and independent media, http://www.facebook.com/groups/390978400932282/?fref=ts.
A new constitution came into force in May 2013 that included provisions for freedom of expression and of the press. Nevertheless, legal restrictions that contradicted the new constitutional guarantees remained in place and were frequently used against journalists, particularly for violations in the traditional media in the lead-up to the July 2013 general elections. Two mobile phone users were arrested during the coverage period for sending text messages that allegedly insulted the president. An investigative report in early 2013 uncovered evidence of a “massive” cyber training program for Zimbabwean security agents facilitated by Iranian intelligence organizations.

In 2013, Zimbabwe adopted a new constitution that was approved by parliament in May and signed into law by the president shortly thereafter. Sections 60, 61, and 62 of the constitution guarantees freedom of expression, press freedom, access to information, protection of sources of information as well as the editorial independence of state-owned media. While these provisions are focused on the traditional media, it is expected that the new rights will also extend online. Accordingly, online journalists, bloggers, and citizens using social media platforms to share information can potentially seek protection under the new constitution.

Nevertheless, there are no laws that specifically protect online modes of communication, and bloggers are not recognized as eligible for accreditation as journalists. While the judiciary has sometimes demonstrated a degree of autonomy through rulings that are not necessarily favorable to the state, some in freedom of expression cases, the government often ignores such decisions. An appointment process that allows for high levels of executive interference further compromises judicial independence.

Meanwhile, the country’s civil and criminal defamation laws, the Interception of Communications Act of 2007, and the Criminal Law Codification and Reform Act (CODE) remain on the books and apply equally to reporters in the traditional media and online. The CODE punishes anyone who publicly undermines the authority of the president or insults him in any printed or electronic medium with a sentence of up to 20 years in prison. In addition, Zimbabwe maintains restrictive access to information and media laws, which include the Access to Information and Protection of Privacy Act, the Criminal Codification Act, the Public Order and Security Act, and the Officials Secrets Act, among others. Combined with the extrajudicial actions of both state and non-state actors, these laws severely limit Zimbabweans’ ability to access and share information.

Since the signing of the Global Political Agreement at the end of 2008 that brokered a power-sharing deal between Robert Mugabe and Morgan Tsvangirai, violations against journalists have decreased significantly, though the improvement has not entailed a change in the dominant political...
elite’s attitude against the independent media. Arrests, verbal attacks, and harassment against traditional media journalists, including expulsion from press conferences, still continue.

Penalties for online activities, however, have been less common. In one recent case, a South African-based Zimbabwean man, Benias Madhakasi, was thrown in police custody in April 2012 and held for three months for insulting the president after it was discovered that he had an image and inscription on his mobile phone that read, “Happy 87th Birthday (Operation Matibili),” referring to the president’s nickname. The prosecutor opposed bail until the High Court threw out the charges in July 2012. In a second case, Bulawayo resident Shantel Rusike was arrested on December 24, 2012 and held for four days after she was reported to the police for sending an image depicting President Mugabe in a nude state via WhatsApp on her mobile phone. Rusike, out on $100 bail, faces charges of “causing hatred, contempt or ridicule of the president,” as delineated in the CODE. As of mid-2013, her case was still before the courts.

Website owners, bloggers, and internet users are not required to register with the government, though mobile phone users must register their SIM cards by submitting personal identity details to the mobile operator, ostensibly to combat crime and curtail threatening or obscene communications. POTRAZ reported that approximately two million subscribers were disconnected in mid-2011 as a result of non-compliance, though the number of registered mobile telephone users increased thereafter.

Meanwhile, POTRAZ has maintained a September 2011 ban—reportedly enacted for security reasons—on the use of the BlackBerry messenger service that enables users to send free messages. The ban went into effect in response to unfounded fears that the service had facilitated the 2011 Arab uprisings as well as the violent protests that took place in England in August of the same year. In mid-2011, POTRAZ director general Charles Manzi Sibanda announced that the regulator was examining the compliance of BlackBerry’s encryption technology with the Interception of Communications Act, which requires that all telecommunication services allow
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official interception. The POTRAZ decision was still outstanding as of October 2012. Other encrypted communication applications, such as Skype, remain accessible.

The Post and Telecommunications Act of 2000 allows the government to monitor communications, including e-mail, and requires ISPs to supply information to government officials upon request. The act also obligates ISPs to report any e-mail with “offensive” or “threatening” content. Meanwhile, the Interception of Communications Act of 2007 established a Monitoring of Interception of Communications Center with the powers to oversee traffic in all telecommunications services and to intercept phone calls, e-mails, and faxes under the pretext of national security. The Act further requires telecommunications operators and ISPs to install necessary surveillance technology at their own expense and to intercept information on the state’s behalf. Failure to comply is punishable with a fine and sentence of up to three years in prison.

Warrants allowing the monitoring and interception of communications are issued by the minister of information at his discretion; consequently, there is no substantial judicial oversight or other independent safeguard against abuse. The extent and frequency of monitoring therefore remains uncertain. There are also reports that the Central Intelligence Organization monitors all networks connected to the IP world’s routing system through the Interception of Communications Unit, which is administered by a top ZANU-PF politician.

Following the passage of the ICA in 2007, there were unconfirmed reports that Zimbabwe’s government had received surveillance technology and training from China, and suspicions of Chinese technical assistance in controlling ICTs remain strong. More recently in March 2013, the news and internet radio station, Nehanda Radio, reported that it had confirmed a “massive” cyber training program that had begun in 2007 with assistance from Iranian intelligence organizations. According to the report, personnel from the Zimbabwean armed forces and the CIO have been undergoing intensive cyber training in “technological warfare techniques, counter-intelligence and methods of suppressing popular revolts among others, every six months.”

---

55 Section 12 (1) (a) of the Act reads: “Notwithstanding any other law, a telecommunication service provider shall provide a telecommunication service which has the capacity to be intercepted.”


There have been no reported cases of attacks against bloggers and online journalists, despite concerns over potential violence and unrest surrounding the 2013 elections in July and its aftermath. In the first half of 2013, there was an explosion of political content on social media platforms, with bold and unrestrained political discussions taking place, such as on the Facebook page of the anonymous informant, Baba Jukwa (see “Limits on Content”). These activities, particularly those linked to the July 2013 elections, have purportedly alarmed the security and political sector, and reports indicate that the ruling party and its security agencies are increasingly focusing on attacking and uncovering the identities of anonymous social media activists. What technology the Zimbabwean authorities do have to monitor internet users has nonetheless failed to expose the true identity of Baba Jukwa, though the whistleblower’s Facebook and Twitter accounts have reportedly been subject to several hacking attacks, resulting in the deletion of some of Jukwa’s damaging posts.

The government has reportedly used Chinese assistance to hack into websites of independent newspapers, although this also cannot be confirmed. In December 2011, for example, the website of the Daily News, one of Zimbabwe’s private newspapers, experienced a series of attacks on its website, which the Daily News’s information technology department blamed on Chinese hackers working with in conjunction with the Zimbabwean authorities. Meanwhile, government websites are increasingly the target of hacking attacks, with the website of the Ministry of Mines most recently hacked in March 2013.

---

GLOSSARY


❖ 3G: Third generation mobile communications technology, which allows internet access through mobile phones.

❖ 4G: Fourth generation wireless communications standard, allowing broadband mobile internet access. Several technologies are considered 4G standards, including 4G LTE and WiMAX.

❖ 4G LTE: Short for long term evolution, 4G LTE allows mobile internet access up to 10 times faster than 3G.

❖ ADSL: (see DSL)

❖ Apps: Short for software applications, apps are programs designed for use online or on a mobile device. Communications apps like WhatsApp and Skype allow real-time messaging or voice calls.

❖ Blog: Short for weblog, blogs are highly-customizable personal websites, often published on specific Hosting Services. While blogs cover a broad range of issues and activities, many provide an important platform for free expression and political debate.

❖ Blogosphere: All the blogs on the internet or within a specific country, for example, the Tunisian blogosphere.

❖ Broadband: A high-speed internet connection in which a single wire can carry many channels at once, allowing a high data-transfer rate. Broadband is necessary for viewing multimedia content.

❖ Bulletin Board System (BBS): An electronic message center. Most bulletin boards serve specific interest groups; users can post information or products for sale, and other posters can respond.
**CDMA:** Short for code-division multiple access, CDMA is a 3G mobile technology with high bandwidth, allowing efficient internet access via cellphone.

**Chat Room:** An online location that allows multiple users to engage in a real-time, text-based conversation or discussion

**Cybercafe:** Any commercial location where patrons can use computers to access the internet for a specified fee and time.

**Cyberspace:** The nonphysical world created by computer systems. The internet, for example, creates a cyberspace within which people can communicate with one another, do research, or simply window shop.

**DDoS Attack:** Distributed denial of service attacks try to prevent a website from functioning, either temporarily or indefinitely, by overloading it with so many requests for data that it slows down or crashes. Those responsible often infiltrate computers around the world and program them to join in the assault as an automated network, or “botnet.”

**Dial-up:** An internet connection over a standard telephone line, usually with a very slow speed that makes it difficult to access some features, especially multimedia applications.

**Dongle:** A device that attaches to a computer via a USB or other port to provide access to certain applications. If equipped with 3G or WiMax technology, a dongle allows portable internet access.

**DNS:** Short for domain name system. DNS is an internet service that translates alphabetic domain names—the appellations commonly used to identify websites—into numerical IP addresses. Every time a user enters a domain name, a DNS service must translate the name into the corresponding IP address; for example, the domain name example.com might translate to 198.105.232.4.

**DSL and ADSL:** Digital subscriber lines allow data transmission over the wires of a local telephone network, at a faster speed than dial-up but without obstructing telephone use on the same line. Variations, grouped as xDSL, include ADSL or asymmetric digital subscriber lines, which feature a greater flow of data in one direction than in the other, so that download speeds are often much faster than upload speeds.

**Fiber optic cables:** Cables made of glass or plastic fibers, used to transmit data. Fiber optic cables have a much greater bandwidth than metal wires typically used for local telephone networks, can carry more data, and are less susceptible to interference.
 **FTTH:** Short for fiber-to-the-home, FTTH indicates the installation of internet-capable fiber optic cables directly into a subscriber’s home. Variations include fiber-to-the-curb (FTTC) and fiber-to-the-building (FTTB).

 **Firewall:** A system designed to prevent unauthorized access to or from a private network; implemented in either hardware or software. A firewall blocks any messages entering or leaving the protected network if they do not meet specific criteria. Companies can use them to prevent employees from accessing select websites, and several countries—notably China and Iran—employ firewalls on a national level to prevent citizens from accessing content from abroad.

 **Forum:** An online discussion group in which participants with common interests can exchange open messages.

 **GSM:** Short for global system for mobile communications, GSM is a narrowband mobile standard widely used around the world.

 **Hashtag:** A word or phrase pre-fixed by the hash symbol, used to make social media conversations searchable by topic. For example, Twitter users can follow the Freedom on the Net 2013 launch by searching for the hashtag #FOTN2013.

 **Hosting service:** A service provider that houses, or hosts, multiple websites on its server computers in exchange for a fee.

 **ICT:** Information and communications technology, including computers and mobile devices.

 **Instant Messaging:** Real-time, text-based communication between individuals in what amounts to a temporary private chat room.

 **IP address:** The numeric address of a computer on the internet. An IP address is used to identify a computer and network in much the same way as a social security number is used to identify a person.

 **ISP:** Internet service providers are companies that provide access to the internet for a fee, supplying customers with a software package, a username, a password, and telephone numbers to initiate a connection.

 **IT:** Information technology, the broad subject concerned with all aspects of managing and processing information.

 **Local Area Network (LAN):** A computer network that spans a relatively small area. Most LANs are confined to a single building or group of buildings. However, one LAN can be connected to other LANs over any distance via telephone lines and radio waves.
- **Malware**: Software designed to damage or disrupt a system, such as a virus. This includes spyware, that may retrieve data about a computer user’s behavior without their knowledge.

- **Microblog**: A type of blog that allows users to publish short text updates that are disseminated to a large number of followers. Twitter is an example of a microblogging site that allows posts of up to 140 characters.

- **Netizen**: Citizen of the internet; a person actively involved in the online community.

- **Packet sniffer**: Computer software or hardware that can intercept and log traffic passing over a network. Packet sniffers, often part of a firewall system, can be used to spy on users and collect sensitive information such as passwords.

- **Proxy server**: A server or computer that sits between a user and a website to intercept requests. Proxy servers have various uses. In *Freedom on the Net 2013*, they typically refer to a tool used to circumvent blocks on accessing certain websites.

- **Real name registration**: A system by which users who want to post a comment online have to supply their real name, ID card number, contact phone or address.

- **Secure Sockets Layer (SSL)**: A method for transmitting private documents and data over the internet using two-layer encryption for security. SSL is most often used in websites that handle private or financial data, and is denoted by the use of “https” in the URL rather than the standard “http.”

- **SIM card**: Short for subscriber identity module, SIM cards are used in phones on the GSM network to store an individual’s phone number, authorize their connection, and encrypt their data. SIM cards can be switched between phones.

- **SMS/Text Messaging**: Short message service or SMS messages are brief text messages of no more than a few hundred characters, sent electronically between mobiles.

- **Spyware**: See Malware.

- **Trolling**: Maliciously disrupting conversations on a microblog, chat room, forum or BBS with inflammatory or derogatory comments, is known as trolling, while the individual who does so is identified as a troll. Lingerling in chat rooms without participating, which may be a sign of spying on other internet users, can also be described as trolling.

- **URL**: Short for uniform resource locator, a URL is the global address of a document or page on the world wide web. The URL for Freedom House is [http://www.freedomhouse.org/](http://www.freedomhouse.org/).
USB Modem: A portable USB or universal serial bus device that looks similar to a USB flash drive (a data storage device) and can be plugged into any USB port on a computer to allow broadband internet access.

Value-added Network Service (VANS): A network provider hired to facilitate electronic data interchange or provide other services such as data translation, encryption, or secure e-mail.

Virtual Private Network (VPN): VPNs offer a means to communicate privately through a public network by creating an encrypted tunnel between two or more locations. This can be used to circumvent national censorship, and corporations that operate in repressive internet environments often purchase the right to use VPNs to connect to their home offices from the government.

VoIP: Voice over Internet Protocol is a category of hardware and software that enables users to make telephone calls via the internet; these calls do not incur a surcharge beyond what the user is paying for internet access.

Wi-Fi: Wireless technology that provides an internet or network connection for properly equipped computers, mobile phones, and other devices within a given area.

WiMAX: Scalable wireless technology that works over much longer distances than Wi-Fi, providing an alternative for both fixed and mobile internet access. WiMAX stands for worldwide interoperability for microwave access.
METHODOLOGY

This fourth edition of Freedom on the Net provides analytical reports and numerical ratings for 60 countries worldwide. The countries were chosen to provide a representative sample with regards to geographical diversity and economic development, as well as varying levels of political and media freedom. The ratings and reports included in this study particularly focus on developments that took place between May 1, 2012 and April 30, 2013.

WHAT WE MEASURE

The Freedom on the Net index aims to measure each country’s level of internet and digital media freedom based on a set of methodology questions described below (see “Checklist of Questions”). Given increasing technological convergence, the index also measures access and openness of other digital means of transmitting information, particularly mobile phones and text messaging services.

Freedom House does not maintain a culture-bound view of freedom. The project methodology is grounded in basic standards of free expression, derived in large measure from Article 19 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights:

“Everyone has the right to freedom of opinion and expression; this right includes freedom to hold opinions without interference and to seek, receive, and impart information and ideas through any media regardless of frontiers.”

This standard applies to all countries and territories, irrespective of geographical location, ethnic or religious composition, or level of economic development.

The project particularly focuses on the transmission and exchange of news and other politically relevant communications, as well as the protection of users’ rights to privacy and freedom from both legal and extralegal repercussions arising from their online activities. At the same time, the index acknowledges that in some instances freedom of expression and access to information may be legitimately restricted. The standard for such restrictions applied in this index is that they be implemented only in narrowly defined circumstances and in line with international human rights standards, the rule of law, and the principles of necessity and proportionality. As much as possible, censorship and surveillance policies and procedures should be transparent and include avenues for appeal available to those affected.
The index does not rate governments or government performance per se, but rather the real-world rights and freedoms enjoyed by individuals within each country. While digital media freedom may be primarily affected by state actions, pressures and attacks by nonstate actors, including the criminal underworld, are also considered. Thus, the index ratings generally reflect the interplay of a variety of actors, both governmental and nongovernmental, including private corporations.

**THE SCORING PROCESS**

The index aims to capture the entire “enabling environment” for internet freedom within each country through a set of 21 methodology questions, divided into three subcategories, which are intended to highlight the vast array of relevant issues. Each individual question is scored on a varying range of points. Assigning numerical points allows for comparative analysis among the countries surveyed and facilitates an examination of trends over time. Countries are given a total score from 0 (best) to 100 (worst) as well as a score for each sub-category. Countries scoring between 0 to 30 points overall are regarded as having a “Free” internet and digital media environment; 31 to 60, “Partly Free”; and 61 to 100, “Not Free”. An accompanying country report provides narrative detail on the points covered by the methodology questions.

The methodology examines the level of internet freedom through a set of 21 questions and nearly 100 accompanying subpoints, organized into three groupings:

- **Obstacles to Access**—including infrastructural and economic barriers to access; governmental efforts to block specific applications or technologies; legal and ownership control over internet and mobile phone access providers.
- **Limits on Content**—including filtering and blocking of websites; other forms of censorship and self-censorship; manipulation of content; the diversity of online news media; and usage of digital media for social and political activism.
- **Violations of User Rights**—including legal protections and restrictions on online activity; surveillance and limits on privacy; and repercussions for online activity, such as legal prosecution, imprisonment, physical attacks, or other forms of harassment.

The purpose of the subpoints is to guide analysts regarding factors they should consider while evaluating and assigning the score for each methodology question. After researchers submitted their draft scores, Freedom House convened five regional review meetings and numerous international conference calls, attended by Freedom House staff and over 70 local experts, scholars, and civil society representatives from the countries under study. During the meetings, participants reviewed, critiqued, and adjusted the draft scores—based on the set coding guidelines—through careful consideration of events, laws, and practices relevant to each item. After completing the regional and country consultations, Freedom House staff did a final review of all scores to ensure their comparative reliability and integrity.
CHECKLIST OF QUESTIONS

- Each country is ranked on a scale of 0 to 100, with 0 being the best and 100 being the worst.
- A combined score of 0-30=Free, 31-60=Partly Free, 61-100=Not Free.
- Under each question, a lower number of points is allotted for a more free situation, while a higher number of points is allotted for a less free environment.
- Unless otherwise indicated, the sub-questions listed are meant to provide guidance as to what issues should be addressed under each methodology question, though not all will apply to every country.

A. OBSTACLES TO ACCESS (0-25 POINTS)

1. To what extent do infrastructural limitations restrict access to the internet and other ICTs? (0-6 points)
   - Does poor infrastructure (electricity, telecommunications, etc) limit citizens’ ability to receive internet in their homes and businesses?
   - To what extent is there widespread public access to the internet through internet cafes, libraries, schools and other venues?
   - To what extent is there internet and mobile phone access, including via 3G networks or satellite?
   - Is there a significant difference between internet and mobile-phone penetration and access in rural versus urban areas or across other geographical divisions?
   - To what extent are broadband services widely available in addition to dial-up?

2. Is access to the internet and other ICTs prohibitively expensive or beyond the reach of certain segments of the population? (0-3 points)
   - In countries where the state sets the price of internet access, is it prohibitively high?
   - Do financial constraints, such as high costs of telephone/internet services or excessive taxes imposed on such services, make internet access prohibitively expensive for large segments of the population?
   - Do low literacy rates (linguistic and “computer literacy”) limit citizens’ ability to use the internet?
   - Is there a significant difference between internet penetration and access across ethnic or socio-economic societal divisions?
   - To what extent are online software, news, and other information available in the main local languages spoken in the country?
3. Does the government impose restrictions on ICT connectivity and access to particular social media and communication apps permanently or during specific events? (0-6 points)

- Does the government place limits on the amount of bandwidth that access providers can supply?
- Does the government use control over internet infrastructure (routers, switches, etc.) to limit connectivity, permanently or during specific events?
- Does the government centralize telecommunications infrastructure in a manner that could facilitate control of content and surveillance?
- Does the government block protocols and tools that allow for instant, person-to-person communication (VOIP, instant messaging, text messaging, etc.), particularly those based outside the country (i.e. YouTube, Facebook, Skype, etc.)?
- Does the government block protocols, social media, and/or communication apps that allow for information sharing or building online communities (video-sharing, social-networking sites, comment features, blogging platforms, etc.) permanently or during specific events?
- Is there blocking of certain tools that enable circumvention of online filters and censors?

4. Are there legal, regulatory, or economic obstacles that prevent the existence of diverse business entities providing access to digital technologies? (0-6 points)

Note: Each of the following access providers are scored separately:

1a. Internet service providers (ISPs) and other backbone internet providers (0-2 points)
1b. Cybercafes and other businesses entities that allow public internet access (0-2 points)
1c. Mobile phone companies (0-2 points)

- Is there a legal or de facto monopoly over access providers or do users have a choice of access provider, including ones privately owned?
- Is it legally possible to establish a private access provider or does the state place extensive legal or regulatory controls over the establishment of providers?
- Are registration requirements (e.g. bureaucratic “red tape”) for establishing an access provider unduly onerous or are they approved/rejected on partisan or prejudicial grounds?
- Does the state place prohibitively high fees on the establishment and operation of access providers?

5. To what extent do national regulatory bodies overseeing digital technology operate in a free, fair, and independent manner? (0-4 points)

- Are there explicit legal guarantees protecting the independence and autonomy of any regulatory body overseeing internet and other ICTs (exclusively or as part of a broader mandate) from political or commercial interference?
- Is the process for appointing members of regulatory bodies transparent and representative of different stakeholders’ interests?
• Are decisions taken by the regulatory body, particularly those relating to ICTs, seen to be fair and apolitical and to take meaningful notice of comments from stakeholders in society?
• Are efforts by access providers and other internet-related organizations to establish self-regulatory mechanisms permitted and encouraged?
• Does the allocation of digital resources, such as domain names or IP addresses, on a national level by a government-controlled body create an obstacle to access or are they allocated in a discriminatory manner?

B. LIMITS ON CONTENT (0–35 points)

1. To what extent does the state or other actors block or filter internet and other ICT content, particularly on political and social issues? (0–6 points)
   • Is there significant blocking or filtering of internet sites, web pages, blogs, or data centers, particularly those related to political and social topics?
   • Is there significant filtering of text messages or other content transmitted via mobile phones?
   • Do state authorities block or filter information and views from inside the country—particularly concerning human rights abuses, government corruption, and poor standards of living—from reaching the outside world through interception of e-mail or text messages, etc?
   • Are methods such as deep-packet inspection used for the purposes of preventing users from accessing certain content or for altering the content of communications en route to the recipient, particularly with regards to political and social topics?

2. To what extent does the state employ legal, administrative, or other means to force deletion of particular content, including requiring private access providers to do so? (0–4 points)
   • To what extent are non-technical measures—judicial or extra-legal—used to order the deletion of content from the internet, either prior to or after its publication?
   • To what degree does the government or other powerful political actors pressure or coerce online news outlets to exclude certain information from their reporting?
   • Are access providers and content hosts legally responsible for the information transmitted via the technology they supply or required to censor the content accessed or transmitted by their users?
   • Are access providers or content hosts prosecuted for opinions expressed by third parties via the technology they supply?

3. To what extent are restrictions on internet and ICT content transparent, proportional to the stated aims, and accompanied by an independent appeals process? (0–4 points)
   • Are there national laws, independent oversight bodies, and other democratically accountable procedures in place to ensure that decisions to restrict access to certain content are proportional to their stated aim?
- Are state authorities transparent about what content is blocked or deleted (both at the level of public policy and at the moment the censorship occurs)?
- Do state authorities block more types of content than they publicly declare?
- Do independent avenues of appeal exist for those who find content they produced to have been subjected to censorship?

4. Do online journalists, commentators, and ordinary users practice self-censorship? (0-4 points)
- Is there widespread self-censorship by online journalists, commentators, and ordinary users in state-run online media, privately run websites, or social media applications?
- Are there unspoken “rules” that prevent an online journalist or user from expressing certain opinions in ICT communication?
- Is there avoidance of subjects that can clearly lead to harm to the author or result in almost certain censorship?

5. To what extent is the content of online sources of information determined or manipulated by the government or a particular partisan interest? (0-4 points)
- To what degree do the government or other powerful actors pressure or coerce online news outlets to follow a particular editorial direction in their reporting?
- Do authorities issue official guidelines or directives on coverage to online media outlets, blogs, etc., including instructions to marginalize or amplify certain comments or topics for discussion?
- Do government officials or other actors bribe or use close economic ties with online journalists, bloggers, website owners, or service providers in order to influence the online content they produce or host?
- Does the government employ, or encourage content providers to employ, individuals to post pro-government remarks in online bulletin boards and chat rooms?
- Do online versions of state-run or partisan traditional media outlets dominate the online news landscape?

6. Are there economic constraints that negatively impact users’ ability to publish content online or online media outlets’ ability to remain financially sustainable? (0-3 points)
- Are favorable connections with government officials necessary for online media outlets or service providers (e.g. search engines, e-mail applications, blog hosting platforms, etc.) to be economically viable?
- Are service providers who refuse to follow state-imposed directives to restrict content subject to sanctions that negatively impact their financial viability?
- Does the state limit the ability of online media to accept advertising or investment, particularly from foreign sources, or does it limit advertisers from conducting business with disfavored online media or service providers?
• To what extent do ISPs manage network traffic and bandwidth availability to users in a manner that is transparent, evenly applied, and does not discriminate against users or producers of content based on the content/source of the communication itself (i.e. respect “net neutrality” with regard to content)?

• To what extent do users have access to free or low-costs blogging services, webhosts, etc. to allow them to make use of the internet to express their own views?

7. To what extent are sources of information that are robust and reflect a diversity of viewpoints readily available to citizens, despite government efforts to limit access to certain content? (0-4 points)

• Are people able to access a range of local and international news sources via the internet or text messages, despite efforts to restrict the flow of information?

• Does the public have ready access to media outlets or websites that express independent, balanced views?

• Does the public have ready access to sources of information that represent a range of political and social viewpoints?

• To what extent do online media outlets and blogs represent diverse interests within society, for example through websites run by community organizations or religious, ethnic and other minorities?

• To what extent do users employ proxy servers and other methods to circumvent state censorship efforts?

8. To what extent have individuals successfully used the internet and other ICTs as tools for mobilization, particularly regarding political and social issues? (0-6 points)

• To what extent does the online community cover political developments and provide scrutiny of government policies, official corruption, or the behavior of other powerful societal actors?

• To what extent are online communication tools (e.g. Twitter) or social networking sites (e.g. Facebook, Orkut) used as a means to organize politically, including for “real-life” activities?

• Are mobile phones and other ICTs used as a medium of news dissemination and political organization, including on otherwise banned topics?

C. VIOLATIONS OF USER RIGHTS (0-40 POINTS)

1. To what extent does the constitution or other laws contain provisions designed to protect freedom of expression, including on the internet, and are they enforced? (0-6 points)

• Does the constitution contain language that provides for freedom of speech and of the press generally?

• Are there laws or legal decisions that specifically protect online modes of expression?

• Are online journalists and bloggers accorded the same rights and protections given to print and broadcast journalists?

• Is the judiciary independent and do the Supreme Court, Attorney General, and other representatives of the higher judiciary support free expression?
1. Is there implicit impunity for private and/or state actors who commit crimes against online journalists, bloggers, or other citizens targeted for their online activities?

2. Are there laws which call for criminal penalties or civil liability for online and ICT activities? (0-4 points)
   - Are there specific laws criminalizing online expression and activity such as posting or downloading information, sending an e-mail, or text message, etc.? (Note: this excludes legislation addressing harmful content such as child pornography or activities such as malicious hacking)
   - Do laws restrict the type of material that can be communicated in online expression or via text messages, such as communications about ethnic or religious issues, national security, or other sensitive topics?
   - Are restrictions of internet freedom closely defined, narrowly circumscribed, and proportional to the legitimate aim?
   - Are vaguely worded penal codes or security laws applied to internet-related or ICT activities?
   - Are there penalties for libelous officials or the state in online content?
   - Can an online outlet based in another country be sued if its content can be accessed from within the country (i.e. "libel tourism")?

3. Are individuals detained, prosecuted or sanctioned by law enforcement agencies for disseminating or accessing information on the internet or via other ICTs, particularly on political and social issues? (0-6 points)
   - Are writers, commentators, or bloggers subject to imprisonment or other legal sanction as a result of posting material on the internet?
   - Are citizens subject to imprisonment, civil liability, or other legal sanction as a result of accessing or downloading material from the internet or for transmitting information via e-mail or text messages?
   - Does the lack of an independent judiciary or other limitations on adherence to the rule of law hinder fair proceedings in ICT-related cases?
   - Are individuals subject to abduction or arbitrary detention as a result of online activities, including membership in certain online communities?
   - Are penalties for “irresponsible journalism” or “rumor mongering” applied widely?
   - Are online journalists, bloggers, or others regularly prosecuted, jailed, or fined for libel or defamation (including in cases of “libel tourism”)?

4. Does the government place restrictions on anonymous communication or require user registration? (0-4 points)
   - Are website owners, bloggers, or users in general required to register with the government?
   - Are users able to post comments online or purchase mobile phones anonymously or does the government require that they use their real names or register with the government?
   - Are users prohibited from using encryption software to protect their communications?
   - Are there laws restricting the use of encryption and other security tools, or requiring that the government be given access to encryption keys and algorithms?
5. To what extent is there state surveillance of internet and ICT activities without judicial or other independent oversight, including systematic retention of user traffic data? (0-6 points)

- Do the authorities regularly monitor websites, blogs, and chat rooms, or the content of e-mail and mobile text messages, including via deep-packet inspection?
- To what extent are restrictions on the privacy of digital media users transparent, proportional to the stated aims, and accompanied by an independent process for lodging complaints of violations?
- Where the judiciary is independent, are there procedures in place for judicial oversight of surveillance and to what extent are these followed?
- Where the judiciary lacks independence, is there another independent oversight body in place to guard against abusive use of surveillance technology and to what extent is it able to carry out its responsibilities free of government interference?
- Is content intercepted during internet surveillance admissible in court or has it been used to convict users in cases involving free speech?

6. To what extent are providers of access to digital technologies required to aid the government in monitoring the communications of their users? (0-6 points)

Note: Each of the following access providers are scored separately:

6a. Internet service providers (ISPs) and other backbone internet providers (0-2 points)
6b. Cybercafes and other business entities that allow public internet access (0-2 points)
6c. Mobile phone companies (0-2 points)

- Are access providers required to monitor their users and supply information about their digital activities to the government (either through technical interception or via manual monitoring, such as user registration in cybercafes)?
- Are access providers prosecuted for not doing so?
- Does the state attempt to control access providers through less formal methods, such as codes of conduct?
- Can the government obtain information about users without a legal process?

7. Are bloggers, other ICT users, websites, or their property subject to extralegal intimidation or physical violence by state authorities or any other actor? (0-5 points)

- Are individuals subject to murder, beatings, harassment, threats, travel restrictions, or torture as a result of online activities, including membership in certain online communities?
- Do armed militias, organized crime elements, insurgent groups, political or religious extremists, or other organizations regularly target online commentators?
- Have online journalists, bloggers, or others fled the country or gone into hiding to avoid such action?
• Have cybercafes or property of online commentators been targets of physical attacks or the confiscation or destruction of property as retribution for online activities or expression?

8. Are websites, governmental and private entities, ICT users, or service providers subject to widespread “technical violence,” including cyberattacks, hacking, and other malicious threats? (0-3 points)

• Are financial, commercial, and governmental entities subject to significant and targeted cyberattacks (e.g. cyber espionage, data gathering, DoS attacks), including those originating from outside of the country?

• Have websites belonging to opposition or civil society groups within the country’s boundaries been temporarily or permanently disabled due to cyberattacks, particularly at politically sensitive times?

• Are websites or blogs subject to targeted technical attacks as retribution for posting certain content (e.g. on political and social topics)?

• Are laws and policies in place to prevent and protect against cyberattacks (including the launching of systematic attacks by non-state actors from within the country’s borders) and are they enforced?
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